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INHALTSVERZEICHNIS FOR 1991

1. Automorphe Formen und Anwendungen, 06.01. - 12.01.1991
Leitung: 5.5. Kudla, College Park

J. Schwermer, Eichstätt

2. Combinatorial Optimization, 13.01. - 19.01.1991
Leitung: R. Burkard, .Graz

M. Grötschel,-Augsburg

3.

4.

Spectral Theory of Singular Ordinary Differential Operators, .
20.01. - 26.01.1991
Leitung: H.D. Nießen, Essen

A. Schneider, Dortmund
J. Weidmann, Frankfurt

Harmonische Analyse und Darstellungstheorie topologischer Gruppen.
27.01. - 02.02.1991
Leitung: R.E. Howe, New Haven

E. Kaniuth, Paderborn

5. Constructive Methods in Complex Analysis, 03.02~ - 09.02.1991
Leitung: H.-P. Blatt, Eichstätt

O. Gaier, Gießen
R.S. Varga, "Kent

6. Endlichdimensianale Lie~Algebren, 10.02. - 16.02.1991
Leitung: M. Goze, Muhlhause

O.H. Kegel, Freiburg

7. Affine Differentialgeometrie, 10.02. - 16.02.1991
Leitung: K. Namizu, Providence

U. Pinkall, Berlin
U. Siman, Berlin

8. Experimentelle insbesondere computergraphische Methoden in der Mathematik,
17.02. - 23.02.1991
Leitung: H.-O. Peitgen, Bremen

U. Pinkall, Berlin

9. Kre;n Spaces and Applicat;ons to Oifferential Operators, 17.02. - 23.02.1991
Leitung: H. Langer, Regensburg

R. Mennicken, Regensburg
J.L. Rovnyak, Charlottesville



10. Medical Statistics: Statistical Models for Longitudinal Data,
24.02. - 02.03.1991
Leitung: N. Breslow, Seattle

J. Mau, Düsseldorf
M. Schumacher, Freiburg

11. Partielle Differentialgleichungen, 03.03. - 09.03.1991
Leitung: J. Brüning, AUQsburg.

L. Hörmander, Lund
W. von Wahl, Bayreuth

12. Mathematische Stochastik, 10.03. ~ 16.03.1991
Leitung: P.L. Davies, Essen

B.W. Silverman, Bath

13. Elementare und analytische Zahlentheorie, 17.03. - 23~03.1991

Leitung: H.-E. Richert, ;Ulm
W. Schwarz, Frankfurt
E. Wirsing, Ulm

14. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen, 24.03. - 30.03.1991
Leitung: H.~. Knobloch, Würzburg

J. Mawhin, Louvain-la-Neuve
K. Schmitt, Salt Lake City.

15. Arbeitsgemeinschaft "Connections between Mathematical Physic5 and the Theory
of Knots, 31.03. - 06.04.1991
Leitung: Günter Harder, Bonn

Vladimir G. Turaev, Genf

16. Algebraische Gruppen, 07.04. - 13.04.1991
Leitung: P. Slodowy, Stuttgart

T.A. Springer, Utrecht
J. Tit5, Paris

17. Brauer Groups and Representation Theory of Finite Groups,
14.04. - 20.04.1991
Leitung: H. Opolka, Braunschweig

F. Van OY5taeyen, Wilrijk
w. Scharlau, Münster

18. Numerical Linear Algebra, 21.04. - 27.04.1991
Leitung: G.H. Golub, Stanford

W. Niethammer, Karlsruhe
R.S. Varga, Kent



19. Deductive Systems, 28.04. - 04.05.1991
Leitung: W.W. Bledsoe, Austin

G. Jäger, Bern
M.M. Richter, Kaiserslautern

20. Darstellungstheorie endlich-dimensionaler Algebren ,05.05. - 11.05.1991
Leitung: V. Dlab, Ottawa

C.M. Ringel, Bielefeld

21. Nonlinear Evol~tion Equations, 12.05. - 18.05.1991
Leitung: S. Klainerman, Princeton

M. Struwe, Zürich

22. Differentialgeometrie im Großen, 19.05. - 25.05.1991
Leitung: W. Ballmann, Bonn

J.-P. Bourgu;gnon, Palaiseau
W. Klingenberg, Bann
w. Ziller, Philadelphia

23. Variationsrechnung und Optimalsteuerung - Optimal ~ontrol,

26.05. - 01.06.1991
Leitung: 'R.·Bulirsch, München

A. Miele, Houston
J. Stoer, Würzburg
K. Well, Oberpfaffenhofen

24. Diskrete Geometrie, 02.06. - 08.06.1991
Leitung: L. Danzer, Dortmund

G.C. Shephard, Norwich

25. Singuläre Störungsrechnung, 09.06. - 15.06.1991
Leitung: Jack Hale, Atlanta

Willi Jäger, Heidelberg
Luciano Modica, Pisa

26. Mathematical Problems in Robotics, 16.06. - 22.06.1991
Leitung: Hans Georg Bock, Augsburg

Richard W. Longman, New York
Friedrich Pfeiffer, München

27. Mathematische Methoden des VLSI-Entwurfs und des Distributed Computing,
23.06. - 29~06~1991

Leitung: M.J. Fischer, New Haven
M. Fantet, Paris
G. Hotz, Saarbrücken



28. Elliptische Operatoren auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfaltlgkeiten,
30.06. - 06.07.1991
Leitung: J.M. Bismut, Paris

J. Brüning, Augsburg
R. Melrose, Cambridge

28a. E.I.S.S.-Workshop "Public-Key Cryptography of the Art and Future Direction",
03.07. - 06.07.1991
Leitung: Thomas Beth, Karlsruhe

29.

30.

.31.

32.

33.

35.-

36.

Computational Number Theory , 07.07. -" 13.07.1991
Leitung: H.W. Lenstra Jr., Berkeley

M. Pohst. Düsseldorf
H.G. Zimmer, Saarbrücken

Dynamische Systeme, 14.07. - 20.07.1991
Leitung: J. Maser, Zürich

E. Zehn~er, Zürich

Halbgruppentheorie, 21.07. - 27.07.1991
Leitung: J.M. ~owie, St. Andrews

W.D. Munn, Glasgow
H.J. Weinert, Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Gruppen und Geometrien, 28.07. - 03.08.1991
Leitung: M. Aschbacher, Pasadena

W.M. Kantor, Eugene
F. Timmesfeld, Gießen

Effiziente Algorithmen, 04.08. - 10.08.1991
Leitung: K. Mehlhorn, Saarbrücken

R.E. Tarjan, Princeton

7th European Young Statist;c;ans Meeting, 11~08. - 17.08.1991
Leitung: G. Alsmeyer. Kiel

The Navier-Stokes Equat;ons: Theory and Numerical Methods,
18.08. - 24.08.1991
Leitung: J. Heywood, Vancouver

K. Masuda, Tokyo
R. Rautmann, Paderborn
V.A. Solonnikov, Leningrad

Klassifikation komplex-algebraischer Varietäten. 25.08. - 31.08.1991
Leitung: K. Hulek, Hannover

Th. Peternell. Bayreuth
M. Schneider. Bayreuth
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37. Feinstrukturen, 25.08. - 31.08.1991
Leitung: Ronald JenseD. Oxford

38. Topologie, 01.09. - 07.09.1991
Leitung: M. Kreck. Mainz

A. Ranicki, Edinburgh
L. Siebenmann, Paris

39. Niedrigdimensionale Topologie, 08.09. - 14.09.1991
Leitung: M. Boileau, Toulouse

K. Johannson, Knoxville
H. Zieschang, Bochum

40. Knoten und Verschlingungen. 08.09. - 14.09.1991
Leitung: Ulrich Koschorke, Siegen

Jerome P. Levine, Waltham

41. Geometrie der Banachräume, 15.09. - 21.09.1991
Leitung: H. König, Kiel

J. Lindenstrauss, Jerusalem
A. Pelczynski, Warschau

42. Nonlinear and Random Vibrations, 22.09. - 28.09.1991
Leitung: L. Arnold, Bremen

W. Schiehlen, Stuttgart
W. Wedig, Karlsruhe

43. Kombinatorik geordneter Mengen, 29.09. - 05.10.1991
Leitung: M. Aigner, Berlin

R. Wille, Darmstadt

44. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellen Thema: "Elliptic Genera" ,
06.10. - 12.10.1991
Leitung: Matthias Kreck, Bann

Werner Nahm, Bann
Serge Ochanine, Lex;ngton

45. Geometrie, 13.10. - 19.10.1991
Leitung: V. Bangert, Freiburg

.U. Pinkall, Berlin

46. C*-Algebren, 20.10. - 26.10.1991
Leitung: J. Cuntz, Heidelberg

U. Haagerup, Odense
L. Zsido, Stuttgart



47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

Statistical Decision Theory, 27.10. - 02.11.1991
Lei tung: J .0. Berger, ·West lafayette

J. Lehn, Darmstadt
D. #PlachkY, Münster

Convergence Structures in Topology and Analysis, 27.10. - 02.11.1991
Leitung: E. Binz, Mannhein

H. Herrlich, Bremen
G. Preuß. Berlin

Mengenlehre , 03.11. - 09.11.1991
Leitung: M. Magidor, Jerusalem

E.-J. Thiele. Berlin

Singularitäten der Kontinuumsmechanik: Numerische und konstruktive Methpden
zu ihrer Behandlung, 17.11. - 23.11.1991
Leitung: W.L. Wendland. Stuttgart

J.R. Whiteman. West Lenden

Numerische Methoden der Approximationstheorie. 24.11. - 30.11.199l
Leitung: D. Braess, Bochum

L.L. Schumaker~ Nashville

Statistik stochastischer Prozesse, 01.12. - 07.12.1991
Leitung: H.R. Lerche, Freiburg

M.B. Woodroofe, Ann Arbor

Stochastic Geometry, Geometrie Statistics, Stereology, 08.12. - 14.12.1991
Lei tung: . R. E. Mi 1es. Queanbeyen

E. Vedel. Aarhus
W. Weil. Karlsruhe

Quantenstochastik, 15.12. - 21.12.1991
Leitung: L. Accardi, Rom

W. von Waldenfels, Heidelberg

_______J



Alphabetisches Verzeichnis aller Tagungsteilnehmer 1991

Der * kennzeichnet, daß der betreffende Teilnehmer einen Vortrag
gehalten hat

Aalte, Jukka (Oulu/SF)
Aalte, Samuli (Espoo/SF)
Abramson, Michael (Birmingham/GB)
Abresch, Uwe (Münster)
Abt, Klaus (Frankfurt)
Accardi, Luigi (Roma/I)
Ackermann, Themas (Mannheim)
Aczel, Peter (Manchester/GB)
Agosten, Istvan (Bielefeld)
Aigner, Martin (Berlin)
Akyildiz, Ersan (Ankara/TURKEY)
Alber~ Hans-Oieter (Darmstadt)
Albouy, Alain (Saint Cloud/F)
Alefeld, Götz (Karlsruhe)

. Alex, Michael (Marburg)
Alfeld, Peter (Salt Lake City/USA)
Alicki, Robert (Gdansk/POLANO)
Alikakos, Nicholas D. (Knoxville/USA)
Aljadeff, Eli (Haifa/ISRAEl)
Alpay, Daniel (Rehovot/ISRAEL)
Alsmeyer, Gerold (Kiel)
Alspach, Dale E. (Stillwater/USA)
Alt, Helmut eBerl;n)
Amann, Herbert (Zürich/CH)
Ambartzumian, Ruben V. (Erevan/USSR)
Ananthanarawanan, Sehan (Toront~/CANADA)

Anantharaman-Delaroche, Claire (Orleans/F)
Ancochea-Bermudez, Jose Maria (Madrid/E)
Ancona, V;ncenzo (Firenze/I)
Andersen, Per Kragh (Kobenhavn/OK)
Anderson, Michael T. (Stony Broak/USA)
Andler, Martin J. (Paris/F)
Andrä, Heiko (Karlsruhe)

. Andrews, Ben (Canberra/AUSTRALIA)
Angenent, S;gurd B. (Madison/USA)

50*
34*
32
22, 45
10*
54*
44
19*
20
43*
16*
11*
30*
18
34*
51*
54*
25*
17*
9*
34*, 52*
41*
33*
11*
53*
26
46

6*
36*
10*
22*.
4*
50

21*
30*
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Anh, Nguyen oong (Hanoi/VIETNAM)
Antanovsk;i. Leonid K. (Novosibirsk/USSR)
Applebaum, David (Nottingham/GB)
Aptekarev, ~lexandre I. (Moscow/USSR)
Ardema. Mark D. (Santa Clara/USA)
Ariaratnam, Sinnathamby (Waterloo, Ontario/CANADA)
Arimoto, Suguru (Tokyo/JAPAN)

411"Arjas. Elja (Oulu/SFl
Arnaud, Marie-Claude (Paris/F)
Arnold, LUdw;g (Bremen)
Artalejo, Jesus Rodr;guez (Madr;d/E)
Asano. Kiyosi (Kyoto/JAPAN)
Asano, Tetsuo (Osaka/JAPAN)
Aschbacher, Michael (Pasadena/USA)
Ashby, Steven F. (Livermore/USA)
Ashurov, Ravshan (Tashkent/USSR)
"Assem, Ibrahim (Sherbrooke, Quebec/CANAOA)
Atkin. A.Oliver L. (Chicago/USA)
Atkinson, Frederick V. (Toronto, OntarioICANADA)
Attal, Stephane (Strasbourg/F)
Auinger, Karl (Wien/A)
Aulbach, Bernd (Augsburg)
Auslander, Maurice (Waltham/USA)
Avron, Arnon (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Axelsson, Owe (Nijmegen/NL)

e Azad, Hassan (Bann)
Azizov, Tomas (Voronesh/USSR)

Babenko. Ivan K. (Moscow/USSR)
Bachern, Ach;m (Köln)
Baddeley, Adrian J. (Amsterdam/NL)
Baddeley, Robert W. (Cambridge/GB)
Badsberg, Jens Henrik (AalborglOK)
Bahri, A. (New Brunsw;ck/USA)
Bahtur;n. Yur; (Moscow/USSR)
Bajorski. Piotr (Wroclaw/POLANO)
Baker. R.C. ([gham, Surrey/GB)
Balas, Egon (Pittsburgh/USA)

42*
35*
54*
5*
23*
42*
26*
10*
30
42*
34*
35*
33*
32*
18*
3*
20
29*
3*
54*
31*
14*
20*
19*
18*
16
9*

22*

2

53*
32*
34*
30*
6*

34*
13*

2*
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Balder, Eric Jan (Utrecht/NL)
Saldon; Silva, Mar;a (Pove/I)
Ball, Frank G. (Nettingham/GB)
Ball, Keith, M. (Lendon/GB)
Ball.mann, Werner (Bonn)
Banaszczyk, Wojc;ech (Lodz/POLAND)
Bangert, Victor (Frei burg)
Bär, Christian (Benn)
Barany, Imre (Budapest/H)
Barchielli, Alberte (Milane/I)
Barlet, Daniel (Vandoeuvre les Nancy/F)
Barnard, Roger W. (Lubbock/USA)
Barndorff-Nielsen, Ole E. (Aarhus/DK)
Barth, Franz Joseph (Kaiserslautern)
Barth, Wolf (Erlangen)
Bartsch, Thomas (Heidelberg)
Baszenski, Günter (Dortmund)
Bates, Peter W. (Provo/USA)
Batt, Jürgen (München)
Sattelli, Flaviano (Urbino/I)
Bauer, Peter (Köln)
Bauer, Stefan Alois (Göttingen)
Baumgartner, James E. (Hanover/USA)
Beale, J.Thomas (Durham/USA)
Beauville, Arnaud (Orsay/F)
Beauwens, Robert (Brussels/B)
Bebernes, Jerrold (Boulder/USA)
Becache, Eliane (Palaiseau/F)
Bechtluft-Sachs, Stefan (Mainz)
Becker, Bernd (Frankfurt)
Bednarski, Tadeusz (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Behl ;ng, A. (Berl in)
Behncke, Horst (Osnabrück)
Behrends, Ehrhard (Berlin)
Behrendt, Gerhard (rübingen)
Beibel, Martin (Freiburg)
Beirao da Veiga, H. (Pisa/I)
Bekka, Mehammed (München)

47*
4

12*
41*
22~ 45*
41*
22*, 30*, 45
22*
53*
54*
36

5*
52*

50
8*

30*

51*
14*
11*
14*
10*

15, 38*
49*
35*
36

18*
14*
50*

44*
27*
10*
48*

3*
41*
43*
34*, 52*

35*
4*
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Bekkert, Viktor (Kiev/USSR)
Belavkin, Vjaceslav (Moscow/USSR)
Benjamini, Yoav (Haifa/ISRAEL)
Benes, Viktor (Prague/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Benker, Hans (Merseburg/O)
Bennett, Curtis (East Lansing/USA)
Bentley, Herschel L. (Toledo/USA)

~rens. Hubert (Erlangen)
Berger, Cenrad Themas W(Bonn)
Berger, James O. (West Lafayette/USA)
Berger, Marcel (Bures-sur-Yvette/F)
Berndt, Jürgen (Köln)
Bessenrodt, Christine (Essen)
Besson, Gerard (Sa;nt Martin d'Heres/F)
Bestaoui, Yasmina (Nantes/P)
Bestle, Oieter (Stuttgart)
Beth, Thomas (Karlsruhe)
Betsch, Gerhard (Tübingen)
Betts, John T. (Seattle/USA)
Beutelspacher, Albrecht (Gießen)
Bezdek, Andras (Budapest/H)
Bialy, Misha (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Bibel, Wolfgang (Darmstadt)
Bien, Frederic (Princeton/USA)
Bierlein, Dietrich (Regensburg)

~ierstedt, Klaus-Oieter (Paderborn)
~iesenbach, Helmut (Bonn)

Binder, Mi chae1 (München)
Binding, Paul A. (Calgary, Alberta/CANAOA)
Binz, Ernst (Mannheim)
BiQuard, Olivier (Palaiseau/F)
Birch, Bryan J. (Oxferd/GB)
Birkenhake, Christina (Erlangen)
Bisch, Oietmar H. (Berkeley/USA)
Bismut, Jean-Michel (Orsay/F)
Bittner, Leonhard (Greifswald/O)
Bixby, Rob~rt f. (Hauston/USA)
Björck, Ake (Linköp;ng/S)

20*
54*
41
53*
23*
32*
48*
5.1*
44*
47*
22
45
20
22*
26
42
28a*
31
23*
28a·
24*
30*
19*
4*
47
41
8

4*
9*
48
22*, 28
29*
36*
46*
28*
23*
2*
18
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Blackadar, Bruce (Reno/USA)
Blas;us, Don (Los Angeles/USA)
Blatt, Hans-Peter (E;chstätt)
Bledsoe, Woodrow W. (Austin/USA)
Bl i.nd, Gerd "(Stuttgart)
81um, Heribert (Dortmund)
Blum, Norbert (Bann)
Bobenko, Alexsander I. (Berlin)
Böcherer,. Siegfried (Freiburg)

. Bock, Hans Georg (Augsburg)
Bogart, Ke"nneth P. (Hanover/USA)
Bognar, Janos (Budapest/H)
Bogomolov, Fedor A. (MoscowfUSSR)
Bogoyavlenskij, Oleg I. (Moscow/USSR)
Böhme, Reinhold (Bochum)
Boileau, Michel (Toulouse/F)
~ojkova, Marusya N. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Bokan, Neda (Beograde/YU)
Bokowski, Jürgen (Darmstadt)
Boldt, Uta (Rostock/O)
Bolibruch, Andrei A. (Moscow/USSR)
Bolsinov, Alexei (Moscow/USSR)
Bolthausen, Erwin (Zürich/eH)
Boltje, Robert (Augsburg)
Boltyanski, Vladimir G. (Moscow/USSR)
van Bon, John (Medford/USA)
Bongartz, Klaus (Wuppertal)
Bony, Jean-Michel (Palaiseau/F)
de Boor, earl (Madison/USA)
Borchers, Wolfgang (Paderborn)
Bordemann, Martin (Fre;burg)
Borgan, Ornulf (Oslo/N)
Börger, Egon (Pi sal I) .
Börger, Reinhard (Hagen)
Borgwardt, Karl Heinz (Augsburg)
Böröczky, Karoly (Budapest/H)
Bosma, Wieb (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Bouchitte, Guy (La Garde/F)

46*
1*
5*
19*
24*
50*
33*
45*
1
23*, 26
43*
9*
36*
30*
11
38, 39
34*
7*
24*
34*
30*
45*
12*
17*
23*
32*
20*
11
51
35*
6*
10*
19*
48*
2*
24*
29*
25*
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Boudourides, Moses A. (Xanthi/GREECE)
Boukas, Andreas (Athens/GR)
Bourdache-Siguerdidjan, Houria (Gif-sur-Yvette/F)
Bourgain, Jean (Bures-sur-Yvette/F)
Bourguignon, Jean Pierre (Palaiseau/F)
Bozejko, Marek (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Braess, Dietrich (Bochum)

~ Brägger, W. (Basel/CH)
., Brattel i, Ola· (Oslo/N)

Braun, Robert H.M. (Bayreuth)
Brehm, Ulrich (Berlin)
Breitner, Michael (München)
Bremer, Hartmut (München)
Brenner, Philip (Göteborg/S)
Brenner, Sheila (Liverpool/GB)
Breslow, Norman (Seattl~/USA)

.Brezinski, Claude (Villeneuve d'AsQ/F)
Brindley, John (Leeds/GB)
Brion, Michel (Saint Martin dIHeres/F) .
Broer, A. (Amsterdam/NL)
Brokate, Martin (Kaiserslautern)
Bronsard, Lia (Princeton/USA)
Brouwer, Andries E. (Eindhoven/NL)
Brown, Ken A. (Glasgow/GB)
Brown, Richard C. (Tuscaloosa/USA)
Brucker, Peter (Osnabrück)

~ Brüdern. Jörg (Göttingen)
Brüning, Jochen (Augsburg)
Brunner, Edgar (Göttingen)
BrunovskY, Pavel (Bratislava/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Bruyninckx, Herman (Leuven/B)
Bu, ShangQuan (Wuhan/CHINA)
Buchmann. Johannes (Saarbrücken)
Buckdahn, Ra;ner (Berlin/O)
Bueke~hout, Francis (Bruxelles/B)
Bühl er, Karl (Karlsruhe)
Buhmann, Martin (Yorktown Heights/USA)
Bulirsch. Roland (München)

35
54
23*
41*
22*
54*
51*
15
46*
36*
45*
23
26*
21*
20
10
5*, 18*
42*
16*
16*
23*
25*
32*
20
3*
2*
13*
11, ~2. 28*
10*
14*, 25*
26*
41
29*
34*
24*, 32
35*
51*
23
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Bulman-Fleming, Sydney (Waterloo/CANADA)
Bundy, Alan (Edinburgh/GB)
Bunimovich, Leonid A. (Bielefeld)
Burago, Yurii D. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Burch, Themas (Saarbrücken)
Burde, Gerhard (Frankfurt)
Burkard, Rainer E. (Graz/A)
Burns, David (Cambr;dge/GB)
Burns, John Allen (Blacksburg/USA)
Burns, Keith (Bonn)
Burstall , Fran E. (8ath/GB)
Butler, Michael C.R. (Liverpeol/GB)
Butov, Alexander (Moscow/USSR)
Buttazzo, Giuseppe (Ferrara/I)
Butzmann, Heinz-Peter (Mannheim)
Buyalo, Serge; V. (5t. Petersburg/U5SR)

Cabo, Annoesjka (Amsterdam/NL)
Cabo, Annoesjka J. (Amsterdam/NL)
Caenepeel, Stefaan (Bruxelles/B)
Calabi, Eugenio (Philadelphia/USA)
Calise, Anthony J. (Atlanta/U5A)
Callies, Rainer {MGnchen)
Campana, Frederic (Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy/F)
van Campen, Dick H. (Eindhoven/NL)
Cao-Abad, Ricardo (Santfago de Compostela/E)
Carl, Bernd (Oldenburg)
Carles, Roger (Po;tiers/F)
Carlson, Jon F. (Athens/USA)
Carlson, Tim (Columbus/USA)
Garr, Jack (Edinburgh/GB)
Carrell, James B. (Vancouver/CANADA)
Casalis, Muriel (Toulouse/F)
Casciati, Fabio (Pavia/I)
Casella, George C. (Ithaca/USA)
Cavaretta. Alfred (Kent/USA)
Cecchin1, Carlo (Ud1ne/!)
Cernavskij, Aleksei V. (Mescow/USSR)

31
19*
30
45
27*
39
2*
17*
23*
22
45*
20

3:4*
25*
48*
22*, 45*

34* .
53*
17*
22*
23*
23*
36*
42*
34*
41
6*
20*
49*
14*
16*
34*
42*
47*
51
54*
38*
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Chahal, Jasbir Singh (Provo/USA)
Chan, Tony F. (Los Angeles/USA)
Chaperon. Mare (Paris/F)
Chazelle. Bernard (Prineeton/USA)
Chebotarev, Alexandr (Moscow/USSR)
Chernin. Jean-Yves (Palaiseau/F)
Chenciner, Alain (Paris/F)

4IIICheriyan. Joseph (Ithaea/USA)
~hernousko, F.L. (Moseow/USSR)

Chernousko, Felix L. (Moscow/USSR)
Cherubini, Alessandra (Milano/I)
Chow, Shui-Nee (Atlanta/USA)
Christensen, Erik (Kobenhavn/OK)
Christodoulou, Oernetrios (Princeton/USA)
Chrusciel, Piotr T. (Canbe~ra/AUSTRALIA)

Chudej, Kurt (München)
Chui, Charles K. (College Station/USA)
Cibils, Claude (Geneve/CH)
Ciliberto. Ciro (Rarna/I)
Clarkson, Ken (Murray Hil1/USA)
Clayton. Oavid (Cambridge/GB)
C1erk-Berod. Annick (Lausanne/CH)
C1iff, Eugene M. (B1acksburgJUSA)
Cochran. Tim D. (Hauston/USA)
Cahen. Henri (Talence/F)
Calbois, Bruno (Preverenges/CH)

~ Coleman. Rodney (London/GBl
Oe Coneini, Corrado (Pisa/I)
Connelly, R. (Ithaca/USA)
Censtantin. Peter (Chieago/USA)
Constantinescu. Tiberiu (Bucharest/ROMANIA)
Ceok. William J. (Morr;stown/USA)
Cooperstein. Bruce N. (Santa Cruz/USA)
Cornuejo1s. Gerard (Pittsburgh/USA)
Costa. Anton;o F. (Madrid/E)
Castabe1. Mart;n (Seehe;m)
Cowan. Riehard (Hong Kong/HONG KONG)
Cowling. Michael (Kensington/AUSTRALIA)

16
18*
30
33*
54*
11*

30
33*
4"2*
23*
31*
25*
46
21*
21*
23*
51*
20*
36*
33*

10*
34*
23*
40*
29*
22
53*
16*
24*
21*
9*
2*
32*

2*
39
50*
53*
4*
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eraig. Walter L. (Lenden/GB)
Crawley-Boevey, William (Oxford/GB)
Cremona, John E. (Exeter/GB)
Crivelli, Maura (Zürich/eH)
Crake, Chris B. (Philadelphia/USA)
Cruz-Orive, Luis M. (Bern/CH)
Cuntz, Joachim (Heidelberg)
Curgus, Branko (Bellingham/USA)
Currey, Bradley N. (St. Louis/USA)
Cuypers, ~ans (Kiel)
Cuzick, Jack (Landon/GB)
Cygan, Jacek (Batan Rouge/USA)

Dahlhaus, Rainer (Heidelberg)
Dahmen, Walfgang (Berl;n)
Daniel, Klaus (Bern/CH)

.Daniels, Henry E. (Cambridge/GB)
Danzer, Ludwig w. (Dortmund)
DasGupta, Anirban (West Lafayette/USA)
Dauchez, Pierre (Montpellier/F)
Dauge, Man;Que (Nantes/F)
Davenport. James H. (Bath/GB)
Dav;es, Arthur Russell (Oyfed/GB)
Davies, P. Laur;e (Essen)
Oavis, Martin (New York/USA)
Oe Meyer, Frank (Fort Collins/USA)
Defant, Andreas (Oldenburg)
Degoulange. Eric (Montpellier/F)
Degtyarev, A. eSte Petersburg/USSR)
Deineko, Vladimir (Dnepropetrovsk/USSR)
Oel Corso, Ilaria (Pisa/I)
Oelange, Hubert (Orsay/F)
Delgado, Alberto L. (Kiel)
Oelgado, Ol~f (Bielefeld)
Delort, Jean-Marc (Orsay/F)
Deninger, Christopher (Münster)
Denzler, Jochen (Zürich/CH)
Oeodhar, Vinay V. (Bloomington/USA)

30*
20*
29*

. 15

22*
12*, 53*
46
9*
4*
32*
12*
4*

12
51*
47
52*
24*

. 47*

. 26*

50*
28a*
50*
12*
19

17*
41*
26

44
2*
29*
13*

32*
8*
11*

1*
30
16*
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Oerighetti, Antoine (Lausanne/CH) 4*
Derigs, Ulrich (Köln) 2
Oesmedt, Yvo (Milwaukee/USA) 28a*

Dessai, Anand (Bann) 44

Oeszcz, Ryszard (WroclawfPOLANO) 7*

Deuber, Walter (Bielefeld) 2*, 43*

Deuring, Paul (Darmstadt) 11*

e Devaney, Robert L. (Boston/USA) 8*
Deville, Robert (Besancon/F) 41*
Diaz y Oiaz, Francisco (lalence/F) 29*
tom DiecK, lammo (Göttingen) 15*, 38, 44*

Dierkes, U1rich (Bann) 11*

Oietel, Guido (Essen) 12* .

Oieterich, Ernst (Zürich/CH) 20*

Oietz, Pau1 (Rochester/USA) 33*
D1etzfelb1nger. Martin (Paderborn) 33*
Diffie, Whitefie1d (Mountain View/USA) 28a*
Dijksma, Aad (Groningeh/NL) 3 9*
Dikusar, Vasi1y V. (Moscow/USSR) 23*

Di 11 en, Franki (Hever1ee/B) 7*

Dinges, Hermann (Frankfurt) 12*, 52*

Oittmar, Bodo (Ha11e/O) 23*

D1ab, V1astimi1 (Ottawa, Ontario/CANAOA) 20
Oobrowo1ski, Manfred (Erlangen) 50*
Oöhler, Raimund (Chemnitz/O) 52*
Oolbilin, Niko1ai; (Bielefeld) 24*

e Oombrowski, Peter (Köln) 45
Domergue, Michele (Marseil1e/F) 39
Donder, Hans-Oieter (München) 37*, 49*
Dönges, Christoph (Clausthal-Ze11erfeld) 31
Oon;g, Jörg (Ouisburg) 3

Oonnay, Victor J. (Bryn Mawr/USA) 30*

Oonoho, Oavid (Berkeley/USA) 12*
Ooplicher, Sergio (Roma/I) 46*
Orake, Frank R. (Leeds/GB) 49
Oräxler, Peter (Bielefeld) 20*
Drees, Günter (Augsburg) 45*
Oreseler, Bernd (Siegen) 4
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Dress, Andreas (Bielefeld)
Dritschel, Michael A. (West Lafayette/USA)
Drobotuchina, Julia (St. Petersburg/USSR]
Orozd, Yurü A. (Kiev/USSR)
Duduchava, Roland V. (Tbilisi/USSR)
Duffus, Dwight A. (Atlanta/USA)
Durfee, Alan (South Hadley/USA)
Dvornicich' Roberto (Pisa/I)
Dwyer, Rex A. (Rale;gh/USA)
Dykema, Ken (Berkeley/USA)
Dym, Harry (Rehovot/ISRAEL)
Dyn, Nira (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Dzhaparidze, Kacha (Amsterdam/NL)
Dziuk, Gerhard (Freiburg)

Easdown, Oavid (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Eberhard, Walter (Duisburg)
Eberlein, Patrick B. (Chapel Hill/USA)
Eckhoff, Jürgen (Dortmund)
Eckmann, Jean-Pierre (Geneve/CH)
Eddy, William F. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Edmonds, Jack (Waterloo. Ontario N2L 3G1/CANADA)
Eich. Edda (Augsburg)
Eichenauer-Herrmann, Jürgen (Darmstadt)
Ei ermann, Mi chae1 (He; de1berg)
Ein. Lawrence (Chicago/USA)
Ekholm. Anders (Helsinki/SF)
El-Bialy. Mohamed Sami (Toledo/USA)
Eliasson, Hakan (Stockholm/S)
Ellingsrud, Geir (Bergen/N)
Ell;ott, George A. (Kobenhavn/DK)
Elliott, Peter (Boulder/USA)
Elman, Howard (College Park/USA)
·van Emde Boas.. Peter (Amsterdam/NL)
Engel, Konrad (Rostock/O)
Enns, Ernest G. (Calgary/CANAOA)
Epple, Moritz (Tübingen)
Erbe. Lynn H. (Edmonton, Alberta/CANADA)

8*
9*
38, 40*
20*
50*
43*
15*, 44*
29*
53*
54*
9*
51*
5?*
8*, 11

31*
3*. 14
22
24*
30*
53*
2*
26*
12*. 47*
5*, 18*
36*
10*
30*
30
36*
46*
13*
18*
33*
43*
53*
54*
14
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Erdmann. Karin (Oxford/GB) 20
Eremine. Alexei Yu. (Moscow/USSR) 18*
Erne, Marcel (Hannover) 48*
Eschenburg, Jost-Hinr;ch .(AuQsburg) 22
Eskin, Gregory (Los Angeles/USA) 28*
Esnault, Helene (Essen) 36*
Esser, Jürgen (Essen) 36
Euler, Re;nhardt (Brest/F) 2*

eEvans. David E. (Swansea/GB) 46*
Evans, William Desmond .(Cardiff/GB) 3*
Everitt, William Norr;e.(Birmingham/GB) 3*, 14*
Everling, Ulr;ch (Bonn) 1*
Eymard, Pierre (Nancy/F) 4

Fagnola, Franeo (Povoll) 54*
Fahrmeir, Ludw;g (Regensburg) 10*
Fa;erman, Melvin (Wits/SOUTH AFRICA) 9*
Faigle, Ulr;ch (Enschede/NL) 43*
Fannes. Mark (Leuven/B) 54*
Faravelli, Lucia (Pavia/I) 42*
Farber, ~ikhael (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 40*
Farnsteiner, Rolf (Milwaukee/USA) 6*
Farwig, Reinhard (Paderborn) 11*, 35*
Fathi, Albert (Gainesville/USA) 30
Feder, Tomas (Morr;stown/USA) 33*
Fe;chtinger, Gustav (Wien/A) 23*

e Fein, Burton (Corval1is/USA) 17*
Fe;stauer, Miloslav (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 35*
Fejes Toth, Gabor (Budapest/H) 24*
Feldmann, Rainer (Paderborn) 27*
Feldmann, Uwe (Mannheim) 10*
Feldvoss~ Jörg (Hamburg) 6*, 20*
Felix, Rainer (Eichstätt) 4*
Felscher, Walter (Tübingen) 19
Felsner, Stefan (Berlin) 43*
Felty, Amy (Le Chesnay/F) 19*
Fernandez. Begona (Mex;co/MEXICO) 34*
Ferrand, Daniel (Rennes/F) 17
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Ferry, Steven C. (Binghamton/USA)
Ferus, Oirk (Berlin)
Fialowski, Alice (Budapest/H)
Fidalgo, Lop~z Jesus F. (Salamanca/E)
Fiedler, Bernold (Stuttgart)
Fiedler, Thomas (Göttingen)
Fieger, Werner (Karlsruhe)
Figa-Talamanca, Alessandro (Roma/!)
Figiel, Tadeusz (Sopot/POLAND)
Fi nashi n, .Sergey (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Fischer, Bernd (Bielefeld)
Fischer, Bernd R.W. (Hamburg)
Fischer, Michael J. (New Haven/USA)
Fischer, Thomas M. (Göttingen)
Fischetti, Matteo (Bologna/!)
Fl avell, Paul (Bi rmi ngham/GB)
-Fleischmann, ß. (Hamburg)
Flensted-Jensen, Magens (Frederiksberg/DK)
Flockerzi, Dietrich (Würzburg)
Flohr, Michael (Bann)
Floret, Klaus (Campinas/BRAZIL)
Florian, August (Salzburg/A)
Flucher, Martin (Zürich/CH)
Flynn, Eugene Victor (Cambridge/GB)
Fonf, Vladimir (Kharkov/USSR)
Fonseca, Irene (Pittsburgh/USA)
Ford, Oavid (Montreal/CANADA)
Ford, Timothy J. (Boca Raton/USA)
Formanek, Edward (University Park/USA)
Foulon, Patrick (Palaiseau/F)
Fountain, John B. (Heslington, York/GB)
Fouvry, E. (Orsay/f)
Frank, Andras (Bann)
Frank, Leonid S. (Nijmegen/NL)
Franke, Jens (Bann)
Frederickson, Greg N. (West Lafayette/USA)
Frehse, Jens (Bann)
Freiling, Gerhard (Aachen)

38*
45*
6*
34*
14*~ 25*
38
47
4

41*
44
32
18*
27*
35*
2*
32*
2*
4*
14*, 25*, 42*
15
41*
24
11
29*
41*
25* -29
17*
17*
22*
31*

13
2*
25*
1*, 44*
33*
11
3*
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Frentzen. Hilbert (Essen) 3
Freudenberg. Wolfgang (Jena/O) 54*
Freund. Roland W. (Moffett Field/USA) 18*. 51*
Fric, Roman (Kos;ce/CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 48*
Fri edl ander,· J. B. (Scarborough, Ontario/CANADA) 13*
Friedr;ch. Themas (Berl;n/O) 45*
Frisch, Markus (Karlsruhe) 28a
Froese, Richard (Vancouver/CANADA) 28*

~ Frölicher. Alfred (Geneve/CH) 48*
Frommer, Andreas (Karlsruhe) 18*
Frühwirth~Schnatter, Sylvia (Wien/A) 12
Fuchssteiner. Benno (Paderborn) 11*
Fujiwara, Hidener; (Fukuoka-ken/JAPAN) 4*
Furlan. Peter (Dortmund) 3
Fursikov. A.V. (Moscow/USSR) 35*
FUSCQ, G;org;o (Roma/I) 25*

Gaal, Istvaan (Debrecen/H) 29*
Gaenssler, Peter (München) 52*
Gähler. Werner (Berlin/O) 48*
Gaier. Oieter (Gießen) 5*
Galdi, G;ovann; P. (Ferrara/I) 35*
Ganter. Bernhard (Darmstadt) 43*
Gantert, Nina (Bann) 12*
Garling, Oavid J.H. (Cambridge/GB) 41*
Gasser, Theo (Mannheim) 10*. 12*

~ Gather. Ursula (Dortmund) 12*
. van Geel. Jan (Gent/B) 17*

van de Geer, Sara (Leiden/NL) 12*
Geiselmann, Willi (Karlsruhe) 28a
Gerard, Patrick (Paris/F) 11*
Gerards. Bert (Amsterdam/NL) 2*
Getzler, Ezra (Cambridge/USA) 28*
Ghanaat, Patrick (Basel/~H) 45*
Gheondea, Aurelian (Bucharest/ROMANIA) 9*
Ghosh, Malay (Gainesville/USA) 47*
Ghoussoub, Nassif (Vancouver/CANAOA) 41*
G;an;. Gu;do (Aachen) 10*

-----------~----- -~- ----
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Gib i 1i 5co, P. (Roma / I )
Gi 11, Ri chard D. (Utrecht/NL)
Gilmer, Patrick (Baton Rouge/USA)
van Gi1s, Stephan (E~schede/NL)

Gine, Evarist (Storrs/USA)
Giordano, Thierry (Ottawa/CANADA)
Girault, Vivette (Paris/F)
Gitik, Moti (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Giuli, Era1do (L'Aquila/I)
G1ocker, Christoph (München)
Glowacki, Pawe1 (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Goberstein, Simon M. (Ch;co/USA)
Godefroy, Gil1es (Paris/F)
Goldberg, Andrew V. (Stanford/USA)
Goldenberg, Andrew A. (Toronto/CANADA)
Goldstein, Robert V. (Moscow/USSR)
Gale, Christophe (Zürich/eH)
von Golitschek, Manfred (Würzburg)
Go1ub, Gene H. (Stanford/USA)
Games, Gracinda M.S. (Lisbea/P)
Gemez-Martin, Jose Raman (Sevilla/E)
Gompf, Rabert (Austin/USA)
Gancar, Andrei A. (Mascow/USSR)
Goodey, Paul R. (Norman/USA)
Goodman, Jacob E. (New York/USA)
Goovaerts, Danny (Heverlee-Leuven/B)
Gordon, Caralyn (Hanover/USA)
Gordon, Yehoram (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Goresky, Mark R. (Boston/USA)
Gossez, J.P. (Bruxel1es/B)
Gottschling, Erhard (Mainz)
Götze, Friedrich (Bielefeld)
Gou1d, Victoria.A.R. (Hes1ington, York/GB)
Gowers, Timothy (Cambridge/GB)
Goze, Michel (Mulhouse/F)
Graham, Ivan G. (8ath/GB)
Gramsch, Bernhard (Ma;nz)
Grant, David (Boulder/USA)

54*
52*
40*
14*
12*
46
35*
37*
48*
26
4*
31*
41*
2*
26*
50*
30*
51
18
31*
6*
38*
5*
53*
24*
18
22*
41*
28
14*
44
12*
31*
41*
6*
50*
28

29*
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Gräter, Joachim (Braunschweig)
Grauert, Hans (Göttingen)
Greaves, George (Cardiff/GB)
Green, Edward L. (Blacksburg/USA)
Green, Mark L. (Los Angeles/USA)
Green, Peter J. (Bristol/GB)
Greenbaum, Anne (New York/USA)

~reenwood, Prisc;lla (Vancouver/CANAOA)
~resho, Philip M. (Livermore/USA)

Greuel, Gert-Martin (Kaiserslautern)
Griggs, Jerrold R. (Columbia/USA)
Grillakis, Manoussos (College Park/USA)
Grimm, Werner (Oberpfaffenhofen)
Gritsenko, A.Valery (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Gritzmann, Peter (Trier)
Grobbelaar, Marie (Pretoria/SOUTH AFRICA)
Groeneboom, Piet (Oelft/NL)
Gromoll, Detlef (Stony Braok/USA)
Gronau, Hans-Dietrich (Greifswald/O)
Gross, Dietmar (Darmstadt)
Grothmann, Rene (Eichstätt)
Grötschel, Martin (Augsburg)
Grubb, Gerd (Kobenhavn/OK)
Grunau, Hans-Christoph (B~yreuth)

Gründemann, H. (Wolfsburg)
Grunewald, Fritz (Bann)

~rüter. Michael (Saarbrücken)
Gubler, Walter (Zürich/CH)
Guibas, Leo J. (Palo Alto/USA)
Guil10pe, Laurent (Saint Martin'd'Heres/F)
Guillou, Lucien (Orsay/F)
Gundersen, Hans Jorgen (Aarhus/OK)
Guo, Jin Yun .(Bielefeld)
Gupta, Shanti S. (West Lafayette/USA)
Guralnick, Robert M. (Los Angeles/USAi
Gutknecht, Martin H. (Zürich/eH)

17*
36
13*
20
36*
12*
18*
52*
35*
20*
43* .
21 *.
23*
1*
2*, 24*
35*
53*
22*
43*
50*
5*
2*
28*, .35*
11*
50
16*, 28
11
44
33*
28

39
53*
20*
47*
32*
5*, 18*, 51
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Haagerup, Uffe (Odense/OK)
Haastert, Burkhard (Oüsseldorf)
Habegger, Nathan (Nantes/F)
Habets, P. (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Habib, Michel (Montpell ier/F)

Hager, Gregory D. (New Haven/USA)
Hagerup, Torben (Saarbrücken)
Haile, Darrell E. (Bloomington/USA)
Hakimdanov, Yousoupdjan (Tashkent/USSR)
Hale, Jack K. (Atlanta/USA)
Halter-Koch, Franz (Graz/A)
Halvorsen, S;gbjorn (Kjeller/N)
Hamacher, Horst W. (Kaiserslautern)
Hambleton, Jan (Hamilton/CANADA)
Hamenstädt, Ursula (Bonn)
Hamerle, Alfred (Konstanz)

.Hanke, Martin {Karlsruhe)
Happel, Dieter (Bielefeld)
Harder, Günter (Bonn)
Härdle, Wolfgang (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Hardw;ck, Jan;s (Ann Arbor/USA)
de 1a Harpe, Pierre (Geneve/CH)
Harris, Bernard (DeKalb/USA)
Harris, Michael (Waltham/USA)
Hartmann, Mark E. (Chapel Hi11/USA)
Has~gawa, H. (Kyoto/JAPAN)

'Hasminskii, Rafail Z. (Mascow/USSR)
Hasselblatt, Baris (Zürich/CH)
Hausmann, Jean-Claude (Geneve/CH)
Haydon, Richard G. (Oxford/GB)
Hebeker, Friedrich-Karl (Heidelberg)
Heber, Jens (Augsburg)
Heil, Erhard (Darmstadt)
Heil, Matthias (Berlin) ,
Heil,' Wolfgang A. (Tal1ahassee/USA)
Heiler, Siegfried (Konstanz)
Heilmann, Margareta (Dortmund)
Heinrich, Bernd (Chemnitz/O)

46*

10
40*

14
43*
26*
33*
17*
6*
25*
29*
3*
2*
17*
22*
10*
18*

20*
1*, 15*, 16*
12*
52*
4*, 46
3*
1*
2*
54*
12
30*
38*
41*
35*

22*
7*, 45*

8

39*
12*
51*
50*
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Heinrich, Stephan (Berlin/O) 41*
Heintze, Ernst (Augsburg) 22, 45
Heinz, Erhard (Göttingen) 11
Heinzl, Harald (Wien/A) 34
Heiss, Stefan (Berlin) 32*
Helgason, Sigurdur (Cambridge/USA) 4
Helling, Heinz (Bielefeld) 15
Helminck, Aloysius G. (Raleigh/USA) 16*

~Helmstett~r. JacQues (Saint Martin d'Heres/F) 6*
Hempel, Rainer (München) 3*, 11*
Henckell, Karsten (Sarasota/USA) 31*
Henke, Wolfgang (Köln) 45
Henniart, Guy (Paris/F) 1*
Henr;chs, Rolf W;m (München) 4
Hensgen, Wolfgang (Regensburg) 41*
Herb, Thomas (Bayreuth)- 11*
~errlich, Horst (Bremen) 48*
Herrmann, Klaus (Paderborn) 50*
Hettich, Rainer (Tri er) 26*
Heuer, Rudolf (Wien/A) 42
Heusener, -Michael (Frankfurt) 39*
Heyer, Herbert (Tübingen) 47
Heywood, John G. (Vancouver/CANADA) 35
H;ai, Fumio (Mito Ibaraki/JAPAN) 54*
Hida, Takeyuki (Nagoya/JAPAN) 54*
Higgins, Peter M. (Colchester/GB) 31*

~H11debrand. A. (UrbanalUSA) -13*
Hilgers, Reinhard (Göttingen) 10'*
Hilgert, Joachim·(Erlangen) 4*, 44*
Hilsum, Michel (Paris/F) 46
Hinder, Rainer (Darmstadt) 50
Hines, Larry (Austin/USA) 19
Hinton, Don B. (Knoxville/USA) 3*
Hinz, Andreas M. (Münche~) 3*
Hislop, Peter David (Lexington/USA) 28*
Ho, Chat Yin (Gainesville/USA) 32*
Hochstättler, Winfried (Köln) 2*
Hoehnke, Hans-Jürgen (Berlin/O) 31*
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Hafer, Helmut W. (Bochum)
Haffmann, Karl-Heinz (Augsburg)
Hofmann, Karl Heinrich (Darmstadt)
Höhn, Gerald (Bann)
Holevo, A.S. (Moscow/USSR)
Höllig, Klaus (Stuttgart)
Hallunder, Bernd (Kaiserslautern)
Holm, Sture (Göteborg/S)
van Hoern, Jörg (Essen)
Höpfner, Reinhard (Freiburg)
Hoppe, Jens (Karlsruhe)
Hoppensteadt, Frank C. (East Lansing/USA)
van Horebeek, Johan (Heverlee/B)
Hörmander, Lars (Lund/S)
Horn, Christian (Furtwangen)
Hornung, Ulrich (Neubiberg)
Hotz, Günter (Saarbrücken)
Hotzel, Eckehart (St. August;n)
Hough, Oavid M. (Coventry/GB)
Howe, Roger E. (New Haven/USA)
How;e, John M. (St. Andrews/GB)
Hsu, Chieh-Su (Berkeley/USA)
Hwang, Jiunn T. (Ithaca/USA)
Huberich, Markus (Berlin)
Hudetz, T. (Wien/A)
Hudson, Robin (Nottingham/GB)
Huebschmann, Johannes (Villeneuve d'AscQ/F)
Huet, Gerard (Le Chesnay/F)
Hughes, Oaniel R. (Landon/GB)
Huisken, Gerhard (Canberra/AUSTRALIA)
Hulanicki, Andrzej (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Hulek, Klaus (Hannover)
Hungerbühler, Norbert (Zürich/CH)
Husek, Miroslav (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Huskova, Marie (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Hüsler, Jürg (Bern/CH)
Huson, Oaniel (Bielefeld)
Huxley, M.N. (Cardiff/GB)

11 *, 30
23*
31*
44*
54*
51

19*

52
12

52*
15*
25*
34*
11

19*
25*
27
31*
5*
4

31*

42*
47*
49*
54*
54*
15*

19*
32*
21*
4*
36

21
48*
52*
53*
8*
13*
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Ibragimov, Ildar (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Ikeda, Tarnotsu (Princeton/USA)
Im Hof, Hans-Christoph (Basel/CH)
Indlekofer, Karl-Heinz (Paderborn)
Inoue, Atsushi (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Ion, P. (Strasbourg/F)
Irving, Ronald S. (Seattle/USA)

~sham, Valerie (London/GB)
~anov, Alexander A. (Moscow/USSR)

Ivanov, Ale~ander A. eSte Petersburg/USSR)
Ivanov, Alexandre (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Ivanov, Kamen G. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Iyic, Aleksandar (Beograd/XU)
Ivic-Weiss, Asia (North-York/CANADA)

Jacod, Jean (Paris/F)
JacQuet, Herve (New York/USA)
Jäger, Gerhard (Bern/CH)
Jäger, Willi (Heidelberg)
Jahnel, Jörg (Bann)
Jakimavicius, Dainius (Vilnius/LITHUANIA)
Jakobowsky, Norbert (Aachen)
Jakobsen, Hans Plesner (Copenhagen/DK)
Jakovlev, Anatoli V. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Jänich, Klaus (Regensburg)
Jannsen, Uwe (Köln)

~änsCh. Chr;st;an (Oberpfaffenhofen)
Janssen, Arnold (Siegen)
Jantzen, Jens Carsten (~ugene/USA)

Jarchow, Hans (Zürich/CH)
Jech, Thomas (University Park/USA)
Jeganathan, P. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Jehne, Wolfram (Köln)
Jenkins, Joe W. (Albany/USA)
Jensen, Ronald (Oxford/GB)
Jentsch, Lothar (Chemn;tz/O)
Jerrum, Mark R. (Edinburgh/GB)
Jetter, Kurt (Duisburg)

12*
1*
24*
13*
35*
54*
20
12*
32*
48*
21*
5*
13*
24*

52*
1*
19
11 25
44
34*
11
4*
20*
15
44*
23*
52*
16*
41
49*
52*
17
4
37, 49*
50*
33*
51
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Jia, Rong-Qing (Edmonton/CANADA)
Jiang, Song (Bonn)
Huang, J;anhua (Bielefeld)
Jin, Gyo Taek (Daejeon/KOREA)
Johannson, Klaus (Knoxv;lle/USA)
John, Oldr;ch (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Johnson, William B. (College Station/USA)
Jol i ssaint, Paul (Neuchatel ICH) .

Jolly, Michael (Bloomington/USA)
Jonas, Frank (Göttingen)
Jonas, Peter (Berlin/O)
Jones. Ch~istopher (Providence/USA)
Jones, Peter R. (M;lwaukee/USA)
Jörgensen, Palle E.T. (lowa City/USA)c
Jast, Jürgen (Bochum)
Joyce, Dominic (Oxford/GB)
Juhl. Andreas (Berlin/O)
Julg, P;erre (Strasbourg/F)
Jung, Ra;ner (Bonn)
Junge, Mar;us (Kiel)
Jünger, Michael (Paderborn)
JÜntgen,· Max (Oüsseldorf)
Jureckova. Jana (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
JÜrgensen. Helmut (London/CANADA)
Jutila. Matt; (Turku/SF)

Kabatyanski, Grigorü A. (Moscow/USSR)
Kadets, Vladimir M. (Kharkov/USSR)
Kadison, Richard V. (Philadelphia/USA)
Kahn, Bruno (Paris/F)
Kahn, Constantin P.M. (Hannover)
Kaiser, Christian (Bonn)
Kaiser, Uwe (Siegen)
Kakolewski, Thomas (Bonn)
Kalf, Hubert (München)
Kal~an, J. (Utrecht/NL)
Kamber, Franz W. (Urbana/USA)
Kampowsky, Winfr;ed (Gre;fswald/O)

51*
21*
32*
40*
38. 39
11*
41
4*
14*
17*
9*

14*
31*
4*. 54*
22
22*
4*
46*
44*
41*

2. 8*

29

52*
31*
13*

24*
41*

46

17*
36
15, 44
15*, 40*
22

11

15*
28

23*
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Kamps, Udo (Aachen)
Kanamori, Akihiro (Boston/USA)
Kani, E. (Erl angen)
Kaniuth, Eberhard (Paderborn)
Kantor, William M. (Eugene/USA)
Kapitanskii, Lev V. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Karacuba, A.A. (Moscow/USSR)

." _Kasparov, G.G. (Moscow Region/USSR)
~Kassel. Christian (Strasbourg/F)

Katai, I. (Budapest/H)
Katok, Anatole B. (University Park/USA)
Katona, Gyula O.H. (Budapest/H)
Katz, Sheldon (Durham/USA)
Kauffman, Robert (Birmingham/USA)
Kaufmann, Michael (Saarbrücken)
Kausz, Ivan (Regensburg)
Kawahigashi, Yasuyuki (Berkeley/USA)
Kawarnata, Yujiro (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Kawohl, Bernhard (Heidelberg)
Kay, Jim W. (Glasgow/GB)'
Kearton, Cherry (Durham/GB)
Ke~ner, James P. (Salt Lake City/USA)
Keener, Robert (Ann Arbor/USA)
Kegel, Otto H. (Frei burg) .
Keiding, Niels (Kobenhavn/DK)
Keller, Bernhard (Paris/F)

~Kellerhals. Ruth (Bann)
Kelly, David (Winnipeg, Manitoba/CANADA)
Kent, Darrell C. (Pullman/USA)
Kern, Uwe (Würzburg)
Kern, Walter (Enschede/NL)
Kerner," Otto (DGsseldorf)
Kersten, Ina (Bielefeld)
Kersting, Götz-O;etr;ch (Frankfurt)
Kervaire, Michel (Geneve/CH)
Khukhro, Eugene I. (Freiburg)
Kielhöfer, Hansjörg (Augsburg)
Kierstead, Henry A. (Ternpe/USA)

34*
49*
44
4

32*
21*
13*
46
15*
13*
22*, 30*
43*
36*
3*
27*, 33*
15
46*
36*
25*
12*
40*
25*
52*
6*
10*
20*, 44
45*
43*
48*
7

43*
20*
17*
42*, 52*
20
6*
11*, 14*
43*
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Kieu, Kien (Versaill.es/F)
Kikuchi, Norio (Kohokuku/JAPAN)
Kirn. Hoi 1 (Bonn)
Kindler. Jürgen (Darmstadt)
Kirchberg. Eberhard (Heidelberg)
Kirchgässner. Klaus (Stuttgart)
Kirchgraber. Urs (Zürich/CH)
Kirillova. Faina M. (M;nsk/USSR)
Kirkman. Ellen E. (Winston-Salem/USA)
K;s;elew;cz, Andrzej (Darmstadt)
Kisliakov. Sergei V. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Kla;nerman, Sergu; (Princeton/USA)
Klaus. Mart;~ (~lacksburg/USA) .
Klaus, Stephan (Bonn)
Klebanov. Lev B. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Klein. John (Siegen)
Klein. Rolf-Ulrich (Hagen)
Kleiner, Bruce (Philadelphia/USA)
Kleinschmidt, Peter (Passau)
Kliemann, Wolfgang H. (Ames/USA)
Klin, Mikhail H. (Moscow/USSR)
Klingen, Helmut (Freiburg)'
Klingenberg, Christian (Heidelberg)
Klingenberg, Wilhelm (Bonn)
Klinger, Hanns (Düsseldorf)
Klinz, Bettina (Graz/A)
Klötzler, Ralf (Leipzig/O)
Klüppelberg, Claudia (Zürich/CH)
Knapp, Karlheinz (Wuppertal)
Kn~uer, Ulr;ch (Oldenburg)
Knauf, Andreas (Berlin)
Kneip, Alo;s R. (Bonn)
Knieper, Gerhard (Augsburg)
Knif, Johan (Vasa/SF)
Knobloch, Hans-JoachJm (Karlsruhe)
Kn~bloch, Hans-Wilhelm (Würzburg)
Knop. Friedrich (Basel/CH)
Knus, Max Albert (Zürich/eH)

53*
21*
15, 44
47.
15, 46*
25*
14*, 30, 42
23*
20
31*
41*
21

.3*
44*
47*
15, 38*
33*
22*
2*, 24*
42*
32*
1
25
22
10*
2
23*
12*
44
31*
30*·

12*
45*
34*
28a

14*, 25*
16*, 44
17
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Kobelski;, V;ctor (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Koblitz, Neal (Seattle/USA)
Kobotis, APosto~os (Thessaloniki/GREECE~

Koch, Helmut (Berlin/O)
Koch, Herbert (Heidelberg)
Köhler. Kai (Orsay/F)
Koepke, Peter (Bann)

~hlmann, Peter (Dortmund)
. ·~lla, Reiner (Saarbrücken)

Kolmanovskij, Vladimir B. (Moscow/USSR)
Kondratjev. Vladimir A. (Moscaw/USSR)
König, Hermann (Kiel)
Kontsevich, Maxim (Bonn)
Koranyi, Adam (Bronx/USA)
Kqrevaar, Jacob (Amsterdam/NL)
Koroliuk, D. (Roma/I)
Korte, Bernhard (Bann)
Kosarew, Siegmund (Sa;nt Martin dIHeres/F)
Koschorke, Ulr;ch (Siegen)
Kotulski, Zbigniew (Warszawa/POLANO)
Koutnik, Vaclav (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Kouwenhoven. F.M. (Utrecht/NL)
Kovachev, Baris P. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Kowalski, Oldrich (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Kozlov. Vladimir (Linköping/S)

~ozlowSki, Michael (Berl;n)
~zono, Hideo (Fukuoka/JAPAN)

Krafft, Volker (Eichstätt)
Kraft, Oieter (München)
Kraft, Hanspeter (Basel/CH)
Krall, Allan M. (Un;versity Park/USA)
Krätzel, Ekkehard (Jena/O)
Krause, Henning (Bielefeld)
Krauter. Peter (Stuttgart)
Kreck, Matthias (Bann)
Kretzschmar, Horst (Halle/O)
Kreutzberger, Eva (Kaiserslautern)
Kreuzer. Edwin (Hamburg)

40*
29*
6
44
21*
28
37, 49
45
27*
23*
50*
41
15*, 16, 38*
4*
5*
54*

2
36

38*. 40
42*
48*
16
34*
45*
50*
7*
35*

23*
16*
3*

13*
20*
7

38*, 44
35

34*
42
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Krickeberg, Klaus (Paris/F)
Krieg, Aloys (Münster)
Krishnaprasad, Perinkulam S. (College Park/USA)
Krob, JÜrgen. (Kai sersl autern)
Kroese, Oirk P. (AE Enschede/NL)
Kröner, Dietmar (Bonn)
Krüger, Tyll (Bielefeld)
Kübler, Jürgen (Dortmund)
Küchler, Uwe (Berlin/O)
Kudla,Stephen S. (College Park/USA)
Kugelmann, Bernd (München)
Kuhn, Gabriella (Milano/I)
Kühnau, Reiner (Halle/O)
Kühnel, Wolfgang (Duisburg)
Ku;per, N;colaas H. (Heteren/NL)
Kuksin, Sergei B. (Moscow/USSR)
Kümmerer, Burkhard (Tübingen)
Kunde, Manfred (München)
Kurdyumov, Sergey P. (Moscow/USSR)
Kurke, Herbert (Berlin/O)
Kurose, Takashi (Fukuoka/JAPAN)
Kurzweil, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Kusner, Robert (Amherst/USA)
Kutev, Nickolai O. (Karlsruhe)
Kwon, Kil Hyun (Seoul/SOUTH KOREA)

La Poutre, Han J.A. (Utrecht/NL)
Labesse, Jean-Pierre (Paris/F) .
Labourie, Francois (Palaiseau/F)
Lagarias, Jeffrey C. (Murray Hill/USA)
Laird, Nan M. (Boston/USA)
Lakshmibai, Venkatramani (Boston/USA)
Lallement, Gerard (University Park/USA)
Lance, E. Chr;stopher (Leeds/GB)
Landstad, Magnus B. (Oragvoll/N)
Lanford 111., Oscar E. (Zürich/eH)
Lange, Herbert (Erlangen)
Lange, Horst (Köln)

10*
1*
26*
34*
34*
25, 35*
30
10*
52*

8*, 23*
4*
5*
45
45*
30*
46, 54*
27*
21*
15, 44*
7*
14
45*
11*
3*

33*
1

22*
29*
10*
16*
31*
46
46*
30*
36
11*, 21*
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Langer, Heinz (Regensburg)
Langer, Ulrich (Chemnitz/O)
Lanteri, Antonio (Milane/I)
Larman, David G. (Landen/GB)
Lasser, Dieier (Kaiserslautern)
Latiolais, M. Paul (Portland/USA)
Laue, Gabriele (Leipzig/O)

eLaurent. MoniQue (Bann)
. Lauterbach, Reiner (Augsburg)

Lawther, Ross (Cambridge/GB)
Lazarsfeld, Robert (Los Angeles/USA)
Lazutkin, Vladimir F. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Le Calvez, Patrice (Orsay/F)
Le Mehaute, Alain (Chantepie/F)
Le Ngoc Chuyen, (Hanei/VIETNAM)
Le Bruyn, Lieven (Wilrijk/B)
.Leeb, Bernhard (College Park/USA)
Leguillon, Dominique (Paris/F)
Lehmacher, Walter (Hannover)
Lehn, Jürgen (Darmstadt)
Leichtweiß, Kurt (Stuttgart)
Leis, Ralf (Bann)
Leitmann, Geerge (Berkeley/USA)
Lempken, Wolfgang (Essen)
Lenagan, Thomas H. (Edinburgh/GB)

~Lengauer, Themas (Paderbern)
~Lenstra, Jr., Hendrik W. (Princeton/USA)

Lenstra, Arjen (Merr;stewn/USA)
Lenstra, Arjen K. (Merr;stown/USA)
Lenstra, Jan Karel (Eindhoven/NL)
Lenze, Burkhard (Hagen)
Lenzing, Helmut (Paderborn)
Leptin, Horst A. (Bielefeld)
Lerche, Hans-Rudolf (Freiburg)
Lesch. Klaus (München)
Lesch, Matthias (Augsburg)
van de Leur, Johan (Utrecht/NL)
Leuz;nger, Enrico (Bann)

3*, 9*
18*, 50*
36
24*
51
38*
12
2*
14*
32*
36*
30*
30*
51*
6*
17*, 20
15, 22
50
10*
12, 47
7*
11

·23*
32
17
27*, 33*
28a*, 29
28a*, .
29
2*
51*
20*

4
52*
23*
11*, 28*
15*
45*
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Levenshtein, Vladimir I. (Moscow/USSR)
Levine, Jerome P. (Waltham/USA)
Levine, Mare (Boston/USA)
Levitan, Saris (Moscow/USSR)
Lewald, Sascha (Oberpfaffenhofen)
An-Mi n Li, (Chengdu, Si chuan / eH INA)
Li, Xiezhang (Statesboro/USA)
Liang, Kung-Yee (Baltimore/USA)
Libura, Marek (Warszawa/POLAND)
Lickorish, W.B.Raymend (Cambridge/GB)
Liebeek, Martin W. (Londen/GB)
Liebling, Themas M. (Lausanne/eH)
Light, William (Leicester/GB)
Lin, Yu-Kweng (Boca Raton/USA)
Lindblad, Hans (Princeton/USA)
Lindenstrauss, Joram (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Lindsay, J. Martin (Nottingham/GB)
Lines, Daniel (Oijon/F)
Littelmann, Peter (Basel/CH)
Littlejohn, Lance L. (Logan/USA)
Li u Shao-Xue, (Beij i ng/CHINA)
Liu, Kecheng (Columbus/USA)
Liu, Richard C. (Ithaca/USA)
liu, Yan-Zhu (Toronto/CANADA)
Lloyd," Noel G. (Aberystwyth, Dyfed/GB)
Lonc, Zbigniew (Warszawa/POLANO)
Longman, Richard W. (New York/USA)
Longo, Roberto (Rama/I)
Lorden, Gary (Pasadena/USA)
Lorentz, Rudolph (St. Augustin)
Lorenz, Falke (Münster)
Lorenz, Michael (Chemnitz/O)
Lovasz, Laszlo (Budapest/H)
Loveland, Donald W. (Durham/USA)
Lowen, R. (Antwerpen/B)
Lowen-Colebunders, Eva (Bruxelles/B)
Lu, Kening (Provo/USA)
Lu Yun-Gang, (Rama/I)

24*
40
3.6*
3*
26
7*

18*
10*
2*
39*, 40
32*
2*
51*
42*
21 *.
41*
54*
39
16*
3*
20*
49*

12*
26
14*
43*
26*
46*
52*

51*

17*

50*
2*
19*

48
48*

14*
54*
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Lubotzky, Alex (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
de Luca, Aldo (Roma/I)
Lucht, Lutz (Clausthal-Zellerfeld)
Lück, Wolfgang (Lexington/USA)
Lückel, Joachim (Paderborn)
Luckhaus, Stefan (Bonn)
Ludwig, Jean (Luxembourg/L)

~na, DominiQue (Saint Martin d'Heres/F)
~schgy, Harald (Münster)

Lusk, Ewing (Argonne/USA) -
LuskY, Wolfgang (Paderborn)
Lustig, Mart;n (Bochum)
Lutwak, Erwin (Brooklyn/USA)
Lyche, Tom (Oslo/N)

Maassen, Hans (Nijmegen/NL)
MacPherson, Robert D. (Cambridge/USA)
Magaard, Kay (New Haven/USA)
Magid, Martin A. (Wellesley/USA)
Magidor, Menachem (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Magn;n, Louis (Oijon/F)
Majid, Shan (Cambridge/GB)
Makhnev, Aleksander A. (Sverdlovsk/USSR)
Makowsky, J.A. (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Mala, Ivana (Prague/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)·

~an Maldeghem, Hendrik (Gent/B)
~allet-Paret, John (Providence/USA)

Malliavin, Marie-Paule ~Paris/F)

Mammen, Enno (Heidelberg)
Marnmitzsch, Volker (Marburg)
Mammone, PasQuale (Mons/B)
Manasse, Mark (Palo Alto/USA)
Mannion, David (Egham/GB)
Manolache, Nicolae (Göttingen)
Mantlik, Frank (Dortmund)
Marcantognini, Stefania (Groningen/NL)
Marcus, Moshe (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Margolis, Stuart W. (Lincoln/USA)

16*, 32*
31*
13*
38*
26
11, 25
4*
16*
47*
19*
41*
39
7.

51*

54*
28*
32*
7*
37.49*
6*

·54*
32*
19*
34*
32*
14, 25*
20*
12*
47
N*

29*
53*
36
3*, 11*
9*
25*
31*
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Marin, Alexis (Lyon/F) 38*
Mark;, Laszlo (Budapest/H) 31*
Markwardt, Klaus (Weimar/O) 50
Marmaridis, Nikolaos (Ioannina/GREECE) 20
Martin, Alexander (Augsburg) 2*
Martinet, Jacques (TalencelF) 29
Martinez, Antonio (Granada/E) 7*
Martinez, Roberto (Mexico/MEXICO) 20 eMartini, .Horst (Großröhrsdorf/O) 24*
Marumoto, Yoshihiko (Osaka/JAPAN) 39*
Marzec, Leszek (Wroclaw/POLAND) 34
Marzec, Pawel (Wroclaw/POLAND) 34*
Marzetta, Markus (Bern/eH) 19*
Masbaum, Gregor (Nantes/F) 15*, 44*
Mase, Shigeru (Hiroshima/JAPAN) 53*
Mason, John C. (Shrivenham, Swindon/GB) 50*
.Massy, Richard (Valenciennes/F) 17*
Masuda, Kyuya (Tokyo/JAPAN) 35
Mather, John N. (Princeton/USA) 30
Mathieu, Martin (Tübingen) 46
Mathieu, Yves (MarseilleiF) 39*
Matousek, Jiri (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 33*
Mattern, Friedemann (Kaiserslautern) 27*
Mattfeldt, Torsten (Ulm) 53*
Mattner, Lutz (Hamburg) 34*
Matveev, Sergei V. (Celjabinskii/USSR) 39* eMatzat; B.Heinrich (Heidelberg) 29*
Mau, Jochen (Oüsseldorf) 10*
Mauclaire, J.L. (Paris/F) 13*
Maurer, Helmut (Münster) 23*
Maurey, Bernard (Par;s/F) 41*
Mawhin, Jean (Louva;n-la-Neuve/B) 14
Mayer, Karl He;nz (Dortmund) 44*
Mayr, Ernst W. (Frankfurt) 33*
Mazzeo, Rafe R. (Stanford/USA) 28*
McEnnis, Brian (Marion/USA) 9*
McFadden, Robert B. (Lou;sville/USA) 31
McGehee, Richard (Minneapolis/USA) 30*
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McKay, John (Mentreal/CANADA)
McMullen, Peter (Lenden/GB)
Meakin, John C. (Lincoln/USA)
Mease, Kenneth D. (Princeton/USA)
Mecke. Josep'h (Jena/O)
Mednykh. Aleksander D. (Omsk/USSR)
Mehlhorn. Kurt (Saarbrücken)

~ Mehrmann, Volker (Aachen)
Meier, A.. (Basel/eH)
Meinel, C. (Berlin/O)
Meister, Erhard (Darmstadt)
Meixner. Themas (Gießen)
Melikyan, Arik A. (Moscow/USSR)
Melnikov, Alexander (Moscow/USSR)
Melrose, Richard B. (Cambridge/USA)
Meltzer. Hagen (Paderborn)
.Mendes France. Michel (Talence/F)
Mendeza, Gerardo A. (Caracas/VENEZUELA)
Menke, Klaus (Dortmund)
Mennicken. Reinhard {Regensburg)
Metzler, Wolfgang (Frankfurt)
Meurant, Gerard (Villeneuve-Saint-Georges/F)
Mey, Daniel (Zürich/CH)
Meyer. Arnd (Chemnitz/O)
Meyer. Paul-Andre (Strasbourg/F)
Meyer, W6lfgang T. (Münster)

~ Meyer auf der Heide. Friedhelm (Paderborn)
Mhaskar, Hrushikesh (Los Angeles/USA)
Micallef, Mario J. (Coventry/GB)
Michler, Gerhard (Essen)
Miele. Angelo (Houston/USA)
Miele, Marco (Erlangen)
Mielke, Alexander (Stuttgart)
Miescke, Klaus J. (Chicago/USA)
Mikulski, Leszek (Krakow/POLAND)
Miles, Roger E. (Queanbeyan/AUSTRALIA)
Miller, Oale (Philadelphia/USA)
Mi 1man, Vi ta1i . (Tel Aviv/ ISRA EL)

29*
24*
31*
23*
53*
39*
33* .

18*
15
43*
50*
32
23*
52*
28
20*
13*
28
5*
3, 9*
38, 39*

18*
19*
18*
54
22
33*
5*
45*
20*.
23
36

. 14*, 25*
10*

23*
53*

19
41
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Min-Oo, Maung (Hamilton/CANADA)
Minder, Christoph E. (Bern/CH)
Mtranda, Rick (Fort Collins/USA)
Mischaikow, Konstantin (Atlanta/USA)
Mitas, Jutta (Darmstadt)
Mitchell, William J. (Gainesville/USA)
Mitsch, Heinz (Wien/A)
Mladenova, Clementina D. (Sofia/BULGARIA)
Modica, Luciano (Pisa/I)
Mogi 1e.~skij,~ Ilja Sh .. (Tver/USSR)
Möhring, Ralf Hermann (Berlin)
Molchanov, Ilya S. (Kiev/USSR)
Moller, Jesper (Copenhagen/DK)
Monma, Clyde L. (Morristown/USA)
Monod, Herve (Versailles/F)·
Monson, Barry (Fredericton/CANADA)
Montes, Francisco (Burjasot/E)
Montes;nos, Jose M. (Madrid/E)
Montgomery, Hugh L. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Montgomery, Peter (Los Angeles/USA)
Moonen, Boudewijn (Bonn)
Moore, J. Strother (Austin/USA)
Mora;n, Francais (Le Chesnay/F)
Moran, Shlomo (Hai fa/ISRAEL}
Morandi, Patrick (Las Cruces/USA)
Moriah, Yoav (Hai fa/ISRAEL}
Morimoto, Masaharu (Okayama/JAPAN)
Morken, Knut (Oslo/N)
Morozov, Nikita Fedor (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Morr;s, Carl N. (Cambridge/USA)
Marton, Hugh R. (Liverpaol/GB)
Moscovici. Henri (Columbus/USA)
Maser, Jürgen (Zürich/CH)
Motohashi, Y. (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Mozzochi, C.J. (Princeton/USA)
Muellenheim, Gregor (Eichstätt)
Mukai, Shigeru (NagoyaJJAPAN)
Mulansky, Bernd (Dresden/O)

"22, 28, 45*
10*
36*
25*
43*
37*, 49*
31*
26*
25*
35*
.2*, 43*
53*
53*

2*
34*
24*
53*
39*
13*
28a*
44·
19*
29*
27*
17*
39*
39*
51*
50*
47*
39*
28*
30
13*
13*
51
36*
51*
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Mueller. Hans-Georg (Dav;s/USA)
Müller. Andreas (Zürich/eH)
Müller. Gert Heinz (Heidelberg)
Müller. Haiko (Jena/O)
Müller. Paul F.X. (Linz/A)
Müller. Peter C. (Wuppertal)
Müller t Werner (Bonn)

'~üllert Werner Günther (Wien/A)
·~üller. Wolfgang (Bonn)

Müller-Funkt Ulr;ch (Münster)
Müller-Pfeiffer t Erich (Erfurt/O)
Müller-Stacht Stefan (Bayreuth)
Munn. Walter Douglas (Glasgow/GB)
Munoz t Mario Eduave (Mexico/MEXICO)
Munro. Ian (Waterloo. Onta~;o/CANADA)

Nachtigal .• Noel M. (Cambr;dge/USA)
Naddef. Den;s J~ (Grenoble/F)
Nagel. Werner (Jena/O)
Nahm. W. (Bann)
Nahm. Werner (Bonn)
Najman t Branko (Zagreb/YU)
Nakamula. Ken (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Nakamura. Yoshimasa (Gifu/JAPAN)
Namachchivaya t N. Sr; (Urbana/USA)
Narkiewicz. Wladyslaw (Wroclaw/POLAND)

~azarov. Maxim L. (Moscow/USSRl
. Neamtu t Marian (Enschede/NL)

Neiss. Albrecht (Innsbruck/A)
Nelis. Peter (Wilrijk-Antwerp/B)
Nemhauser. George L. (Atlanta/USA)
Nesetril. Jaroslav (Praha/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Nest. Ryszard (Kobenhavn/DK)
Netsvetaev. Nikita (St.Petersburg/USSR)
Neuhaus. Georg (Hamburg).
Neumannt Michael (Storrs/USA)
Neumann. Michael Helmut (Berlin/O)
Neumann. Walter David (Columbus/USA)

10*

15

49
43
41

. 26*

28*
34*
15*t 44

. 52*
3
36*
31*
39* .

33*

18*

.. 2*
53*
46*
44*
9*
29*
30*
42*

.·13*
4*
51*
10*
17*
2*
43*
46*
15. 38*. 39. 44*
47*
18*
34*
38. 39*
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Nevanlinna, Olavi (Espoo/SF)
Nicaise, Serge (Villeneuve d' AscQ/~)

Nicolas, J.L. (Villeurb~nne/F)

Nielsen, Nfels J. (Odense/OK)
Nießen, Heinz-Oieter (Essen)
Niethammer, Wilhelm (Karlsruhe)
Nikolaev, IgorG. (Nov6sibirsk/USSR)
Ni shHjr,a"", .Yasumasa (Hi roshima/JAPAN)
Nohel, John A. (Madison/USA)
Nolan, Deborah (BerkeleY/USA)
fiomizu, Kat~umf· (Providence/USA)
Norberg, Tommy (Göteborg/S)
Norton, Siman (Cambridge/GB)
Notbohm, Di etri ch .(Gött lngen)
Nourrigat~ Jean (Reims/F)
Novikov, Aleksander A. (Moscow/USSR)
Nowakowski, Richard J. (Halifax/CANAOA)
Nürnberger, Günther (Mannheim)

0 1 Leary, Oianne P. (College Park/USA)
Obata, Nobuaki (Tübirigen)
Oberle, Hans Joachim (Hamburg)
Ochanine. Serge (Lexington)
Ocneanu. Adrian (Paris/F)
Oda, Takayuki (Kyoto/JAPAN)
Odlyzko, Andrew M. (Murray Hill/USA)
Oganian, Viktor K. (Erevan/USSR)
Ogata, Yoshihiko (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Ohlbach, Hans Jürgen (Kaiserslautern)
Ohser, Joachim (Freiberg/O)
Ohya, Masanori (Chi baIJAPAN)
Ojanguren, Manuel (Lausanne/eH)
Okninski, Jan (Warszawa/POLANO)
Okonek, Christian (Bann).
Olafsson, Gestur (Göttingen)
Oleinik, 019a A. (Moscow/USSR)
Olivier, Michel (TalencelF)
Olmos, Carlos EnriQue (Cordoba/ARGENTINA)

18*
50*

"13*
41
3, 9

5, 18*
.22

25* '·.e25*
12*
7*
53*
32*
38*
4*
52*
43*
5"1*

18*
4*
23*
15*, 44
46*
1*
28a*. 29* e53*
53*
19*
53*
54*

17
31*
36
4*
25*
29*
22*
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Olschewski, Manfred (Freiburg)
O'Malley, Jr., Robert E. (Seattle/USA)
Opolka, Hans (Braunschweig)
Opozda, Barbara (Köln)
Orr, Kent (Chicago/USA)
O·Sul1;van, Finbarr (Seattle/USA)
Otal, Jean-Pierre (Orsay/F)

~Ott. Udo (Braunschweig)
Ottmann, ·Themas (Frei burg)
Overbeek, .Ross (Argonne/USA)
Overmars, Mark H. (Utrecht/NL)
Overton, Michael L. (New York/USA)
Owen, Art (Stanford/USA)
van Oystaeyen, Freddy (Wilrijk/B)

Pach, Janes (Budapest/H)
·Padberg, Manfred (Paris/F)
Pajor, Alain (Paris/F)
Palais, Richard S. (Bann)
Palleschi, Marino (Milano/I)
Palmer, Bennett (Berl;n)
Papamichael, Nicholas (Uxbridge, Middlesex/GB)
Pardon, William L. (Durham/USA)
Parker, Ju~e M. (Hull/GB)
Parmentier, Serge (Bann)
Parthasarathy, Kalyanapuram R. (New Oelhi/INDIA)
Pas;ni, Antonio (Siena/I)
Paszkiew;cz, Adam (Lodz/POLANO)
de Pater, Anton D. (Pijnacker/NL)
Paterson, Michael S. (Coventry/GB)
Patterson, Samuel James (Göttingen)
Paul, Wolfgang J. (Saarbrücken)
Paulin, Frederic (Lyon/F)
Paulsen, Volkert (Kiel)
Paycha, Silvie (Strasbourg/F)
Pazderski, Gerhard (Rostock/O)
Pazhitnov, Andrej (Moscow/USSR)
Pecher, Hartrnut (Wuppertal)

10*
25*
17
7*
40*
12*
22, 39
32*
33*
19
33*
18*
34*
17

24*
2
41
45
36*
45
5*
28*
47*
15*
54*
32*
5"4*
42*
33
1*
27*

39
34
15
17*
38
11*, 21*
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Peckova, Monika (Prague/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Pedersen, Gert K. (Copenhagen/DK)
Pedersen, N;~ls V;gand (Copenhagen/DK)
Pedit, Franz (At1anta/USA)
Pe;tgen, He;nz-Otto (Bremen)
Pe1czynski, A1eksander (Warszawa/POLANO)
de 1a Pena~ Jose Ä. (Mex;co/MEXICO)

. Pere11i, A.(Pr;ncet6n/USA)
Perez-Marco, Ricardo (Orsay/F)
Perry, Pet~r Ä. (Lexington/USA)
Peskine, Christ;an (Paris/F)

. Peterne11, Thomas (Bayreuth)
~eters, Jörg (Troy/USA)
Pethö, Attila (Saarbrücken)
Petz, Denes· (Budapest/H)
Peyerimhoff,~Norbert (Augsburg)
Peyre, Ern:nanuel. (Paris/F)
Pfeifer, Oietmar (Oldenburg)
Pfeiffer, Friedrich (München)
Pflug, Georg (Wien/A)
Pham Huu Tiep, (~oscow/USSR)

Pham Huu Tiep, (Moscow/USSR)
Piazza, Paolo (Cambridge/U~A)

Pickenhain, Sabine {Leipzig/O)
Pietsch, Albrecht (Jena/O)
Pigeot, Iris (Dortmund)
Pigeot-Kilbier, Iris (Dortmund)
Pileckas, Konstantin (Paderborn)
Pilz, Jürgen (Freiberg/O)'
Pin, Jean-Eric (Paris/F)
Pinch, Richard (Cambridge/GB)
Pink, Richard (Bonn)
Pinkall, U1rich (Berlin)
Pinkus, Allan (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Pi nter,· Ran Y. (Hai fal ISRAEL)
P;sier, Gilles (Paris/F)
Plachky, Detlef (Münster)
Plaisted, David (Chape1 Hill/USA)

34*
46*
4
45
8*
41
20*
13*

.30*
28*

·36*
36 .

51*'
29*'
54*
28

17*
53*
26*·
52*
6*

·16*
.28
: 23*
41*
12*
34*
35*
47*
31*
29*
1*
7*, 8*, 22, 45*
51
27*
41*
47
19*

--~~ _..__.. - --------------------
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Platen, Eckhard (Canberra/AUSTRALIA)
Plesniak, Wieslaw (Krakow/POLANO)
Pliss, Viktor A. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Plotnikov, (Navasibirsk/USSR)
Podesta, Fabio (Pisa/I)
Poguntke, Detlev (Bielefeld)
Poguntke, Werner (Hagen)
Pohlers, Wolfram (Münster)
Pöhlmann, Thomas (Bayreuth)
Pohst, Michael (Düsseldorf)
Polak, Libor (BRNO/CZECHOSLOVAK~A)

Pollack, Richard (New York/USA)
Pollak, Moshe (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Pollard, John M. (Tidmarsh, Reading/GB)
Polterovich, Leonid (Tel Av;v/ISRAEL)
Polthier, Konrad (Bonn)
Ponizovskii, Josef S. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
van der Paorten, Alfred J. (North Ryde/AUSTRALIA)
Popa, Sorin (Los Angeles/USA)
Popp, Karl (Hannover)
Poppenberg, Markus (Dortmund)"
Porst, Hans-Eberhard (Bremen)
Porubsky, Stefan (Bratislava/CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
Posashkov, Sergey A. (Moscow/USSR)
Pöschel, Jürgen (Bonn)
Potyagailo, Leonid D. (Bochum)
Pouzet, Maurice (Villeurbanne/F)
Powell, M.J.D. (Cambr;dge/GB)
Power, Steven (Lancaster/GB)
Praeger, Cheryl. E: (Nedlands/AUSTRALIA)
Premet, Aleksander (Minsk/USSR)
Pretzel, Oliver R.L. (Landon/GB)
Preuß, Gerhard (Berl;n)
Procesi, Claudio (Roma/I)
Prößdorf, Siegfried (Berlin/O)
Pruscha, Helmut (München)
Przebinda, Tomasz (Norman/USA)
Pulleyblank, William R. (Waterloo, Ontario/CANADA)

42*
5*
14*
35*
7*
4*
43*
19

36
29*
31*
24*

52*
29*
30*
8*, 45*
31*
13*
46*

42*
3

48*
13*
21*
30*

.39*
43*
51*
46*
32*
6*
43*

48*
16*
50*
52*
4*
2*
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Pumplün, Diete~ (Hagen) '48*

.Puppe, Vol ker (Konstanz) 38

Puschnigg, Michael (Heidelberg) 46*

Pütz, Dieter (Aachen) 23

Pyber, Laszlo (Budapest/H) 32*

Queck, Werner (Chemnitz!O) 18*
Queyranne, Maurice (Vancouver/CANADA) 2* e
Quien, Norbert (Heidelberg) 8*

Quittner"Pavol (Bratislava/CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 21*

Rabinawitz, Paul H. (Madison/USA) 30

Racke, Reinhard (Bann) 11*, 21*

Rademacher. Hans-Bert (Bann) o 22, 45*

Rakhmanov, Eugene, (Moscow/USSR) 5*

Rallis, Stephen (Columbus/USA) 1

'Ranicki, Andrew A. (Edinburgh/GB) 38

Rannacher, Ralf (Heidelberg) 35*

Rasch, Dieter (Oummerstorf/O) 12*

Rassan, Jean Paul (Namur/B) 53*

Rathsfeld, Andreas (Berlin/O) 50*

Raugel, Genevieve (Orsay/F) 25*

Rausch, Ulrich (Marburg) 13*

Rautmann, Reimund (Paderborn) 35

Read, Charles J. (Cambridge/GB) 41*

Recknagel, Andreas (Bann) 15 eReckziegel, Helmut (Köln) 45*

Redlinger, Reinhard (Karlsruhe) 11*

Rees, Elmer G. (Edinburgh/GB) 38*

Rees, Sarah (Newcastle Upon Tyne/GB) 38*

Regauer, Michael (Göttingen) 17*

Reichel, Lothar (Lexington/USA) 5* , 18*

" Reilly, Norman R. (Burnaby/CANADA) 31*

Reinelt, Gerhard (Augsburg) 2
Reischuk, Rüdiger (Darmstadt) 27*, 33*
Reiten, Idun (Dragvoll/N) 20

,Reithmeier, Edward (Berkeley/USA) 26*
Remmert, Reinhold (Münster) 36
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Renault, Jean N. (Orleans/F)
Rendall, Alan (Garching)
Rendl, Franz (Graz/A)
Renner, Lex E. (Landon, Ontario/CANADA)
Rentschler, "Rudolf (Paris/F)
Repges, Rudolf (Aachen)
Reuter, Klaus (Darmstadt)e Revoy. Phil ippe (Montpell ier/F)

Reznikov, Alexander (Trieste/I)
Rhodes, John L. (Berkeley/USA)
Richert, Hans-Egon (Ulm)
Richter, Günther (Bielefeld)
Richter, Klaus (München)
Richter, Michael M. (Kaiserslautern)
Rickard, Jeremy (Cambridge/GB)
Riedel, Manfred (Leipzig/O)
.R;edtmann, Chr;stine (Saint Martin d'Heres/F)
Riehm, Carl (Hami1 ton/CANAOA)
Riessinger, Thomas (Mannhe;m)
Rigby, John F. (Cardiff/GB)
Ringel, C.laus Michael (Bielefeld)
del R;o Cast; 110, Rafael (Mexico/MEXICO)
Ritter, Jürgen (Augsburg)
Rival, Ivan (Ottawa, Ontar;o/CANADA)
Roan, Sh;-shyr (Bann)

~ Robert, Chr;st;an (Par;s/F)
~ Roberts, Gareth O. (Nottingham/GB)

Roberts, John E. (Osnabrück)
Robson, Robert (Corva1lis/USA)
Rodenkirchen, Jürgen (Paderborn)
Rodr1guez, Gu1ll~rmo (Pasadena/USA)
Roesner, Karl G. (Darmstadt)
Roggenkamp, Klaus w. (Stuttgart)
Rognes, J. (Aarhus/DK)
Rohlfs, Jürgen (Eichstätt)
Röhrle, Gerhard (Los Ange1es/USA)
Roma, Juan (Getafe (Madrid/E)
Ron, Amos (Madison/USA)

46*
21*
2
31*
16

10*
43*
6*
22*
31*
13
48*

26

19

20*
12*
20*
17*
51*
24*
20 -

3*
17*
-43*
44*
47*
34*
46*
26
35
26*
35*

·20

44
1*

32*
34*
51
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Ronan, M.A. (Birmingham/GB) 32*
Roos, Cornelis (Delft/NL) 2
Roos, Hans-Görg (Dresden/O) 25*
Rordam, Mikael (Odense/DK>' 46*
Rösl er, Uwe (Ol denburg) 33*
Roßberg, Hans-Joachim (Leipzig/O) 12*
Rossmann, Wulf T. (Ottawa, Ontario/CANADA) 4*
Rost. M~rkus (Regensburg) 15
Rote, Günter (Graz/A) 2*
Rother, Wolfgang (Bayreuth). 11*
Röthlein, Brigitte (München) 27
Rovnyak, James L. (Charlottesville/USA) 9*
Rowl ey, Peter J. (Man~hester /GB) 3~*

.Rozhdestvensky, B.·L. (Moscow/USSR) 35*
Rubinstein, Joachim Hyam (P~rkville, Victoria/AUSTRALIA) 39*·
Rudel san, Mark (Jerusa leml ISRA.EL) 41
Rudnicki, Slawomir (Gdansk/POLAND) 54*
Rudolph. Helmut (Güstrow/O) 23*
Ruh, Ernst (Columbus/USA'> 22
Ruhe, Günther (Leipzig/O) 2*
Rukhin. Andrew (Baltimore/USA) 47*
Rumin, Michel (Strasbourg/F) 22*
Rumpf, Martin (Bonn) 8*
Ruscheweyh. Stephan (Würzburg) 5*
Rush, Jason A. (Seattle/USA) 24*
Rüssmann, Helmut (Mainz) ·14
Rusten, Torgeier (Oslo/N) 18*

Rutkowski, Aleksander (Warszawa/POLANO) 43* .-
Sachs, Ekkehard (Trier)
Sachs, Gottfried (München)
Sahi. Siddhartha (Princeton/USA)
Saito, Tatsuhiko (Shimonoseki/JAPANJ
Sakamoto. Kunimochi (Atlanta/USA)
Sakuma, Makoto (Osaka/JAPAN)
Salamon, D.ietmar (Coventry/GB)
Salerno, S. (Salerno/I)

. Saltman. Oavid J. (Austin/USA)

23~

23*
4*..

31*
25*
39*
30*
13*
17*
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Salvi, Rodolfo (Milano/I)
Sanchez-Palencia, Evariste (Paris/F)
Sandau, Konrad (Stuttgart)
Sander, Jürgen W. (Hannover)
Sanders, Jan A". (HV Amsterdam/NL)
Sändig, Anna-Margarete (Rostock/O)
Sands, Jonathan W. (Burl~ngton/USA)

. _ntharoubane, Lau i s (Orsay/ F)
~saki, Takeshi (Kobe/JAPAN)

Sasvari, Zoltan (Dresäen/O)
Sauer, Thomas (Erlangen)-
Saupe, Dietmar (Bremen)
Sauvageot, Francois (Paris/F)
Sauvageot, Jean-Luc (Paris/F)
Saxl, Jan (Cambridge/GB)
Sayl or, Pau 1 (Urbana/USA)
Schaaf, Renate (Logan/USA)
Schaal, Werner (Marburg)
Schaback, Robert (Göttingen)
Schacher, Murray M. (Los Angeles/USA)
Sc~achermayer, Walter (Wien/A)
Schäfer, Frank (Karlsruhe)
Schäfer, Jörg (Bochum)
Scharlach, Christine (Berlin)
Scharlau, Rudolf (Bielefeld)

~harlau, Winfried (Münster)
~harlemann, Martin (Santa Barbara/USA)

Schaßberger, Ralf (Braunschweig)
Schauenburg, Peter (München)
Schechtman, Gideon (Rehovot/ISRAEL)
Schein, Baris M. (Fayettev~lle/USA)

Schempp, Walter (Siegen)
Schenker, Walter (Zürich/CH)
Scherer, Karl (Bann)
Scherzer, Matthias (Chemnitz/O)
Scheurle. Jürgen (Hamburg)
Scheutzow, Michael (Berlin)
Schiehlen. Werner (Stuttgart)

35*
50*

5~~

13*
25*
50*
29*
6*
7*
9*

-8*
,. 8*

1.
54*
32
18*
14*
13*
51~

17*
41*
28a

15
.7

29*
17
39*

12*
15
41
31*
51*
26*
51
50
11*. 14*, 42*

52*

26*. 42*
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Schimmerling, Ernest (Los Angeles/USA)
Schinzel, Andrzej (Warszawa/POLANO)
Schlichting, Günter (München)
Schlickewei, Ha~s Peter (Ulm)
Schlöder, Johannes (Augsburg)
Schmeißer, Gerhard (Erlangen)
Schmerl, Ulf R. (Neubibergl
Schmidli, Hanspeter (Zürich/CH)
Schmidt, Alfred (Freiburg)
Schmidt, Oieter (Essen)
Schmidt, J6chen W. (Dresden/O)
?chmi dt, Peter Georg- (Marburg)
Schmidt, Werner (Greifswald/O)
Schmitt. Klaus (Salt Lake City/USA)
Schmitt. Lo~har M. (OsnabrOck)
Schmitt, Peter (Wien/A)'
Schmitt. Peter H. (Karlsruhe)
Schmitz, Hermann (Heidelberg)
Schmitz. Norbert J. (Münster)
Schmoor, Claudia (Freiburg)
Schmutz. Paul (Lausanne/eH)
·Schnack, [ekart (Karlsruhe)
Schneider, Albert (Dortmund)
Schneider, Berthold (Hannover)
Schneider. Klaus R. (Berlin/O)
Schneider, Michael (Bayreuth)
Schneider. Ralf (Freiburg)
Schneiders, Ursula (Saarbrücken)
Schnorr. Claus-Peter (Frankfurt)
Schofield, Aidan H. (Bristol/GB)
Scholze, Ralf (Bochum)
Schonbek. ~aria E. (Santa Cruz/USAl
Schönfeld, Wolfgang (Heidelberg)
Schoof, Rene (Utrecht/NL)
Schotten10her. Martin (München)
Schötzav, Andreas (Basel/eH)
Schreyer, Frank-Olaf (Bayreuth)
Schrijver, Alexander (Amsterdam/NL)

37*
13*
4*
13*
26
5*, 51

'19
34*
8*
3, 9
51*
13*
23*
14
46
24*
19*
50*
12, 47*, 52
10*
22
50*
3, 9*
-10*
14, 25*
36
24, 53*
29*
28a*
20*·
11
35*
19,*

29
44*
15
36*
2*

---,
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Schröder. Heiko (NSW/AUSTRALIA)
Schroeder, Viktor (Freiburg)
Schröer, Klaus (Berlin)
Schrohe, Elmar (Mainz)
Schueller, Gerhart I. (Innsbruck/A)
Schulte. Egon (Boston/USA)
Schultze. Bernd (Quezon City/PHILIPPINES)e Schulz. Friedmar (lowa City/USA)

Schulz, Volker (Augsburg)
Schulze. ~ert-Wolfgang (Berlin/O)
Schumacher, Jens (Rostock/O)
Schumacher, Mart;n (Frei burg)
Schumaker, Larry L. (Nashville/USA)
Schürmann , Mi chae1 (He; de1berg)
Schütt, Carsten (Kiel)
Schütte, Herbert (Paderborn)
Schwab, Christoph (Baltimore/USA)
Schwänzl. Roland (Osnabrück)
Schwarz, Friedhelm (Toledo/USA)
Schwarz, Wolfgang (Frankfurt)
Schwarzmann, O. (Bonn)
Schwenk, Angela (Berlin)
Schwermer, Joachim (E;chstätt)
Schwichtenberg, Helmut (München)
Scourfield, Eira J. (Egham, Surrey/GB)

~ Sebastian, Hans-Jürgen (Leipzig/O)
Seeley, Craig O. (Canberra/AUSTRALIA)
Seeley, Robert T. (Newton/USA)
Segev, Yoav (Beer Sheva/ISRAEL)
Seidel, Hans-Peter (Waterloo, Ontar;o/CANADA)
Seidel, Jacob J. (Eindhoven/NL)
Seiler, Wolfgang (Mannheim)
Seitz, Gary M. (Eugene/USA)
Sell. G. (Minneapolis/USA)
Sellke, Themas (West Lafayette/USA)
Semenov, Evgeny M. (Voronez/USSR)
Semmler, Klaus-Dieter (Lausanne/eH)
Sen, Pranab K. (Chapel Hill/USA)

27*
22, 45
26*
28*
42*
24*
3*
11
26*
28~

34*
10
51
54*
41
26*
50*
38
48*
13
16*
"7

1
19*
13*
23
6*
28*
32*
51*
24*, 32*
44
32*
14*
52*
41*
8*, 45*
47*
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Senechal, Marjorie (Northampton/USA)
Seydel, Rüdiger (Ulm)
Shahidi, Freydoon (Prin~eton/USA)

Shaw, John (Blacksburg(USA)
Shaw, Siman (Uxbridge, Middlesex/GB)
Shephard, Geaffrey C. (Norwich, Norfolk/GB)
Shepherdson, John C. (Bristal/GB)
Shevri n, Lev N. (Swerdl awsk/USSR)
Shpectorov, Sergey V. (Moscow/USSR)
Shubin, Mikhail A. (Moscow/USSR)
Siburg, Karl-Friedrich (Zürich/eH)
Siciak, Jozef (Krakow/POLAND)
Sidi, Avram (Haifa/ISRAEL)
Siebenmann, Laurent C. (Orsay/F)
Sieck, Jürgen (Berlin/O)
Siegmund, Oavid (Stanford/USA)
Siersma, Dirk (Utrecht/NL)
Sikorav, Jean-Claude (Toulouse/F)
Silver, Dan (Mobile/USA)
Silverman, Bernard W. (Bath/GB)
Silverman, Robert D. (Bedford/USA)
Simader, Christian G. (Bayreuth)
Simmons, Gustavus J. (Albuquerque/USA)
Simon, Imre (Sao Paula/BRAZIL)
Simon, Uda (Berlin)
Simson, Dani e1 (Torun/POLAND)
Sinclair, Allan M. (Edinburgh/GB)
Singhof, Wilhelm (Düsseldorf)
Sinha, Kalyan B. (New Delhi/INDIA)
Siu, Yum-Tang (Cambridge/USA)
Sjamaar, Reyer (Utrecht/NL)
Skandalis, Georgos S. (Par;s/F)
Skau, Christian (Oragvol1/N)
Skeide, Michael (Hefdelberg)
Skowronski, Andrzej (Torun/POLAND)
Slattery, Rhonda (Stanford/USA)
Sleator, Oaniel D. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Slodowy, Peter (Hamburg)

----- .._--- -----

24*
42*
1*
3*
50
24*
19*
31*
32*
28*
30*
5*
18*
38, 39
27*
52*
15*, 44
30
40*
12*
28a*f 29*
11*
28a*
31*
7*, 45
20*
46
38, 44
54*
36*
28*
46*
46*

54*
20*
26*
33*
15, 16, 44
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Smalo, S.O. (Oragvoll/N)
Smid, Michiel (Saarbrücken)
Smith, Donald (San Diego/USA)
Smith, R. (Durham/GB)
Smith, Stephen O. (Chicago/USA)
Smits, Bert (Edegem/B)
Smolinsky, Lawrence (Batan Rouge/USA)

~ Smyth. Chris J. (Edinburgh/GBl
. Sna;th, V;ctor P. (Hami1 ton/CANADA)

de Snoo, H.S.V. (Groningen/NL)
Sohr, Hermann (Paderborn)
Soicher, Leanard H. (London/GB)
Sokolowski, J. (Merseburg/O)
Solonnikov, Vsevolod Ä. (St. Petersburg/USSR)
Solovay, Robert M. (Berkeley/USA)
Sorraner,Manfred (Eichstätt)
Sommese, Andrew J. (Notre Dame/USA)
Sonn, Jack (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Sonnevend, György (Würzburg)
Sorensen, Mi chae1 (Aarhus/OK)
Sos, Vera (Budapest/H)
Soudry, Oavid (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Spandaw, Jeraen (Leiden/NL)
Sparmann, Uwe (Saarbrücken)
Speck, Frank-Olme (Lisboa/P)

~ Speh. Birgit (Ithaca/USAl
Speicher, Roland (Heidelberg)
Spies, Jakob (Zürich/eH)
Springer, Tonny A. (Utrecht/NL)
Stadje, Wolfgang (Osnabrück)
Stahel, Andreas (Provo/US~)

Stahl, Herbert (Berlin)
Stanley, Lee J. (Bethlehem/USA)
Stanton, Robert J. (Columbus/USA)
Stärk, Robert (Bern/eH)
Starke, .Gerhard (Kent/USA)
Steel, John R. (Los Angeles/USA)
Stefanov, Valeri T. (Sofia/BULGARIA)

20*
33*
25*
14*
32*
39

40*
29*
17*
3
35*
32*
35*
35
37*
51
36*
17*
23*
52*
13*
1*
36*
27*
50*
1*
46*, 54*

44
16*
52*
21*
5*
37*

4

19*
18*
37*
52*
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Steffens, Jutta (Oüsseldorf)
Steidl, Gabriele (Rostock/O)
S~einbach, Mare (Augsburg)
Steinebach, Josef (Marburg)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT O~ERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 1/1991

Automorphe Formen und Anwendungen-

06.01. bis 12.01.1991

The meeting was organized by S. Kudla (College Park, Maryland) and J. Schwermer
"(Eichstätt). The program of 21 lectures emphasized ~ew developments in the theory
of automorphic forms, particularly those involving interactions with number theory,

. representation theory and topology. The topics included:

1. The construction of motives and l-adic representations attached to automoIJ>hic
forms, and the existence of Galois conjugates of Maass wave forms.
2. Trace formulas, both topological and relative and their applications to the arith
metic of automorphic forms and to a characterization of distinguished automorphic
forms.

" 3. Properties of Eisenstein 'series and L-fuilctions, in particular:

- integral representations of L-series and the relation of .local Euler factors to
reducibility of principal series

- Fourier and "Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of Eisenstein senes

4. Aspects of'ihe Langlands classification of representations of real and p-adic
groups.
5. Recent develop~entsin the cohomology theory of arithmetic groups, in particular:

- calcuIation of the intersection numbers of special cycles and consequences for
the existence of certain types of automorphic forms,

- A proof of Borel's conjectu're on the representability of cohomology of arith
metic groups by automorphic forms.

The variety of these topics indicates the vigorous activity and diversity of current
research in automorphic forms, and stimulated much fruitfnl discussion.
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Vortragsauszüge

D. BLASIUS:

Galois conjugates of automorphic forms

Let F be a totally real field. Let 11" be a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GL2(A1F ) which is arithmetic, i.e. such that, for vloo, the Langlands parameter
uv (lI-): WR -+ GL,(fC) defined by 7fv satisfies ~-.:..

O'v(1I")1a- (z) = Diag(zGzb,zczcl)

with a, b, c, d E ~. Let T E Aut(<C), and let 11"/ be the formal conjugate of the
finite part 11"1 of 1r. We prove, with M. Harris and D. Ramakrishnan, the
Theorem. There exists 1r(T) , a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(A1/ ),
such that

a) 1riT ) ~ 1r~ for a11 finite, unramified v

b) CTv (1I"(T»Icr- ~ CT'Tt,(1I")1a- if vloo

c) the set of isomorphism classes of such 1r(T) (T E Aut(a:) is finite.

Let T1f be the field generated by the unramified Hecke eigenvalues of 11". We deduce
the
Corollary. a) [T1f : <VJ < 00 b) T1f is contained in a CM field
c) 11"1 admits a model defined over a finite extension of (}J.

We briefly sketch the proof of this result, showing the role played by a recent re
sult of Kudla, Ra11is and Soudry about the degree 5 L-funetion offorms on GSp(4).

A. KRIEG:

The Maaß space for Hermitian modular forms

Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field. The Maaß space for Hermitian
modular forms of degree 2 and weight k with respect to K is defined in analogy
with the Maaß Spezialschar. Using the Fourier Jacobi expansion the Maaß space
proves to be isomorphie to a 'certain s~bspace of the space of" elliptic modular forms

2
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on ro(DK ) of weight k -1 and character XK, where -DK is the discrimimant
of K and XK the Kronecker symbol of K. This subspace can be viewed as a
generalization of Kohnen.'s "+"-space a.nd can be described by the eigenspaces of
certain Hecke operators.
The isomorphism is compatible with Hecke operators. Hence one can show that the
Hermitian EisensteiI~ series (of Siegel type) always belongs to the Maaß space. Its.
Fourier coefficients can be calculated explieitly. Surprisingly they have a simpler
form than those of the Siegel Eisenstein series. . .
The restriction of a modular form in the Maaß space to the Siegel half-space always
belangs to the Spezialschar. For K = t« i -13") this restriction is an isomorphism.'. F. SHAHIDI:

Twisted endoscopy and loeal period integrals

In this talk we diseuss the irreducibility of representaiion of SP2n(F), F a ]radie
field, induced from irreducible super cuspidal representation;s of its SIegel parabolic.
Consequently we relate this question to the theory of twisted endoscopy for GLn
as being developed by Kottwitz and Shelstad. Using their 'theorywe show that the
redueibility depends on vanishing ,of a eertain period integral on GLn(F). (More
precisely over the space Zn(F)SPn(F) \ GLn(F) when n is even. F~r n odd and
a self dual super cuspidal unitary representation of GLn ( F) the unitarily induced
representation is always reducible). Finally we give a formulci. for the loc~ Lang
lands L-function atta.ched to the representation and the exterior square L-function
of GLn ({C) , the L-group of GLn •

J. ROHLFS:

• Intersection numbers of special eycles on arithmetic varieties

This is areport on joint work with J. Schwermer. Let GIUJ be a connected semi
simple algebraic group over CO and let U,'" E AutG(CO) be lO-rational automorphisms
of finite order which commute. Assurne that r c G«(JJ) . is arithmetic, torsion free
and u, T-stable. Let X be the space of maximal compact subgroups" of G(lR), G(IR)
non compact, and consider the special cycles C(u) = X f1 1f'tT and C(r) = XT IrT.
Here the upper index indicates "fixed points". We assume that C(u), C(r) and
X/f are oriented and that tllere is one point X o where G(O') and C(r) intersect
transversally. If now xlr is compact the intersection number [C(u)][C(r)] E ~ is

3



defined. We assume that r is sufficiently small. Then it is shown that the contri
bution of a connected component F of C{O') n C{T) to the intersection number is
up to sign X(F), the Euler-Poincare characteristic of F. If x/r has the structure
of a complex variety and if 0' and T aet analytieally then [C(O')][C(r)] = L{O',r'T)
where L(0', r'T) denotes the Lefschetz number of 0' acting on the cohomologyof r T

•

It is known that L(0', r'T) > 0 for r sufficiently small. If S is non compact the last
formula also holds if [C(O')][C(r)] is interpreted corr~ctIy. Thus we generalize results
oI Millson and Raghunathan where C(O') and' C(r) have only isolated intersection
points.

D.·YOGAN:

Geometrie Langlands parameters for real groups

Suppose G is a complex connnected reduetive algebraic group endowed with an
inner dass of real forms. Let tJG be the dual group, and tJGr :J 1JG the Galois
form of the L-group. Fix an infinitesimal charater for G; this amounts to a semi
simple 1JG-orbit 0 C tJ g. We define a smooth algebraic variety X(O,vGr ) with
tJG action, having the following properties: .

(1) tJG has finitely many orbits, parametrized by L-packets of infinitesimal char
acter O.

(2) X( ) is functorial for L-homomorphisms.

We show that the (perverse) geometry of the 0t:bit closures eorresponds nicely to
irreducible character theory on real forms of G. (This is joint'work with D. Barbasch
and J. Adams).

J. FRANKE:

Same results on Eisenstein cohomology oI arithmetic groups

Let C~g(r \ G)' be the space of COO-functions of uniformly moderate growth and
A c C~g(r \ G) the space of automorphic forms (i.e., Z(g)-finite functions). It is
shown that the first of the two maps '

Borel

H(g,l() (A @ E) -+ H(g,K) (G~g @ E) ----. H·(r, E)

4
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•

is an isomorphism, proving an old conjecture of Borel. The proof is an inductive
argument which implies the vanishing of certain Ioeal cohomology groups of C::ng •

This can also be applied to coherent cohomology. We also construct a filtration on
A whose quotients are given by Eisenstein senes. From this filtration we get an
Eisenstein spectral sequence converging to H*(r, E). H the highest weight of the
G-representation E is regular, then the Eisenstein spectral sequence collapses and
there is a formula for H*(r ,E) in terms of cusp forms. - For GLn, the proof of
Borel's conjecture also implies the rationality of the decomposition into classes of
associate parabolic subgroups H*(r, E) = ffi H*(r, E){p}.

{J5}

T.IKEDA:

On the Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of Eisenstein senes

Let k be a global field and .& be its adele ring. A Jacobi group D is a semi-direct
product V >4 H. Here V is 2-step nilpotent and unipotent algebraic group defined

. over k and H acts on the center Z of v: A homomorphism S : Z ~ k is called
non-degenerate if V/ K erS is a Heisenberg group with center Z/ K erS. We fix a
non-degenerate S.
Example: All of the following groups are subgroups of Spm+n = G.

Im X ~ .

o In 0
V = 0 IX, ~ E Mm,n(k), z - =? E SY~m(k)

Any homomorphism Z ~ k is given by Z t-+ tr(Sz); S E Symm(k). S is
non-degenerate if and only if detS =I o.
Let R(A) be the covering of H(&) given by the fibre product of H(Al) ~ SPvlz(Al)

and SPulz(A) ~ SPvlz(Al). Put D(A) = V(Al) x H(Al). Let t/J be a non-trivial

additive character of &/k. Let Cs(D(k) \ D(A)) be the space of COO-functions on

5



D(A) such that <P(i9) = <p(g), Vi E D(k), <p(zg) = .p(S(z))t,o(g), Vz E Z(A). Let 11"

be any closed D(A)-invariant subspace of Cs(D(k)\D(Al)). Then 11" is generated by

61(vk) { <p(uk)92 (uk)du, <p E 11" , 8I, 62 are some theta functions.
JV(k)\V(Al)

When <p is the Fourier-Jacobi coeflicient of Eisenstein series E(g; f) of Siegel type
on G = SPm+n, the integral is an Eisenstein series on H (A). When m is odd, this
is an Eisenstein series of haH-integral weight.

.~

M. HARRIS:

L-functions and periods of polarized regular motives

Let M be a polarized motive over (JJ of odd weight w. M. is regular if the
Hodge spaces MP,q are of dimension :5 1. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field
and X : KA./ K% -+ (JJ& an algebraic Hecke character with X·co",z) = z-k, k E 7t;
let M (X) be the corresponding rank 2 motive over (0. We define Petersson inner
product invariants Qi(M) =< Wi, FooWi >, where Wi E MPi ,9i" is arithmetic over
(Q,Pt > 1>2 > ... > Pn, n = rank (M). It can be shown that the Deligne period

r'

C+(M~M(x))=(productofCMperiods)xIIQ;(M), where r'=min(r,n-r)
;=1

if w - 2pr + 1 < k < w - 2pr+l - 1.
Motives of the form M ® M (X) aB above are supposed to appear in the mid

dIe dimension oohomology, with twisted coefficients, of unitary Shimura varieties of
signature (1, n - 1) (under certain loeal hypotheses). However, one can show that
critical values of the corresponding automorphic L-functions are expressed in terms
of Petersson inner products of arithmetic holomorphic forms on unitary Shimura va
rieties of signature (r, n - r) with r as above. This reduces Deligne's conjecture for
M @ M(X) to period relations for automorphic forms on different u~tary Shimura •
varieties. A program for proving these period relations by means of the theta oor
respondence was sketched. The main difliculty is to prove that certain L-functions
don 't vanish.

6
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G. HENNIART:

An explicit Kazhdan-Langlands correspondence in the umamified case

Let F be a finite extension of ~ and K an unramified extension of F, of degree
n. To each regular character X of K~,D~ Kazhdan has attached (LN 1241) a
cuspidal representation 1r(X) of G = GL(n, F) which should correspond, by the
(conjectural) Langlands correspondence to the representation u(x) of the Weil group
of F induced from the character of the Weil group of K corresponding to x. This
yields a bijection between Gal(K / F)-orbits of X's and cuspidal representations 11"

of G satisfying 1I"®(eodet) = 11" for e acharader of Gal(K/F). On the other hand
Howe and Gerardin (:PSPM 33) 'have given another map ·X J-+ 1f"'(X) with the same
properties, via induction from compact mod center subgroups. The talk showed how
to achieve the companso·n between those two parametrizations. It turns out that
1r'(X) = 1r(X • (~l)(n-l)v(d». The proof was sketched when n is prime: one has to
prove that 1f"'(X) satisfies the same character identities as 1r(X(~l)(n-l)V(d). But
fortunately it is enough to verify them on elements of KZ where they are easy to
get.

R. TAYLOR:

i-adic representations for Siegel modular forms of low weight

If f is a Siegel modular form of weight al ~ a2 ~ 3 which is an eigenform of the
Hecke algebra, Shimura, Deligne and Chai/Faltings associate to f" an l-adic repre
sentation, such that the Frobenius at a good prime p satisfies a polynomial given by
the eigenvalues of the Hecke operators. Unfortunately neither the dimension nor the
characteristic polynomials of Frobenius elements are known. W~ extend this r~ult
to weight al ~ a2 ~ o. This uses the theory of congruences between modular "forms
together withthe idea of pseudo-representations. Thee.;e are maps from a group G
to a ring R which satisfy the polynomial identities one would expect of a trace.
In char 0 one can recover a representation from a,pseudo-representation. In special
cases forms of weight (at, 2) come from forms on GL2 .. In these casee.; for general
reasons we can establish control of the dimension of the representations we obtain,
and calculate the characteristic polynomials of FrobeJ?ius. .

7
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U.- EVERLING:

On some loeal intertwining integrals for 5L3 and SU(3)

The group G = SL31Qp [or SU(~), quasisplit over (ij" split over ~] contains a eopy
of H = PGL 2 , and a Borel subgroup B. A character cp: B( (Q,) -+ q: varies w:ith
a,p [or ,] E~ when CPIB(ZZp) is fixed, and X : H(Cij,) -+ {±1}. We study the space

of intertwining operators HomG(k)(In~~:~cp, In~~~x) (k = (Q,). Among the orbits
B(k){H(k), ten [or three] are "thiek", i.e. He := e-1B(k)enH(k) is finite, and three
[or one] "thin". Each thick orbit contributes a nonzero intertwining operator 'Te de-

i • 'fined by 'Te(/)(g) = /({hg)x(h)-ldh, provided Vh E He : cp({he-1
) = x(h).

H(\H(k)
On funetions like the spherical funetion, these integrals depend on C{J by rational
funetions of a, ß [or,] with at most three [or one] denominators. Each denominator
belongs to a thin orbit. When adenominator vanishes, the thin orbit supports an
additional intertwining operator, and same of the Te of thick orbits cease to exist.
When the denominators do not vanish, the Te of thick orbits generate the whole
space of intertwining operators. .

D. SOUDRY:

Rankin-Selberg convolutions for SO(2l + 1) x GL(n)

Let 1r, T be irreducible, automorphie, cuspidal representations of ,S021+1(Al)

and GLn(A). We consider integrals I cp(g)EX,1/1({T",g)dg, when15021+ 1(k)'S021+1( ....) .

i '< n ep E 1r, E(f,.", g) Eisenstein series for IndSOn,,,(Äl) 'T ~ Idet . I' (from Siegel
parabolie) and Ex,t/J is a Fourier coeffieient with respect to a certain unipotent
subgroup. 5021+1 is embedded in a natural way in SOn,n. There is a "dual"

. construction when t ~ n: [ epx.w(h)E(e...., h)dh. We showed Euler •150 (k)'SO",m(")
produet expansion, and the co;;'''csponding loeal theory. It gives the standard L-
funetions L(1r X 'T, s). We introduce the corresponding Ioeal factors (L-factors and
,-factors). We prove their existence over a nonarchimedean place. Our main result
up to now is that ,(1r x. 'T, s, tIJ) is multiplicative (inductive) in 1r and in 'T.

8
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G. HARDER:

Topological trace fonnula for Hecke operators

Let G/(J} be a reductive algebraic group, we choose a suitable subgroup KooKJ C

G(A) and consider the locally symmetrie spare

Given a rational representation p : G x q 41 -+ GL(M) we get a sheaf on the
locally symmetrie space and we may consider the cohomology HO(S~,M). These
cohomology groups are modules for the Hecke algebra 'H(G(..41.J) / / K J) and we pro
pose a formula for the trace of an element h E 1t(G(Aj)// KJ) on the cohomology,
which should follow from the results of Bewersdorff in rank one and Goresky and
MacPherson in the general case.
To get this formula we have to compaetify S~ ~ ~tl\ which has a stratifleation
labeled by the conjuga.cy classes of parabolie subgroups defined over (Q. Then the
trace formula is

tr(hIH·(~tl\, i.M» = elliptie terms coming from fixed points in the interior +

L tr(hMttruneIH·(S:M,HO(u,M»). (_l)d(P)+l,
p

where the second term yields the contribution of the fixed points at infinity.

v. GRITSENKO:

• Eisenstein series for Sp(I,I)

It was proved t,hat the nonarchimedian part bm{s) (m is a three dimensional
quaternion) of Fourier coefficients in 00 of Eisenstein series for Sp(1, 1) (group
over quaternion algebras over CO) depend only on the nonn N(m) and the integral
divisors of the quaternion m. In the case of the algebra wlth class number 1 the
exact formulas were obtained. The integral representation of the L-function with
loeal factor of degree 4 for Sp(l, 1) automorphie forms was written down. It gives
us the analytical continuation of the L-funetion. (The kernel of this representation

9
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is an Eisenstein series for SL2 (tC). The generalization of that integral to SO(1, n)
groups was diseussed.

U. WESELMANN:

Cohomological eongruences between automorphie forms on GL2

For a numberfield F we consider the spaces SKI = GL2(F) \ GL2(A1J)/Koo KJ e'
and their cohomology H"(SKI' {fj) = ffi H"(S, (Q)(1r)KI, where 1r runs over inde-

. 1r
eomposable representations of GL2(..4lJ ). H R is a loeal ring with quotient field
CO then the lattice H"(SK1 , R)free = image of H"(SKI' R) in _H"(SKI' (Q) does not
respect this decomposition. H1f: = H"(SKI,R)rree n H"(SKI , (JJ)(1r) lies inside H1f:
= projeetion of H"(SKI,R)free in H"(SKJ' (fJ)(1r)" If H1f: =I H1f: we"get eongruenees
between 1r and some other 1r'" We vary K p in K J = K P • K p and want to
eonstruet nontrivial H1r / H1f: in this way. The dependence of H1f: from Kp can be
eomputed in small degrees by group cohomological methods using the eongr~ence
subgroup property for S-arithmetie groups and for the Hilbert modular group. The
theory of modular symbols shows that H1f: is as small as possible if the algebraie
part of some Dirichlet twisted L-value of 1r is a unit in R. Hfr is determined by
Poincare duality respectively the knowledge of the cohomology of the boundary for
the Eisenstein part. For totally real F one gets a lot of congruenees in this way,
while for general F we only obtain results in base change situations.

H" JACQUET:

Relative trace formulas

Let G be a reduetive group, over a number field Fand" er an automorphism of
order 2. We let H be the fixator of er and set S = H \ G. Assuming G quasi-split
we let N be the unipotent radieal of a Borel subgroup of G. We then consider a
geometrie traee formula of the form

L ! 41 ('nen) 8(n)dn
e

where 4> is a smooth function of compact support on S (..41) and e a generie
charaeter of N(A1) trivial on' N(F); the SUffi is over an appropriate subset of the

10
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eh. DENINGER:

}

- w
for Res> "2 +.1,.

} {
~p-modules which

--+ are free of finite rank / lLp

L(HW(X),s) = II Lp(HW(X),s)
p~oo

{
pure absolute
Hodge motives M/f4

where G' is another quasi-split group, N' a maximal unipotent subgroup of G',
S' a generic character of N'. This trace formula allows us to describe the image of
a functorial map from automorphic representations of G' to those of G.

orbits of N(F) on S(F). We try to match it with a trace formula:

JK' (n~n;)8' (nD 8' (n;) dn~dn; , K'(z, y) = L f'(z- l ey)
(

Local L-factors of motives and regularized determinants

Let X / lQ be a smooth projective variety, 0 :5 w :5 2dimX. Consider the L-function
of its w-piece:

Let ß p = lLp [8p ] where ILp = a'[l';" ~-1], Y;, = exp(~;~z) for p < 00 ,ILoo

aty~l], Yoo = exp(z) , Op = t on ILp. We construct additive functors for p:5 00 :

such that on good reduction motives Fp(M) = HW(M/lLp) where the right hand
side is a cohohomlogy theory with Künneth-formula and Poincare duality and the
right Betti-:-numbers (over ILp ). We have: .
Thm: Assume X/t,U, smooth projective, Frp acts semisimply on HW(X~,(G)Ip (e.g.
W = 0, 1). Then for s E ce -

where :Fp = :Fp(HW(X)), detoo is a regularized det, log 00 = i.

We then explained how the meromorphic continuation and functional equation of
L would 'fellow from the existence of a suitable Grothendieck site as in the function

•
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field case. This philosophy suggests the following result which is proved by explicit
fomulas in number theory.

Thms: (2~)2S(S -1)2-1
/

21r-j r(i) (s) = exp( -1;1%=0 Q.C. E p [fi("l_p))")

non-tri. zeros of (

T.ODA:

The cohomology groups of degree 3 ~f Siegel modular varieties of genus 2

Let Sp(2 : lR) be the real symplectic group of rank 2, Sp(2 : ,Z) the integral
symplectic group. For a natural number i ~ 3, let r(i) be the principal congruence
subgroup of Sp(2 : ~). The quotient V = r(i) \ H of the Siegel upper half space
H by r(i), is a smooth algebraic Variety over (c. Let V be a toroidal smooth
compactification of V. .

Put D = V - V = Ui Di , each irreducible component being smooth. The
Poincare dual of the restrietion map eD. : Hl(Dü 4/)(-1) ~ H3(~, 4/) has an image
which is a sub Hodge structure of type {(2, 1) + (1, 2)} ·in H 3 (V, (JJ). We define a
sub Hodge structure .H3(Moo ,4/) of H3(V, (Q)' by

Put Hr(V, ((1) = Im(H~(V, (JJ) -+ H3(V, CO)). The~ we have a decompos~tion

of polarized Hodge structures.
Satake classified the modular embedding W ~ v: By his result, W is a

Hilbert modulat surface or a product of elliptic modular surfaces. Let W~ V be
the corresponding smooth compactification and regular maps.

~l 3 - '" 1 - 3 ""Theorem. Weput r dH (V,tq) = L..J w-v Im(H (W,lq)(-I) ~ H (V,(JJ)).
mo modular

Then F~odH3CV,CV) C H3(Moo ,OJ).

The proof of Theorem uses the intersection theory, and reduce the problem to a
result of Yamazaki (Amer. J. Math., 98,1976).

12
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R. PINK:

Application of Eisenstein cohomology to the construction of unramified field extensions

Let Mn be the module of homogenous polynomials in 2 variables with coeflicients
in 2t[t). One has an exact sequence (2In> 0)

o- !INSL2~~).M"l- fll(SL2S~),M,,). - Hl(SL2(~) n (~ :). M,,) _ 0

Hf Hl'" aya I

HA

A generator of the free partof HA lifts to a Hecke-Eigenvector only after multiplying
by a "denominator" .
Theorem (Harder): This "denominator is equal to the numerator. of (1 - (n +2».
Let 1t C End(Hl 0.z,,) be the 2t,,-algebra generated by a11 Hecke operators,
1t! C End(H!10 2t,,) analogous. Let M c 1t be the maximal ideal generated by p
and 1l-1-fR+1 for all primes l. Put X := (H?®2tp ).M (localization). H p6 11 "denom
inator" , then there is a Galois-equivariant embedding· 2t/p6Z(-n -1) C-...+ X/p6X,
the Galois-action coming from p-adic cohomology. Analyzing this Galois represen
tation in detail, and using a result of crystalline cohomology, gives another proof of
(Mazur-Wiles ').
Theorem. There exists an unramified abelian extension of 4X..Ppl) of order p6, on
which Gal(t«.Jlpl)/(JJ) acts by the (cyclotomic character)-n-l.

This result extends to the cohomology of congruence subgroups, yielding unramified
extensions of other cyclotomic fields.
Under suitable conditions on the algebra (?i!)M and its module X (order freeness,
Gorenstein, or the like) one can construct a cyclic extension of ~he desired il. This
is related to Vandiver's conjecture. --

B. SPEH:

• Lefschetz numbers and trace formula

Let Go/{/J be a connected semisimple simply connected algebraic group, k a
cyclic purely imaginary extension of CU, a a generator of the Galois group, and
G = Re3k'cqGo. We construct a function JA! with compact support in G(&), so
that the elliptic terms in the Arthur trace formula twisted by Q can be interpreted
as the Lefschetz number of Q on the cohomology of a locally synunetric space and
a local system corresponding to an a invariant representation of G.
This is joint work with J. Rohlfs.

13



S.J. PATTERSON:

Cuspidal biquadratic theta funetions

Let k be aglobai field eontaining the 4th roots of 1. Hy a theorem of Flicker
one ean associate with any Größencharaeter X of k,& such that Xw( -1) = 1 for
every pIaee W of k an automorphic representation VO[X] of the four-fold e~ver

of GL2(kAl.). Likewise there exist corresponding Ioeal representations. If 1/J is an e1

arbitrary Größencharacter then VO[X 1/J4] ~ Y°(x] /&) (1/J 0 det). H X is itself a fourth
power then YO[X] is a quotient of a principal series representation (in the local case)
and is a residue of an Eisenstein series (in the global case). Otherwise it is euspidal.

, In the former case C. Eckhardt and the author developed a conjecture deseribing the
Fourier coeffieients of the automorphie form ("biquadratic theta function"). This
was based on an analysis of the loeal spaees of Wbittaker funetionals. In this talk we
discuss tbe analogous problems in the cuspieal case. (In the loeal caSe, over a fi~ld F
with odd residual characteristic C. Blondel has given an explicit realization of these
representations). In particular we discuss the problem of the explieit computation
of the Fourier eoeffieients numerieally.

Berichterstatter:

s.s. Kudla
J. Schwermer

.-
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 2/1991

Combinatorial Optimization

13.01. bis 19.01.1991

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Professoren Rainer E. Burkard (Technische Universität
Graz) und Martin Grötsc?el (Universität Augsburg) statt ..

Auf der Tagung waren 57 Teilnehmer aus 12 Ländern zugegen, die in 44 Vorträgen über
neueste Forschungsergebnisse aus dem Bereich der Kombinatorischen Optimierung berich
teten. Die Vorträge deckten ein breites Spektrum der Theorie, der Algorithmik und der
Anwendungen der Kombinatorischen Optimierung ab. Neben den vier Vortragssitzungen,
die täglich stattfanden, präsentierten acht Teilnehmer am Abend die von ihnen entwick
elte Software. Computer für diese Softwaredemonstrationen wurden von den Teilnehmern
nach Oberwolfach mitgebracht. Zum Teil wurde Software zur Lösung großer Praxisprob
leme vorgeführt; ein Teil der Software hat Lehrcharakter und dient dem Einsatz in der
Ausbildung von Studenten in algorithmischer diskreter Mathematik.. Diese De~onstratio

nen fanden bei allen Teilnehmern großen Anklang.

Ein kleiner mathematischer Wettbewerb hat die Teilnehmer zu intensiver Arbeit in den
Pausen herausgefordert. Die Aufgabe bestand darin, die kürzeste Rundreise für eine
Bohrmaschine zu suchen, die 159 Löcher zu bohren hat. Von zwei Teilnehmern wurde
in Teamarbeit (per Hand) erstaWllicherweise eine optimale Lösung dieses Travelling-Sales
man-Problems gefunden (siehe Bild auf Seite 2). Insgesamt wurden überraschend gute
Lösungen manuell bestimmt. Offensichtlich waren Experten am Werk! Die besten Lö
sungen wurden mit einem Travelling-Salesman-T-Shirt belohnt. Diese Preise wurden vom
Center of Research in Parallel Computing, llice University, Houston, Texas, gestiftet.

Die bewährte Konzeption des Haus~s ermöglichte es allen anwesenden Wissenschaftlern,
die vorgetragenen Gedanken in kleinen Arbeitsgruppen zu vertiefen, gegenseitig neue Ideen
auszutauschen, sowie sich in geselliger Runde am Abend näher zu kommen. Damit konnten
nicht nur die wissenschaftlichen Kontakte vertieft, sondern auch persönliche Beziehungen



aufgebaut und gefestigt werden. Das Institut bot für alle Teilnehmer einen idealen Rahmen,
um in freundschaftlichem Miteinander Forschung betreiben zu können.

Die Veranstalter sowie die Teilnehmer danken dem Haus und insbesondere dem Direktor
des Instituts, Herrn Professor Barner, für die -freundliche Aufnahme und hervorragende
Betreuung während der Tagung.

Die folgenden Vortragszusammenfassungen geben einen Überblick über die in dieser Ta
gung behandelten Themen.
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Vortragsauszüge

E. Balas
The traveling salesman problem with precedence constraints: some polyhedral results

In the TSP with precedence constraints the salesman has to visit certain cities before
others. The problem can be formulated on a directed or undirected graph. In both
versions, the model has wide industrial applications. We introduce several new classes of
valid inequalities, establish tbe dimension of the polyhedron, and give conditions for some
of the inequalities to be facet defining. The talk is based on joint work (in progress) with
Matteo Fischetti and Bill Pulleyblank.

R. E. Bixby
The maz-cut problem

Given a graph G = (V, E) ~d a weight function wERE, tbe ass~ciatedmax-cut problem
is to compute max{w(6(X)) : X ~ V} where 6(X) = {uv E E : u E 'X,v ~ X}. We
present an algorithm for that problem based on an idea of F. Barahona. Computational
results are given for the case when G is a toroidal grid witb one additional vertex joiI?-ed to
all other vertices. The main idea of the algorithm is that for any cut K of G, if we define
we = W e tor e ~ K and we = -We for e E K , then K is a max cut w. r. t. W <===> 0
is a max cut w. r. t. w. This observation transforms the given problem to one on a cone
and simplifies greatly separation. The use of the correct initial LP formulation and a good
prima! heuristic are essential to the computational results. Problems on grids of size up to
70 ~ 70 are solved. This is joint work with S. Saigal.

K. H. Borgwardt
Saving effects in enumerative methods fOT solving random knapsack problems caused by
dominance

In 'a usua! knapsack problem, n items 01, .. . ,On a.re given witb weights aI, ... ,an and
with values Cl, ... , cn . 'We have to determine a subset of {Ol' ... ' On} such that the sum of
weights of this subset does not exceed a capacity b and that - under this condition - the sum
of values becomes minimal. It is clear that an optimal subset cannot contain an item Oi as
long as a better 0 j (with aj ?' ai and Ci < Cj) is left out. This property could be exploited
in the design of a simple enumeration method, where only such inversion-Iree paekages
are checked for feasibility and optimality. The crucial figure for the complexity of this
method is the number of inversion-free packages. It is known that in case of complete anti
isotonity the number becomes n +1. We try to parametrize this observation in a stochastic
model where p. E (0,1) describes the likelihood for the appearence of inversions in random
problems. For a certain distribution of the permutations between a- and c- ranking we
are successful in deriving En(/L), the expected number of inversion-free packages, for every
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P," E (0, 1). This delivers also the expeeted complexity of our enumeration method as a
funetion of J.L.

R. P. Brucker
The complexity 01 one machine batching problem3

Batehing problems are combinations of sequencing and partitioning problems. For each
job sequence JS there is a partition of J Sinto batches with optimal value opt(J S) "and
one has to find a job sequence which minimizes this optimal value. We show that in many
situations opt( J S) is the solution of a shortest path problem in some network. An algorithm
solving this special path problem in linear time with respect to tbe number of vertices is
presented. Using this algorithm some new batching results are derived. Furthermore, it i.
shown that most of tbe batching problems whieh are known to be polynomially solvabl
turn into Afp-bard problems when modified sligbtly.

R. E. Burkard
Discrete optimization with a two-dimen3ional rever3e convez con3traint

In this joint work with R. T. Thanh (Hanoi) and W. Oettli (MannheinI) we deal with

min{f(x)1 x E G n zn, T(x) ~ int(D)}, (P)

where f is lower semicontinuous, G a compa~t set in Rn, T : R n ~ R 2 eontinuous and
p a convex set in R 2

• Let w be a minimum of fex) on G n Zn., H T(w) ~ int(D), w
is an optimal solution. Otherwise the polar set E of D - T(w) is eompaet and convex
and h(t) := min{f(x)1 x E G n Zn, (t, T(x) - T(w)) ~ I} defined on E is quasiconeave.
Tbus it can be shown that (P) is equivalent witb min{h(t)1 tEE}. We deseribe a cutting
plane approach for the solution of the latter problem. As special case the reverse convex
constraint of the form (c, x) . (d, x) ~ I.will be discussed, where c and d are two linearly
independant veetors of R~.

w. Cook
Implementing the Blossom algorithm

We describe a new implementation of Edmond's blossom algoritbm for eomputing minA
mum eost perfeet matehings. Combining this with speeialized prieing techniques, we obtai~
a method for large-seale graphs. We report" on the solution of a set of geometrie test prob
lems (eomplete graphs, deseribed as points in the pl~e), the largest having 202888 Dodes.
This talk is based on joint work with David Applegate.
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G. Cornuejols
Balanced 0/1- matrice8

A 0/1- matrix is balanced if it contains no square submatrix oIodd order with two ones
per row and per column. We propose decomposition results with the goal oI getting a
polynomial. recognition algorithm for balanced matrices. We introduce the nation of 2
joined bicliques and show how this concept can be used to generalize known results about
strongly balanced and totally balanced matrices.

v. G. Deineko
Solvable ca8e8 of the traveling 8ale8man problem and he'Uristics

The well knowntree algorithm for the travelling salesman problem (TSP) may be presented
as follows: Find a spanning tree T, duplicate each edge in T and find a eulerian cycle Z
on the resulting graph. Extract a tour from Z by deleting node repetitions.

An algorithm that allows to find an optimal tour among all ones constructed by the tree
algorithm is proposed. Connection between the algorithm and weil known solvable cases
of the TSP are discussed. Computational results are presented.

w. Deuber
A diameter problem for the Lee-metric

Let z~ = {O, ... , m - l}n with the Lee-metric (toroidal metric)

d(x',y') = Lmin{1 Xi - Yi I, m- 1xi - Yi I}·
The problem of finding sets A C Z~ of maximal cardinality and given diameter d is
discussed. Results were obtained by Deuber and Koppenrade as weil as Bollobas and
Leader: H miseven then balls are maximal, but not the unique solutions. For m, d odd
balls are not maximal.

J. Edmonds
Convex Combinations

We give a practical polynomial time reduction of a general b-matching problem to one small
1-matching problem and one small min cost flow problem. We can also give a corresponding
graphtheoretically interesting reduction of the dual to the duals, but the main point we
want to make is the following result: there is a practical polynomial time algorithm using
no optimization algorithm other than binary search which, using any oracle for obtaining
a weIl described optimum solution for input consisting of a polyhedral feasibility set from
a class P and any well.described linear objective c, will solve the problem of finding a dual
optimum solution using facet inducing inequalities for i.nput consisting of a member of l'
and a c. Similarly there is a good algorithm, using aseparation oracle, for finding, for
input x and PEP, an expression of x by generators of P.
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R. Euler
On balanced matrices and the set covering polytope

A 0/1- matrix is said to be balanced if it does not contain any submatrix of odd order
with exactly two ones in each row and each column. A weH known necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for a 0/1- matrix A to be balanced is that the .polytope associated·
with the linear prog~ammingrelaxation of the set covering problem associated with A has
only integral vertices.

In this paper we characterize a elass of 0/1- matrices A for which the above condition is also
sufficient for A to be balaneed. This provides at the same time a new class of facet defining
inequalities for the general set covering polytope, where the coeflicients can be arbitrary
elements in {O, 1, ... ,p}, the p being a specified positive integer. Some applications to.'
the Ki-cover problem and Ki-perfect graphs are also discussed. This is joint work with
A. R. Mahjoub.

M. Fischetti
Faeets 0/ the asymmetrie traveling salesman polytope

New results on the facial strueture of the Asymmetrie Traveling Salesman polytope are
presented. These inelude:
- a new class of faeet-inducing inequalities, called SD-inequalities, generalizing several
known elasses from the literature;
- two simple faeet-lifting procedures, ealled clique-lifting and facet-merging, with examples
of application.

B. Fleischmann
Optimizing cyelie schedules in a publie transit network

We consider a public urban transit network (e.g. subway, buses, trains) consisting of several
intercrossing lines operating according to a cyclie schedule. The departure times of each
line within the common cyele" are to be determined so as to minimize the total waiting time
of the transfer passengers. This problem can be formulated as a mixed integer program
(MIP). We present an exact solution method using special cutting planes and standard
MIP software as weil as a fast heuristic. We report on results for test problems and for a.
real-life esse.

A. Frank
A ugmentations problems

A directed graph is called k-edge-connected if every cut contains at lea.s~ k edges in both
directions (or equivalently, by Menger, if for every ordered pair (u, v) of Dodes there are k
edge disjoint paths from u to v). We want to make a prescribed digraph k-edge-eonnected.
by adding a minimum number of edges. What is this minimum?
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Theorem: A digraph G = (V, E) can ·be made k-edge-eonneeted by adding at most r edges
if and only if E(k - ((Xi» $ r and E(k - 6(Xi» $ r for every family {Xl, X 2 , ••• , X,}
of disjoint non-empty subsets of V where "r(X) [resp. 6(X)] denotes the number of edges
entering [resp. leaving] X.
Regrettably, the following more general problem is A'P-eomplete even for k = 1: Given 8:
digraph G = (V, E) .and a subset I C V , what is the minimum number of new edges to
be added to G so that there are k edge-disjoint paths from u to v for every u, v E T.
An analogous prblem ean be solved for undireeted graphs in the more general ease when
loeal edge-eonneetivity is preseribed for every pair of nades (where "solution" means a

min-max theorem and a polynomial time algorithm).

A. M. H. Gerards
On Tutte 's eharacterization 0/ graphie matroids - agraphie proo/

In this paper we present a relatively simple proof of Tutte's characterization of graphie
matroids. The proof uses the notion of signed graphs and it is graphie in the sense that it
can be presented almost entirely by drawing (signed) graphs.

A. Goldberg
Tight bounds on the number 0/ minimum mean cycle eancellationJ

We improve the bound on the number of iterations of the minimum mean eycle eanceling
algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem to O(min(nm2 , nm 10g(nC». We also show
an !1(minenm2

, nm logeC)) lower bound. Our bounds are tight for C = O(n ). This is joint
work with T ..Radzik.

P. Gritzmann
The width 0/ point /Jets: computation, approximation and some applications

Let S be a subset of some Minkowski spaee M - sorne Rn equipped with a norm - and let
B denots M's unit ball. The width weS) of S ia the infunum of a1l positive p such that
there is a hyperplane H with S c H + !pB. (Hence !w(S) is the errot- of a minimax
approximation of S by hyperplanes. ) .
Motivation for the eomputation of the width of polytopes (given as the convex huH of
a finite point set or as the interseetion of finitely many halfspaees) or of convex bodies
(given by some oracle) has ansen from problems in mathematical programming, statisties
and pattern recognition.
We outline some ofthese applications, determine the eompuational complexity ofthe width
problem for the most relevant norms and study the error of polynomial-time approxima
tions. This is joint work with Vietor Klee.
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M. Grätsche)
Modelling and optimization di3crete dynamic 3ystems

The problem area I have in mind arises, for instanees, in flexible manufacturing. E. g. ,
there is a huge eomplieated (almost) automatie produetion line that ean manufaetu~e, in
a eertain range, a number of different goods. The mix of goods to he produeed varies
eonsiderably from day to day. How should the goods be sequeneed so that the produetion
ean be performed in shortest possible time, in other words, how can one achieve a maximum
produetion level? If, moreover, eertain components of the system fail to work (for eertain,
initially unknown periods of time), how should the system reaet in order to maintain
a reasonable production level. It is not elear how to model such questions realistically.
There are competing mathematieal approaches. I will outline here combinatorial models."
and discuss the results of two case studies for complex produetion systems in electronics
industry.

H. Hamacher
Efficient algorithms for some restricted jaeility loeation problems in the plane

Frequently, facility loeation problems in the plane are subjeet to constraints. We consider
as restriction the exelusion of the interior of a convex region, as it is used, for instance,
in the assembly of printed cireuit boards. We show that the contour line approach which
is reeommended in the literature to solve these problems can be replaeed by some effi
cient combinatorial algorithms. For several ex~ples of distance functions polynomially
bounded procedures are developed.

M. Hartmann
Maz balanced fiOW3 in oriented matroids

Let M be a matroid on the ground set E, and let (M,O) be an oriented matroid. A real
valued vector x defined on E is a. max-balanced flow for (M, 0) if for every signed eoeircuit
y E OJ.., we have maxeEY+ Xe = maxeEY- Xe. We extend the addmissibility theorem of
Hamacher from regular to general oriented matroids in the case of max-balanced flows,
which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a max-balanced fiow x
satisfying 1~ x ~ u. We further investigate the semilattice of such flows under the usual
coordinate partial order, and obtain structural res~ts for the minimal elements. We al4
give neeessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a flow when we are allowed
to reverse the signs on a subset F ~ E. The proofs of both this result and the admissibility
theorem are eonstructive, and yield polynomial algorithms in case (M, 0) is coordinatized
by a rational matrix A. In this setting, we describe a polynomial algorithm which for a
given vector w defined on E either finds the unique potential y = pA such that w + y is
max-balanced or certificates that (M,O) has no max-balanced fiow.
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w. Hochstättier
A lattice theoretical characterization of oriented matroids

Let L be the lattice of the signed cocircuit span of an oriented matroid. If we map the
cocircuits in tbe complements of their support, we derive a cover-preserving, order-reversing
surjection ~ : L -+ L onto the geometrie lattice of the underlying (unoriented) matroid.
We give two sufficient conditions for such a map to come from the lattiee of an oriented
matroid.

P. Kleinschmidt
A strongly polynomial algorithm fOT the transportation problem

Balinski's signature method for the assignment problem is a dual algorithm which is guided
by the deficit and surplus of the target nodes in a flow on a dual feasible tree.

I will present a strongly polynomial extension of that algorithm for the transportation
problem. The complexity proof uses a scaling approach similar to one found by Orlin.
This is joint work witb H. Schannath.

M. Laurent
The cut cone: On the Tole of triangle facet3

The cut polytope Pn is the eonvex hull of the incidenee veetors of the euts (i.e. eomplete
bipartite subgraphs) of the eomplete graph on n nodes. A weIl known elass of faeets of
Pn arises from the triangle inequalities: Xij + Xile + Xjle ~ 2 and Xij - .Xik - Xjk ~ 0 for
1 ~ i,j, k ~ n. Henee, the metrie polytope Mn, defined as the solution set of the triangle
inequalities, is a relaxation of Pn. We consider several properties of geometrie type for Pn,
in particular, concerning its position within Mn. Strengthening the known fact that Pn

has diameter 1, we show that any set of k cuts, k ~ log2(n), satisfying some additional
assumption, determines a simplicial face of Mn and thus, also, of Pn. In particular, the
eollecticin of low dimension {aces of Pn is contained in that of Mn. Among a large subclass
of the faeets of Pn, the triangle facets are" the closest ones to the barycentrum of Pn and
we conjeeture that this result holds in general. The lattice generated by all even cuts
(corresponding to bipartitions of the nodes into sets of even cardinality) is characterized
and some additional questions on the links between general faeets of Pn and its triangle
facets are mentioned. This is joint work with M. Deza and S. Poljak.

J. K. Lenstra
Local search fOT constrained rou.ting problems

We investigate the adaption of Ioeal search algoritluns for th~ traveling salesman prob
lem to satisfy side eonstraints that occur in real-world. distribution situations. In par
tieular, we eonsider the single-depot piekup-and-deliver problem, which is a TSP with
time window, eapacity and preeedence eonstraints. Classical are-exchange methods, ap
plying 2-exchanges and Or-exehanges, ean be impiemented to handle "these eonstraints
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without an increase in their running time order. This does not seem to be the case for the
variable-depth search algorithm, which has enough structure to allow us to keep track of
the constraints using the available efficient techniques.
Gur implementation consists of two phases. The first phase tries to find an initial feasible
solution, using vaxiable-depth seaxch with a certain measure of infeasibility as objective.
function. The second phase applies iterative improvements to this solution, using the
proper variable-depth search algorithID. We finally discuss possible refinements of the
method.
This is joint work with Lambert van der Bruggen, Martin Savelsbergh and Peter Schuur.

T. M. Libura
Sensitivity analysis for the minimum weight base 0/ a matroid •A number of discrete optimization problems can be formulated as finding a minimum
weight base of an appropriate matroid. The presentation adresses some postoptimality
analysis questions for this problem. Given the minimum weight base a method of com
puting elements tolerances, defined as maximum increase and decrease of the weight of
each matroid element which preserves the optimality of this base, is described. Some other
postoptimality analysis problems, which can be solved when the.tolerances of elem,ents are
known, are discussed.

T. M. Liebling
Disjoint euclidean path8 problem (DEPP)

DEPP consists in finding paths of minimum totallength between N given pairs of terminals
on the plane that can be made disjoint by a continuous €-deformation or equivalently, given
a graph and sites on the plane for its Dodes, find a minimum total length embedding that
can be made planar by such adeformation. This continuous version of a VLSI routing
problem is a combinatorial problem, as its solutions are chain families on the complete
rectilinear graph induced by terminal sites and is likely to be .N'P- hard. Bounds for the
optimal solution are discussed and three types of heuristics are presented. For terminal
sites randomly generated on the unit square, the optimal solution is a.s. asymptotically
in n(N,J2N). The heuristics construct the paths sequentially, either using Dijkstra's
algorithm on a spanning graph that is appropriately modified during the process to prevente
subsequent paths from crossing the ones previously constructed, or wrapping around a
spanning walk and then shortcutting useless detours in a given order. All heuristics yield
results behaving like cN-I2N. While Dijkstra type heuristics yield the best results for
appropriately chosen order of construction (e ~ .08), they are very slow, the wrapping
heuristics can be implemented using O(NlogN), resp. O(N2) time and yield c values 0.16
resp. 0.12. Backfitting does not seem to produce significant improvements. This talk is
based on on going work with A. Prodon, F. Margot and L. Stauffer.
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L. Lovasz
Approximating the stability number and interactive proof systems

H EXPTIME =/:- NEXPTIME then there is no polynomial time algorithm to approximate
the stability number of a graph with a relative error of 0(210g

nO.
99

). This result, joint
with V. Feige, S. Goldwasser ~d S. Safran, is proved using the recent important result
of Babai, Fortnow and Lund, asserting that every language in NEXPTIME has 2-prover
polynomial time interactive proofs. The main construction associates an (exponential size)
graph with every instance of the problem, whose stability number is proportional to the
success probability of the provers.

A. Martin
R01Lting in VLSI-Design by cutting planes

From a graphtheoretical point of view the routing problem in VLSI-Design can be viewed
as the problem of packing Steiner-trees in special graphs. We study this problem from a
polyhedral point of view and define, for a given instance, a polyhedron P whose vertices are
in one to one correspondence to the feasible packings of Steiner-trees for that instance. We
describe some classes of valid inequalities for P, which define facets of P if the underlying
graph is complete and the terminal sets are disjoint. We also study the separation problem
for two of the introduced classes of facets. Preliminary results obtained from a cutting
plane algorithm are shown. This is joint work with M. Grötschel and R. Weismantel.

•

R. H. Möhring
Combinatorial algorithms fOT evaluating stochastic project networks

This is joint work with R. Müller. We present software and new results for evaluating a .
project network (= acyclic directed digraph) N whose activities (= edges of N) have" ran
dom, possibly dependent, processing times with the aim to obtain information about the
random shortest project duration PD (= longest path length of N). It is known (Hagström
88) that calculating the distribution function of PD at one point is #P-complete. This
motivates - besides simulation - the construction of stochastic upper and lower bounds
for the distribution of PD. We discuss existing approaches, elaborate on their relationship
with combinatorial optimization (e. g. modifying N into senes-parallel networks, time
cost tradeoff problems, k-Iongest paths), and demonstrate a software 'package wit~ these
approaches. In theoretical respect, we unify and generalize several known bounds for in
dependent processing times (e. g. Kleindorfer 71, Spalde 76, Dodin 85) by a new minor
construction for networks and their path clutters. We also show that the evaluation prob
lem at one point remains weakly At'P-hard even for senes-parallel networks with discrete
processing time distributions, 'while it becomes polyiJ.omial in the number of values of the
project duration.

11
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c. Monma
Euclidean minimum spanning tree: topology, stability and embedding

Consider a. minimum spanning tree on a. fixed set of po~nts S in d-dimensional euclidean
space and a variable point x, denoted by MST(S, x). The key questions we adress are as
follows:
(1) How many topologically distinct MST's are possible a.s x varies? We show a lower
bound of D(nd ) and an upper bound of D(n2d ); For d = 2 we show a tight bound of
0(n2 ).

(2) We compute subdivisions of E d into maximal cells C, so that for all x E C MST(S, x)
are topologically equivalent. This requires 0(n2d logn) time; for d = 2 it requires
0(n2 Iogn) time. _
(3) Given a tree T on S + x, check if there is a point p E Ed so that MST(S,p) = T.•
ff so, we construct the optimality zone for T in O(n r!!:}!1) time; for d = 2 this requires
O(n log n) time. This zone is made up of the intersection of hulls, their complements and
half-spaces.
(4) ~For d = 2, we compute the stability measure of S, which is the largest distance by
which points in S can be moved withotlt changing their MST.
(5) We show that any tree T with maximum degree D.ve or less, can be realized as a MST
for points embeded in E 2 •

This is joint work with S. Suri (Bellcore).

D. Naddef
Heuri3tic3 fOT some real life vehicle r~uting problem3

We describe characteristics of same real life vehicle routing problems. In the case when
the number of customers that will be assigned to any vehicle remains small enough for
the TSP part of the vehicle routing problem to be easy, we show that Tabu search is a
reasonable heuristic to consider. This heuristic, together with a 2-interchange heuristic, is
implemented in the software CHROME of which a demonstration will be done.

G. Nemhauser
Trying to make integer programming work: a case study

We present a large-scale distribution problem formulated as a mixed-integer linear programe
This model which contains more than 50000 real variables, 8000 Oll-variables and 17000
constraints could not be solved by commercial codes even for a feasible solution. We
defonnulate the problem in such a wa.y, that the possibility of solving it is greatly "enhanced.

w. PuIleyblank
Railway meet/p43s planning

The meet/pass problem is to optimally schedule trains travelling in both directions over
a segment of track which has sidings located at certain locations. CA siding permits a
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train to leave the main track and wait for another to pass.) We deseribe a mathematieal
fonnulation of the problem and heuristie methods which produee good solutions. We also
diseuss some of the praetical considerations involved in creating a computer system for
the operational version of tms problem. This is joint work with Denis Naddef and Bruce
Sh~pherd.

M. Queyranne
A projective approach to travelling saleaman polytopes

The Hamiltonian Path approach has recently proved very suceessful for studying the facial
strocture of symmetrie and asymmetrie Travelling Salesman Polytopes (TSP). A Hamilto
nian Path Polytope is the convex hull of the characteristic vectors of all Hamiltonian paths
(with free endnodes) in the eomplete graph with n nodes. This polytope is isomorphie to
the Travelling Salesman Polytope on n+ 1 Dodes, and it is of near-full dimension (full minus
one). These properties hold both for the directed and undirected cases. Combined with the
greater ease in working with Hamiltonian paths instead of cyeles, these properties led to
signifieant advances in identifying new elasses of TSP facets; proving general node-eloning
and node-lifting results for symmetrie TSP facets; and developing composition methods
for large classes of TSP facets.

This talk describes the major results obtained by applying this approach to symmetrie
TSPs, and to symmetric faeets of asymmetrie TSPs. This is joint work with Y. Wang.

G. Rote
Clmter analY3i3 in the plane and coloring algorithTn3 for graphs of large distances

Given a set of n points in the plane, we want to partition them into K = 3 clusters such
that the maximum of the k diameters (Le., the largest distanee between points in the same
custer) is minimized. The fastest algorithm for this problem that is known so far takes
O(n5 10g n) time. H we want to test whether a 3-clustering with diameter less than a given
threshold exists we ean draw the graph on the point set, where we join pairs of points
whose .distanee' is at least d, and test this graph for 3-colourability. Every 3-elustering
with diameter at most d eorresponds to a 3-eoloring of this "graph of large distances"
and vice versa. This leads naturally to investigations regarding this class of graphs, to
questions like characterizing them. We investigate 3-colourable graphs that are critical
with respect to removal in the class of graphs of.large distances and we conjecture that a
single "no choice" coloring algorithm can be used to test eolorability. This would reduce
.the complexity of the 3-elustering problem to O(n3 ).
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G. Ruhe
Intervall scheduling using network flows

A generalization of the Fixed Job Scheduling problem is considered where both the set of
machines and the set of jobs are divided into different classes. A Boolean matrix describes
which job class may be performed by which machine class.

Two questions are investigated:
(i) For given numbers of machines find a subset of (scheduled) jobs of maximum weight.
(ii) Find a minimum cost combination of machines abl~ to realize all the jobs.
Both questions are equivalently formulated as minimum-cost flow problem with additional
constraints and integrality demand. Different solution methods to compute upper and
lower bounds are presented and computationally tested. This is joint work with L. Kroon.

A. Schrijver
Tait's ftyping conjecture for well-connected links

Let K be an alternating link diagram. We ca11 K well-connected, if it is 4-edge connected
and the ooly 4-edge cuts are the stars. We show that if two links are equivalent (i. e.,
isotopic) and their diagrams are well-connected, then their diagrams are the same (up to
rerouting edges through the unbounded face and up to turning the diagram upside down).
This is Tait's ßyping conjecture for well-connected links. For general (not necessa.rily well
connected) links Tait conjectures that one should add a further operation on diagrams:
that of flyping.

•

E. Tardos
Finding approzimate packing.s and coverings

We consider the problem to find x E P such that Ax ~ b for a well-solved convex set P and
a matrix A ~ o. We give a fast polynomial approximation scheme that for a fixed e > 0
either finds x E P such that Ax ~ (1 + e)b or concludes that the system has DO feasible
solution. Such a system was known to be solvable in polynomial time e.g. by the ellipsoid
method. Our algorithm is not based on a polynomial time LP algoritlun and does not use
matrix inversions. It is faster if e is large (constant), the optimization over P ist fast and
max (T: x E P) is small for every row aiX ~ bi ofAx ~ b. Examples of such problems
include the multicommodity ßow problem, the LP relaxation of scheduling independent •
parallel machines and the subtour elimination relaxation of the TSP. The talk is based on
joint work with Serge Plotkin and David Shmoys.
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G. Tinhofer
Lower bounds for the makespan of a single machine scheduling problem with release dates

and postprocessing times

Consider a single mamine scheduling problem (r(i),p(i), q(i) r i E I = {l, ... , n}) where
each job i has a release date ~(i), a processing time p(i) and a postprocessing time q( i). We"
need a schedule teil ~ r(i), i E I, such that tbe makespan LV(I) = max{t(i) +peil + q(i) I
i E I} is minimum. For every subset J c I there is a corresponding lower bound for the
optimal makespan minLV(I), namely

chb(J) = min{r(i) 1i E J} + LP(i) + min{q(i) li E J} .
iEJ

1t is known that maxchb(I) = max{chb( J) 1 J C I} equals the optimal makespan of the
relaxed scheduling problem where job splitting is allowed. Hence, this bound is 'computable
in time O(n log n). We introduce and diseuss a new bound bound(J) ~ min LV(I) for eaeh
J c I. We show that maxbound(I) = max{bound(J) I J c I}
(a) is uniformly at least as good as maxchb(I)
(b) is eomputable in O(n 2 )

(c) is aremarkable improvement compared with maxchb(I) for small job numbers.

L. Trotter
Hilbert covers and partitions for polyhedral cones

We discuss several canonical theorems of finite convexi ty and their discrete analogues,
i.e. analogues in the integers. Examples considered are: Minkowski 's theorem" for poly
hedral cones and Gordan's existence result for Hilbert bases; Weyl's theorem on finitely
generated cones and the discrete linear analogue provided by homogenous totally dual inte
gral systems and results of Blair-Jeroslaw and Ryan establishing a duality between finitely
generated integral monoids and finite families of Chvatal restrictions; Helly's theorem for
linear inequalities and its Doignon, Bell-Searf integral analogue; Radon's theorem on point
partitions and its discrete counterpart due to S. Gnn; the Caratheodory theorem for cones
and integral analogues due to Cook-Fonlupt-Schrijver and Sebö.
The discrete Caratheodory property is implied by the existence of a "Hilbert partition"
(cover) of a polyhedral cone by unimodular eones, each with generators drawn from a
fixed Hilbert basis. We show, in particular, that the pointed polyhedral cone generated by
al, ... ,a m E zn has a Hibert partition for the Hilbert basis {x E zn : x = E~l.Aiai; 0 ::;
.Ai< d1og2(3) , Vi}, where d = max 1det(a i1 , ••• ,ain ) I.

K. Truemper
Minimal forbidden subsystems of easily solved logic problemJ

We define a matrix to be central if it has certain easily recognized properties. Central
matrices encode several problem classes of easily solved logic problems such as 2-SAT or
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r~namable Horn systems. In that talk we provide two characterizations of central matrices.
One of them is in tenns of Boolean minors, and the other one in terms of regions, which
are obtained by submatrices taking and replacement of nonzeros by zeros.

D. Wagner
Channel r01J.ting in the knock·knee mode

Channel routing is a basic problem in the design of VLSI-circuits and has recieved consider-
able attention in the past. We consider the two terminal channel routing in the knock-knee
mode: Given is a rectilinear grid (channel) and a collection of pairs of terminals (called
nets), where the input-terminal lies on the upper boundary of the channel. The layout
consists of edge disjoint paths (called wires) through the channel connecting the input- and •
the exit-terminals. To avoid physical contacts between tbe wires the edges of the paths
are assigned to the different layers such that no two wires share a grid point in the same
layer (called wiring). Connections between distinct layers (called vias) are placed on grid
points. For the design of algorithms solving the layout, repectively, wiring problem the
following criteria are of central importance:
The area of the layout, the length of the wires, the number of layers, the number of vias
and the complexity of the algorithm.
We present new algorithms that guarantee provably good or optimal results for these
problems.

R. Weismantel
Simultaneous placement in the sea 01 gates layout style

A VLSI-chip in the sea of gates layout style consists of a regular array of basecells. Any
cell to be placed on the chip covers a defined area according to its width and height. The
placement problem consists of finding an assignment of the cells to non-overlapping sets
of basecells such that certain conditions are met. We present a new hierchical approach
to the simultan~usplacement by modelling the problem as a quadratic 0/1- optimization
problem subject to linear constraints. Since there do not exist provably good algoritluns
for the solution of the problem, the involved optimization·problems are solved by heuristics
exploiting the special structure <;>f the data. This is joint work with M. Jünger, A. Martin
and G. Reinelt.

D. de Werra
An open shop scheduling problem with resource constraints

For a preemptive open shop scheduling problem with a renewable resource (PROS) a graph
theoretical formulation consists in finding in abipartite multigraph G = (P, J, E) an edge
coloring (MI, ... , Mg) with I Mi I~ hi (i = 1, ... , q) where I Mi I is the cardinality of
matching Mi and h}, ... , hq are given positive integers. PROS is NP- complete (even when
the maximum degree 6(G) is 3). We consider tbe associated problem (PNOS) where the
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resource is non renewable; the constraints are E~=l I M p I~ E~=l hp (i = 1, ... , q). NP
completeness of PNOS is shown and polynomially solvable cases are studied (tbe graph G is
a caterpillar; tbere are at most 4 processors or at most 4 jobs; al.l nodes in P (or in J) have
maximum degree; etc). Cases are studied wbere the condition h1 + ... + h i + IIq-i ~I E I
is necessary and sufficient (Vk is the maximum cardinality of a k-matching). Tbe talk is
based on joint work with J. Blazewicz, F. Glover and E. A. Silver.

H. Wolkowicz
N ew bounds for the graph partitio1J.ing problem

Let G = (N, E) be a given undirected graph. We present several new techciques for
partitioning the node set N into k disjoint subsets of specified sizes. These techniques
involve eigenvalue bounds and tools from continuous optimization. Comparisons with
examples taken from the literature show these techniques to be very successful.

L. Wolsey
A forgotten variant of a conve~ hull proof technique

Lov8.sz has given a. proof of the matching polytope based on the following observations:
"Given X and P = {x E Rn : Ax ~ b} ~ X, if for all c E Rn there exists i = i(c) such
that arg maxz{cx : X E X} ~ {X : aix = bi }, then P = conv(X)". We show a couple of
examples where existing proofs are simplified significantly, and use it to provide a partial
characterization of the facets of a constant batch lot sizing problem ansing as a subproblem
in a class of network design"problems. The latter is joint work with Yves Pochet.

Berichterstatter: A. Martin, R. Weismantel
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SOFTWAREDEMONSTRATIONEN

Während der Tagung wurde abends von einigen Teilnehmern Computersoftware vorge
führt. Es handelte sich um selbstentwickelte Codes zur Lösung verschiedener Komb~na":

torischer OptiInierungsprobleme. Einige der Codes wurden für den praktischen Einsatz
bei Anwendungen programmiert; andere haben Lehrcharakter. Sie -sind aufgrund kom
fortabler Oberflächen und Graphikmöglichkeiten sehr gut zu Unterrichtszwecken geeignet.
Diese abendlichen Softwaredemonstrationen haben bei den Tagungsteilnehmern großen
Anklang- gefunden, zeigen sie doch, daß große Teile der Theorie bereits in effiziente Soft
ware umgesetzt werden. Die folgenden Softwarevorführungen fanden statt:

A. Bachern
Solving vehicle routing problems based on digital road maps - hierarchical shortest path
and parallel insertion algorithms

W. J. Cook
The BINKY demo

R. H. Möhring
Combinatorial algorithms for evaluating stochastic project networks

G. Nemhauser
The MINTO show

G. Reinelt
The TSP challenge

G. Rote
Realizing planar graphs by disk packings

K. Truemper
The Leibniz logic programming system

D. Wagner
CRP-Algorithm~for the channel routing problem

18
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Tag u n g s b e reh t 3/1991

Spectral Theory of Singular Ordinary Differential Operators

20.1 - 26.1.1991•
The conference was held under the leadership of Professor H.-D. Nießen' (Essen).
A. Schneider (Dortmund) and J. Weidmann (Frankfurt).

In the 29 lectures given and in the discussion of the 43 participants the main subjects were
localization and stability properties of the absolutely continuous and essential spectrum
of ordinary and partial differential operators. the Titchmarsh-Weyl m-function. orthogonal

. polynomials and operators in spaces with an indefinite scalar product.

Abstracts

R.R. Ashurov: On spectral resolutions of the Schrödinger operator with
singular potential..

·e let n c lRN
. In n we consider H = -ß + q • q(x) E Qo, 0' > O. where Qo is the

Stummel-spaee. let ~l ~ ~2 5 ... be the eigenvalues. {un(x)} the system of eigen
functions (complete in L2 (n)) of H. Consider the Riesz means of the speetral resolutions

EU(x) = L (1- A;run(x)/n , In = (f,un).
~n<~

Theorem 1. let s > N;l and f E L 2(n) be continuous in Den. Then uniformly in
every compact set K C D lim E),f(x) = f(x}.

~-oo

If q has stronger singularities. Theorem 1, in general. does not hold.
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F.V .Atkinson: Schrödinger equations with oscillating potentials.

We discuss equations typified by

y" + (k 2 + At-t sin mt)y = 0, t ~ to > 0, k > 0, m > 0,

which involves a "Wigner - von Neumann" type potential. It has long been known that the
nature of the solutions changes as k passes through a "resonance value" m/2. Of recent
interest is the question of the behaviour of a solution with fixed initial data y(to), y'(to) and
k = m/2 +€, as f -+ O. The paper discusses the phase-amplitude or Prüfer-transformation
approach to this problem. It calls for matching asymptotics over intervals (ta, tt)" (tb t2),
(t2' 00), where tt -+ 00, ftt -+ 0, Ift21 -+ 00. Extensions to more general potentials, •
involving several frequencies or integral-type criteria are possible.

H. Behncke: Absolute continuity of the spectrum of Dirac- and Schrödinger
operators with Wigner- von Neumann potentials.

We study the spectra of Dirac- and Schrödinger Hamiltonians in [-m, m]C resp. lI4. The
potentials are assumed to consist of a short range part S E LI , a long range smooth
part P, whose decaying improves with differentiation and an oscillating decaying part
W = L: fi singi. From P(oo) and g:(oo) one can easily compute the set of resonances R.
Then the following holds

i) The eigenfunctions for A f/. R behave like plane waves at 00.

ii) [-rn, m)C\R resp. lI4\R belongs to the a.c. spectrum.
iii) For these sets a limiting absorbtion principle holds.
iv) The m-function is continuous in the upper half plane off R.

For the proof of (ii) we use the following result

Theorem: Let T be a Dirac or Schrödinger differential operator so that for A E (Al, A2) all
solutions u· resp. u and u' to TU = AU are bounded. Then (Al, A2) belongs to the spectrum
of T and cr(T) is abs. continuous there. If for Schrödinger operators boundedness of U only
is assumed, the result holds if q_ is bounded.

R.C. Brown: Embeddings of weighted Sobolev spaces into spaces of
continuous functions.

We give sufficient conditions and necessary conditions (which in some cases are both ne
cessary and sufFicient) for continuous and compact embeddings of the weighted Sobolev
space w1JP(n; Vo, VI) where the weights Vo, VI have singularities only on an or at 00 into

•
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spaces of weighted continuous and Hölder continuous functions. The theory is iIIustrated
by several examples, including one having to do with analysis of the spectrum of a second
order symmetrie differential operator on [1,00].

Joint work with B. Opic, Mathematics Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Science, Prague
CSSR.

W. Eberhard: Regularity of indefinite eigenvalue problems of second order
and the distribution of the eigenvalues.

We consider the indefinite eigenvalue problem of second order

(1) u" +g(x)u' + p2r(x)u =°
with 9 E L(O, 1) bounded and r E C2 [0, 1] areal valued function with an arbitrary number
of turning points. Using estimates of an appropriate fundamental system of solutions (cf.
the abstract of Freiling) we derive explicit regularity conditions for the coupl~d boundary
conditions at °and 1 generalizing those of Birkhoff in the definite case. For the corres.
ponding regular eigenvalue problems we derive the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues

~k. We get two sequences ~t of eigenvalues ~t = k~~2 [1 + 0 (Po')] , kEIN, where
±

1

R± = JVf±(t)dt, f±(t) = max{O, ±f(t)} and 0'0 E ]0, 1( is a number depending on the
o

types of turning points. The investigations can be carried over to problems with singularities
at the coefficients 9 and rand defined at compact intervals or at the half-axis rnt or· at
the complete axis IR.

W.D. Evans: Discrete inequalities and the m-function fora second-order
difference equation.

• In arecent paper, B.M. Brown and the speaker studied inequalities of the form

where MX n := -Ll(Pn-lßXn-d + qnxn (n E lNo), ßXn := Xn+l - Xn, ß2 Xn := ß(ßxn )

and Pn f:. 0, W n >' 0 and qn are real. The validity of the inequality, the value of the best
constant and the existence, or otherwise, of equaJizing functions, were found to depend
on the behavior of the rn-function for the difference equation M X n = AWnXn (n E INo).
Joint work with B.M Brown and L. Littlejohn, still in progress, on properties of the m
function will be discussed. Included will be agiobai representation for m(A) when A E CV+
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in the limit-point case, a full asymptotic formula as I.AI --. 00 in (C+ and connections with
orthogonalizing weights for associated polynomials.

W.N. Everitt: Spectral theory and orthogonal polynomials.

The spectral theory of the c1assical Legendre polynomials is extended to the Legendre type
orthogonal polynomials first discussed by H.L. Krall in 1938 and 1940. There are essentially
five distinct Legendre type polynomials; each set is generated bya symmetrie (formally self
adjoint) differential equation; one set has the equation of second order (classical Legendre), •
three are of the fourth-order. and one is of the sixth-order. For each set there is a right
definite and left-definite spectral theory in an appropriate Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable
square space (right-definite) or a Sobolev integrable-square space (Ieft-definite); in both
cases each one of the five Legendre type orthogonal. polynomials is represented by a self-
adjoint operator. .
(Joint work with L.L. Littlejohn and Susan loveland.)

G. Freiling: Differential equations with an arbitrary number of turning
points.

We consider the differential equation

-u" +g(x)u = Ar(x)u (1)

on a finite or infinite interval /, where I contains m turning points Xj, 1 ~ j ~ m. that is
here. zeros of r. Using asymptotic estimates proved by R.E. Langer for solutions of (1) for
intervals containing only one turning point, we derive asymptotic estimates for ~ -+ 00

for a special fundamental system of solutions of (1) in I.

The results obtained are fun~amental for the investigation of eigenvalue problems defined
by (1) and suitable boundary conditions (cf. the abstract of W. Eberhard).

S.G. Halvorsen: Sharp stability criteria ror ordinary linear second order
differential equations.

A method is established to find asymptotically sharp upper and lower bounds for solutions
or for extremal values of solutions e.g. of equations (*) x" + I(x)x = 0 (I E L1oc[c, 00)),
yielding absolute constants in limit circle criteria, (un)boundedness criteria in various norms
etc.
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Example: In (*) let J(t) =A- q(t).
If n > 0, k > °and Q ktn ::; q + k2 t2n+2 ~ ßktn • then if ß - Q < n7r, every solution of
(*) is in L2 [c, (0) (limit circle case), whereas if ß - 0' = n7r this is not generally true for
any choice of n > 0, k > 0.

B.J. Harris: The Titchmarsh-Weyl m(-X)-function.

We consider the problem of computing the Titchmarsh-Weyl m-function for
-y" + q(x)y = Ay on [0,00) subject to cosay(O) +sinay'(O) = 0 for 0: E [0,7r).

If q is such that j tlq(t)1 dt < ~ log 5 and q E LI[O, 00) we show that
o

00

m(.>t) = iA I/2 +E Pn(O,,x) for .>t E (]j+\[--Xo,O] for some Äo > ° where
n=I

R. Hempel: The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on some
bounded singular domains.

Neumann Laplacians on singular domains exhibit surprising and fascinating properties. On
one hand, there is the recent work of Davies, Simon and others on the spectrum of Neumann
Laplacians on (unbounded) horns, while. on the other hand, Hempel. Seco and Simon have
analysed the essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on some singular domains of the
type rooms and passages and combs. Examples of this kind have been known at least since
Courant and Hilbert in connection with Rellich's embedding theorem. It turns out that,
given any closed subset S of the intervall [0,(0). we can construct a comb-like domain n
with the property that the Neumann Laplacian on n has precisely the set S as its essential

.spectrum.

A typical rooms and passages domain consists af a sequence of rectangles (the rooms),
which are symmetrie with respect to the x-axis. joined by narrow passages. The main step
in the analysis consists in a decoupling along the intervals where rooms and passages meet.
by means of eertain natural boundary conditions, whieh turn out to be Neumann from the
side of the rooms and Dirichlet from the side of the passages (the Organ-pipe Lemma).
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Duke. Math. J .. to appear.

R. Hempel, l. Seco, B. Siman: The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on some
bounded singular domains. J. Funet. Anal.. to appear.

eh. Amick: Some remarks on Rellich 's theorem and the Poincare inequality.
J. london Math. Soc. (2) 18 (1978), 81-93.

W.D. Evans, D.J. Harris: On the approximation numbers of Sobolev imbeddings fOT
irregular domains. Quart. J. Math. Oxford (2) 40 (1989) 13-42.

•D. Hinton: Interpolation inequalities and LP ~onoscillation eriteria.

We diseuss interpolation inequalities of the form

where the eonstant K may depend on n. 0', ß, 1, p, q, r, A and I, but not on the
function u. The function u is requlred to have u, u',' .. ,u(n-l) vanish at the endpoints of
the interval I. Application of these inequalities yields LP integral criteria on the coefficients
of a linear differential operator which imply that the operator is nonoscillatory.

A.M. Hinz: The spectrum of Schrödinger operators with spherically
symmetrie potentials.

The eoncepts of abound state. i.e. an eigenfunction for a discrete eigenvalue of the
Schrödinger operator -ß + V in L2(lRn

), and of strongly locallized eigensolutions, i.e. a
weak solution of the eigenvalue equation -ßu +Vu = Au which decays exponentially at •
infinity, are closely related. This is supported by standard examples sueh as the harmonie
oscillator, the H-atom or the von Neumann-Wigner operator. A one-dimensional example
of Halvorsen. however, indicates that abound state is not neeessarily strongly loeallized
for potentials with a severe negative singularity at infinity. On the other hand, rather
well-behaved spherically symmetrie potentials in higher dimensions lead to examples of
exponentially deeaying eigenfunctions for eigenvalues embedded in the esSential speetrum.
They come from the observation that the spectra of operators like -ß + cos(lxl) contain
intervals densly filled with eigenvalues. This fact is established by comparing these spectra
with those of related singular ordinary oprators.
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R.M. Kauffman: Continuous spectrum eigenfunction expansions for second
order operators.

•

let T = --§? +p. P E COO[l, 00). p real and bounded below. let H be the unique self

adjoint extension of the restriction of T to {4»1 4» E COOl!, 00),4» has bounded support
and 4»(1) = O}, the extension is taken in L2 [1,oo). We study the existence of Banach
spaces Y and Z and Borel sets ß, such that Z C Y' and Y C L 2 [1, (0), and such that
the following is true:
For every { > 0 3{ Aj}~ E A such that

k

11 L ei>'jtF>'j(~)F>'j - P(ß) eiHt 4»lIz $ fllc)lIY
j=1

M. Klaus: Spectral asymptotics near resonance points far Wigner- von
Neumann type potentials.

We consider half-line Schrödinger operators -y" +q(r)y = Ay where q(r) = qt(r) +q2(r)
with q1(r) = (1 + r)-tp(r), per) periodic and q2(r) = O(r-2) at infinity. Points of the
continuous spectrum where the asymptotic form of solutions is not a linear combination
of e±ikr (k = VX") are called resonance points. In particular, such resonance points
may be embedded eigenvalues. We study the asymptotic behaviour of the Jost functiori
and of related quantities like the Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient and spectral function near
resonance points. Extensions of these results to systems, including Dirac systems, will also
be discussed.

• A.M. Krall: Differential operators in left-definite Hilbert spaces.

There has been considerable difficulty with dealing with differential operators in left definite
settings. While Green's function (inverse) operators are bounded and cause no problem,
their inverses remain enigmatic. I believe I can show how to overcome the problems.
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K.H. Kwon: Spectral analysis of Bessel polynomials in Krein space aod it's
real orthogonalizing weight.

Bessel polynomials are polynomial solutions of

x 2 y" +2(x + l)y' = n(n + l)y, n ~ o.
We eonstruct a Krein spaee generated by Bessel polynomials, in which the Bessel operator
x 2D 2 + 2(x + l)D is self-adjoint and has a discrete spectrum {n(n + l)ln ~ O} all of
which are eigenvalues of multiplicity 1.

Then. we construct areal weight function of bounded variation with support on [0,00] with
respeet to which Bessel polynomials are orthogonal.

H. Langer: Spectral properties of quasileftdefinite pencils F - XG.

let F - AG be an S-hermitian linear peneil in the sense of F.W. Schäfke \ A. Schneider
(Math. Ann. 162 (1965». Recall that with the linear mappings Fand G there are
associated hermitian sesquilinear forms IF and <G, respectively, and by the above named
authors the pencil was studied under the assumption that at least one of these forms is
positive definite. We weaken this assumption considering the ease where the form F has
a finite number of negative squares. As in the positive definite ease, a theorem about
expansions in eigen and associated functions is proved. The main tool is a generalization
of H. Wielandt's characterization of compact operators in Hilbert spaces to Pontrjagin
spaces. An application to a Sturm-Liouville system with ar:a· indefinite weight function and
A-depending boundary conditions is given. (Joint work with A. Schneider)

B ..M. Levitan: The asymptotic form of the Weyl-Titchmarsh rn-function.

. Consider the Sturm-liouvill~ problem

-y" +q(x)y = zy, 0 ~ x < 00, y'(O) = 0 (1)

•

•where q(x) is areal locally integrable function. Let m(z) be the Weyl-Titchmarsh fune
tion of the problem (1). In 1984 Professor Harris published a paper [1] in which he pro
ved the existence of a full asymptotic expansion of the m-function for z from the angle
o< f < argz < 1r - f. This expansion has the form:

(2).

The number n of the exaet terms in the expansion (2) depends on the order of smoothness
of the funetion q(x) in some neighbourhood of the point x = o. In the report we give
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a new proof of Harris' theorem using the following special Tauberian theorem for Fourier
integrals, whieh I published in 1953 [2]:

Let r(p), -00 < p < 00 be an odd function that satisfies the following eonditions:

1) For la)-+ 00 Var:+1 {r(p)} ~ C < 00

2) The Fourier transform of the funetion T(p) (in the sense of distributions) is equal to
zero in some neighbourhood of zero.

Then the following asymptotic has place

JJJ(,,2 - t2
)' dT(t) = 0 (,,'), s ~ 0,,, -+ 00.

o

Referenees: 1. Harris, J.B. The asymtotie form of the Titehmarsh-Weyl m-funetion,
J. London Math. Soc. 1984, v.30, pp 110-118.

2. Levitan, B.M. On a special Tauberian theorem, Jzv. Acad. Sc. USSR, serie mathemat.
1953, v.17, n.2, pp 269-282.

L.L. Littlejohn: On formally symmetrie differential expressions.
. (Jointly with W.D. Evans.)

Suppose we are given a differential expression M [.] defined by

n

(*) M [y] (x) =E ak(x)y(k)(x)
k=O

(x E I)

•
where I c IR is an interval, ak E Ck(I, C) (k =0" .. ,n) and an(x) t:- 0 (x EI).
We shall address the following two questions:
(1) When do we know that there exists f : I -+ IR such that f· M [.] is formally symmetric?
(2) If f . M [.] is formally symmetrie so that

. [i) [";1]
f(x)M [y] (x) =E (pk(X)y(k)(x»)(k)+i.E {(qk(X)y(k)(x»)(k+l)+(qk(X)y(k+l)(X»)(k) },

1:=0 k=O

what are the Pk'S and q,c's in terms of the ak's ?

Clearly, efficient answers to these questions must be known before an effective spectral
analysis of the expression (*) can be realized.

The answer to question (1) is weil understood: see l.l. littlejoho aod D. Raee, .. Symmetric
and symmetrizable differential expressions" , Proc. London Math.· Soeiety (3), 60, (1990)
p 334-364. Basically, there exists a function f : I -+ IR (called a symmetry factor) such
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that f . M [.] is symmetrie if and orl.ly if f is the simultaneous solution to a system of n
homogeneous differential equations (calIed the symmetry equations) associated with" M [·l.

In answering (2), we restriet ourselves to real-valued coefficients for the sake of simplicity.
We derive two formulas for expressing each Pk in terms of the ak 'so The latter of these
formulas is optimal in the sense that Pk is written as a linear combination of (n - k+ 1) ak's.

Applieations to orthogonal polynomials will be discussed.

F. Mantlik: Stability of the absolutely continuous spectrum of Sturm
Liouville operators.

We consider the Sturm-Liouville differential expression ly = -y" + q(x)y on (a, b), where
the limit point case oecurs at the endpoint b. Assume that for some c E (a, b) there exists
a s.a. realization· Lb of I in L2(c, b) which has purely absolutely continuous spectrum in
an open interval J C IR. If additionally t·he spectral function Pb of Lb satisfies some mild
growth eonditions in J we show that each s.a. realization L of 1 in L2(a, b) has purely
absolutely continuous spectrum in J, too. Our result implies that essentially the absolutely
continuous speetrum of L only depends on the potential-q at one singular endpoint. This
confirms a conjecture of J. Weidmann. Simila~ results had been proved by deI Rio Castillo
under stronger hypotheses.

R.R. deI Rio Castillo: Embedded eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville operators.

•

The behaviour of embedded eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville problems in the halfaxis under
local perturbations is studied. When the derivative of the speetral function is strictly
positive, it is proven that the embedded eigenvalues either disappear or remain fixed. In
this ca~e it is shown that local perturbations eannot add eigenvalues in the continuous
spectrum. If the eondition on the speetral funetion is removed then a local perturbation •
can add infinitely m~ny eigenvalues.
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B. Schultze: On the spectrum of a class of formally self-adjoint differential
operators with odd order terms.

For the formally self-adjoint differential expressions

[j-] . [";1]

My = L( -1)i(Piy(j»)(j) + i L (-I)i {(qiy(j+l»)(j) + (qjy(j»)(j+l)}

j=O i=O

on I = [a,oo),a E IR with Pi E Ci(I,IR) (j = 0,,'" [i)), qj E C i +1 (I,lR)
(j = 0, ... , [n~l]) and Pi > 0 if n is even and q";1 > 0 if n is odd, the following result
for the essential spectrum O'e(M) = {A E ~I range To(M -;\) is not closed }, (To(M) .
denotes the minimal operator generated by M) is shown:

Theorem: Let

. k k

MoY = i L a<7 {(t ß(2<7+1ly(<7))(<7+1 1+ (tß(2<7+1l y (<7+1I)(<7)} + L b<7 (t2ß<7 y (<7 I)(<7)

u=O u=O

m

with ß ~ 1, au , bu E IR, ak i= 0 and My = L: rlJ(t)ylJ be a formally selfadjoint
IJ=O .

expression, rlJ E CIJ(I, Cl, J.l = 0,"', m with r~)(t) = 0 (t(lJ-vh )
for V~J.l=O,···,mandi<ß.

Then ue(Mo + M) = IR.

The proof follows with a result on the essential spectrum of not necessarily self-adjoint
expressions.

J.K. Shaw: Inverse scattering on the line for a Dirac operator.

The whole-line version of the Gelfand-levitan-Marchenko equation for a Dirac system is
studied. A new derivation of the G-l-M equation is given, independent of Frolov's earlier
treatment, and the complete inversion is carried out in some explicit cases in which a
spectral gap is present. Previous calculations of this type restrict either to scalar potential
or degenerate gap. Applications are discussed in connection with modelling of optical
couplers.

S.Stepin: Spectral theory of operator pencils and boundary eigenvalue
'problems of mathematical physics.

The investigation of atmospheric oscillations leads to a non-selfadjoint boundary eigenvalue
problem considered on the half-line [0,00). The spectral parameter enters both in t~e
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equation and the boundary conditions at zero. This problem can be reduced to an eigenvalue
problem for an operator pencil. The spectrum of the problem turns out to be discrete and
besides all eigenvalues are real. It is proved with the help of the Krein-langer theorem that
there exist two Riesz bases composed of eigenfunctions.

G. Stolz: Bounded solutions and absolute continuity of Sturm-Liouville
operators.

let TU = -u" + qu be a Sturm-liouville expresssion in (a, 00), -00 $ a < 00 and A be
an arbitrary selfadjoint realization of T. Using the melhod 0/ subordinacy of Gilbert and •
Pearson we prove the

z+1

Theorem: let sup J Iq(t)1 dt < 00. Assume that all solutions of TU = AU, A E (At, A2)
z>c z

are bounded. Then
(i) [At, '\2] C u(A),

(ii) u(A) is purely absolutely continuous in (Ab '\2)'

Applications of this theorem range to almost all the known results on absolute continuity
of Sl-operators. In particular we treat perturbed periodic and quasiperiodic potentials,
where results of Hinton and Shaw resp. Dinaburg 'and Sinai are considerably generalized.

A further application treats potentials with q(t) --+ -00 as t --+ 00. Here the method of
subordinacy is used directly to generalize results of Walter.

It is also noted that the method of subordinacy implies that the absolutely continuous
spectrum is transient in the sense of Avron and Simon.

R. Weder: Spectral and scattering theory in perturbed stratified media.

In this talk I discuss the spectral and scattering theory for acoustic and electromagnetic •
waves in perturbed stratified media. In particular the spectral theory for the perturbed
propagator is studied by means of the limiting absorbtion principle.

This is a problem in partial differential equations where methods of ordinary differential
equations play a fundamental role.

I will present a number of open questions o~ the threshold behaviour of a family of Sturm
liouville operators that are posed by the spectral theory in perturbed stratified media.

References.
R. Weder. Spectral and Scattering Theory for Wave Propagation in Perturbed Stratified
Media. Applied Mathematical Science. Volumen 87, Springer Verlag, December 1990.
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P. Werner: Spectral properties of periodic differential operators and
applications to resonance phenomena in periodic media.

We discuss the solution u(x, t) of the initial value problem

l' "
Utt - e2 [p (-uz)z - qu] = f(x)e- twt for (x, t) E IR X IR+, u(x,O) = uc(x, 0) = 0

p

for w > 0, / E Cgo(IR) and smooth p-periodic coefficients e > 0 • p > 0 and q ~ O. It
is weil known that the spectrum u(A) of the self·adjoint extension A of the spatial part
consists of a finite or countable set of disjoint c10sed intervalls. In particular. 8u(A) is finite
or countable. We show in the case q :F 0 that

1 - fi t; " 100
V j "wt.(1) u(x,t)= t.=:"::vte1wtV(x) -2de+W(x)e-l +0(1)

y1rW -00 pe

as t -+ 00 if w2 E 8u(A). where V is a non-trivial periodic or semi-perio~ic solution of
. 1

(2) c2p( -V')' - qV + w2V = 0
P

1
(3) e2p(-W')'-qW+w2W=-j;

p
f is a sign factor depending on the distribution of the eigenvalues of two related eigenvalue
problems for eqn. (2). If w2 f/8u(A). then

(4) u(x, t) = W(x)e- iwt +0(1)' as t -+ 00

("Iimit amplitude principle"). where W satisfies (3). If q = O. then the static term cJ'~d(
with suitable c :F 0 has to be added to the righthand sides in (1) and (4). 80th estimates
(1) and (4) hold uniformly with respect to x in bounded subsets of IR. Extensions to
cylindrical configurations with periodic material distribution are indieated.

A. Zettl: Differential operators with an infinite number of interior
singularities.

The Glazman·Krein-Naimark characterization of all self-adjoint realizations of asymmetrie
differential expression M on an interval I with no singular interior points is extended to
the case of a finite or infinite number of interior singularities. When the defiency indices
d+ = d- = d = 00 an additional condition is required in order to place the self-adjoint
domains exactly "in the middle" between the minimal and the maximal domains. This
condition is automatically satisfied when d < 00. .

This is joint work with W.N. Everitt.

Berichterstatter: P. Furlan
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 4/1991

Harmonische Analyse und Darstellungstheorie
topologischer Gruppen

27~1. bis 2.2.1991

Die 'Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren R. Howe (New
Haven) und E. Kaniuth (Paderborn) statt.
Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen zum einen die harmonis
che Analyse auf symmetrischen Räumen und auf exponentiellen,
insbesondere nilpotenten, Lie-Gruppen. Zum anderen nahm die
Darstellungstheorie lokalkompakter Gruppen, vor allem der diskre-
ten und der halbeinfachen Gruppen, einen breiten Raum ein. Darüberhinaus
wurden Themen wie die Topologie im Dual und C·-Gruppenalgebren
behandelt. .
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Vortragsausztige

M. ANDLER:

Transfer and the Hruhat order
Let G be a complex reductive algebraic connected group. II(G),

the set of irreducible admissible (g, J<)-modules, 'is in 1-1 corre- •
spondence with the set ~(G)/LGc, where Lcc is the (dual) L-group
oI C, and CI>(G) is the set of homomorphisms from Wc = C X to
Lac with semi-simple image. Assume that we have two such groups
(} and G', and a rational homomorphism r from Lec to LG'c. This
defines a map q,(G) -+ q,(G'), thus a map II(G) -+ II(G'). This is
called transfer. To c.p E ~(G) is associated a standard representa-
tion Trp and its distinguished irreducible subquotient 'Trrp. We define
the Bruhat order by <p' < cp Hf 'TrV" is a subquotient of TV'. We have .
Theorem Transfer preserves the Bruhat order.

M.E.B. BEKKA:

Translation invariant subalgebras of B(G)

(joint work with A.T. Lau and G. Schlichting)
Let G be a locally compact group. Let B(G) (resp. A(G» be the
Fourier-Stieltjes (resp. Fourier) algebra of Gwhich is a Banach
*-algebra. We are interested in the structure of *-subalgebras of
B(G) whieh are left and right invariant under translation by ele
ments of G. The main result is as folIows: If A is such an algebra
and if, in addition, A is u(B(G), C*(G»-closed and point sepa
rating, then A always contains A(G). This gives a description of
the weak *-elosed, biinvariant *-subalgebras of B(G) (and, equiv
alently, a deseription of the so-called subduals of the unitary dual
Gof G) in case G is amenable, a result which can also be deduced
from a paper of Tatsuuma. Some consequences for the structure
of norm-closed, biinvariant subalgebras of B(G) are given, and an
improvement of Repka's Stone-Weierstraß theorem for group rep
resentations is obtained. Moreover, the following result is shown:
Let G be a semisimple, non compact Lie group with finite center.
Suppose G has Kazhdan's property (T). Then Gis not dense in the
unitary dual Gd of Gd (the group G with the discrete topology).
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F. BIEN:

Homogeneous spaees with a commutative algebra

of invariant differential operators
!. Let GC be a eomplex connected reduetive linear algebraie group.
Let HC be an algebraie (elosed) subgroup of Ge and put Xc =
Ge/Hc. Let T denote an algebraie charaeter of He ~ C., and let
W denote a simple Ge-module. The spaee r(Xe,O(r» of holo
morphie seetions of the line bundle assoeiated to r over Xe affords
a representation of G. The multiplicity of W in r(XC,O(T» is
defined by .

m(~T) = dimHomG(W,r(~C,O(T»).

Let Be be a Borel subgroup of GC. It is known that the following
conditions are equivalent: (i) m(W, T) is bounded above for all W
and all T; (ii) BC has an open orbit in XC. Aspace satisfying
these conditions is ealled a uniform (or a spherical) space for GC.
Examples are all symmetrie spaees and Hag varieties. Consider the .
algebra D(XC' r) of G-invariant differential operators on Xc aet
ing in the sections of O(T).
Proposition Xc is uniform for Ge if and only if D(XC,T) is eom
mutative for all T. When Xc is an affine variety or if He con
tains a maximal unipotent subgroup of Ge, then we can prove that
D(Xe, T) is even a polynomial algebra.
11. Let G be a real form for GC' änd H = G n HC'X = G/H.
Let Coo (X, T) be the space of smooth seetions of the line bundle
O(T)IX. Given an irredueible admissible representation V of G, we
define its (submodule) multiplieity in Coo(X, T) by

m(V, r) = dimHoIl1(9,K)(VK- Jin , CK-Jin(X, T»,
where!( is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let P be a minimal
parabolic subgroup of G.
Theorem (Bien-Oshima) (i) meV, T) is bounded above for all V and
all T if and only if Xc is a uniform space for Ge.
(ii) meV, T) is finite for all V and T if and only if H has finitely
many orbits on G/P.
Examples of real uniform spaces are all affine symmetrie spaces,
all Hag varieties, also G/MN where P = AMN. G/N always has
finite multiplicities, the same is true for all X, if G is compaet.
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M. BINDER:

Factorial induced representations of discrete groups

Let G be a locally compact group, H an open subgroup of G and
q a finite dimensional representation of H, and denote by 1 the
trivial one dimensional representation of H. We give necessary and
sufficient conditions for the induced representation ind~ 1 (or more
generally, indg q) to be factorial. Various special cases and exam-
pIes are examined. E.g., if G = SIN and H = n* S{2k-t,2k} , then •
ind~ 1 is factorial.

M. COWLING:

Unitary representations of lattices

(joint work with T. Steger)
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre, and let r be
an irreducible lattice in G. If 1r is an irreducible unitary repre
sentation of G, then 1rlr, the restriction of 1r to r, is reducible
if 1r is a discrete series representation of G and irreducible other
wise. Inequivalent non-discrete series representations of G restriet
to inequivalent (non-discrete series) representations of r. This gen
eralizes the Borel density theorem and shows that the structure of
r is at least as rieh as that of G.

B. CURRY:

The analytic structure of the dual of a solvable Lie group

Let G be a conn~cted, solvable Lie group. Assuming G is expo
nential, we define a Iayering of g* into finitely many G-invariant
algebraic sets "and, in each layer n , we exhibit an explicit alge
braic parametrization E for n/Ad*G. There is a cone W C g*
and an analytic Ad*G-invariant function P : 0 -+ n such that the
parametrization E = P(O), and n is naturally a (not necessarily
trivial) bundle over E with fiber W and projection P. All COD-

~tr~~~.i~p.~_.~~p~!!"d_<?~~y .o~._th~ <!oice of a }ord~.n-"Hö!~~!,_~~~~~_

for gc. The parametrization Eo for the Zariski-open layer 0 0 is a
submanifold of g*, and gives an explicit Plancherel formula which
generalizes that of Pukanszky for nilpotent groups. Finally, we dis
cuss joint work with R. Penney on describing quotient spaces of
al~ebraic, solvable groups.
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J. CYGAN:

On magnified curves on nilmanifolds

Let i be a Cl curve in a stratified nilpotent Lie group N. We de
scribe properties of '"'( that guarantee the images on a compact nil
manifold NIr of large dilates of '"'( to tend to uniformly distributed
scribbles. The requirements on I turn out to be a "stratified"
form of Strichartz's condition for curves on a Hat torus (PAMS 107
(1989), 755-759).

A. DERIGHETTI:

•

On ideals of Ap with bounded approximate units and
certain conditional expectations

(Joint work with J.Delaporte)
Let G be an abelian 10ca11y compact group and H a closed subgroup.
Hauenschild and Ludwig obtained an explicit bijective correspon
dance between the set of all closed ideals of L1 (H) and the set of
all closed ideals of LI (G) invariant under the pointwise action of
LOO(GIH).
Given an amenable locally compact group G and a closed normal
subgroup H, we prove the existence of a bijection e between the
set of a11 closed ideals of Ap ( GIH) (the Figa.-Talamanca Herz al
gebra of G/ H) and the set of all closed ideals of Ap ( G) invariant
under translations by elements of H. We show moreover that a
closed ideal I of Ap ( G/ H) has a bounded approximate unit if and
onIy if e( I) has a bounded approximate unit. The eonverse part
of this assertion is delicate: it requires, in the LI case (as shown
by Bekka), different tools of integration theory on the dual of G
which are missing for G non abelian or for p =F 2. We avoid this
by considering PMp ( G), the set of a11 p-pseudomea.sures on G (we
recall that for Gabelian, PM2 (G) is isomorphie to LOO(G», and
the Banach algebra HOmAp(G) (PMp(G» of all linear norm contin
uous maps ~ from PMp ( G) into itself such that ~(uT) = utP(T)
for u E Ap ( G) and T E PMp ( G). There is a natural inclusion of
HOffiAp{GIH)(PMp(GIH» into HOIDAp(G)(PMp(G». We prove the
existence of a conditional expectation of HOffiAp{G)(PMp(G» onto
HOmAp{GIH)(PMp(GIH». This result seems to be new even for G
abelian and p = 2. As an application we obtain the above men
tioned result concering the existence of approximate units in ideals
of Ap(GjH) and Ap(G).



Rf(a,m) :~ kf(Ad(m)(a + z))dz

die "Radon-Transformierte" von f definiert werden kann~ Die "duale
Transformation" wird gegeben durch
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R. FELIX:

Radon transform on nilpotent Lie groups

Auf einer nilpotenten einfach zu~amm~nhängendenn-dimensionalen

Lie-Gruppe N soll eine Ra.don-Transformation definiert und für
diese eine Inversionsformel bewiesen werden. Als zugrundeliegende
Punktmenge wird die Lie-Algebra n von N gewählt. Nun ist ein
System E von Ebenen in n zu bestimmen, auf dem die Radon
Transformierte einer Schwartz-Funktion f E S(n) erklärt werden
soll. Dazu konstruiert man unter Verwendung von Pukanszky's
Parametrisierung der koadjungierten Bahnen eine Standard-Ebene
E in n, deren Dimension d mit der maximalen Dimension der koad
jungierten Bahnen übereinstimmt. Für & nimmt man jetzt alle
Ebenen der Form E(a,m) := Ad(m)(a + E), wobei m die Menge
M:= Exp E und a einen zu E komplementären Unterraum a von
n durchläuft. Obwohl die Menge & im Fall d < n-l die Menge aller
d-dimensionalen Ebenen nicht erschöpft, darf man doch hoffen, daß
sie reichhaltig genug ist, eine Inversionsformel zu liefern, da ja das
klassische Inversionsproblem für d < n ~ 1 überbestimmt ist. Das
Lebesgue-Maß auf E liefert ein kanonisches Maß auf E(a, m), so
daß durch

wobei 1r G die Projektion von n auf a längs E bezeichnet.
Auf a* existiert ein fundamentales Ad'"-invariantes homogenes Poly
nom, welches das Plancherel-Maß liefert. Diesem Polynom wird ein
Differentialoperator L G mit konstanten Koeffizienten auf a assozi
iert. Die Inversionsformel für die Radon-Transformation n lautet
dann

•

•
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M. FLENSTED-JENSEN:

Some remarks on V-modules, distributions and spherical
representations

Let G c GC be a connected semisimple Lie group contained in a
simply connected algebraic C-linear group GC. Let P= MAN be a
minimal parabolic subgroup and Pc the "complexification" of P in
Ge. For A E (a-)e, a complex linear funtion on a, the Lie algebra of
A, we define the sheaf V,,(Xc) of twisted holomorphic differential
operators on Xc a.s heing generated by multiplication by ()xC'
the holomorphic structure sheaf, and the holomorphic action of tJc
a.s COO-sections of the following IR-analytic C-line bundle Lv. over
Ge/Pe: Let AC and Xc be the holomorphic 'and antiholomorphic
extensions of Ato ac, let p be as usual (p(H) = Trace n(adH), H E
a), define p. '= iAC + iXC - pe - pe. Then the Goo-sections are

C:(GC/PcJ = {ep E GOO(Gc)lc,o(gp) = ~c,o(g),p E Pc,g E Ge}·

It is shown that this sheaf of rings of twisted differential operators
V" on Xc is isomorphie to the abstract1y defined 'D" from algebraic
geometry. The point of our definition i~ that even when iAC - pe
does not lift to a C-character of PC' JJ does lift to a IR-analytic char
acter of Pe, thus the' real analytic line bundle defined by JJ exists
globally. And from a "holomorphic point of view" i-XC - pe and J.l
are equivalent. It is observed that V" in our definition is born with
an action on V~(XC)' the sheaf of (ordinary)·distribution sections
of the line bundle Lp..

H. FUJIWARA:

Plancherel formula and Frobenius reciprocity for exponential
solvable Lie groups

Let G = exp 9 be an exponential solvable Lie group with Lie alge
bra g, and let K = exp t be an analytic suhgroup of G. Being given
a 1r E G, we study the restrietion 1rIK of 1r to K, and for (j E K, the .
induced representation ind~ (j. Dur results are descrihed in terms of
the orbit method and we observe that a Frobenius reciprocity holds.
Then we limit our attention to monomial representations. Let f E
g- such that f([t, t]) = O. For 1r E G, we denote by OG(1r) the corre
sponding coadjoint orbit of G, and put XJ(expX) = ei/eX) (X E t)
and el. = {L E g-; Lle = O}. Then T = ind~ XI = JE m 1r1rdll(1r)
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with multiplicity m r = #{K - orbits in!lG(1l') n (f + ei )}. Now
1/2 .

we introduee the space (K;oo)H'XJ~G.H of H-semi-invariant gener-
alized vectors for 1r, wbere AGtH = ßH / AG, and we discuss two
Plancherel formulas for T. One is due to Penney and the other to
Bonnet. Finally, in special cases, we get another Frobenius reci-

. H /11/2
procity for T, namely mll" =' dim(K.;OO) ,XI G,R.

P. GLOWACKI:

Pointwise estimates for densities t>f semigroups of measures on
nilpotent Lie groups
(joint work with W. Hebisch)
Tbe following theorem is proved: ,
Let {Pt} be asymmetrie o-stable semigroup of probability mea.sures
on a homogeneous nilpotent group N (0 < Q < 2). Assurne tbat
P~s have densities h~s in LI(N). Then the following eonditions are
equivalent:
(i) There exists a locally integrable homogeneous funetion M on
N \ {e} such that

h,(x) :5 tM(x), t > D,x E N \ {e}.

(ii) Tbe Levy measure JJ of {Pt} has a density k on N \ {e} such,
tbat .

f k(x)(l + log+ k(x»dx < 00.
Jl~IzI~2

\

•

P. de la HARPE:

On tbe spectrum of tbe suro of generators of a finitely generated group

(joint work with G. Robertson and A. Valette)
Let r be a finitely generated group, let S ~ r be a finite set of gen
erators, and set h = I~I E..es s, viewed in the maximal C*-algebra
c*(r) of r. Given a unitary representation 1l' of r on a Hilbert space

."
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1i1l , we want to explore tbe relationships ~etween the spectrum of
1T(h) and properties of f, S, 1T. Define .

iC(f, S) = inf {K(1f, S); 1T irreducible, non-trivial},

so th,t in particular IC{1T, S) = 0 # 1f contains weakly the trivial
representation, and ;c(f, S) = 0 # f has Kazbd~'s property (T).
Here is a sampie of our results (A denotes tbe left regular represen
tation of f):
Theorem Let r, S,1T be as above.
(i) The spectrum Sph always contains -1, and it contains -1 if
and only if there exists a character Xs : r ~ {±I} such that
Xs(S) = {-I}.
(ii) The spectrum Sp>.(h) contains 1 if and only if r is amenable.
Moreover, -1 E Sp>.(h) if and only if r is amenable and there
exists Xs as in (i).
(iii) If r has property (T), tbe sets

Sph n {z E CjO < Iz -11 < 21~liC(r,S)2},

Sph n {z E Cj 0 < Iz + 11 < 21~liC(r, S)2}

are empty.
(iv) Assurne that 8-1 = S, and let e > 0 such that either Sph C
[-1,1 - el U {I} or that there exists Xs as in (i) and that Sph S;
{-I} U[-1 + c:, 1]. Then r has property (T) and K(r, S) ~ V2i.

H. HILGERT:

Wiener-Hopf operators on ordered symmetrie spaces

(joint work with K.H. Neeb)
Following the approach of Muhly and Renault one can associate a
C*-algebra of Wiener-Hopf operators to auy ordered homogeneous'
space. It is a quotient of a groupoid C*-algebra for a groupoid
constructed from the homogeneous space. Its orbit strueture yields
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informations on the ideal strueture of the C·-algebra. In general
this orbit strueture ean not be determined sinee the eonstruetion of
the groupoid i~volves a functional analytie compaetifieation of the
homogeneous space which one eannot get hold on. In the case of an
ordered symmetrie spaee with eompaet order intervals it is possible
to give a complete deseription using the fact that for such spaees
o~e can deseribe the order via a specifie semigroup of eontraetions.
The result is that one can read of the orbit structure from the set
of restricted roots with respeet to a Cartan subspace.

A. HULANICKI:

Maximal funetions related to Poisson integrals on solvable Lie
groups
(joint work with E. Damek)
Let N be a homogeneous group and A = IR+ the group of dilations
of N. Let S = NAbe the split extension of N by A. Let L be
adegenerate elliptie operator of seeond order on S whieh is left
invariant. Such an operator ean be written in the form

k

L = 8; - ",Ba + L aijea(di+dj)XiX; + L ßjeadjXj,
1

where XI, , X n form a homogeneous basis of the Lie algebra of
N and dl , ,dn are defined by ceoXj = eaetj Xj, the matrix (aij) is
strietly positive definite. Let Sa = {xeb : b > a}. We identify 8Sa

with N x {ea
}. We say that F is harmonie on Ba if LF = O.

If K, ~ 0, then every bounded harmonie funetion on Ba is of the
form

F(xeb
) = Jf(Y)IJ~''''(dy) = P:f(x),

where f E LOO{N) and Jl~tZ{dy) is a probability measure. Let

MJ{x) = supP:f(x).
b>a

Theorem If Xl, . .. ,Xk generate the Lie algebra, K. > 0 and ß; = 0
if Xj is not a linear combination of Xl' ... ' Xk and (X"' Xtl, 1 ~

•
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s,t $ k, the maximal funetion M is of weak type (1,1).

W.P. JAKOBSEN:

Indeeomposable representations and covariant
differential operators
1) Let D = GoIK o be an irreducible hermitian symmetrie space
of .the non-compaet type. Let g = Lie(Go)e ,g = P- ffi t ffi p+.
Let (?ra, A) be al-parameter family of representations of t ffi P+,
differing only on the center of t. Let

M(Tr, A) = U(g) ®U(t0P+) V(1r, A)~

The set of equivariant maps between Coo sections of vector bundles
over the Shilov boundary of V (L> tube type) is parametrized hy the
space of homomorphisms between modules of the form M(1ro, ,X).
For all hut finitely many A's, M(Tro, A) is a direct sum of modules
M(io,'x) where (io, X) is trivial on p+.
2) Using a diagram presentation of ~.t we have now been ahle to
give an intrinsie, non-inductive determination of the full set of uni
tary highest weight modules. All known results about annihilators
and eovariant di.fferential operators in eonnection with such repre
sentations follow easily.

P. JOLISSAINT:

Rapidly decreasing functions in group C·-algebras I

(joint work with A. Valette)
Let G b~ a l~cally compact group equipped with a length-function
L. The space Hf(G) of rapidly decreasing functions on G is the
set of functions f such that J(I + L)6 E L2(G) for every s E IR. G
has property (RD) if the left regular representation A of G extends
continuously to Hf(G). In this case, HL'(G) is a convolution al
gebra contained in C~(G).

Theorem LI G belongs to one of the following elasses then it has
property (RD):
(1) GE {SO(I,n), SU(l,n), Sp(l,u), F4(-20);n ~ I};
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(2) G is a hyperbolic group in Gromov's sense;
(3) G acts properly with finite quotient graph on a locally finite
tree.
Property (RD) is used to solve sorne problems in K-theory and to
prove the existence of approximate units in the Fourier algebra. -

P.E.T. JORGENSEN:

Locally defined positive definite functions on Lie groups

It is well known that locally defined positive definite functions on
Lie groups G generally do not extend to positive definite functions
which are defined on the whole group. We introduce two stronger
positivity concepts for locally defined functions, -and show that they
are equivalent to extendibility. We then apply this to the case when
G is the Heisenberg group. When an additional symmetry is im
posed, we obtain a complete spectral analysis of the (locally de
fined) positive definite functions. The methods of proof are based
on unitary dilation techniques (i.e., carefully chosen extensions of'
some underlying Hilbert space associated to the problem), and on
spectral theory for noncommuting operators.

A. JUHL:

n-cohomology, zetafunctions and index formulas for ergodic
families of elliptic operators
Es wird g~eigt, wie die (dynamische) Ruelle Zeta-Funktion mit
einer natürlichen Kohomologietheorie zusammenhängt. In Analo-
gie zur Theorie der Weil Zeta-Funktion gilt hier eine allgemeine
Lefschetz-Formel für verallgemeinerte geodätische Flüsse lokal-symmetrischer
Räume. Die Verbindung dieser Lefschetz-Formeln mit der Se]
bergschen Spurformel führt auf Identitäten, die zu interpretieren
sind als Indexsätze für gewisse Familien elliptischer Operatoren.
Typisches Beispiel für den Parameterraum dieser Familien ist der
Raum der Horosphären in einem kompakten lokal-symmetrischen
Raum vom Rang 1: Anders interpretiert erhalten wir kohomologisch
topologische Formeln für das Verhalten der Zeta-Funktionen an

•
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ausgezeichneten Stellen bzw. Identitäten für die Dimensionen von
Räumen autormorpher Formen.

A. KORANYI:

Hypergeometric funetions of several variables

It is known that to homogeneous symmetrie eones in IRn one ean as
sociate generalized hypergeometric funetions. They ean be defined
by expansions in spherieal polynomials associated to the cone, and
they give spherical funetions on the eomplex symmetrie domains
that belong to the cone, i.e. on symmetrie spaces which have higher
rank than the eone one starts with.
Given the root system A r - 1 and an arbitrary not necessarily integral
multiplieity, Maedonald showed that the so-called Jack polynomi
als are"spherical" , i.e. they are hypergeometrie funetions for Ar - 1

in the Heckman-Opdam sense. It turns out possible to use these
to construet series whieh give hypergeometrie functions (again in
tbe general sense) for BCr • A number of symmetry properties and
explieit formulas can be proved.

G. KUHN:

A characterization of the spherical series representations of the free
group
(joint work with T. Steger)
We give adefinition (up to an equivalenee relation for the choice of
generators) of the spherieal series of a finitely generated free group.
We characterize representations of the spherieal series by means of
symmetry eonditions of matrix coeflieients (i.e. invarianee under
the stabilizer of a finite subtree) .

J. LUDWIG:

Convexity of the moment map for Lie groups

Let G be a Lie group, and let 1r be a unitary representation of G on
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a Hilbert space 1i. The moment map 'l11f of 'Ir assigns to every 0 00

vector ~ f:. 0 in 1i the linear functional \l11r(~) of the Lie algebra 9
of G defined by

1
tP1r(~)(X) = -:-1I~1I-2 < d1r(X), e>1l, X E g.

t

We give results on the moment set l 1r , i.e. the closure of the image
of 'l1 1r . For solvable G, I1f is always convex and if in addition 7r is
irreducible, then 11r is the closure in g* of the convex huH of the
Kirillov-Pukanszky orbit of 7r. If G is compact and 7r is irreducible,
then 11r is the convex huH of the highest weight A of 1r if and only if
TI?:1 < 2A - O'i, ai >f:. 0, where O'b"" an denote the simple roots
of g. These results are joint work with D. Arnal, and the proofs üse
ideas of N. Wildberger, who introduced this notion of moment map.

M. NAZAROV:

Semigroup mantle of the infinite dimensional sympletic group

The Weil representation of the sympletic group Sp(IR2n
) is contin

ued onto a eertain semigroup of Lagrangian subspaces in C2n ffiC2n
,

the multiplication being that of linear relations C2n --+ C2n
• The

image of the representation so obtained contains the Howe's osciHa
tor semigroup as an open subset. A p-adic version of this semigroup
is also provided. Instead of the subspaces in C2n EB C2n one should
consider 7lp-submodules in Q:n EB Q;n.

J. NOURRIGAT:

Spectral theory and representations of nilpotent Lie groups

(joint work with P. Levy-Bruhl and A. Mohamed)
Let 9 be a "stratified" nilpotent Lie algebra, and let P be the surn of
the square of a system of generators. Let 7r be a unitary irreducible
representation of the group exp 9 and ()1r be the corresponding or
bit in the coadjoint representation, with the invariant measl;lre p..
Let 111111 be a homogeneous norm in the dual g*. We prove esti
mates cornparing the number N (.,\) of eigenvalues of 11'"( P) that are

•

•
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smaller tban a positive number '\, with the volume (for tbe mea
sure Jl) of the set of I E Off such that rrf1llf2 :5 ~. We prove s.imilai
inequalities for the traee of exp(-t7r(P».

N.OBATA:

Irredueible representations of amalgams of diserete abelian'
groups
Let G = zGi be an amalgam of diserete abelian groups Gi, i E I,
with a eommon subgroup Z being amalgamated. Assume the ron
dition (A) IGi : ZI = 00 if IGd = 00. Let !D1oo (G) denote the set of
maximal abelian subgroups H c G such that IHI = 00. Then the
strueture of eaeh H E 9Jloo (G) ean be 5tudied and we eome to the
following result:
Theorem Let X and ,p be I-dimensional unitary representations of
Hand K in mloo(GJ' respeetively. Then
(i) Ind~X and IndKVJ are equivalent or disjoint.
(ii) Indgx ~ Ind~,p <===? 39 E G such that H = K9,X = t/J9.
(iii) A necessary and suffieient eondition for Ind~x being irredueible
can be written down explicitly.
(iv) If Indgx i5 not irredueible, it is decomposed into a direct surn
of two -irredueible representations whieh are not equivalent.
Furthermore, irreducible decompositions of the regular representa
tion of Gare di5eussed. (For details see J. Math. Soe. Japan 42
(1990), 585-603).

G. OLAFSSON:

Spherieal distributions on symmetrie spaces

(joint work with B. 0rsted)
Let GIH be a semisimple symmetrie space, T : G -+ G the eorre
sponding involution, H = GT and G C Ge. Then GIH is causal
if and only if there is an H-invariant regular eone in q == (-1)
eigenspace of T. GIH is compaet1y causal or of Hermitian type
if Co n t =I 0 and globally hyperbolie and ordered if Co n p =1= 0.
Here 9 = t EI) P is a T-stable Cartan decomposition. Those types
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are dual to each other via ~ E9 q +-+ ~ Ei) iq. Let GIH be com
pact1y causa!. Define r := H exp(-iC), a closed semigroup in the
dual group GC, and :=: := r . GIH c GclHc. Let 1t2 C 0(3) be
the Hardy space of GIH. Then 1-l2 = ffi &11"' &11" the C-admissable
holomorphic discrete series of GIH. The H-invariant spherical dis
tribution 811" of &11" extends to a holomorphic function 111" on :=: given
by a 'convolution' formula over the bounded domain GIK. We
have K(z) = L 111" where K is the Cauchy-Szegö kernel, 811" is the
boundary value of 111" (Fatou lemma) and the restrietion of /11" to th~

future set r .mo c GCIH is a spherical function given by a Poisson
integral over H.

D. POGUNTKE:

Representations of two step nilpotent groups

Tbe primitive ideal space PrivC*G of a genera110cally compact two
step nilpotent group G can be parametrized by unitary characters
of certain subgroups (Howe, Kaniuth). For compactly generated
(non-) connected Lie groups G with the property that there exists
a continuous homomorphism p : [G, G]- ---+ ZG such that p(X)2 = X
it is presented a "Kirillov picture" 'of PrivC*(G). More specifically,
p allows to introduce the structure of an abelian group on G. With
each abelian unitary character X on Gone can associate a finite
set Fx of functions on G (coboundaries). The space ~ = {(X, g) IX
as above, 9 E Fx } can be given a T1-topology and a continuous
action of G x (G12G . ZGr"such that the quasi-orbits in ~ are in
bijective correspondence with PrivC*G. This correspondence is a
homeomorphism. Moreover, there is a trace formula, analogous to
the Kirillov formula.

.'

•
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T. PRZEBINDA:

Characters, dual pairs and unipotent representations

We use Howe's duality theorem to construct irreducible unitary
representations of classical groups over IR. Then for some of these
r~presentationswe obtain a "Rossmann-Kirillov" character formula
with support on the closure of a single nilpotent coadjoint orbit.

W. ROSSMANN:

Fourier transforms of nilpotent orbits in areal semisimple Lie
algebra
Let gIR be a semisimple real Lie algebra, v a nilpotent element in
gtR.. Let ~IR be a cartan subalgebra of gIR' Gm. = Ad (gm), and
g, G the corresponding complex Lie algebra and group. Suppose
there is achamber C S; ~iR for the imaginary roots of (g, ~IR) so
that Gm. . v is the only Gm.-orbit in the complex orbit G· v n giR
which contains an element of the form limk tk 9k . u with 9k E GIR
and tk -:-+ 0 in IR. Let p be any polynomial on ~, homogeneous of
degree dim(gJ~) - dim(gJ gv-), which transforms according to the
irreducible Springer character Xv,! under the Weyl group W. Then

where PA is the canonical measure on Gm. . A for regular A E C, J.lv
the canonical measure on Gm. .v and K. a constant. Further, K =F 0 if
and only if Xv,I occurs in the W-module generated by the coherent
family 8(C, A) of invariant eigendistributions associated to C.
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G. SCHLICHTING:

Graphs with polynomial growth

Let <6 = (V,~) be a graph, Le. a set V of vertices and a set ~

of edges given by 2-element subsets of V. We suppose that c8 is
locally finite, connected and that there exists a transitive subgroup
G of the group S(V) of all permutations of V such that G ~ AutQ5.
Consider eßn(x} = {y E V Id(y, x) ~ n} relative to the natural dis
tance don V.
Theorem (Trofimov '84) Under tbe above assumptions there is an
integer d and a C > 0 such that I<B n ( x) I ~ Cnd for a11 n if and only
if there is aG-invariant partition of V into finite blocks such that
G acts on the blocks a.s a finitely generated nilpotent group with
finite stabilizers of points.
We give a short proof of this theorem by showing that Autc8 (as
weH a.s G, the closure of G in Autc8 ) is a compactly generated,
locally compact totally disconnected group of polynomial growth
and then applying a theorem of Lasert. As an applieation we ean
prove
Theorem Let G be a torsion free group and E a finite set of genera
tors. Then there are at most finitely many permutations T : G ~ G
such that T( xE) = r(x)E for a1l x E G.

s. SAH!:

The eapelli identity and unitary representations

Let G/!( be an irredueible hermitian symmetrie spaee of tube type
and rank n. Its Shilov boundary is of the form G/.P where P = LN
is a maximal parabolie subgroup of G; and n = Lie(N) is an abelian
Lie algebra with a natural Jordan algebra strueture. The Jordan
norm on n is a polynomial '1' (of degree n ) whieh transforms
by a positive character 1/-2 of L. Let P = LN be the opposite
parabolie subgroup and consider I(t) := Ind~(vt EI) 1). By the
Gelfand-Naimark deeomposition, there is an imbedding of I(t) in
COO(n). If D is the differential operator 8(ep), then it is known
that Dm intertwines I(m) with its hermitian dual I( -m). Thus for

e·

•
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11, /2 E l(m), the inner product (/t, Dm /2) is an invariant hermi
tian form on l(rn). Using the generalized Capelli identity (as de
veloped in joint work with B. Kostant) I obtain an explieit formula
for this form on eaeh K-type. This shows that eertain eonstituents
of l(m) are unitarizable.

A. VALETTE:

Rapidly deereasing functions in group C* -algebras 11
(joint work with P. Jolissaint)
Property (RD) is applied to some questions in harmonie analy
sis: charaeterizations of positive definite "functions that are weakly
assoeiated to the left regular representation, approximation prop
erties of the Fourier algebra, eonstruction of n-positive maps on
the reduced C* -algebra C;(G) that have no positive extension to
.L:(L2 (G)). Examples and open questions are mentioned.

N.J. WILDBERGER:

Hypergroups and Kirillov theory

We propose a new approach to the study of the unitary dual GA of
a group G. This program consists of the following steps.
1. Determinee C(Q), the hypergroup of eonjugacy classes of G.
2. Determine C(Q)A by (abelian) harmonie analysis on C(Q).
3. Use aversion of tbe faet C(Q)" = C(QA) valid for finite groups.
For G compact Lie, we show how this program works by relating
C(Q) to C( g), the hypergroup of adjoint orbits of gunder abelian
convolution. We use
Theorem (Dooley, Wildberger) Let Oi, O2 be two adjoint orbits of
a compact Lie group G and Jlt, P.2 the invariant measures on 0 1,O2,
respectively. For a measure p. on 9 define c/J(p.), , a measure on G, by
< c/J(p.),1 >=< p.,jj >, where for f E COO(G),j(X) = j(expX)
and j = Jdet exp. Then

c/J(J.ll * Jl2) = t/J(P,2) * t/J(P.2).

[This theorem can also be used to establish Vergne's Poisson SUffi
\
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mation forrnula and a global Kirillov character formula]. We de
scribe cornpletely the hypergroup structure of C(g). This is joint
work with A.H. Dooley and J. Repka. For nilpotent G, we suggest
the conjecture: C(g) ~ C(G).
Theorem (Wildberger) Let VI, O2 be adjoint orbits in g (g nilpo
tent). Then

exp(Ol + ( 2 ) = exp 0 1 . exp O2 •

We loosely describe C(g) for 9 the Heisenberg Lie algebra.

Berichterstatter: M. Binder

•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 5/1991

•

Constructive Methods in Complex Analysis

-3.2. bis 9.2.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren Blatt (Eichstätt),

Gaier (Gießen) und Varga (Kent) statt. Besonders erfreulich war

die Teilnahme einer Reihe von Mathematikern aus Osteuropa, da

von drei aus derSowjetunion und drei aus Polen. Leider mußten

einige US-Amerikaner wegen des Golfkrieges absagen. Trotzdem

bot die Tagung mit 29 Vorträgen ein ausgewogen breites Spektrum

aus der ,konst'r.ukt i-v'en Fun·k t ionen theor i-e.

Ein Hauptthema der Tagung war die "Theorie und Numerik von kon~

formen Abbildungen. Es wurden verschiedene Verfahren vorge

stellt, die Riemannsche Abbildungsfunktion zu berechnen, da

runter Interpolationsmethoden mit ,gleichverteilten 'Punkten und

Approximation durch Bieberbachpolynome, sowie andere Methoden,

die in Softwarepaketen im Einsatz sind .

Einen weiteren Schwerpunkt bildete die Approximation von Funk

tionen, sowohl mit Polynomen, als auch mit rationalen Funk

tionen. Inbesondere bewies Herr Stahl eine Vermutung von Varga,

Ruttan und Carpen~~r über das exakte asymptotische Verhalten

des Fehlers der besten rationalen Approximationen an lxi auf

(~1,1J mit Hilfe potentialtheoretischer Methoden. Hingegen ist

das Problem von Bernstein aus dem Jahr 1913, die Bestimmung

der Konstanten ~ = !~: n En(JXI) bei Polynomapproximationen,

immer noch ungelöst.
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Unter anderem berichtete Herr Gonchar über das überraschende

Ergebnis, daß e-x über [O,m) nicht optimal durch rationale

Funktionen der Klassen R approximiert wird.
n,D

Wir härten weiterhin über extremale Punktmengen, wie Leja-,

Fekete- oder Menkepunkte, die zahlreiche Anwendungen in der

konstruktiven Funktionentheorie haben. Im Zusammenhang damit

standen auch Vorträge über Gleichverteilung von Nullstellen

von Polynomen und Extremalpunkten bester Approximationen.

Schließlich wurde über Fragen der geometrischen Funktionen

theorie, sowie über Markov-Ungleichungen und ihre Anwendungen

in der Approximationstheorie vorgetragen.

Vortragsauszüge

A. I. APTEKAREV:

An approximate method for conformal mapping

A computer method for conformal mapping of simply connected

domains will be presented. The method was worked out at the

Keldysh lnst. of Applied Mathematic (Moscow). It has been

applied for more than ten years for solving concrete problems

such es the flowing problems, grid generation ect. The main

points of the method are: auxiliary mapping, the integral

equation of second kind for the density of the double layer

potential, the boundary correspondence functions,· conformal

mapping from a disc (by Canchy integral), conformal mapping to a

disc (additional regularisation by a nonanalytic mapping). For

discretisation of the problem we use the trigonometrie .inter

polation. It allows us to prove that the method is a method
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without saturation, i.e. accuracy of the method effectively

depends on the smoothness of the boundary. Some numerical re

sults in connection with it will be presented.

R. W. BARNARD:

Application of Szegö polynomials to several variables•The author discusses the problem of determining the exact value

of the radii of Koebe type covered discs for mappings from the

unit disc in n complex variables onto convex domains in n com

plex variables. He then shows how R. Varga's recently obtained

computational results on Szegö polynomials in one variable can

be used to obtain these exact values.

H.-P. BLATT:

Sharpness of discrepancy Theorems

By modified Jacobi polynomials it is shown that Erdös-Turan
n

Theorems are sharp. On the other hand, let p (x) = n (x-x.),
n i =.1 1

I n
Xi E [-1,1l, be a polynomial with (a) IJP n " S An (2") ,

•
1 1 n

(b) IP~(xi) I ~ 0;;- (2") • Then the author has shown that the

discrepancy of the zero counting measure and the equilibrium

distribution on [-1,ll is of order O(log Cn log n) where
n

Cn = max (An,Bn,n).

Hence Kadec's theorem on the distribution of alternation

points is not sharp. Moreover, the author outlined a proof for

the discrepancy of order

O(log Cn

n
log log n).

It is open whether this bound is sharp.
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c. BREZINSKI:

Least squares orthogonal polynomials

We intend to define orthogonal polynomials in the least squares

sense that is minimizing

m-i i 2r [c(x Pk(x»]
i=O

•
with m ~ k (the degree of P

k
) end c a linear functional on the

space of complex polynomials given by its moments c(x
i

)

i ~ O.

We use these polynomials in the canstruction of quadrat ure

rules and Pad~-type approximants.

M. EIERMANN:

Strong asymptotics for certain extremal polynomials

Let 0 be a compact subset of the complex plane with simply

connected complement and let n* the set of all polynomials
m

of degree at most m which fulfill certain linear constraints,

e.g., have M prescribed coefficients or are required to fUlfill.

N Herminitian interpolatory conditions. In n*, we seek for p*
m m

miDimizing the supremum norm 11·"0 on O. The classical poly-

Domial Zolotarev problems are special cases of this question.

We describe a technique based on the Carath~odorY-Fej~rmethod

to construct "nearly optimal" polynomials ; E n* for thism m
problem. We automatically abtain strang asymptotics far IIP:1l

0
generalizing Bernstein's results on the classical Zolotarev

polynomials.
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(Joint work with Gerhard Starke, Institute for Computational

Mathematics, Kent State University, Kent(OH), U.S.A.)

D. GAIER:

On the convergence of the Bieberbach polynomials in regions

with piecewice analytic boundary

Let G be a domain bounded by a Jordan curve rand let fo'be the

conformal map of G anto {w: Iwl < r} normalized by fe(O) = 0,

f~(O) = t. Let Dn be the n-th Bieberbach p~lynemial minimizing

J1 f f' -P' 1
2

dz
G 0

in the class of (normalized) polynomials P of degree S n. The

problem is to estimate

Theorem. If r is piecewise analytic, and if An ia the smallest

exterior angle of r, 0 < A < 2, then

In general, the estimate is best possible.

In the proof, IIf~-PIIL2(Q) is estimated by IIg-QII
CD

where

g := f'·R and R(z) = D(z-z .), z. the corners cf r.
o J J
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A. A. GONCHAR:

On the rational approximation of -x
e on [O,CD)

Let Rk,l be the class of all rational funetions of the form
. -x

r = p/q, deg(p) ~ k, deg(q) ~ 1, and Sk,l = d1st(e ,Rk,l)'

with respect to the sup-norm on E = [O,CD). I shall discuss the

following result (of a joint work with A. Martinez and E.

Rak hman ov) . •
For aoy Q E [0,1) and aoy sequences k

that

k(n), I I (D), such

k/l ~ 06,

the limit

t2" (k+l)

1/n _
lim Sk,I - S(~) < 1

exists. The value S(~) (for aoy fixed ~) can be described in

terms cODDected with the equilibrium distribution of the charge

~ = ~F - ~E on the plates of a condenser (E,F) (F C ['E; ~E'~F

are positive measures, sUPP(~E) C E, sUPP(~F) c F,

'~EI = t (1+"6), f~FI 1), under the assumption that the

external field ~ = ~ Re(z) aets on the plate F, and this plate

satisfies B eertain symmetry eondition in the field ~. This

potential-theoretic problem admits an explicit solution in

terms of elliptic integrals.

Note that g(O) = 1/9 (Schönhage, 1973) and set) = 1/9.289

(Gonchar-Rakhmanov, 1986); see (1), (2]. The minimal value of

•
g("6) corresponds to "6

0
0.295 ... and S("6o ) = 1/16.244 ....

1. A.A. Goochar and E.A. Rakhmanov, Equilibrium distributions

snd degree of rational approximation of analytie functions,

Mat. Sbornik, 134 (176) (1987), 3; English transi.: Math.

USSR Sbornik, 62 (1969), 2, pp. 305-347.
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2. R.S. Varga, Scientific Computation of Mathematical Problems

and Conjectures, CBMS-NSF Regional Conference Series in

Applied Math. N 60, Soc. for Industrial and Applied Math.,

Philadelphia, 1990, 122 pp.

R. GROTHMANN:

Interpolation points snd roots cf polynomials

Let E c [ be kompact and z , v=O,i, ... ,n, n E ~, be a matrix
v,n

of interpolation points in E, such that the distribution of

these points weakly converges to a measure ~ on E. Then one

can characterize the functions, which are analytic.in certain

regions containing E, by the speed of convergence of the in

terpolation process. (Compare the book of Krylow). The talk

discusses this problem end its reverse. Moreover, the question

of a faster convergence for subsequences is shown to be re

lated to overcoDvergence in the sense of Ostrowski.

M. H. GUTKNECHT:

A completed theory of the unsymmetric Lanczos process and

~ related algorithms

The theory of the "unsymmetric" Lanczos biorthogonalization (BO)

algorithm, which has so far been restricted to an essentially

generic situation (characterized by the nonsingularity of the

leading principal submatrices of the associated moment matrix)

i9 extended to the nongeneric case. The "serious" breakdowns

due to the occurrence of two orthogonal rigbt and left iteration

vectors x
n

snd Yn can be overcome.
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We also derive the formulas for nongenerie version of the

corresponding linear equation solvers BIORES (brief for

BIORTHORES or Lanczos/ORTHORES), BIOMIN (the biconjugate

gradient method) and BIODIR. Here too, the breakdowns of these

methods can be eured.

The whole theory is developed as a eonsequence of corresponding
,

results on formally orthogonal polynomials and Pade approxi-

mants, for many of which new snd simpler derivations are given.

Mixed recurrence formulas are derived for a pair of sequences of

formally orthogonal polynomials helonging to two adjacent

diagonals in a nonnormal Pad~ table, and a matrix interpretation

of these recurrences is developed. This matrix interpretation

leads directly to a completed formulation of the progressive

qd algorithm, valid also in the ease of a nonnormal Pad~ table.

Finally, it is shown how the eure for exact breakdown can be

extended to near-breakdown.

D. M. BOUGH:

Numerical conformal mapping

Let 0 be a given simply connected domain with piecewise analytic

boundary, let f map 0 conformally anto a canonical domain with ~

unit circle as boundary and let g := f[-i]. I outline the ~

methods which are currently used in the software package

CONFPACK for the construction of approximations ~o fand g.

These methods are based on the numerical solution of Symm's

equation and involve the adaptive construction of Jacobi

weighted variable degree piecewise polynomial approximations

to the boundary correspondence functions associated with f

and g. Several examples illustrate the effectiveness of the

package.
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K. G. IVANOV:

Behavior of the Lagrange interpalants in the raots of unity

Let A be the class of functions f analytic in the open disk
o

Izi ( 1, continuous on Izl S t, but not analytic on Izl S 1.

We investigate the behaviour of the Lagrange polynomial in

terpolants L
n

_
l
(f,z) to f in the n~th roots of unity. In con

trast with the properties of the partial sums of the Maclaurin

expansion, we show that for aoy w, twt > 1, there exists a

g E A
o

such that L
n

_
1

(g,w) = 0 for all D. We also analyze the

size of the coefficients of Ln_t(f,z) and the asymptotic be

haviour of the zeros of the L
n

_
1
(f,z).

J. KOREVAAR:

Fields of electrons on the sphere snd quadrature problems

For a continuous charge distribution of constant density on the

unit sphere aB in m3
, it is well-know that the electrostatie

field E is equal to zero throughout the unit ball B (Faraday

cage effect). QUESTION: How weIl can one approximate this

phenomenon if the total charge on aB is made up of n point

eharges tIn? In the much simpler problem for m2
, the field E

n
due to n "electrons" on aB ean be made O(rn ) on balls B(O,r)

with r ( 1. It is reasonable to conjeeture that the correspon-
3 er;

ding order in m would be r . Such a lower bound for BUp tEnl

on B(O,r) has been established. Our tentative upper bound for
3-

inf BUp IEnl involves the exponent eyn.
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A number of equivalent and related problems have been identi

fied. In particular, a good estimate for inf sup IEnl on balls

B(O,r) is equivalent to a good equal weights quadrature result

for polynomials on aB. A closely related problem involves equal

weights quadrature results for the standard classes of functions

on the interval [-1,1l. For example, for analytic functions,

there is an n-point equal weights quadrature formula with

optimal remainder estimate O(e-cyn). Our work makes use of ideas

of S. Bernstein, sketched in C.R. Notes of 1937.

The work has also led to a three domains theorem of Hadamard

type for harmonie functions (joint work with my student J.L.H.

Meyers).

R. KÜHNAU:

Das "Kaulquappenverfahren" zur numerischen konformen Abbildung

Es wird über ein neues Verfahren berichtet, die Riemannsche _

Abbildungsfunktion einfach zusammenhängender Gebiete numerisch

zu realisieren. Das Verfahren arbeitet für Schliztgehiete und

Gebiete, die von Vollkurven berandet sind. Dabei wird bei den

Schlitzen immer nur· ein Teilstück betrachtet und durch kon

forme Abbildung in den Einheitskreis "hineingezogen W (formale

Ähnlichkeit mit der Prozedur bei der Löwnerschen Differential

gleichung).

Numerische Erprobung zeigt gute Ergebnisse. In der theoretischen

Begründung sind noch viele Fragen offen.

•

•
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K. MENKE:

Point systems with extremsl properties snd conforma1·mapping

Für ein- und zweifach zusammenhängende Gebiete G werden Punkt-

systeme

{Znv E aG, v = 1, ... , n; nEIN}

4Itmit Hilfe von Extremaleigenschaften definiert. Diese Punkt

systeme besitzen auf aG gewisse Gleichverteilungseigenschaften

(unter Berücksichtigung der konformen Abbildung). Ober diesen

Zusammenhang kann man Näherungen für die konforme Abbildung

erzeugen, indem man zunächst die Punkte znv' v = 1, ... ,n über

die entsprechende Extremaleigenschaft näherungsweise numerisch

bestimmt und die approximierende Funktion durch Interpolation

gewinnt.

H. N. MHASKAR:

A general discrepancy theorem

Let E be a sufficiently smooth closed Jordan curve, and 6 be

a signed Borel measure on E with 6(E) o. We define an Erdös-
1

Turan-type discrepancy of 6. Under some mild condition on 6,

4Itwe estimate this discrepancy in terms of the logarithmic po

tential cf 6 on a curve enclosing E. We apply this result tö

get estimates for distribution of Fekete points, alternation

points of polynomials of best approximation and the zeros of

orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle. These estimates are

sharper than the ones known before.
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N. PAPAMICHAEL:

A domain decomposition method for approximating the conformal

modules of lang quadrilaterals

Let 0 be a simply-connected domain in the complex plane, end

consider a system consisting of 0 and four distinct points

zl,z2,z3,z4 in counterclockwise order on ao. Such a system is

said to be a quadrilateral Q {O;z1'Z2,z3,z4}.

Let RH be a rectangle of the form

o < ~ < 1,0 < ~ < H}.

Then, the conformal module m(Q) of Q is the unique value of H

for which Q is conformally equivalent to the rectangular

quadrilateral {R
H

;O,l,l+iH,iH}. (By this we mean that for

H = m(Q) and for this value only there exists a unique con

formal map 0 ~ RH' which takes the four points z1,z2,z3,z4

respectively onto the four corners of the rectangle.)

This talk concerns a domain decomposition method for approxima

ting the eonformal modules of 10ng quadrilatera1s, and is a

report of joint work with N. S. Stylianopoulos. The method has

been studied already by us and also by D. Gaier and W. K. Hay

man, but only in connection with a special elass of quadrila

terals, viz. quadri1aterals Q := {O;zl,z2,z3,z4} where: (a)

The domain 0 is bounded by two parallel straight lines and two

Jordan ares. (b) The points z1,z2,z3,z4 are the four corners

where the ares meet the straight lines.

Our main purpose here is to exp1ain how the method may be ex

tended to a mueh wider class of quadrilaterals than that in

dicated above.
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w. PLESNIAK:

Markov's inequality and extension of Cm functions

It is known that the Bernstein characterization of analytic

functioDS and C~ fUDctions on a compact set E that is deter

mining for O(E) and Cm(E), respectively, is possible if snd

only if E preserves the Bernstein-Walsh and Markov's inequality,

respectively. TiII now, a relation between these two conditions

f 0 r Eis not weIl un ders t 00d . We dis cus s t he q u e s t i on f 0 r .·e an tor

type subsets of m.

It remains still open the question of whether the latter con

dition for E implies the first one which is equivalent to

saying that E is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem

for the unbounded component of [ , E. Actually, we do not even

know whether every compact set E preserving Markov's ine

quality has to be of positive logarithmic capacity.

E. A. RAKHMANOV:

Connectedness of the support of the equilibrium distributions

in the external fields on m

• Let us denote

We consider Cf e F as an "external field" on mand denote by

~t = ~t,cp the respective family of the equilibrium distribu

tions with parameter t = ~t(m) E (O,+~).



Example. Let 0 <
Ixl

q
for x E Il-

P -> 1/2. We ean

~ 1/2, q ) 1/2.
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It is important to know, for the most part of applications of

this concept in approximation theory, whether the support of

~t,cP is connected; we express this property by the notations

F (t) = {cp E F: s upp ~t, In is a segmen t} ; F n F (t) .
T 0 t)O

It is weIl known that for all convex cp in t ) 0, F belongs to

Fo · The question is also cleared up for even function cp in F.

We introduce a new suffieient condition for cp E F to belong to

F o ' which is eoncerned essentially with the nonsymmetrie esse.

"Theorem. Suppose tp E Fand the functions y; cpl(X) and

- yx cpl(-X) are both nondecreasing in (O,+m) and both tend to 0

as x ~ 0+0. Then, cp E Fa.

p < q and cp (x) = x P for x E m . cp (x) =
p,q +' p,q

It follows from the Theorem, that tp E F' for
p,q 0

show that this result is sharp: CPp,q f Fa for p

Nevertheless, the Theorem doesn't give the answer for A. Gon

char's question, whieh asks whether CPf,1. E F(1); the problem

i8 still open.

L. REICHEL:

Leja points in scientific eomputing

We consider the application of Leja points to polynomial in

terpolation of analytic funetions, and to the Richardson

iteration method for the solution of large linear systems of

equations. The stability of the Newton form of the interpolation

polynomial, and of Richardson iteration is demonstrated.
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s. RUSCHEWEYH:

On cyclic P~lya-frequency-functions

The cyclic variation V
c

of a piecewise continuous, 2n-periodic
function f is the supremum of the sign-changes in all sequences
f(x t ),f(x2 ),· .. ,f~xn),f(xi)' where x t < x 2 <••• < x n < xi + 2n,

~ n E ~o A cyclic Polya Frequency Function of order 2r+t
(g E CPF

2r
+

t
) i5 defined by the property:

where (g * f)(x)
t

.- 2n
2n
J f(~) g(x-~)d~, x E m. The functions
o

in CPF
2r

+
1

(introduced by Schoenberg 1959) are characterized
by the non-negativity of systems of determinants with elements
of the form g(xi-y

j
). These determinants are difficult to deal

with, and our general intention is to find alternative cha
racterizations which admit, for instance, conclusions about .the
smoothness of these functions. In the pres~nt lecture we give
such a characterization for CPF

3
. Some applications of this to

geometrie function theory are also discussed.
(joint work with G. Kurth and L. Salinas)

4ItGo SCHMEISSER:

Characterization of function spaces via quadrature

A fascinating topic in Approximation Theory deals with charac
terization of regularity properties of functions in terms of
speed of convergence of their best approximations.

We present two cODcepts for a corresponding characterization in
terms of speed of convergence of a quadrat ure process. The



(ii) There exist positive numbers M,6 s.t.
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eases of quadrat ure of

(i) periodic fUDctions over aperiod

(ii) non-periodic functions over a compact interval

(iii) functions over the whole real line

require separate treatment.

Bere we deseribe only the results obtained with one of the two

eoncepts in case (i) as far as characterization of entire

functions is eoncerned. For illustration, a numerical example

is also given.

J. SICIAK:

Compact subsets of ~ admitting inequalities of Bernstein,

Bernstein-Walsh or Markov type for harmonie polynomials

Let K be a eompaet subset of [. Let sH(K) be the Frechet space

of functions f E eCK) such that vk~1 dk(f) := :~~ nkdistK(f,Hn )

is finite, where H
n

is the set of harmonie polynomials of de

gree ~ n snd distK(f,Hn ) .- inf{lIf-uI!K: u E H
n

>. Consider the

following conditions:

(i) There exist positive numbers M,x,~ such that for every har

monie polynomial u: lu(z) I ~ M(1+xS~)deg u,if dist (z,K) ~ S ~. 1;

6
IIgrad uU

K
~ M(deg u)

lIullK for every harmonie polynomial u;

(iii) There exists a eontinuous linear operator L:sH(K) ~ c~(m2)

such that 1
0

for every f in sU(K), L(f) = f end ~L(f) = 0 on K,

2
0

if u is a harmonie polynomial then L(uIK) = u in a neighbor

hood of K.

THEOREM. (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii).
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H. STAHL:

RatiQnal Approximation of lxi on [-1,1l.

We investigBte best rational approximants in the uniform norm

to the fUDetion fex) = lxI on the intervel [-1,1l. The mein

result is the proof cf a conjeeture by R.S. Varga. A. Rutten,

~ and A.J. Carpenter. They have recently conjectured that

where

1 im e xyn E ( I x I , [-1 , 1] )
n,n 8,

E (lxl,[-1,1])
n,n inf IIlxt-r(x)II[_t,1j.

reR
n,n

The theorem generalizes earlier results by D.J. Newmen end by

N.S. Vjaeheslavov. As a byproduet of the analysis we prove

theorems about the loeation and the asymptotie distribution of

poles and zeros of the best rational approximants r*, n E N,
n

and the extreme points of the error on [-1,ll, i.e. points of

maximal deviation of the approximant r* from f.
n

L. N. TREFETHEN:

4It Spijker's lemma on the Riemann sphere

Let r be a rational funetion of order n with maximum modulus

1 on the unit eircle C. M. N. Spijker has reeently proved that

the are length Ur-li, is at most 2nn. As a eorollary ~pijker's

r~sult pins down exactly the constant in the Kreiss Matrix

Theorem.

A possibly more natural question is: how large ean the are

length fee) be on the Riemann sphere? We eonjecture that the

answer is again 2nn.
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R. S. VARGA:

Using the Laguerre inequa1ities to obtain better lower bounds

for the de Bruijn-Newman constant A, re1ated to the Riemann

Hypothesis

For aoy real number ~, set

Xt 2
H~(x) := J e i(t) cos (xt)dt (O~t<CD).

o
Then, H~ is an entire function. It is known that there exists a

real number A with - m < A ~ 1/2, and that H~ has only real

zeros for X ~ A, snd some nonresl zeros when ),. < A. (If the

Riemann Hypothesis is true, then A ~ 0.) Bere, we apply the

Laguerre inequalities to HA' i.e.,

(x Eil),

to establish that

- 0.0991 < A,

which improves all known lower bounds for A.

H. WALLIN:

Continued fractions snd dynamical systems

We study continued fractions K(an/l) where each an is chosen at

random from a finite set of complex numbers. We are interested

in convergence properties and a certain stability of these

continued fractions, snd in describing the set of values cf

classes cf convergent continued fractions. As tools we use

computer experiments, generalized iteration of Möbius trans-
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formations, iterated function systems, and Kleinian groups.

(joint work with J. Karisson)

E. WEGERT:

Nonlinear Riemann-Hilbert problems for holomorphic functions

Let T denote the complex unit circle and suppose that {Mt}teT

is a given f~mily of curves in the complex plane. The lecture

addresses the problem of finding all functions w bolomorphic

in the unit disk D which are continuous on D u T and satisfy

the boundary condition

w(t) E Mt

for all t E T. We. summarize relevant results about the solv

ability of the problem and sketch some applications: ~enera-

lized Nevanlinna-'Pick interpolation, H
CD

- opt.imization, and

polynomial hulls of sets fibered over the circle.

R. WEGMANN:

An estimate for crowding in conformal mapping

Let f be an analytic function in the unit disc. Assume that the'

4Itsmallest rectangle R, which contains the range of f, has sides

a and b with b ~ a. Then the maximum norm of tbe derivative

satisfies

"t Jt
with a function ~(~) which behaves like 2n exp (2~) for smsll ~.

Examples show that this estimate is best possible up to a faetor

of 2. The estimate explains the "crowding" phenomenon, which

was observed in several numerical esperiments.
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A. P. WOJCIK:

Constructive characterizaticn cf differentiable functions on

Jordan domains in the complex plane

If ~ is the open unit disk in the complex plane [ then the

classical theorems of Jackson and Bernstein yield

( 1 ) f E Li p ( p, d) n O( ~) C:t d
N

( f , d) = 0 (n - ß), 0 < ß < 1 ~

where, for any plane compact K

dN(f,K) := min {lIf-pIlK:p is a polynomial of degree ~ N}.

Our aim is to present some resul ts inspi.red by (1). Let D be

a bounded Jordan domain in [. Denote by t:~ , D ~ C , ~ the

homeomorphic extension of the conformal mapping from ~ , D

onto [ , ~ such that '(~) = m end lim t(z)/z > o.
Z-+CD

Put ~ := ,-1. Assume that • satisfies Bölder condition in some

ring {1 ~ Izl ~ R}, R > 1, with the exponent a E (0,1].

LEMMA. Take an integer n such that n+1 ) 16/04 . If

f e CD+ t (.2) n O(D) then dN(f,D) = O(N-(D+t)Q3/B).

COROLLARY (ta Lemma and to e.g. Lebedev, Tamrazov, Izv. AN SSSR

34 (1970».

f E C
CD C.2 ) n O(D) C:t Va> 0: lim Na dN(f,D)

N-+CD

Berichterstatter: R. Grothmann

o.
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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t 6/1991

Endlichdimensionale Lie-Algebren

10.2. bis 16.2.1991

This meeting was organized by Prof. M. Goze (Mulhouse) and
Prof. o. H. Kegel (Freiburg) . It was the first conference on
finite dimensional Lie algebras at the Oberwolfach Institute
taking into account the recent progress in this topic.

Several talks were devoted to new results in classification
theory. In prime characteristic, a complete classification of
the finite dimensional simple Lie algebras over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic p > 7 was given and thereby
proving the modified Kostrikin-Shafarevich conjecture. In ad
dition, some decisive steps toward a solution of this problem in
characteristic p = 5,7 were announced. Some results concerning
the difficult problem of the classification of finite dimensio
nal nilpotent Lie algebras in zero characteristic are presented,
including a complete classification in the 7-dimensional case,
some insights for 8-dimensional algebras and a proof of Vergne's
conjecture on the reducibility of the variety of nilpotent Lie
algebras of dimension ~ 7.

A number of lectures were given on the deformation theory of
Lie algebras. In particular, a non-standard approach was pre
sented, which has been quite useful as a new tool in the above
mentioned classification of finite dimensional nilpotent Lie al
gebras. The participants also got a survey of Lie algebras with
nondegenerate invariant bilinear forms and an impression of
cohomological methods in the representation theory of modular
Lie algebras. Moreover, some connections to Kac-Moody algebras,
group theory, differential geometry and computer algebra were
pointed out.

The conference was attended by 23 participants from Australia,
France, Greece, Hungary, Spain, USA, USSR, Vietnam and the Fede
ral Republic of Germany. Apart from many interesting lectures,
the discussions during the breaks and in the evening were an
invaluable part of the meeting.
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J.M. ANCOCHEA-BERMUDEZ: Rigid Lie algebras and classification

We use non-standard tools, as the perturbations, te study the
solvable rigid complex Lie algebras. This non-standard approach
leads us to the study of the linear system of roets of a rigid
Lie algebra defined by a regular vector. More precisely, we give
necessary conditions for the rigidity in terms of the rank of
this system. Namely, if g is rigid, the rank is equal to the
dimension of the nilradical minus one. We apply this criterion
to the classification of 8-dimensional rigid solvable algebras
and the classification of rigid algebras whose nilradical is _
filiform. _

yu. BAHTURIN: Automorphisms and derivations
extensions of Lie algebras

of abelian

Let L be a free Lie algebra over an arbitary commutative ring
K with unit and R an ideal of L such that L/R is a free K-modu
le. Denote by U the enveloping algebra of L/R and by lAut L/R2

the group ef those automorphisms of L/R2 which are identi~al

modulo R/R2 • Using the notion of the wreath product and an em
bedding theorem due to A.L. Shmel'kin (1973), we single out the
subgroup in (Un )* isomorphie to lAut L/R2 , where n = rank L. We
also indicate the subalgebra in [Un ] which is isomorphie to lDer
L/R2

, the similarly defined derivation algebra. Analogous results
hold for algebras of the form L/S where R ~ S ~ R2 .if S/R2 =
J(R/R2

), J being a two-sided ideal of U. As an application, we
prove the non-tameness of inner automorphisms of free metabelian
algebrasand the non-finiteness generator property for the deri
vation algebra of free metabelian algebras of rank ~ 3 (with S.
Nabiyev). The existenee of non-tarne automorphisms (they are also
inner) i8 also shown for algebras of the form L/Rrn

, m ~ 2 if R c
L2 and m ~ 3 otherwise, in the case where K is a field of cha
raeteristic 0 (with V. Shpilrain). Here we have used R. Fox's
free differential caleulus.

M. BORDEMANN: Lie algebras carrying a nondegenerate derivation _
invariant bilinear form _

Let A be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field K of
characteristie * 2. A is ealled D-metrizable if there is a non
degenerate bilinear form f: A x A~K invariant under all deri
vatians of A. After presenting some structural properties for
arbitary fields, we obtain the following result:

THEOREM 1: Let A be aperfeet Lie algebra over an algebraical
ly elosed field of charaeteristie O. Then A is D-metrizable if
and only if there exists an nondegenerate invariant symmetrie
bilinear form on A whieh is invariant under all derivations in
the nilradieal of Der(A) and every derivation of A has traee
zero.
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CONJECTURE: Every D-metrizable Lie algebra over a field of
charaeteristic 0 is semisimple.

In prime characteristie, we construct a counterexample by
means of a so-called Tw·-extension. This is applied to B = W{l,l)
over a field of eharacteristie 5 using the following result:

•
THEOREM 2: Let B be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over an

algebraieally closed field K of characteristie * 2. Suppose B
satisfies the following conditions:
a) B is simple and nonabelian,
b) every invariant bilinear form on B vanishes,
c) B has only inner derivations,
d) H3 (B, K) * O.
Then Tw*B is D-metrizable and nonsemisimple .

R. CARLES: Deformations in the schemes of Lie alqebras

Adeformation of a Lie algebra law ~o, parametrized by a local
ring A, is a morphism 0 ~ A, where 0 is the loeal ring at the
point <1>0 in the scheme defined by Jaeobi's identities. If A is
complete, this deformation is equivalent to the one where the
strueture constants, inducing a loeal parametrization of the
orbit under the eanonical action of the full linear group, are
fixed. This applies to the universal deformation defined by the
identity map. Thus we obtain deformations, where only appear
parameters which express the varieties of the orbit as weIl as
nilpotent elements in the eompletion of o. A non-null obstruc
tion in the theory of M. Gerstenhaber of formal deformations
which bloeked the lifting to an order for a tangent vector,
corresponds here to a relation eP = 0 for the parameter e. The
loeal study of Lie algebras g = sI (2, C) EB cn, where cn is the
irreducible sI {2,C)-module with n = 4p + 3, gives an example of
deformations of this type with a nilpotent element of order 2.
Moreover, 9 is rigid and H2 (g,g) * 0 (G. Rauch, R.W. Richardson) .

• R. FARNSTEINER: Ordinary and restricted cohomoloqy of modular
Lie algebras .

In this talk we shall be eoncerned with extension functors of
ordinary and restricted enveloping algebras of modular Lie alge
bras. Their behaviour can be studied by considering indeeomposa
ble coefficients. In default of a classification of indecompos
ables we introduce a certain class of indueed modules that uni
fies several known concepts from modular representation theory.
In particular, we shall provide eonditions implying indeeomposa
bility.

The seeond part of the talk employs these modules in order to
establish cohomological reduetion theorems that illustrate the
peculiarities of modular cohomology theory. For restrieted tie
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algebras the ordinary and restricted cohomology theories are
shown to be linked via a spectral sequenee.

J. FELDVOSS: Restricted Lie algebras with bounded cohomology

In our talk we eonsider the problem of determining the re
strieted Lie algebras for whieh the dimensions of their inde
eomposable restrieted modules are bounded. Since this property
is not inherited by subalgebras and homomorphic images, we con
sider the (in general) larger class of restricted Lie algebras
with bounded eohomology. Aecording to Shapiro' s lemma, this •
elass is invariant under restrietion to subalgebras but not
under projeetion to arbitrary faetor algebras. In the last step,
we show that it is sufficient to classify restricted Lie alge-
bras L of the following type:

(*) Every proper restricted su~algebra K of L is solvable and
satisfies dirn K/C (K) ~ 2 and every nilpotent restricted
subalgebra N is abelian with dirn N/<N[pl> ~ 1.

By means of the complete classifieation of finite dimensional
restrieted Lie algebras of type (*) over an algebraieally closed
field of arbitrary prime characteristie p > 0, we show the equi
valence of the following statements:

1) Every finite dimensional restricted L-module has a unique
eomposition series.

2) There are at most finitely many non-isomorphie finite dimen
sional indecomposable restrieted L-modules.

3) The dimensions of the finite dimensional indeeomposable
restricteq L-modules are bounded.

4) L has periodic eohomology.
5) L has bounded cohomology.
6) L = (T $ <x>p) e <t>, where T is a central torus, x is p

nilpotent, t is toral and [t,x] = x + z with Z E T.

The above results are proved in joint work with H. Strade.

A. FIALOWSKI: Lie algebra cohomoloqy and deformations

The eohomology of nilpotent Lie algebras is very hard to stu
dy. Even the low dimensional cohomology is complieated to study,
although it is important as it has a nice geometrie interpreta
tion. In my talk I concentrated on the deformation problem. The
elassical definition of a formal deformation has to be generali
zed, considering deformations parametrized by a complete loeal
algebra, in order to be able to define the versal deformation.
A sufficient condition for the existence of a versal deformation
is the finiteness of the space H2 (L,L). There is a conjeeture
that nilpotent Lie algebras are never rigid, but the deforma
tions are only known in some specipl cases, e.g. for the maximal
nilpotent subalgebras of simple finite dimensional Lie algebras.

•
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In my talk I arouse a question on finite dimensional I-graded
Lie algebras with 2 generators, and on the cohomology of these
nilpotent algebras. The examples I gave come from my classifica
tion theorem in infinite dimension. I also presented my results
on the 'cohomology of the maximal nilpotent subalgebra of the
Virasoro and affine Kac-Moody algebras with coefficients in the
adjoint representation, pointing out the basic differences bet
ween finite and infinite dimensional cases. For these algebras
I described a versal deformation as weIl, using Massey opera
tions and obstruction theory .

J. R. GOMEZ-MARTIN: Characterization of filiform Lie algebras
which are derived from another Lie algebra

We give a neeeesary and sufficient condition on the Maurer
Cartan structure constants· relative to a given basis of a fi
liform Lie algebra L for the fact that L is the derived algebra
of a solvable Lie algebra M.

Moreover, we prove that in this case the dimension of the
filiform Lie algebra L can be of exaetly one dimension less than
M.

M. GOZE: On the variety of nilpotent Lie algebras

We present a new tool for the Ioeal study of the variety of
eomplex Lie algebras based on the theory af infinitesimals. We
compare this nation (called perturbation) to the classieal anes:
deformations and contractions. This coneept of perturbation
permits to understand (or solve) the "duality" between deforma
tions and contractions. It also permits to prove that the ob
structions of the classical deformations can be interpreted by
a finite number of conditions (and we solve these conditions) .

The classification of 7-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras is
obtained by using.characteristic sequences as invariants. These
invariants are weIl suited for the study of the contractions and
perturbations. This permits to determine some irreducible alge
braic components of the variety of nilpotent Lie algebras and we
prove Vergne's conjecture: "The variety of nilpotent Lie alge
bras is reducible for n ~ 7."

YO.B. BAKIMJANOV: The variety of nilpotent Lie algebra laws

Let Nn be the variety of n-dimensional nilpotent complex Lie
algebra laws. For n ~ 12, two irreducible components in the
variety Nn are described. The characteristically nilpotent fili
form Lie algebras are studied.
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J. BELMSTETTER: Bausdorff series and. related problems of
projections in enveloping algebras

The main purpose lS to calculate the coefficient of each mono-

mial a~:a~: a~: in the Hausdorff series log «exp a l ) (exp
a 2 ) ••• (exp a m»; here a l , a2f ••• , a m are taken in a Lie algebra A
and the series is calculated in its enveloping algebra UA. This
leads to the problem of studying the projection of UA onto A
along the subspace spanned by the powers b P , where b E A and p is
an integer ~ 1. The first results of L. Solomon about this pro- •
jection are revisited. .

O.B. KEGEL: A problem on "factorizedfl Lie algebras

Let L be a Lie algebra with subalgebras A and.B such that L =
A + B. To what extent does the structure of A and B influence
that of L?

I reported on recent results of Petravchuk and of Panj~kov

Zsmanovic. Parallels in Group theory are pointed' out.

E.I. KHUKHRO: Almost fixed-point-free automorphisms

G. Higman (1956) proved that if a Lie ring admits an automor
phism of prime order p which has no non-trivial fixed elements,
then it is nilpotent of class ~ h(p). Later Kreknin and Kostri
kin (1963) provided a new proof giving an explicite upper bound
for h(p) and "Kreknin (1963) alsofproved the solubility of a Lie
ring with a fixed-point-free automorphism of any finite order.

We generalize Higman's theorem by proving the following

THEOREM. If a Lie ring (Lie algebra) ~ satifying p~ = ~ admits
an automorphism cp of prime order p with exactly m < 00 fixed
elements (with dirn ~(CP) = m < 00), then it contains a subring
(subalgebra) of (p,m)-bounded index (codimension) which is nil-
potent of degree ~ g(p), where g(p) depends only on p. •

LE NGOC CHUYEN: Lie algebras and involutive functions

Deep relations between Hamilton systems and algebraic geome
try, Lie algebras and Lie groups are discovered in many new re
sults : in this problem V. I . Arnol' d constructed the' Euler
equation of the geodetic flow in terms of Kirillov's Hamilton
structure on the orbits of the coadjoint representation of the
Lie group 50(3). This concept is developed by P. Lax for Korte
weg - De Vries type equations. Lax's representation with spec
tral parameters is received by S.P. Novikov. By the displacement
method, S.P. Manakov found the first integral of the Euler equa
tion on SO(n). This rnethod was developed by A.X. Misenkö and
A.T. Fornenko for arbitary semi-simple Lie algebra.
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Completely involutive sets of polynomial functions for alge
bras of the type G ® A, where G is a Lie algebra and A is a Fro
benius algebra are constructed.

L. MAGNIN: Verification of the Riemann hypothesis for
7-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras

The zeta function for a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie alge
bra has been introduced by Deninger and Singhof (Bull. Soc.
Math. Fr. 116, 1988, 3-14) in the form dictated by Deligne's
definition in the L-adic cohomology. For 7-dimensional nilpotent
Lie algebras without zero roots, the following two types of root
systems can occur: Either there exists only one algebra or there
is a continous one-parameter family and some limit points
corresponding to the root system. We investigate the analogue of
the Riemann hypothesis in the Weil conjectures, which asserts
that the various factors of the zeta function are relatively
prime. We are able to verify the Riemann hypothesis for the
first type and for the continuous series of the second type
except for some singular values. The limit points may or may not
satisfy the hypothesis. We also discuss some higher dimensional
examples. The verification relies on the computer-calculation of
the whole trivial and adjoint cohomology of 7-dimensional nilpo
tent Lie algebras giyen in L. Magnin: nCohornology tables for
nilpotent 7-dimensional Lie algebras." Preprint, Univ. Dijon,
1991.

PHAM HYU TIEP: Irreducible orthogonal decompositions of complex
simple Lie algebras and associated Euclidian
lattices

Let L be a simple complex Lie algebra. An orthogonal decom
position (OD) of L is a ctecomposition L = EB Hj of L into the

j

direct surn of Cartan subalgebras Hj which are.pairwise orthogonal
with respect to the Killing form .

CONJECTURE: Lie algebras of type ~ (n+l is non-primary) and Cn
(n ~ 2") have no 00.

An 00 is called irreducible (IOD) if the group Autoo(L) = {~ E
Aut(L) : ~ i 3 j ~(Hl) = Hj } acts absolutely irreducibly on L.

THEOREM 1: A Lie algebra L of type An admits IOD iff n + 1 is
primary, i.e. n = pm - 1.

THEOREM 2: A Lie algebra L of Bn admits IOD iff n

for some prime power pm.
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The generalization of Wilson's theorem on Cartan
subalgebras of simple Lie algebras

Let 9 be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an alge
braically closed field k of eharacteristic p > 0, h a Cartan
subalgebra in g, h the p-closure of h in Der(g)
and g=h+adg. Let T be the unique maximal torus in hand r the
root system associated with T. Define g(a,p} =hEl:l E giCl+jP'

. i,jEGF (p)

where (a,ß) is a pair of roots such that dirn [GF(p)a + GF(p)ß]
= 2 and 9y is the root space corresponding to y E r. We shall say •
that h is a triangulable subalgebra if ad h can be represented
by upper triangular matrices.

THEOREM: (i) If char(k) > 5, then h is a triangulable subalge
bra.

(ii) If char{k) = 5 and h is nontriangulable, than
there exist a pair (a,ß) E r 2 such that dirn [GF(5)a + GF(5)ßJ =
2 and a maximal ideal r(<<, ß} c g(", ß) such that the quotient
algebra g(<<, ß} {f(a, ß) is isomorphie to the Melikyan algebra
~(1,1) of dimension 125.

(iii) ~(1,1) contains nontriangulable Cartan sub
algebras of maximal toral rank. They are eonjugate under the
g~oup of automorphism of ~(1,1).

P. REVOY: Lie algebras with invariant scalar products

It is weIl known that simple or abelian Lie algebras have an
invariant sealar produet. Ne mayaiso construet direet products,
with orthogonal sums, of such algebras. As I~ is an ideal for
every ideal I, every algebra ean be split as a direet product of
mutually orthogonal indecomposable ideals. Such indecomposables
can be deseribed by means of the following eonstruction. Let I
be a minimal ideal of A. Then I is totally isotropie (i.e. I c
I~), I~ is a maximal ideal and we have the following two short
exaet sequences:

(1) 0 -. I - IJ. - IJ./I - 0 central extension
11
W

(2) 0 -. IJ. .... A - A/IJ. .... 0 semidirect product

Since A/I~ is simple, (2) splits and W is a "reduction" of A.
Consequently, A is called a double extension of W by an antisym
metric derivation (cf. A. Medina and Ph. Revoy, Ann. Sc. ENS,
Paris 1985).

We present some results concerning A-modules equipped with an
invariant scalar product and also the set of all invariant bili
near forms on A. Using ideas of M. Bordemann, we ean show that
there are only "few" alternating invariant forms and that this
set is a ring which under the assumption D(A) ~ Z(A) is a finite

•
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product of Iocal "almost commutative" rings, reflecting the
decomposition of A as a product of indecomposables. We also give
examples of neither solvable -nor semisimple algebras with such
an invariant space structure.

L. J. SANTHAROUBANE: Kac-Moody cohomological resolutions for nil
potent Lie algebras

For any nilpotent Lie algebra 9 there is a unique Kac-Moody
Lie algebra L(A) such that we have the exact sequence

(~): 0 -+ a -+ L+ (A) -+ 9 -+ 0,

where L+(A) is the positive part of L(A) and a an ideal of L+(A).
One can view (~) as a 2-resolution of g. Starting from a cocycle
c of the relative cohomology H2(L+(A),g;M), one can extend (~) to
a 3-resolution of g:

(~' ): 0 -+ M -+ mc -+ L+ (A) -+ 9 -+ 0,

where mc is a Lie algebra on which L+(A) acts. In order to re
cover c from (~'), one uses concepts from differential geometry
like connection, curvature, structure equation and Bianchi iden
tities. Finally, to (~) one can associate ehern classes and
Chern-Simmons classes which form a subring of UH2n(9,C)

n~O

and UH2n+1(g,C) , respectively.
n~O

c. SEELEY: A component of non-filiform nilpotent Lie algebras

Let Na denote the variety of 8-dimensional nilpotent Lie al
gebras over C. We consider the subvariety ~ c Na containing the
Lie algebra structures La defined as follows:

La has a basis {ell e 2, e 3 , f 1l f 2, f 3 , gll g2} with products given bye 3

[ei' e j ] = E a~j f k such that a~2 + a~3 0 = a~2 + a~l' a~j -a~i and
k c l

[e1, f 1] = g11 [e2 , f 2 ] = g21 [e 3 , f 3 ] = gl + g2·

It is shown that there is an open set of (a)'s for which the
isomorphism class of ~ intersects ~ in a 3-dimensional space. ~

has dimension 7, so there is a 4-parameter family of isomorphism
~lasses in a neighborhood of La. Computation of the derivation
algebra of La shows that generically the isomorphism class of La
has dimension 51 in Na. Thus locally there is an at most 55-di
mensional component in Na. The two filiform components are 55
dimensional, so that the ~-component is distinct from these.
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H. STRADE: A survey on the classification of simple modular Lie
algebras + Methods in the classification theory of
simple modular Lie algebras

We investigate finite dimensional simple Lie algebras over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7. There are
two big classes of these known. The classical Lie algebras are
obtained by a Chevalley construction from the finite dimensional
simple Lie algebras over C, and the Cartan type Lie algebras are
constructed by a suitable reduction mod p from the infinite
dimensional Lie algebras over C arising in the theory of pseudo
groups due to Cartan. We announce a proof of the following gene
ralization of the Kostrikin-Shafarevich Conjecture:

THEOREM: Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra Qver
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7. Then L is
classical or of Cartan type.

We indicate some of the ideas of the proof, as the conside
ration of p-envelopes, switching of tori, sections, Lie-type
theorems and the representation theory of same Cartan typ~ Lie
algebras. "

I

GR. TSAGAS: Classification of nilpotent
dimension 8

Lie algebras of

Let 9 be a nilpotent Lie algebra of dimension 8 over a field
F of characteristic O. We denote by go the maximal abelian ideal
of g. It is known that dirn go = 4,5,6,7. Therefore to classify
the nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 8, we must consider each
case seperately. If dirn go = 7, we have four nilEotent Lie alge
bras of dimension 8 .. If "dirn 90 = 6, we have determined 231 nil
potent Lie algebras of dimension 8.

Berichterstattung: Jörg Feldvoss
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s'bel ich t 7/1991

Rffine Differentialgeometrie

. 10.2. bis 16.2.91

Chairmen: K. Nomizu (Brown Univ., R. I. USA),
U. Pinkall and U: Simon (TU Berlin)

Affine differential geometry is once again a field of active interest.
The first Oberwolfach conference on this subject in November 1986 had
great influence on the direction of research, as reflected by the
.Iectures at this conference and by' the fact that new research groups in
affine differential geometry have emerged at several different places.

Summarizing the lectures of Dillen, Kozlowski, Li, Wang, Vrancken
and Magid we can state our first observation that the class of affine
spheres is larger than expected. This is demonstrated by various new
methods of construction (use of homogeneaus polynomials by Dillen, use
of complex function theory by Kozlowski, use of PDE's by Wang-Simon).

The subclass of locally strongly convex affine spheres of constant
sectional curvature metric is now classified (Vrancken-Li-Simon);
these investigations were started by a lecture of Li at the 1986-confe
rence. The corresponding problem for indefinite metries is still open
for higher dimensions. (except the results by Magid-Ryan for affine 3
spheres with nonzero Pick invariant).

A surprising progress has also been made in the classification of
affine surfaces with constant curvature metric and constant affine
mean curvature (independently by Dillen-Vrancken and Martinez-Milan).
Li has finally given a complete solution of the Calabi conjecture about
complete hyperbolic affine spheres so that the locally strongly convex
affine complete affine spheres are now finally classified.

Other complete or partial classifications of surfaces/hypersurfaces
cancern:

a) the homogeneous affine surfaces (Nomizu-Sasaki),
b) the locally symmetrie affine surfaces (Opozda),
c) pseudo-symmetry conditions (Deszcz),
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d) quasi-umbilical affine hypersurfaces (Vrancken, Deszcz),
e) curves and hypersurfaces of finite type (Verstraelen).
Some of these lectures also demonstrate the strang progress made

since 1986 in the application of recent methods... from Riemannian geo
metry to affine geometry, ineluding investigations in speetral theory.
and their application to relative geometry (Bokan-Gilkey).

Pinkall's lecture presented a natural symplectic strueture eoming
from centroaffine curve theory which motivates KdV equation in soliton
theory. Kurose's contribution emphasized relations of affine geometry
to statistics.

There has been more systematic progress' in local affine theory (see
above) than in global theory (Bokan, Pinkall, Verstraelen, Voss, Simon,
Li, Heil, Teufel, Walter), and progress in higher codimension is still
singular (Walter). The lecture by Leiehtwei ß showed that different
approaches to the theory of affine area (without differentiability) of
eonvex bodies· are in fact equivalent (including recent results of Leicht
wei B, Lutwak, Schütt-Werner): this question was open in 1986.

The progress in affine differential geometry influenees also projee
tive geometry; besides other recent publieations this was shown ,in the
lectures of Nomizu-Sasaki and Podesta. Also problems in Euclidean
hypersurface theory ean be solved by affine methods (Heil).

At the end, of this report we shall indieate the eur.rent st~tus of the
conjectures and open problems that appeared in the Proceedings of the
conference in 1986. We are planning to publish the new Proceedings in
wh ich most of the contributions are expected to be published together
with a list of recent papers that have appeared or will appear. Some of
these have been presented at the conference.

Abstracts

N. Bokon: .

Asymptotics of Laplacians defined by Symmetrie Connections

This is a lecture about the joint paper of the lecturer "and P. B. Gilkey.
We study the heat equation asymptotics of the generalized Laplaeian P
defined on the tangent bundle by asymmetrie eonnection.
In the first section, we calculate the first three terms in the asympto
tic expansion of the heat equation for P, using results from the paper of
P. Gilkey: "The spectral geometry of a Riemannian manifoldu

, J. Ditt. Geo.
10 (1975), 601 - 608.
In the second section, we study the symmetrie connections arising in
affi ne differential geometry.
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~··~'-·R. Deszcs:

Pseudosymmetry curvature conditions on hypersurfaces in affine spaces

Let (V, h, co, S) be the Blaschke structure of a non-degenerate hypersur
face M in the real affine ·space A n+1, n~3, with the affine normal ~. We
define on M a generalized curvature tensor R* by

R*(X,Y)Z = R(X,Y)SZ, X,Y,Ze X(M),

where R is the curvature tensor of V. From the Gauss equation of M in
A n+1 it follows that

R*(X,Y)Z = S(Y,Z)SX - S(X,Z)SY.
In this talk we present same results on hypersurfaces of A n+ 1 satis
fying certain curvature conditions of pseudosymmetric type imposed on
the tensors R, R* and Ricc(R *). Moreover, we give a curvature characte
rization of affine. quasi-umbilical hypersurfaces of dimensions ~4. The
hypersurface M is said to be affine quasi-umbilical if at every point x

of M the tensor S is of the form: S=ah + ßa@a, Cl, ße IR t ae T x*(M). Namely,
we state that M, dimM ~4, is affine quasi-umbilical if and" only if the
Weyl curvature tensor W(R*) of the tensor R* vanishes on M. .

F. Dillen:

Calabi-type composition of affine spheres and homogeneneous
hypersurfaces

In 1969 Calabi introduced his formula for composing hyperbolic affine
spheres. We introduce here three other types of formulas to compose
affine spheres.
Whereas Carabi's method creates again an affine sphere, our method
gives hypersurfaces whose shape operators are simple (they have at
most two eigenvalues, 0 and a nonzero constant).
As an application we find a procedure to obtain proper affine spheres
out of arbritrary improper affine spheres. These formulas also create a
lot of examples of homogeneous hypersurfaces (this means that the
hypersurface is the orbit of a point under a subgroup of the equiaffine'
transformatio ns).
In particular, we can show that this procedures produces all locally
strongly convex 3-dimensional homogeneous hypersurfaces and all
localJy strongly convex homogeneous hypersurfaces whose shape
operators have rank ons.
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E. Heil:

A problem of euclidean surface theory solved by means of affine
geometry

A point of a surface in euclidean 3-space is called a vertex if there are
no cubic terms in the Euler representation. Marcanti claimed that an
ovaloid has at least 6 vertices (counting multiplicities). Sut the
following argument will show that there are ovalaids without vertices.
At a vertex the affine normal coincides witt'l 'the euclidean normal and
Pick's invariant vanishes. Given an ovaloid there always is an affine
mapping which destroys the coincidence of the two normals at all zeros e
of Pick's invariant. Therefore this affine image has no vertices.

M. Kozlowski:

Coostructjoos of an Improper Affine Sphere

By the Weiersfrass method one can constrüct a Euclidean minimal sur
face using meromorphic functions. Using ideas of Heinz and Jörgens I
describe a way how to construet an improper affine sphere from a given
holomorphie function. In this way one also gets one-parameter families
of improper affine spheres.
Henee the class of improper affine spheres is almost "as large as" the
class of holomorphic functions.

T. Kurose:

Dual Connections in Affine Geometry

Let V be a torsion-free affine connection on a pseudo-Riemannian mani- _
fold (M, g) of dimension n~3. A tripie (M, g, V) is called a statistical •
manifold if V g is symmetrie. We say a statistical manifold (M, g, V) is
1-conformally flat if there exist a flat affine eonneetion V * of M and a
function <p "'00 M satisfying g(V *xY,Z) = g(V xY,Z) - dcp(Z) g(X,Y) for arbri
trary vector fields X, Y and Z.
Statistical manifolds play an important role in the geometrie research
of mathematieal statistics , and the nation of 1-conformally flat arose
fram the study of asymptotic inference.
Dur main results are as foliows:
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THEOREM 1: There exists a (1,3)-tensor field W 1 and a (0,2)-tensor field
w 2, which are canonically determined for each statistical manifold,
such that a statistical manifold is locally 1-conformally flat if and
only if both W 1 and w2 vanish identically.

THEOREM 2: Let (M, g, V) be a simply connected and connected statistical
manifold. Then there exists an equi-affine immersion of M into (n+1)
dimensional affine space with the second fundamental form g and the
induced connection V, if and only if (M, g, V) is 1-conformally flat.

K. Leichtweiß

On the historv of the affine surface area for convex bodies

There have been made many attempts to de1ine a good nation 10r the
affine surface area of a compact convex body in the n-dimensional
affine space by Blaschke, Busemann, Petty', Firey, Lutwak, Schütt
Werner and myself. It is the aim of the lecture to give a survey about
these efforts which turn out to be converging to some point of interest
in affine differential geometry.

R.-M. Li:

Complete Affine Hyoerspheres

Calabi made the following conjecture about complete affine hyper- ...
spheres: Every locally strongly convex affine complete hyperbolic affine
hypersphere is asymptotic to the boundary of a convex cone with vertex
at the center.
S. Y. Cheng and S. T. Yau answered this conjecture for locally strongly
convex Euclidean complete affine hyperbolic hyperspheres. We prove the
following theorem:

THEOREM: Every locally strongly convex affine complete hyperbolic
affine hype.rsphere is Euclidean complete.

Combining this theorem with the result of S. Y. Cheng and S. T. Yau. we
answer the Calabi conjecture.
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M. Mogid:
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1. Surfaces which are timelike and affine minimal

2 Affine hyperspheres with constant affine sectional curvature

1. I found the equations of surfaces which are locally timelike and
affine minimal. They are translation surfaces f(u,v) = neu) + ß(v) with

af(u). = (1, cos (j(u), sin (J(u» and ß(v) = (1, cos 'V(v), sin 'V(v», where (jl 'and 'iJ
satisfy the o. d. e.

2y4 + 2yy" - 2y,2 - ky3 = Q .
2

Explicit solutions to this o. d. e. were given. •
2. I also sketched a proof of my theorem with P. Ryan stating that a 3

dimensionaL affine sphere with Piek invariant J:;eQ and eonstant
affine sectional curvature is flat and is affinely equivalent to an
open subset of

(XI 2 - YI 2)(X22 - Y22) = 1

or (X1 2 - YI 2)(X22 + Y22) = 1

or (X1 2 + YI 2)(X22 + Y22) = 1 .

1 also conjectured that with the same hypotheses in the n-dimen
sional case the possiblities are

(X1 2 ± YI 2) ...(xm2 ± Ym2) z = 1

or (XI 2 ± Y1 2) ... (xm2 ± Ym2) = 1 .

F. Martinez:
I

Surfaces with constant affine maan curvature and surfaces with flat
affine metrie

First I look at connected non-degenerate surfaces M in A 3 with constant
affine maan curvature Hand constant Piek invariant J, and prove:
THEOREM 1: If J:;eO then either 3 J + 2 H = 0 or M is in an affine 2-sphere
with flat affine metrie.
THEOREM 2: If J=O then either M is in a quadric or M is a ruled surface.
Second we study the seeond variation of the affine area of an affine
maximal surface with flat indefin ite affine metrie.
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.-... K. Nomizu ond T. Sosoki:

A new modelaf unimodular-aftinely homogeneous surface

Our main result is the discovery of the last model in the following
THEOREM: Any non-degenerate surface in IR 3 which is homogeneous
under unimodular affine transformations is a quadric or is affinely
congruent to one of the following surfaces:

(i) xyz=l,

(i i) (x2 + y2) Z = 1,

( i i i ) x2 (z - y2)3 = 1,

( i v) X2 (z - y2)3 = -I,

(v) z = x y - 1/3 x3 ,

(v i) z = x y + log x .

K. Nomizu ond T. Sasaki:

Classification of projectively homogeneous surtaces

We classify locally projectively homogeneous surfaces, other than ruled
surfaces. in the 3-dimensional real projective space IR p3. DLir approach
to projective differential geometry makes usa of the formalism of pro
jectively flat equiaffine connections and affine immersions. For a non
degenerate surface M 2 in IR p3 we first discuss the choice of (D, co, ~)

satisfying a number of conditions. where D is an affine connection
belonging to the projective structure of IR p3, ro a D-parallel volume
element and ~ a transversal vector field to M 2. .

If the Fubini-Pick invariant is non-vanishing, we have a unique choice
of such (D, oo,~) for which the Fubini-Pick invariant is equal ta a given
nonzero constant, say, 2. We then find an orthonormal frame field
{X l' X2 } relative to which the cubic form is simplified. If M 2 is locally
projectively homogeneous, the Christoffel symbols for V and the com
ponents of S relative to {X l' Xi} are all constants. Sy the equations of
Gauß and Codazzi we determine all possible values of these constants.
Integrating the resulting systems we obtain all the surfaces in
question.
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B.Opozde:

Affine locallv symmetrie surfaces in IR J.

Let f:M --+ lR 3 be a conneeted oriented non-degenerate surface and let V
be the induced Blaschke eonnection. The surface is called locally
symmetrie it V R =0. Affine loeally symmetrie surfaces with affine
shape operator S of rank 1 are classified as folIows.

1) If S2=0, then every point has local coordinates (u, v) such that for

u=~,v=~: Vuu=VuV=O, VvV=uU; -
OU dv •

h(U,U) = 0, h(V,V) = k(v), h(U,V) = E (nonzero constant);

S(U) = 0, S(V) =1- u .
E

2} If S is diagonalizable, then every point has locol coordinates (u,v)

such that: VuU = ( log 'If~ U, VuV =( log V~ V, VvV =- E}E2 ( log v)u U ;

h(U,U) =E} 'If, h(V,V) = E2 'Jf, h(U,V) =0 ;

S(U) = 'Jr 1 U, S(V) =0 ,

where 'I'='Jf(u,v) is a positive solution of:

EI 'Jfu u + E2 'Jfv v =- 'If, where EI, E2 = ±1.

u. PinkelI:

Affine plane curves and the KdV-eguation

It is shown that the KdV-equation
p"t

p=-2- 3ppt

arises naturally trom a certain tlow on the space M of elosed star
shaped curves in IR 2 with volume 1t. This tlaw, given by

. pt I

Y=-2: Y- PY ,

where p is the central affine curvature, can be mativated as fellows:
M carries a canonieal symprectic ferm (J) and the above flow comes trom
the Hamiltonian

•

----~--- -- - --
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J - F. Podesta:

Projective automorphisms of bounded stronglv convex domains

We have studied the group of all projective transformations of a
bounded strongly convex domain Oe lR n, proving a fixed-point theorem:
If r is any subgroup of projective automorphisms such that one orbit of
r through same point XoEn is relatively compact in n, then r has a fixed
point in Q.

When the boundary of n is smooth we could give same upper bounds for
the dimension of the automorphisms group, using same results in the
theory of projective hypersurfaces.

u. Simon:

Connections and global uniaueness

In part I of the lecture we give a structural set-up to the relative dif
ferential geometry of hypersurfaces, discussing equivalent approaches

.to the theory. In part 11 we give characterizations of special relative
normalization corresponding to special transformation groups (Eucli
dean, equiaffine, centroaffine).
In part 111 we prove global rasutts of the following type:

THEOREM .1: Let x,x#:M--+A3 be ovaloids with relative normalizations {Y,y}
.and {Y# ,y#} (Y cono'rmal. y relative normal). Assume that the
connections induced from y, Y#f resp., coincide: V(y)=V(y#), and that
the volumes of the relative metries coincide: (0=(0#. Then {x,Y,y} and
{x#,y#,y#} are affinely equivalent.

THEOREM 2: Let x,x# be as above and assume that the dual connections
coincide: V*(Y)=v*(y#). If 0)=(0# (as above), then the tripels {x,Y,y}
and {x#,y#,y#} are affinely equivalent.

EQUIAFFINE COROLLARIES: One can drop the assumptions about (0=00#.

EUCLIDEAN COROLLARIES: Results of Liebmann - Cohn-Vossen and
Minkowski.

A relative version of Grove's theorem is given. The results are dis
cussed in terms of statistical manifolds (see Kurose).
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E. Teufel:

Kinematic contact formulas in the equiaffine geometry

In the seventies P. McMullen, W. J. Firey, R. Schneider, W. Weil studied.
kinematic contact measures and kinematic contact formulas for convex
bodies in euclidean spaces. Two years ago we investigated kinematic
contact situations for smooth submanifolds in Riemannian spaces of
constant curvature. Today we prove analogous results for same kine
matic contact situations in the equiaffine geometry:
Given two curves in the real equiaffine plane, we define a contact
measure on the subset consisting of those affinities, which cause e
third-order contact between the fixed and the transformed curve. A
kinematic formula expresses this contact measure in terms of affine
length and affine curvatures of the given curves.
Parallel supporting planes of closed convex surfaces in affine spaees
are treated in a similar way.

L. Uerstraelen:

Closed affine curves of finite type

Let x:Mn~lEm be an isometrie immersion of a Riemannian manifold Mn in
a Euclidean space lE m. Let

(*) x =: Xo + L Xt , .1Xt = AtXt ,

l

be the spectral decomposition of the position vector field x with re-
spect to the Laplaee operator 6 of Mn. Then Mn is said to be a submani
fold of finite type (FT) if L in (*) is finite. Otherwise Mn is said to be a
submanifold of infinite type (00 T). A FT submanifold is said to be of k
type (ke N) when 1: in (*) contains exactly k nonzero terms X t which be-
lang to distinct eigenvalues At" For closed curves of FT in JE m this spec- e
tral decomposition is nothing but its Fourier series expansion with
respect to the arclength. A survey was given of examples of FT curves
in JE m and of their properties. Similarly, a closed curve in affine space
Amis said to be of FT, in particular of kT, when its Fourier series with
respect to the affine arelength is finite, in partieular when it contains
exactly k different arguments in its sinus- and eosinus-terms appea-
ring in it.
Partly in analogy with the situation in Euclidean spaces, but also
significantly different with it, is the following classification result of
the closed affine curves of FT in affine spaces.
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THEOREM: For every ke N there exist kT closed curves Iying fully in 1\\ 2k

and which are affinely equivalent to a closed W-curve of rank 2k in lE 2k .

Moreover, these are the only closed affine curves of finite type.
A submanifold x:Mn--+ JE m is said to be of restricted type (RT) if and only
it tor ~very tangent X at any point of Mn: A HX = (AX)~ for a fixed endo
morphism Ae 1R mxm, where AH is the Weingarten map of Mn with respect
to the mean curvature vector field Hand ( )T denotes the tangential
component of (). The full classification of hypersurfaces of RT in
Euclidean space was discussed, including in particular the Euclidean
planar curve of RT.
It is hoped that this talk might lead to a systematic study of FT and of
RT submanifolds in affine .spaces.

K. Uoss:

Variation of Curvature Integrals

Far a hypersurface X:Mm~ lR m+1 in equiaffine space the curvature inte
grals C v = I Hv dA (0 S v sm) are considered, Sv being the elementary
symmetrie functions of the affine principle curvatures. Formulas for
the first variations of the Sv are derived in a simple manner. The ease
v =0 (So=l) has been known tor a long time; the formulas for v ~ 1 have
first been found by Li, An-Min in 1988. .
It is shown, why there appear rather eomplicated additional terms
(eoming from the variation of the affine normal), whieh are zero in
Euclidean case.

l. Uroncken:

Affine spheres with constant seetional curvature and related results

The study of affine spheres with eonstant sectional eurvature metric
started several years ago by, amongst others, A.-M. Li, G. Penn, M. Magid,
P. Ryan and U. Simon. They obtain a complete classification af surfaees
in IR 3 which satisfy the above eonditions.
In the roeally strongly convex ease, i. e. in the ease that the affine ma
trie is positive definite, hypersurfaces satisfying the above conditions
were determined by A.-M. Li, U. Simon and the authar as folIows:
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THEOREM: Let Mn be a locally strongly convex affine hypersphere in IR 0+1

with constant sectional curvature. Then M is an open part of a quadric
or M is affine equivalent with Xl X2 ... Xn+l = 1 .

However, so far, little is known about affine hypersurfaces with con
stant sectional curvature which are not affine hyperspheres. In the
special case that the hypersurface is flat and quasi-umbilical (i. e. the
affine shape operator S has an eigenvalue' of dimension (n-l)), we
obtain:

THEOREM: Let Mn, n~3, be a locally strongly convex, quasi-umbilical
hypersurface in lR n+1 which is 11at with respect to the affine metric.
Then M is affine equivalent with one of the folfowing hypersurfaces:

•
(i)

( i i)

( i i i )

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

R. Walter:

the elliptic paraboloid,

XI X2 ••. Xn+I = 1 ,

Xl =rcosh-~ (n+l)v dv, X2 ••• Xn+l =cosh~ (n+l)u ,

Xl =rsinh-~ (n+l)v dv, X2 •.• Xn+l =sinhn:, (n+l)u ,

x(u}t .~. , u n) =(uJ, U2UJ, ••• , UnU}, l.(t Ui2 ) UI + ---D±.L- UI 2n+3) ,
2 i=2 2(2n+3)

I
r - n L

XI = s(ks-n+c);;:t ds, X22+ ... +Xn+12=r2(krn+c)n+l.

Compact centroaffjne spheres of codimension 2

First, there is given another characterization of the Lopsic normal in
central affine differential geometry of codimension 2 which reveals its
invariance under the full linear group. Then,. as the main result, the
following global theorem is proven: Any centroaffine sphere x:Mm~ym+2

with compact parameter manifold M m embeds M m as an rn-dimensional
ellipsoid in an affine hyperplane of the vector space ym+2.
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c. P. Wong:

Loeal theory of affine 2-spheres in IR a

This is a joint work with U. Simon. We study the local theory of non
degenerate affine 2-spheres using complex representations. In parti-
eular. we prove the following results: .
Far any affine 2-sphere there exists an assoeiate 1-parameter family
with the property that all affine spheres of this. family have the same
Blaschke metric and eo·nstant equiaffine mean curvature. The metric of
an affine sphere admits at most two different constant values for the
mean curvature.
We also study the ease where the Riemannian metric on a simply
eonnec-ted surface can be realized as the Blaschke metric of an affine
sphere. We prove that an affine 2-sphere is uniquely determined by the
diffe-rence of the two induced connections.
Finalily we give a PDE whose solutions give all affine 2-spheres in IR 3.

Berichter: Christine Scharlach
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[on jectures find open problems

The Conference Proceedings [Ed: U. Simon, Affine Differentialgeometrie,
Proc. Conf. Math. Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, 1986, Druck Birkhäu
ser Basel, Vertrieb TU Berlin, ISBN 3 7983 1192 7, 1988] from 1986
contain on pp. 192 - 198 a list of "Conjectures and Open Problems". In
Part I we give a short survey about the solutions with respect to this,
and add in Part 11 new conjectures and problems.

Problem 1 (Leichtweiß): See Leichtweiß' lecture at this conference.· •

Problem 2 (Svec): An ovaloid contains at least 6 points (counting multi
plicities) with vanishing Pick invariant. (See Wang, Some Examples
of Comple~e Hyperbolie Affin 2-Spheres in IR 3, Proc. Conference
Diff. Geom. Global Analysis, TU Berlin 1989.)

Problem 7 (Voss): See the lecture of K. Voss at this eonference.

Problem 9 (The affine Bernstein problem): Progress is made, but here is
no final solution of the problem. See the following papers:

(a) E. Calabi: Convex affine maximal surfaces, Conference Procee
dings 1986, 199 - 223.

(b) E. Calabi: Affine differential geometry and holomorphic curves,
Preprint Univ. Pennsylvania 1988.

(c) E. Calabi: On affine maximal surfaces, to appear.

(d) A.-M. Li: Some Theorems in Affine Differential Geometry, Acta
Math. Sinica. N. S. 5 (1989), 345 - 354.

(e) A.-M. Li: Affine Maximal Surface and Harmonie Functions, Lec. •
Notes in Math. 1369 (1988), 142 - 151.

(f) A. Martinez, F. Milan: On the Affine Bernstein ·Problem, Geom.
Dedicata, to appear.

(9) A. V. Pogorelov: Complete affine-minimal hypersurfaces, Soviet
Math. Dokl. 38 (1989), 217 - 219.

(h) C. M. Yau: Affine conormal of convex hypersurfaces, Proc. AMS
106 (1989), 465 - 470.
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Part 11:

Problem 1 (F. Dillen): Classify equiaffine homogeneous hypersurfaces.

Problem 2 (F. Dillen): Find examples of (non convex) affine spheres with
constant sectional ~urvature different fram the ones given by
Magid (see his lecture).

Problem 3 (A.-M. Li): Conjecture: Let M be an Euclidean complete, local
Iy strang convex, affine maximal hypersurtace in A "+1 with

A.t 2 + A.22 + Än2 < N,
where At, ... , A.n are principal affine curvatures and N is a constant,
then M is a paraboloid. (This is true' for n=2. A similar result tor
n=2 and affine complete case was obtained by A. Martinez - F.
Milan)

Problem 4 (A.-M. Li): Conjecture: Let M be an ovaloid in A"+l. It the Pick
invariant J=constant everywhere, then M is an ellipsoid. (This is
true tor n=2.)

Problem 5 (A.-M. Li): For an ovaloid M in A"+l: Give a lower bound tor the
number of points where J=O? The solution is known for n=2. (See
Svec's problem No. 2 in 1986.)

,Problem 6 (M. Magid): Are affine hyperspheres with J*O and constant
affine sectional curvature always members of the following

farn i lies: (Xt2 ± Yt 2) ... (xm2 ± Ym2) z = 1

or (Xt2 ± Y12) ...(xm2 ± Ym2) = 1 .

Problem 7 (A. Martinez): Classify affine complete surfaces in A 3 with
flat affine metric.

Problem 8 (A. Martinez): Classify surfaces in A 3 with constant affine
mean curvature Hand constant affine curvature 1<:, 1C = H/3 * O.

Problem 9 (L. Vrancken): 00 there exist locally strong-Iy convex, Ilat
(with respect to the equiaffine metric) affine hypersurfaces in
~ "+1 which have constant affine mean curvature but which are not
affine spheres? (dirn M > 2; for n=2 see Martinez' lecture and
Vrancken: Affine surfaces with constant affine curvature metric.
Part I. The positive curvature case. Math. Nachrichten, to appear)
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I "formation about recent Dublicetions ot oorticioonts. in Dorticular
contrjbutjons to tbe conference whicb alreody opoeared (are jn
orint/submittedl in other journals

Bokan. N., Nomizu. K. and U. Siman: Affine hypersurfaces with parallel
cubic form. Tohoku Math. J. 42 (1990), 101 - 108.

Deszcz, R.: Certain curvature characterizations of affine hypersurfaces,
Colloquium Math., in print.

Dillen, F. and L. Vrancken: 3-dimensional hypersurfaces of IR 3 with ~

parallel cubic form, submitted. _

Heil. E.: There are ovaloids without vertices, to appear.

Kozlowski, M.: Some improper affine spheres in A3 , Proceedings
Conference TU Berlin, June 1990, to appear.

Lutwak, E.: Selected affine isoperimetrie inequalities. A survey article,
to appear.

Martinez l A. and F. Milan: On affine-maximal rured surfaces, to appear.

Simen, U.: Lecal classification of 2-dimensional spheres with constant
curvature metric, Differential Geometry and its Applications
(Brno), vol. 1 (1991). to appear; Elsevier Publ. (North Holland)

Simon, U. and C.-P. Wang: Local theory of affine 2-spheres. submitted.

Simen, U.: Global uniqueness for ovaloids in Euclidean and affine
differential geometry t submitted.

Simon, U. and V. Oliker: Affine geometry and polar hypersurfaces, to
appear.

Teufel, E.: Kinematische Berührung im Äquiaffinen, Geom. Ded. 33
(1990), 317 - 323.

Vrancken, L., A.-M. Li and U. Simon: Affine spheres with constant
sectional curvature, Math. Zeitschrift t to appear.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH .

Tagungsber cht 8/1991

Experimentelle, insbesondere computergraphische Methoden
in der Mathematik

17.2. bis 23.2.1991

Die computergraphische Visualisierung mathematischer Objekte und Zusammenhänge,
sowie die Verwendung experimenteller Methoden, haben in den letzten Jahren einen
ständig wachsenden Raum in der Entwicklung mathematischer Theorien eingenom
men. Vom 17.2. bis zum 23.2.1991' fand im Mathematischen Institut Oberwolfach die
erste Tagung zu diesem Thema unter der Leitung von Prof. Dr. Heinz-Otto Peitgen
(Bremen) und Prof. Dr. Ulrich Pinkall (Berlin) statt.
Eine große Anzahl verschiedener Themen wurde im Verlauf der Tagung dargestellt und
diskutiert. Sie fielen im wesentlichen in die Gebiete Differentialgeometrie, Computa
tional Geometry, Dynamische Systeme und Numerik. Computer Graphik, als mathe
matisches Werkzeug, war das verbindende Element dieser Vielzahl von Problemstel
lungen. Es wurde einerseit~ über neue mathematische Ergebnisse berichtet, und an
dererseits wurden Algorithmen und Softwarepakete vorgestellt, die eigens entwickelt
wurden, um Mathematik zu visualisieren.
In zwei abendlichen Diskussionsrunden wurden Erfahrungen über die Arbeit am Com
puter ausgetauscht. Zusammenarbeit mit InformatikerInnen gibt es bis jetzt kaum, da
sich die Informatik in der Regel nicht mit den auf der Tagung thematisierten Proble
men auseinandersetzt. Visualisierungswerkzeuge für Mathematik werden bis jetzt aus
schließlich von MathematikerInnen entwickelt. Die in Oberwolfach zusammengetrof
fenen Forschungsgruppen beschloßen die Gründung einer Fachgruppe "Experimentelle
Methoden in der Mathematik" im Rahmen der DMV und der GI anzustreben, die sich
nicht nur auf die Tagungsteilnehmer beschränken soll.
Im Rahmen eines Film- und Dia-Abends wurden besondere Highlights der Computer
graphik mehrerer Forschungsgruppen gezeigt.



Computer Visualization as a MathemcLtical Tool wird im Anhang des David 11 reportsl,
als eines von 27 besonders herausgehobenen Gebieten der Mathematik, die in der
Zukunft besonders gefördert werden sollen, angesprochen. In der Begründung wird
ausdrücklich auf die Schlüsselrolle der Computergraphik für die Theorie von Mini
malflächen hingewiesen. Komplexe Probleme, die früher als nicht lösbar erschienen,
konnten aufgrund von neuen, durch Computergraphik gewonnenen Einsichten ganz
oder teilweise gelöst werden.

Vortragsauszüge

W. BARTH:

Algebraische Flächen auf dem IBM-PC

Es wurden Bilder algebraischer Flächen vom Grad drei, vier und sechs gezeigt, die
auf einem IBM-pe mit Standard-VGA-Karte berechnet worden waren. Die Rechen
methode bestand in einer pixel-orientierten Berechnung der Farbwerte. Bei der An
fertigung von Computerbildern algebraischer Flächen spielen folgende Probleme eine
wichtige Rolle:

In einem vorgegebenen Intervall muß die kleinste Nullstelle eines Polynoms gefunden
werden. Was ist hierfür die effizienteste Methode?
Algebraische Flächen, vor allem solche höheren Grades, bestehen hä.ufig aus ineinan
derliegenden Schalen. Wie kann man dies graphisch darstellen?
Algorithmen zum Erkennen von Singularitäten, Umrißkurven, auf der Fläche liegen
den Geraden, Zusammenhangskomponenten wären nützlich.
Durch bewegte Bilder (Film) könnte sich die Anschaulichkleit wesentlic~ erhöhen
lassen.

O. DELGADO:

Algorithms for Constructing Periodic Tilings

It has been shown that tilings of the plane with cristallographic symmetry groups r
can be efficiently coded by so-called Delaney-Dress-Symbols. (D-symbols for short).
The D-symbol of a tiling T is essentially the image of the barycentric structure of
Tunder the Mapping lEz

-+ lEz/r , together with branching information. A computer
program called RepTiles has been written that for any appropriate D-symbol constructs
and draws a corresponding tiling in the euclidean plane. A similar program exists for
hyperbolic and spherical cases (K. Westphal). The algorithm of RepTiles works by

1Renewing U.S. Mathematics, A Plan for the i990s, Notices of the ACM, October 1990, pp. 984
1004
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cutting and unfolding the D-symbol to a graph that represents a fundamental domain
of r in the encoded tiling, thus splitting the whole construction into a global and a
local part.

R. L. DEVANEY:

Computer Experiments and Dynamies of Transcendenta1 Functions

We present computer graphics experiments and related mathematical ideas regarding
the dynamics of entire, transcendental functions of the complex plane. We descuss
explosions of Julia sets, Cantor bouquets, and homoclinic bifurcati?ns.

A. DRESS:

Pflasterungen

Mittels der baryzentrischen Unterteilung von Pflasterungen läßt sich jeder ä-quivarian
ten Pflasterungen einer einfach zusammenhängenden n-dimensionalen MaJ;lnigfaltigkeit
ein durch eine En-Menge V parametrisiertes System von Coxeter-Matrizen zuordnen
(wobei En die durch n + 1 Involutionen frei erzeugte Coxeter-Grtippe bezeichnet),
welches die Pflasterung bis auf äquivariante Homeomorphie eindeutig festlegt. Anwen
dungen dieses Sachverhaltes in der Dimension 2 erlauben die automatische Generierung
und graphische Darstellung solcher Pflasterungen (5. Vorträge von D. Rusan und O.
Delgado).

G. DZIUK:

Mean Curvature Flow

The gradient flow of the area functional is the flow of a surface in normal direction with
the velocity given by the mean curvature. In general, singularities appear after some
time. They do not appear for example if the initial surface is convex (G. Huisken). Here
the surface shrinks down to a round point. A numerical algorithm is presented which

• decouples this nonlinear problem into aseries of linear elliptic problems on aseries
of surfaces. Thus we have to deal with a moving grid. In order to improve the grid,
the "conformal energy" is minirnized (J. Hutchinson). This amounts to calculating a
conforma1 reparametrization of a given surface.

D. RUSON:

Automatische Erzeugung und Klassifikation periodischer Pflasterungen

Jeder periodischen Pflasterung kann ein Delaney-Dress Symbol so zugeordnet. werden,
daß gilt: je zwei periodische Pflasterungen sind genau dann äquivalent, wenn die zuge-

3



ordneten Delaney-Dress Symbole isomorph sind. Diese Symbole sind endliche, gefärbte
Graphen, auf deren Knoten gewisse Funktionen definiert sind. Sie können per Com
puter erzeugt und bearbeitet werden. Die Delan.ey-Dress Symbole 2-dimensionaler
Pflasteruitgen sind durch die Krümmungsformel genau gekennzeichnet. Durch Com
puterprogramme sind eine Vielzahl von Klassifikationsproblemen bezüglich 2- und 3
dimensionaler Pflasterungen bereits gelöst worden. Auch existiert nun ein Compu
terprogramm Rep Tiles (Autor O. Delgado), welches bei Eingabe eines Delaney-Dress
Symbols als Ausgabe eine entsprechende 2-dimensionale Pflasterung zeichnet.

M. JÜNGER:

On Geometrie Duality in Combinatorial Optimization

We consider geometrie versions of combinatorial optimization problems such as mini
mum length perfect matehing, minimum length spanning tree, minimum length Hamil
tonian cycle on n points in the Euclidian plane. It turns out that the linear program
ming duals of the first two problems have nice geometrie interpretations as nonover
lapping paekings of dises and moats in the plane. Using an O(n log n) heuristic, we
show how good prima! and dual solutions of the Euclidian perfect matching problem
ean be eomputed very· quiekly, so that not only feasible solutions but also individual
quality guarantees are obtained. We give eomputational results on random and real
world problem instanees. This talk is based on joint work with W.R. Pulleyblank, IBM
·Research, Yorktown Heights, New York.

B. KUGELMANN:

Computer Graphie in Nonlinear Optimal Control
(Joint work with U. Leiner, M. Kiehl, H.J. Peseh.)

••

Computer graphie considerably supports the seareh for solutions of nonlinear optimal
control problems in various points: When using indirect methods, series of multipoint
boundary-value problems have to be solved during the solution process. If these optimal
solutions are computed by the efficient and highly accurate multiple shooting method,
the partition of the interval on which the boundary-value problems are defined, is a •
crucial point for the eonvergenee of that method. Finding an appropriate partitioning
can be made easier by means of computer graphies to make convergence possible or,
at le~t, to speed-up the eonvergence. Moreover, the different multipoint-boundary-
value problems, which arise during the homotopy runs, are distinguished by different
switching struetures, i.,e., the sequences of uneonstrained and constrained subarcs for
an optimal solution. A good knowledge of the switching struetures to be expected
is also of utmost importance for the numerical solution of optimal control problems.
The point of homotopy where the structure changes can be determined much easier by
means of computer graphics. Finally, computer graphics is not only a tool in the search
for solutions but also in the visualization and presentation of the results. Especially,



if these optimal solutions are to be realized in practice, e.g., for optimal trajectories
of space vehicles, the corridor of successful controllability can be vividly described by
means of computer graphics. This will be shown in a 3 min. computer film.

H.-G. PEITGEN:

From Local Divisibility to Global Patterns in Pascal's Triangle

Let p be a prime and T be a natural number. Then define

Spr = {(n, k) : ( n 1k) is not divisible by pT}.

It has long been observed that Sp'" has self-similarity features and carries fractal pat
terns. Using early results {rom E.E. Kummer, 1852, we design a hierarchical iterated
function system with unique fractal attractor which characterizes an appropriate ge
ometrical model of Sp'" given by a renormaliza.tion procedure. The results are joined
work with F.v. Haeseler and G. Skordev.

U. PINKALL:

Discrete Surfaces and Lattice Solitons

Discrete surfaces with "Constant Gaussian Curvature K = -1" are defined as maps
f : Z2 --+ ]R3 (Z2 = square lattice graph) with the following two properties:

1) All edges have length 1.·
2) All four edges at a vertex are coplanar.

Just a.s the theory of continuous I<-surfaces leads to the Sine-Oordon-equation Wut! =
sin w, the discrete theory comes down to a difference equation for a· function W :

Z2 -+ SI. As the Sine-Gordon equation, this difference equation describes a completely
integrable Hamiltonian system.

• K. POLTHIER:

Construction oi Minimal Surfaces

In this talk we gave a few ideas on how we used computer graphics in the construction
of differential geometrie surfaces. Dur tools weremainly developed for the computation
and visualization of minimal surfaces but they can be applied to an arbitrary polygonal
dataset.
With the word "construction" we want to emphasize the interactive component during
the computation process, more precisely:

5



continuous graphical control of all computed functions during the computatioD;
possibility of interrupting the numerieal process and graphically debugging the eom
puted data and the program;
manipulate the eomputed geometrie data at the screen in different ways.

N. QUIEN:

Reconstruction of Surfaces from 2D-Data

Given a triangulation in the (x, y)-plane, a set of straight lines crossing the plane in the
nodes of the triangulation, and vector fields along these lines, we consider the problem:
Find a. polygonal surfaee whose normals fit in these vector fields. We give an existence"
and uniqueness result and solve the problem numerieally by minimizing a funetional
of least square type on a parallel transputer system. The result can be applied to the
measurement of the shape of the human cornea.

M. RUMPF:

Objektorientierte Numerik und Grafik

Die Visualisierung der Lösungen partieller Differentialgleichungen und Bereitstellung
von grafischer und numerischer Unterstützung zu ihrer Behandlung wurden am SFB
256 in Bonn in einen objektorientierten Ansatz eing~bettet. Dieser ist besonders
geeignet ein hohes Maß an Interationsfähigkeit, Programmeffizienz und Probleman
passung zu gewährleisten. Die zugrundeliegendeKonzeption und die Resultate und
Algorithmen im Bereich differentialgeometrischer und insbesondere'kontinuumsmech
anischer Aufgabenstellungen sollen zur Sprache kommen. (Vortrag + Dias + Film)

T. SAUER:

Multivariate Bernstein Polynomials and Convexity

It is weIl known that the univariate Bernstein polynomial

preserves many geometrie properties of the function /, especially eonvexity. This does
not remain valid in two or more variables. To overcome this, we introduce two varia
tions of convexity, one stronger, ealled polyhedral convexity, one weaker, called axial
eonvexity. In fact, these properties are preserved by Bernstein polynomials and coin
eide with the classical notion in the univariate case. Moreover, some results are listed
that can be eoncluded from 'polyhedral and ·axial eonvexity.
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D. SAUPE:

Computer Graphics for Aigebraic Surfaces

Raytracing is one method to generate a color display of a shaded algebraic surface in
]R3. This approach allows to include shadows, reflections and refraction. The central
operation in the algorithm is as folIows. Denote by F(x, y, z) a polynomial specifying
the algebraic surface, and by I : [0,00) ~ ]R3 a ray originating at ,(0) (e.g. the view
point). Then one must compute the smallest positive root of F* = F 0 ,. There exist
three methods for root separation: Sturm sequences, a method using differentiation,
and a method due to Collins and Loos, which is based on Descartes rule of sign.

a All of them require knowledge of the polynomial coefficients of F*, which are given .
- only implicitly. We discuss computation of these coefficients, and the root separation

techniques. Examples are shown: some cubic and quartic surfaces, Boy's surface, and
Lawson 's Klein bottle.

D. SAUPE:

Rendering Methods for Iterated Function Systems

An Iterated Function System (IFS) is defined as a finite set F = {F1... , FN } of trans
formations Fi : X ~ X , where X is a complete metric space with distance funtion d,
and where all Fi , i = 1, ... , N are strict contractions. Here only affine transformations
are considered. There exists a unique compact set A, called the attractor, satisfying

'N

A = UFi(A).
, 1

Moreover, given a set of probabilities Pi, i = 1, ... , N, LPi = 1, there is an invariant
measure J.L with support A satisfying

N

P. = LPipFi-
1

•

1

eThe rendering process consists of the generation of a field of data using an IFS and
its visualization using computer graphics. Two groups of methods are presented: 1.
Rendering of the attractor A and the invariant measure. 2. Rendering of the comple
ment of the attractor A. There are three approaches, namely methods representing
Euclidean distan~e from A; repelling methods, computing the escape time of a point
from A; and methods using (electrostatic) potential fUßctions of the attractor. The
last of these methods calculates integrals with respect to the invariant measure. An.
algorithm which generates an approximation of such integrals with prescribed tol~r

anee is presented. This provi.des an alternatiye to the usual approach based on Elton's
Ergodic Theorem and time averages of trajectories generated by the chaos game, where
no error bound is available.

7



A. SCHMIDT:

Numerical Treatment and Graphie Display cf the Mean Curvature Flow of
3-dimensional Manifolds in IR4 .

During the last years, several methods for numerieal mean eurvature flow of (immersed)
hypersurfaces of IR3 have beeJl proposed (K. Brakke; G. Dziuk; Evans + Spruck).
Based on the transformation of the nonlinear equation x = - H (x )n(x) to a linear
equation on a manifold for each time step, a finite element method for the higher
dimensional problem will be presented. It works on a piecewise linear approximation
of the manifold by tetrahedra. Numerical results of the method are presented for some
examples. Visualization of the results is a problem per se. We need special methods
for understanding and imagination of these surfaces and their behaviour in time. Up
to now, we use intersections of the 3-.manifold with various hyperplanes of ]R4 and
visualize the slices just like a surface in lR3 . .

K.-D. SEMMLER:

Computer for Riemann Surfaces

We used computers in spectral theory of Riemann Surfaces in three problems with
variable success: To study the spectrum of the Laplacian on Riemann surfaces, we

. need a numerical analysis for periodic boundary conditions given by a Fuchsian group.
We could not find this already done, but failed in developing a corresponding too1.
Still we got some insight and P. Schmutz was able to prove a result by hand. To study
the length spectrum we drew part of the spectrum on the screen,and varying the
parameters we could learn to distinguish the essential behaviour of the spectrum. By
changing parameters we got evidence how to prove the result.
Theorem: There are no isospectral one holed tori.
We used the computer to find low genus isospectral surfaces. (P.B~ser)

I. STERLING:

Willmore Surfaces and Computer

Critical points of t~e Willore integral W(f):= f H 2dA were surveyed:1M2
For M2 = 52: classified by Bryant.
For M2 = lRp2: classified by Bryant.
For M2 = T2: partial classification via soliton geometry.
For M2 = Klein bottle: Lawson's Klein bottle is the conjectured absolute minimum.
For M2 = M 29 = genus > 2 (and oriented): Lawson's examples are the conjectured

(by Kuarrer) to be the absolute minima in this genus. Other examples due
to Kareher, Pinkall and S. exist.

Computer pict"ures of all the above were shown.
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E.-H. TJADEN:

Elastische Raumkurven

Gerahmte elastische Raumkurven sind Extremale des Funktionals

(1\,= Krümmung, T= Torsion des begleitenden orthonormalen Rahmens, c = Lagrange
multiplikator zur Lä.ngenkontrolle). Bis auf Skalierung des umgebenden Raumes ist die
Parameterwelt für diese Kurven dreidimensional. Mit Hilfe der Computergrafik wird
die Gesamtheit der elastischen Kurven effizient und begreifbat durchforstet.

A. WIERSE:

Objektorientierte Programmierung in GRAPE

Am SFB 256 der Universität Bonn wurde eine Grafikprogrammierumgebung geschaf
fen, die es vereinfacht, Ergebnisse numerischer Berechnungen zu visualisieren. Ziel des
Vortrages war, das zugrundeliegende Konzept darzustellen, mit dem die vielfältigen
Probleme, die bei der Aufbereitung, Verarbeitung und Arbeit mit den Daten auftreten,
"gelöst wurden. Eingegangen wurde auf die Objektorientiertheit der Programmierumge
bung, die auf sehr einfache Weise die Aufnahme der natürlichen Datenstrukturen in ein
hierarchisches Konzept ermöglicht. "Ein weiterer Aspekt bestand in der Realisierung
der Geräteunabhängigkeit der Programmierumgebung.

C. ZAHLTEN:

Piecewise Linear Approximation of Isovalued Surfa~es

Continuation methods provide a frame for the efficient approximation of isovalued sur
faces in 3D space. We are discussing two related algorithms in this field. The first one
is based on subdividing space into cubes, while the second one uses a triangulation
approach. The algorithms determine all cubes (or simplices) intersecting the surface
and then generate an oriented polygonal approximation. Comparison shows, that the
cube approach takes less time and memory. The resulting surfaces have different prop
erties concerning symmetry and connectedness. For demonstration and comparison we
use one fractal and some smooth surfaces. These surfaces are implicitely defined by_a
fu~ction, hut it is also possible to apply both methods to 3D volume data.

Berichterstatterin: C. Zahlten
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 9/1991

•

Krel'n spaces and applications to differential operators

17.2. bis 23.2.1991

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H. Langer (Regensburg), R. Mennicken (Regensburg)
und J. Rovnyak (Charlottesville, Va.) statt; es nahmen 24 Mathematiker aus 11 Ländern
teil. Die Vorträge behandelten Fragen zur Operatortheorie in KreIn-Räumen und deren
Anwendungen in der Analysis, z.B. in der Spektraltheorie von Differentialoperatoren, in
der Theorie der speziellen Funktionen, bei der Nullstellenbestimmung für Matrixpolynome
und auf das Fortsetzungsproblem für positiv-definite Funktionen.

In einer Reihe von Vorträgen standen Colligations (oder, äquivalent, Julia-Operatoren
oder Elementary Rotations) im Mittelpunkt. Dieser ursprünglich aus der Systemtheo
rie stammende Begriff fand durch Untersuchungen der letzten Jahre (zum Teil noch
unveröffentlicht) seine natürliche Formulierung in Kreln-Räumen. In einigen Vorträgen
wurde auch der Zusammenhang zur Complementation Theory und zu Randwertaufgaben
für gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen hergestellt.

Hervorzuheben ist ein Vortrag von J. Rovnyak (für die Teilnehmer der beiden gleichzeitig
in Oberwolfach abgehaltenen Tagungen) über die von L. de Branges entwickelten Metho
den (Hilbert-Räume und Krein-Räume ganzer Fu~ktionen, Entwicklungen nach speziellen
Funktionen als Eigenfunktionsentwicklungen), die bei seinem Beweis der Bieberbachschen
Vermutung eine Rolle spielten und die auch mit der Riemannschen Vermutung im Zu
sammenhang zu stehen scheinen.

Durch die Vielfalt der Vorträge und intensive Diskussionen in kleineren Kreisen ergab sich
eine große Reihe von Anregungen, die die künftige Arbeit der Tagungsteilnehmer fruchtbar
beeinflussen werden. Die Tagungsleiter sind der Meinung, daß das ursprüngliche Ziel,
Mathematike~ verschiedener Arbeitsrichtungen zusammenzuführen, voll erreicht wurde.
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Vortragsauszüge

D. Alpay:

Some constructions of reproducing kernet Kreln spaces and reproducing kernet
Hilbert spaces of pairs.

By a result of L. Schwartz, the one-to-one correspondence between positive functions 1

and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces extends to a surjective correspondance between
differences of positive functions and reproducing kernel Kreln spaces. It is in ge~eral dif
ficuIt to decide if a given function can be written a.s a difference of two positive functionsa
and in tbe talk we will present some criteria in terms of continuity and analyticity. •
If one replaces the difference of positive functions by a linear combination of such func
tions, one obtains a surjective correspondance with "Hilbert spaces of pairs" with repro
ducing kernel. These objects are, roughly speaking, pairs of Hilbert spaces endowed with
a sesquilinear form and admitting a left and a right reproducing kernel. Precise definition
will be given during the talk as weIl as applications to a "non-hermitian" Schur algorithm.

T. Ja. Azizov:

Some applications of operator theory in la Krern space to the decidability
problem of nonlinear Hamiltonian systems.

Main theorem: Let 1{ be a finite dimensional Hilbert space, let f( t, x) : [0, w) x 1{ ~ 1i be
a function satisfying the Caratheodory condition, let Ai(t) = Ai(t) (t e [O,w], i = 0,1)
be a strongly measurable bounded operator function in the space 1-{. Suppose:

1) There exists a , > 0 such that for each te [O,w], x, h e 1i we have:

,(h,h) ~ (Ao(t)h,h) ~ (f(t,x + h) - f(t,x),h) ~ (A 1(t)h,h).

{iJ~: + f(t,x) = 0

xeV

2) The numbers of eigenvalues A > 1 of the linear pencils

Lo(.\)u = (i>..Jft +Ao(t»u and

L1('x)u = (i>..Jft + Al(t»U,

where ueV = {ueW~([O,w);1{),u(O) pu(w)} and J H ~ H, J
coincide.

Then the problem

has a unique solution.

•J- 1,

1A function K(A, w) defined for At w in n is positive if E;J=l CiC; K(Wi, Wj) ~ 0 for all choices of
reNtcl1 .. .Cr in C,Wl,""W" in n.

--- ----- --~---------~-
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P. A. Binding

Some variational prineiples, old and new.

Hilbert 's interest in the eonnection between the caleulus of variations and Sturm-Liouville
(SL) theory, together witb the Klein-Bacher tbeory of two--parameter problems, (which
include those of indefinite weight), led Richardson (1910) to give recursive variational
prineiples for tbe left definite SL case. He also eonjeetured (1918) that similar formulae
would hold for eigenvalues of large modulus. Reeent work of several authors has led to
various formulae of tbe type

.A. = max inf a(x}
~ codimS=j-l+d zeS,b(x)=1

for suflieiently large eigenvalues Aj of the self-adjoint problem Ax = ;\ Bx, where a(x) =
(x, Ax) has finitely many negative squares, and b(x) = (x, Bx) is either semidefinite or
indefinite. The "index shift" d is the dimension of an appropriate "spectral" subspace of
(A, B) (e.g. of the operator B-l A if B is 1-1) and j +d is also the number of nonpositive
eigenvalues of A - .AjB. Two-parameter eigencurves form a convenient tool to explain
these results in a unified fashion.

J. Bognar:

Fundamental norms and spectral radius

If T is a continuous linear operator on a Kreln spaee !( then each fundamental decom
position K = K+ + K_ induces a "fundamental norm" p(T) of T. The non-negative
number

q(T) = inf{1!(T) : p a fundamental norm}

is an invariant of T. It is proved that if K has finite dimension and T is symmetrie then
q(T) = r(T), the spectral radius of T. On the other hand, there is a non-symmetrie To
such that q(To} =F r(To).

T. Constantineseu:

Selfadjoint extensions of symmetrie operators.

A method of M.A. Naimark eoneerning selfadjoint extensions of symmetrie operators is
adapted in a nonstationary context and for extending factorizations in indefinite metric
space$.

Applications of this new formulation are given to various completion problems appearing
in lifting of commutants, band extension method and interpolation theory in Kreln spaces.
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B. Curgus:

Krern spaces as completions.

Let (S, [., ·]5) be a Kreln space continuously embedded in a Hilbert space (1t, (., .)1t).
The adjoint of the indusion i : S ~ 11. is a bounded selfadjoint operator in 1t. A
bounded selfadjoint operator S in 1t is the adjoint of the incIusion i : S -t 1t if and
ooly if (S, [., ·]5) is a Kreln space completion of ('R(S), (., ·)5). A natural Kreln space
completion of (R(S), (., ·)s) is ('R.(ISI 1/ 2 ), (., ·)s). This completion is tbe uoique KrelD
space completion of ('R(S), (., ·)s) whicb is continuously embedded in 11. if and only if for
some e > 0 at least one of the intervals (-e, 0), (O,e) is in p(S). Further we use the above
propositions to study Kreln spaces continuously embedded in a Kreln space (A:, [., .]x:).
We give a rather large dass of self~djoint operators A in K:, for which there exists a uniqula
KreiD space (A, [., ·lA) continuously imbedded in K:, such that the adjoint of the inclusio~
i : A -t A: coincides with A. This result extends and unifies some results of de Branges.
We explain how the above results lead to a new proof of de Branges' complementation
theorem in Kreln spaces.

A. Dijksma:

Holomorphic operators between Krern spaces and the number of squares of
associated kerneis.

Report on joint work with Daniel Alpay, Jan van der Ploeg and Henk de Sooo.

. Associated with a holomorphic mapping (} from a neighbourhood of 0 in the open unit
disk to .c(F, (}), the space of bounded linear operators from a KreiD space F to a KrelD
space Q, are three kerneIs:

TS(Z, w) = I - (}(w~(}(z), Tj(Z, w) = I - (J(w~(z)·,
1 - wz 1 - wz

(

( ) B(Wt -8(Zr)
TB z,w w-z

Ss(z, w) = 8(w)-S(z) .
w-z TS(Z, w)

We consider the relation between the negative squares of the three kerneIs: sq- (TS),
Sq_(Tj) and sq-(Ss). .
Fix fundamental decompositions F = F+ ffi F_, Q = Q+ ffi Q_, and write •

8= (::: ::~): (:~) ~ (~~).
Theorem 1. (a) sq-(Ss) < 00 {:} (b) Sq_(TS) < oo,Sq_(Tj) < 00. (a), (b) => {}22 invertible
and the three numhers are equal.

Theorem 2. :F,fJ Pontryagin spaces (dimF_ < oo,dimQ_ < oo),uENu{O}.
(a) sq-(Se) = U {::> (h) sq-(us) = u,dimF_ = dimfJ- {:} (c) sq_(Uj) = u,dimF_ =
dimQ_.
(a), (b), (c) => 622 invertihle.
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A. Dijksma:

Unit8.ry colligations and boundary value problems.

Consider the system of 2n first order differential equations

(1) (
0 -In)In 0 ( Yl(t»)' + H(t) (YI{t») = Iß{t) (YI(t») + ~(t) (fl(t») ,

Y2(t) Y2{t) Y2(t) /2(t)

where, besides other conditions, H(t) = H(t)*, ß(t) ~ 0 on [0,00), toget.her with the
I-dependent boundary condition

(2) 2l(l)YI (0) + ~(l)Y2(O) = 0,

• where 21(/) and !B(l) are certain holomorphic n x n matrix functions on C\R. We assume
that tbe system (1) is limit point at 00 and regular at O. Under some additional conditions,
the problem (1), (2) can be linearized to one of the form Au = Zu + v where A is a
selfadjoint operator in a Kreln space Ji extending the minimal operator S associated
with (1) in L2(li)'. The Cayley transformation Cp(A) defines a unitary colligation from
(R e L2(ß» EI1 ker(S* - ]I) to (R e L2(Ll» Ea ker{S* - p). Its characteristic function
can be expressed in terms of 2(/), ~(l) and the values of the Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient
associated with (1) at the points p and"ji. This formula gives a 1 - 1 correspond~nce

. between (1), (2) and its linearization A.

M. A. Dritschel:

The uniqueness of J ulia operat~rs for continuous linear operators on KrelD
spaces.

Let Te B('H, K,), 'H and K, Kreln spaces. A Julia operator is a continuous linear transfor

mation U = (l. f) wich is unitary from 1l 6) I5 to Je 6) D. Here jj and D are defect

ope~ators (i.e., jjjj* = 1 :..... T*T and DD* = 1 - TT*, and ker i5 = {O}, ker D = {O}).
We say that the Julia operator U of T is essentially unique if for any other Julia
operator U' there exist continuous KreIn space unitary operators V and W so that

• U' = (~ t) U ( ~ ~). Necessary and sufficent conditions are given for uniqueness.

The proof depends on a careful examinatjon of the properties oe ranges of continuous
operators on Kreln spaces. The connection of this result with extension theorems of the
Parrott type and commutant lifting theorems will also be discussed.

H.-Dym:

On the Hermite theorem for matrix polynomials.

A classical theorem of Hermite identifies the number of r~ots of a polynomial (with no
conjugate pairs of or real roots) with the number of positive eigenvalues of an invertible
Hermitian matrix which is specified in ~erms of the coefficients of the given polynomial.
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In this talk we shall use finite dimensional reproducing kernel Kreln space~ to establish
an analogous theorem for nonsingular, column reduced matrix polynomials which admit
a "reflection".

As applications of this result and of its analogue for the disc (which was obtained earlier
in collaboration with N.J. Young) we shall establish 1) a refined version of the Hermite
theorem for scalar polynomials and 2) a new proof of a theorem of Alpay-Gohberg-Lerer on
the number of roots in the disc of a pair of matrix polynomials associated with an invertible
Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix which is subject to some mild regularity conditions.

B. McEnnis:

Model theory in KreXn spaces.

We consider Hilbert space operators T with spectrum in the closed unit disko When T
is a contraction, models for T can be obtained from its characteristic function by either
modelling the Hilbert space as a reproducing kernel space (the approach of de Branges
and Rovnyak), or by modelling the space of the unitary dilation of T in terms of L2 spaces
(the approach of Sz.-Nagy and Foias).

When non-contractions are eonsidered, the first approach still yields a Hilbert space model
(the reproducing kernel is positive definite), but tbe L2 spaces of the second approach
need to be replaeed with suitably defined Kreln spaces of analytic functions. We will look
at some part~al solutions to the problem of defining these spaces.

M. Faierman:

An applicationof Kre'i'n space theory to a two-parameter eigenvalue problem.

We consider the simultaneous two-parameter systems

(PI(XI)Y~)'+ (AIAI(XI) - A2BI(XI) - Ql(Xl))YI = 0, 0 ~ Xl ~ 1, ,= d/dx}, (1)

YI(O) = YI(I) = 0, (2)

and

(P2(X2)Y~)'+ (-AIA2(Xt) + A2BI(X2) - Q2(X2))Y2 = 0, 0:5 Xl :5 2, ,= d/dx2, . (3)

Y2 (0) = Y2 (1) = 0, (4)

where the Pr, Ar, B r and qr are real-valued smooth functions, the Pr and Ar are positive
on their intervals of definition, and w = AIB2 - A2Bl assumes both positive and negative
values on /2 (the produet of the intervals 0 :5 X r $ 1, r = 1,2). If 0 denotes the
interior of /2, then we know that there is associated with the system (1 - 4) asymmetrie
sesquilinear form B(u, v) which is bounded from below and with domain V = HJ (0). We
let 'Y denote the lower bound of B, A the selfadjoint operator in 1i = L2(O) associated
with B, T the operator of multiplication in 11 induced by w, and assume heneeforth that
'Y < 0 and 0 e p(A). Then V is a Pontrjagin space with respect to the inner product B( , )

•

•
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and K = ~1-1T is a compact selfadjoint operator in this space. Hence by appealing to
the spectral properties of K, we are able to establish some basic facts about the system
(1-4). .

M. Faierman:

On an elliptic boundary value problem with a floating singularity.

In the lecture we present some recent results (joi~t paper with R. Mennicken) ~oncerning
the spectral properties of an elliptic boundary value problem con~4i~ing',the floating
sigularity (u(x) - A)-I. Our results are arrived at through a sttidy',:p{ the spectral
properties of an associated ..\-linear problem and in this study we use same basic facts
from the theories of holomorphic operator-valued functions and definit'izable operators in
Kreln spaces. '

A. Gheondea:

Completion problems in Krel'n spaces.

Let K},K~,I(2,K~ be Kreln spaces and TrEL(Kd+]~~,K2) and TcEL(K1,I(2[+]I(~)
be linear operators. It is required to determine (if any) a linear operator TE L(I<1 [+]KL
K2[+]I(~) such that:

and

This completion problem is solved in certain conditions, its relations with other completion
problems are explained and also its applications' to interpolation theory, extension of
operators and other concrete problems are consici~red.

;~/,: ,"

P. Jonas:

• Perturbation theory for selfadjoint operators in Krel'n spaces.

Let (H, [',.]) be a KrelD space and let A and. B be selfadjoint operators in H whose
resolvent sets have a nonempty intersection. Assume that A is definitizable, i.e. p(A) i= 0
and there exists a polynomial q such that [q(A)x, xl ~ 0, XE V(q(A)), and that the
difference of the resolvents of A and B belangs to same Schatten-von Neumann ideal
6 p , 1 ~ p < 00. If A is fundamentally reducible (i.e. A is selfadjoint w.r.t. some Hilbert
scalar product on 11 compatible with [.,.]) dien bya result of H. Langer the accumulation
points of the set of spectral singularities of Bare contained in N(q) u {oo}, N(q) :=
{t ER: q(t) = O}. Moreover B fulfils certain local definitizability conditions.

If we replace tbe fundamental reducibility condition of A by the condition that the
endpoints of a bounded real interval Li., t::,.nN(q) = 0 are no accumulation points of
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q(B)\R, then tbe set of spectral singularities of B has no accumulation points in ß
and we have again loeal definitizability over .1::1. A similar result bolds for a eonneeted
neigbbourhood ß of 00 if it is assumed, in addition, that B arises from A by a relative
6 p (1 ~ p < (0) perturbation in the form sense. The results are applied to the speetral
theory of perturbed Klein-Gordon and wave equtions.

H. Langer:

Some remarks about contractive and expansive operators.

An operator Tin the KreIn space K- is called contraetive, if [Tx, Tx] ~ [x, x], and expansive
if [Tz, Tx] ~ [x, x](x E K-). It is shown that the linear span of a11 root subspaces S). of an •
expansive operator T, eorresponding to eigenvalues .A with I.A I < 1, is nonpositive, and the
linear span of a11 S). with I.AI < IITII-1 is negative. Further, the spectrum of a contraction
on the unit eircle is studied; similar to contractions in Hilbert space this spectrum is
"very much like" the speetrum of a unitary operator. Finally, expansive operators in
'Ir,,-spaces (K is the number of negative squares) are eonsidered and a certain eanonical
decomposition of such operators is given, which implies, e.g., a variant of an invariant
subspace theorem.

S. Marcantognini:

A continuation problem for K--indefinite generalized Toeplitz kernels(·).

A generalization of a continuation result due to M.G. Kreln and H. Langer is proved.
More precisely, it is shown tbat every ,,-indefinite generalized Toeplitz kernel defined on a
bounded interval has a x:-indefinite generalized Toeplitz extension to all the real axis. For
tbe KreIn-Langer continuation problem a K-indefinite version of a Kovalishina-Potapov
non-uniqueness criterion is obtained. For a special ease of the generalized Kreln-Langer
problem, a parameterization of the set of extensions is also given. The starting point is
tbat to a given K-indefinite generalized Toeplitz kernel a loeal semigroup ( or a generalized
semigroup) on a suitable 1(I\:;-spaee can be associated.

(*) Tbe talk coneerns joint work with R. Bruxual.

R. Mennicken:

Expansions of analytic functions in series of special functions.

E. Hilb and H. Weyl established their well-known speetral theory of selfadjoint boundary
eigenvalue problems on subintervals of R in order to identify certain expansions in terms
of special functions, such as Fourier Bessel series or Fourier Dini series, as eigenfunetion
expansions. F.W. Schäfke had the object to identify expansions of analytic functions
in series of special funetions, such as Neumann series of the first and seeond kind, as
eigenfunction expansions corresponding to certain differential operators in the complex
domain.

•
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The lecture gave a survey on Schäfke's theory, showed the limits of his method and out
lined generalizations which permit to identify.a1so such expansions in series of special
functions which are related to differential operators depending nonlinearly on the eigen
value parameter. The new method, due to H. Langer, M. Möller, A. Sattler and the
speaker, was illustrated by identifying Berson series and Carlitz series as eigenfunction
expansions related to certain first order systems of differential operators in tbe complex
domain.

B. Najman:

Generalized eigenvalue problems.

Let A be a selfadjoint operator in a KreID space K. such that 0 E p(A) and the form
[UIV]A = [Aulv] has finitely many negative squares on D(A). The completion K.A of
(D(A), [·I·]A) is a Pontrjagin space and the realization A of A in K.A is a selfadjoint
operator with spectral properties closely related to those of A. The interplay between
A and Ä has been observed and used repeatedly in concrete situations but has not been
pursued systematically. The applications of this general principle are discussed for the case
of tbe Klein-Gordon equation and tbe generalized eigenvalue problem -ßu - qu = AWU

on a domain!l. Regularity of the critical point 00 and its significance are discussed for
these exampIes.

J. Rovnyak:

Sonine spaces of entire functions and Euler products for character zeta func
tions.

The lecture is areport on a seminar on a manuscript by L. de Branges on the Riemann
hypothesis, held at tbe University of Virginia (Fall 1990). The manuscript develops an
attack on the Riemann hypothesis based on the theory of Hilbert spaces of entire functions.
The spaces are determined by entire functions E(z) which satisfy IE(z)1 < IE(z)1 for
y > O. For any such entire function, let H(E) be the Hilbert space of entire functions
F(z) such that F(z)/E(z) and F*(z)/E(z) are of bounded type and nonpositive mean
type for y > 0 with

00

2 J F(t) 2IIFII = IE(t)1 dt < 00.

-00

Hence F*(z) = F(z).

An example comes from the theory of the Hanke} transform

00

g(x) = Jf(t)Jv(xt),fiidt

o

of any order 11 > -1. L. De Branges (1964) posed the problem to find a11 Hankel transform
pairs in L2(0, 00) which vanish a.e. in an interval (0, a). In this case, the weighted Mellin
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transforms

00

1 l' 1 1 J 1 2"G(Z) = 21"+2"-'Zr( -11 + - - iz) g(t)t-2"+ IZdt
2 2

o

are entire functions which satisfy G(z) = F( -z). A given entire function F(z) arises in
this way ifand only if ciz F(z)/r(!I1+ t-iz) and cizF*(z)/r(!v+!-,iz) (c = (!a2)-I)
are of bounded type and nonpositive mean type for y > 0 and

00

2 J F(t) 2
IIFII = Irav + ~ _ it} I dt < 00.

-00

The set of all such entire functions is a Hilbert space of the type H (E) (hut the choice of
E(z) is not obvious). This Hilbert space is called the Sonine space 0/ order 11 and
parameter c.

The structure problem for the Sonine spaces is to determine a choice of entire function
E(z) = E,,(c, z) for the space. The choice is to be made satisfying differential equations
of a form given by the theory of Hilbert spaces of entire functions. The structure problem
was solved in the case v = 0 by de Branges (1964), and in the case v = 1,2, ... by J.
and V. Rovnyak (1969). While an explicit solution remains unknown in the general case,
an asymptotic solution has been found. A special choice of E,,(c, z) is made so that a
functional equation relating E,,(c, z + i), E,,(c, z), E;(c, z) holds. If 11 > 0,

lim t iz E,,(t, z) = r( -2
1

v + -2
1

- iz)
t-oo

uniformlyon compact sets in the half·plane·y > -!.
The connection with zeta functions

Re z > 1, is shown. Assurne, for examJ?le, that X is a nonprincipal primitive character
modulo 11. If Xis even, then ex(z) = (i)2"Zr(tz)px(z) is an entire function which satisfies
a functional equation. Tbe Sonine spaces are used to formulate a noncommutative version
of the Euler product which is valid in the complex plane. This factorization, together with
the asymptotic relation (*), is the basis of de Branges' at tack on the Riemann hypothesis.
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J. Rovnyak: .

Julia operators and complementation in Krelo spaces.

In joint work with Michael Dritschel, we examine L. de Branges' theory of complementa
tion in Kreln spaces from an operator-theoretic point of view. It is shown how the main
concepts may be conveniently derived by operator" methods. Complementation theory is
seen in this light to be closely related to recent work on Julia operators in Kreln spaces.
Some new information is added, chiefly in the direction of uniqueness questions.

z. Sasvari:

Functions with k negative squares.

The aim of the talk is to give a survey of the theory of functions with k negative squares
and its connections to operator theory in Pontryagin spaces. Let S be a semigroup with
identity and with involution *. A function / : S -+ C is said to have k negative squares
if /(s·) = /(s) and the matrix (/(sjsi))f.j=l has at most k negative eigenvaJues for
'any choice of SI, ... , Sn ES and it has exactly k negative eigenvalues for some choiceof
SI, ... , Sn ES. These functions can be represented in the form f( s) = (v, Esv) where Es is
a certain linear operator in a 1rk-spac~ fIk, and v E IIk. One of the important problems is to
find an integral representation for these functions. This problem is closely related to the
existence of common invariant, nonpositive, k dimensional subspaces of the operators Es.
Under same conditions on S or on / we can find such invariant subspaces and this leads
to integral representation theorems generalizing results of Kreln, Iohvidov and Naimark.

A. Schneider

A generalization of Wielandt '5 theorem to II,,-spaces.

The following theorem is proved:
Let (Vl, [ , ]) be a 1r,,-lineal and A a densely defined hermitian (and thus linear) operator
in fR with the properties:

(i) For all pE <;\{O} we have dim(ker(A -IJ) = codim«A - p)D(A)) < 00

(ii) O"p(A) is bounded and 0 is its onJy possible accumulation point.

If TI" is the completion of 9t (unique up to isomorphism) and Ais the hermitian closure of
A in TI", then A is selfadjoint and compact. Outside 0 the spectrum of A coincides with the
eigenvalues Pv =f:. 0 of A and if the corresponding root subspace .cpv(A) is nondegenerate, .
then -Cpv(A) = .cpv(A). If A is injective and hence 0 not a critical point, then we get for
TI" a Riesz basis consisting of the eigen and root functions. If K. = 0, Wielandt's theorem
folIows. Finally we show, how indefinite regular Sturm-Liouville problems can be reduced
to the spectral theory of an operator A in a rr,,-lineal with the properties (i), (ii) and
thus we get a Riesz basis consisting of eigen- and root-functions for the corresponding
1r,,-space.
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K. Veselic,

Some remarks on the use oe minimax in perturbation theory.

Minimax fomulae are known to be the source of useful perturbation theorems. Relative
perturbation bounds Ix*Kxl ~ "lx·Hx, TI < 1, (H,K hermitean) produce relative
perturbation estimates for the eigenvalues IAi(H + [() - Ai(H)1 ~ "lAi(H). On positive
definite H this enables to account for floating point elementwise errors in matrix entries.
Indefinite H are more difficult but ifrepresented as H = GJG* ,J = diag(I, -I), then the
minimax formula for the equivalent pair jj = G·G, J produces again equally good relative
perturbation bounds - an example how "c1assical" hermitean problems can sometimes be
better handled by "indefinite metric" methods.

K. Veselic:

Linear damped systems (sorne case studies).

We consider the damped system Mx + C± + I( x = 0, M, K positive definite, C =
1'UUT, lIull = 1 (one dimensional damping). We show that this model can cover any
eigenvalue configuration all possihle eigenvalues heing highest defective. Open problem:
Da this in an oo-dimensional Hilhert space thus generalizing the old result of Brodski &
Livsic. The defectivity is a spectral pathology hut may be very desirable for the stability.
This is shown on the example of a properly damped vibrating string which can be managed
to have no spectrum at alle We indicate some possible ways how to overcome this diffculty
in practical calculations.

Berichterstatter: R. MennickAn
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Medieal Statisties: Statistieal Models for

Longitudinal Data

24.02. - 02.03.1991

The conferenee was organized by Norman Breslow (Seattle), Jochen

Mau (Düsseldorf) and Martin Schumacher (Freiburg).

There were 38 participants fram Germany, Denmark, Finland, Paland,

Norway, USA, United Kingdom, Franee, Switzerland, and Austria. 34

talks were given, covering a wide range within and related to

statistical models for longitudinal data.

Most of the talks can be put into one of the fallowing three cate

gories: growth curves and individual time series/repeated measures

analysis, survival data analysis, and analysis of repeated observa

tions of various types of data. The areas af application comprised

comparative clinical trials, observational therapeutical studies,

and followup studies in cantexts of anthropometrie, epidemiolagi

cal, oneological, or drug research.

From the viewpoint of statistical methodology, the speakers applied

a wide range of mathematical-statistical techniques: marked-point

and Markov processes, counting processes, regression models, ke~nel

smoothing algori thIns, tests of interval alternatives, bootstrap

ping, penalized likelihood, multiple and sequential test proce

dures, and Frechet-differentiable functionals.
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K. ABT:

Planning for descriptive data analysis (ODAl of quantitative and/or

qualitative longitudinal observations

The concept of Descriptive Data Analysis (Abt, Meth. Inf. Med.,

1987, and Statistics in Medicine, 1991, in press) is discussed in

its application to the design and analysis of longitudinal studies,

here only to the t1 marginal ll situation of estimating and testing

population characteristics through time. Rather 'than treating t~

problem by a comprehensive marginal model, the analysis ~s carri~

out at each point and for each variable separately. The problem of

multiplicity is treated in DDA by considering the N, say, p-values

as descriptive characteristics rather then as error probabilities

under the N correspondinq, prespecified individual nu~l hypotheses.

·In order that inferences may be drawn, values p s an (= O. OS", say)

should appear in medically plausible, near regular patterns

associated with prespecified minimally relevant effect estimates of

near-hom?geneous signs. For confirmatory statements at a level a C
(= 0.05, say), the Bonferroni-Holm procedure may be applied to a

prespecified set of NB (S3, say) individual hypotheses.

Alternatively, for a prespecified set of NHR S N hypotheses of

about equal importance the corresponding global hypothesis may be

rejected at o,C according to Hailperin-Rüger (Metrika, 1978) if at

least a prespecified number N' HR S NHR can be rejected each at

nominal level ~R = (N'HR/NHR)o,C·

P. K. ANDERSEN:

Longitudinal analysis of follow-up measurements in clinical trials

in chronic diseases

In clinical trials in chronic diseases the main outcome variable is

often the survival time of the patients, though much more informa

tion on the course of the disease in the individual patients is

collected. This consists of clinical, biochemical or histological

variables recorded at the time of entry into the trial and at later

follow-up times where the patients visit the clinic for further
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j~xaminations. We discuss how linear regression models (for continu

ous variables) and continuou~ time, discrete state Markov process

models (for discrete variables) rnay be used to evaluate the effect

of treatment on the course of the disease, and the use of such

models is illustrated with data from clinical trials in liver

diseases. The need for multivariate models for the joint distribu

tion of survival time and course of variables is emphasised.

E. ARJAS:

P. BAUER:

The choice of seguential boundaries based on the concept of power

spending

e
It is suggested to choose discrete sequential boundaries for a

given overall level a on the basis of the rate at which the power

is spent over the inspection times. Three concepts are considered:

Spending the power at a constant rate, proportional to the square

root of the accumulated sample size and proportional to the accumu

lated sample size. Concrete two and three stage plans are calcula

ted under the assumption of normally distributed test statistics
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with known variance. The impact of the three concepts on bias\.of

the "classical" estimate is investigated.

T. BEDNARSKI:

Robustness problems in Cox's regression model

A given parametrie model {P e} SES can be extended to an infini

tesimal supermodel, composed of shrinking nonparametrie neighbour

hoods around each probab1lity distribution of the model. The rate

of shrinkage is l/vn. An estimator is defined to be robust for the

"ideal" model {P6} 6E8 if i tremains consistent and asymptoticale

normal in the infinitesimal supermodel. The robust estimators may

be obtained via Frechet differentiable functionals, Fieher con

sistent at the ideal model. It is demonstrated that the partial

likelihood estimator for the regression parameter ß in eox's model

is not robust. In fact the estimator may be arbitrarily

inconsistent in the supermodel. This is due to the fact that the

score function corresponding to the partial likelihood 1s

·unbounded. Modified "score functions" are proposed that lead to

smooth (Frechet differentiable) von Mises functionals and in

consequence also to robust estimators in COX's regression model.

0. BORGAN:

King-Hardy's method for graduating life-tables and M-estimators for

counting process models

The method of King and Hardy (1880) for graduating life-tables I
reviewed, and its relation to M-estimators for countinq proce

models for life history data i5 pointed out. General results for

M-estimators for parametrie counting process models are summarised.

Illustration is given based on the survival of insulin-dependent

diabetic females in the county of Fyn in Denmark 1973 - 80.
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.. E; BRUNNER:

Rank procedures for repeated measurernents with subject-treatrnent

interaction

The test problen:t of fixed treatment effects is considered in the

two-factor mixed model with interaction and unequal cell frequen

eies when the elassical assumptions of normali ty do not hold. An

explicit form of a test statistic is derived using a partial rank

transform (ranking all observations within each block) and the

asymptotic distribution of the statistic is determined under the

assumption that the number of blocks tends to infinity and the cell

~ frequencies are bounded. The statistic reduces to Friedrnan's sta

tistic if no interactions are involved in the model and all cell

frequencies are equal and hene~ the proposed test ean be regarded

as a generalisation of Friedman's test for repeated observations.

In case of two treatments the exact conditional distribution is

determined and estimators and confidence intervals for the shift

effect are proposed.

D. CLAYTON:

Hierarehical generalized linear models with intrinsic Gaussian

priors ( or: Some unexpected nses for a disease mapping programl

The analysis of maps of disease incidence and mortali ty using

Bayesian image analysis techniques suggests some interesting paral

lel analyses of repeated rneasures and other time-ordered data.

Typieally such methods depend upon prior distributions which can

~ model 11 smooth 11 geographical variation. Intrinsic (improper)

Gaussian distributions are a convenient choice. Estimation may be

carried out using approximation methods, such as penalized likeli

hood, or by Monte Carlo ("Gibbs sampling ll
) approaches.

Mapping programs may be extended to incorporate covariates both at

area ("ecological") and subject level. The resultant models have

characteristics of both IImultilevel" generalized linear models and

of semi-parametric GLMs (or generalized additive models).
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An example of an ecological regression analysis was discussed, Sfd

the interpretation of parameters indicated.

A possible use of the methodology for modelling intensity on the

Lexis diagram was proposed.

A. EKHOLM:

Maximum likelihood combined with empirical Bayes for many short

binary time series

Fitting of the logistic normal model for many short binary. time

series is considered. The covariates may be time dependent. T.
following stepwise procedure is proposed and motivated. Firstly, we

fix the value of the variance of the normally distributed random

effects, and find starting values for the regression parameters by

maximum likelihood, using the fitting procedure of Ekholm, Green

and Palmgren (GLIM Newsletter, 1986). Secondly we "postdict" the

random effects by an empirical Bayes procedure. Thirdly, we find

estimates for the regression parameters· by setting off the post

dicted values of the random effects. Finally, we choose as best

estimates those obtained for the fixed value of the variance that

maximizes the marginal likelihood. Simulation results are reported.

A data set on respiratory infection in Ohio children is analyzed.

These data have been analyzed before by Laird, Beck and Ware (Pre

liminary Draft, 1984), and by Zeger, Liang and Albert (Biometries,

1988).

L. FAHRMEIR: •Dynamic models and conditional mode estimation for categorical

longitudinal data (with applications to survival models)

Dynamic (state space) models relate a sequence {Yt} of observations

to "states" {ßt } byan observation model. States, which may be

stochastic trends, time-varying covariate effects etc., are assumed

to obey a Markovian transition model.
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•

J'~ To deal with categorical {y~}, we replace the linear observation

model in the well-known Gaussian situation by a categorical obser

vation model, while generally. retaining a linear Gaussian transi

tion model.

To avoid high-dimensional numerical integration, we propose to

estimate ("filtering and smoothing") {ßt } by modes instead of by

means of the conditional distribution given by the data {Yt}. This

leads to a penalized likelihood criterion which can be maximised by

KaIman-filter and -smoother-type algorithms.

The approach can be easily extended to categorical longitudinal

data as weIl as to discrete time survival models, e.g. to dynamic

versions of the grouped Cox model. It allows simultaneous'smoothing

of baseline hazard rates and estimation of covariate effects. Some

illustrations to real data sets are presented.

U. FELDMANN:

Canonical categorical regression

A response variable y with categorical outcome y=i (i=l, .. ,m) is

considered which is linked to a vector of continuous or discrete

explanatory variables x by the posterior probability pr(y=ilx). The

canonical model reads:

pr(y=ilx)

(i=I, .. ,rn-I)

pr(y=ilx) + pr(y=i+llx)

F(.) is any continuous cumulative distribution function and Bi are

threshold parameters while ßi denote regression parameter vectors.

If all ß
i

are different from each other, one deals with a totally

unorder~d model. If there is a sequence of at least two identical

neighbouring regression vectors, e.9. ß i - 1 = ßi and if the cor

responding thresholds are ordered, e.g. Bi _1 < ei , then a partially

ordered model is achieved, i.e. the categories y=i-l,i,i+l are

ordered.
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'If all regression vectors coincide, i.e. ß = ßi , and if the thre~h

aIds are ordered , i.e. e
i

_1 < ei , then the totally ordered model

is achieved. In this instance the allocation rule

(i=l, .. ,m; 80 = -00 8
m

corresponds to the Bayes' allocation, provided that F ( 0 ) 0 • 5

holds. The given approach permits a data generated model choice on

the basis of maximum likelihood estimation and is applied to medi

cal prognostics.

TH. GASSER:

Approaches to deal with sampie of curves
•

First the single curve regression problem is considered. The non

parametrie estimator by the kerne1 method involves the choice of a

bandwidth, which is crucial for the quality of the estimate. A new

approach is presented to estimate the optimal bandwidth from the

data by using the asymptotic formula. Both in theory and in simula

tions this outperforrns cross-validation type estimators.

The second part is devoted to sampies of curves. Interindividual

variation occurs typically not only in the intensity but also in

the dynamic. First, a true transformation is estimated from the

individual data, in order to synchronise individual curves to an

average dynamic. After this alignment procedure further statistical

procedures can be applied such as averaging in order to get a valid

average curve. The method is illustrated by the application to

human growth curves.

G. GIANI:

Simultaneous subset selection for comparing several experimental

treatments with a control

The problem of comparing several experimental treatments with an

unknown control is considered in the context of multiple decision
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•

making. The objective is to identify a subset which contains all

treatments being in same sense equivalent to the control to sepa

rate them from all the inferior and all the superior treatments.

Bhattacharyya (1956) has dealt with this problem for a known stan

dard regarding normally distributed random variables. His proposal

for treating th~ unknown contral cases is incorrect. Later Seeger

(1972) again picked up this problem in a slight· mödification. By

introducing two cantrols he .tries to overcome the critical points

in determining strict lower bounds on the probability of correct

seleetion. But note that eane (1979) has pointed out an error in

Seeger's main result.

Given a distribution function with Ioeation parameter and log-eon

cave Lebesgue density adecision rule is proposed determining three

dis joint subsets of treatments which should contain all equivalent,

all inferior, and all superior ones, respectively. It is shown that

the probability of simultaneous eorrect selection is minimised in

ane of a fin!te number of parameter configurations. Finally, the

normal ease is treated in detail where the rule is based on the

sample means. In order to guarantee at least a prespecified proba

bility of correet selection over the entire parameter space, it is

clear that a minimum sample size has to be required. This sampie

size ean exactly be calculated and its order of magnitude is demon

strated via some examples.

A. HAMERLE:

On the robustness of covariate effect estimates in parametrie

hazard rate models

e This paper investigates the sensitivity of the (pseudo-) maximum

likelihood estimates of the covariate effects to misspecification

of the hazard rate to the presence of unrneasured heterogeneity that

has not been accounted for. We investigate the wide class of para

metric hazard rate models which have a linear model representation

in logT. Estimation is based on two classes of models, the Weibull

model and the lognormal model. It is shown that in both the Weibull

and the lognormal model the (pseudo-) maximum likelihood estimators

of the covariate eff~cts are consistent and asymptotically normally
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•

distributed, regardless whether unobserved heterogeneity is presen~,

or not, and regardless whet~er the individual hazard rate is cor

rectly specified or not. It is only assumed that the true model i5

a linear model in logT, and that the regression is correctly speci

fied. We propose robust variance estimates of the parameter esti

mates, sinee the usually calculated standard errors from the

(misspecified) likelihood are not the eorrect ones. It is also

shown that the duration dependence parameter cannot be correctly

estimated if any misspecification occurs. Finally, the results of

some simulation experiments are presented.

R. HILGERS:

A nonparametric simultaneous test for sensitivity and specificity

of diagnostic tests

The quality af diagnastic tests not only h;as impact on general

health care but is also basic to all mathematical models having the

distinction between healthy and diseased individuals as primary (or

implicit) variable.

In this paper a procedure is proposed testing simultaneously

whether a specific diagnostic test has at least pr~specified values

for sensitivity and specificity. The anset is purely nonparametrie

with respect to the distributions of the (clinical) parameter of

interest for healthy and diseased individuals and also

distribution-free for test level and power. The test statistic is

based on the intersection or non-intersection of the two one-sided

nonparametrie tolerance regions for sensitivity and specificity,

respectively, at an adaquately chosen confidence level.

The approach may be extended ·to confidence bounds for Roc-curvese

and even be implemented into a group sequential strategy. A cor

responding permanent qua+ity control may also be incorporated.
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1~ N. KEIDING:

Statistical inference in the Lexis diagrarn

•

•

The Lexis diagram is a (time, age) coordinate system, representing

individual lives by line segments of uni t slope, Jol.n1.ng (time,

age) of birth and death. The main theme of this paper is non-para

metric continuous-time statistical analysis on the Lexis diagram,

where I indicate same possible approaches within modern survival

analysis. I also introduce the history of the diagram, point pro

cesses on the diagram, and the classical statistical approach based

on piecewise constant intensities. The Lexis diagram is also useful

for describing morbidity, and the methodology is illustrated by two

Danish studies of diabetes incidence (Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A

(1990) 332 , 487-509).

H. KLINGER:

Remarks on statistical models for bioeguivalence assessment

In many cases, the assessment of bioequivalence of two drugs, more

specifically of a "standard" and a "generic" or "test" drug, is

based on estimates of the "area under the curve" (AUe) which are

calculated from measurements of serum concentrations of the active

compound.

Let (X·, Y) denote the pair of random variables of "estimated Aue

under standard 11 and lIestimated Aue under test", respectively,

observed on the same subject. Standard and test are often defined

to be bioequivalent if a suitably chosen parameter 8 of the distri

bution of (X,Y) fulfils the condition 81 < 8 < 8 2 for prescribed

values of 8 1 and 8 2 . The resul ting statistical test problem is

given by HO: = {8: ese1 } u {e: e2: e2 } and H1 : = {e: 8 1ses 8 2 } ·

The consequences of different choices of B,

B = E(Y/X), B = E(Y)/E(X), e = median(Y/X), and 8 = P(Y>X)

are discussed under the assumption that the distribution of (X,Y)

is either bivariate normal, bivariate lognormal, or an element of a

suitably chosen nonparametrie family of distributions. It is shown

that only B = P (Y>X) under either a lognormal distribution or a
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nonparametric family of distributions leads to satisfactory sta-""

tistical procedures.

K. KRICKEBERG:

Information systems for primary health care and their applications

to longitudinal studies

In developing countries the main tool for planning, managing and

monitoring primary health care and for evaluating "its impacts is an

integrated information system. While supporting the clinical andeepidemiological activities of health workers in small health cen

ters it provides at the same time the necessary indicators up to

the provincial and national level. It also contributes to the

integration of primary health care itself.

The present talk describes a system where a balanced use of the

various methods i5 attempted: the traditional complete routine

recording and reporting as weIl aso sampling procedures and

epidemiological studies. An essential feature is a provl.sl.on for

correcting errors in indicators due to wrong diagnoses, reporting

gaps etc., based on statistical ideas from areas like medical

tests. Longitudinal studies incorporated into the system <;::an be

used to monitor and improve diagnostic and therapeutic standard

schemes of primary health care.

J. KÜBLER:

A nonparametrie estimator of the risk function in the proportional.

hazards model

A widely used regression model for possibly censored survival times

is the proportional hazards model suggested by Cox (1972). This

model specifies that a covariate X has a proportional effect on the

survival time distribution. That means the hazard function can be

'represented in the form Ä(tlx) = "O(t)R("'l(X»)' where J\O{t) is a

unspecified baseline hazard, R is a known strictly monotone func

tion and ~ a regression function. This representation of the hazard
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·...tunction I however I is not unique. This aspect will be taken into

account when deriving a new nonparametri.c estimator of '1 I which is

the main topic of this talk.

After a short repetition of some basic notations I a survey of

classical concepts of estimation in the proportional hazards model

is given.

When constructing a nonparametric estimator of 'l I tools of non

parametrie regression have to be used. Therefore, two different

techniques which are common in this field are introduced in a more

general context: the kernel method and the closely related nearest

neighbor estimation. The latter has been applied in a slightly

generalized form by Tibshirani & Hastie (1987) to the partial

~ likelihood function. Thus, an algorithm can be given to calculate

an estimator of ~ under certain restrietions on the risk function

R(~) to get a unique representation of the hazard function. This

algori thm is based on· a simul'taneous estimation of the hazard and

the regression function. In addition, the third step of the algo

rithm takes account of the above mentioned restrietions. Important

properties of this new estimator of '1 are discussed. Finally,· a

simulation study is presented which compares the estimator proposed

by Tibshirani & Hastie (1987) with the new estimator of ~ where the

latter is calculated by usirig different kerneis.

N. LAIRD:

Smoothing growth curves using Kriging predictors

Smoothed growth curves for individuals are useful in many contexts,

including identifying features of the curves and developing norma-

• tive standards. Kriging is a method of producing Best Linear Un

biased Predictors developed by geologists for creating contour

plots of a random variable distributed over a region. The method

requires only specification of the variogram of the process as a

function of the distance between the points. We show how the same

technique can be modified to produce smoothed growth curves, based

on estimating the covariance function of the observations as a

function of the time between the observations. Application to a
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sampie of lung function growth in ehildren of ages 6 to 18 i:~

discussed.

w. LEHMACHER:

Multiple testing with two groups of repeated measures

There are several multivariate tests existing for the comparison of

two independent groupe of repeated measures with L time points,

like Hotellings' s T2 or 0' Brien' s suro tests. It is shown, that

these tests are suitable for the applieation of the elosed .testing

prineiple of Mareus, Peritz and Gabriel. It faeili tates the con-.

struction of multiple testing procedures controlling the

experimentwise error rate. After the rejection of the global hy

pothesis all lower dimensional marginal hypotheses are tested in a

stepwise manner until finally the local hypotheses at the L

timepoints are tested. A hypothesis is then rejected if its related

test as weIl as all tests for higher dimensional hypotheses con

taining this hypothesis are signifieaht at level Q. This procedure

is just aa powerful as the multivariate test, and, in addition, it

is possible to detect differences in single time points or sets of

time points. Further strategies I like a modified Holm procedure I

are diseussed.

K.-Y. LIANG:

Random effects estimation in generalized linear models

We propose a method for es~imating the random effects in the~
generaiized linear mixed model for either diserete or continuous

data. The main driving force is the use of estimating function

which is essential for repeated discrete responses.

We suggest a simple bootstrap method to estimate the uncertainty of

random effect estimates. An application to the estimation of trends

in AIDS incidenee aeross risk groups and regions is presented.
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;-. MAU:

The Lexis diagram for multivariate survival times

Meaningful graphical methods highlight selected aspects of multi

variate data. Separating intra- from inter-individual variation

while regarding both real and experimental time is a common abjec

tive in the analysis of lang-term studies af survival patterns.

These goals are achieved by the constellation graph - a scatter

diagram in a ( 1 , J() -semicircle where each vector af roultivariate

survival times i5 represented in polar coordinates - and a generali

zation of the Lexis diagram - a polygon representation of each life

~history in a total-time-on-test vs. real-time coordinate system., In

same analogy to univariate survival times in aLexis diagram, one

may define a marked point process associated with each vector of

survival times to obtain a statistical model as a basis for estima

ting same underlying intensities of interest. In the context of the

Lexis diagram· these are typically conditioned on' the number of

components still at risk.

K. MIESCKE:

Statistical analysis of periodic time series wi th application to

circadian rhythms

Periodicity of time series is observed in various situations of

real life. One for example is biorhythms in man. Hereby, the daily

cycle deviates from i ts normal 24 hour value due to works in

shifts, long distance f lights, or some other lack of synchroni-

~zation with the natural day and night cycle, whereas it is highly

desired to stabilize the same to keep a person at the usual daytime

performance level.

Besides the problem of detecting and estimating aperiod, there are

also situations where the period is known and a technique is needed

to measure the closeness to it. Likewise, two periods may exist

simultaneously and adecision has to be made which of the two is

dominating.
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•

Several existing methods are described and discussed.. New model~

and methods including nonparametrie approaches and smoothing tech

niques are proposed.. Some applications to a winter depression

study, where the clients lived through several 26-hour days, are

given using body temperature data ..

CH .. E .. MINDER:

A time series model with random coefficients

In many time series applications, one observes simultaneously the

responses of sever~l similar observational entities over time. I~
such situations, one often is not interested solely in the parame

ters governing the responses of each individual entity, but also in

their distribution.

Under the assumption that subsystems are independent and first

order autoregressive, two methods for estimating parameters of the

super-distribution of entity-parameters will be presented .. One is

based on the method of moments, .and thus distribution-free, the

other is based on a parametrisation of both error distribution

(normal) and super-distribution (truncated normal) ..

Apart from simulations, and an example, connexions and impliGations

for hierarchical models in general are discussed ..

H.-G. MÜLLER:

Estimating direction fields in autonomous eguation models, with an

application to T4 cell counts in· a HIV-seropositive cohort

d
Assume pairs Xi = f(Ti ), Zi = /dt f(t) t=Ti +'l.i are observed,

where f is strictly monotone and smooth, and Ti are unobservable

i .. i.d. r.v.'s, 'li is noise ..

It is of interest to recover f, which satisfies the autonomous

equation fl = g(f), f(to ) = 9
0

, for some unknown gwhich satisfies

g(x) = E (Z I X=x). It is proposed to estimate g by nonparametric

regression, and f by integration of the autonomous equation with g
in lieu of g. Consistency is discussed.
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~he method is applied to obtain an estimated time trajectory f(t)

of T4 lymphocyte marker cells in a HIV-seropositive cohort, where

each subjeet is observed for a short time period. From these mea

surements, Xi and Zi are ob~ained. The time origin t=O cerresponds

to seroeonversion, Ti to the unknown time between seroconversion

and appearance of the subjeet in the study.

M. OLSCHEWSKI:

Methodological problems in the analysis of survival data incorpo

rating guality of life measurements

e
Standard endpoints used in survival analysis are death, rel~pse er

other disease-specific endpoints . Nowadays, additional endpoints

describing the subjective well-being of patients under therapies

are introduced for an evaluation of "therapeutie regimens. The

measurement of this so-called quality of life parameters is dis

cussed. A eombined analysis of the elassical survival endpoint with

these quality of life measurements is proposed by introducing

quality of life adjusted survival times (QUALYs). A major drawback

when applying methods of survival analysis by QUALYs is that in

ease of censored observations a dependency of the censoring distri

bution with th~ QUALY distribution is induced leading to serious

bias in the estimation of the QUALY distribution. Same proposals of

overcoming this problem are presented. Simulation results are used

to illustrate the amount of bias .

•. NEISS:

Bone narrow transplantation (BMT) versus chemotherapy (CHEMOl in

leukemia pa~ient: a non-randomized comparison.

484 CHEMO- and 243 BMT-patients were compared with regard to

disease free survival time (DFS). Using the original data there is

a bias in the resul t because of unbalanced distributions of the

eovariate, and the waiting time for transplantation. Two procedures
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to eliminate this bias are discussed and applied to the data. Th&

first one is to give a penalty to the BMT-group by using a

stoehastic process approach ·which leads to a rnodified Kaplan Meier

estimator for the adjusted survival function. The second one is

based on ideas in the analysis of truncated data giving the CHEMO

group an award. The unbalanced distributions of concomitant

variables are adjusted by using the proportional hazard model.

The resul ts show that no therapy offers a substantial advantage

over the other.

R. REPGES:

Adverse drug reaetions after short time exposure:

eess approach

a counting pro-

The usual assessments of adverse drug reaetions assume a constant

exposure. So do also epidemiologie studies for risk assessme~ts. Ta

model the situation of short time exposure, exposures of varying

doses and various covariates, we consider a counting process

N.. (t), eounting the transitions from state i to state j up to time
~)

t. The states are a list of all occurr~nces of exposure and reac-

tions. By means of the Aalen-Nelson theory the compensator Aij of

Nij can be estimated, such that Nij-Aij i5 a martingale Mij .

Furthermore <Mij >, the variance process, i5 also estimated by A ij .

Under mild conditions on N.. , the A.. -process is
1) 1)

t

continuous, Aij(t) = f"ij(S)dS, and Aij dt = P(dNij (t)=l 1Ft ).

o
This relates to a Markov chain with eontinuous time. It ean be

decomposed in Poisson point processes with parameters qij = Ä'ij(O).

and are thus special eases of the counting proce5ses Nij(t) consi

dered.
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~i SCHNEIDER:

Neuronal networks and biometry

Neuronal networks are defined as following:

a) There are N units, each being characterized by its state

ai(t) at time t, where a i EJRI , (i = l, ... ,N).
b) The state ai(t) produces an output 0i(t) which may be

transferred to other units (Oi(t) = f(ai(t»).

c) There are weights w.. E IR I (i, j = I, ... N). If the unit j
. ~]

has output o.(t) it influences the unit i with the partial

4It net input: n~tij(t) = WijOj(t). The total net input which unit

i receives from all other units j is: net;(t) = E. net .. (t) =
..... )~]

E j wij 0j (t).

d) (updating rule): It is assumed that the net works in discrete

time intervals t= 0,1,2, ... synchronously. If the units are

at time t in states ai(t), they are at time t + 1 (without

external excitation) in the states: ai(.t+l) = F(neti(t».

Suitable updating functions F (.) are: the linear threshold

(F(.) = 0 for net i < e and = 1 for net i ~ 8) or the stochastic

logistic function: p(a i (t+1)=1) = (1+ exp(- neti(t)/T»-~,~

In same examples the construction of networks for classification

and clustering are shown. An important feature is "learning" of the

network, i.e. the change of the weights W.. by giving a learning
~)

pattern a . to unit j and a . to unit i. Learning rules are: the
. p] p1 .

Hebbian rule: W.. = a .a . and the Delta rule: w.. = (a .-a.)a .,1) p1 p) 1) p1 1 p]
where a i is line real activation etate of unit i produced by the

learning input pattern a ..tIt P]

K. ULM:

Isotonic regression for dose-response relations

The proof of a dose-response 'relationship is an important criterion

to es~ablish causality. The usual way to prove this relationship is

to define subgroups with respect to the exposure and to calculate
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"the risk (incidence or prevalence) in these subgroups. ~

Tne methods described in the literature to analyze this relation

ship are a test on trend or parametrie models (e.g. Poisson

regression). In all these methods the levels of the exposure in the

subgroups have to be quantified and the results are depending on

these levels. Therefore a nonparametrie approach, the isotonic

regression, is proposed. The only assumption is monotonicity, which

means, the response tannot decrease. The result is independent of

the definition of the exposure-levels in the subgroups.

For analyzing the association an exact permutation test is recom

mended. The approximation based on normal distribution agrees very

weIl with the exact test.

M. VBrH:

Poisson regression methods for grouped survival data: The impact of

measurement errors in covariates and other sources of excess

variability

Grouped survival data is often analyzed using Poisson regression

methods. It is showri that overdispersion induced by heterogeneity

on the individual level leads to a variance-mean relation of the

form variance/mean = 1 + <1>2. Moreover <1>2 is essentially equal to

zero when the association between the random component and the time

at risk is negligible. A reasonable solution in measurement error

problems is then to replace the hazard function h(ßx) by

E(h(ßx)lz) where x denotes the true (but unobserved) cevariate and

z is the measured covariate. Some numerical results will be pre

sented te evaluate the impact of measurement errors and ether

sources of excess variability. The present investigation was ini-tIt

tiated in connection with work on the analysis of the cancer

mortality among the A-bomb survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
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fj. WAHRENDORF :

Repeated longitudinal determination of HPV-status of pregnant and

non-pregnant women

The Human Papil~oma Virus family (HPV) seems to play an important

role in the aetiology of cervical cancer. Yet, a detailed under

standing of the mechanism by which this role is exhibited is still

lacking. This is not at least due to the fact that the determina

tion of HPV-status in individuals seems to depend on various cir

cumstances and covariates such as pregnancy, smoking and sexual

~ habits, among others.

~ To investigate the role of such covariates, a longitudinal study

was set up assessing HPV-status of pregnant and non-pregnant wom~n

in three-monthly intervals at six time points. Covariates were

assessed initially as weIl as for some covariate at all later

inspection points. The chance of having a positive HPV-test in

material collected from a cervical sroear depends on whether at all

the individual is infected and whether a suitable amount of viral

PNA is sampled.

Following preliminary descriptive analyses of these longitudinal

data an autoregressive linear model is proposed as comprehensive

approach.

Let Yit be the HPV-status (0 or 1) of an individual i (i=1, ... ,n)

at time t (t=l, ... ,T) and ~it a vector of covariates measured (or

considered) at time t, then the model formulates

... with a logit link function 1(.) and binomial error, a and ßt being
_ parameters.

This model proves to be very useful to analyse the data at hand

showing that HPV-positivity is highly increased by positivity at

the previous examination, that pregnant wornen have higher odds for

positivity compared to non-pregnant warnen, but not so in the period

around de1ivery, and that current cigarette smoking influences the

HPV-status as weIl.
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1-.

s. WELLEK:

Testing for eguivalence of· survivor functions under proportional .

hazards assumptions

The direct approach to decision making in equivalence assessment by

means of classical hypotheses testing methode is adopted for some

common settings of survival analysis. It is shown that under

proportional hazards assumptions the problem of testing for equiva

lence of survivor functions both in the one- and the two-sample

situations can be reduced to testing H ee(e 1 ,9 2 ) versus K

6E(6 1 ,6 2 ) either in the family (E(6))6>O of exponential distribu- e
tions, or in the Gaussian loeation family (N(S,1))SSR standardized

with respect to the variance. In either case, the reduced problem

admits of an UMP solution which can be made explicit enough in

order to provide fully practicable procedures. For the original

problem of testing for equivalence of a single survivor function to

a continuous hypothetical one in absence of censoring, an ~p test

is obtained as weIl. Far the ane-sample ~roblem with censaring, and

the problem of testing for equivalence of two survivor functions,

asymptotic solutians are given.

Berichterstatter: B. Haastert
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

T a" gun g s b e reh t 11/1991

Partielle Differentialgleichungen

3.3. bis 9.3.1991

Tagungsleiter: Jochen Brüning, Lars Hörmander, Wolf von Wahl

Das ursprüngliche Konzept der Tagung sah vor, ein Informationsforum für die
deutschen Arbeitsgruppen auf dem Gebiet- der partiellen Differentialgleicl;1ungen zu
schaffen und gleichzeitig jüngeren Mathematikern die Gelegenheit zu geben, sich durch
Vorträge zu 'profilieren. Dementsprechend sollten an den Vormittagen überwiegend
einstündige Ubersichtsvorträge st~ttfinden, die thematisch in vie~ oder fünf Gruppen
gegliedert sein sollten. Die ursprüngliche Planung sah die folgenden Gebiete vor:

1. Semiklassische Asymptotik, insb~sondereQuantenchaos;

2. Methoden der gewöhnlichen Diff~rentialgleichungen,die für die Partiellen Differen
tialgleichungen von Bedeutung sind (Limesmengen, Methoden der symplektischen
GeOmetri~);

3. Freie Randwertprobleme (Kristallwachstum);

4. Stabilitä.t der Materie (als spektraltheoretisches Problem);

5. Mathematische Ergebnisse in der Theorie der flüssigen Kristalle.

Aufgrund teilweise sehr kurzfristiger Absagen brach diese Programmkonstruktion
bis auf den Punkt 2 (Hofer, Vishik) zusammen. Nichtsdestoweniger ermöglichten die"
zahlreichen Zusagen von renommierten Fachkollegen ein abwechslungsreiches und an
regendes Programm auch für die Vormittage. In den Nachmittagsvorträgen kamen, der
ursprünglichen Planung entsprechend, in der Mehrzahl jüngere Mathematiker zu Wort;
die große Zahl von Zusagen machte es allerdings notwendig, die Zahl der Vorträge hoch
anzusetzen. Trotzdem waren die meisten Teilnehmer sich darin einig, daß sie auf dieser
Tagung wichtige Informationen und Anregungen erhalten haben. Man sollte trotz
dem das ursprüngliche Konzept bei einer späteren Gelegenheit - selbstverständlich der
aktuellen Entwicklung angepaßt - zu verwirklichen versuchen.
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Vortrags aus züge

Rotational stationary solutions of inviscid incompressible fluid ftow

Hans-Dieter Alber (Darmstadt)

In the talk steady flow of an inviscid, incompressible medium through a bounqed
domain n c 1R.3 is discussed. This flow is governed by the equations e\

(1)

(2)

(3)

(V.V)v+VP=O}
inn

divv = 0

n·v =1 on an, J f(x)dS(x) =0.
an

x E an_(f) ,

It is weil known that an irrotational solution (vo, Po) of this problem exists, but it
is much less obvious whether solutions with nonvanishing vorticity exist. The following
tesult ist presented: If Vo (x) ;f; 0 for all x E n and if some other technical assumptions
are satisfied, then there exists a neighbourhood of (va, Po) and a ftow (v; p) in this

neighbourhood 'with nonvanishing vorticity, which satisfies (1)-(3) and the additional
boundary conditions .

(4) n(x)· curl v(x) = hex) + (n(x) . curl vo(x» }
(5) ~lv(x)12 + p(x) = 9(x) + (~lvo(x)12 + Po(x» ,

where an-Cf) = {x E anl/(x) < O} is the part of the boundary through which liquid is
enter:ing the domain. g~ h must be sufiiciently small. ESselltially, (4) and (5) prescribe
the vorticity of the flow on an-Cf).

Highly degenerate parabolic systems .•

Herbert Amann (Zürich) .

We discuss the well-posedness of a system of differential equations describing dif
fusion processes in polymers. This system is of a rather unusual type in the sense that
it can be considered tO.be a uniformly degenerate parabolic equation coupled with an
ordinary differential equation. It ia shown that it can be considered to be a concrete
realization of an abstract parabolic evolution equation. However, it does not eXhibit
any regularizing effect whi~h makes it difficult ·ta apply "elassical" techniques of partial
differential equations. .
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Astability result for the Vlasov-Poisson system

Jürgen Batt (München)

It ia proven that in a neutral two-component plasma with space homogeneous
positively charged background, which ia govemed by the Vlasov-Poisson system and
for which Poisson's equation is considered on, a cube in-1R3 with periodic boundary
conditions, the space homogeneous stationary solutions g with energy gradient ~ :5 0
and compact support are (nonlinearly) stable in tbe LI-Norm with respect to weak
solutions of the initial value problem. (joint work with G. Rein, München; to appear
in: Annali di Mathematica Pura ed Applicata).

Nonlioear microlocaJ analysis and 2d fluid mechanies

Jean- Yve3 Chemin (Palai8eau)

In this talk, we study the regularity for large time of a solution of the following
well-known imcompressible Euler system in two space dimension.

O'V + v · Vv = - Vp
(E) divv = 0

Vlt=o = Vo

where p is the preasure and v.Vv =Ei ViOi.
The key quantity in this problem is the vorticity w = 01 v2 - 8rJv1 • The basic fact

in the two space dimension case is that {JtW + v . \7w = O.
In this talk, we want to study the vortex patches problem, which is the following:

let us suppose that the initial data has a. vorticity which is the characteristic function of
a regular bounded domain. It is well-known that there is a global solution of (E) which
is in the space LOO {IR, C~(1R2)) where C~(1R2) is Zygmund's class of bounded functions
such that lu{x+y)+u(x-y)-2u{x)1 :5 Clyl. Then, the vorticity remains, for al1 time,

the characteristic function of a bounded domain. With Green's formula, it is easy to
see that this problem is equivalent to solve the following equation

(B) Otx(t,s) = 2
1
,.. ~O,2ft'] Loglx(t,s) - x(t,O')IO«7 x(t,O')dO'..

The two questions are:
- does the boundB.tY of the domain remain regular for small time?
- if yes, what happens for big time?

Some years ago, A. Majda announced a proof for a positive answer to the first"
question and, according to same numerical evidences, conjectured that the answer to
the second question was no. Moreover, S. Alinhac proved some instability results for
an approximation of equation (B).

"In this talk, we are going to explain how Nonlinear Microlocal·Analysis allows to
provethat equation (B) has a global solution which is x E COO(IR, cc+t-O(SI ,1R2 )) n
L~c(lR, Ck+t(Sl ,1R2 )) if the boundary of the domain is Ck+E at time o. The key point
ia the use of the non smooth striated structure related to the boundary of the domain
for a global control of the Lipschitz norm of the vector field solution of (E). In fact, the
actually proved theorem ia much more general and can be stated in term of conormal
space associated with non smooth hypersurface. From this point of view, the fact that
w is exactly 1 inside the domain and exactly 0 outside has no import~ceat all.
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: + div(v ® v) = -\l-y

divv = 0

Existence of vortex sheets for Euler's equat~ol1 in lR2

Jean-Marc Delort (Orsay)

This talk is devoted to the proof of a global existence theorem for the problem of
vortex sheets with distingcished sign on lR2 • Let Wo be-a positive (or negative) measure
with compact support on 1R2 , belonging to the Sobolev space H-l (R2) (e.g. Wo = CI;
with E smooth compact curve). Let Va be the vector t(-8Jß -lWO, 8Iß-lwo), with
Oj = 8~j ,j = 1,2. Then, there ia a coupie (v,"'Y) with v (resp. ,) locally bounded

function of time with values in L10c functions from 1R2 to 1R2 (resp. S'(1R2» satisfying
Euler's equation

Vlt=o = Va

where v ® v = (ViVj)1~i,j~2 and div(v ® v) means the divergence of every line of the
matrix v (8) v.

•
The Stokes system in exterior domains: A negative result on Co. regularity

Paul Deuring (DaTf1l8tadt)

Let n be a bounded domain in!R3 , with smooth boundary. Let er E (0,1). Set

(C:)3 := {f E C°{lR3
\ 0)3 : If1R8\Bn Jar - .... 0 (n -+ oo)},

where Bn denotes a ba.ll in !R3 , of radius n and centre O. Set

(c~,ar)3 := {u E C2(R3 \ 0)3 : DGu E (C:)3fora E lN~withal + a2 + a3 :5 2},

Car := {g e C 1(1R3
\ 0) : \79 e (C:)3}.

Then consider the Stokes-system in the exterior domain IR3 \ n, under Dirichlet •
boundary conditions:

(1) -~u ~ AU + \711" = f,divu = 0 inlR3
\ n,UI811 = O.

Aasume A e C\] - 00,0], f e (0:)3. In this situation, it is natural to look for a
solution (u, 1r) with u E (C;,0)3, 1r E car. If such a solution exists, then u ia uniquely
determined, and 11" ia unique up to an additive constant. However, CO-regularity and
exiatence do not hold. In fact, even if n is a ball, there ia DO constant K- > 0 such
that )ulo ~ )- ßu + Au + V1r!o for 11' E OO,U E (C:,0)3 with divu = 0,u180 = O.
Furthermore, there exists some f E (C:)3 such that problem (1) cannot be solved.

Our methods are based on the method of integral equations.

J
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Maximum principles and non-existence results for minimal submanifolds

Ulrich Dierkes (Saarbrocken)

In this talk we discuss generalizatioDS of necessary conditions for the general
Plateau problem to arbitrary dimensions and arbitrary genus. This generalizes re
sults of Nitsche, Nitsche-Leavitt, Hildebrandt and Ossermann-Shiffer. We also give
an application to the so called neck-pinching in mean curvature flow problems. These
results are contained in [01], [D2].

Theorem 1 Let M C R,n+k be an n-dimensional minimal submanifold of dass
C2. Tben tbe function t(X1,· .. ,Xn+k) = x~ + .. ·+ x; - (n;k) [X;+1 + ·.. + X;+k] is a
subbannonic function on M, i. e. ßMt ~ 0 wbere ßM denotes the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on M.

Corollary 1 H M is a compact minimal submanifold and 8M is contained in a
solid body wbich is congruent to H~(e) := {x~+.. '+x~ :5 (n;k) [X~+l+.. '+X~+k] +e}
then we have M C H~(e).

Corollary 1 yields a considerable improvement over the convex hull property for
minimal submanifolds with several boundary components, if e. g. the codimension k =
1 and e > 0, since, in this case the set H~(e) represents asolid connected hyperboloid.

Furthermore we obtain the following nonexistence result.

·Theorem ~ Let C C lR"+l be asolid cone with vertex Po which is congruent to the
cone {x~ +.. '+x~ :s; (n-1)X~+1} =K+U{O}UK- and let C+, C- denote the disjoint
parts which correspond to K+ ,K- respectively. Then there is no connected, compact
n-dimensional minimal submanifold M C IRn+l which is of dass C2 with fJM C C such
that both fJM n C+ and 8M n C- are nonempty.

As. a consequence of this result one obtains several necessary conditions for the
existence of connected minimal submamfolds with two boundary components, see [D1].

Theorem 1 extends to submanifolds with bounded mean curvature H.

Theorem 3 Let M C lRn+1 be an n-dimensional C2-submanifold with mean cur
vature H(x) and b E [0,1]. Then tex) = x~ + ... + x~ - (n - l)bX~+l is subhannonic
on M, if

{
x~ + ··.+ x2

2 2 } 1
b + nIH(x)1 (n _ 1)2 n + b X n+1 :s; 1

noids for al1 x E M.

We remark that Theorem 2 can be improved considerably by using an enclosure
argument which ia based on the construction of certain n-dimensional catenoids. These
are obtained as revolution surfaces of the extremals of the one dimensional variational
integral J yn (1 + y/2)1dx, for details see [D1].

K. Ecker has pointed out to me that the method used in Theorem 1 also applies
to the mean curvature fiow problem

4



(1) -Jrx(p, r) = n . H(p, r) . v

of smooth embeddings of some n-dimensional manifold M into IRn+ 1
. In particular one

may prove a "neck pinch" result if Mo = x(M, 0) has the shape of a barbell handle. We
consider here the Dirichlet problem aMT = aMo which is connected with the evolution
equation (1).

Proposition 1 Let .,\, A E IR such that 2..\ - 2 - A ~ O. Tben the function t( x, T) :=
xi + ... + x~ - (n - "\)X;+1 + Ar fu1D.l1s the inequality (ß - i;.)t ~ 0, where ~ = ßMr

denotes tbe Beltrami operator on MT = x(Af., T).

From the maximum principle we conclude

Proposition2 Let 2..\ - 2 - A ~ O. Then {or all Tl ~ 0 such that MT, T E [0, Tl] is
a differentiable manifold, one ,has tbe estimate supM r t :5 supMo t.

This implies

Theorem 5 Let ..\ < n, A > 0 satisfy 2.,\ - 2 - A ~ 0 and assume that e > 0
and Mo fulfill Mo c {xi + ... + x~ ~ (n - ..\)X;+1 ~ e}. In addition suppose that
Mo is connected, oMo c {xi + ... + x~ :5 (n - ..\)X~+l} such that both intersections
F)Mo n {X n+l > O} andaMo n {X n+l < O} are nonempty. Then the·fIow (1) develops a
singularity before TO = x. .
[DI] Dierkes, U.: Maximum principles and nonexistence results for minimal submani
folds. Mon. math. 69, 203-218 (1990).
[D2] Dierkes,' U.: Maximum principles and nonexistence results for submanifolds of
bounded mean curvature with an application to me:.dl curvature ßow. To appear in:
Vorlesungsreihe des SFB 256, Analysis Seminar 199U, Universität Bonn.

•

The stationary Navier-Stokes equations of viscous 80w past a' body

Reinhard Farwig (Paderborn)

We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous, incompressible
fluid in an exterior domain of 1R3 • The velocity is assumed to approximate a constant A
nonvanishing vector at infinity. Linearizing the Navier-Stokes equations we are led •
to the Oseen equations which we study in weighted Sobo1ev spaces. The weights are
anisotropie and reflect the decay properties of Oseen's fundamental solution. The main
too1s are the theory of hydrodynamic potentials and estimates of singular and weakly
singular integral operators in anisotropie spaces. Furthermore we present a variational
approach in weighted Sobolev spaces to a related elliptic equation of second order.

Literature: R. Farwig: Das stationäre Außenraumproblem der Navier-Stokes
Gleichungen bei nichtverschvrindender Anströmgeschwindigkeit in anisotrop gewich
teten Sobolevräumen. Preprint no. 110, SFB 256, University of Bonn 1990.
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Recent results on soliton equations

Benno FucMsteiner (Paderborn)

The basics of the group theoretical analysis of soliton systems are given. Linear
operators ~(U) on the tangent bundle are said to be hereditary if for a1l Lie-derivatives
LG we have wLG(4a) = L.G(~). These operators playa. central role in so far as they
generate infinite-dimensional abelian Lie algebras. An example for such a quantity
is t = ~ + 2u + 28z u8;1 which generates the symmetry group of the KdV. If a
soliton manifold ia parametrized by asymptotic data then ~ must be diagonal with
doubly degenerate spectrum such that the eigenvectors correspond to the action-angle
variables. By phase translation in the asymptotic data representation one obtains
an ABT (auto Bäck1und transformation) which acts as x-translation on one-solitons.
Hence the global ABT can be recovered by functional equations .of ~he one-solitons.
These ABT's obviously have a free parameter, which may be used to define an invariant
nonlinear spectral problem by violation of the implicit function theorem conditioD.
The 88sociated linear spectral problem theu is the one given by the corresponding
hereditary operator. Hy analysis of the approach given above one then discovers an
ideal-theoretic characterization of the tangent bundle for multisolitons: In a suitably
constructed finitely generated Lie-module a canonical completion of ideals ia given via
the symplectic form of the system. Multisolitons then correspond to' complete prime
ideals in that module and a concrete representation ia rediscovered by the zero sets of
these prime ideals.

Microlocal defect measures and homogenization

Patriclc Gerard (Pari8)

In order to study the oscillations of the sequence (lJIE) solution of.the following
oscillating Schrödinger equation

1 2 X
(eDt + 2(eDz) + V(~)'1Je = 0

lJIjt=o = eiS(z)/eb(x)

where V E COO(Tn ), we introduce the nation of "semi-classical defect me8S~e" on
IR: x IRE by the formula

if a E Ccf(lR.n x Rn), (Ue) being a given bounded sequence of L2, Ue -- 0, and,
say, IVzuelL2 :5 ~. If ~t is the measure corresponding to ue = '11e(t), then 1'0 =
Ib(x)12 dxc5(e - dS(x), and, under some asSUIDptions of generic type on S, we can com
pute JJt for each t in terms of the eigenvalues of ~(e + D,)2 + V(y) on T; without .any
assumption on their multiplicities. (Bloch waves).

6



The dirichlet problem for some semilinear elliptic differential equations
of arbitrary order'

Hans·Christoph Grunau {Berlin}

"For some special semilinear elliptic equations, e. g. (-A)m + g{u) = /, the
existence of a solution of the Dirichlet problem is shown, which is classical in the interior
of the domain and takes on the boundary values in a. weak sense. The nonlinearity
9 : IR ~ IR has to satisfy the sign condition tg(t) ;::: 0 and to be bounded from below, e.
g. g(t) = exp(t) - 1. Furthermore it is possible to treat nonlinearities g with growth
conditions, which ean be viewed 88 interpolation between" the above extreme case and
the standard one fg(t)1 :5 0(1 + Itl :!~::). The crucial lemma is a Ioeal maximum
principle for solutions of diff~rential inequ~ties (-A)mu :5 /, which makes use of the
positivity of Green's function for (_A)m in balls.

The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on some bounded singular
domains .

Rainer Hempel (München)

Neumann Laplacians on singular domains exhibit surprising and fascinating prop
erties. On one hand, there is the recent work of Davies, Simon and others on the
spectnun of Neumann Laplacians on (unbounded) horn8, while, on the other hand,
Rempel, Seco and Simon have analyzed the essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians
on some bounded singular domains of the type rooms and pa.ssages and combs. Ex
amples of this kind have been known at least since Courant and Hilbert in connection
with Rellich's embedding theorem. It turns out that, given any closed subset S of
the interval [0,00), we can construct a comb-like domain n with the property that the
Neumann Laplacian on n has precisely the set S a.s its essential spectrum.

The main step in the analysis consists in a decoupling along the intervals where
rooms and passages meet, by means of certain natural boundary conditions, which turn
out to be Neumann from the side of the rooms and Dirichlet from the side of the
p888ages (the Organ.pipe Lemma).

. Concerning ezterior problems related to rooIDS and passages, one ean obtain exis
tence and completeness of wave operators in situations where one of the operators lacks
loeal compactness properties (joint work with R. Weder).

References e
E. B. Davies, B. Simon: Spectral properties of the Neumann Laplacians of horns.

Duke Math. J., to appear.
R. Hempel, L. Seco, B. Simon: The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on

some bounded singular domains. J. Funct. Anal., to appear.

A new parametrizatioD of the sphere and its applicatioDS

T. Herb (Bayreuth)

A new parametrization of the sphere is introduced, which consists of the central
projection of a half-equator onto a tangent line and the rotation of the rest of the sphere
into this half-equator.

7
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For an applieation, it is shown that the problem of finding an isometrie embedding
of a. twodimensional Pseudo-Riemannian manifold homeomorphie to the dise in a three
dimensional Pseudo-Riemannian spaee of eonstant eurvature is .equivalent to finding a.
homeomorphie solution with nonvanishing Jaeobian of the assoeiated Darboux system,
an elllptic system of Heinz-Lewy type. In order to find such solutions in the Rieman
nian case, one needs an a-priori estimate of the Diriehlet integral, which is gotten from
the Rellich equation for the above introdueed parametrization.

A second application are harmonie mappings from the ball into the sphere, where
tbe new parametrization allows to solve the Diriehlet problem with a restrietion to a
belt around the equator instead of a hemisphere.

Symplectic homology

H. Hofer (Bochum)

Let (M, w) be a symplectic maoifold. Abasie question is the following: Do there
exist monotonie invariants other than volume? To be more precise let us assume M
and N have the same dimension. Can we attach a nummer c(M) to M and the same
to N, which has tbe following properties.

(Al) c(M,w) > 0
(A2) c(B2(1) x Cn - 1) < 0
(A3) c(M,aw) = lalc(M,w)
(A4) M ~ N symplectically tben c(M,w):5 c(N,r)

It is interesting to note that (Al),(A3) and (A4) would be satisfied by M -+

(fMwn)t; with dimM = 2n. HoweverJ (A2) excludes all volume-related quantities.
Here B2 (1) X Cn - 1 earries tbe standard symplectic structure induced from en • A
"c" satisfying (Al-A4) is called a symplectic. capacity. Quantities satisfying the ahove
axioms exist and are surprisingly related to existence theory of periodie solutions of
Hamiltonian systems. One can show that periodie trajectories are a necessary ingredient
in a symplectic rigidity theory. Periodie solutioDS with prescribed period or energy
satisfy a variational principle and therefore can he expected to be related by algehraic
properties in view of Morse tbeory. However Morse theory is not applicable, at least
not in its standard form, due to tbe fact that tbe dimensions of stahle and unstable
manifolds of the vanational problem are infinite. Floer's vanational interpretation
of Gromov's pseudoholomorphic curve theory leads to tbe desired variational theory.
This variational tbeory is .ba.sed on the study of first order elliptic systems associated
to tbe spa.ce of connecting ·orbits hetween critical points. Merging the construction
of symplectic capa.cities with Floer's so called Instanton-bolllology (also called Floer
homology) one ia able to construct a huge family of functions depending on two real
and one integer parameter. These functions are interrelated by exact sequences and
have many useful propertiea. One calls them symplectic homology functors. Having
this theory one cau explain many known results from a unique point of view and
obtains some new results like Gromov's symplectic polydisc conjecture, new cases of the
Weinstein conjecture, and same highly interesting results on the topological properties
of spaces of symplectic embeddings.

8



Regularity of parabolic systems. (0=2)

Oldrich John {Praha}

As it is known, the parabolic system

(1) 8:,' - Ej:l E:,,8=l DQ(A~!(t, x)D,8u i ) = 0, i = 1,···, m,

(2) E~j=l E:,,8=l Af!(t, x)e~e~ ~ '\leI2
,'\ > 0, A synunetric

of m equations in n spatial variables x = [Xl,···, Xn] with bounded measurable coeffi
cients in Q = (0, T) x !1, n c IRn bdd., can be constructed (for n ~ 3, m ~ 2) in a way
that it has singular (discontinuous) weak solution. There is an example that the weak
solution starts from smooth boundary data and becomes singular in some point of Q (J.
Stara.,O. John,J. Maly, COllllllent Math. Univ. earol, 27, 1986). The constructio~is
based on the fact that there is the elliptic system with bounded measurable coefficients •
having singular solutions. It is true if and only if n ~ 3.

So there was still an open problem, what can happen with the parabolic system if
n = 2. Is it regular? A partial answer gives the following

Theorem (V. Kondratjev, J. Stars, O. John). Let n = 2. Let the coefficients of
(1),(2) be of Loo(Q). Assume, further, that the coeflicients are Lipschitz continuous
in t, uniformly with respect to x in Q. Then each weak solution of (1),(2) is regular

_(locally Hölder continuous) in Q.

Symmetry, smoothness, and Doda! properties in global bifurcation analysis
of quasi-linear elliptic equatioDs

Hansjörg Kielhö!er (Augsburg)

We iDvestigate global bifurcation for a. qU88ilinear elliptic boundary value problem.
If the domain is symmetrie some eigenfunetions of the linearization about the trivial
solution have eertain symmetric noda! configurations. We prove that these Dodal con
figuratioDS persist also for the Donlinear problem along global brauches provided the
equation is equivariant with respect to their symmetry group. For a subclass of prob
lems we can show that these global branches are in fact smooth eurves in the appropriate
fixedpoint subspaces defined by their symmetry.

Apriori estimates and their application for t~e classical solvability ofbound- _
ary value problems for fully nonlinear elliptic equations -

Nicolai K utev (Karl8ruhe)

The best possible conditioDs for boundary gradient estimates for fuHy nonlinear
elliptic and parabolic equations

F[u] = F(x,u,Du, D2u) =°in n,
- Ut + F(t,x,u,Du,D2 u) =°in Q = n x (0, T)

in a bounded smooth domain n c IRn or a cylinder Q =n x (0, T) are proposed. The
important role of the geometry of the domain and the nonlinearity of the equations for
the general solvability of the Dirichlet problem is shown. Applications for the classical
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solvability of Monge-Ampere type equations, curvature type equations and others is
given, too. In case of one-dimensionaJ nonlinear parabolic equa~ions

Ut - Uz:z: = J(t, x, u, uz:) in (a, b) x (0,00)
u(a, t) = A, u(b, t) = B, A, B =const; u(x, 0) = 'if;(x)

88 a consequence of the existence and nonexistence results global solvability or finite
blow up of the sohltions is proved when the difference of the data B - A is sufficiently
large.

On the Wigner-Poisson-system

Hor8t Lange (Köln)

We consider the Cauchy problem for the Wigner-Poisson-equation

(WP) {
a,P + V . Vzp + e(v)p = 0

. Plt=o = PI

called sometimes the quantum transport equation; here e(V) stands for the Fourier
~ integral operator with symbol

i n n
-,;[V(x + 2'7, t) - V(x - 2'7, t)]

with ß V = -en, n(x, t) = fRa p(x, v, t)dv, e = ±l. By using the equivalence of (WP)
with a system of coupled Hartree type nonlinear Schrödinger equations

if)t,pn == -~L\,pn+ V(,p),pn

tPn{x, 0) = 'Pn(x)

(where ß V = -en, n(x, t) = L~ ~nltPn(x, t)12 ) we show global existence of (WP) in
an H2_setting for e = ±1 and asymptoticaJ decay of P, n, V, VV in various -DOrms 88

Itl -+ 00 for the repulsive case e = l.(jointly with R. lllner, P. Zweifel).

• Nonlinear initial value problems for elastic media with cubic symmetry

Rolf Leis (Bonn)

We start formulating some linear initial boundary value problems, indieate solution
methods and hint 8t problems from qualitative solution theory (asymptotic behaviour
for large t, scattering theory). We then briefiy remind of some results on the existence
of global smooth solutions of nonlinear equations with small data.

The third and main part of the lecture is concerned with the system of linear
equations of elasticity in 1R2 • We assume the medium to be anisotropie with eubie
symmetry. The Fresnel surfaces are classified and the different asymptotic behaviour
88 t --+ 00 of the solutions is described using stationary phase methods. These results
are applied to obtain global smooth solutions for nonlinear equations with initially
anisotropie eubic medium.
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Hilbert complexes

Matthias Lesch (Augsburg)

In this talk I give areport on a joint work with J. Brüning. Its purpose is to give
a framework for the investigation of elliptic complexes on non-compact manifolds. For

.such a complex of differential operators

o--. C~(Eo)~C~(El)~ •.. d.!!..=..lC[f(EN) --. 0

between vector bundles Ei on a Riemannian manifold M the concept of an ideal bound
arg condition plays an important role. An ideal boundary condition is just a choice of
closed extensions Di of di such that we obtain again a complex

An abstract complex of this type is called a Hilbert complex. Although this is a
very simple object, it refiects much of the structure known from elliptic complexes on
compact manifolds.

I discuss some aspects of these complexes, such as Fredhohnness, Poincare duality,
homotopy operators etc. For manifolds with cone-like singularities I state a uniqueness
result for ideal boundary conditions.

Fundamental solutions ror PDO's depeodiog·analytically 00 parameters

Frank Mantlik (Dortmund)

We consider a family }J>.(D) = EIQI~m ao(A)DO of constant coefficients PDO's,
where each aa depends analytically on a parameter Ain a complex manifold A. Assum-
ing P>.(D) is equally strong for each ,\ we prove the ~existenceof fundamental solutions
I>., P>.(D)f>. = Co in IR" (with optimal regularity properties), which also depend ana.
lytically on ,\ E A. This result answers a question of L. Hönnander. It has been shown
by F. Treves that the assumption of constant strength is necessary (and also sufficient
locally in A). Our method of proof also yields analytic solutions for the more general
equation P>.(D)f>. = 9>., where 9>' is a given analytic function with values in some
distribution space. As a principal tool we use a theorem of J. Leiterer on sheaves of _
Banach-valued analytic functions. _

Some remarks on large data problems for semilinear wave equations

Hartmut Pecher (Wuppertal)

We consider the following Cauchy problem

Utt - ßu = 9(U)
u(x,O) = cp(x),Ut(x,O) = tf;(x)

for (x, t) E !R3 XIR. Asswne that 9 E C2,O(IR), g(s) :5 const Vs E 1R,lg(s)1 $const as
8 --. -00.
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Under these assumptions this problem has a unique global classical solution for
any smooth data ep and t/J. If

{
o s < 0

g(8) = -lslP s; 0

where p > 2, the scattering operator in the sense of energy norms can be shown to exist
for any smooth data which decay sufficiently rapidly at infinity.

Small solutions to nonlinear hyperbolic and parabolic equations in da
mains with boundaries

Reinhard Racke (Kar18ru.he)

(1) Simple examples are presented for solutions of wave equations in bounded do
mains in IRR which always develop singularities in finite time - in contrast to the
corresponding situation in exterior domains.

(2) Global existence theorems for small, smooth solutions to equations of the following
type are given.

and
Utt - 8iaik(X)8ktJ + tJt = heu, tJe, Vu, VUh V 2u),

in unbounded domains with star-shaped complement.
(3) Results in one-dimensional nonlinear thermoelasticity are shortly mentioned.

·Existence of the global attractor for some strongly coupled reaction
diffusion systems

Reinkard Redlinger (Karlsruhe)

The model system (ai, bi,Ci, ei and a are positive constants)

for 0 < x < f, t > 0

(two competing species with triangular diffusion matrix, space dimension n = 1) under
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and with nonnegative initial data ia con
sidered. Existence of the global attractor for (*) in the space X = {(u, v) E W 1 ,P (0, I) :
n, v ~ O} for arbitrary 1 < p < 00 is proved. The result can be extended to higher (e.
g. Dirichlet boundary conditions), if the term b1U ia replaced by a functioD heu) with
the following properties: h 2: 0, and there ia an e > 0 such that W -+ 00 aB tJ -+ 00.

Semilinear elliptic eigenvalue problems in !RN

Wol/gang Roth'er (Bayreuth)

We present some existence results for the semilinear equation

and state some conditions for the functions q, r and the positive constants 0'1,0'2 such
that A= 0 is a. bifurcation point for equation (*).
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Sucessive bifurcations in the Conette-Taylor problem

Jürgen Scheurle (Hamburg)

The Conette-Taylor problem deals with the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid
between two coaxial rotating cylinders. Depending on the angular velocities of the
cylinders, one observes different flow patterns. Mathematically, transitions between
different flow patterns are described by instabilities and bifurcations of corresponding
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for this problem. We are going to discuss a
systematicmethod to analyze the occurence of whole sequences of such phenomena
when an extemal parameter ia varied, and present an example.

The weak Dirichlet problem in L9 for ß in exterior domains

C. G. Simader (Bayreuth) e
We give report on joint work with H. Sohr (Paderbom). Let G e IR" be an open set

with Ge IRn,G ':F1R",8G E Cl and 1 ~ q < 00. Then the usual Sobolev space H~,q(G)

ia defined a.s the closure of Co(G) with respect to the nonn IIcPlh,9 := (lIcPlI; +IIVcPlI;);.
If G is bounded an equivalent nonn ia defined by IIVcPllq. This holds no longer true for
unbounded dom8.ins. So we define more generally HJ(G) := {p : G -+ IRmeasurable,
P E Lq(GR) for all R > 0, Vp E (Lq(G))" and there exists a. sequence. (Pi) e Co(G)
such that IIp ~ Pi!lq,GR -+ 0 for each R > 0 and IIVp - VPill"G ~ O}. Here GR :=
G n BR where BR := {x e IR" : lxi < R}. Then HJ'9(G) is a Banach (q = 2:
Hilbert) space with respect to the norm IIV · Ilq and reflexive for 1 < q < 00. Beside
this spa.ce we consider H~tq(G) := {p : G ~ IR measurable, p e Lq(GR) for each
R > 0, Vp E (L9(G))n and for each Tl E COO(IR") holds (fJp) e H~,q(G)}. Again
H~,q{G) with nonn IIV . 119 is a Banach space. For G hounded H~,q(G) = iIJ,q(G) =
ii.l·q(G). If 0 E K ce !Rn and if G := !Rn \ f( ia a domain, we call G an exterior
domain. In this case holds iIJ,q(G) = H.l,q(G) for q 2:= n. Hut if 1 :5 q < n we choose
R > 0 such that K ce Bn and 'PR E COO{IR") with 0 :5 'PR ~ 1 and ct'R(X) = 0 for
lxi :5 1, ct'R{X) = 1 for lxi ~ 2. Then 'PR e :iI~,q{G) hut 'PR fI. hJ,9(G). Furthermore
iI~,q(G) = iIJ,9(G) ffi {a<'oR : 0 E IR}. The main result states that for G bounded
or an extenor domain, 8G e Cl, there exists for 1 < q < 00 a. constant Cq > 0 such

that IIVpllq ~ sup{< Vp, "cP >: <p e H.l,q' (G), 11 V4>1I q' :5 I} holds for all P E iI.l,q(G)
where q' = ~. Equivalent to this property is the representation theorem: For each

F* E (H~·9(~»~ there exists a unique p E H~·9(G) such that F*(t/» ==< 'V'p, 'V't/> > •
for all l/> E H.I,g (G) and Ci11lVpl!q ::; f1F*IJ;, ~ IIVpllq. If G is an exterior domain

(G c 1R",n 2:: 2) then there exiats 0 ':F h E n H.l,r(G) with 6.h = O. For
~<r<oo

n~l < q < n(=> n 2:: 3) holds iI~,q(G) = HJ,q(G) EB {ah : 0 e IR}. But for q 2:: n if

n 2:: 3 resp. q > n = 2 holds h e hJ'~(G).
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The existence of steady vortex rings in an ideal fluid

Michael Struwe (Zürich)

Theorem (Ambrosetti-Struwe) Let 9 be non-decreasing, 9 ~ 0 = g(O) <
limt_oo g(t) < 00, and continuous on ]0, 00[. Also let k ~ 0, W > 0 be given. Then
there is 8 solution 0 ~ u = u(r, z) = u(r, -z) of the problem

. {-ßu=r2g(r2
(U- W)_k)inR5

.

(P) 2 r-----
u(r,z) -- 0 as l(r,z)l-- 00, wberer = jx~ + oe. + X~,Z = X5.

U i~ non-increasing in Izi and A = supp(ßu) is non-empty and bounded.

Physically, A corresponds to the cross section (in a meridional plane) of a vortex
ring with ßux k and vorticity function g, trhvelling at speed W.

Plateau's problem

Friedrich Tomi (Heidelberg)

In this survey talk some recent developments in the theory of Plateau's problem
are discussed. The following topics are considered:
(I) A modem approach to the classical theory

(11) Incompressible minimal surfaces and barrier constructions
(111) Unstable minimal surfaces.

In (I) I describe the existence proof for area minimizing surfaces of prescribed genus
p > 1 spanning a. given Jordan curve in a Riemannian manifold using the description
of the moduli space of a. surface as the quotient of Riemannian metrics of curvature
-1 by the diffeomorphism group of the surface. This is based on work of Fisher
Tromba. In (11) I show how the concept of incompressible surfaces (i. e. sUrfaces
which .induce a. monomorphism of fundamental groups) can be exploited for existence
proofs to Plateau's problem. I illustrate this with several examples in R3 using suitable,
topologically non-trivial mean-convex barriers. In (111) finally I discuss various ways of
applying Morse and Ljusternik-Schnirelman theories to Plateau's problem and I briefly
describe same recent results by Struwe, Jost-Struwe, and Min-Yin.

A maximum principle ror elliptic systemse Wol/gang Walter (Kat13ruhe)

Let
m m

Lu = E aij(x)uZiZj + E bi(x)uzi

i,;=l i=l

be an elliptic operator and 0 < 0:1 :5 (ai;), lai, Ibl :5 K and -K :5 c = c(x).

Theorem A (Walter 1989) Assume that D C IRm satisfies a uniform interior
ball condition and

Lu +cu :5 0 in D,.u ~ 0 on r = 8D ,

and that a function h with

Lh +eh :5 0 in D, h > 0 in D
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exists. Then (i) u > 0 in D or (ii) u == 0 in D or (iii) u = -ah, a > O. In case (iii) u is'" "
an eigenfunction for tbe operator L + c.

Now eonsider an elliptie system where L = diag(L I ,··· ,Ln),u = (u},··· ,un)T,
c(x) = (Ci;) essentially positive, i. e. Ci; ~ 0 for i ~ j.

Theorem An H c(x) is essentia11y positive and irreducible tben Theorem A bolds
as it stands (inequalities intezpreted componentwise)

Special case LI = .·. = Ln = L·''\l =nrst eigenvalue of L* <p +,\<p = 0 in D, <p = 0
on r. Tben

n

L Ci;(X) :5 '\1 with ~ for one index i
;=1

implies u > 0 or u =O.

Large time asymptotics ror wave equations with periodic coefficients •

Peter Werner (Stuttgart)

We atudy tbe inital value problem

Effu - c2 [pl}z( !l}zu) - qu] =!e-iwt for (x, t) E IR x lR+ ,
P

u(x,O) = Otu(x, 0) = 0

for w > 0, f E Ccr(lR) and smooth p-periodie eoeffieients c > 0, P >·0, q ~ O. This
problem ia of interest, sinee spatial periodieity ean produce resonances, as this example
shows. In fact, u has a resonance of order t1if w2 belongs to the boundary of the band
spectrum of the self-adjoint extension A of the spatial operator Ao = c2 [pd( ~d) - qr
and if I ia orthogonal to the p-periodic or p-semiperiodic solutions of (Ao - w2 )V = 0
("standing waves") with respect to tbe weight (pc2)-1, while u(x, t) is bounded as
t -+ 00 for a.ll other choices of w and f. Similar results hold if. the co~ftleients are
perturbed by additional terms with compact support.

Global solutions to a class of strongly coupled parabolic systems

Michael Wiegner (Bayreuth)

We consider strongly eoupled parabolic systems of the type

•
together with initial boundary conditions. The flux-vectors i k are as~umed to be of the
structure

jl: = -a(x,t,u)Vul: + rl:(x,t,u) + cl:(x,t,u)VH(x,t,u)

with matrices a, cl: and some funetion H behaving like lu12 • In biologieal systems H
can serve aB a model for environmental infiuences produeed by the species themselves,
whieh may in turn react differently according to the CI:. We prove a-priori estimates in
Ca,f (nT)N, thereby getting the existence of global elassical solutions, using results of
H. Amann.

Berichterstatter: M. Lesch
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b er ich t 12l19Q1

Mathematische Stochastik

10.03. bis 16.03.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von P. L. Davies (Essen) und B. W. Silverman (Bath)

statt. Im Vordergrund standen die engen Verbindungen zwischen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie

auf der einen und Statistik auf der anderern Seite. Verdeutlicht wurden diese Verbindungen

insbesondere durch zwei Schwerpunktthemen der Tagung)

Anwendung der Theorie empirischer Prozesse

und

Inversprobleme

(Computertomographie und Bildverarbeitung).

Wie vielraltig solche Verbindungen inzwischen sind) wurde durch Vorträge aus den Gebieten

- Epidemilogje

- robuste Statistik

- Zeitreihenanalyse

- semi-Markov-Prozesse

- Versuchsplanung

- nicht-parametrische Regression

- große Abweichungen

- Schätztheorie

- starke Gesetze

~ Warteschlangentheorie und Computernetze

eindrucksvoll belegt. Während der ganzen Woche fand eine rege Diskussion und ein

intensiver Gedankenaustausch statt, was einen wesentlichen Beitrag zum Erfolg der Tagung

lieferte.

An der Tagung nahmen insgesamt 45 Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler aus 8

Ländern teil.
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Vortragsauszüge

Valerie Isham (London)

Stochastie epidemie models

The AIDS epidemie has motivated mueh recent progress in this area, so the foeus of the

talk is on models for the transmission dynamics of HIV/ AIDS, although the results have

wider implications and applications. Properties of a simple model and extensions to amoree

realistie model for AIDS are described and diseussed. An outline is given of some areas of

current interest and activi~y, and tbe particular problem of determining the variability of

realisations of an epidemie is considered in more detail.

Jürgen Eichenauer-Herrmann (Darmstadt)

Pseodorandom Ilumbers generated by inversions

A classieal method of generating uniform pseudorandom numbers in the interval [0,1] is

the linear eongruential method. However, linear eongruential pseudorandom numbers show

several undesirable regularities, like the relatively eoarse lattiee strueture, whieh are due to

the linearity of the underlying recursion.

A partieularly attraetive alternative is the inversive eongruential method. Inversive

congruential pseudorandom numbers do not show any unfavourable lattice strueture; they

even "avoid the planes". Moreover, bounds for the diserepaney of tupels of consecutive

numbers indicate that the inversive eongruential method has nice statistical independence

properties.

Claudia Klüppelberg (Zürich)

Spectral estimates and stable processes

!D

Let Xt = j~--m,pt Zt_j be a discrete time MA proeess based on i.i.d. symmetrie random

variables Zt with a common distribution funetion from the normal domain of attraction of

a p-stable law (O<p<2). We derive the limit distribution of the normalized periodogram
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rar fixed A = 21rw J w inationalJ we show that

I (A) ~ l1/J(e-iA)1 2 S(N2+N2) (n -+ 00)
DJX 1 2

where S is a positive ~ ...,;table random variable (O<p<2) and NI J N2 are i.i.d. normal .

and independent of S .

Alais Kneip (Bann)

Ordered Linear smootb.ers

Let Y be a ran~om vector satisfying Yi = ~+fi J where fp ... Jfn are i.i.d. zero mean

random variables with variance (12<00. The following approach for estimating

J.L = (JLp···JJLn)' is considered: first J a family n of symmetrie nxn matrices is specified.
...

ThenJ an element SEn is selected by MalIowJs CL and JL:= S· Y . It is assumed that n

is an "ordered linear smoother" according to same easily interpretable qualit~tive .

conditions. Examples include the James-Stein estimatoiJ as weIl as estimators eorresponding

to smoothing procedures in nonparametrie regression (as e.g. kernel estimators or smoothing

splines).

The estimator JL is compared to the "optimal" estimator S · Y minimizing
JL

IE ~ IIJL - S· YII~ for SEn. Under same conditions on f J the difference

I~ IItt-S.YII~ - ~ IItt-Sjj. YII~I

is bounded by exponential probability inequalities which hold for all n E lN J all p. E IRD
J and

each ordered linear smoother. The resuIt yields detailed qualitative insight into the

properties of estimators constructed in this way.

Laune Davies (Essen)

Mythical ums and approDmate densities

It is argued that classical statistics (BayesJ Neyman-Pearson) is the statistics of the

mythical um. A mythical um is one which cannot be opened or does not exist and may be

charaeterized by the phrase "the true but unknown parameter ()0 " . The statistics of the

mythical urn should be replaced by the statistics of the approximate urnJ one which eannot

be distinguished from the mythical one. The ideas were demonstrated using n approximate

density funetions n •
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Theo Gasser (Mannheim)

Analysis of samples of curves

More often, data are collected in forms of curves for a sampIe of subjects (or experimental

units as Yij (i=l, ... ,mj, j=l,... ,ni». A nonparametric regression model for the Yij is as

folIows:

\.

y .. = f.(t ..) + f··
IJ 1 IJ IJ

where f. are the individual regression functions and f·. are the residuals. Usually the f
I
· are

1 IJ
differing both with respect to intensity and with respect to the dynamic of tbe developmen.

An approach for tbe analysis of such data is presented, starting with estimating an avera.,

curve. The essential steps are as follows:

(i) define features which are common to all curves and important such as extrema

(ii) estimate these features by nonparametric-regression and differentiation

(iii) estimate shift functions to synchronize the raw curves to the average development

(iv) apply the shift functions to the interpolated raw data

(v) average the shifted c~rves and smooth if neccessary.

Rates of convergence have been derived. We have applied these methods to several

biomedical problems, such as characterizing the development of children or the processing of

stimuli by the brain.

Iris Pigeot (Dortmund)

Asymptotics of the jack1mifed Mantel-Haenszel estimator

In recent years resampling techniques, especially the jackknife and the bootstrap procedure

have g~ned in importance e.g. when estimating the bias or variance of a given esti~ator.

The jackknife principle has originally been proposed by Quenouille (1949, 1956) for bias

reduction. This procedure is applied to the classical Mantel-Haenszel estimator (Mantel, •

Haenszel, 1959) whicb is widely used in the analysis of epidemiological studies especially in

the analysis of stratified 2)(2 tables. It estimates the s~alled odds ratio which can be

interpreted as the relative risk of developing a certain disease when a person is exposed to

some risk factor.

The asymptotic properties of this jackknife estimator are derived in the case that the

sampIe sizes within each stratum tend to infinity while the number of strata remains fixed.

It can be shown that the jackknifed Mantel-Haenszel estimator is strongly consistent and

asymptotically normal with the same asymptotic variance as the Mantel-Haenszel estimator

itself (Pigeot, 1989).
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Frank Ball (Nottingham)

Stochastic mOdels ofion channe1 gating mechanisms

A single ion channel is usually modelIed by a eontinuous time Markov ehain with a finite

state spaee. The state spaee is partitioned into open and closed states and it is only possible

to observe whether the process is in an open or a elosed state. A further eomplieation is that

short sojourns in either the open or elosed dass of states faH to be detected, a phenomenon

known as time interval omission.

The aim is to make inferenees concerning the structure and parameters of the underlying

process from the observed aggregated process. We show that an embedded semi-Markov

process provides a flexible framework for analysing the dynamic properties of aggregated

Markov processes, that is invariant to time interval omission. We use this framework to

examine the robustness of structural inferences to time interval omission. Parameter

estimation ~d identifiability problems are discussed briefly.

Dieter Rasch (Rostock)

Experimental design - the unloved step--child ol mathematical statistics

Experimental Design is the second-born of two brothers. The crown prince n Statistical

Analysis" or first-born is in a very powerful position with many more followers and prond of

its mother "Probability Theory" (we use the term crown prince even if the father, Sir

Ronald, may not be a king but is at least a Lord). Experimental Designs suffers from all

disadvantages of a seeond-born son and step-ehild and a non-mathematical mother, variety

testing.

In the talk statistics is defined decision-theoretically as a unity of experimental design and

analysis. A lemma gives conditions under which both parts of statistics may be treated

independently. Sequential analysis is a branch in which such aseparation is senseless. Two

theorems for designing experiments in nonlinear regression are presented. It is mentioned

that in the case of selection procedures the analysis is trivial i.e. the problems lay mainly in

the design part and it is conjectured that this is the reason that it is seldom applied.

Gabriele Laue (Leipzig)

Sell-reciproca.l functions in probability theory

Teugels (1971) studied the dass of probability density functions· PF satisfying the

relation PF(x) = 1 / Ili · f(x) . These are functions coinciding with their own
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cosine-transforms. Obviously, densities which coincide with their own sine-transforms must

be densities of non-negative random variables, and they must satisfy the relation

(1) PF(x) = rr ·Im f(x), x~O .

For instance, the density of the Rayleigh-distribution, PF(x) = x · e-x2/2 I x~O , has ~his
property. We remark that Teugels' problem can be reforrnulated for densities of

non-negative random variables

(2) PF(x) = rr ·Re f(x), x~O.

To solve the problems (1) and (2) we use the theory of self-reciprocal functions. e
Especially, the connection betweeD such functions lead to new solutions of (2) . We obtain

furt~er solutions using the theory of characteristic funtions of non-negative random

variables and the theory of Mellin-transforms.

Hennann Dinges (Frankfurt.)

Cumulatives of Wiener germs

Theorem (rigorously proved for d=1)

For every m-smooth family f (x)dx = _1_ exp(- -kK(e,x)+o(fIDndx there exist
f ..p::;ri e

constants c( f) = 1 + o( fm) , an m-smooth family !. H( f,X) , R( f,X) ~ 0 uniformlyon
f

compacts, such that

c( f) JY f (u)du = ~(:I: /1 J! H( f,Y)+fm •R( f,y)) - f1)(:I: /1 J! H( f,X)+fm . R( f,X))
X f - f f

Roughly speaking: With A(p):= ~ [f1)-1 (p)]2 (n probabilistic logarithsrn n)

A 0 Pr(XfSx) = ~ H( (,x) + o( Ern)
uniformlyon compacts.

In the second half on the t~k the character of the "WG-approximation"
•

F (x) ~ ~(-.! A(x) + Ii A (x))
l JE 0

was confronted with traditional approximation formulas for the cumulative distribution

functions of asyrnptotically normal distribution and distributions satisfying the principle of

large deviation (in the regular case in finite dimension) of Edgeworth-Expansion, Cramer's

theory of large deviations, the formula of Lugannami and llice.
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Sara van de Geer (Leiden)

ApplicatiOllS of empirical process theory

We briefly summarize same concepts used in empirical process theory, with as illustration.

the empirical process IIn indexed by monotone functions. It can be shown that a class of

uniformly bounded monotone functions :7 is a VC-hull class, and hence is universal

Donsker. This an be applied in various statistical problems. We mention differentiability of

the Kaplan Mayer estimator as function of {lIn(f): fE jr} . Also, we present a simple proof of

asymptotic normality of the nonparametrie maximum likelihood estimator of the mean, in a

• model with interval censored observations, using the asymptotic equicontinuity of 11n'

We discuss 'manageable' (in a sense a little more general than in Kim & Pollard (1989»)
classes, which are useful in some parametrie statistical problems, where estimators do not

converge at n-1/2-rate, as weil as in nonparametrie problems. For instance, we show that

manageability of e:Y leads to an easy derivation of the rate of convergence of the Grenander

estimator· of the uniform density.

Finally, we look at increments of vn ' with as application rates for least squares and

maximum likelihood estimators. As example, we reprov~ the rate n-1/3 for the least

squares estimator of a monotone regression function.

Glace Wahba (Madison)

Analysis of variance in functiOll spaces

We consider the model

Yi = f(t l (i), ... ,t o(i)) + fi' i=I, ... ,n

where tO' E T( 0) , some index set (which we will take as Ed(0) ) ,

f = (f1,... ,fn) N 9'i(0,(121), (J2 unknown, fE .fj , ,some reproducing kernel Hilbert space

Eod(0)
(rkhs) . Let t = (t1'oo.,t0'), tEE . We consider (ANOVA) decompositions of f of

the form

f( t) = P, + E fQ( t 0) + E f ß(t , t p) + ... (*)
a a<ß a a

Hyeonsidering .fj = Il (0'. Y S .fj( 0'» where iJ( 0') is an rkhs of functions on T{ 0') , we
0'=1

ca.n obtain the decomposition of (*) as an ortholgonal decomposition in ij. Once the model

is chosen (Le. the number of terms in (*) to be included is chosen) then f ean be estimated
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as the minimizer of

1 n . 2 -1) '('I 0 -1 (f)- E (y. - I(t(l))) +;\ E 8a· Ja(fa + LJ aß Jaß aß + ...
n i=1 1 aEM a,ßEM '

where M indexes the set of subspaces included in the model and the Ja' J a.ß etc. are

spline penalty functionals. If d( er) > 1 then a thin-plate penalty Iunctional will be

involved. The minimization can be carried out via the publicly available code RKPACK

(write netl.b). A and the 8 's are obtained by GCV .

Nina Gantert (Bonn)

Luge deviatio1JS ofse1J-si.mi1arity ofBrownian motion •
Using the Levy-Cisielsi construction of Brownian motion, we identify if[O,I] with a

subset of IRI , where I is an index set with "tree structure": Wiener measure is a product

measure on IRI with marginal distribution .#'(0,1). We define shifts Ta' Tl: IRI
-t IR!

and call a probability measure on IR! "self-similar", ifit is invariant unter To,Tr With

these shifts we construct a sequence of randorn measures which converges [P-a.s. to [p, and

we investigate large deviations of this convergence. This leads to the class oI self-similar

probability measures on 1R1 (N. Gantert, Einige große Abweichungen vom Wienermaß,

Dissertation, Bonner Schriften, to appear).

Lws Cruz-Orive (Bern)

Stereology: new trends for old problems

Smoothing rnethods are continuously being refined to obtain stable numerical solution_

ill-posed inverse problems. In stereology, a standard illustration is Wicksell's approach t~

estimate the size distribution of 3D particles embedded in asolid, from information solely in

2D sections of the solid. The general problem is indeterminate, and to make progess it has

commonly been assumed that the particles are spheres, as Wicksell suggested in 1925.

Over the last five years, however, an entirely different approach has been adopted in

stereology, leading to unbiased estimation of particle size irrespective of particle shape.

Essential ingredients are new equal-probability sampling methods on the one hand, and

intercept-based volume estimators on the other. Since estimation is linear and direct, no

inversion problems are involved in the stereology of particles any more. It is therefore

suggested that, in future, the notable advances produced in smoothing estimation are put to

good use in stereology for alternative inverse problems.
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Jim Kay (Glasgow)
BootstrappiDg blorred and noisy data

•

The use of the bootstrap was introduced and discussed within the context of image

restoration. In such problems the observed image is a noisy convolution of the underlying

true image, so that the restoration process involves deconvolution as well as smoothing. The

bootstrap was used to

(i) choose an appropriate amount of smoothing,

(ii) seleet the amount of smoothing adaptively and

(iii) enable the construction of simultaneous interval estimates at a number of points of

the true image.

The methods were illustrated using some synthetic one-dimensional examples and the

strengths and weakness of the various methods were discussed.

J. A. Ibragimov (Leningrad) and R. Z. Khasminskii (Moscow)

Estimation under restridions

The estimation problem of the parameter DES in the set p~2) with the LAN property

is considered for the case where the statistician knows additionally that

DE T = {DE8, F(D)=O} .

Here F = (F p ... ,Fr)T is a differentiable function. The asymptotically effective (a.e.)

estimator with restrictions is found as a correction to the a.e. one without restrietions. The

case of infinite dimensional e is considered too.

•
Siegfried Heiler (Konstanz)

. Bounded influence regression based on rank staüstics and on linear combinations 01
order statistics

In the seventies M~stimators (based on a n generalized n maximum likelihood principle),

L-estimators (as linear combinations of order statistics) and R-estimators (using rank

statistics) were suggested as robust alternatives to least squares in regression. The idea of

bounding the influence of points in the factor space, that led to the development of

generalized M--e~timates, is carried over to L- and R-type estimators. This is achieved by

using an unified approach for all three types, based on the maximum likelihood principle.
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Uraula Gather (Dortmund)

Estimating a scale parameter under censorship

The problem of estimating apower of the scale parameter under normalized squared er~or

loss is studied. 1t is shown that under the presence of Type 1-eensoring a trivial estimator

not depending on the sampie can be both minimax and admissible. This contrasts with the

case of a Type I1-eensoring model where this anomaly does not occur. Some possible

treatments of the problem are discussed.

Jack Cuzick (London)

Strang laws lor weighted sums
•

Conditions for a strong law for partial sums are well known, requiring lE IX I<00 in the

i.i.d. case. For triangular arrays, the situation is different as shown by Hsu-Robbins (1947)

n
where for Sn = ig1 Xin , {Xin, i.i.d.} ,

S /n a-=ts. 0 ~ IE X2 < 00 .
n

The intermediate case of weighted partial sums Sn = E ain Xi of a m~an zero i.i.d. sequence

is important in many applications. The best general result here is due to Stout (1968) who

showed e.g. if Iain I ~ K and IE X2 < 00 the Sn/n a-=t
s. 0 . Here the result is improved to

replace the moment condition by

IE IX I (log+IX I)1/2 < 00

where log+ x = max(1, log x) . When ~ EI ain 1
2p ~ K for p>1 , a necessary condition is

1

IE(X210g+IXI)~ < 00 .

Many other generalizations can be given. This contrasts with the weak law which can be.

established for IE IX I < 00 and {ain} uniformly square integrable. .

Evarist Gine (Stons, Connecticut)

Bootstrapping oE M-estimators and other statistical functions

M-estimators, in the generality of Huber and of Pollard, are shown to to be differentiable

in a restricted sense (along sequences n-1/2 x with x ~ x uniformly continuous andn n 0
bounded) and therefore they can be bootstrapped in probability as a consequence of a

bootstrap CLT for empirical processes of Zinn and me. However, the proof that, with some
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mild restrietions, they eau also be a.s. bootstrapped is more diffieult and requires an

oscillation result for empirieal proeesses indexed by VC-graph elasses whieh is a

consequenee of Alexander's exponentional bounds.

As a eonsequence, the CLT for the spectral median ean be ~.s. bootstrapped just as in the

case of lR ; k-means can also, and so ean Huber's estimator of loeation even for non-smooth

funetions L. This is joint work with M. Areones.

Manfred Riedel (Leipzig)e Bias-robust estimatOl'S in parametrie models

Equivariant functionals are used to describe robust estimators of parameters Of models

with some neighbourhood. The models are generated by groups which are generalizations of

loeation models. A representation of the minimax bias, the minimum of the maximal"

asymptotic bias over all equivariant funetionals, is derived; it plays an essential role for
I

determining the minimax bias as a funetional of the model and its neighbourhoo~.

Moreover, we will construet a most bias-robust functional. In particular, there are

eonsidered the ease of gross-error neighbourhoods and neighbourhoods indueed by metrics.

Finally, we discuss applications to loeation and scale families.

Jutta Steffens (DiiBseldorf)

Balayage and a Skorohod stopping theorem

Given a transient (standard) Markov proeess on astate space (E,~) with potential

kernel U , a classical theorem by H. Rost (1971) states that whenever p" 1/ are finite

measures on E with p,U ~ IIU then p, is obtained by randomly stopping the proeess

estarted according to 11. . .

In 1988 Fitzsimmons generalized this theorem to right proeesses and excessive measures

involving a balayage operation in terms of the associated stationary proeess.

Within the analytie (ar measure theoretic) approach (in the sense of Dellaeherie/Meyer)

one starts out with a substochastie resolvent (U0) 0>0 on (E,~). Defining a balayage

operation on excessive measures w.r.t subordinated resolvents one abtains a generalization of

Rostls stopping theorem:

Given an excessive measure m dominat~d by a measure potential p,U, there exists a family
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of subordinated resolvents (y~)a>O such that

m =Jl R (j.lU)du where R (j.lU):= J.!(U-yn) .
o yU Vu

As a consequence one obtains another characterlzation for the existence of right processes

given aresolvent.

Guido Diete! (Essen)

Globallocation and dispersion functionals •Tbe term" global" means here, that tbe functionals which were introduced, are defined on

the whole space of distribution functions in IRk . Further, these functionals are uniquely

defined and affin equivariant with high breakdownpoint. Properties like Frechet

differentiablity and Lipschitz boundedness were considered. Recently an application for

linear regression was introduced.

Deborah Nolan (Berkeley)

Assessing seqoential forecasts in the COlltinuODS case: an applicatioll of empirical

process theory

We extend binary scoring rules to the case where observations are IRd-rational and the

one-step forecast, conditional on XO,Xl'""Xi_l' is a distribution pi on IRd , The scoring

rule S(pi(E), {Xi E E}) is a funetion of the forecastor's probability that event E occurs

and the indieator of the event that Xi E E . The total score ~ ~ S(pi(E), {Xi E E}) is
. 1

viewed as a stochastic process indexed by ~ a collection cf sets in IRd . Real-valued •

functions of this process are of interest here: examples include

sup ! E [pi(E) - {X. E E}]
~ nil

and in one dimension

J [pi((-oo,t]) - {Xi ~ t}]2 d G(t) .

Conditions are found for the weak convergence of these processes to mixtures of Gaussian

processes.
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Richard Lin (Comell)

Geometry in Nonparametrics and Robustness

o

o

•

In this talk, we adopt a gemometric view point to clarify efficiency-phenomena, especially

for singular estimation problems, in quite a general way. Our central tool is a geometrie

measure called "modulus of continuity n. For example, by this approach,

o we can determine "optimal rates of convergence" as well as "optimal constant" in

many interesting problems simply (e.g. density estimation, nonparametric regression

etc.). Furthermore, we can determine nearly optimal procedures for many of such

problems intuitively, which can be within 25% to the best among all measurable

procedures.

we can easily explain why optimal rates have to be slower than n-1/2 in all singular

problems.

we can also clarify a long suspicion of why all existing good estimators in singular

problems are biased, namely the phenomenon of n non~#stence of good unbiased

estimators in singular problems n • Consequently, bias-variance trade off becomes an

essential component for singular problems while it is not absolutely necessary in the

classicalliterature.

Even though our foeus in this talk is on singular problems, this method applies also

generally to non-singular problems. For example, we can now immediately see certairi

phenomena of efficiency in many useful stochastic processes (e.g. empirical process).

Hans-Joachim Roßberg (Leipzig)

Characterising the exponen.tial distribution by properties of the diHerences oE order
statistics: a problem posed by Ursula Gather

• Let X1:n ~ .,. ~ Xn:n be order statistics with basic distribution function F. We put

dlk = Xk+l:n-Xk:n·

Our problem: From which properties of dlk does it follow that F is exponential on

(0,00) ?

We showed in 1972 that either of the conditions

(1) P(d1k ~ x) = e-x(n-k), x~O, F(O)=O (conjecture of Gnedenko)

(2) P(d1k ~ x) = P(X1:n- k ~ x), x~O,

implies the desired conclusion; the means of the proofs were very different methods of

analytic"function theory; for (1) an unpleasant additional assumption was shown to be

necessary.
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Here we present an elementary 'method permitting to solve the analogue two problems in a

unified way where d1k occuring in (1)) (2) is replaced by dlk , l?2 . One of them was

posed by U. Gather. The method demands additional assumptions, but in view of the above

remarks concerning (1) ,(2) it is not to be expected that a unified approach solves eit~er

problem in a satisfactory way.

We also present an analytic function method for the solution of the Gather problem.

Finbarr QJSullivan (Seattle)

Inverting the attenuated Radon transform •
The talk describes an iterative approach to regularized least squares and maximum

likelihood inversion of the attenuated Radon transformation arising in positron emission

tomography. The approach is based on a splitting of the attenuated transform into a piece

which is porportional to the unattenuated transform plus a residual. This splitting leads to

iterative application of the filtered backprojection procedure, with an operator count per

iteration equivalent to ART CRV EM algorithms.

Convergence of the scheme is established and the operating characteristics examined

relative to ART and EM. Much of the improvement assodated with maximum like1ihood

reconstruction seems to be associated with the imposition of positivity. A positively

constrained least squares procedure is developed whose numerical effideney is substantially

better than maximum likelihood implemented with the EM algorithm. Asymptotic RMS

error characteristics of these procedures are deseribed and some numerical illustrations with

the Hoffman phantom presented.

Wolfgang Härdle (Lonvain-la-Nenve)

How many terms should be added into an additive model? •
Smoothing in high dimensions faces the problem of data sparseness. Additive regression

models alleviate this problem by fitting a surn of one-dimensional smooth functions. Given a

set of predictor variables, some of these functions could actually be zero, so that a furt her

Simplication of high dimensional smoothing occurs. A two-stage procedure is proposed here

to decide how many and which cornponents should be added into such an additive model.

After a first step determining the number and sequence of components the model is fit by the

kernel method. The asymptotic distribution of this regression estimate is given. A

resampling procedure based on wild bootstrapping is proposed for computing p-values.
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Bemard Silverman (Bat.h)

How mach information is lost in contiDuous and disccetised statistical inverse

problems?

In a statistical inverse problem - such as Position Emission Tomography - one observes

data frorn a density g = ~f ,where ~ is a linear operator and f is the density of real

interest. A helpful way of quantifying the information 1088 due to ~ is to calculate the

equivalent sampIe size of observations hom fitself that would yield the same minimax risk.

For smoothness classes based on the SVD of 'lJ , corresponding to bounds on square

eintegrals of pth derivatives, and for linear estimates, expressions - and numerical values-

for equivalent sampie sizes in the PET problems were found.

Usually, the observations obtained are discretised, for example because of the finiteness of

the number of PET detectors. Under a matching SVD assumption, which is satisfied in a

surprising range of contexts, much of the work on equivalent sampie sizes and minimax risks

can be partially extended. Upper and lower bounds on the minimax risks are obtained. A

general conclusion is that if the discretisation is sufficiently fine relative to the sampIe 'size,

it is not feIt and the accuracy obtained is the same, asymptotically, as for exact data. At the

critical rate of discretisation, the order of magnitude of the minimax risk is unaffected, but

the constant of proportionality is increased. For PET, the critical behaviour is obtained if

the number of detectors is of order n1/(2+p), where n is the sampie size and the smoothness

dass corresponds to bounds on square integrals of pth derivatives.

Erwin Bolthausen (Ziirich)

Convergence of path measures in models with polaron like interaction

-e We consider path measures P~ of the form

d pi = exp(I: ds I: dt ~,\ e-,\IHI V(Xt , Xs»dP I zi
where Xt , t~O , is a Markov process and z~ the appropriate norming constants. The

problem is to determine I im I im pi. In the classical Fröhlich-polaron X is 3--ilim
A-tO T-tlD

Brownian motion and V(x,y) = Ix-yl-l . This is not yet solved. However, some examples

can be treated by large deviation techniques. The analysis of these examples lead to some

natural conjectures.
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Rolf Schaßberger (Braunschweig)

Same remarlrs on queuing networlrs and Markov chains

Recently, LeBoudec gave an extension of the dass of queuing networks widely known as

BCMP or Kelly networks. Krzesinski and myself gave a considerable generalization of this

work, and I managed to mention this in the last 2 minutes of this talk, after having

introduced the dass of BCMP networks to an audience which could not be expected to be

familiar with it. No time was left to malte the intended remarks about Markov chains.

••Enno Mammen (Heidelberg)

Empirical processes ofresiduals in high-dimensionallinear model

In this talk we consider the problem of estimating the error distribution in a linear model.

A possible estimator is the empirical distribution of residuals. Ta study this estimator we use

an asymptotic approach where the dimension of the model may converge to infinity. This

approach is appropriate for many applications in which the dimension is large compared with

the number of observations.

It turns out that the asymptotic behaviour of the empirical distribution of residuals

depends heavily on the used estimator of the parameter. In particular, if one uses an

M--estimator whose 7P-function is motivated by a distribution function G , then the

empirical distribution is biased towards G. For very high dimensions this effect is larger

then the stochastic fluctuations. Therefore the statistical analysis may reproduce the

assumptions imposed.

David Donoho (Berkeley)

Wavelets and function estimation •
1. Renormalization for nonlinear cases.

Consider the white noise model Y(dt) = f(t)dt + f W(dt) , tElRd . We are interested in

the functional T(f) and know apriori that fEJ'. The difficulty of estimating T(f) is the

minimax risk

* A 2R (f) = inf sup IE(T(Y) - T(f)) .
T 3

Under natural scaling hypotheses on T and 3") it can easily be derived that

* * 2 rR (f) = R (1) (f )
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with an r deriving from the scaling arguments. If T(a f(b o)) = ad3 be3 T(f) and

(Ua)b f)(t) = a f(b t), Ua,b 3' = 3' if a bel = i . Then r = (d3oe1--e3)/(e1+d2) . This

result prediets suce~ssfully the optimal rate of convergence in nonlinear problems such as

estimation of mode) of loeation of zeros) boundary of eonvex sets and horizons in images.

Joint work with Charles Koopgrise and Marie Low.

2. Wavelets.

A computer program has been developed with the following properties: YOll supply a data

file. It should eonsist of y. = f(t.) + z.) i=I) ... ,2n) z. Li·d. N(O)I), f unknown. The
1 1 1 1

programm transforms the data by an empirical wavelet coefficients with an

adaptively-ehosen nonlinear shrinker, the inverse wavelet transform supplies a function
A

estimate f with several asymptotie optimality properties. In particular the estimate is

simu1taneously asymptotieally within a few percent of minimax over all Besov spaces' balls

Bs (e) with s>sO' CE(O,OO). Joint work with Iain Johnstonej with appreeiations to)p,g
Diminique Pieard, Catherine Laredo) Gerard Kerkyacharan.

Peter Green (BriBtol)

Stochastic algorithms [ar Bome inverse problems in medical imaging

A class of large nonlinear inverse problems is considered,sueh as arise in eertain medical

imaging problems) including emission and transmission tomography, spatial epidemological

modelling, and remote sensing, etc. The Bayesian paradigm provides an appealing framework

for the regularisation that is necessary, using Gibbs distributions as priors. In the emission

tomography context, for example, the data are generated by a Poisson linear model, and a

non-Gaussian prior is needed to model the true isotope concentration as generally smooth

but with some steep transitions.

Standard linear methods are thus inappropriate. As an alternative to deterministie

methods buHt on EM algorithm for the maximum aposteriori reconstruction, we consider

Markov chain simulation algorithms. Hastings' generalisation of the Metropolis method, with

a carefully chosen Gaussian proposal distribution, produces sampie reconstructions

converging rapidly to the posterior distribution. This approach also allows estimation of the

posterior distributions of arbitrary functionals of the isotope concentration, so that flexible

inference is possible.
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Joe Whittaker (Lancaster)

Kalman filtering: a Rake's Progress

Conditional independence graphs in the sense of Darroch, Lauritzen and Speed and t~eir

generalisations to directed acyclic graphs are reviewed. The deeomposability of the moraIised

graph is a key feature of message passing algorithms. The normal linear dynamic model of

Harrison and Stephens has a graph with the topology of a (garden) rake and Kaiman filtering

can be regarded as a progression over the prongs: A generalisation is a non-Gaussian state

spaee that leads to a non-linear filter which follows the same progression. Kalm~ fi1te~.

appears to be succesful because the moralized rake is decomposable. •

Bernd Streitberg (Hamburg)

Cumulants and interactions

. n'
The joint cumulant k of a randorn vector X = (XI, .. ·,Xn) wlth IE IXi I < 00 can be

characterised by five properties:

(1) k(X1, ,Xn) is symmetrie

(2) k(X l , ,Xn) is multilinear

(3) k(X1, ,Xn) is a moment functional

(4) The coefficient cf IE(Xl'oo"Xn) in k is unity

(5) k(X1,... ,Xn) = 0 if (Xl' ... ,Xrn) independent of (Xm+l'oo"Xn)

An analogons eonstrnction can be done for measures P on a product measnrable spaee,

giving a new intergral representation of eumulants. The basic teehnieal tool is a

eharacterization of the Moebius funetion of a finite lattice via solving a simultaneous

eigenproblem for all intersection functions kT = kT(ß,'Y) = {ß = 'Y A T} .

•
Beriehterstat ter: E. Uhrrnann-Klingen
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 13/1991

• Elementare und Analytische Zahlentheorie

17.03. - 23.03.1991

This conference on "Elementary and Analytic Number Theory" was organized by
Prof. Dr. H.-E. Richert (DIrn), Prof. Dr. W. Schwarz (Frankfurt) and Prof. Dr.
E. Wirsing (DIrn).
It was attended by 43 participants, and in 39 high leveled and wen prepared lectures,
the most recent results were communicated from research areas as:

•

algebraic linear recurrences, arithmetical functions, character sums, coo
tinued fractioDs, Dirichlet series, the divisor function (in arithm. progr.),
divisor problems, exponential sums, Goldbach numbers, moments of the
Riemann Zeta-function, multiplicative functions, quadratic forms, Waring's
problem and others..

F~rther details can be found in the abstracts of the lectures.
On the background of the uniquely stimulating atmosphere of the Institute we" all
had a great time of learning and exchanging ideas. The organizers express their
thanks to the Land Baden-Württemberg, the Director of the Institute, Prof. Barner
and his staff for providing this enjoyable environment:
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Abstracts

Pairs of quadratic forms modulo one

This is joint work with J. Brüdern. Let Ql and Q2 be quadratic forms with real
coefficients. We consider the problem of finding .-\>0 for which:
Given N> C(S,E) there is ~~71·, 0 < II!I ~ N satisfying

max(IIQIU!)II, IIQ2<W1I) < N->'~.

A...',i:I'" ;/'

The equivalent problem with a single quadratic form was first considered by Danicic .
and subsequently by Schinzd, Schlickewei and Schmidt and then by Baker and e;
Harman. A further sharpening is due to Heath-Brown fonowing new bounds for
least solutions of quadratic congruences. This work is helpful for evaluating .-\ only
for s~ 6. We use Schmidt's lattice method to get (e. g.) .-\(2) = t. Dur results
improve all previous work for s ~2.

R. C. Baker. Egham. Surrey.

Diagonal equations in p-adic fields

Given integer coefficients Gij we consider the following system over Qp:

o
(I)

o

.Theorem (Atkinson, Briidem, Cook). Let s> 2rA: and p> ?+2. Then (1)
has a non-trivial solution in Qp.
This result is best possible with respect to s, and settles a special case of a recent
conjecture by T. Wooley. Some applications to integer solutions 01 (I) are also
mentioned.

J. Brüdern. Göttingen.

Positive integers for which O(n) = k

Let IIp (n) be the exponent of the prime p in the factorization oI n, Sex, k) =
={n~x: n(n)=k}, N(x,k)thenumberofelementsofS{x,k), y=x/?! and
Q(l) = llogl-..\ + i. It is supposed here that 2l1oglog% ~ k ~ log~/log2J

l fixed ~ (I , ~). A theorem stated in the last meeting and proved at the conference
in honour of Paul Bateman in 1989 shows that, if y -+ 00, then the distribution 01
the numbers (1I2(n) - (k-2 log log y»/.J2 log log y (I) on S{x,k) converges to
the normal distribution of Gauss. Now we give the following
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Theorem.

_1_ E w(n)
N(x,k) n c: S(z,k)

k - 2log1ogy + a + 0 (loglog'y)I/2Iog- 2 Q(.\)y),

2 log log y + b + 0 (log log yP/21Qg-2Q(.\) Y) ,

as x ---+ 00,

•

•

a = 2 ( 1 + log 2 - I - E {log (1 - ~) + ~2})' b = 1 - a - 4 E (:2).
1'>2 P l' 1'>2 I' p

I can also obtain formulas for tbe moments of order q of the numbers ( 1) on S(x, k).

H. Defange. Orsay.

Multiplicative functions on arithmetic progressions (with application to
correlations of multiplicative functions and sums of additive functions)

Let tbe complex-valued multiplicative function 9 satisfy Ig(n) I ~ 1 for all n f IN .
A survey of aseries of papers concerning such functions was given (I-VI). A typical
result (from paper VI): Given c>O, x~2,

1 x - ~ t-e

E g(n) - cp(D) E g(n) ~ l,O(D) (lOgx) ,
n<x n<x

n =r mod D (n t 15) = 1

uniformly for (r, D) = 1, all D :5 Q save possibly for the multiples of a Do > 1. If
°<ß < 1, then this result is uniform (i. e. there is the same exceptional Do,. if at all)
for N (J ~ x ~ N. As a consequence, a proof of the estimate

1r(x;D,r) = lp(D)logx { 1 + O(O~~)t-.) }
with the s~me uniformities and Q :5 Nß-eo , holds for primes. The novelty is that
the proof does not use estimates for the density or non-existence of zeros of L-serles
in the half-plane Re(s) :51.
As an application (via the correlation of multiplicative functions):
Let fj be real additive functions, ßj(x) > 0, -+ 00, and for y > 0, ßj(XY)/ßj(x) -+ 1
as x -+ 00. Then

v (no t f;(ajn + bj ) - Qj(x) < z) ~ F(z),
% 'j=1 ßj(x) -

for a suitable O'j(x) where aj > 0, a1b2 :F a2bl, iff there are constants B j so' that
independent random variables X p distributed according to '

X1'

with probability l/p,

with probability l/p,

with probability 1 - 2/p,



satisfy p(EXp - ,(x) ~ z) =>
p<x

4

F(z}, for a suitably chosen ,(x).

~ '::;: (.l;')!.
P. D. T. 'A. Elliott, Boulder.

The divisor function over arithmetic progressions

This paper - in collaboration with H. Iwaniec with an appendix by N. Katz - deals
with the problem of evaluating the sum

D-r(x; q, a) E ren) (a, q) = 1, T the divisor function, by
n~z,n=amod q

D-r(x; q) = cp(q) L; r(n).
n~z,(n,q)=l

We prove the following .'
Theorem 1. Let r be squarefree with (a, r) = 1, r ~ X

3
/
8 we have

E 1D-r(x;rs,a) - CP(~6) D.,.(x;rs) 1 <:I! r-
l

xl-I!.
6< r- 1 /'lz(1-6c)/2

- (",ar)==l

This theorem gives an approximation of D-r(x; rs), for a special type of averaging,
when rs is around the critical value X 2/3 . We require the

Theorem 2. 'Let S(m,n;q) be theKloostermansum E e(mu±Av). Let
uv:=l modq q

r be squarefree with (a, r) = 1 and A, f GJ. Then we have

E 1 E..\,S(a,l;rs) 1
2

<: (r- I
/

4 +rl
/

4S-l
/

2 + SL- I
) LS2r l +t:EIAd2.

6~S,(",r)=1 I~L

The proof of Theorem 2 is based on an upper bound for an exponential SUffi of
dimension five. Such a surn is treated by very deep techniques of algebraic geometry.

E. Fouvry. Orsay.

Same estimates far character sums

We state two theorems frorn joint work with H. Iwaniec and very brießy sketch the
ideas behind the proofs.

Theorem 1. For sequences Gk, PI, k~K, i$L, let

S· ,= 'P(q)-1 EIE 0k x(k) E PI xCi) E x(m) 1
2

•
Xmodq k I m<M
x~xo -

We have

S· <: E IO:k 12E IßI12 M {I +q-3/4(K + L)1/4(KL)5/4 + q-l(KL)1/4} qt:.
k I

•
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Tbe proof depends on nothing more complicated tban the Poisson summation for
mula. By adding on estimates for Kloosterman sU:ms it can be easily sbarpened. By
choosing Qk = X(k), Pi = X(l) we gei the following

Corollary. For X a non-principal character mod q and M > qfi+~ we have

E x(m) <: Ml-6(~).

m~M

This improves th~ Polya-Vinogradov range without using advanced tools.
Tbe second theorem deals with sums S = Lac.A LbfB x(a + b) where X has prime
modulus p and Ac [M,M+A] has cardinality lAI, 8 c [N,N+B] has cardina
lity )81. As the theorem is complicated we state two corollaries.

Corollary 1. Let lAI = 181, A <: pl/2. Then lAI > p*+~ ~ S « IAIIB) p-6.

(Note: In case M =N = 0, *: can be replaced by fo.)

Corollary 2. Let p~ ::s; B::S; A, pt+~::s; AB ::S;p. Then 3 6{€) >0 such that VA, B
contained in intervals of length A, Band such that lAI> Ap-6, 181 > Bp-6, we

have S « IAIIBI p-6 .

J. B. Friedlander, Scarborough. Ontario.

whereN(x) = C x2 + O(E(x))

Squarefree val lies of binary forms of degree six

A paper to appear in the· Quart. J. Math. (Oxlord) Sero will eontain the following
result: Suppose k 2: 2. Let f( a, b) denote an integral binary form (homogeneous
in two variables) ~ith non-zero discriminant, of degree d, and containing non-zero
terms in a d and beI. Suppose f(a, b) has no non-trivial k-th power divisors, and that
its irreducible factors bave degrees not exceeding D. Let N(x) denote the number
of pairs _of integers a, b with 1 ::s; a; b ~ x, for whieh f (a, b) is k-free. Then, for a
certain C = Cf > 0,

i.

ii.

E(x)

E(x)

x 2 10g-1/ 3x

x2 log-1x

if k = 2, D $ 6

if D $ 2k + 1

We discuss tbe case k = 6 and f irreducible, describing an improvement noticed by
K. Ramsay at Harvard which leads to an improved estimate E(x) = x log-1/2X

in i.

G. Greaves, Cardiff.
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On consecutive k-th power residues

A. Brauer showed in 1928 that for any given positive integers k ~ 2, l ~ 2 and every
sufficiently large prime p there exists a positive integer n such that n, n+ 1, ... , n+
i-I are k-th power residues modulo p. Let A(k, l,p) denote the least such n and set
A(k,l) = limsupp_oo A(k, l,p). In the 1960's a number of authors have investigated
A(k, l) for small values of k and l, partly with aid of computers. In particular, it
has been shown that A(k, 2) < 00 for 2 ~ k ~ 7, and it had been conjectured that
A(k,2) is finite for all k~2. In Monaths. Math. 102 (1986), I proved the conjecture
in the case k f IP and recently extended the a:rgument to all k ~ 2 ..

A. Hildebrand, Urbana ..

~emarks on exponential sums

Bombieri and Iwaniec's method: Ann. Seuola Norm. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sei. (4), 13 (1986)
for estimating general exponential sums Ln e (f(n» rests on a localpolynomial
approximation f{m+x) ~ f(m) + ~x + ~x2 + p.x3, where a, b, q are in-.
tegers, and the residual coefficients K, JL are real and suitably bounded. We must
choose the parameters of the method to be sure that the -Fourier transforms of these
polynomials are usually distinct. We can now calculate how the approximations are
related for nearby values of m, and use this information to relax the constraints
on the parameters. This leads to slightly sharper bounds for exponential sums. As

applications ((~+i t) = O(t89/570+t:) as t --+ 00, and the error terms in the

circle problem ~nd the Dirichlet divisor problem are 0 (x 23/73 + t:). There is same

hope of a further improvement, but only in the fifth decimal place.

M. N. Huxley, Cardiff.

•

Elementary proofs of Halcisz's theorem

In this talk we present a paper of Daboussi and Indlekofer, which is dedicated to
the memory of Prof. Th. Schneider ~nd will appear in the Math. Z. The aim of this •
paper is to give two new and elementary proofs of the following .
Theorem of G. Halasz: Let f: lN --+ C be multiplicative and I f I~ 1. Then there
exist constants Cf €, ao f JR. and a slowly oscillating function L(u) with IL(u) I = 1
so that, as x -+ 00

X-I E J(n) = CX
iao L(log x) + 0(1) . (1)

n~:z:

The common and main idea of both proofs is to show that the means ; f; a{w) dw (2)
tend to a limit a as x -+ 00, when a(w) = e-wi E f(n) I. In the first proof we

n~eUl
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deduee from this the relation

K.-H. Indlekofer, Paderborn .

On the error term for the fourth moment of the Riemann Zeta-function

This is joint work with Y. Motohashi on

(3)as (7--+1+(OOO a 2 (w) e-2w (u-l) dw er' + o( 1 )Jo 2 (0'-1) 0'-1

which leads to the asymptotic formula (1). Concerning the second praof we ob·
serve that a(w) is slowly oscillating and thus fulfills a Tauberian condition for the
summability method (2). This allows us to prove the existenee of the limit lim a(w)
(which equals a), and again via (3) we deduce the asymptotic formula (i~oo

•
where P4(Y) is a suitable polynomial in Y of degree four with leading eoeffieient
2 ;2 .We use Motohashi 's formula for

(0 < ß ~ T/logT)

and some of his reeent results on speetral mean values of Maass wave form L
functions to prove

O( T 3/ 2 ),

E 2(T)

foT E~( t) dt

O( TI/ 2 ),

O( T9/41og C
2 T)

•
with effectively computable Cl, C2 > o. We also slightly improve the well-known
result of H. Iwaniee (Sem. Theorie des Nombres, Bordeaux 1979/80) on sums of
integrals of 1( t +i t) 14 over short intervals, by replacing Te by log-powers.

A. Ivic, Beograd .

The Weyl - van der Corput method for exponential sums involving the
divisor function

The elassical ·Weyl- van der Corput method in the theory of ordinary exponential
sums consists of two procedures: the Weyl shift and the transformation of exponen
tial sums by harmonie analysis and the saddle point method. Let d(n) be the usual
divisor funetion and eonsider the exponential sum E d(n) e (f(n)), where
f is a sufficiently smooth funetion. N'5,n'5,N'
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The Weyl shift leads to sums E d(n)d(n+k)e(f(n+k) - f(n));
N~n~N' .

so the problem is reduced to sums of the type S E d(n) d(n +k) e (f(n)).
N~n~N'

This can be transformed in two ways:

i. by using an identity of N. V. Kuznetsov for sums of the type f d(n) d(n +k) w( -r ),
n=1

ii. via the sum function Dk(x) = E d(n) d(n +k).
n~%

The latter possibility is considered in some detail. A function analogous to (lI:(s),

(lI:(s) = Ed(n) d(n + k) n-· . can be constructed in terms of non-holomorphic
n=1

Eisensteins' series as shown by L. A. Tahtadjan and A. I. Vinogradov in 1984,
and this function, say (;(s) plays the role of (k{S) in Perron's formula for DII:(x),
On the other hand, (Z (s) can be represented in terms of the hyperbolic Laplacian
L, = _y2 (::'2 + :;2)' by using its spectral resolution. Combining these facts, one
may express S (or a smoothed variant) in terms of the discrete spectrum of J:" the
contribution of the continuous spectrum being less significant. Applied to Dirichlet

polynomials E d(n) n-!-it, N x t, these argu~ents lead to an analogue
N~n~N'

of arecent formula due to Y. Motohashi for the mean value

j I(( t + i T + i t) 1
4

e-( t/a )2 d t .
-00

M. Jutila, Turku.

On zeros of certain Dirichlet series

Theorems are proved on the estimates from below of the number of zeros lying on the
critical line for certain D.irichlet series, in particular, for the Davenport-Heilbronn
function and zeta-function of Epstein. The proof essentially uses the fact that the
.Dirichlet series under consideration are divisible by same Euler products.

A. A. Karacuba, Moscow.

On arithmetical functions

Let the set of primes P be subdivided into disjoint classes Po, Pb ... , Pd, where
Po contains only finitely many elements. Let A = {I, ... , d} and A· be the set
of words over A, that is A· = {o = i1 •.• ill:: iv fA}. Let -X(o) = k denote the
length of 0, and At = { 0 : 0 fA· , A(0) = t }, A o = {A}, A the empty ward. Let
H: P -. Ao UA 1 defined by H(p)=A if PfPo, H(p)=i if pfPi . For nflN

•

•
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•

having the prime decomposition n = p~l. 0 op~r (PI<. o. < Pr) we define H(n)
H(P1).o.H(pr), thus H: lN -+ A·. For nflN, QfA* let Uo(n) be the number of
occurency of 0 in H(n), that is Uo(n) = #{ef A·: H(n) ={011} 0 Let u(n) be the
largest t such that each i fA t occurs as a subword in H(n), io eo H(n) = {a7] can
be solved, and let L, k be the k-fold iterate~ of log x .

Theorem 1. Assurne that L ~. = q(i) log (-;) +O(~) ~s y <x --. 00
y~p~ZtJ)(p, ogy

holds for 1~ i ~ d. Let Q(a) = q(i 1 )· 0 0 q(i k ) for a = i 1 0 o. i" and with C2(a) an
explicitly calculable positive constant, Ta(n) = c;l(a) .c;1/2(Ua(n) - Q(a).c 2).
Then for 'every fixed 00, .•• , ah f A·

Let from now on Pj = {p : P == i i mod D }, Po = {p : P ID }, where f 1 < 0 • 0 < fd,

d = cp(D) are the reduced residue classes mod D, and let p(n), P(n) be the smallest,
largest prime factors of n respo

as x --. 00, and

Theorem 2. Assurne that y = y(x) --. 00 such that y" < L,3. For every n f :IN
we write n = An1, where P(A) :5 y and p(nd > Y or nl = 1. Then there exists
6 = 6(x) -+ 0 such that uniformly as 1 :5 A:5 L,2, I(A(a) - .c2).c;1/21 < 1/8 with
K(x) = [(C 3 - .c... ) log-ld], for every O'fA* we have

#{n= Anl:5 x :H(n1)=a} 1
# {n =An1 :5 x: w(nl) =A(a)} --+ d).(a)

X-I # {n :5 x: u(n) "# K (x) or K (x) + I} --+ 0 0

I. Katai. Budapest.

•
Estimates in the general divisor problem

Let d (a ; n) denote the number of representations of n f IN in the form n~l n~2 0 0 • n;p
= n, a = (al' ... ,ap ), a., ... ,apflN with a1~o •• ~ap (p~2). It is well-known t~at

D(a;x) =" E d(a;n) = H(a;x) + 6(a;x), wherethemaintermisgiven
n~z

We are interestedH(a;x) =by
l' l' .
E rr ( ~) x1/ a

,
i=l ;=1 a.

i~i

in estimations of the remainder 6(a; x) without or with weak conditions on
a1,··., apo A trivial estimation is ß(a; x) -< X(p-1)/A p , Al' = al.+ a2 + ... + apo

By means of the theory of estimati~g multiple exponential sums we
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proved the following theorems:

Theorem 1. ~ß(a; x) < z 01+ p logPz .

This is the only non-trivial result without any c<?nditions on al, ... , ap • The next
theorem is an improvement of Theorem 1 with weak conditions.
Theorem 2. Let p ~ 3 and let (k, I) be any exponent pair. Then

k+l+p-2
6(a;x) -< z(k+l)OI+Ap logPz .

This estimation holds under the conditions . (1) (2k +1) (a2 +a3) ~ 2(k+1+1)al, .

(2.1) if laI ~ ka2 then (k +1+ l)al ~ k(a2 +a3) or (2.2) if laI ~ ka2 then
(1- k)(2k+ l)a3 $ (21-2k-l)(k+l+l)al + (2k(k-l+l) + l)a2.

E. Krätze!, Jena.

The radius of convergence of power product expansions

Let I(z) be a complex function analytic in some neighbourhood of the origin with
1(0) = 1. It is known that I(z) admits a unique 'po:wer product' expansion of the
form I(z) = n~=I(1 + bnzn

) convergent in a suitably small neighbourhood of
the origin. In joint work with A. Knopfmacher the following result ~as obtained in
1990: The radius of convergence of the above power product expansion is at least

(sup{.~: neIN})-t, where log/(z)=L~=l~Zn. Thisbound)singeneral

best possible.
l. lucht, Clausthal.

•

Abstract harmonie analysis and arithmetical functions

In "Generalized multiplicative functions" Acta Arith. 32 (1977), §5.3 I. Rusza con
siders group valued additive arithmetical functions and sets the following problem:
"Can one formulate and proye tbe analogues of the well-known global limit theo-
rems for ,additive arithmetical functions with values in a group Gwhich is not only •
IR, 11 or a discrete group?" A complete solution to this question has been pr~vided

when the group G is a loca.lly compact abelian metrizable group. (So, this result
contains the cases of G = lR, 11 or a discrete group.) The method leads also to tbe
following

Theorem. H G is a locally compact abelian group, and 1 is an additive arith
metical function with values in G, satisfying limn_ oo{I(n + 1) - 1(n )} = 0, then
there exists a continuous homomorphism r.p: m. -+ G such that 1(n) = cp (log n) for
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n f IN . The case G = m. is due to P. Erdös, G = rr to E. Wirsing, and the extension
to a metrical compactly generated locally compact group was considered by Daroczy .
and Kitai.

J.-l. Mauclaire. Paris.

Some explicit continued fractions in the field of formal power series

This is joint work with J. P. Allouche, A. J. VaTI der Poorten.
Let K be an arbitrary field and let K«X-l» be the field of formal power series
over K. Then f = f(X) eK«X-I» can be expanded in a. continued fraction f = .
(eo(X), Cl(X), C2(X), ...] where Cj(X) are polynomials and j ~ 1 => deg Cj(X) ;::: 1.

Theorem. Suppose K has characteristic O. Let f = ii (1 + X-k
n

) where k~2
n=O

is a given integer.

1. If k = 2, f = (1 - X-1)-1 (Euler).

ii. If k = 3, degcj(X) = 1 tor all j ~ 1.

iii. If k ;::: 5 is odd, lim.inf degcj(X) = 1, limsup degcj(X) = +00.
1 j

iv. If k ~ 4 is even, then c;(X) can be explicitIy computed:
kn-l n-l .

C2n+2(X) XT:1 fT(Xk ' +l),,=0
k n _2k n - I ±1 n-l '.

C2n+l(X) = X k-l (Xkß-2kn-l - 1) n (X k' + 1)-1
,=0

50 that n~ deg en(X) +00.
M. Mendes France. Talence.

Distribution of small powers of a primitive root

Let 9 be a primitive root modulo the prime p. Put N = {g': 1 ~ i ~ N }. Supp05e
that O<nl<n2< ... <nN<p are'the elements of N in increasing order. We consider
two questions:

1. For which N is it true that the discrepancy of N is o(N) (i. e. N is approx
imately uniformly distributed).

2. For which N is it true that n,+l - n, = GeN) for :> N values of i.

We conjecture that N has both properties if N > pe. We prove that N has the
first property if pl/flogp is large, and that N has the second property if N ~ p3/4 .

It seems that this latter exponent may be reduced, perhaps to f, but probably
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not as far as i t using known techniques. Question 2 was raised by M. Tompa
(Computer Sei., U. of Washington) in eonnection with the running time of the
quieksort algorithm.

H. l. Montgomery, Ann Arbor.

Kuznetsov's paper on the eig~th power moment of the Riemann Zeta
function

This is a largely expanded version of rny letter to Prof. N. V. Kuznetsov which 1
mailed on Jan. 9th, 1991. There 1 asked hirn to elarify some dubious points which 1
had found in his important paper (T. I. F. R. Studies in Math. 12 (1989),57-117) •.
[1]. 1 have not reeeived his response yet, perhaps because of the chaotic situation
allegedly prevailing his country.
It should be stated explicitly that 1 have the opinion that [1] has not yielded
anything definitive on the resolution of the eighth power moment problem. 1 doubt
the validity of the formula (5.1) of [1] whieh is the rore of Kuznetsov's argument.
Nevertheless his ideas are very interesting and deserved.of much discussions.

Y. Motohashi, Tokyo.

An upper bound for the first eigenvalue of the noneuclidean Laplacian
for r(q) and r o(q)

Theorem. Let r = r(q) or ro{q), q squarefree. There exists an absolute

1 475
positive constant A such that for q~A: ..\1 :5 -4 + -I2 •

og q

The result follows from the Selberg trace formula with t~t function for each q

h(t) = cos 2
( k t L) sin6

( ct L)
[ 1 - t 2 ( 2:L )2] L 4 t 4

where ~ = 0.822 and L
k

logq

(2 + c) (2k + 6c)B
for B>l.

C. J. Mozzochi, Princeton. •
Polynomial mappings

A survey was given on new and old results concerning polynornial mappings with
particular emphasis on the existence and length of possible eycles. H f = x n + ...
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is a polynomial with integral coefficients in an algebraic number field ]( of degree
N, then it has been shown that the cycles of f lyiilg in K cannot have their length
larger than B(N), where B(N) is an explicitly given constant. In particular we have

B(I) = 2 and B(2) = 6.
W. Narkiewicl, Wrodaw.

On the number of n ~ x which have more than log x divisors

The results of this talk are contained in two papers: "Grandes deviations pour cer
taines fonctions arithmetiques" (Balazard, Pomerance, Tenenbaum, Nicolas) which
will appear in 1991 in J. Number Theory and "Sur les entiers n ~ x dont le nombre
de diviseurs est superieur a. log x" (Delt~glise,Nicolas) which is submitted to the Sem.
de Theorie des Nombres de Bordeaux.
Let T ( n) be the number of divisors of n. Let us define

S~(x) #{n~x: T(n) ~ (logx)~log2} if A> 1 and

S~(x) = #{ n 5: x: T(n) 5: (log x)"log2} if A< 1.

In the first paper it is proved that

s,,(x) = P~ll H- H(A) K( {A log log x}) M(x, A) (1 + o((log log X)-l) )

where M(x, A) = X (logx)-Alog~+~-l (log log X)-1/2 , H(A) is the entire function

H(A) = r(}+l) n(1 - 1.) ~ (1 +.! ), {t} is the fractional part of t; K is a I-periodic
p p p

function: K(9) = .x 8 EX(d)h(d, A)d-1 .x (1-8+1ogT(d)/log2] , h(d, A) = TI (1 +. ~ )-1 ,
d=l pld

X is the multiplicative function X(p) = 1 and X(pk) = 0 for k ~ 2 and [t] is the
integral part of t.

In the second paper, it is proved that for 1< A~ 2, we have

and sup K(6) = K(l_).
8

Finally, for A = Ao = 1/ log 2~ we find that

1
. S~o(x)
IffiSUP M( \) = 1.148 ...
%_00 x, ""0

and 1· . f S"o(X)
ImIn M( \) = 0.938 ....
%-00 x, ""0

J.-l. Nicolas, Villeurbanne.
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Goldbach numbers in short intervals

Let r(n) = E A(h) A(k), u(n) = n (1 - (P':l)2) n (1 + P~l) and L = log N.
h+k=n pln pln

It is weIl known that Hardy-Littlewood's conjecture r(2n) "-J 2n a(2n) (1)

bolds for almost all even integers up to N. We deal here with similar problems for
short intervals.
Theorem 1 (joint with J. Pintz). Let H ~ Nt+ e • Then for any A > 0

L 1r(2n) - 2n'u(2n) 1
2

«A,e H N 2L-A
.

N$2n$N+H

Theorem 2 (joint with J. Pintz). Let H ~ ,NiG+e • Then for a~l but O(H L-A)
even integers 2n f [N,N +H] we have r(2n) > o.
Theorem 3 (joint with J. Kaczorowski and J. Pintz). Assume GRH. For all
hut O(H1

/
2L3+e) even integers 2n f [N, N +H] we have that (1) holds.

We remark that Theorem 3 is non-trivial as soon as H > L 6+e .

A. PerelJi, Genova.

•

Continued fractions of formal power series

The uncountably many transcendental binary 'decimals' 2 L ±2-2h all have con
tinued fraction expansions requiring the partial quotients 1 or 2 only. One sees this
by noting that the formal power series X E X-2 h

has the 'folded' continued fraction

[1 ,X, -~,-X,-~,X ,X, -X,-~,X,-X, -X,X ,X ,X, -X, -~, ... ]

with the signs reflecting the creases in a sheet of paper repeatedly folded in half and
the marked entries reflecting the signs (thus requiring change if the sign is negative).
However, ,the point is that all folded sequences have alternating signs at the entries
in tbe odd-numbered places. Hence specialising one always has 2 2: ±2-2h =
[1 ,2, a, -2, b, 2, C, -2, d, ... ], a, b, c ... = ±2. On eliminating the improper -2 •
entries one obtains [1,2, a-l, 2, 1r1, 2,0-1,2, ] and noting that [ ,2, -3,2, ...]
= [... ,1 , 1, 1 , 1 , ... ] and [ ... , 1 , 1 , -3, 2, ] = [... 2, 1 , 1 , 1 , ] the result
folIows. This is joint work with J. Shallit (Waterloo).

A. J. van der Poorten, North Ryde.
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On Renyi's formula on arithmetical semigroups

A free commutative semigroup G with identity generated by a countable set is called
arithmetical if in addition there exists a real-valued norm mapping I . I on G such
that i.) lab I = Ial . IbI Va, b f G ii.) the tota:1 number N a(x) of elements
n t: G of norm In I ~ x is finite for each real x. The ar~thmetical semigroup is
said to satisfy Axiom A if there exist positive constants A, 6, f1 (0:51] < 6) such that

Na(x) = A x 6 + O(x") as x -+ 00 .

Theorem 1. Let G be an arithmetical semigroup satisfying Axiom A, and let
k t: lN be such that k TJ < 6. Then for the set Q k~a of k-free integers in G we have

Qk.a(X) E 1 A x 6 (ä l (k6) + R(x),
ncQIt G

In l:5'x

where the estimate Mc{x) E JLG{n» o(x6 ) yields
ncG

Inl:5 x

R(x) = o(x 6/ k )

and the estimate Mc(x) = O(x 6 Iog-a x) \I a > O. implies

R(x) = O(x6/ k log-a x) Va>O.

(1)

(2)

Theorem 2. Let G be an arithmetical semigroup satisfying Axiom A for which
2 TJ < 6". Then for every q ~ 1 the estimate (1) irnplies

Aq,G{x) = E
ncG,lnl:5 x

O(n)-w(n) = q

whereas (2) implies

S. Porubsky, Bratislava.

Character sums in algebraic number fields

Let K be an algebraic number field of degree [K: QJ = n = rl +2r2 (in the standard
notation), d its discriminant, r = TI+r2-1, q ~ K an integral ideal and X a character
for numbers mod q. Moreover, let Xl,.'.' X n > 0 and (0'1' ... ' O'n) f IRrt X Qj 2

r
2 be

such that Xp+ r 2 = X p , 0p+r2 = ap for p = Tl +1, ... , r +1 . Then the following
result of P6lya-Vinogradov type holds:

E X(v)
1~(p)+O'pl:5 Xp
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Here, the surn is over all integers v f K with conjugates subject to Iv(p) + et p I ~ X p ,

P = 1, ... , n, 8(x) = 1 or 0 according as X i~ principal or not, and X = Xl ..• X n 2: 2.
The o-constant depends only on the field.
This irnproves on previous results of Lee (1979), Hinz (1983) and Söhne (1990).

u. Rausch. Clausthal.

On the distribution in the arithmetic progressions of reducible quadratic
polynomials

We are concerned with the problem of the distribution in arithmetic progressions •
of the sequence A = {n (n + 2) 11 ~ n ~ x} for moduli beyond tbe trivial level of
distribution X l-~. We are able to treat the case of moduli which are the product of
two primes. We show that

L ;q Sr L
q-Qtr-R l<n<z

q,r (p n(n+2)~O(qr)
(q,r)=l

{ 2x [ X ] }L ;Sr -+2-
q-Q,r-R q qr qr

q,r elP
(q,r)=l

provided Q3/2 R1/ 2 ~ Xl-2~, QR « xt-2~, R « XI-2~.

This means that QR can reach the level xt-~. We remark that, whilst for irreducible

quadratic-polynomials we have on average L: 1 X g(qr) also for
n<x t n 2 +1 ::O(qr) qr

qr > 2 (Iwaniec, 1978), in the reducible case we have on average L: 1
n<z,n(n+2)::O(qr)

g(qr) g(qr)
f"'oJ x-- forqr<xl-~ and x-

2
--for qr>x (q,rflP).

qr qr
The estimate of the error term is performed using Poisson formula and Weil estimate
for Kloosterman sums.

S. Salerno, Salerno.

Prime divisors of binomial coefficients

We prove the following results which answer several questions raised by P. Erdös: •

Theorem 1. Let 0< c. <1, a f lN. Then for sufficiently large m and 0 ~ k :5 m with
Im - 2kl < ml-~, there is aprime p > t m Q~l satisfying pO I (';:).

Theorem 2. Let 0< c ~ 1, a ~ 2. If Id I« n1/0 log-(I+~)n, then

log So(n, d) = Ca n l
/
o + o(n1/0 log-2n),

where S: (n ,d) is the largest a-th power dividing (2 nn± d) and
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Ca = 21
/

0 (t)a-l E {(21:
1
_1 P/o - (!kp/a} .

k=l

This generalizes a result of Sarközy from 1985; a=2, d=:=O.

Theorem 3.
E ~ - (1-log2) logn.

p~ntPre:)

Further results concerning generalized coefficients (e. g. q-multinomial coefficients)
may be obtained by our method, which is based upon a new exponential surn esti
mate.

J. Sander, Hannover.

Differenc~s between values of quadratic forms

An elementary proof was given for the following
Theorem. Let f be a primitive quadratic form in any number of variables.
Then every integer n ~ 2 mod 4 is a difference of two values of f.

A. Schinzel. Warszawa.

Multiplicities of algebraic linear recurrences

We studied equations .
k

E PI(~)~f = 0
1=1

(1)

in variables ~ = (Xl, ... ,Zn) f zn. Here the P, are polynomials with coefficients in
a number field K and gf = o:~l .•. o:i:, with a'ä f K*. We obtain uniform upper
bounds for the number of solutions of (1). This is achieved by applying my p-adic
generalization of W. M. Schrnidt's quantitative Subspace Theorem. E. g. in the case
n = 1 we get the following
Theorem. Suppose that al, ... , 0:1: f K* are such that for i # j Oi/Clj is not a
root of unity. Then the equation

I:
L p,(m) o:i = 0 (2)
1=1

has not more than
240(1: S) !d!

(4 (w +d) d!) (w + d)6 solutions m f Z.

Here d = [K: Q], fJ = max deg P" and w is the number of prime ideal divisors in
I

the decomposition of the fractional ideals (a I) in K.
The general case n> 1 was treated in recent joint work with W. M. Schmidt.

H. P. Schlickewei. Ulm.
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Anzahl direkter Faktoren abelscher Gruppen

Sei t*(G) die Anzahl der Zerlegungen der endlichen abstrakten abelschen Gruppe
G in zwei 'teilerfremde' direkte Faktoren, H(x) die Residuensumme von S-1 x'·
.n~1 (2«2k -1)s) (2ks) in der Halbebene Re(s) > t und ß(x) das Restglied
in L#G<r t*(G) = H(x) + ß(x). Ferner sei ~o(x) das Restglied des korres
pondiere;den Teilerproblems Lnln:znlSzl = Ho(x) + ßo(x), worin Ho(x) die
Residuensumme von S-l X"(2(s) (s) in der rechten Halbebene bezeich~et. Es
genügt, ßo(x) abzuschätzen, da bekanntlich ß(x)« x9 1ogt9 x aus ßo{x) <: x9 10gd x
folgt, sofern 8> t ist.

Bisherige Resultate: Cohen (1960) (J = t, Krätzel (1988) (J = "* = 0.379 ... , a
Menzer(1991) 0=*=0.378.... •
In meinem Vortrag zeige ich 0 = ~ = 0.375. Der Beweis läuft - nach geeigneten Vor
bereitungen - auf die Abschätzung einer Exponentialsumme hinaus. Dazu "benutze
ich lediglich den einfachsten Satz der van der Corput- Methode, um die Wirksamkeit
dieser Vorbereitungen deutlich zu machen.
Mit mäßigem Mehraufwand wird man 0 = -h = 0.357 ... erreichen können. Die
Grenze der Methode dürfte bei 0 = *' = 0.354 ... liegen.

P. G. Schmidt, Marburg.

On integers coprime to half the primes

This talk is on recent progress in some joint work with B. J. Birch. We have obtained
the following results:
Theorem 1. Given R f lN and real constants a r (r = 0, 1, ... , R), there exists
a sequence (e(n)) of signs such that, for all sufliciently large N

for r = 0, 1, ... , R ,

where Co > 0 is a constant and Pn denotes the n-th prime.

Theorem 2. Given k, R t: IN (k ~ R) and c t: lR, there exists a set of primes ~ e
such that, for all sufficiently large x,

#{m5x: plm => pfP} - #{m:5x: plm => Pt. P}

= CX (logx)-k-l/2 + O(x (logx)-R-5-1/2)

for some 5 > o. In particular, this holds when c =o.
(1)
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Theorem 1 answers a question raised during the Symposium for K. F. Roth held
at Imperial College, London, in 1985. The proof is elementary hut very delicate.
Theorem 2 provides an answer to a question of P. Erdös, who asked how small one

could make the left side of (1) if one was free to choose the set p of primes. The
proof of Theorem 2 uses a modification of Theorem 1 and analytic methods.

E. J. Scourfierd. Egham. Surrey.

On the Japanese remainder theorem

Let Qi, Pi f Z+, i = 1,2, Q = gcd (Qb Q2), P = gcd (Pb P2), Q~ = Qi/Q. With J.
Pitman and J. Simpson we give a new proof for the following
Theorem of Morikawa. There exist ßI and ß2 such that the two generalized
arithmetic progressions {[~ n + ßi] , n =1,2, ... } i = 1,2 are disjoint, iff there
exist positive integers x, y such that .

(1)

We get x, y explicitely and this puts some more light ~n condition (1). Tbe proof
is based on the three distance theorem for ({na}) sequences.
With E. Fried we generalize this theorem for groups. We prove the following
Theorem. Let 0 be abelian, ~ an order on G, ~ apreorder on G. Let I~

denote an interval in ~. We call an u' = L(u; I) a lower neighbour of u in I~, if
i.) u, U' f I, ii.) u' < u, iii.) x < u, X f I~ implies x ~ u'. We call G discrete,
if u' = L(u; I) exists for every I~ and U f I~ .
Let G = (G,~, ~) be a discrete abelian group. Then for' any I~ x - x' for x fl
has at most three different values. Moreover, if it takes exactly three, then {x - x': x f I}
= {a, b, a +b} with some a, b. We also have some characterisations for {x - x' },
an'd some structural theorems for archimedian resp. nonarchimedian orders.

v. T. 50s, Budapest.

e Effective estimates ror mean values or complex multiplicative runctions

The talk was devoted to present the following theorem, to appear in the Math. Proc.
Cambridge Philos. Soc., in a joint work with R. R. Hall.
For given 0:s6<1, O:SCP<1r, let &(6,<,0) denote the class ofmultiplicative functions g

such that Ig(n) I ~ 1for all n and Im (e-icpg(p)) 2 ~ 62 (1 - Re(e-icp g(p))2) for

all prime p. Furthermore, for ze~, put W(z):= eicp(Re(e-icpz) + i61m(e-icpz)).
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Theorem. . The equation

l-K

G. Tenenbaum, Nancy.

has a unique solution K = K(8,r.p) > 0. Uniformly for 9 fE(8,r.p) we have

L g(n) 4:: xexp( - K L 1 - Re(g(p))) .
n~x p~x P

Moreover, this is sharp: given (8, r.p) f [0,1) x [0, 'Ir] and x ~ 3 there exists a function
gfE(ö,Cp) such that

i. E I-Re (g(p)) --+ +00 -
p<x P •

ii. I. E g(n) I ~ cx exp( - K .L l-Re(g(p)))
n~x p<x p

where c is a positive absolute constant. Two particularly interesting values of K
are K(O,O) = 0,32867 ... (which corresponds to real valued functions g) and
maxK(8,r.p) = K(0,1r/2) = 1 - 2-/1r. The proof rests upon Montgomery's effec
tive approach to Halasz mean value theorem.

Waring's problem

An account was given of the consequences of the new ideas of Wooley as applied to
. Waring's problem and the Vinogradov mean value theorem. With regard to Waring's

problem, let, as usual, G(k) denote the smallest s such that every sufliciently large
natural number is the SUffi of at most 8 k-th powers. Then Wooley has recently
shown that limsup G(k)/(k log k) :5 1, and for small k Vaughan and Wooley have
shown that G(5):5 17, G(6) :5 24, G(7) ~ 33, G(8):5 42, G(9):5 51,
G(IO):5 59, G(11):5 67, G(12):5 75, G(13):5 83, G(14):5 91, G(15):5 99.
Let J.tk(P) denote the number of solutions of the system

Xl +

x~ +

+ x, Yl + + y,

with 1:5 Xi, Yi:5 P. Then Wooley has shown that 3 ko such that Vk ~ ko we have

Jrtk(P) <rtk
p2rk - k(k+l)/2 + '1(rtk) where

2 ( 2 2)r for 1:5 r :5 80< k log k 1 - k + klog k
'1(r, k)

:5 81og3k (1- t)r-,o for r> So



1
-I-te- E den) log"(~)
og X n<z

ßIC(x)

U. Vorhauer. Ulm.
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"and So = [1 + k log k - k log log k ] .
R. C. Vaughan, Princeton.

On the divisor problem

I propose an approximation to the divisor problem by Riesz' logarithmie means;
that is, let" be a non-negative real number and form the Riesz mean

Hte(x) + 6,,(x) where"

_"_ (Z ß(t) logte-I( ~) t- I dt ,
logte X 11 t

thus generalizing the divisor problem, which corresponds to the ease K. =o.
I have proved that 6 IC (x) -«: x t+e holds true for a11 "2: A3

0 = 0.11818 and this
can even be ·improved. .
The praof is based on the evaluation of the integral 2~i Je (2(S) X"8- 1C

-
1ds upon

a path C - which does not encircle the origin. This leads to the formula

The main error term arises as a trigonometrie sum to whieh we apply van der
Corput 's metbod for exponential sums. Moreover, using two dimensional exponen
tial sums leads to the even better result ,,~0.1129 . . . . Generalizing the above
technique, one can obtain f. e. for the divisor problem in arithmetical progressions,
tbe cirele problem the conjeeture on ßo(X) , that is O(xt+e

) , for "2: 0.1129 ...

and for Ramanujan's T-funetion the eo~jecture on 6 0 (x), that is O(x1f+e
), for

"2:0.11818, where 6 0(x) = E Jen) - H(x).
n:Sx

On a special class of rational functions

Let K be a field of characteristie zero. A rational function / e K(x) shall be ealled
'special' if all residues of fand t vanish. The trivial examples are c (x-XO)n, c:f:. 0,
n e Z, n =F ±1. No other polynomials are special. G. Szekeres gave the example
f ~ (x3 +1)2 x-2 = x4 + 2x +x-2

, where /-1 = -!(z3~1)'.

Theorem. Let k, leINo- Apairofeoprimeandsquarefreepolynomials p, qeK(x]
with degp =k, deg q = l such that (-;-)2 is special exists iff {k, l} = {i(i~l) , i(i;l) }

with i f lNo.
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In fact there are polynomials PifK[X) with degpi = i(i;I), i = -1,0,1, ... , such
that all Pi are squarefree, (Pi-1, Pi) = 1 and (~)2 special. These Pi can be con

structed recursively by Pi+1:= Pi-1 I p? pi!1' where the constant of integration
ronst avoid certain exceptiQnal values, that woul4 produce common zeros for Pi+1
and Pi.

E. Wirsing, Ulm.

Goldbach-Vinogradov's theorem in short intervals

Goldbach-Vinogradov's theorem states that every large odd integer is a SUffi of
three primes. Since 1950's, several mathematicians have studied the problem of e
representing any large odd integer N in the following form

with U as small as possible. Assuming GRH about L-functions, it can be shown,
that (1) is solvable for every large odd integer N if U= Nt+e • In 1989, Pan C.-d.
and Pan C.-b. proved, by purely analytic means, that U = N 2/ 31og CN, c> 0 a.iJ.
absolute constant, is permissible. Following the idea: of Pan, I obtained a further
improvement on their result, namely

Theorem. If U = N5/81og CN, c> 0 a suitable positive constant, then (1) is
solvable for every large odd integer N. Moreover, the number of soluti~ns of (1) is

T(N, U) = 3 u(N) U2 log-3N + O(U 2 Iog-4 N)

u(N) = TI (1- (!1)2)· rr (1- (!1)3) > t, if 2JN.
plN p plN P

.Recently, Jia C.-h. further showed by sieve methods, that (1) is solvable if U = .
Nt+e . Since sieve methods are applied, no asymptotic formula for the number of
solutions is gi~en.

T. Zhan, Freiburg.

Reported by: U. Vorhauer, Ulm.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUl' OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 14/1991

Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen
24.03. bis 30.03.1991

The conference was organized by H. Knobloch (Würzburg), J. Mawhin (Louvain
la-Neuve), and K. Schmitt (Salt Lake City).

As on previous occasions the conference focused upon oue area of current
research interest in ODE. We had chosen

INVARIANT MANIFOLDS
and

A pplications

as the conference title, hoping to bring together many of the important con
tributors to this exciting and extremely active area of research. The list of
names to follow and the abstracts of lectures given show that we very much
succeeded in our goal.

Forty scientists from ten different countries followed the Institute's invi
tation tO attend the conference. There were a total of 30 lectures presented
during the week. Most of the lectures were concerned with qualitative as weIl
a.s quantitative aspects of Invariant Manifold Theory, and severaI presented
applications of this theory to specific sets of evolutionary equations which
are used as models of certain physical situations.

Seyeral of the lectures addressed the important problems of the existence
of finite dimensional dynamical systems whose flow already determines that



of a given infinite dimensional system. Perturbation theory of invariant man
ifolds as ~ell as "global" numerical schemes for their computation were topics
of considerable interest. Applications to control theory were also present as
were lectures on Hartman - Grobman type results and several talks on semi
linear elliptic problems and their solution and stability structures.

In addition there was a lecture given by one of the organizers (Mawhin)
on the history of the Tagung "Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen" and the
important contributions which were first presented th.ere. .

Many of the lectures generated intense discussions which, after the lecture
periods, were continued, in the Oberwolfach tradition, weIl into the evening
hours.

We believe that the meeting was an excellent one, which by a large mea
sure is also due to the outstanding service provided by the Institute's admin
istration and staff.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:05 p.rn., on Friday, March 29, 1991.

Vortragsauszüge

•

B. Aulbach. Linearization anddeco·upling for noninvertible mappings.
The talk deals with the question whether a mapping f : B -+ B on an

arbitrary Banach space B is topologically conjugate near a fixed point to a
linear mapping. For invertible f this problem is weIl understood, however,
if f is noninvertible (e.g. as time-one map of an evolution equation) the
linearization problem has not been touched y~t in this abstarct setting. It is
demonstrated by means of examples, that oue can neither expect complete
linearization nor decoupling. Results on partiallinearization and decoupling
are presented.

P. Bates. Invariant manifolds for Cahn·Ililliard and Phase-Fields equa- •
tions.

The Cahn-Hilliard equation

(CH) { -ß(t
2
ßu +f(U~

and the Phase-Field system

2

Ut,
Bau
~,

in n
on an. (1)
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with f bistable, are models for phase transitions which can be usefully viewed
as dynamical systems. In work with S. Zheng (PF) is shown to have an
inertial manifold when n = 1 or n = 2. I~ joint work with N. Alikakos and
G. Fusco (eH) is shown to have invariant manifolds of metastable states
when n = 1. Both systems have conserved quantities and even when n =
1, the common set of steady states with a given value of this quantity is
unknown. The structure of this set together with the stability of these points
is conjectured and certain aspects verified in joint work with P. Fife.

F. Battelli. Chaos and heteroclinie orbits in Nonlinear systems.
This is joint work with K. Palmer (Miami). We consider the forceq Duff·

ing equation
z" + a2 sinz = sint (1).

It is known that, for any positive integer N, there exists aN such that for
a > aN, equation (1) has at least N 21r- periodic solutions. This suggests
that, for large a, the Poincare map of (1) has a transversehomoclinic point
(or heteroclinic cycle). Rewrite (1) as:

z" +a2go(z) = f(t) (2)

and assume that z" +9o(Z) = 0 has a heteroclinic orbit. We show that, if f(t)
is T - periodic and has a simple zero, the"n, for a >> 1, equation (2) has a
bounded solution whose corresponding variational system has an exponential
dichotomy on R. As a consequence the Poincare map of (2) has a transverse
homoclinic orbit.

J. Bebe"rnes. Final time blow-up profiles for semilinear parabolic equa
tions via center manifold theory.

Consider the semilinear parabolic equation

tLt = ~u + f(u), in Rn X (0,00),

where f(u) = eU
, or f(u) = uP, P > 1. For any initial data that is a positive

radially decreasing lower solution which causes the corresponding solution

3
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u(x, t) to blow up at (0, T) E Rn X(0, 00), we prove by using techniques from
center manifold theory that the final time blow-up profiles satisfy:

u(x, T) = -2/nlxl + Inl/nlxll + InS + 0(1), f(u) = eU
,

and
8ß2pl/nlxll ß

u(x, T) = IxI2 (1 +0(1)), J(u) = u",

where ß = ,,:1·
P. BrunowskY. The center manifold 0/ a homoclinic.
Assurne that 0 is a hyperbolic equilibrium of the differential equation

x' = f(x,p), xERn
, pERP,

admitting ahornoclinie trajeetory {h(t)}~_oo for J1. = O. Further assume
that h(t) is tangent to the eigenvectors of the leading negative (positive)
eigenvalue of D:cf(O,O) for t -. -00 (+00, respectively). Then, for the
augmented' system

X' = fex, p)
E' = 0

there exists a p + 2 dimensional locally invariant manifold eontaining the
homoclinie as weH as all trajeetories which stay in some neighborhood of the
homoelinic for all times.

J. Carr. Applications 0/ invariant mani/olds to metastable patterns.
We study the extremely slow evolution of .patterns in solutions of

•

Ut = f2U:c:c - J(u), 0 < x < 1,

subject to Neumann boundary eonditions and where for example f(u) •
u3 -u. The metastable states are charaeterised in terms of the global unstable
manifolds of equilibria. _,

W. Everitt. Nonlinear quasi-differential control systems.
(Joint work with L. Markus, Minnesota. ) The linear control system

x' = Ax + Bu, on I C R is known to be fully eontroHable on I when
A, B E Lloc(I) if A generates a quasi-differential equation of order n ~ 2
on I and B = (bra ), with brß = O· (r = 1,2, ... ,n -1; s = 1,2, ... ,m) and
E::1 Ibn.(t)1 > 0, pp tEl. This result is used to prove that the nonlinear

4
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control system x' = 1(t, x, u) is fully locally controllable at the point (0, 0, 0, )
if, when the matrices A(t), B(t) are defined by

8j 81
A(t) := -8(t, 0, 0), B(t):= -8(t, 0, 0),

- x u

A, B satisfy the above conditions for control of the linear system. Additional
conditions are required on I to ensure that soluti~ns of the differential equa
tion x' = I(t, x, u) are evrywhere defined on the t-interval over which the
control is taking place.

B. Fiedler. An index for periodic orbits 01 time-reversible systems.
Natural homotopy invariants for time-periodic solutions of autonomous

systems can be based on the Brouwer fixed point index of the iterates of
the associated Poincare map IT. This is the underlying idea of the Fuller de
gree. Generically, however, the fixed point indices of the iterates are either
identical or just alternate in sign. For reversible periodic orbits of reversible
systems, we present a sequence of homotopy invariants which does not suffer
from such a constraint. As a consequence, we indicate some results in anal
ogy to Hamiltonian systems although variational structure is not known. A
particular example are Neumann boundary value problems for second order
systems

u" +g(u,u'), u ERn,

where 9 is .even with respect to u'. The results are joint werk with S. Heinze
(Heidelberg and Georgia Tech.)

D. Flockerzi. Parameter dependence 01 invariant tori.
Given a smooth system of ordinary differential equations

x' = ~[Ax +g(x, 4>, f) + ..\g(x, 4>, f)], x E Rn,

c/>' = w + ..\W + €[h(x, 4>, €) + ..\h(x, c/>, f»), 4> E rrk
,

with parameters ',\ E [0,1], and € > 0, we give conditions for the existence of
invariant tori of the fonn

with s being smooth with respect to 4> and with

5



for positive constants Xi not depending uponi E (0, fo]. As the example

x' = i[-X +U eos 4>], -:>4>' = ..\w

shows, the distance between Mt ;( and Mo.€. need not be small uniformlyon
(0, eo]. We investigate in whieh precise sense the perturbations g, w, h have
to be small for Mo.( to be a uniformly elose approximation to M t ;( on (0, fo] .

.J. Gossez. Characterization 01 nonresonance fOT. some semilinear p~ri-

odic problems. .'
(Joint work with P. Omari, 1taly.) We consider the problem

{
-u" = g(u) +h(t), in [O,1r]
u(O) = u(21r), u'(O) = u'(21r),

where 9 is continuous on Rand h is bounded on [0, 21r]. 1t is assumed that
the nonlinearity 9 interferes at most with the first eigenvalue Al =°of the
associated linear problem. Preeisely: .

. g(8) -. 2G(s)
limsup-- ~ "\2, hmsup--2- < "\2,

±oo S ±oo S

•

where G is the primitive of g. We then show that a necessary and suflicient
condition for the problem to be solvable for any forcing term h is that the
function 9 be unbounded from above and from below. Jumping nonlinearities
could also be considered.

M. J olly. Dissipativity of numerical schemes.
We show that the way in which the finite differences are applied to the

nonlinear term in certain PDEs can mean the difference between dissipation
and blowup. For fixed parameter values and arbitrarily fine discretizations we
construct solutions which blow up in finite time for semi-discrete schemes. We
also show tbe existence of spurious steady states whose unstable manifolds,
in same cases, contain solutions which explode. This connection between the •
blowup phenomenon and spurious steady states is also explored for Galerkin
and nonlinear Galerkin semi-discrete approximations. Two fully discrete
finite difference schemes derived from a third order semi-discrete scheme,
shown in Foias and Titi (1990) to be dissipative, are analyzed. Both latter
schemes are shown to have astability condition whieh. is independent of the
initial data. A similar result is obtained for a fully discrete Gä.lerkin scheme.

6
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While the results are stated for the Kuramoto - Sivashinsky equation, most
naturally carry over t.o other dissipative PD,Es.

C. Jones. Tracking invariant maniJolds during the passage near a siow
maniJold.

In singular perturbation problems, one is often interested in construeting
solutions that pass near a slow manifold. For instance, an unstable manifold
of some remote critical point may be "shot" at a sl,ow manifold and the
relevant issu~ is to determine the configuration of the manifold as it emerges
from a neighborhood of the slow manifold. In joint work with N. Kopell, flows
ate induced using differential forms from the equation of variations that lead
to the "Exchange Lemlna." Fenichel 's Invariant Manifold Theorems play
a crucial role in producing a canonical form of the equation near aslow
manifold.

H. Kielhöfer. Nodai patterns oJ global biJurcation branches.
For certain classes of quasilinear elliptic problems with homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary eonditions the nodal pattern of some eigenfunctions of
the linearization at the bifurcation point is glo1;>ally preserved along pifurca
tion branches. These patterns enjoy some specific syrrunetries. When embed
ded into the fixed point subspaces of their symmetry (isotropy subgroups)
these branches are actually smooth curves such that secondary bifurcation is
necessarily symmetry breaking.

U. Kirchgraber. Invariant maniJolds in the numeries oJ ODEs.
This is areport on the ongoing research of D. Stoffer, K. Nipp and the

author. We eonsider some aspects of the numeries of ODEs from a qualitative
point of view, in particular in the light of invariant manifold theory (IMT).
There are three types of results. The first is concerned with the relation
between an ODE and its discretization. Consider a set of weakly coupled
harmonie oscillators admitting an attracting invariant torus. We study the
relation between the step size hand the strength f of the coupling under
the condition that the diseretized system admit a companion torus. It turns
out that most methods enforce h -+ 0 as f -+ 0; the only exceptions are
so-called linearly canonical schemes. For these methods there is no relation
between hand E! As a seeond application of IMT to numerics we show that
for a large class of step-size estimates the step size (asymptotically) becomes
independent of the previous choice of the step size. The key to this result is
the existence of a certain invariant manifold. The result means t~at many
step size estimators are actually of a simpler nature than it appears. Finally

7



we apply IMT to design efficient algorithms for the integration of certain
FDEs and singularly perturbed ODEs. Connected with this is the design
and study of efficient algorthims to compute (low dimensional) invariant
manifolds. j

H. Knobloch. Invariant manifolds in control theory.
Part 1. Extension of standard existence theorems for invariant manifolds

(imf). The differential equation is written in the form

x' = g(t, x, y), y' = h(t, x, y), (1).

Main assumption: Dichotomy ~nd exponential gap for the variational equa
tion along solutions. The imf. is given in terms of an equation y = S(t, x) and
is uniquely determined by the natural boundary condition ('inflowing') and
the initial condition S(O, x) = s(x). Part 2. Application: Inverse problems in
control theory. Given a solution x(t), y(t) of (1) with known initial state and
known approximation 7](t) for y(t) (plus estimate) lIy(t) -7]"(t)1! :5 17, t > o.
The auxiliary system

x' = g(t, x, y), y' = h(t, X; y) - ~(y - 7](t»,
f

satisfies all conditions imposed on (1) if the parameter f > 0 is small enough.
Aprediction - correction scheme for estimating y'(t) based on the data of the
imf. is presented.

R. Lauterbach. Forced symmetry breaking and heteroclinic cycles.
We study the dynamics near a manifold of equilibria of equivariant equa-"

tions if we perturb the symmetry. To be more precise, let x' = g(x, A) be
equivariant with respect to agroup G and suppose we perturb this equation
to x' = g(x,;\) + fh(x, A), where h is equivariant with respect ot a subgroup
K of G. Assurne that M is a normally hyperbolic manifold of equilibria of
the unperturbed equation. If M is a. single group orbit all points on this
manifold M bave tbe same isotropy type (7, let H be a subgroup of G in u.
Due to normal hyperbolicity, for sufficiently small f, there will be an invari
ant manifold M( near M. The flow on this manifold has a. structure which
is to some extend determined by the pair (K, H). We give examples of these
flows for problems with spherical symmetries. A theorem of Schwarz on lift
ing properties of fiows allows one to construct flows which have precisely the
features which are predicted by the general theory. Especially we observe
heteroclinic cycles.

8
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N. Lloyd. Cubic systems and conditions for" a center.
Hilbert's sixteenth problem is concemed with the number of limit cycles

of classes of systems

x' = P(x, y), y' = Q(x, y),

where P, Q are polynomials, and their possible configurations. In teeent
inve;tigations, limit eyeles which bifurcate from a eritieal point have been
considered. To maximize the number of such limit cycles, the focal values at
the critieal point (say x = 0 = y) are eomputed. These are polynomials in the
coefficients in P and Q such that there is a function V with V' = L: '72kr2k,

where r 2 = x 2 + y2. It is necessary to know the conditions under which ~he

origin is a center. Necessary and sufficient conditions for"a center are known
for various classes of systems. In this talk such conditions will be presented
for some classes of cubic systems (i.e. systems for which P and Q are of
degree three). Sufficiency is proved by sytematically searching for invariant
algebraic curves and using them to transform the· system to Hamiltonian
form. The necessity of the conditions is proved by computing the variety of
the ideal generated by the foeal values. Particular attention will be devoted
to the system

Necessary and suf6.cient conditions for a "persistent" center will he given.
Their derivation involves large scale use of computer algebra, and some of
the computing difficulties will be described.

K. Lu. Invariant manifold theory and invariant foliation theory and
structural stability fOT parabolic equations.

By using invariant manifold and foliation theory we prove that the flow
nearby hyperbolic equilibria of parabolic equations is structurally stahle.

A. Mielke. Invariant manifolds fOT variational and Hamiltonian sys
tems.

We consider center, stahle and center-stable manifolds for an equilibrium
in a Hamiltonian system. It follows that the reduced system on the center
manifold is again a Hamiltonian system. The ßow on the (center-) stable
manifold is (co-) isotropie. Moreover, we show that in most eases the center
manifold flow of a variational (Lagrangian) problem can be described by a

9



reduced variational problem. This leads to applications in the theory of el
liptic v~ationalproblems on cylindrical domains, such as the. beam problem
of elastostatics. We show that all small deformations of a hyperelastic beam
(3 dirn. prismatic body) can be described by a hyperelastic rod model in a
mathematically rigorous way. ~

V. Pliss. Perturbations 01 attractors 01 differential equations.
(Joint work with G. Sell, Minnesota.) Consider tbe system

dx
dt = X(x).+ J.&Y(x), (1)

where x E Rn and X, Y E Cl(R"). Definition: An attractor K, of (1) with
1& = 0 is normally hyperbolic, if: (i) There exist constants a ~ 1, Al > 0,'\2'< .
At, and linear spaces UII(t, xo), UU(t, xo), Xo E K" dimUu = k, dimU· ~ n - k,
and if x E UII(r, xo), then 14>(t,xo)4>-l(r,xo)xl" ~ alxle--X1{t-'T), for t ~ r, and
if x E UU(r,xo), then 14>(t,xo)4>-l(r,xo)xl ~ alxle--X2 (t-'T), for t ~ r, where
4> is a fundamental matrix solution of the system

dx 8X(x(t,xo))
dt = 8x . x.

(ii) There exists an r > 0 such that for Xo E K" ther exits a k- dimensional
disk V(xo) c K, with center at Xo and radius r, locally invariant and such
that if x E '1)(xo), then the disk 1)(xo) is tangent to UU(O, xo) at x. Theorem:
Let K, be a normally hyperbolic attractor and assume that U.U(O, xo) is a
Lipschitz continuous function on 1\:,. For every f > 0 there exists a 6 > 0
such that if 0 < JJ < 6, then there exists a homeomorphism h of Je into Rn,
Ihx - X I < f and K,,,, = hK. is a normally hyperbolic attractor of (1).

R. Schaaf. Semilinear elliptic problems with supercritical growth. The
equation

.ßu + Af(u) = 0, in n eRn, u = O~ on an, (1)

can be' viewed as a pseudo steady state equation of a combustion process,
where u is temperature, A E Jl+ is the amount of unburned substance. The
question about the number of solutions of (1) and their stability properties is
then of interest for the time dependent process. In this context nonlinearities
arise which grow supercritically for u Iarge:

li (Pe + 1)F(s) 1 n +2 > 3 ( )
~~p S <, Pe = n _ 2,n - . A

10



H tbe inequality in (A) holds for all s E R then no nontrivial solutions of
(I) exists in a stars4aped domain, a cons~uence of the Rellich - Pohozaev
identity. Even if I is sufficiently well behaved neM 0 and a positive solution
branch exists, the shape of this branch can change rather drastica.lly with
the dimension n of the domain O. A famous example for this is the result
of Joseph and Lundgren for I(u) = eU or f(u) = (1+ QU)P and n a balL
A common feature of all of these examples is that in the superlinear hut
subcritical case there always exist at least two solutions for 0 < A < X,·
one stahle and the other unstable, 0 whereas in the supercritical case, there
exists a ).* > 0, such that (1) has a unique solution for 0 < ). < ,x*, which
is stahle. We can show that this uniqueness for small ). always holds if:
(a) f(O) = 0, f'(O) > 0, n starshaped, f satisfies (A), Of (h) °f(O) >
0, n convex, f satisfies (A), f" > o~ However in the case f" > 0
we can show that (1) admits at most one stahle solution for any fixed ,x,
proving that among the multiple solutions which are present in the Joseph 
Lundgren examples only the minimal solution is stahle.

K. Schneider. Perturbations 01 ilifferen.tial algebraic equations.
The equation (*) F(y, y', t) = 0 is said to be a differential algebraic equa

tion (DAE) if dirn kerFy,(y,y',t) > 0, V(y,y',t) E domF. Under certain
assumptions a vector field v on some smooth manifold can be associated
with (*). Such a DAE is called a regular DAE with degree d. The lecture
addresses perturbations of autonomous DAE F(y, y', A) = 0 <;lepending on a
parameter ,x. We consider two types of perturbations. Theofirst kind can be
described by a perturbation ~f the corresponding vector field v. By this way,
bifurcations of DAE can be described by bifurcations of vector fields. The
second type of bifurcations can be characterized by singular perturbations,
that is, a bifurcation point is connected with the change of the degree of the
DAE. We give an approach to establish the bifurcation of relaxation oscilla
tions which is based. on the splitting of an invariant manifold at tbe ~jumping

point" 'which separates astahle and an unstable part of this manifo.ld.
J. Scheurle. Constroction 0/ invariant manifolds by the deformation

methode
The construction of invariant manifolds always leads to equations owhich

have to be solved in one way or another. Usually one uses some version of
the contraction mapping principle. However, there are other possibilities,
e.g.. the deformation method wbich has certain advantages. In this ~alk, I
want to describe the hasic ideas of this method by considering jU:st the case
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of center unstable invariant manifolds. For details and remarks about other
types of invariant manifolds I refer to· the article by J. Marsden and myself in
SIAM J. Math. Anal. 18(1987), 1261-1274. For simplicity, we consider maps
rather than differential. equations. But everything can be done for differential
equations as weIl.

G. SeIl. Approximation dynamics and the Navier-Stokes equations.
During the last few years several researchers have developed techniques

for constructing Approximate Inertial Manifolds (AIMs) for studying the dy
namics of nonlinear evolutionary equations

(1) u' + Au = F(u).

We' have shown that, in the case of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations, ~very

such AlM is an actual inertial manifold for a perturbed equation

°(2) u' +Au = F(u) +E(u),

where the term E is known and has a suitable norm .IlEIl which tends to zero
a.s the dimension of the AlM goes to 00. In a different direction, we give abrief
report on the University of Minnesota PhD thesis of M. Kw~, wherein he
shows that the long time dynamics of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations (with
periodic boun~ary conditions) can be described completely (and ~ith no
error) by a. finite dimensiona.l system of ordinary differential equations·. Kwak
introduces a nonlinear change of variables wmch regul~izes the nonlinear
term iQ the Navier-Stokes equations and reduces the problem to a suitable
system of reaction diffusion equations.

R. Smith. Poincare - Bendixson theory for autonomous retarded func
tional differential equations.

For autonomous functional differential equations, expressed in feedback
control form, new stifficient conditions are discussed for the absence of chaotic
motion and the existence of at least one stahle periodic trajectory. The
results are ohtained by finding an invariant set in Banach space which is
homeomorphic to a plane set. Application to the delayed Goodwin equation
is mentioned.

D. Ulmet. Nonlinear electrical cireuits. Singularities and periodic solu
tions.

We analyze some types of singular points that occur in nonlinear electri
ca! circuits and their effect on the dynamies of such sy~tems. First we show

12
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that global singularities (or forced degeneracy) can be reduced to isolated
singularities, which are related to relaxation oscillations. Afterwards we ad
dress some problems that center around the regularization techniques that
are available for the study of the isolated singular points. They are based
formallyon the addition of small parasitic inductances I and capacitors c to
the circuit N so that the augmented system N(l, c) is regular. We consider a
regularization version. which provides a gradient type function, in the sense
that the averaged equations for the action variables form a gradient system.
By an example of the coupled van der Poloscillators, we show that we can
obtain periodic solutions instead of expected invariant 2 tori for the full sys
tem. Finally the dynamies of the original system N is essentially obtained as
the limit as I, c -+ 0 of the dynamies of N(/, c). Several questions concerning
the structural stability of N are open problems.

A. Vanderbauwhede. Center manifold theory in infinite dimensions.
We describe some joint work with G. looss (Nice) on center manifolds in

infinite dimensional systems. We first show how the existence of a pseudo
inverse for a linear operator associated with the hyper~olicpart of the equa
tion and on aspace of exponentially weighted functions leads to the existence
and smoothness of center manifolds. In specializing to the local situation we
pay special attention to the cut-off problem usually associated with the Iocal
center manifolds ~n Banach spaces. Next we describe a set of spectral proper
ties which imply the existence of the pseudo inverse mentinoed above; these
properties are weaker than those required for the existen~e of an analytic
semigroup, and allow for example the treatment of certain elliptic problems.
We conclude with some simple examples.

P. Volkmann. Über die Invarianz 'linearer Mannigfaltigkeiten in Ba
nachräumen - ein Gegenbeispiel.

Es sei EI ein (abgeschlossener) Unterraum eines Banachraumes E, es ser
J : E -+ EI stetig und beschränkt, f(EI ) C EI, und es werde vorausgesetzt,
daß das Anfangswertproblem

u(O) = a, u' = J(u)

für jedes a E E eine (lokal) eindeutige Lösung '(la : [0,00) -+ E besitze.
An Hand eines Beispiels wird gezeigt, daß dann nicht notwendig a E E =>
ua(t) E E (t ~ 0) gilt.
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W. Walter. Discretization 01 a parabolic free boundary problem.

The following model occuring in models of groundwater contamination
and statistical decision theory, among others, is discussed:

1
Uxx

(P) Bu
u(t, s(t)) .

Ut + f(t,x,u,ux ), fOT 0 < t ::; T, 0 < x < s(t),
au(t, 0) - bux(t, 0) = a(t), fOT 0 < t ::; T,
ux(t, s(t)), fOT 0 < t ::; T.

Here a, b 2:: 0 with a + b = 1; the free boundary is given by x = s(t).
Basic results: (P) is a weH posed problem, i.e., existence, uniqueness plus
continuous dependence of the solution (u, s) on fand Q hold. A monotonicity
theorem (comparison principle) states röughly that if: f is made smaller and
Q Iarger, then u and s become larger. Existence is proved by applying the
Rothe method (discretization in t which leads to a problem)

Here un(x) ~ u(tn, x), t n = hn, h = ft, SUn = Un-~n-l.

H. Walther. Unstable manifolds fOT x'(t) = -/lx(t) + f(x(t - 1)).
Suppose f(O) = 0, f' < 0, and f is bounded ft:om below or from above. If

the zero solution is linearly unstable, then the global unstable set associated
with the leading pair of eigenvalues is a smooth, Lipschitz graph of dimension
2 whose boundary is a periodic orbit. Also, unstable sets of hyperbolic
periodic solutions, which are slowly oscillating, are smooth Lipschitz graphs
of dimension 2; the boundaries consist of 2 periodic orbits (one of them may
be 0).

F. Zanolin. Time maps fOT the solvability 01 nonlinear equations.
The solvability of various boundary value problems for a class of ordinary

differential equations is obtained under suitable conditions on the time maps
of associated autonomous equations. As a typical application, consider the
second order nonlinear Duffing equation x" +g(x) = p(t), with the nonlinear
term 9 sa:tisfying the asymptotic condition limlxl_oo g( x )sgnx = +00. For
the associated autonomous equation x" + g(x) = 0, we can define the fol
lowing time maps: T+(c), [T_(c')], T(c) which are, respectively, the distance
of two cOJ?secutive zeros of a solution x(t) of the autonomous equation with
max{x(.)} = c » 0, [with min{x(.)} = c' « 0] and the minimal period
of x(.), with max{x(.)} = c » O. Then the solvability of.various BVPs
associated to the nonautonomous Duffing equation (e.g., the periodic, two

point, subharmonie, BVPs), is obtained via asymptotic conditions on the
time maps. The classical superlinear - semilinear - sublinear conditions on 9
are thus improved.

Berichterstatter: K. Schmitt
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aktuellen Thema:

Connections Between Mathematical Physics
(Quantum Groups, von Neumann Algebras)

arid .the Theory of Knots.
31. März - 6. April 1991

Leitung: Prof. V.G. Turaev,..Universite Louis-Pasteur, Strasbourg

In recent yean a num~er .of fundamental ideas and methods of mathematical physics has
penetrated through psychological barriere between phyBics.and topology. Ii1 knot theory this
development was initiated by V. R. F. Jones who used von Neumann aJgebras to construct a
new polynomial invariant of knota &Ud links in the 3-dimensionalsphere 53. Jones' discovery
gave impetus to an enormous development in knot theory, 3-dimensionaJ topology and related
domains. This development was the main subject of the meeting.

Since 1984 when Jones introduced bis polynomial,-the main line of attack was the explanation
_ of the nature of this polynomial and its generalization, say, to links in other 3-manifolds. Ta
• the moment of writing, several different points of view on the Jones polynomial have been

" developed basing on various teehniques coming from algebra and matbematical pbysics. Here
is a. abort but impressive list of theories more or less directly involved in the subject: theory of

.quantum groups, conformal field theory in dimension 2, representation theory of symmetrie 
groups and Hecke algebras, theory of exactly solvable models of statistica1 mechanics ete.

The" Arbeitsgemeinschaft considered four different though related lines of study forming the
main body of the theory:

I. The firstand most algebraic approach stems directly from the original paper by Jones.
It involves Temperley-Lieb algebras, Hecke algebras and their natural modifications due to
Birman-Wenzl. The core of thiB approach is the theory of braid groups and their linear
representations.
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11. The second approach is concerned with Witten's ideas, relating the Jones polynomial to
conformal field theories in dimension 2 ~d Chern-Simons invariants. From the topological
viewpoint, tbe important a.chievement of Witfen i~ the inclusion of tbe Jones polynomial in
a more general picture of topological quantum field theories.

111. This approach is based on models in statistical mecbanics and tbe theory of quantum
groups. Astate surn model for the Jones polynomial was introduced by Kauffman. More
general vertex models associated with R-matrices lead to other related poynomials. This
line is crowned with a cODstruction of the topological quantum field theory in dimension 3
extending the Jones polynomial (as predicted by Witten).

IV. The last approach uses another kind of state surn models producing topological invanants
of knots and 3-manifolds. These are the so--called face models and simplicial models based
on quantum 6j-symbols associated with quantum grOUp8.

Furthermore, the Arbeitsgemeinschaft considered various aspects of the subject which either •
have drawn considerable attention in the recent time or seem to be good starting points for
further research. Of course, quite a number of interesting problems were left outside tbe
schedule.

Abstracts of the talks

Serge Ochanine
The J ones Polynomial

This introductory talk presented the original construction of the Jones polynomial via von
Neumann algebras. Main topics:
(1) Links and Braids, the Alexander-Markov reduction.
(2) Von Neumann algebras, III factors, Jones' index theorem.
(3) Temperley-Lieb algebras and the trace invariant.

Uwe Kaiser
Hecke Algebras and the HOMFLY Polynomial

One can consider a certain class of finite dimensional (quadratic) group representations of •
braid groups factors through algebra representations of classical Hecke algebras Hn(q) =
KBn/(ul- (q -l)u; - q), where KEn is the group algebra of the braid group Bn , K is a
field, q E K 'and Bn is generated by UI, ... Un-I; (ul- (q - l)ui - q) is the two-sided ideal
generated by the indicated elements for all 1 :5 i :5 n - 1. Ocneanu proved for each z E K
the existence of normed trace functions tr : Hn(q) -+ K which are compatible witb the
inclusions Hn(q) ~ Hn+1(q) and satisfy tr(xu:J. = ztr(z) for z E Hn(q). Thus,. by Markov's
theorem, there are maps Rn ~ K = C(q, zh/~,.w = 1 - q +z which induce a function on
the set of the isotopy classes of links in 83 • A change of variables leads to the HOMFLY
polynomial taking values in the Laurent ring 7l [1:1: I , m:l:1] which turns out to be tbe universal
linear skein invariant.
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Wolfgang Müller .
Modular Functors and Conformal Field Theories (CFT)

..,' at time
t = T, outgoing

'Y at time
t = 0, incomin~

One important motivation for studying CFTs in physics comes from string theory where one
considers strings (something ~ SI) moving in some background manifold M. Whereas a
point particle moving in M sweeps out a curve, astring evoluting in time sweeps out same
Riemann surface E

From the physical point of view, it is highly plausible that physics should not depend on
.athe parametrisation of the string b~t only on tbe conformal structure of E. So, thinking
.of the corresponding quantum mechanical theory, we define a OFT as a functor from the

category C (defined below) to the category of Hilbert spaces. The objects of C a.re the 1
dimensional compact manifolds' Si and a morphism from So to SI is a Riemann surface E
with oE = So U SI- H 'Hs denotes the Hilbert ·space that is attached to a I-manifold S,
we postulate that 1f.Sous1 = 1f.So ® 1i.s1 •. Furthermore, let E be a surface with exactly two
boundary circles so that we have an operator TE : 1tSo -+ 'H.St and let E be E/(So =~ 81 )

then Tt = traceTE. From these axioms we get that the partition function Zr of the theory
is modular invariant. By a similar construction hut attaching to each boundary circle a
representation of sorne fixed goup G, one obtains the modular functor.

Maxim Kontsevich
Topological Quantum Field Theories (TQFT)

One defines TQFT as folIows: Let Cd be the category whose objects are the d-dimensional
oriented closed manifolds and whose morphisms are the (d+ l)-dimensional bordisms. Then,
a TQFT in (d + 1) dimensions ia a ~-functor from Cd to the category of finite-dimensional
vector spaces.
Same examples (and counterexamples) coming from physics were considered: the non-linear
u-model, Witten-Jones theory, Floer-Donaldson theory.
Finally, the equivaience of notions of Witten's (2+1)-dimensional TQFT and the modular

rnctor coming from CFT was" pr~ented.

A. Szücs
.Kauffman's State Model for the Jones Polynomial

First part: Tbe Kauffman bracket in knot theory.
(1) Reidemeister moves.
(2) Kauffman bracket (K) and its state model.
(3) f[K](A) = (K) . (_A)-3w(K) is the Jones polynomial if A = t-t.
Application: Tait 's conjecture is true, namely, for any two simple altemating links the
numbers of crossings are equal.
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Second part: The Kauffman bracket in graph theory and statistical mechanies.
Here, we have shown that the Kauffman· bracket, the dichromatic polynomial ~f a graph,
and the partition function of the Pott 's model are essentially the same.

Jaap Kalkman

Jones-Witten Theory «2+1)-dimensional Topological
Quantum Field Theory (TQFT»

Also called Chern-Simons (CS) theory, since it is hased on the es functional given by
CSk(A) = f; 1M Tr(AdA + iA[A, A)), where k E 7L and A E nl(M)~g, tbe spare of
connections on the bundle M x G (M a 3-manifold, G a compact Lie group).
The talk was divided in two parts: In the first part, some evidence was presented that the
partition function of the CS-theory, Z = JA VAexp(iCS~(A», gives topologica.l invariants • . .
of 3-manifolds. This was done using a stationary phase approximation (k ~ (0). In the
second part, it was shown that one can obtain the Jones polynomial by calculating ZL =
J.A 'DA WL(A) exp(iCSA:(A» , where the Wilson-Ioop WL(A) is the trace of the holonomy
a.long a link L. The computation was done using ~urgery properties of TQFTs and additional
data from conformal field theories (WZW-models).

Alan Durfee
The Kauffman Polynomial and Birman-"Wenzl Algebras

The Jones polynomial V(t) of an oriented link ca.n be defined in terms of the Kauffman
bracket, an invariant of regular isotopy classes of unoriented link diagrams. The Kauffman
polynomial K (1, m) is a two-variable generalization of V (t) which is similarly defined in terms
of a two-variable generalization A of the bracket polynomial. The Kauffman polynomial is
different !rom the HOMFLY polynomial P(l, m), anothet two-variable generalization of V(t).
For instance, K is almost independent of the orientation of tbe link.
Just as P(l, m) can be defined in terms of a trace on the Hecke algebra, so can K(l, m) be
defined as a trace on an algebra constructed by Birman and Wenzl.

Dirk Siersma
Peter Schauenburg •
Categories of Tangles and Their Linear Representations

Tangles are loeal versions of links. They form a category which can be modified attacmng
certain additional structures (orientation, framing) to the tangles. R-matrices produce linear
representations of these categories, i.e. covariant functors in the category of vector spa.ces.
For links, this construction yields invariants generalizing the Jones polynomial without hav
ing to use tbe Alexander-Markov reduction. There are also relations with the HOMFLY and
Kauffman polynomial. .

The linear representations of the categories of tangles can be understood and CODstructed
via ribbon quasitriangular Hopf algebras. The latter are algebras whose categories of rep
resentations have the same properties as the categories of tangles. Thus, functors from the
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.,- categories of tangles (oriented ~d ~coloured') inta the categories of representations of a
ribbon quasitiangular Ropf algebra A can be constructed in a very natural way: The ten
sor product of tangles is mapped to the tensor product of representations, the braiding of
tangles is mapped to tbe braiding of A-modules (induced by the comultiplication and by
the quasitriangular structure on A, respectively), turning of tbe projection of some tangle
correspondS to taking the dual of a representation (defined via the antipode of A). The
notion of a ribbon Hopf algebra. can be defined to &Inend same deficiencies of the natural
dual representation.

Johannes Huebschmann
Poisson Brackets on Representation Spaces and. Quantization

~t 11' be the fundamental group of a closed surface S and· let G be a Lie group. In a
series of papers Goldman introduced and examined certain symplectic structures on the
representatioD spare Rep(1r ,G) = Horn('Ir , G)/ G, the G-action on Hom(11' ,G) coming from
conjugation in G. These symplectic structures give rise to Poisson structures on a suitable
amooth submanifold of Rep(7T, G). Goldman also introduced certain Lie algebras.of closed
curves together with homomorphisms of Lie algebras into a Poisson algebra of the kind just
mentioned.
Turaev introduced a structure of a non-commutative algebra on certain skein modules defined
over S xl, and he showed that these skein aJgebras fumjsh a quantization of the Lie-Poisson
algebras over the Goldman Lie algebras mentioned before, "in a suitable sense. In this way a
rigorous notation of quantization of Wilson loop observables in Chem-Simons gauge theory
over S x I is obtained.

Maxim Kontsevich
Higher Associativiy, Higher Invariants and Cohomology
of ~he Moduli Space of Curves

Invariants of manifolds are functioDS from the set of manifolds to 80me field K. Higher
00

invariants are proposed to be elements of EB H2fl(B Diff(X),K) where X is a manifold.
n=O

Usual invariants are just O-components of higher invariants. It ia possible 10 describe a
.achinery which gives higber invariants for the case of oriented surfaces with boundaries.

Let A be any finite-dimensional as80ciative algebra with a non-degenerate scalar product
( ., . ) such that (xy, z) = (x, yz). Then, it is possible to define BOrne invariant of surfaces
with boundaries in the following way: Any such surface can be cut into pieces looking like
a ribboned three-star. This defines a way 10 convolute the tensor of structure constants
of A and the scalar product. There ia some homotopy analogue, to associative algebras,
the ~called Aoo-algebras. Tbe main statement ia that homotopy analogs of the notion of
associative algebras with scalar product produce elements of the eohomology of the moduli 
space of curves with marked points.
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Christian Kassel
The Yang-Baxter- Equation·and Quantum Groups

In this talk examples of R-matrices, i.e. solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation, were given.
All these examples arise from representations of certain Hopf algebras A together with a
specific R E ISO(A 0 A). These Hopf algebras introduced by Drinfeld are called quasi
triangular Hopf algebras.
Tbe case of the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(sl(2)) of 81(2) was presented in
same detail, a~ong with its representation theory, and its universal R-matrix which can
be obtained by Drinfeld's double construction (where a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra ia
associated to any Hopf algebra).

Tammo tom Dieck
Quantum Invariants of Three-manifolds

The talk was areport on the work of Reshetikhin and Turaev. The invanants a.re constructed
via the following scheme:
(1) An oriented, connected, closed 3-manifold M can be constructed by Dehn-surgery on
framed links in 8 3 • The Kirby moves tell under which conditions two framed links give the
same manifold.
(2) The representation theory of a suitable quasi-triangular Hopf algebra yields a functor F
from the category of ribbon tangles to the category of vector spa.ces.
(3) Under suitable additional conditions and by applying the functor F to the framed links
in 53, the invariant of the manifold is constructed. Tbe problem is whether tbis invariant is
invariant under Kirby moves.
(4) The additional conditions under (3) lead to the notion of a modular Hopf.algebra. Specific
modular Hopf algebras are constructed from the quantum group Uq (81(2) by specializing
the generic parameter q to a root of unity.
The .main intention of this work is to relate representation theory of quantum groups to

. geometry of 3-manifolds, links in 3-manifolds and topological quantum field theories.

•

x

G. Masbaum

A Construction of 3-Manifold Invariants from the Kauffman
Bracket •

Reshetikhin and Turaev have constructed new non-trivial invariants from any modular Hopf
algebra (such algebras CM be constructed from any classical Lie algebra). Recently, Lick
orish has shown how to express these invariants, in the special case of SU(2), in terms of
Kauffman's one variable bracket

+ A-' ) ( j L u 0 = (- Al. - A-
1JL

More precisely, if M3 is obtained by surgery on a bounded link L in SS then the invariants
can be expressed as linear combinations of Kauffman brackets of cablings of L where A is a
primitive root of unity of order divisible by 4.
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~'The talk presented recent work of C. Blanchet, N. Habegger, P. Vogel and the speaker
who further developped Lickorish's approach. It was discussed how to find al1 those linear
combinations of braekets of cablings which yield 3-manifold invariants. It was ShOWD that A
can also be a primitive lOot of unity of any even order, yielding new non-trivial invariante.
However, no other evaluations are possible within this approach. (The invariants at roots of
order == 2 modulo 4 should correspond, in some sense, to quantum SO(3). ) The proof uses
only Kirby ea.lculus and elementary linear algebra hut no representation theory of quantum
groups or Temperley-Lieb algebras. Moreover, this approach gives an example of the explicit
geometrie meaning of colors and Verlinde algebra.s.

Johan van de Leur
Quantum 6j-Symbols

_he representation theory of Uq(sl(2» (quant~ sl(2» is discussed.For the finite dim~
sional irreducible representations Vi t 0 :$ j E ~'llt a complete orthonormal basis is given.
The decomposition of tensor products of two such irreducible representations yields a direct
sum of irreducible ones. The q-analogs of the Clehsch-Gordan coef6.cients (CGe) are de
scribed. These CGCs, the u~versalR-matrix as well as all sorts of relations between them
are presented in sorne graphical notation.
Decomposing tensor products of three irreducible representations in t.wo düferent ways into
irreducible components, (V;1 ~V.i2)®Via and V;1 ®(Vb ~Via), gives two complete orthonor-

.mal bases in Vii 0 V,h ® ViI. The matrix elements connecting these bases are the q-analogs
of the 6j-symbols which were presented graphically introducing the so-~ed shadow world.
At the end of the talk, it was shown that any graphical configuration which describes relations
between cacs and R-matrices can be transformed into the shadow world. So, any identity
between cacs and R-matrices gives an identity between 6j-symbols.

Günther Harder
The 'I\Iraev-Viro-Invariant of a Three Di~ensionalManifold

Using the q-6j-symbol 'furaev and Viro attach an invariant to any three dimensional manifold
M without (ar with triangulated) boundary. The invariant depends on the choice of an
integer r ~ 3 and a choice of a 2r-th root of unity qo such that q = q~ is a primitive r-th
~t ofunity. . .
~ any triangulation of M one defines admissible colourings

; : {edges} -+ I ={0, ~, ... , r ; 2} .
To each such colouring one defines a number

IM~r== w-
Cl TI W~(E) • TI. IT'>I

EE{edga} TE{ teUahedra}

where the Wi are certain weights and

{ li' mi nk}IT~ f = weight factor
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and where {~ ~ :} is the q'-6j-symbol built from the colours of the tetrahedra.

The theorem of Turaev-Viro says that this number is an invariant of M. The praof depends
on the weH known identities ain~ng the q-6j-symbols.

Jens Hoppe
The Tetrahedron Equation and Zamolodchikov's Solution

Starting with a quick passage from Newtonian mechanics to n-particle states of a relativistic
quantum field theory, the 'fang-Baxter equation was reviewed as a consistency condition
for the S-matrix factorization in a {l+l)-dimensional relativistic quantum .field theory. In
analogy, the tetrahedron equatioDs arise as consistency conditions in the (2+1)-dimensional
sca.ttering theory of 'straight strings'. The (very large) number of independent functions e
appearing in these functional equations can be substantially reduced by an appropriate .
ansatz, due to Zamolodchikov. Following tl;le proof of Baxter - involving a variety of non-
trivial observations, and spherical trigonometry - this particular ansatz can be shown to lead
to an explicit solution. The general d-simplex equations were shortly mentioned.

(P.S. Will membrane theories be related to invariants of 3-manifolds 1)

Berichterstatter: Michael Flohr, Michael Terhoeven, Raimund Varnhagen
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht

Algebraische Gruppen

7.4. bis 13.4.91

16/1991

An der unter der Leitung von P. Slodowy (Hamburg), T.A. Springer (Utrecht)
und J. Tits (Paris) stattfindenden Tagung nahmen 29 Mathematiker aus 12
Ländern teil. Inhaltlich lassen sich die 20 gehaltenen Vorträge den folgenden
Themenbereichen zuordnen:

1. Theorie und Anwendungen der sogenannten Quantengruppen.

2. Algebraische Transformationsgruppen (Kompaktifizierungen, Linearisierun-
gen). -

3. Diskrete Untergruppen algebraischer Gruppen.

4. Schubertvarietäteri und symmetrische Varietäten.

5. Spezielle Untergruppen und Zerlegungen der Liealgebra.

6. Darstellungstheorie.

7. Kombinatorische Aspekte.

Dabei sind einige der Vorträge mehreren Bereichen zuzuordnen. Von beson
ders aktuellem Interesse, und daher recht umfangreich vertreten, waren die
Vorträge zum Thema "Quantengruppen" , deren Untersuchung und Anwen
dungen in den letzten heiden Jahren eine enorme Ausbreitung erfahren
haben.



yortragsauszüge

E. AKYILDIZ:

Schubert calculus.

The purpose of the talk was:

i. to explain the recent results on the cohomology ring of Schubert
varieties in G / P

ii. to report on D. Peterson's work on the Schubert calculus for the
Kac-Moody setting.

M. BRION:

Cohomology of quotient spaces.

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C. Let X be the
projective space of aG-module, XU its open subset of semi-stable points,
and Y the (Mumfor~)quotient of X$$ J>y G. Then a presentation was given
of the equivariant cohomology algebra Hä(XU, Q), (when every semi-stable
point is stahle it is the cohomology of V). The proof relles on results of F.
Kirwan and G. Ellingsrud - S.A. Stn~mme. Also some applications were
given.

A. BRDER:

Generating functions in invariant theory.

Let G be a connected, linearly reductive group and VaG-module, then
G acts linearlyon A := K[V), respecting the natural grading. For a domi
nant weight X let A~ be the isotopical component of A corresponding to the
simple module of highest weight X; it is a finitely generated module over the
ring of invariants AG. The generating function 1t(A~; t) =E dim(A~)i . t i ,

where (A~)i is the homogeneous part of degree i, ia useful in the study of
these sO-called modules of covariants. Trus generating function is actually
the Taylor expansion of a rational function.
A new method was sketched for computing 1i(A~; t) for sma.ll x; in partic-
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ular, 1i(AG; t). This method was used to check on a computer all explicit
results obtained earlier by Weyl's transcendental method ofintegration over
compact groups. For 'example: the case of seven copies of the adjoint rep
resentation of S L3, eight copies of the spin representation of Spin (7) and,
also the S L 4-modules V[l,l,O] and V[3,O,O]'
The method also yields many modules of covariants which are not Cohen-
Macauley.

J .B. CARRELL:

Singularities of Schubert varieties.

(The talk was about joint work with D.H. Peterson.) Let G be a simple
algebraic group over an algebrai"cally closed field k, B ::> T a Borel subgroup
of G containing a maximal torus, and W the Weyl group of (G, T). For
a positive root a and an x in W, let C(x,a) := xU_aB/B, aT-invariant
curve in G/B. Let X w be the Schubert variety BwB/B in G/B. "If was
shown that C(x,a) ~ X w iff (x ~ w and XTa ~ w). Moreover, foreach
x E W with x ~ w, there are at least lew) curves of type C(x, a) in X w '

(Trus verifies the Weyl group case of a conjecture of Deodhar made for all
Coxeter groups.) The main step in the proof is:
Lemma: Let Y be a closed T-invariant subset of U_, and put ~(Y) =
{a > 0 I U-o ~ Y}. Then #~(Y) 2:: dim Y, and equality holds if Y is
smooth at 1.
By counting lines in X w the following inequality was derived:
Proposition. For all W E W, set a a(w) = -k Lx<wl(x), where l is the
length function and K = #{x ::;; w}. Then a(w) 2:: ll(w). Moreover,
a(w) = ll(w) whenever X w is smooth. By a result of Lakshmibai and Se
shadri one has in the case G = Sln(k) : X w is smooth {:} aw = !l(w). There
is good evidence that the latter holds in the D and E cases as weIl.

C. DECONCINI and C. PROCESI:

The coadjoint action for quantum groups at roots of unity.

After introducing the quantum groups associated to a Cartan matrix, the
main features of the theory were discussed. The case in which q is not a
root of unity was given first by means of results of Drinfeld-Jimbo-Rosso
etc. Then the case in which q is an i-th root of unity (l odd) was discussed.
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In this case the model which was used has a large centre over which it is a
finite module (and, in fact, a maximal order in a division algebra of dimen
sion f 214>+1 over its centre). The centre Z is composed of two pieces Zo and
ZI. The Zo turns out to be the coordinate ring of a Poisson Lie group which
comes from a Manin Tripie associated to the classical Lie algebra with the
same Cartan matrix. Also, an action was given of an infinite dimensional
group on the quantized algebra preserving Zo whose orbits on Spec (Zo) co
incide with the Poisson leaves. It results in a certain qualitative description
of the representations of the quantized enveloping algebra.
All these results are joint work with V. Käc.

v. DEODHAR:

A combinatorial formula for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.

Let (W, S) be a. Coxeter group, and let y = 81 ·82, .• , 8k be a reduced expres
sion for an element y in W. A combinatorial setting involving subexpressions
of this reduced expression is developed, including a notion of a good element.
1t· is proved that a.ll elements in a group for which the Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials are non-negative are good. ,If y is good then an algorithm was
developed to compute these.polynomials in an efficient way. It was further
proved that in these cases the coeflicients are actually the sizes of certain
subsets of subexpressions. Thereby providing an explicit setting for various
questions regarding these polynomials and related topics. Also similar re
sults were obtained for the so-called parabolic case.

F. GRUNEWALD:

Affine crystallographic groups.

G. HARDER:

The q - 6; symbols and invariants of 3-manifolds (after Turaev
and Viro).

Starting from a 2r-th root of unity qo for which q := q~ is a primitive
r-th root of unity, Taraev and Vira have attached an invariant to any 3
dimensional manifold. It is a number in the cyclotomic fie1d of 2r-th roots
of unity, and it is obtained from a. triangulation. More precisely, the in
variant, is obtained by forming astate sum over all colourings of a number
defined for each colouring using the q - 6j symbols which come from cou
pling of three tensor factors. The purpose of this talk was to explain the
~~ .
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A.G. HELMINCK:

Symmetrie varieties.

Let G be a eonneeted reduetive algebraic group defined over a field k of
eharacteristie not two. Let 0 E Aut(G) be a k-involution and let H be the
fixed point group of O. Write Gk and Hk for the set of k-rational points of
G respectively H. Then Gk / Hk is ealled asymmetrie k-variety. One can
associate with such asymmetrie variety a root system in ~ natural way, it
is the root system of a maximal (0, k)-split torus, (trus is a torus which is
both O-split and k-split).
In the talk aeharacterisation theorem for the k-isomorphism classes of the k
involutions was diseussed. Combined with Tits' classifieation of semi-simple
k-groups this leads to a. partial classifieation of k-involutions for certain
types of fields including finite fields, number fields and p-adie fields. This
c1assification also indudes a classification of the restricted root systems with
their Weyl groups and multiplicitie;.

J.-C. JANTZEN:

Representations of algebraie groups in eharacteristie p and quan
tum groups.

Lusztig has conjeetured a character formula for t~e irreducible represen
tations of a semi-simple algebraie group G in characteristic p ~ 0, and for
those of a quantized enveloping algebra ( "quantum group") at a root of
unity. It was observed that when both conjectures are true then the redue
tion mod p of an irreducible representation of a quantum group at a p-th
root ofunity will be an irreducible representation of G, as long as the highest
weight is small with respect to r. The work of Lusztig, Anderson-Polo-Wen

. and Seott and others provides evidence for this eonjecture. Also an example
was deseribed (joint work with Anderson) of an irreducible representation
with restricted heighest weight of the quantum group such that the redue
tion mod pis not irreducible for G.
Furthermore, same work in progress was diseussed (joint work with Ander
son and Soergel). It eoneerns a eomparison of projective indecomposable
modules (PIM's) for the restrieted enveloping algebra with those for an
analoguous finite dimensional subalgebra of the quantum group. One of the
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results is that these PIM's can be lifted to modules over suitable local rings
which are PIM's in an analoguous category.

F. KNOP:

B-orbits on spherical varieties.

Let G be a connected reductive group, BeG a Borel subgroup and X
a spherical variety, Le. B has a dense orbit in X. By a theorem of Vinberg
and Brion, B has only finitely many orbits in X .

. In trus talk an action of the Weyl group W on the set of B-orbi ts B\X
was constructed using the action of a minimal parabolic subgroup on X.
Also the W-orbit of the open B-orbit was determined. Its isotropy group
is determined by the "litde Weyl group" of X, which is defined using the
compactification theory of X.

H. KRAFT:

G-vector bundles and non-linearizabJe actions.

In 1989, G. Schwarz gave the first examples of non-linearizable actions of
complex reductive algebraic groups an affine n-space c n • These examples
carne from non-trivial G-vector bundles on representation spaces of G. In
this talk a classification (Le. a moduli space) for G-vector bundles on G
representations V with one-dimensional quotient was given, "(this is joint
work with Schwarz). One thus obtains non-linearizable actions for all classi
ca! groups, the spin groups, G2, E6 and E7 • Using these results, F. Knop has
constructed for every reductive group G such that GO is not a torus, non
trivial G-vector bundles on Lie G and also non-linearizable actions. Masuda
and Petrie have given a different construction and found an invariant for G
vector bundles on arbitrary representations, which enabled them to discuss
new non-trivial G-vector bundles and non-linearizable actions, in particular
for same finite groups. This work was discussed as weIl.
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V. LAKSHMmAI:

Quantum deformations of Schubert varieties.

Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over k, B a Borel subgroup and
X a Schuberl variety in GIB. Let L be an ample line bundle on GIB, and
R[X] = fBHO(X,L). Then R[X] is Zl_graded, where l = rank (G). Further

L
R[X] is a Jeft k[B]-comodule, where k[B] is the coordinate ring of B.
In this talk a quantization Rq[X] of R[X] was given, with q a parameter tak
ing values in k· and G being oftype An, Bn,Cn, Dn, E6 or G2 • This Rq[X]
is again Zl_graded; further Rq[X] has a canonicalleft kq[B]-comodule struc
ture. And if Rq[X] = m(Rq[X])Bdl E (Z+)l, then the standard monomials

B - •

in (Rq[X])~form a k(q>=basis for this space. When X = GIB then Rq[X] is _
also a kq(G]-comodule. Here kq[G] and kq[B] are th~ quantizations of k[G]
respectively k[B] as constrocted by Fadeev, Reshetikhin and Takhtajan.

P. LITTELMAN:

Some remarks on tensor product decompositions..

Let G be a simply connected simple algebraic group defined over an al
gebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Consider maximal .parabolic 
subgroups Pl,P2 C G and the associated fundamental weights tol respec
tively 102. Let Ci be the affine cone over GIPi C P(V~J. In case tol ~d 102

are miniscule it was shown that the G-module strodure of the coordinate
ring k[e1 x C2 ] of Cl x C2 is very simple. In fact, if U c G is a maximal
umpotent subgroup then k[e1 xC2]U is a polynomial ring. As a consequence
one obtains very simple (multiplicity-free) decomposition formulas for ten
sor products of type VnWJ @ Vmw, resp. S2(VWJ.). The result holds also for
a few other cases, it seems that the assumption GIPI X G/ P2 is spherical
may be sufficient.

A. LUBOTZKY:

On Groups 01 Polynomial Subgroup Growth..

Let r be a finitely generated group. Then r is caJ.led
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a. residually finite if n{HIH a finite index subgroup of r} = {l},

b. a group of polynomial growth (PSG) if an(r) = {H ~ rl
[r : H] = n} grows polynomially.

Theorem (A. Lubotzky, A. Mann, D. Segal). A finitely generated residu
ally finite group is PSG if and only if r is almost solvable of finite rank.
Here "almost" means that it contains such a finite index subgroup, and "fi
nite rank" means that every finitely generated subgroup of r is generated
by ~ (constant) elements.
The proofuses methods from algebraic groups, arithmetic groups, the prime
number theorem, p-adic Lie-groups and the classification of finite simple
groups.
The above theorem and its proof were discussed in this talk.

D. LUNA:

Solvable spherical subgroups.

Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group over C. An algebraie
subgroup H of G is ealled spherieal if a Borel subgroup of G has an open
orbit in GIH; it is called special if the group NG(H)I H is finite. In this
talk a classification of all conneeted solvable special spherical subgroups of
G was given.

PHAM HUU TIEP:

Irreducible orthogonal decompositions of Lie algebras, Jordan s~b

groups and associated lattices.

Many of the loeal maximal subgroups of finite group of Lie type are closely
related to the so-called Jordan subgroups of eomplex Lie group diseovered
by A.V. Alekseevskii. The latter subgroups give in turn examples of irre
ducible orthogonal deeompositions (IOD's) of eomplex Lie algebras by some
standard construction. In the case for which the Lie algebras are of type
An, Bn or exceptional, one can show that all IOD's can be eonstructed this
way. In this talk it was sh~wn that Lie algebras of type Bn have /0D's Hf
n = [P";-l] for some prime power pm. And Lie algebras of type An have
/OD's Hf n = pm - 1 for some prime power pm. Also a deseription was
given of the automorphism groups of the associated integrallattiees. Same
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of these groups are finite groups of Lie type or sporadie simple groups.

O. SCHWARZMANN:

A non..arithmetic eocompact reflection group in complex hyper..
boHe geometry.

Using some elementary results from the topologieal theory of branehed eov
erings and the deep theorem of Yau-Miayoka, an example of a cocompact
diserete group r was construeted, aeting on the eomplex ball B2. It was
proved that r is a non arithmetie subgroup of Aut(B2). This gives a geo
metrie point of view on one of the Terada-Deligne-Mostow examples of dis
erete reßeetion groups in B2.

D.M. TESTERMAN:

Overgroups of unipotent elements in semi-simple algebraic groups.

In this talk the following theorem was presented, together with its proof
and same applications:
Theorem. Let G be a semi-simple a.lgebraie group defined over a field
of characteristic p > O. Assume p is good prime for G, and let tL E. G with
tJP = 1. Then there exists a c10sed eonnected subgroup X < G with X of
type A, and with tL EX.
It was observed that a similar. result holds without the restrietion uP = 1
when p > 3(h - 1), with h the Coxeter number. The latter follows from
Pommerening's generalisation of the Jaeobson-Morosov theorem to charac
teristie p with p a good prime.

Berichterstatter: F .M. Kouwenhoven.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 17/1991

Brauer Groups and Representation Theory of Finite Groups

14.4. bis 20.4.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von H. Opolka (Braunschweig), F. Van Oystaeyen
(Wilrijk) und W. Scharlau (Münster) statt.

In zahlreichen Diskussionen und in 31 Vorträgen beschäftigte sich die Tagung
vornehmlich mit linearen und projektiven Darstellungen endlicher Gruppen, einfachen
Algebren und Azumaya - Algebren, Brauergruppen von Körpern, Ringen und Va
rietäten, Galoiskohomologie sowie mit Zusammenhängen zwischen diesen Themen und
mit Anwendungen auf Probleme der algebraischen Zahlentheorie und der algebraischen
Geometrie.
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Vortragsauszüge

E. ALJADEFF:

On the semisimplicity of cr.ossed products and cohomology of groups

If K is a field of charK = p > 0 and r is a finite group with p 1·lrl, then the group
ring is not semisimple. If r acts on K via a group G namely t : r --+ G c Aut(K) and
H is the kernel of this action then the skew group ring Ktr is not semisimple iff p I IH I.
Assuming this is the case, we consider the question whether there exists a E H2(r, K~)
such that the crossed product is semisimple. '.

A necessary condition is: a p-Sylow subgroup of H intersects trivially B' (the
commutator subgroup). We construct such 2-cocycles for the nontrivial action case
H = 7lp , G = 7lp - 1 •

R. BOLTJE:

On canonical and explicit Brauer induction

Let G be a finite group and R(G) its character ring. Then, for an arbitrary finite
dimensional (cG-module V,

v = I: (-l)lalind~V(H,rp)E R(G)

(J' = (K,t/J) < ... < (H,cp)
modG

is an explicit version of Brauer's induction theorem. Here the surn runs over G-orbits
of chains of pairs (U,J1) where U ::; G and J1 E Hom(U, (C*) with the obvious partial
order. V(H,rp) := {v E V I hv = ~(h)v for all h E H} is the rp-homogeneous component
of resZV, hence also a ~G-module. The above formula is natural in the following sense:

Let R+ (G) be the free abelian group on the G-orbits (H, cp)G of p~irs (H, cp) and let

bG : I4(G) -+ R(G) be given by (H, rp)G .-+ indg<p. As for R(G) we have induction and
retriction maps between R+(G) and ~(H) whenever H ~ G. Then the above formula
comes from a splitting map aG : R(G) -+ ~(G) for ba (bGaG =id) which commutes
with restriction. Another splitting map äG : <Q ®71 R(G) ~ ~ ®71 R+(G) with rational
coefficients is given, which commutes with restrietion and induction.
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D. BURNS:

On the module structure of units in number fields

We discuss certain integral representations of a finite group G naturally define<;l
when G is realized as the Galois group of a finite extension of number fields FIE. In
particular we considered certain S-unit groups of F.

The techniques of investigation are due to Fröhlich and proceed via his construction
of an integral regulator (ereIle (1989); see also Proceedings of 1989 Durham Symposium
on "L-functions in Arithmetic"). In case Gabelian, by using the known validity of
the Strong Stark Conjecture (a. la Tate) in case E = <Q or quadratic imagina.ry one
obtains new structure results. In case E = <Q Fröhlich showed how explicit results
then followed from the known validity of the Gra.s Conjecture in this case. In case E
quadratic inlaginary similar results can be obtained by means of the recent techniques
of Kolyvagin (and Rubin) using ';Euler systems".

S. CAENEPEEL :

The Brauer-Long group of a Hopf algebra

Let R be a commutative ring, and H a finitely generated, projectiv, coolll1utative
and cocommutative Hopf algebra. Long has introduced a Brauer group BD(R, H)
classifying equivalence classes of H-Azumaya algebras (these are R-algebras A with a
H-action and H-coaction satisfying the following isomorphism: AtiÄ ~ EndR(A) and
ÄtiA ~ EndR(A)OPP). BD(R, H) may be described as follows:
1) Let BD(R,H) = UsBD(SIR,H). Then

BDs (R, H) = H1(R, G(H* ® .)) x H1(R, G(H ® .)) x H2 (R, Gm)tor"

2) We have an exact sequence

1~ BDs(R, H) -+ BD(R, H) .!!, AutHop/(H ® H*).

The image of ß is an orthogonal subgroup of AutHopJ(H ® H*). Dur theory allows us
to compute some explicit examples. In particular, we have that
BD(Z[v'2], Z[V2]/(x2

- V2x)) ~ D8 •

F. DEMEYER:

The Brauer group of toric varieties n

. A fan is a combinatorial object in IRn which consists of a union of cones such that
all the faces of a cone and the intersection of any two cones in the fan are in the
fan. To each fan ß can be associated a "toric" variety X = TNemb(ß). A support
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function on ß is a function defined on the points of IRn which· are in cones in ß
and is linear on each cone in ·ß. Let SF(6.) be the group of support funetions on ß.
Topologize ß by letting the open sets be the subfans. Define a sheaf l, on ß by letting
.c(6') = SF(ß') for eaeh ß' open in ß. We conjecture: If K is the function field of X
then H~t(K/X, Gm) ~ :A:1(6, .c). .

B. FEIN:

Finite groups and relative Brauer groups

In this talk we discuss some recent joint work with David Saltmanand Murray
Schacher concerning the nontriviality of certain Brauer groups. Let K be an arbitrary
field, let L be a finite separable extension of K, and let x be transcendental over
K. We prove that the relative Brauer group, Br(L(x)/K(x)), is infinite. Although
this statement may seem rather innocuous, we also show that this is equivalent to
tbe following purely group-theoretie statement: if 11 is a subgroup of a finite group
g, 1i # g, then there is an element in g of prime power order having no conjugates in
11. The only known proofs of this result make essential use of the elassification of the
finite simple groups.

B. T. FORD:

The Brauer group of toric varieties I

(Joint witb F. DeMeyer.) If Xis anormal torie variety defined over an algebraically
closed field of eharacteristic zero and the singular loeus of X has eodimension at most
2, then we give a reasonably complete description of the cohomological Brauer group
ofX..

E. FORMANEK:

The group determinant

Let G = {9h ... ,9n'} be a finite group, and let {Xgp ••• ,Xgn } be commuting variables
indexed by G. The group determinant is

Kenneth W. Johnson asked whether the group determinant determines the group.
Following a suggestion of H.-J Hoehnke, David Sibley and I showed that this was the
case. Later, Johnson and Hoehnke showed that the coefficients of X~-2 and X~-3 in
Da are enough to determine tbe group, and stilllater Richard Mansfield produced a
completly elementary proof of their result.
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J. GRÄTER :

Extensions of valuation rings in cent,ra! simple algebras

•

Let Q be a central simple algebra with center F. An order B (i.e. a prime PI-ring B
with quotient ring Q) is called Dubrovin-valuation ring if there exists a maximal ideal
M of B' such that for all q E Q\B there exist ht, ~ E B such that b1q, q~ E B\M.
It turns out that M = J(B). A main result concerning D-valuation rings is that each
valuation ring V of F has such an extension to Q (Dubrovin). Now, D-valuation rings
BI, ... , Bn have the intersection property (IP) if BI n ... n Bn is a Bezout order in Q.
It is shown that each valuation ring V of F can be extended to a Bezout order R of
Q that is integralover V. This order is unique up to inner automorphisms of Q and
is the intersection of n v extensions of V. This number nv depends only on V and is
called the extension number of V. Furthermore, [Q : F] = JB . eB' (nv)~' pd where JB
is the residue degree, eB the ramification index, p = charV/J(V), and d E lN U {O},
where B denotes an extension of V to Q.

D. HAlLE:

Clifford algebras and relative Brauer groups

If J(u, v) is a binary form of degree none can form the Clifford algebra CI of f given
by CI = F{x,y}/I where F{x,y} is the free algebra and I is the ideal generated by
the elements (o:x + ßy)n - f( 0:, ß) for all 0:, ß E F. In particular if J is a nondegenerate
binary cubic form this algebra is Azumaya of rank nine over its center and its center
is the affine ~ing of the elliptic curve y3 = X 3

- 27D where D is the discriminant
of f. The simple homomorphic images of CI with center F are then in one-to-one
correspondence with the F-rational points on this elliptic curve and in fact one obtains
a homomorphism from E(F), the group of F-rational points, to Br(F), the Brauer
group of F. We examine this map and its generalizations to forms of higher degree.

I. HAMBELTON:

• Cancellation of lattices and hyperbolic forms over orders

In joint work with M. Kreck, we obtain cancellation theorems for certain modules
over R-orders in separable F -algebras, where R is a Dedekind ring with quotient field
F. If L is an A-lattice, and e : A ~ B is a surjective ring homomorphism of R-orders,
we say that L has (A - B) free rank ~ 1 at a prime pER if L(p) EB Erp) has a direct
summand A(p) for some r ~ o.
Theorem 1. Let L be an A-lattice and M = LEB A. If there ezists e : A ~ B such
that L has (A - B) free rank ~ 1 at at all but finitely many primes, and GL2 (A) acts
transitivelyon unimodular elements in Btf) B, then for any A-Iattice N which is"locally
a direct summand of Mn (some n), M EB N ~ M' EB N => M ~ M'.
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If B = 0, this implies the Bass ca:ncellation theorem. For quadratic forms there is
the analogons notion of "(A - B) hyperbolic rank ~ 1" at a prime pER if M(p) 1.
H(B(p» contains H(A(p».
Theorem 2. Let V be a (;\, A)- quadratic module over a ring with form parameter
(A, A), and 'set (M, [h]) = V 1. H(A). Suppose that there exists e.: A ~ B such
that V has (A -·B) hyperbolic rank ~ 1 at all but finitely many primes. /f U2 (A)
acts transitivelyon the set of unimodular elements in H (B EB B) of fixed length, then
M .L H(Ar)~M' .L H(Ar) => M ~ M'.

F. JONAS

The conductor of the character field

Let G be a finite group and D : G -+ GL(n, <C) an irreducible linear representation
with character x. Define M(D) = {m E IN I D is realizable in(Q(em)}. We are looking
for properties of M(D), for example is it true that
(*) m,m' E M(D) => gcd(m,m') E M(D)?

One can show that (*) holds if and only if f E M(D), where f is the conductor of
the character field CQ(X). .

If n is an odd prime, it follows by theorems of Schur and Solomon that J E M(D), .
i.e. in this case M(D) = fJN. (For n = 2 the Schur index mk(X) = 1 if A E k, i.e.
Icm(4,J) E M(V).)

B. KAHN

The degree of a division algebra over a Ci-field

•

A classical theorem asserts that any division algebra over aglobai field has d~gree

equal to its exponent. This is conjectured to hold for C2-fields, 'where Ci is Lang's
diophantine condition, but so far it is known only. when the exponent has the form
24 3b (Artin-Tate, Yanchersky). We relax this property as follows:

Definition. Let F be a field and n 2:: 1. We say that·F has property Brn if central •
simple algebras over F of exponent dividing n have bounded index (the bound depending
on n and F).

Conjecture. If F is a Ci-field, then F has property Brn for any n '2:: 1.

The field tD(x, y) is C2 hut this conjecture does not seem to be known even for
n = 5! The aim of the talk was to prove the following theorem:

Theorem. Let F be a field with finite tl-invariant. Then F has property Br2e for a.ny
e ~ 1.

The u-invariant of a field F is the least integer u(F) such that any quadratic form
over F in u(F) + 1 variables represents 0: if F is Ci, then u(F) ~ 2i . The proof
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uses the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem, a lemma of Merkurjev on quadratic forms and the
permanence of finiteness of u(F) under finite extensions (Ehnan-Lam).

I. KERSTEN

Generic splitting of reductive algebraic groups

(Joint work with U. Rehman.) Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group over a
field k. Then a field F ::> k is called a splitting field of G, if GF is a Chevalley F-group.
A splitting field F of G is called generic, if every splitting field of G is a specialization

.of F. We construct a generic splitting field of CL semisimple connected group Gwhich .
_ generalizes known results of Witt, Amitsur, Roquette, Knebusch, Petterson, and oth

ers. In many cases this generic splitting field is the function field of a projective .variety
G/ P with a suitable parabolic subgroup P of G. HG is a k-torus then G has a generic
splitting field being finite and separable over k.

F. LORENZ

On the Schur multiplier of fields

For a field K with absolute Galois group GK = Gal(CjK) the group Sr(K)
H 2(GK, ~*) = H2 (GK, ~/71.) is called the Schur multiplier of K. In an obvious way'
Sr(K) is connected with projective representations and corresp,onding field theoretical
and arithmetical questions. There is also a connection with the BraueJ;' grorip Br(K) =
H2(GK,C*) of K: Assuming P,n E K, we conclude from the exact seqenee X(GK ) -+

Br(K)n -+ Sr(K)n -+ 1 that the following are equivalent:
(i) Sr(K)n = 1, (ii) Each element of Br(K)n ean be represented by a cyelotomic algebra
of the special type (E, (7, (), where ( E J'n.

For aglobaI field K the Schur multiplier of K is trivial (by a theorem of Tate,
which aetually can be conceived as a basic fact of the "theory of norm iesidues", which
started with A. Schalz in 1940), so we get an interesting result concerning the Brauer

.group of agIobaI field; it is related to - but different from - the "Brauer-Hasse-Noether
_Hauptsatz der Algebrentheorie".

Therefore there seems to ~e some good reasons to study the Schur multiplier also of
other types of fields. For instanee it follows from the (elementary algebraie) theory of
Tsen that the rational function fields C(X) and R(X) in one variable over an algebraie
or real closed field have trivial Schur multiplier. The ~ame is true for the power series
fields C«X» and R(X». Next we study the more difficult ease of a rational function
field K = ko(X) over agIobaI (or Ioeal) field of characteristie 0." Here we find Sr(K) ~
EBo H1(Go ,p,*), where a runs through the conjugacy elasses of the a E Co, Go is tlie
absolute Galois group of ko(a) and p,* denotes the Tate twist [J/7L( -1) of the group
p,' of roots of unity. So, for an arbitrary global (or loeal) field one is lead to. st.udy
the groups Hl(GK, p,*). It contains the groups HI(r, p,) - with r = Gal(k(p,)/k) - a.s
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a subgroup (and from this we also see that Sr(ko, X) is not trivial). There is also
same connection between H1(GK , p*) and the Schur group of K since the latter can be
diseribed as the image of Ii2(r,j.t) in H2(r, k(p*)).

We coDelude with the observation, that the above funetion field K = ko(X) satisfies
a simple Global-Local-Principle, namely Sr(K) ~ $p Sr{Kp ). Hut the proof for this is
done only by way of a kind of direct inspection as above, and it remains open whether
the statement remains valid also in the non rational case.

L. LEBRUYN

Rational identities of generic division algebras

A short proof is presented of the fundamental results of Bergman on rational iden
tities. As a eorollary the following extension of the clas.sical p.i. result is obtained: if
(a + l)m < n and if z is a rational identity for UD(n) of "inver~ion dep.th"~ athen z
(ar oneof its subexpressions) holds in UD(m) too.

P. MAMMONE

.On the tensor product of division algebras

. In arecent work, Tignol and Wadsworth ronstructed finite dimensional division
algebras D 1 , D 2 over a field F such that D1 ® D 2 is not a division algebra but D 1

and D2 have no common subfield properly containing F. However Saltman observed
that the division algebras constructed by Tignol and Wadsworth satisfy the property
that D t ® Di is a division algebra. So, Saltman,'s observation raised the following new
tenso~ product question: H index(D1 ®Di) <indexD1·indexD2 for alll :5 n :5 exp(D2 )

theIl: da D1 and D2 have necessarily a common subfield?
We make some observations on the symmetry of the new tensor produet hypothesis

and give two families of negative answers to the question.

R. MASSY:

Numerical decompositions of cohomology classes

Let K be a field, K its separable closure and OK = Gal(K/K). Assurne that K
contains a primitive vth root of unity (l/, with v invertible in K. For a E K X

, let
(a) E Hl(nK ,71/v71) be the map defined by w(a1/l/)/a1/ V = (!Cl)(W) for w E 0K. ·It
follows from work of Merkur'ev and Suslin that any f E H2(nK , 7l/v71) ~ Brl/(K) can
be expressed as a sum:

'.

•
(*)
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•

where (a, b) = (a) U(b) and U : H1(OK, 7l.11I71.) x H1(OK, 7l.11I71.) --+ H2(OK, 7l.11I71.) is
the cup-product.

We consider the question of obtaining a decomposition (*) when K is replaced by
a finite Galois extension E of K. Take for EIK an ahelian p-extension (p any prime).
Then it may.be necessary to add a supplementary tenn to the sum (*). This term is
induced by only one element ao of K and defined via another cup-product. When the
elements ai, b; (i = 1, ... , n) are linearly independent in the Kummer group of EIK,
we prove that there are only three kinds of new decompositions (*), and we get the
following property:
Every class f E H2(Gal(EIK),71.III71.) is of one, and only of one, of these three kinds.

P. MORANDI:

Maximal orders over valuation rings

In the talk we discuss maximal orders over valuation rings in central simple alge
bras. The case of maximal orders over discrete valuation rings is classical and wen
known. We are particularly interested in maximal orders that are either Bezout or
semihereditary. By using results of Gräter we see that a maximal order R is Bezout
iff R is an intersection of Dubrovin valuation rings satisfying the intersection property.
Thus there is an unique up to isomorphism Bezout maximal order over a valuation ring
.V in any central simple algebra. .

For semihereditary orders, taking into account the classification of hereditary orders
over a DVR we are ahle to construct a class of block matrix orders which are semihered
itary maximal orders. For V a valuation ring with value group 7l.n

, any semihereditary
maximal order is of this block matrix form.

Using defective field extensions we give a third construction of maximal orders. For
S =M2(F) we see any maximal order is one of these three types.

P. NELIS:

Schur and projective Schur groups over number rings

Notation: K a number field, R its ring of integers, Rs localization of R.
The talk considered a conjecture by Riehm. Let

S(Rs) ="{[A] E Br(Rs) : 3G, finite group ,3 epimorphism 'Ir : <QG -+ A}.

S(Rs ) is a subgroup of Br(Rs ), called the Schur group. The diagram:

S(Rs) C-..-- S(K)

r r
Br(Rs) C-..-- Br(K)

9



shows that S(Rs) ~ Br(Rs) n S(KY.
Conjecture (Riehm, 1989): S(Rs) = Br(Rs) n S(K).

We explained the proof of this equality in the case R = Rs, i.e. for number rings.
The proof makes use of the representation theory of GL2 (lFp) and of a method of
combining elements in S(R) and S(R') to obtain an element in S(R"), where R, R', R"
are number rings of three different fields K, K', K".

G. PAZDERSKI:

On the number of irreducible representations of an algebra

Following Brauer's approach in counting the irreducible representations of a finite e
group over·a splitting field we give a formula for the number of irreducible represen-
tations of an algebra over an arbitrary field. As an application to the group rings the
known Berman-Witt result is obtained.

E. PEYRE:

Unramified cohomology in degree 2 or 3 and rationality p~oblems

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and K a function field
over k. I note P(K) tbe set of discrete valuation rings A ,such that k c A· C K and
Fr(A) = K.

H:rr(K,J.t~j)= n ker(oA: Hi(K,J.t~j) -+ Hi-l(lKA,JL~j))
AEP(K)

where OA is the residue map associated to A.
By a proposition of Colliot-Thelene and Ojanguren, if K is. stably rational over

k (this means that there exist indeterminates Vi, ... ,Vm and Tl' .. " 1; such that
K(Vi, . .. ,Vm ) ~ k(T}, . .. ,T,) over k), then H~(K,J.t~i) == {O}.

Let V be a finite F p - vector space for an odd prime number p and q, : V* -+

Hl(K,pp) amorphism. This induces a map qJ : (Aj V)* -+ Hj(K,p:i). Let Si C Ai V •
be the:: orthogonal of its kernel. Let sL = (u 1\ v, U E V, v E Ai - 1 V). Then.
(Si / S~ec)* ~ H!r(K, JL:i ).

If V and S3 C 1\3V are given, with S -=F Sdec, we may, using arecent result of
Suslin, construct in some cases a unirational field K and a map V· -+ Hl(K, JLp) such
that (kerq,3).L is the chosen S. The field K is therefore not stably rational.

10
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M. REGAUER:

Weak solvability of embedding problems defined by the second Stiefel
Whitney class

Let GI: = Gal(klk) be the Galois group of an algebraie elosure of a number field
k and G the Galois group of a finite normal extension Klk. H rc denotes the regular
representation of G, we ean define the second Stiefel-Whitney elass ea := W2 (re) of rc
as an element in H2 ( G, 7l./271.).

The corresponding central embedding problem E = (G, 7l./27L., ec) is called weakly
solvable if infgl:(ea) becomes trivial for some i E lN under the map H2 (GI:' 7l12Z) ~
H2 ( GI:, 7l12i71) which is indueed by the natural map 7l./271 ~ 7l./2i71.. The minimal i
such that E is wea.k1y solvable is called the index of E. This is a finite number which"
will be ee;timated.

Therefor the problem is firstly redueed to a 2-Sylow subgroup of G and secondly
to Ioeal fields. An important role plays tbe formula of Serre which relates infgl: (eG) to
the Hasse invariant of the traee form trK/I:(x2

) of Klk.
An upper bound of the index of E is r + 2, where 2r is the largest order of the

2-power roots oI unity in the completitions of k with respect to the ramified places of
K / k. But there are many cases in which this index, is less than r +2.

c. RIEHM:

Complements to some theorems of A. Fröhlich

In his paper in ereIle, vol. 360, Fröhlich gave several formulas inv~lving' invariants of
orthogonal representations of finite and profinite groups. In addition he gave analogues
of some of them in the ease of projective representations.

In this lecture I outlined proofs for the "missing" formulas in the projeetive case.
In fact one of them ean be done more generally for a representatiQn in a category with
direct sums relative to "admissible systems" oI morphisms.

The result is that the K-objeets CorL/KX6 and (indX)ind6 are isomorphie, where
LIK is a finite separable extension, s : ß -+ AutX is a representation oI the subgroup
ß = Gal (Ksep / L) oI finite index in r = Gal (KsepI K), and the subseripts s· and ind s
represent twisting by sand ind s interpreted as l-eocycles.

The other formula, in the ca.se oI projective representations, gives the Brauer class
PN2 [inds] in terms of PN2 [s] and the discriminant of LIK (in Fröhlich's notation).

J. RITTER:

On two integrality properties of group representations

1. It is weIl known that each absolut~ly' irreducible charaeter X oI a finite Group
G is the trace of a representation T : (j -+ GLn«Q«(», where n = X(I) an"d ( is a

11



root of unity of order expG. It is known that T can in fact be chosen to take values
already in GLn (71[(]), provided that G is solvable. By means of an example one sees
that in general <Q(() is the minimal splitting field for X enjoying tbe stated integrality
property. The result comes from joint work with G. Cliff and A. Weiss.

2. A. Fröhlich, in connection with his definitions 'of regulators and resolvents in
Galois module structure theory, has asked whether there exist Galois-stable lattices
M on irreducible FG-modules V, where F is a splitting field for V, which is Galois
over the character field belonging to V; Galois-stability meaning that M and MiT are
G-isomorphic lattices.

From joint work with A. Weiss the following theorem is presented, which not only
gives the answer to Fröhlich's question, but also provides uniquely defined resolvents
and regulators in the non-commutative situation. .

Theorem. 11 A is a centml simple K -algebm split by F, a finite Galois extension .01 •
K, then to each maximal OK-order A in A there exists'a unique Galois-stable maximal
OF-order in A ® F eontaining A, provided that the local Schur indices 0/ A divide the
loeal ramifieation indices 0/ FIK.

The main tool of the proof is the coneept of generalized erossed produet orders.

D. SALTMAN:

A little result about generic division algebras

Let UD( F, n, r) be the generic division algebra over F of degree n in r variables. If
AIF is central simple, let BS'(A) be the Brauer-Severi variety..

The main theorem is that K = Z(UD ®z (A ®F K)O) is rational over F where Z
is the center of UD and Z(C) is the function field of BS(C). We use to give three
applications.

First, that there exists Z ~ L.with LIF rational and Br(Z) -+ Br(L) is injeetive.
, Second, if n = ab for (a, b) = 1 then Z (F, n, r-) is stably isomorphie to

Z(F, G, r')Z(F, b, r"). This faet was first proved by Schofield.
Third, that if F is Hilbertian, f E Z[x] irreducible, and AIF central simple of

degree n, then there exists <p : C -+ F realizing A (0 ~ Z, BIC Azumaya, C smooth,
BZ = UD, B ®q, F ~ A) such that </>(/(x» is irreducible. •M. SCHACHER:

Subfields of division rings

We discuss joint work with Fein and Saltman eoneerning the following problem:
Suppose LIFis a finite dimensional separable extension of fields, and

We ask:

12
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1) Is Ln a maximal subfield of a. division ring central over Fn, some n 1
2) Same as in 1) without maximality.
3) What is the minimum n-1
The answer in 1) is yes when LIF is Galois. T~is makes the answer to 2) yes

also. 1) is false for general non-Galois LIF. Let G =Gal(LIF) when LIF is Galois.
Methods of permutation modules, using the induction theorem of Moody, accomplish
1) in a large number of variables. Methods using corestriciion require fewer variables.

Let r = maximum cyclic length among Sylow subgroups of G. Then r variables
suffice for 3). H F is a number field, r -1 variables suffice. As a coDsequence, if Sylow
subgroups of G are metacyclic and F is a number field, then the construction can be
accomplished over F(t) .

V. SNAITH:

Conductors in the non...seperable case

This is ä. report on joint work with R. Boltje and G. M. Cram. Let LIK be a finite
Galois extension of cOrnplete, discrete valuation fields with group G(LIK).

When LIf< - residue extension - is seperable we have the Artin conductor f K :

R{Go(LIK» -+ 7l. fK is inflative, n~.fixed and inductive in dimension zero (up to a
.factor fLIK).

It is a problem of J .P. Serre to extend fK to the general case. Using Explicit Brauer
Induction we do this with the exception of inductivity. We reduce inductivity to cases
when G(LIK) = GI = 7l./pn or 7l./p x 7l./pn and give infinitely many examples where
our conductor is inductive in the same sense as is Ix.

J~ SONN:

Brauer groups and embedding problems over function fields

Let K be a field, K).., ~ E A,. a family of extension fields of K. H

is injective, then for certain important types of embedding problems over K, a solution
exists if and only if a solution exists for the induced embedding problems over K).. for
all ~ E A.

The classical example of this injectivity is K a number field and A the set.of aß
places of K. .

Similary, the Faddeev-Auslander-Brumer Theorem gives a second example with
K = Ko(t) a rational function field over a field Ko (but "keep away" from char(Ko»),
A the set of all places of K trivial on K o. -

A third example is given by the following theorem:

13



Let k be aglobaI field, p a prime =I- char(k), A the set of primes of k. Then

Br(k(t» --t II Br(kv(t»
vEA

is injective.

J.P. TIGNOL:

Linkage of division algebras over Laurent series fields

Joint work with Bill Jacob. A field F is e~led p-linked for som~ prime number p i~ •
for every Brauer elass Q E Br(F)p the followiIig equation holds: exp(a) = ind(a).

By an easy argument of Albert, this condition is equivalent to the following: . if
D 1 , D 2 are division algebras of degree p, D1 ~ D 2 is either 1 or similar to a division
algebra of degree p. Using the Witt exaet sequence for the Brauer group of a field of
Laurent series, it is easy to see that, when ehar(k) =F p, the field k«t» is p-linked iff
every division algebra of exponent p over k is split by every eyclic extension of degree
p of k.

This condition holds in partieular when k is a Ioeal field (of char "=F p). Using
induction on the height of division algebras of degree p over Wp«x»«y», it is shown
that this field is p-linked.

For p = 2, this yields a counterexample to a theorem of Ar!, which claims that the
u-invariant of a 2-linked field of eharacteristic 2 is at most 4.

T. YAMADA:

The formula of Schur index over the 2-adic field

Theorem 1. Let k :> (Q2' Let B = (ß, k(e)/k) be a cyclotomic algebm over k. Let
ß(q,T) E ((), where {() is the 2-part 01 the group 01 the roofs 01 unity in k.

11 n < 2, then B ,..., k. .
Assume that n ~ 2. Ij the inertia group I 01 k(e)/k does not contain t such that

(' = (-1, then B ,..., k. Suppose that t E I. Then ß(t, t) = ±I, and I = (t) X (T), •
('T' = (52.),.

Let '7 be a Frobenius automorphism and (" = (5~. Let ß(r,'7) = (B, ß(t,,,) = (",
ß(7], T) ß('7, t)

;~:';~ = (C, h = {2a + (52' -l)b +(51' - 1)c}/2n
•

Then hEll., and invB == h/2 + [k : (Q2]· S/2 (mod 1), S = 0 if ß(t, t) == I, S = 1 il
ß(t, t) = -1.

Theorem 2.. Suppose that the residue class degree 1 01 k(e)/k is odd. Then there
exists a Frobenius automorphism 1] 01 k(e)/k, such that (" = (. Furthermore, 21h and
so invB == [k : (Q2] . S/2 (mod 1).

14



Proposition 3. Suppose that 211 and there exists ,., 0/ k(e)/k such that ('1 = (.
Then there exists B = (P, k(e»/k) such that h/2 ~ 0 (mod 1), and so
invB == l + [k : (Q2] . 6/2 (mod 1).

Berichterstatter: F. Jonas und M. Regauer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 18/1991

Numerical Linear Algebra

21.4. bis 27.4.1991

The conference w~ organized by Gene H. Golub (Stanford), Wilhe1m Niethammer
(Karlsruhe), Richard S. Varga (Kent); 46 individuals from 12 countries attended.
The following ~OpiC8 were emphasized: Iterative solution of nonsymmetrie systems

.of linear equations: Theory, implementation and applications. The 40 contrihutions
offered a broad view-in many different directions.

One major topic was the improvement of Lanczos' method for nonsymmetrie sy
stems of linear equations, e.g., the detection and explanation of hreakdowns and
strategies to overcome them. Several talks considered the use of more classical CG
type variants and the design of eflicient preconditioners for solving nonsy~metric

problems maing in the approximation of partial differential equations arising in fluid
dYJ:lamics and advection-dispersion problems.

In addition, the convergence properties of polynomial iteration schemes were analy
-zed in a couple of contexts e.g. for optimality and adaptive improvement. Classical
. iterative schemes like SOR and ADI were reexamined by several attendees, and
included the studyof applications to convection diffusion equations .and Markov
chaiDB.

The spectrum of talks emphasized hoth, theoretical investigations, e.g. the study
of ihe stability of highly optimized iterative methods, as well as questions of more
practical concern such as the eflicient implementation of iterative solvers on parallel
computers.

As a result of the wide variety of related topics discussed and the good mixture of
experts from theory and applications, the intimate atmosphere of the conference led
to many fruitful discussions and initiated forthcoming joint projects.
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Abstracts

S.F. ASHBY:

(Co-author: M.B. GUTKNECHT)

A matrix analysis of conjugate gradient a!gorithms •

Conjugate gradient methods are powerful techniques for solving the large sparse
linear systems that arise in many scientific and engineering applications. To imple-
ment a CG method, one must specify an algorithm, that is, a sequence of arithmetic
operations. Three eommonly used ca algorithms are Orthodir, Orthomin, and
Orthores. Orthodir is the most robust, and is guaranteed to eonverge for any non-
singular A. Orthomin and Orthores are more familiar, but less robust: they may
"stall" under eertaineonditions. In this talk we introduce a matrix formulation
and use it t~ explore the relationships between the three algorithms. We first show
that Orthodir directly computes a Hessenberg matrix HIc at step k. Orthores also
computes aBessenberg matrix WIc , which in general differs from HIc in the las~

column, but eoincides with H Ic at eonvergenee. Orthomin, on the other hand, es-
sentially eomputes a ULand LU faetorization of H 1c and W., respectively. We will
interpret the breakdown of Orthomin and Orthores in terms of these underlying ma-
trix factorizations. Onee the breakdown eonditions are understo~d, we ean devise
new algorithms that avoid these pitfalls. A eonnection to Lanczos is also 4iseussed.
Finally, -we eonsider the special eRse of B-normal(l) matnces, for which efficient
three-term .CG algorithms exist.

o. AXELSSON: e'
(Co-author: P. VASSILEVSKI)

Construction of variable-step preconditioners
for inner-outer iteration methods

The generalized eonjugate gradient method was recently applied for the ease of
variable-step preeonditioners, which is in general a nonlinear mapping, and its con
vergence was analysed.

In a number of practical applieations thete arise naturally linear algebraic pro
blems with matrices A partioned in.a twO-by-two block form A = (~J)1Ij=1 .. For
such matrices, a general framework for the eonstruetion of variable-step precondi-
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tionen utilizing inexact solvers are studied. A particular instance is the use of a
conjugate gradient method to compute inner iterations for the first matrix block All

and for the Schur complement matrix S = A22 - A21 Aiil A 12 •

.The disadvantage with tbis method is that the action of Au is required two or
more times during each. outer iteration. These actions must be sufficiently accurate,
otherwise the rate of convergence can be tao slow or even divetg~nce can OCCUl. .

In the present paper a modified·version of the algorithm is presented wh~re only
one accurate action is required per step in addiiion to an action required only for
the computations of the length of a steepest descent step, which can therefore be
less accurate. The efficacy of this metbod will be evident in p&rticular for problems
arising in domain decomposition methods.

R. BEAUWENS:

Ordered graphs and numericallinear algebra

We wish, by tbis talk, to encourage the deve10pment of matrix graph concepts that
characterize in one or another sense 8parse matrices and their ordering (and that ..
are, therefore, not invariant under permutation). We shall give both simple and
more sophisticated examples. .

As an application of the simple concepts, we shall show that they lead to an ele
mentary and straightforward justification of George and Liu's sy1nbolic factorization
algorithm.

As an applicationöf the more elaborate concepts, we shall indicate how they might
lead U8 to a "new family of .dynamic approximate LU-factorization algorithms where
the graphs of the triangular factors would he modified during the factorization pro-'
cess. Such "graph" perturbations would be associated with off-diagonal perturba
tions (together with diagonal ones). The eriterion for controlling their introduction
would be to Choose them so as to (sufficiently) increase. the degree of "S/P consi
steney" of the upper triangular factor. (NB. By comparison, the presently developed
dynamic approximate LU-factorization algorithm uses only diagonal perturbations
and controls their introduction by choosing them so as to - sufficiently - increa~e

the diagonal dominance of the upper triangular factor).

Earlyexperiments ... and difliculties will be described.

3
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C. BREZINSKI:

Avoiding breakdown and near-breakdown in Lanczos method

In Lanczos method, a breakdown occurs when a scalar product in the denomina~or

of a. coefficient of some recurrence relation is zero. This is due to the non-existence
of some orthogonal polynomial. Avoiding breakdown thus consists in jumping over
these non-existing polynomials and computing only those which exist. Thus we
obtain a breakdown-free algorithm called the MRZ (method of recursive zoom). If
a scalar product in adenominator is small in absolute value then a near-breakdown
occurs. It can be avoided similarly and the corresponding algorithm was called the
BSMRZ. Similar techniques can be used in the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS)
algorithm. Nume~cal results showing the effectiveness of these algorithms were
given.

T.F. CHAN:

'.

The interface probing technique in domain decomposition

The interface probing technique is an algehraic technique for constructing interface
preconditioners in domain decomposition algorithms. The ba.sic technique is to
approximate interface matrices by matnces having a specified sparsity pattern. The
cODstruction involves only matrix vector products, and thus the interface matrix
need not be kno"m explicitly. A special fe~ture is that the approximations adapt
to the variations in the coefficients of the equations and the aspect ratios of the
8ubdomains.

This preconditioner can then be used in conjunction with many standard iterative •
methods, such as conjugate gradient methods.

~ this talk, we summanze some old results and also present some new ones, hoth
algebraic and analytic, about the interface probing technique and its applications to
interface operators. Comparisons Me made with some optimal preconditioners such
a.s the GoIub-Mayer preconditioner.
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M. EIERMANN:

(Co-authors: H. DANIELS and A. PETERS)

Symmetrie verSUB non-symmetrie ca methods
for solving the advection-dispersion equation

We compare two solution strategies based on different time integration sehemes
applied to the advection-dispersion equation. The first strategy is based on the
classieal Crank-Nieoison scheme and leads to a non-symmetrie system of linear
equations which is solved by the eonjugate gradient squared (CGS) method or its
variant CGStab. The seeond strategy - introduced reeently by Leismann and Frind
(1989) - places the advective component of the equation at the old time level and
'compensates for the resulting errors by introducing an artificial diffusion term. The
scheme of Leismann and Frind yields a symmetrie positive definite system which
can be solved by the classieal eonjugate gradient (CGHS) methode

Our aim is to present neither CG-like methods nor discretiza.tion procedures,but
rather to estimate the performance of different ~ombinations of algorithms. For the
one-dimensionalmodel problem, we show that the Leismann-Frind/CGHS approach
outperforms Crank-Nicolson/CGS with respect to eomputational work and storage
requirements. These theoretical results are illustrated by an e:ffieiency comparison
on an IBM 3090 VF for a 3-D groundwater conta.mination problem.

H. ELMAN:

Ordering effects and acceleration for line iterative methods
applied to non-self-adjoint problems

We present the results of a theoretical and empirical study of iterative methods for
eyclically reduced linear systems arising from diserete conveetion-diffusion problems.
Analytic results show the methods to be eft"eetive for a wide elass of non-self-adjoint
problems. In this talk, we foeus on the eft"ects of ordering and aeeeieration on per
formance. In partieular, we show that red-black line-ordered relaxation operators
are less sensitive to direetion of How than naturally-ordered operators, and the red
black operators tend to reduce the error in a pair of neighboring (red and black)
lines at each iteration. The addition of aeceleration strategies such as GMRES or
BiCGSTAB typically enhanees convergence speed, although there are problems for
which restarted GMRES is actually slower than stationary methods.
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B. FISCHER:

Polynomial iteration methods for indefinite symmetrie linear systems

We present a Chebyshev-like algorithm for solving sparse symmetrie indefinite sy
stems of linear equations. Let E be the union of two disjoint intervals containing
the spectrum of the eoefficient matrix but not the origin. The scheme is based on . •
(explicitly knownj polynomials p that satisfy a certain optimality eondition on E. '
The resulting algorithm shares many properties with the one for positive definite
matriees.

In order to compute the set E dynamically we combine the polynomial iteration
method with MINRES, which leads to a hybrid type algorithm. It turns out that the
optimal polynomials p are also useful to study the convergence behavior ~fMINRES.

Furthermore we show that the p determine optimum polynomial preconditioners
for minimal residual methods. Finally, we indieate that the considered methods
(may) also work for nonhermitian matrices.

We demonstrate the effectiveness (or nonefFectiveness) of the schemes in a variety
of numerical experiments.

R. FREUND:

(Co-author: N.M. NACHTIGAL)

QMR: a quasi-minimal residual method for non-Hermitian linear systems

The biconjugate gradient (BOG) method is the "natural" generalization of the das
sieal conjugate gradient algorithm for Hermitian positive definite matriees to general
non-Hermitian linear systems. Unfortunately, the original BOG algorithm is suscep~

tible to p08sible breakdowns and numerical instabilities. In tbis talk, we present a
novel BCG-like approach, the quasi-minimal residual (QMR) method, which'over
comes the problems of BCG. An implementation of QMR based on a look-ahead
version of the nonsymmetrie Lanczos algorithm is proposed. It is shown how BCG
iterates can be recovered stably from the QMR process. Some further properties of
the QMR approach are given and an error bound is presented. Finally, numeri~al

experiments are reported.

. 6
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A. FROMMER:

A eoneept of generalized diagonal dominanee for nonlinear funetions with
applieations to nonlinear iterative methods

The class of generalized diagonally dominant matrices eontains such interesting
subclasses as O-diagonally dominant, strietly diagonally dominant and M-matriees.

Here we eonsider nonlinear functions on Rn and derive a coneept of nonlinear
generalized diagonal dominanee which reduces to the usua! one in ease of an affine
funetion. As·in the linear case, important subclasses are given by strict1y or weakly
n-diagonally dominant functions and eertain M-funetions. As an applieation of
our eoncept whe show how one can easily - and in a uniform manner - derive
convergence results on global convergenee of nonlinear SOR-like iterations such as
asynchronaus or (nonlinearl SOR-multisplitting iterations.

A. GREENBAUM:

Fast solution of Laplaee's equation in multiply connected domains

Recent advances in numerical methods have made the use of integral equations far
more attractive for solving many of the problems of mathematical physics. Although
integral equation formulations result in dense linear systems, the matriees have
highly clustered eigenvalues and are very amenable to solution by iterative methods.
The dense matrix need never be formed and the product of the n by n matrix, arising
from a suitable integral operator, with an arbitrary vect"or can be computed in time
O(n), using the fast multipole method.

We diSCU88 the use of an integral equation formulation, together with iterative
linear system solvers and the fast multipole method, to solve Laplace's equation on
multiply eonnected domains. The approach requires the solution of a single system
of linear equations for the unknown density values and the unknown circulations.
A preconditioner is introduced, and the GMRES method is shown to be espeeially
effeetive for such problems.

7



M.H. GUTKNECHT:

Squared Lanczos methods and produet methods

For solving large sparse non-Hermitian linear systems we consider Krylov spaee
methods where the nth residual polynomial is the product of the nth residual po-
lynomials Pn of the Lanczos biconjugate gradient method (BiCG) and a second .•.
polynomial Tn of the same degree. One such method is Sonneve1d's CGS, where
Tn := Pn, another one is van der Vorst's BiCGStab, where Tn is a product of linear
factors which are successive1y determined by a one-dimensional minimization. We'
&Bsume that Tn satisfies a three-term recurrence relation and present in particular
an extension of BiCGStab in which T" is built up from quadratic faetors determined
by a two-dimensioJ;lalminimization. When applied to a·real system Az = b, T" may
have conjugate complex zeros and may thus effectively help to damp the residuals.
First numerical experiments are very promising. .

M. HANKE:

Iterative methods for ill-conditioned linear systems

Give~ the linear system Az = b, where .Ä is nonsymmetrie, HAll ~ 1, we consider
the Richardson iterative method for the normal equations,

ZJf = ZJe-1 + A*(b - AZk - 1 ), Zo = 0, k = 1,2, ....

We present a convergenee analysis which is based on stipulations on the smoothn
ess of the exact solution rather than on the speetrum of A. This is leading to new
error bounds wbich become sharp as the condition number of A tends to infinity:

. consequently, tbis kind of analysis is well suited for the study of ill-conditioned •
problems.

The concept may be generalized to arbitrary semiiterative methods. In this ease,
the asymptotic speed of eonvergence becomes almost optimal if certain two-step
methods introduced by Stiefel and Brakhage are used to accelerate Richardson's
iteration.

As a matter of faet, the solution of an ill-eonditioned linear system is raiher sen
sitive to perturbations in the right hand side data. We will show that seDlÜterative
methods may be used to compute stable approximations which are superior in many
cases to those of Tikhonov's regularization method with respect to both, efficiency
and &ccur&cy.
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u. LANGER:

Iterative 801vers for the biha.rmonic equation

The paper is devoted to the numerical solution of the first biharmonic bound~ry

value problem'. d 2u{z)
u(z} = 8u(z}/8n

fez), z E {} C R 2

0, Z E 80 } (1)

•

in some plane, bounded domain O. One of the most simple discretization methods
is the variational finite difference technique proposed by V.G. Korneev (1971) and
leading to 5-points :finite differenee schemes with nodal parameters approximating
the unknown funetion and its first (or mixed seeond) derivatives at the noda! points.
There are several fast direct methods for solving such schemes in reetangular domains
under appropriate boundary eonditions. These fast direct methods ean be utilized
within the method of fictitious components and within the domain deeomposition
method in order to construet efficient and highly parallelizableiterative methods for
solving (1) in more complicated domains such as arising in technical applications.

X. LI:

An adaptive method fOl solving nonsymmetrie linear systems
involving application of SCPACK

An adaptive method for solving la.rge systems of Ieallinear equations z = Tit +cis
deve10ped with the aid of SCPACK. The results nom function theory, a.pproximation
theory, and conformal mapping theOry are used to construct nearly asymptotically
optimal semiiterative methods (AOSIMs). GMRES methods are used for eigenvalue
estimates of T and for a guess zoo A polygon n is initialized and updated later. The
algorithm uses SCPACK to find numerically the conformal mapping t/J !rom the
exterior to the unit disk onto the exteriol to O. Then, LINPACK and MINPACK
are applied to solve the weighted nonlinear least squares problem with small amount
of unknowns, say less than 10, to get a rational approximation r to ,p in the l2-norm.
A better SIM W.I.t. {} can be constructed !rom r and is performed. The plocedure is
repeated several times. After a near AOSIM is found, iterates will give the solution
of the system.

9



v. MEHRMANN:

Numerical methods for unsymmetric block structured matrices'arising
in fluid fiow computations

We discuss block matrices of the fonn M = [~;], where every ~; is a k x k
matrix, ~i has positive real eigenvalues and At; has nonpositive real eigenvalues. . .'
These matrices are natural block-generalizations of Z-matrices and M -matrices·.
Matrices öf this type arise in the numerical solution of Euler equations in fl~d fiow
computations. We give conditions for the convergence of block iterative methods
like block Jacobior block SOR and also study tbe spectrum of such matrices in
general.

G. MEURANT:

Iterative methods for solving complex linear systems

We are interested in solving the large linear systems

Az =b,

A being a matrix. with complex entries, that arise from discretization of Maxwell
equations. Additionally, we would like to consider the problem when we have many
right hand sides

i = l, ... ,m.

We introduce a general fr~ework for solving these problems.

Let H be adefinite complex matrix and let T(r) = (r, Hr) be a functional from •
eR to R+, (.,.) being the usua! complex scalar product. T is strictly convex and has'
an unique minimum in r = o. We construct a basis {f1J, ... , dk} orthogonal in the
scalar product defined by the Hermitian matrix N = ABHA and we minimize T on
zo+ < J.O, ..• , die > where ZO E en is the starting vector. We also introduce a matrix
K to relate the gradient of the functional gle and cli~ections die. By proper choices
of Hand K most of the well known methods are recovered, e.g. CG, Orthomin,
BiCG.

To solve the problem with many right hand .sides, we choose one system and start
building a basis with this system and minimizing r(ri) = (ri, Hri) for the other
systems, ri = bi - Azi . When the basis system has converged, we switch to another
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system to eonstruet the basis. It ean be shown that the new direetion ean be chosen
such that the orthogonality properties are preserved.

We give some numerieal examples on simple model problems showing how these
different iterative methods eompare.

A. MEYER:

Parallel rea1ization of CG-like methods for non-symmetrie lalge sparse
FE-systems for loeal memory/message passing parallel architeetures

For symmetrie partial differential finite element equations a very natural parallel rea
lization of the preeonditioned eonjugate gradient method (PCGM) is obtained !rom
subdividing the doma.in into non-overlapping subdoma.ins Mong finite element bo
undaries. On a loeal memory parallel environment minimal data transfer is achieved
(per step of PCGM) from a special veetor distribution over the proeessors following
the finite element splitting of the stiffness matrix K. The same ean be found of some
variants of CG-like algorithms in the non-symmetrie ease, if the inner produet is
defined appropriately. We demonstrate that an inner produet < z, y >= yTpz with
P = KTC-1K has some advantages from praetieal snd theoretieäl points of view,
where the hierarchieal preconditioning C was used.

N. NACHTIGAL:

(Co-authors: R. FREUND and M.B. GUTKNECHT)

An implementation cf the look-ahead Lanezos algorithm
for non-Hermitian matriees

The nonsymmetrie Lanczos method ean be used to eompute eigenvalues of large
sparse non-Hermitian matriees or to salve la.rge sparse non-Hermitia.n linear sy
stems. However, the original Lanezos algorithm is suseeptible to possible break
downs and potential instabilities. We present an implementation of a look-ahead
version of the Lanezos algorithm which overcomes these problems by skipping over
those steps in which a breakdown or near-breakdown would oeeur in the standard
process. The proposed algorithm can handle look-ahead steps of any length and
requires the same number of matrix-veetor products and inner pr~ducts·&s the
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standard Lanczos process without look-ahead.

M.NEUMANN:

(Co-author: L. ELSNER)

Monotonie sequenees and rates of eonvergenee cf asynchronized
iterative methods

We shaJ1 consider comparing the rate of convergence of two asynchronized parallel
iteration schemes for solving monotone systems. The two iteration schemes differ in
that one always computes the eurrent approximation !rom a more recent iteration
than the other. In general relying on more reeent approximations does not lead to
faster convergenee, but when tbis process does not undergo a certain slowdown, it
can always be counted to have a more favorable convergence rate.

Our analysis ia based on constructing and comparing monotonie sequences in a
bigher dimensionalspace in which the original iterations take place.

O. NEVANLINNA:

. .'

Ho~ fast can iterations eonverge?

As of today we understand well what makes eg to converge fast, but general under
standing of how to precondition nonsymmetrie problems to allow fast acceleration is
largely missing. In tbis talk a general framework is outlined which aims to provide
tools for tbis. We write OUf problem as a fixed point problem for a. bounded linear •
operator L in a Banach space X:

z = Lz+b.

Traditionally we have looked at the spectral radius of L, say p(L) but already for sel
fadjoint operators in (finite dimensional) Hilbert spaces the acceleration properties
of cg have heen discussed in other terms. We do it all here in terms of the spectrum
u(L) by associating to it the optimal reduction factor '7(L) which is a nonnegative
CODstant. Also, to a given polynomial sequence, associated with an aceeleration
procedure, we associate a generating operator which has a similar relation to '7(L)
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as the resolvent operator has to pell. We demonstrate how tbis generating opera
tor codes the speed of convergence nom the fastest to the slowest including finite
termination, superlinear, linear an.d sublinear convergence.

W. NIETHAMMER:

Remarks on scheduling of iterative methods related to SOR

It is weIl known that Jacobi iterative methods for linear systems of equations are
parallelized in a natural way whereas tbis does not hold for Gauss-Seidel and SOR
methods. In [Niet~ammer,Numer. Math. 56, 247-256 (1989)], using a columnwise
procedure, a scheduling of SOR is presented wbich is - for dense matrices - sui
ted for parallelization nearly &8 weIl as Jacobi's methode For banded matrices the
algorithm proposed possesses asymptotically maximal speed up. In tbis talk it is
examined how tbis implementation can be used in iterative methods related to SORe
For Kaczmarz's and de la Garza's method tbis algorithm is not efficient, but it can
be applied in the computation of the stationary distribution of a finite homogeneous
Markov chain. The implementation proposed is especially appropriate for the ite
rative solution of linear complementarity problems, for serial as weIl as for parallel
computation.

D.P. O'LEARY:

(Co-authors: p.e. HANSEN and G.W. STEWART)

Regularizing conjugate gradient iterations for solving
discrete ill-posed problems . -

This work concems the use of iterative methods of the conjugate gradient (Krylov
subspace) family for solving discretizations of ill-posed problems. Out of a large
family of mathematically equivalent conjugate gradient methods, we choose to con
centrate on LSQR. We analyze and demonstrate the inherent regularization pro
perties of LSQR by theory and examples, present a stopping criterion based on
the "L-curve", and investigate conditions under wbich additional regularization is
necessary.

13



M.L. OVERTON :

(Co-author: G.H. GOLUB )

The convergence of inexact Chebyshev and Richardson methods

The Chebyshev and second-order Richardson methods are classic~iterativeschemes •
for solving linear systems. We consider the··convergence analysis of these methods
when each step of the iteration is camed out inexactly. This has many applications,
since a preconditioned iteration requires, at each step, the solution of a linear system
which may be solved inexactly using an "inner" iteration. We derive an error bound
wich applies to the general nonsymmetric inexact Chebyshev iteration. We show
how this simplifi~ slightly in the case of a symmetric or skew-symmetric iteration,
and we consider hoth the cases of underestimating or overestimating th~ spectrum.
We show that in the symmetric case, it is actually advantageous to underestimate the
spectrum when the spectral radius and the degree of inexactness are hoth large. This
is not true in the case of the skew-symmetric iteration. We show how similar results
apply to the Richardson iteration. Finally, we descrihe numerical experiments which.
illustrate the results and suggest that the Chebyshev and.Richardson method, with
reasonable parameter choices, may be more e:ft"ective than the conjugate gradient
method in the presence of inexactness.

W. QUECK:

The convergence rate of the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm for a
nonlinear mixed finite element problem

The nonlinear system A(u) +Bp = /, BTu = 9 to determine u E Rn and pERm •
can he solved by the preconditioned Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm

where J and C are some symmetric and positive definite preconditioners that satisfy
the spectral equivalence estimates
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The Flechet-derivative A'(U) of Ais supposed to be symmetrie and positive definite.
The final estimate of the error z· = (u· - 'U, 'I' - p)T after k iteration steps has the
fonn IIz·11 :5 p·llzoll, where the convergenee rate p ean be estimated by p :5 per +~c.
In the ease of an optimal choiee of the parameters T and w the essential part p~ of p
is given by p~ = (1-Copt(Al/A2)2pl/P2)oo5, ~ ean be chosen sufficiently small. Hwe
ean choose such preeonditioners J and C such that the ratios >"1/>"2 and 1'1/JJ.2 are 0

independent of the diseretization parameter h then the Arrow-Hurwiez algorithm is
asymptotieally optimal with respeet to the operation count.

L. REICHEL:

(Co-author: C. JAGELS )

The isometrie Arnoldi proeess

The Amoldi proeess ean be applied to eompute a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a large non-Hermitian matrix, as weil as to the iterative ~olution of non-Hermitian
linear systems of equations. When the matrix is Hermitian the Arnolcli proeess
simplifies to the Lanczos process. If the matrix is unitary then the iso~etricArnolcli
proeess is obtained. We present a new implementation of the isometrie Amoldi
proeess that requires fewer arithmetic operations and less computer storage than the
Amoldi process when applied to a general matrix. This implementation is applied
to the iterative solution of.linear systems of equations.

T. RUSTEN:

Preeonditioned iterative methods for saddle point problems

A preeonclitioned iterative method for indefinite linear systems corresponding to
saddle point problems of the form

Mz + By b
BTz c,

is suggested. Here M E Rnxn is symmetrie and positive definite, B E R nxm with
m :5 n and B has full rank; i.e., rankB == m. The block strueture of the systems
are utilized in order to design effeetive preconditioners, while the governing iter~tive .
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method is a standard minimum residual method. The method is applied to systems
which anse from discretizations of Stokes problem and mixed formulations of second
order elliptic problems.

·e
P.E. SAYLOR:

(Co-authors: S.F. ASHBY, S. LEE, L. PETZOLD and R. SKEEL)

Initial value problems and iterative meihods

Initial value problems yie1d linear algebraic equations at each time step. The error
due to apredictor approximation to the solution is shown to be such that the
Chebyshev method ia appropriate. A matrix-free formulation is assumed. Various
teclmical difficulties arise for which a hybrid version (Elman-Saad-Saylor) of the
Manteuffel algorithm is .weIl suited. The adaptive feature of the Manteuffel algorithm
ia also applicable to the Newton iteration in the nonlinear case.

A. SIDI:

Recent developments in convergence acceleration methods for
veetor sequences and applications to linear ud nonlinear systems

In many problems of science and engineering, one is confronted with the task of 801
ving very large seale systems oflinear or nonlinear equations. Such systems arise, for
example, from discretization of continuum problems. One common way of solution
involves the use of iterative teclmiques. In many cases of intere8t, however, these •
iechniques suffer from slow convergence rates and hence tend to become expensive
timewise. Recently, aeceleration (or extrapolation) methods have been used in con-
junction with iterative iechniques in order to enhance the convergenee properties
of the latter. In ibis talk, we reviewbriefty some of the extrapolation methods.
We mention same results pertaining to their convergence and stability properties
and mention different ways in which they ean be implemented. We point out to
their connection with known Krylov subspace methods. Finally, we show examples
of applications to linear a8 weIl as nonlinear systems, inc1uding some that anse in
computional fluid mecbanics problems.
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G. STARKE:

fjeld ot values and the ADI method {or non-normal matrices

The convergence of an iterative m·ethod ia usually measured either by the spectral
radius or by a matrix norm of the iteration operator. However, for non-normal ma
trices, each one of these approaches has its drawbacks. The first one only describes
the asymptotic rate of convergence, the second usually produces esti~ateswhich are
much too pessimistic. Recently, M. Eiermann suggested to use the field of values
to judge the performance of an iterative method. This will be substantiated in this .
paper by upper bounds fot the error reduction in the ADI method based on the field
of values.

Numerical experiments, obtained for a model problem of discretized non-self
adjoint elliptic boundary value problems, show that these estimates for the error
reduction in the ADI method - applied to the corresponding symmetrized linear

. system - are useful for an apriori prediction of the convergence behavior. Moreover,
the results suggest the use of the fie1d of values a8 a basis for the calculation of the
optimal ADI parameters if H and V are highly non-normal.

W.J." STEWART:

Queueing networks and p--cyclic Markov chains

Queueing network models are introduced and it is shown how p-cyclic Markov chains
ean be obtained from eertain types oi queueing models. The block SOR method fot
the computation of the steady-state distribution of finite Markov chains that possess
~eyclic infinitesimal generators is considered. It is shown that convergence, in a
sense more general than the usual, may be obtained, even if the SOR iteration"
matrix violates the usua! conditions for semiconvetgence. Necessaty and sufficient
conditions for convergence in this, extended, sense are derived. They are then
applied in the ~ase where the pth power of the associated Jacobi matrix of the system
to be 80lved possesses only nonnegative eigenvalues. Exact convergence intervals and
the optinialw values are derived for this case. In addition to the "usual" optimal w in
the interval (I, -p_), other w values, that yield convergence in the extended sense,

p-I
are found to achieve the same, optimal, convergence rate. Numerical tests indicate
that small perturbations of w araund the optimal value affect the convergenc~factor
much less, if these newly introduced optimal w values are used.
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D.B. SZYLD:

Two-stage methods

We diseuss the eonvergenee theory of two-stage methods. These are methods for the
solution of Az = b, where A = M - N and the usual (outer) step MZIc+l = Nz1c +b
is in turn solved iteratively, say using a splitting M = F - G. e·

We dis~uss in partieular block iterative me.thods and make some comparisons
with multisplitting methods. We compare asymptotic rates of convergence and we
present numerical experiments on parallel computers.

In ~ddition, we discuss two-stage semiiterative methods, that is, semiiterative
methods in which the (outer) step is in turn solved iteratively.

L.N. TREFETHEN:

Spectra and pseudospectra of eonvection-diffusion operators

Convection-diffusion operators are canonicaI examples of non-self-adjoint 'opera
tors; in numericallinear algebra their discretizations are popular test problems for
SOR, CGN, GMRES, cas, QMR, BICGSTAB, etc.. To be specifie, consider the
operator

11,(0) = u(L) = 0

acting on a suitable submanifold of L 2 [O, L] (1/, L > 0). The 'spectrum of L is a
discrete subset of the negative real &Xis, but the e-pseudospectra - the subsets of
C with lI(z1 - .c)-lll ~ e-l - approximate the region bounded by the parabola
Rez = -i(1mz)2.

It follows that for many practieal purposes, L behaves as if its spectrum fills a
parabola. This has consequences for iterative methods - for example, to directio
nality effects in Gauss-Seidel and SOR sweeps, where then importance of sweeping
in the physically correct direction is explained by the very different pseudospectra
in the two cases.
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P.S. VASSILEVSKI:

(Co-author: o. AXELSSON)

Multilevel and domain decomposition methods

A recursive way of constructing variabl~step of, in general, nonlinear multilevel
preconditioners for selfadjoint and coercive second order elliptic problems, discreti- .
zed by th,e finite element method is proposed. The preconditioners satisfy certain
coercivity and boundedness properties wbich allow them to be used in generalized
conjugate gradient, GCG type iterative methods. The preeonditioner is eonstructed
reeursively from the coarsest to finer and finer levels. Each preconditioning step re
quires only block-diagonalsolvers at all levels except at every 1:0, ko ~ 1, level where
we perform a suflicient number v, v ~ 1, of GCG-type variable-step iterations that
involve the use again of a variable-step preconditioning for that level. .

It turns out that for any sufficiently large ko and, asymptotieal1y, for 11 sufficiently
large, but not too large, the method has both an optimal rate of convergence and an
optimal order of computational complexity, both for two and three space dimensional
problem domains.

The method requires no parameter estimates and the convergence results do not
depend on the regularity of the elliptic problem. .

H. VAN DER VORST:

Bi-CGSTAB: .background and some observations

cas is an often faster converging variant of Bi-CG. It 's erratic cODvergence behavior,
however, is notorious. We will show that cas might eonverge, in the sense that the
updated residual has a small norm, hut that the finally obtained approximation to
the solution may have little cr no signifieance. This problem in CGS ean in g~neral

not simply be repaired be replacing the updated residual by the real residual in the
iteration proeedure.

In another variant of Bi-CG, named Bi-CGSTAB, the eonvergence ~ehayior is
observed to be much more smoother and, as an unexpected bonus, Bi-CGSTAB
often also outperforms cas with respect to the required amount of computational
work.

Tho.ugh tbis looks quite promising, there are also some strange effects. in Bi
CGSTAB in the presence of rounding errors. In the presentation we will briefly
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diseuS8 how Bi-CGSTAB and CGS are related with Bi-CG (which helps to explain
some of the observed effeets) and we will give some numerieal examples whieh show
the efi'ects of rounding errors to t~e iteration process for Bi-CGSTAB.

M. WHEELER:

Modeling adveetion-diffusion-reaetion problems

We diseuss finite element and finite differenee methods for approximating transport
dominated parabolic partial differential equations. We emphasize operator splitting
techniques in whieh first order terms are treated explieitly in time and diffusion im
plicitly. For the diserete system this approach leads to a symmetrie positive definite
system of algebraie equations. In Out presentation we describe both theoretical and

. computational results performed on the INTEL RX.

G. WITTUM:

A new dass of fast solvers for large systems of equations

We present a new dass of fast solvers based on a special sequenee of incomplete
decompositions, the so-called frequence-filtering deeompositions. The correspon
ding smoothing correction method is based on the multi-grid idea, i.e. successively
filtering out certain frequencies !rom the error, without using coarse grids. Thus
there are no basic problems with robustness as in multi-grid. The corresponding
method has an asymptotie eomplexity of O(nlogn), on grids of intermediate size, •
however, it is quite efficient ~d competes quite weIl with multi-grid.

After presenting the algorithms we give a convergenee proo! and finally several
examples on the performance of the new method applied to linear and non-linear
equations.

H. WOZNIAKOWSKY:

Optimality results cf the solution cf large linear systems

Consider a large linear system Az = b, where A E Fand b is an n x 1 vector. Here F
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is a class of n x n nonsingular matrices which represents apriori information about
A. We also assume that we can compute Ay, ATz for any n x 1 vectors y and z.

We address the following problem: What is the minimal number of matrix vector
multiplications needed t~ compute z = z(A, b) such that

IIAz - bll :5 Ellbll, VA E F, Vb.

Here 11 . 11 stands for the 2-norm and E E [0,1).

The &nswer to our problem depends, obviously, on the dass F. Assume that F .
is orthogonaJIy invariant, i.e., A E F => QTAQ E F for any n x n orthogon:al Q.
Then using the reeent results of NeIDirovsky (1990, 1991), to be published in J. of
Complexity, one can show that:

1° Symmetrie ease, i.e., A E F => A = AT.
Krylov information is optimal as long as the needed number of steps
:5 1/2(n - 3).

2° Nonsymmetric ease. Let
F = {A : 11 AfI-lspect«AT A)1/2) C X eR},

where X is compaet. Then Krylov information is optimal within
a factor of 2.

Krylov information for the symmetrie case is given by b, Ab, . .. , A"b, and for the
nonsymmetrie case by b,AT Ab, ... , (AT A)"b.

Although it may happen that the optimal algorithm using Krylov information is
hard (or even impossible) to implement, one can show that the classical MINRES
algorithm is optimal to within one (additive) step.

We also mention known results on rounding error analysis without and with itera
tive refinement. The talk is ended by presenting two open problems on the minimal
number of inner products andlinear funetionals needed to compute the approximate
solution.

A.YU. YEREMIN:

Incomplete BSSOR preconditionings for solving unsymmetric linear systems

Let A = L + D + U be a nonsingular positive definite matrix and Land U are its
strictly lower and upper block triangular parts, while D is the block diagonal. We
consider the so cal1ed incomplete BSSOR (IBSSOR) preconditionings based on using
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instead of exact direct solvers for D incomplete triangular splittings D = DLDu+Q.
It is shown that the multiplication of the IBSSOR preconditioned matrix requires
nz(L) + nz(U) + 2(nz(DL) +nz(Du » +nz(Q), where nz(X) stands for the number
of nonzeros of a matrix X. We also derive estimates of the deterioration of quality
when passing from, BSSOR to the corresponding IBSSOR preconditioning.

D.M. YOUNG:

(Co-authors: P.O. FREDERICKSON and B. VONA)

Multilevel methods for solving large sparse linear systems resulting fro~

the use of discretization methods for solving partial differential equations

The numerical solution of a partial differential equation by finite difference methods
frequently leads to the problem of solving a large system of linear algebraic equa
tions where the coefficient matrix, A, is sparse. Iterative methods are often used
to solve such a system. A typical iterative procedure involves the use of a polyno
mial acceleration procedure to speed up the convergence of a basic iterative method,
such as the J acobi method or the incomplete Cholesky method.. Frequently-used
polynomial acceleration procedures include Chebyshev acceleration and conjugate
gradient acceleration. In this talk we describe how improved iterative procedures
can often be constructed by the use of special preconditioners. Examples of such
preconditioners include: the use of a five-point difference equation 80S a preconditio
ner for a nine--point equation; the use of a skewed five-point difference equation as a
preconditioner for the regular five-point equation; and ~ two-Ievel paraUel multigrid
procedure developed by Frederickson and McBryan for solving difIerence equations
in one and two dimensions. To accelerate the convergence special polynomials can be
used which are related to the special preconditioners and which can be constructed
analytically or numerically to have certain optimization properties.

Berichterstatter: M. Hanke
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Deductive Systems

28. 04. - 04. 05. 1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. W. Bledsoe (Austin), G. Jäger (Bern) und M. M. Richte~
(Kaiserslautern) statt. Im Mittelpunkt stand das grosse Gebiet der deduktiven Systeme, das heute
nicht nur in der Mathematik im Rahmen der mathematischen Logik sondern auch in der Informatik
eine wichtige Rolle spielt. .
Aus beiden Gebieten" waren führende Vertreter anwesend.
Die Teilnehmer behandelten in ihren Vorträgen sowohl die mathematisch-logischen Aspekte dieses
Generalthemas als auch zahlreiche Probleme, die mehr von praktischen Fragestellungen motiviert
sind. Es wurde allgemein als besonders befruchtend empfunden, d888 durch diese Tagung ein Forum
für den Ideenaustausch zwischen zum Teil praktisch orientierten Wissenschaftlern aus dem Bereich
des automatischen Beweisens und Logikern, die vor allem an den mathematischen Grundlagen
dieses Gebietes interessiert sind, geschaffen wurde.
Etwas mehr präzisiert, wurden Vorträge zu folgenden Themen gehalten: Beweistheorie und Infor
matik, Logikprogrammierung, automatisches Beweisen; Typentheorien J nichtmonotones Schliessen,
Komplexität von Beweisverfah.ren, modale Systeme.
Neben dem offiziellen Vortragsprogramm fanden mehrere Spezialsitzungen und Diskussionen statt,
in denen Teilnehmer ihre Ergebnisse in grÖ88erer Ausführlichkeit darstellten und allgemeine Per
spektiven erörtert wurden. Gerade hier ergab sich die Möglichkeit für einen fruchtbaren Gedanken
austausch zwischen Teilnehmern, die sonst normalerweise keine Gelegenheit haben zusammen
zukommen.

Abstracts

Alan Bundy:

The use of proof plans to guide automatie theorem provers

A prcof plan is a computational representation of the overallstructure cr outline of a proof. We will
give examples of proof plans and show how they are being used to assist the seareh for inductive
proofs &bout reeursive computer programs. A large family cf inductive proofs have been analysed
and commcn patterns extracted and expressed in the form of tactics. A tactie is a computer
program that controls an automatie theorem prover, by applying rules of inference of its logic.
Our tactks are Prolog programs which control OYSTER, a theorem prover for type theory. The
efl'ect of our tactics has been partially speeified in a meta..logic. CLAM, an AI planning program,
is used to reasen with these specifications and form a customized proof plan fOl each eonjecture



input to OYSTER. These proof plans then guide OYSTER to a proof by running their constituent
taetics.

Chris10ph Walther:

Discovering termination functions for algorithms computing normal forms

Proving tbe termination of a recursively defined algorithm usually requires a certain creativity of
tbe (human or automated) theorem prover. One method is 10 invent a termination function T, such
that the T-image of each argument in a recursive call is smaller (wrt. a given well-founded ordering)
than the r-image of the corresponding initial argument. Our working hypothesis is, that proving
termination of algorithms can be considered aB a program synt_besis problem, where the algorithm
is used as an ineomplete and implicite specificatiQn of a termination function. Following this hy:
potbesis, we present some first ideas for a formal framework, which allows to develop systematically
terminati~n funetions for algorithms computing normal forms: Based on tbe given algorithm, we
derive formal requirements, tben we search for functions satisfying these requirements, and we
finally combine these functions yielding a termination function for tbe given algoritbm. We report
on work, whicb has just begun and which ultimate &im is to develop a method for an automated
synthesis of termination functions for this dass of a1gorithrns.

Amy Felty:

A logic programming approach to implementing higher-order rewrite systems

Term rewriting has proven 10 be an important technique in theorem proving. In this talk; we ar
gue that rewrite systems and a1gorithms for first- and higher-order term rewriting cau be naturally
specified and implemented in a higher-order logie programming language. The logic programming
language contains an implementation of the simply-typed lambda caleulus including beta-eta con
version and higher-order unification on such terms. In addition, universal quantification in queries
and tbe hodies of clauses ia permitted. For higher-order rewriting, we show how these operations
implemented at the meta-Ievel provide elegant mechanisms for the ohject-Ievel operations of de-
scending tbrough terms and matching terms with rewrite templates. We also discuss taetie style
theorem proving in this environment and illustrate how term rew'riting algorithms can be expressed
as taetic-style search. The examples discussed in this talk have heen implemented and tested in
the logic programming language Lambda Prolog.

Helmut Schwiehtenberg:

Higher order arithmetic

A system BOA of higher order arithmetic is described, which has been designed and implemented •
with applications in hardware verification in mind. It is based on the ~ V-fragment of natural
deduetion together with induction axioms; e. g. boolean induction is used to prove the stability
of a10mic formulaa. Hence we get classical logic in spite of the fact that we only have rules from
minimallogic. This in turn has the consequence that proofs are A-terms with recursion operators.
HOA has a fixed intended semantics, with domains DP consisting of Scott's (partial) continuous
functionals extended by same non-monotonie objectB like =6;': bit"':' bit ~ boole (where bit :=
{0, 1 , undejined}). However, application F 9 is defined for continuous 9 only. The implementation is
in SCHEME; the special form of BOA makes it possible to implement nonnalization as evalua~ion.

Bowever, in order 10 make an evaluated proof (i. e. a procedure) visible again as a ~-term, we have
10 "invert evaluation". A consequence of tbe solution 10 this problem is tbe following Completeness
Theorem (obtained together with U. Berger): Let M be a model of typed ~-calcuIUB containing
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all primitive recursive funetions (at level 1). Then from M t= r =8 we can coDclude {Jr; .... r =8.

This st.rengtbens results of Friedman 1975 and Statman 1982.

Rober Stärk:

The th.ree-valued completi~nof logic program~

We present a new sequent caleulus in which one ean derive exactly tbose formulas which are true
in all three-valued models of the completion of a logie program. The three-valued completion of
a logie program provides a suitable declarative semantics for "Negation as Failuren

, since ODe ean
proof 80undness and completeness of SLDNF-resolutioo (SLD-resolution plus negation as failure)
for a luge dass of logie programs.
Our sequent ealeulus is proof theoretically interesting, since it is very close to the sequent caleulus
for classieal tw~valued logie. We omit sequents of the form A :J A, and we add rules for tbe clauses
of a program and some initial equality sequents. Having this sound and complete formalization
of the three-valued completion we ean give moredirect proofs of sorne known theorems of logie
programming. Tbe caleulus shows also that tbe three valued logie of logie programming is not a
real three--valued logie.
Hone extends the caleulus by an infinite Herbrand rule one gets completeness for Herbrand models.
Thus our approach shows tbe difference between true in &11 models and true in all Herbrand models
of the completion.

John C. Shepherdson:

Lapses in logic programming: the role of standardising apart

Same of the basie results in tbe theory of logie programming. e. g. the ~gu lemma, lifting lemma
and completeness theorem have beeo incorrectly stated in the standard texte.. One source of error
was pointed out a few years ago, another very reeently. Although 'these errors are elementary, and
obvioUB onee pointed out, tbey are not widely known. In one sense they are unimportaut beeause
the special eases of the theorems which are used in applieations are correet. But' these theorems
are 80 fundamental that it is possible they might be used in an intricate and sensitive argument
where the errars wold invalidate the result. And it is desirable that the resulta, partieularly the
fundmental results, of auy widely used theory should be correctly stated. In this talk I will explain
how these errors arise, and how they ean be avoided by suitable Cstandardising apart' ofthe program
clauses u.sed. The significance of standardising apart for other purposes e. g. soundness, obtaining
most general answer, will also be diseussed.

J. Strother Moore:

• A new version of the Boyer-Moore theorem prover

The Boyer-Moore theorem prover, NQTHM, supports a first order, quantifier-free logie. The
logjc permits extensions by a schematie axiomatization of "new" induetively defined objects and
the definition of total reculsive funetions. When viewed as a programming language, the logie
resembles pure lisp. NQTHM is implemented in Common Lisp. Tbe system provides an automatie
theorem prover for the logic (which is perbaps best known for its heuristic use of induction) and
mechanizations of the extension prineiples. Tbe theorem prover is driven from ,a database of
previously proved theorems. By presenting the system witb an appropriately graduated sequence
of theorems the eareful user can lead the system to the proofs of deep results. Among the theorems
80 proved (checked 1) are Gauss' law of quadratie. reciprocity. the Church-Rosser theorem, and
Gödel's incompleteoess theorem. Tbe main appJication of NQTHM, however, is in tbe verification
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of computer hardware and 8O~tware. For details, see A computational Logie Handbook (Aeademic
Press, 1988).
We bave recently undertaken tbe complete redevelopment of botb tbe NQTHM logic and the
implementation. Our &im is to build a praetical implementation of tbe system in the applicative
programming language tbe system supports. To achieve the requisite efficiency we have bad to
change tbe logic. .
The new logic resembles applicative Common Lisp. It provides the data types RATIONALP
(with subtype INTEGERP), CHARACTERP, STRINGP, SYMBOLPt and CONSP. It provides
"packages" -'- thereby making it easier to develop disjoint systems of function and theorem names
("theories"). Unlike NQTHM, functions need not be defined on all inputs: "guards" may be
used 10 restrict the domain. Functions for efficiently manipulating "property lists", "arrays" ,. and
"files" are provided in a completely applicative setting. "Multiple values" and "macros" are also
supported. . •
All of NQTHM bas been recoded in this language to support this language. Many heuristics have
been been extended and improved, including type set, clausification, congruence based rewriting,
and linear aritbmetic. New features bave been added including "functional instantiation", "en
capsulation", "tbeories", and "books". Unlike NQTHM, it is now possible to load incrementally
into tbe database the results of80me other sessions. Dnline documentation is provided, along witb
extensive error checking and NQTHM's traditional error commentary. A "prototyping" mode per-
mite the development and testing of large systems without the burden (or blessing) of proof. All
of tbe new system is programmed in the logic.
Tbe new system is n~t yet ready for public distribution.

Rusty Lusk:

Parallel theorem proving

Argonne theorem proving systems through the years -:- AURA, LMA/JTP, OTIER - have
been characterized by efficient algorithms' for computing (part of) the closure of a clause set
under tbe operation of auy of a set of inference rules. Here we present a parallel algorithm for
cl08ure computations and its implementation in an OITER-compatible theorem prover calied
ROa. ROO runs on shared-memory multiprocessors and obtains linear (and often dramatically
~uperlinear) speedups on large problems. We give performance results on several new, interesting
problems in condensed-detac.hment logics, and illustrate the behavior of ROO witb a graphics tool
for visualizing parallel program execution.

Johann Makowsky:

On average case complexity of resolution for flat distributions

Tbe resolution method for checking satisfiability of propositional c1auses was shown to be expo- •
nential in tbe worst C&Se. There are natural probability distribution an tbe clauses for which tbe
satisfiability of prop08itional clauses is polynomial on tbe average, and other natural probability
distributions for which a restricted form of resolution is exponential. In all these cases distributions
are aetually families of distributions on input of fixed size n. We study families of distributions on
clauses of propositionallogic af arbitrary size for which the satisfiability problem (SAT) is polyne-
mial on the average and families of distributions for which resolution is exponential in the average.
We show that there are many Bat distributions for botb of the cases. We also show that there are
non-Hat distributions for wbich SAT is polynomial on tbe average. Tbe last result is important as
SAT with a Bat distribution is not DistNP complete, provided DEXPT ~ NEXPT.
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Arnon Avron:

Axiomatic systems, deductioD and implicatioD

The nations of logic, deduetion, anomatie systems and implication are investigated within the
general framework of con.Sequence relations (CRs). We distinguish between several types of CRs
and define eorresponding notions of deduction and of indusion between logics. Given an axiomatie
system, several CRs can naturally be associated with it according to these classifieatioDB. Eac.h of
tbem induces its own notion of derivable and admissible rules and of indusion between systems.
Several known systems are then identified as the minimal systems (according 10 sorne notion of
indusion) tbat contain an internal implitation relative to the corresponding type of CR. To tbe
same systems might naturally correspond other CRs as weIl. In the case of implicationallinear
logic, for example, these CRs have cleal semantical interpretations and appropriate versions of the
ded.ueti.on theorem hold for them, but unlike tbe principal associated eR, they are not known 10
be deeidable. .

Daniel Mey:

InvestigatioDS on a predicate calculus without contractions

Tbe predicate ealeulus LS is defined. It contains DO rules for coDtraction and no eut rule. After es
tablishing decidability for LS and other ealeuli without contractions, a closer look at LS-provability
ia taken by investigatiog a special order between formulas. An algebraic semantics aod agame
theoret.iea1 interpretation of the caleuluB are presented. Finally, a relation between resolution and
caleuli wit.bout contractions is Cormulated.

Gerard Buet:

Variations on the cube

Fw CoC We present Barendregt's cube of A-ealculi. C is the ordinary
Curry-Church simply typed }.-caleulus. Tbe represeotation of re-

F P2 cursive functioDB over Church numerals is discu.ssed, and the prob
lem of type-checking the exponential motivates tbe introductioD of
type polymorphism, leading to Girard's system F, also known as
Reynolds' polymorphie lambda caleulus l2. Tbe internalization of

Cw Pw product formation motivates the introduction of type operators,
by considering a copy Cw of C at tlie level of types. Tbe union
of Cw and F leads to higher-order l-caIeulus Fw, due to Girard.

C P It can be seen that these systems express various dependencies:
elements depend on elements in C, elements depend on types in F, types depend on types in Cw.
Considering the dependeney of types 00 elements give dependent types, system P. Adding all
tbese possibilities lead 10 tbe original Calculus of Constructions CoC, due to Coquand.
Tbe Curry-Boward isomorphism permits to interpret these functional type systems as fragments
of intuitionistic logie.
Tbe eight systems of tbe eube cau be uniformly presented as functional GTS aver two SOlts. Tbe
nation of GTS, or generalized type system, is due to Berardi and Geuvers. It gives a parametric
presentation of type systems with a product operation over sorts axiomatized by axioms 81: 82 and
relations (SI, 82, 83). meaning "we allow product formation IIz: A.B(z) where A is a type of sort
81 and then B(z) is a type of sort 82, obtaining type of sort 83· In functional GTS 82 = 83. Type
equality in a GTS is ß-c.onversion. Examples of other GTS, over three sorts, are the Automath
language and Cburch 's higher order logic.
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The first variation is to allow ~conversion - for instanee, Edinburgh Logical Framework (LF)
is equivalent to P +". Another variation ja to permit surn types, and more generally inductive
types, like in Martin-Löf type theory. Adding ordered sorts allows the introduction of a cumulative
hierarchy of universes.

Woody Bledsoe:

Some activities of the Bledsoe-Hines group in Austin

I will discuss our STR+VE prover (brießy) which proves theorems in general inequalities, and is
complete for FOL (Dines). It is able to prove lim+ (SUffi of continuous functioDB is continuous) and
lim* (extension dueto Hines), and IMV-FOL, and many others, which offer a difficult challenge
to automated theorem provers.
I will also discuss briefly our prover caller "TOOL"· (20L), which is used 10 prove certain theorems
in second order logic where simple set variables are to be instantiated. IMV-HOL is such a theorem:
Cont f A f(a) < 01\ leb) > 01\ a :5 b --+ 3x(a :5 x :5 b 1\ fex) = 0) (using tbe least upper bound
axiom). IMV-FOL ja a first order logic version of tbis.
And I show bow we plan to explore further into elementary real analysis with these provers and
extensions of them.

Wolfgang,Bibel:

Connection Calculi

The connection metbod provides a general framework for tbe comparison and development of de
ductive calculi. Consolution and tbe connection structure ealeulus by Eder 88 well as tbe pool
calculus by Neugebauer and Schaub are new connection calculi of this kind. These calculi also
provide a new insight into resolution; for instance, resolution turns out to be a special case of con
solution. The specifics of many ealculi, including various refinements of resolutioD t ean uniformly
be understood as a combination of a few key features such as linear chaining, hinged loops, and
faetorization. This work aims not only at a better understanding of deductive sy~tems based on
any of these calculi but also at the enhancement of the performance of existing systems (such as
SETHEO). Beyond these features characterizing existing systemst the principle of compression and
global, bigher features such as lemmas with renaming are presented as of importance for -future
systems. Recent results are given for both, namely cycle unification for special classes of formulas
for tbe former and linear proofs for the latter.

•

Donald W. Loveland:

The METEOR implementations of the Model Elimination procedure

Tbe Model Elimination (ME) proof procedure, now 25 year old, has bad several recent implemen- •
tations: first, the PTTP system of Stickel t and very recently, PARTHENON (Bose, Clarke et al.),
SETHO-PARTHEO (Letz, Schumann et al.) and the METEOR variants t implemented by Owen
Astrachan at Duke University. There are sequential, parallel and distributed network versions of
tbe METEOR prograul.
ME is a complete proof procedure for first-order logic using a (linear) input format, wbich allows
tbe Warren Abstract Machine concepts developed for Prolog to be used also to implement ME.
This includes parallel implementations. Altbough tbe depth-first search (using iterative deepening)
allows no retention of intermediate resulta, the very high inference speed provides compensation.
Using the ME depth-first strategy METEOR recently proved two of Bledsoe's challenge problems
concerning the surn of two continuous functions t a first for general-purpose (uniform) prcof pro
cedures. We now seek to instali caching and lemma use to provide METEOR with intermediate
results. '
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David A. Plaisted:

Search duplicatioD in theorem proving

We define an abstract concept of a theorem proving searc.h strategy and consider the kinds of
redundancies that oceur. We consider only dause form refutational first-order theorem proving.
The redundandes relate to how often a given instance of a given input dause is used in the search.
We consider a number of well-knowD theorem proving strategies and show that they either have
exponential redundaney or are not sensitive to the goal (theorem being proved). We also present a
recent method, called dause linking, that reduees this redundaney and give experimental evidence
that it ja faster than other methods on propositional and near-propositiona.1 problems. This method
is also sensitive to the theorem being proved. With a more effieient rule of inference, we can begin
to study higher level issues such 88 semantics.

Egon Börger:

Formal analysis of Prolog database views and their llnÜorm implementation

A distinguishing feature of logic programming is a realization of tbe notion of deduction from time
dependent sets ofaxioms. In Prolog tbis is reßected by the database's being subjeet to change
during the computation due to bips assert(c)J retraet(e) etc. The ISO WG 17 in its Nov '90 draft
has proposed a new liberal view on dynamic code in standard Prolog - whieb indudes immediate
and logical update view J among others. We give a formal analysis of this new ISO WG 17 DB view
and develop an abstract uniform implementation for it, whicb darmes the concept and shows tbe
tradeoff between logie and effideney.
Our DB model is based on Prolog algebras (introdueed in Börger, MFCS '90 and CSL '89) and on
WAM algebras (defined in Börger and Rosenzweig, CSL '90, to prove tbe correctness of Warren's
abstract machine wrt the abstract specification of full Prolog by Prolog algebras).
This work is joint work with D. Rosenzweig/Zagreb.

Markus Marzetta:

Types and naIDes

Like Feferman's theories for explieit mathematics, 10 which they are closely related, theories of
types and names can serve to study various kinds of type theories. In computer scienee they can
also be used to state and prove properties of functional programs. These theories deal with a
universe of computational objeets which constitutes a partial combinatory algebra and includes
the natural numbers. The objects of tbis universe are dassified into types which are treated
extensionally. Names (explicit representatioDS in tbe universe) are associated in a very uniform
way 10 types. We present several theories obtained by allowing various type constructions and
forms of induction and examine their proof-theoretie strength. Furthermore we consider the role
of universes, seen as colleetions of Dames of types satisfying eertain d08ure conditions. The limes
axioms states that every (name of a) type belongs to a universe. Adding the axioms for universes
to tbe elementary theory of types and names gives a system of strength r o.

Stan Wainer:

Ordinal analysis ror recursive definitions

Classieal (Gentzen-style) proof tbeory gives for example the reduction

PA t- Vz3ySpee(z, y) ~. PRA+TI(o) t- Vz3ySpee(z, y)
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where, if k, r are the size, rank of the PA-proof then er =~ .. .Thus er bounds tbe "termi-
nation complexity" of tbe specified program, and its "computational complexity" is bounded by
tbe "fast-growing" functio~ Ba, wbere Bo{n) .= n + 1, Ba+1{n) = Ba{Ba(n», B>.(n) =B>..(n).
In this talk, tbe logic is stripped away in order to give a direct ordinal assignment to computations
n:N~I(n): N in Kleene's equation calculus E. Tbe Ba's again bound complexity, and reduction
to the corresponding "slow-growing" Ga + provides an ordinal trade-off in reduction of computation
to term-rewriting. Example (Cichon): Primitive Recursion = "Recursive Path" Termination.

Bernbard Bollunder:

Inferences in KL-ONE based knowledge representation systems

We investigate algorithmsfor inferences in KL-ONE based knowledge representation systems. Such •
systems employ two kinds of formalism: the terminological and the assertional formalism. Tbe
terminological formalism consists of a concept language to define concepts and relations between
concepts for describing a terminology. On tbe other hand, the assertional fonnalism allows to
introduce objects, which are instances of concepts and relations of a terminology. We present
a1gorithms for inferences such as

• determining subsumption relations between concepts

• checking consistency of such a knowledge base

• computing the most specific concepts an object is instance of

• computing all objects that are instances of a certain concept.

Christian Born:

Theorem proving and program synthesis in Martin-Löf type theory using Oyster2

Oyster2 is an interactive, tactic driven, backward reasoning proof editor for Martin-Löf type tbe
ory. It was developed with an eye towards easy modifyability of tbe underlying language and logic,
so that we could try to approximate a suitable object language which combines logical simplic
ity and strength witb the expressivity and adequacy required for practical applications, but still
allow8 to maintain a simple and by its very nature reliable and correct system arcbitecture. The
main goal was to perform experiments to find an appropriate level of intelligent support in the
theorem proving and program synthesis procesB, where we can't achieve full automation. The use
of structural models and bigher order reasoning are essential for tbe area of theorem proving we
are interested in.
Tbe talk presents an overview of tbe development and architecture of tbe oyster2 system, and will •
highlight tbe problematic points, i. e. necessary extensions of type theory and a technological model
of the proof engineering process, where I bope to get reasonable feed back during tbe discussions.

B. J. Ohlbach:

Deductive systems ror logics with possible world semantics

Logics with possible world semantics are built on the concept of states and state transitions. The
basic logics of this kind are modallogics with the two operators 0 (necessarily) and 0 (possibly).
More application oriented are extensions like temporallogics, action logics, epistemic logics (logics
ofknowledge), doxastic logics (logics ofbelief) etc. Most ofthese logies require tbe modal operators
10 be parametrized with terms denoting actions, agents and tbe like.
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In the talk I will first present an augmented. semantics for logics with possible world semantics which
emphasises the role of the parameters of the operators and their conespondences. This semantics
supports the development of new applications of the idea of possible worlds. One applieation is
a full first order probabilistie logic where the parameters of the modal operators are interpreted
as probability values (either real Dumbers or qualitative VaIues). Another application is an action
logic with built in facilities for hierarchieal planning.
In the second part I will present a method for translating formulae of these logics into fust order
predieate logie such that standard predicat.e logic deduction methods become applicable. Moreover,
the translation method permits the transformation of the characteristics of the partieular logic into
efficient theory unification and theory resolution algorithms.

Wolfgang Schönfeld:

Bacldracking and minimal tableau proofs

Let E be a satisfiable set of formulas of fist-order logie, and .., a "goal" formula. A tableau proof
for" (the unsatisfiability of) Eu {1} is minimal if no applieation of a formula can be removed.
We show that any loop-free and conneeted (neighbored formulas contain a complementary pair of
literals) tableau proofis minimal. Thought not every minimal proofis connected, there are enough
connected proofs:
Theorem: E U {1} is unsatisfiable iff there is a eonnected tableau proof for E U {-y}. To give a
construetive proofof the only-if-part (completeness), we extend the classical tableau construction to
that of alternating tableau. They not only describe the eomplete search space indicating where and
how to backtrack. They also indicate a potential for intellige~t backtracking avoiding permutations
of use1ess proof attempts. This even applies 10 the ease of propositional logie. (For the Prolog
case. it only makes sense for non-propositional formulas.)

Peter B. Schmitt:

NODDlODOtOniC abstract coDsequence operators

After a quick reminder of the first attempt 10 formulate axioms typical for logieal consequenee
"operators by A. Tarski. we turn to axiom systems where the monotony property X ~ Y =:}

Cn(X) ~ Cn(Y) is replaced by the eumulativity property X ~ Y ~ Cn(X) => Cn(X) = Cn(Y).
Two characterization theorems are presented: One by Helmut Thiele, where Cn among others
satisfies the closure property Cn(Cn(X» = Cn(X) and the semantie model is an abstraction of
Reiter's default logic. The second theorem reviewed is by Kreus, Lehmann and Magidor. The
colresponding consequence operator Cn only operates on finite sets and adding the requirement
that Cn be a closure operator would turn Cn inte a monotonie operator.

Peter Aczel:

The notion:"A logic"

This notion and other informal notions are often used without being given mathematical definitions.
But in recent years the confrontation of logie with category theory and computer science has led to
new attempts to eapture mathematically sorne of these notions, sometimes without careful attention
to their history. In my talk I will foeus on the following, apparently conBieting requirements:

(i) Although auy given logie will tak~ sorne partieular approach to syntax, the general notion of
a logic should not.

(ü) The sehematic nature of rules of inference is fundamental. The notion of a derived rule should
have a syntax free definition.

Berichterstatter: R. Stärk
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Darstellungstheorie endlich-dimensionalet
Algebren
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Die Tagung wurde von V. Dlab (Ottawa) und C.M. Ringel
(Bielefeld) organisiert. Es wurde allgemein begrüßt, daß zum ersten
Mal seit 1986 wieder eine Oberwolfach-Tagung zu diesem Thema
stattfand. Eine Vielzahl Mathematiker auch benachbarter Gebiete
hatte ihr Interesse an einer solchen Tagung bekundet, so daß die
Einladungsliste drastisch beschränkt werden mußte. Dennoch nah
men mehr Mathematiker als eigentlich absehbar an der Tagung teil,
da es .nur ganz wenige Absagen gab.

Die sehr arbeitsintensive, aber trotzdem gelöste Atmosphare
wurde sehr gelobt (nicht immer war ~s bei früheren Tagungen span
nungsfrei gewesen). Das Programm konzentrierte sich auf die wich
tigsten Themen und es gab jeweils längere Pausen, um Gesprächs-"
und Kontaktmöglichkeiten zu schaffen. Davon wurde reger Ge
brauch gemacht. Neben den Vorträgen, die unten dokumentiert
sind, gab es vielfältige informelle Berichte in den Mittagspausen
und auch am Abend.

Im Mittelpunkt der Tagung standen neben den neuerlichen Ent
wicklungen der eigentlichen Darstellungstheorie von Aigebren ihre
Anwendungen in Lie-Theorie und Singularitätentheorie; berichtet
wurde vor allem über den Einsatz homologischer, algebraisch-geo
metrischer und kombinatorischer Methoden.



Vortragsauszüge

M. Auslander: Cotilting modules: Real and Imaginary
A method of using relative bomological algebra for constructing

cotilting modules will be discussed.

V.J. Bekkert: Representations of quivers with relations
Tbe tarne and finite growth criterions for trees witb relations are

givene Furthermore the tarne criterion for vector space categories
and the tarne criterion for quivers with zero-relations.

K. Bongartz: On degenerations and extensions of finite
dimensional modules

(1) We derive a cancellation theorem for degenerations of mod
ules and apply it to characterize orbit closures of modules living on
preprojective components.

(2) We show that any minimal degeneration of modules over a
representation-directed algebra comes from a short exact sequence.
The same holds true for Kronecker-modules.

(3) We construct lots of exact sequences using degenerations.
In particular, we prove that any indecomposable non-simple over a
tarne concealed algebra is an extension of an indecomposable and
a simple.

J.F. Carlson: Periods for periodic modules
We brießy describe some recent work with David Benson on the

periods of periodic modules. Among other things we prove that
for any number n tbere exists a finite 2-group such that for any
field K of characteristic 2 there exists a periodic KG-module whose
period is larger than n. A theorem of R.C. Andrews permits us to
restrict our attention to extra special groups. Here the theorem is
proved by tbe computation of tbe varieties of certain modules. The
varieties are obtained from a calculation of the partial inflations
of tbe spectral sequence associated to the central subgroup. These
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computations may be of independent interest. The results in the
odd characteristic case are incomplete.

C. Cibils: The syzygy quiver of a monomial algebra
Let A = kQ / < Z > be a monomial algebra. The set of vertices

0 0 of the syzygy quiver 0 is the set of non-zero paths of Q. There
is an arrow in n from a to ß if

1) ß and Cl are composable
2) ßa contains only one subpath , of Z and (JQ = <;E.

Theorem a) The homological dimension hd(A) is finite Hf n
has no cycles. In that case hd(A) is one plus the maximallength of
a path of n starting at an arrow.

b) Let N be tbe maximallength of a directed path of n starting
at an arrow. The injective dimension of a f.g. A-module is either
infinite or bounded abovc by N + 1.

Part a) lies on an explicit description of the minimal projective
resolutions of the simple modules which avoids coverings.

Part b) is proved following Igusa-Zacharia's pro~f of the finiti
stic conjecture for monomial algebras. The bound N + 1 improves
the bound dimk radA previously obtained. 2-nilpotent algebras are
good examples of this imp"royement.

w. Crawley-Boevey: Characters for modules or finite
endolength

The endolength of a module M over an associative ring R with
1 is the length of M over its endomorphism ring. In this lecture
we presented a sort of character theory for the modules of finite
endolength.

As motivation we recalled the fact that' a fini te dimensional
algebra over an algebraica1ly closed field has tarne representation
type if and ooly if the endomorphism ring of every indecomposable
module of finite endolength is a P.I. ring.

We say that a function X (rom the set of finitely presented right
R-modules is a character if it is additive on direct sums and if
X(Z) :5 X(Y) :5 X(X) + X(Z) whenever X -+ Y -+ Z -+ 0 is
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a right exact sequence. This is adapted from Schofield's notion
of a Sylvester rank function. We say that a non-zero cbaracter is
irreducible if it cannot be written as a non-trivial BUffi of characters.

We sketched part of the proof (whieb uses tbe functor category)
of the following theorem

Theorem (1) The assignment M 1-+ XM where
XM(X) = LengthEndRCM)(X @R M) induces a bijection between
tbe isomorphism classes of finite endolength indecomposable left
R-modules and the irreducible characters.

(2) Every character is a sum of irreducibles.
(3) The irreducible characters are independent over Z.

E. Dieterich: Tarne curve singularities with large con
ductor

Let (e,O) be an affine-algebraic curve singularity over an ~

gebraically closed field. We study tbe category cmA of Cohen
Macaulay A-modules over its compiete Ioeal ring A = Oc,o. Our
main interest is to "solve its classification problem" , i.e. to produce
a complete and irredundant system of representatives f~r the .set
Is(indA) of isomorphism classes of indecomposable Coben-Macaulay
A-modules.

Tbe "representa:tion-finite" curve singularities (these are curve
singularities (C,O) such that Is(indA) is finite) are known and their
classification problems are solved. On the other hand, very li
ttle was known so far about "tarne" curve singularities (these are
representation-infinite curve singularities (C, 0) whose classification
problem admits a solution by means of finitely many one-parameter
families of indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay A:"modules, in each
rank). However, for curve singularities whose conductor is "Iarge"
(in the sense that it contains tbe radical squared of its normaliza
tion), there is now a complete description of those which are tarne,
together with solutions of their respective classification problems.
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P. Dräxler: Decomposing points of tarne algebras
Let A = k[ß]1 I be a finite dimensional algebra over an alge

braieally elosed field k. Fix a point S of .6 ~d denote by e(s) the
induced idempotent of A. Denote by p. the indecomposable projec
tive A-module belonging to sand by K, the subcategory of A-mod
induced byall indecomposable modules V satisfying HomA (P., V) :F
o= HornA(P., TÄV). Assume dimk End(P.) = 1.

We use the sign il for the subspace category of the vectorspace
eategory (K., HomA(P., -» and prove that the fiber surn functor
F. : Ü -+ A-mod is dense if Fac P, has ooly finitely many indecom
posable objects. Moreover F, preserves wildness and also tameness
under ,sorne additional assurnptions.

Dur results above show that one can üse iI for the study of A
mod provided il can be computed. This is actually possible if s
is a so-called decomposing point. Such points are defined. by the
property that the support of each indecomposable module over the
factor algebra AIAe(s)A does not contain simultanously predeces
sors and successors of s in ~. We denote by A' respectively A. the
subalgebra of A given by all points which are not pred.ecessors re
spectively successors of s in ß. With these notations we prove that
for decomposing points the vectorspace category (K" HOffiA(P., -»
can be explicitely construeted from the module categories A'-mod
and A,-mod which are easily accessible in many case8. .

We give several examples of algebras for which our·methode can
be used to prove their tameness.

Yu.A. Drozd: Open subcategories and Cohen.Macaulay
modules

Let!! be aboes, :r c Rep(!!) a full sul>category elosed under
isomorphie copies, direet sums and summands. Call.1 open if for
any vector dimension 4 the subset .1 n Repd(g) is Zariski open in
the set of representations RePd(!l) of dimension 4. For open sub
categories of representations offree triangular bocses the tarne/wild
dichotomy is proved.

This notion is applied to Cohen-Macaulay modules over semi
prime Cohen-Macaulay algebras over K(JXI), K an algebraically
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closed field. Namely, for each such algebra A an open subcategory
X is constructed classifying Cohen Macaulay A-modules. As a COD

sequence, the tarne/wild dichotomy for Cohen-Macaulay modules
is obtained.

J. Feldvoss: The module type of some classes of a1gebras
In my talk I consider the problem of determining the restricted

Lie algebras of finite (resp. tarne) module type. I give a complete
solution of the first problem over arbitrary fields and 01 the se
cond problem over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p >
2. Moreover, I indicate some problems for more general classes of
~gebras w hieh perhaps could be used to solve the case p = 2 and
to get rid of the assumption of the base field.

G.-M. Greuel: On tarne and wild curve singularities
(Report on results with Y.A. Drozd, A. Kotlov, A. Schap
pert)

The following results show that there is a really surprising coin
eidence between the classification of singularities by internal prop
erties on one side and by max. (CM-)Cohen-Macaulay modules on
the other side.

1st result: Let R be tbe complete Ioeal ring of a redueed plane
curve sing11larity, then:

(i) R is of finite C M -type<=> R is elliptic

(ii) R is of tarne CM-type <=> R is parabolic

(iii) par(R, 1) = 1 <=> R is strictly unimodal

The elliptic resp. parabolic resp. strictly unimodal singulari
ties are the most basic classes in Amold'5 classification. Elliptic
resp. parabolic refers to tbe associated quadratic form on the Mil
Dor fibre. Tbe elliptic ones are just the "simple" or A - D - E
singularities, the parabolic curve singularities are

E7 = T244 =:= x4 + y5 + ax2y2 a2 =f:. 4
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Es = T236 = X
3 + y6 + ax2

y 2 4a3 + 27 =1= o.
(i) resp. (iii) resp. (ii) "<:=" was previously known and due to

Greuel/Knörrer resp. Schappert resp. Dieterich and Kahn. (par(R, n)
clenotes the max. dimension of a family of pairwise non isomorphie
CM-R-modules of rank n).

2nd result: Let R be as before but no necessarily plane. Then
R is GM-tarne => par(R, A) = 1 *> R dominates a strictly

unimodal plane curve singularity.

J.Y. Guo: Isomorphisms of Hall algebras
In the talk we sketch the proofs of the following theorems:
Theorem 1 Let R, R' be representation directed, connected

finite algebras (over fields k and k', respectively).-- The following
conditions are equivalent

(1) H(R) ~ H(R').
(2) k ~ k' and TR ~ TR, and they have the same symmetriza

tions
(3) There is a bijection q : Si -+ U(Si) of simple R modules to

the simple [f. modules such that EndRSi ~ EndR,q(Si) =: Fa (a.s
finite fields), and Extk{Si, Sj) ~ Extk,(u(Si), q{Sj», as Ei modules
and as F; modules, for t = 1,2 and all i,j where H(R) is the Hall
algebra of the algebra A and TR the Auslander-Reiten quiver of R.

Theorem 2 Let R, R' he finitary rings satisfying the following
conditions

(a) Extk(Si' Si) = 0 for a11 finite simple R modules Si.
(h) If Exth(Si' Sj) =1= 0, then Exth(Sj, Si) = 0 for simple all

finite R modules Si and Sj.
(c) R is connected and there are simple R-modules Si, Sj such

that .
dimEndRSi Extk(Si' Sj) = 1 or dirn Extk(Si' Sj)EDdRSj = l.

Then H (R) ~ H (R') implies that there is a bijection q : Si -+

O'(Si) such that EndR8 i ~ ~ndR,O'(Si) =; Fi and Extk{Si, Sj) ~
Extk,(O'(Si) ,0'(8;» as Ei modules and as Fj modules, for all simple
R modules Si and Si.
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D. Happel: Generalized Nakayama Conjecture ror alge
bras with J21+1 = 0 and AIJ' representation-finite

This is areport on some joint work with Peter Dräxler.
Let A "be a finite-dimensional algebra over some field k. Let

us denote the Jacobson radical of A by J. We consider finitely
generated left A-modules.

The generalized Nakayama conjecture says that in a minimal
projective resolution of the injective cogenerator AD(AA) each in
decomposable projective A-module occurs as a direct sununand, or
equivalently that for each simple A-module AS there is an integer
i ~ 0 such that Ext~(AD(AA),A S) # o.

Theorem The generalized Nakayama conjectures holds for al
gebras A'with J2/+1 = 0 and AIJ' representation-finite.

Observe that an algebra A with J3 = 0 satisfies the assumptions
of the theorem. In case 1= 2 it is very easy to construct examples
of algebras A with AIJ2 representation-finite.

A.V. J akovlev: Torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank
and theory of representations

For every prime p and for p = 0 we construct a category M p

containing the category M of a11 torsion-free abelian groups of fi
nite rank.The category M p for p prime is typical for representation
theory: the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in this category, and the
problem of classification of indecomposable objects is equivalent to
the classica12-matrices problem (and so this problem is wild). The
category Mo is more complicated. '

We say, that two groups of M belong to the same genus, if they
become isomorphie in a11 categories Mp • A one-by-one correspon
dence between genae of groups of M and veetors of positive cones
of certain finite-dimensionallattices is established. This correspon
dence preserves indecomposability aild direct sums.

8
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B. Keller: Aremark on tilting and DG algebras
Differential graded algebras provide an alternative approach to

the problems which J. Ricka.rd has solved in his papers
[1] Morita theory for derived categories, J. London Math. Soc.

39,1989,
[2] Derived equivalences as derived functors, preprint.
Let k be a corn. ring, A and B k-projective k-algebras , and T

a tilting complex [1] over A such 'that B ~ End1)bA(T). Then T·
is a. iJ - A-bimodule where B = END (T) is the difl'. graded alg.
with iJn = OPEZ HomA(TP, TP+n). We show how one can modify
T to obtain a B - A-bimodule complex X (note that B = HOB =
EndK(A)(T» such that BK and X A have projective components and
XA is homotopy-equivalent to T.

o. Kerner: Regular stones 'and height one modules over
wild hereditary algebras .

Let A be a finite dimensional wild hereditary algebra over some
algebrai~ally closed field k. An indecomposable module X is called
stone, if Ext(X, X) = o.

Theorem 1 If A is wild hereditary there exists only finitely
many non sincere regular components containing stones of quasi
length bigger than one.

A regular module X is called height one module, if X is not tbe
middle term of a short exact sequence 0 -+ U -+ X -+ 'V ~ 0 with
U, V-:/:-O and regular.

Theorem 2,If A has a height one module with selfextensions,
then there do not exists sincere regular components containing
stOßes of quasil~ngth bigger than one.

"Normally" wild hereditary algebras have height one modules
with selfextensions. But there exist (infinitely many) wild heredi
tary algebras sucl;l that: (a) All height one modules are stones, (b)
there exist only finitely many r-orbits.of height one modules.

9



H. Krause: On apolynomial bound ror endomorphism
rings over some tarne a1gebras

Let p be a polynomial. A k-algebra E is called polynomial
bounded by p, if for any factor.algebra E' with dim,(rad/ratPE') ~
2 and radnE' = 0 dirn, E' ~ p(n) holds.

Let Q = (Qo, Qt) be a quiver. For each word w inQ there is
canonically defined a module M(w) over the path algebra kQ.

Theorem Let M(w) be the module corresponding to a word
w in Q: Then EndkQ(M(w» is polynomial bounded by p(n) =
2n2 - 2n + 1. '

Corollary Let A be astring algebra and M be an' indecom
posable A-module of the first -kind. Then EndA(M) is polynomial
bounded by p(n) = 2n2

- 2n + 1.
This result leads to the following conjecture:

There exists a polynomial p such that a fine dirn. k-algebra is of
tarne representation type iff EndA(M) is polynomial bounded. by p
for every indecomposable A-module of finite dil1l:ension.

H. Lenzing: Frobenius numbers, distinguished compo
nents and growth reciprocity

The talk reports on joint work with J.A. de la Pefia and deals
witb the representation theory of a wild canonical algebra A of
weight type p = (pi, ... , Pe) ~nd the correSponding wild hereditary
star algebra Ao obtained by deletion ofa suitable vertex of A.

All hut one of the indecornposable projective A-modules lie in
the preprojective component of A, tbe component of the remaining
one is the distinguished component 1) of A. 1) agrees on a T- -cone
with a regular component Vo of Ao, the distinguished component
of~. - .

The Hilbert-Poincare series PA of A (resp~ p~ of Ao ) measures
the growth of the Auslander-Reiten translation TA, which is linear,
and TAo which is exponential. They are related by the reclprocity
law PAo = TI(1 - PA) and further to tbe Coxeter polynomials t/J~

and tPAo by the rule PAo = tPA/tPAo. In particular this allows to
derive the formula

10
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. t 1 _ 'TPi - 1 ] t 1 _ TPi

1/11.0 = (T +. 1) - TE 1 - 1'1'; .g 1 - T .

Among other items it is further shown that the set of inte
gers n such that Hom(M, TÄM) i= 0 holds for each indecompos
ahle A-module M of positive rank form a numerical semigroup,
whose Frobenius number n = o(p) is the largest integer such that
Hom(M, TÄM) = 0 shows up. It is shown that always a(p) ~ 43
(also for the hereditary star algebra Ao) and by associatiag Dynkin
labels Dn , E6 , E7 , Es the wild canonica1 (resp. hereditary star) alge
bras are partitioned into four groups, with the maximal quasi-length
of e~ceptional modules bounded by tbe numbers 1,2,3,5 resp. and
equality attained in tbe case of the canonical algebras.

s.-x. Liu: Isomorphism problems for tensor a1gebras
over valued graphs ..

Let E be a valued graph with a modulation (D, M). We denote
by T(E) = T(E, D, M) the tensor algebra over E. First we prove
the following isomorphism theorem:

Theorem 1 Let E and E' be two valued graphs. If T(E) ~
T(E'), then E ~_ E'.

In partieular, we have
Theorem 2 Let ß and t1' be two quiv~rs and F a field. H their

path algebras F(ß),F(ß') are isomorphie, then ß ~ ß'.
Next we consider tensor produets of path algebras' and we have
Theorem 3 Let ß, ß' and F as in Th.2. Then
1. F(ß) and F(ß') are prime algebras <=> F{ß) (i!Jp F(A') is

prime,
2. F(ß) and F(ß') are semi-primitive algebras <=> F(d) ®F

F(6') is semi-primitive.
< 3. F(Ll) and F(ß') are right noetherian algebras <=> F(ß) ~F
F(ß') is right noetherian.
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-M.P. Malliavin: Lie group representations
My talk was concerned with a paper in prep~ation of A. Guichar

det who connects the socalIed admissible algebras to ~missiblecat
egories. Admissible algebras (resp. categories) are special cases of
Gabri~l's pseudocompact rings (resp. length categories) [Po Gabriel:
Indecomposable representations II, Symposia Mathematicia XI, In
dam 1973]. As a result of this, we gave the quiver founded by Y.
Gaiffard associated to the admissible category of Harish-Chandra
modules with trivial infinitesimal character and trivial central char
acter for Spin(n, 1).

H. Meltzer: On tilting modules over the truncated sym
metrie algebra

This is areport on a joint work with L. Dnger
In this talk we study tilting modules over the wild algebra A =.

kQ / 1 where Q is the quiver

and I is the ideal generated by all XiXj - XjXi. We classify the
tilting modules M = Mo ffi MI ffi M 2 having the property that the
endomorphism rings of all Mi are the ground field' k. These tilting
modules will be called exceptional. .

Our result uses the classsification of the exceptional tripies of co
herent sheaves over p2 by Rudakov. Recall that a tripie (Eo, EI, E2 )

of sheaves (respectively modules) is called exceptional if End(Ej) =
k, ExtT(Ej , Ej ) = 0 for 0 :::; i,j ~ 2, r > 0 and Hom(Ei , Ej ) = 0
for j > i. The classification of these exceptional tripIes is strongly
related to the solutions of the diophantic equation X 2 +y2 +Z2- =
3XYZ, called the Markov equation. It is known that its solu
tions can be obtained from the trivial solution (1,1,1) by two stan
dard transformations which allow us to associate with the set of
all solütions an infinite tree of valency 3, the so-called Markov
t~ee. Rudakov showed that all exceptional tripies can be con
structed from the tripel (0,0(1),0(2)) by two operations called

12
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left and fight mutations corresponding to the standard transforma
tions mentioned above.

We consider A as the endomorphism algebra of the tilting sheaf
T = 0 ffi 0(1) EI) 0(2). Then the functor Hom(T,·) ': COhp2 --+

modA induces an equivalence of the derived categories
D b(COhP2) --+ D b(modA). In the talk we show in which way all
exceptional tilting modules can be constructed from the projective
A-modules using' "mutations" 'and the Auslander·Reiten transla·
tion in D b(modA). We obtain a countable number of infinite trees
sirrtilar to the Markov tree.

An important role in the proof is played by the fact that for two
modules M and N with End(M) = k = End(N) and Exti(M, M) =
o = Exti(N, N) for i#-O we have complete information about
Hom(M, N) and Exti(M, N) by purely numerical data correspond
ing to the slopes associated to vector bundles.

G.O~ .Michler: On deformations of modulargroup alge
bras '

Let (F, R, S) be a splitting p-modular system for the finite group
G. Let X be an indeterminate, 'A = R[[X]J, P = 1rA, and Ap the
localization orA at P. Then Ap/PAp = F«Xy), Ap andS«X))'
is also a splitting p-modular system for G: Most of the known
examples of semisimple'deformatio~s(F«X)),.*) of the modular
group 'algebra FG are liftable. In particular, each p":block B of
FG with cyclic defect group t5(B) has a semisimple liftable defor·
mation (B ®F F«X))'-*). The main, result of this lecture asserts
that FG has a semisimple liftable deformation if and only if the
group ring RG has adeformation (ApG, *) which is a maximal Ap
order in the semisimple group algebra S«X))G. It follows that
the decomposition ma.t~ix of the semisimple liftable deformation
(F«X)), *) equals the ordinary decomposition matrix of G with
respect to (FG, RG, SG).

13



J.A. de la Peiia: Tarne algebras with a sincere directing
module

Let A be a finite dimensional, basic and connected algebra over
an algebraically closed field k.

An indecomposable A-module X in said to be directing if X
does not belong to a cycle X = Xo A. Xi -+ ... ~ Xn = X of non
zero non isomorphisms with Xi indecomposable, 1 ~ i.~ R. Tbe
module X is sincere if HOffiA(P, X) t: 0 for every 0 ~ P projective.

Aigebras with a sincere. directing module were classified in the
representation-finite sit uation, they are relevant in the polynomial
growth tarne situation.

Theorem Let A be a tarne algebra with a sincere directing
module. Then

a) A is domestic in at most 2 parameters (PA ~ 2)
b) If p.A = 1, then A is a (00- )enlargement of a domestic (co-)

tubular algebra.
c) If PA = 2, then A is the glueing of two domestic one para-

metric algebras. .

Now, let A be a tarne algebra with ci. sincere directing module
and assume that PA = 2. Then A is. a tilted algebra, say of type ß.
We get the following

Proposition a) H ß' in not ~ tree, then A (or AOP) is of tbe
furrn .

Ä:~: -':.:': -')
~~ .

b) If ß is a tree, then L\ has at most 5 terminal points. H ß
has 5 terminal vertices, then A (or AOP) is of tbe form

•.••.••d·~ •..•.•

.~ -- -- -~ - -----~." ~:» /'
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J. Richard: Derived categories of blocks of symmetrie
groups

According to conjectures oe Michel Broue, there are manl' situ
ations in modular representations theory where two related blocks
of related group algebras should have equivalent derived categories.
In all cases where these conjectures were previously known to be
true, the proof is unsatisfactory in that it follows from a complete.
knowledge of the algebra structure of the blocks. I shall discuss the
case of blocks of symmetrie groups, where many equivalences of de
rived categories occur, and wherefor tbe .first time there. is a proof
that does not use a complete description of tbe algebra structure.

Ch. Riedtmann: Lie algebras generated by indecompos-
ables . .

Given a finite dimensional associative C-algebra A having only
finitely many indecomposable modules, there is a Lie algebra struc
ture on the free Z-module generated by the indecomposables. For
A = CQ, where Q is a Dynkin diagram An, Dn, E6 , Er or Es, this
Lie algebra is the positive part oe a Z form of the simple Lie algebra
associated with Q.

A. Schofield: Representations of a1gebras and a path to
Lie algebras . .

Given an arbit.~ary f. d. associative C-algebra, A, we associate
a Lie algebra, L+(A), to' its representation theory. In tbe case of
A = CQ, tbe Lie algebra is tbe positive part o.f the Kac-Moody Lie
algebra associated -10 Q.

D. Simson: Matrix problems, coverings and Cohen
Macaulay modules

Theorem 1 (Kasjan, Simson) Let I be a finite pose~ having ex
actly two maximal elements *, + and let K be a field. The quadratic
form

15



is weakly nonnegative 1ft" the posets *v := {j E I; j < *} and +v do
not contain (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,2), (2,2,3), (1,3,4), (N,5), (1,2,6) and
I does not contain certain 41 critical posets with two maximal ele
ments. If the category mod.pKI of socle projective representations
of I is of tarne type then q/ is weakly nonnegative. Tbe converse is
proved for ~-free poset~ of finite growtb.

Theorem 2 (Lenzing, Simson) Let A be a tiled K[[t]]-order
of index s 2::: 1. Tben tbere is a Z-graded K[t]-algebra SA, and
an infinite poset JA such that BA ~ A and tbe Auslander-Reiten
completion funetor i : CMZ(SA) -+ CM(SA) between the cate
gories of Cohen-Macaulay modules is equivalent to a covering fune
tor F : JA - sp -+ latt(A) of Roggenkamp-Wiedemann type.

An application to curve singularities of finite lattice type will
be discussed.

A generalization of Theorem 2 for nontiled orders~ will be in
dicated in a connection witb Theorem 1, representations of bipar
tite posets and soele projective representations of assoeiated bound
quivers.

A. Skowronski: Aigebras 'or polynomial growth
Let k be an algebraically closed field and A "be a finite dimen

sional k-algebra. Then A is of polynomial growtb if there exists a
natural number m such that· tbe indecomposable finite dimensional
A-modules occur, in each dimension d, in a finite number of dis-..
crete and.. at most d"' one-:parameter families: Moreover,A is called
standard· if there exists ~ Galois covering R -+ R/G = A with R
simply eonnected. Here, by a simply eonnected k-category we mean
a locally bounded k-category R such that: (a) R is Sehurian and
Ä-free;

(b) the quiver of R is connected, interval-finite and without
oriented cycles;

(c) HtR = O.
Applying the Galois covering techniques developed several years

ago by Dowbor and the speaker we"sball give a criterion for polyno
mial growth of standard algebras and descnbe tbe indecomposable
finite dimensional modules over such algebras.
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s.o. Smale: Short chains and short cycles
Let A be an artin R-algebra. An indecomposable f.g A-module

Cis
i) said to be the middle of a short chain if there exists an in

decomposable module" X with HOffiA(X, C) =F 0 =F Hom(C, DTrX),
and

ii) said to belong to ä short cycle if there exists an indecompos
able A module X and / : X ~ C and 9 : C ~ X with / ~ 0 =F 9
and both f and 9 nonisomorphisms. With tbis notion we prove tbe
following

Theorem Let M and N be indecomposable A-modules having
tbe same composition factors.

a) H"M does not belong to any short cycle then M ~ N
b) H M is not tbe middle of any short chain and N is not on" an

A:-sectional chain, then M ~ N
c) If A is of finite representation type and M is not the middle

of a short chain, then M ~ N.

L. Unger:" A family of non-selfextending generic bricks
This is areport on sorne joint work with Dieter Happel.
Let A be a finite-dimensional, hereditary k-algebra over an alge

braically closed field k. An A-module Q is called a brick if EndQ is
a division ring. An infinite-dimensional A-module is called generic
if it is of finite length over its endomorphism ring. "

It is knOWD that A has indecomposable generic modules if and
ooly if A is not representation-finite. .

Dur considerations were motivated by the following result 01
Ringel:

Theorem A tarne algebra has up to isomorphism a unique OOD
selfextending geoeric brick.

In the talk tbe following questions will be considered:
LI A is wild, do there exist modules with the same properties?
If yes, is there a 'canonical' way to construct them?
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To attack these questions we consider the algebra lC.: 080
Qr

which for r > 1 is wild, and construet one non-selfextending generie
brick explicitely.

For r > 1· we give an algorithm how to construet from this
module an infinite family of modules. having the sarne properties.
This is then used to show the following theorem:

Theorem For a wild finite-dimensional, hereditary k-algebra
A there exists an infinite family of pairwise non-isomorphie DOD

selfextending generie bricks.

P. Webb: The Structure of Mackey FUnctors
I will survey sorne key points in recent work of J. Thevenaz and

myself in whieh we develop a theory oI Mackey funetors as t:ep
resentations of a certain quiver with relations, or equivalently as
representatlons of an algebra Vle eall the "Mackey algebra". We
proceed by considering simples, projeetives ete., and it turns out
that a developinent which paralIeis the usual development oI group
representation theory is possible. I will emphasize the theorem
whieh eharae~erizes when the Mackey algebra has finite representa
tion type.

D.J. Woodcock: The relationship between cohomology
and combinatorics in the Schur algebras ror GLn and its
parabolic subgroups.

G a reduetive group over an algebraically elosed field k, B a
Borel subgroup. Kempf's vanishing theorem can be stated in tbe
form:

If ~ is a dominant weight the simple rational B-moduleofweight
~ is Ind~-acyclic.

It is a corollary tbat if V, W are finite dimensional rational G
modules then Ext~(V,W) = Ext~(V, W) Vi ~ o.

I am studying analogous questions with tbe categories of ra
tional G ~ B-modules replaced by the categories of modules for
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Schur algehras for G = GLn and B :5 G a Borel suhgroup. The
methods used are combinatorie: The modules I eonsider have bases
parametrized by various types of tableaux.

Ch. Xi: Symmetrie algebras as endomorphism rings of
large projective modules over quasi-hereditary algebras .

In tbis talk the following theorem is proved:
Theorem 1 Let A be a basic, eonnected algebra. Then tbe

following are equivalent:
(1) A is symmetrie, and there is an indeeomposable module M

such that EndA(AA EB M) is quasi-hereditary.
(2) A is isomorphie to the trivial extension of aserial algebra

with radical square zero and finite global dimension.
As a consequence of the above theorem we have
Theorem 2 Let SK(n, r) be a Schur algebra with n ~ r. As

sume that the field K has a prime eharacteristic p. Then SK( n, r)
is of finite type if and ooly if r < 21'.

K. Yamagata: Construetion of algebras with large global
dimensions

E. Green gave an example of a family of finite dimensional alge
bras An (n ~ 0), over an algebraically closed field, with exactly two
isomorphism classes of simple modules and having global dimensio~
n. The algebra Ao in the family-is a semi-simple algebra witb two
simple modules and An is obtained by adding one arrow and zero
relations to tbe quiver of An - t • The aim of my talk is to generalize
the construction to arbitrary algebras. More precisely, for an alge
bra A we shall construet .a family of algebras An(n ~ 0, Ao = A)
having the same number of simple modules as the number of simple
A-modules, so that the global dimension of An is greater than that
of An - 1 provided that the global dimension of A is finite, and the
Cartan determinants of all An are the same" as that of A. Although
our construction depends on the decomposition of A and tbe order
of decomposition factors, the global dimension of every An is deter
mined by the number n and the number of decomposition factors
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provided that the ring A is semi-simple or hereditary.

B. Zimmermann Huisgen: Homological domino effec~s

and the first finitistic dimension conjecture
We refute the first finitistic dimension conjecture. This conjec

t ure asserted tbat fin dirn A = Fin dirn A for every fini te dimensional
algebra A, where fin dirn A is the suprernurn of tbe projective dimen
sions of those finitely generated left A-modules which have finite
projective dimension, and Fin dirn A is the analogous supremum
obtained on waiving the restriction 'finitely generated'. The class
of examples we present rests on a theory that provides thorough un
derstanding of both finitistie dimensions for a certain elass of finite
dimensional algebras. This theory allows us not only to construct
algebras A with (findirnA,FindimA) = (n,n + 1) for ea.ch n ~ 2,
but also to exhibit a variety of other homological frills.

The examples are eounterbalaneed by positive insights, e.g. con
cerning tbe question of when the two finitistie dimensions do coin
eide. Moreover, the positively graded modules over certain graded
algebras are shown to be rather manageable from a homological
point of view in that they are no more difficult to handle than
finitely generated modules; this is in sharp contrast to the behavior
of the Z-graded modules in general. .

Berichterstatterin: Luise Unger
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. MATHEMArrISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 21/1991

Nonlinear Evolution Equations

12.5. bis 18.5.1991

•

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn S. Klainerman (Princeton)
und Herrn M. Struwe (Zürich) statt. Die Teilnehmer kamen aus der Bun
desrepublik Deutschland, den USA, der Sovjetunion, Australieo, Japan
und anderen Ländern und vertraten einen breiten Tliemenkreis aus dem
Gebiet der nichtlinearen Evolutionsgleichungen. Schwerpunkte stellten
unter anderem Regularitätssätze für semi-lineare Wellengleichungen,
Evolution von Hyperftächen ~nter dem mittleren-Krümmungs-Fluss und
Probleme der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie dar.

Die Ergebnisse" wurden in interessanter und verständlicher Weise vor
getragen. Sicherlich gaben auch die fruchtbaren Diskussionen vielerlei
Anregungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

Curvature Evolution of Hypersurfaces and Selfsimilarity

Gerhard Huisken, ANU, Canberra

Let F(·, t) : Mn ~ Rn+l be a smooth family of hypersurface immer
sions such that

(*)•Here 11 is the unit normal to the hypersurface Mt = F(·, t)(Mn) and f is
a smooth homogeneous, symmetrie function of the principal curvatures
K,i. The flow (*) is parabolic and admits at least shorttime solutions
nnder natural assumptions provided 3!:; > o. Typical examples are the
mean curvature H = K,l +...+K,n, the Ganss curvature K = Itl "2 ••• "n
and the harmonie mean curvature H_ 1 =(/(,1 1+ ... + ,,;;1)-1.
It is demonstrated that in many cases solutions of (*) approach self
similar solutions, either in finite time near a singularity, or in infinite
time. Various examples are discussed and a classifieation of selfsimilar
contracting solutions is given for the mean curvature fiow, Le. f = H.

Asymptotic Orbital Stability on Nonlinear Dispersive Systems

Michael I. Weinstein, Ann Arbor

I shall discuss work in progress on asymptotic orbital stability and scat-"
tering for a class of nonlinear Schrödinger systems which supports (non
linear) bound states and dispersive solutions. These are nonintegrable
Hamiltonian systems whose dynamies are characterized by interactioe
for a1l times among bound states and dispersive radiation. The System
is studied using a decomposition of the solution, whose bound state part
is modeled by "collective coordinates" or modulation of symmetries.
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On the Nature oE Singularities of General Relativity

Deinetrios Christodoulou

This is a survey of my work on the Einstein equations in the spherically
symmetrie case with a scalar wave field as the material ~odet The main
results are the following: The maximal clus of wave funetions for which
the initial value problem is well posed are the lunetions whose derivatives
are of bounded variation. The domain of auter communications U is
defined to be the union of all future null geodesic cones with vertices at
the center of symmetry which are complete and whose cross sectional
area tends to 00. Fot each such cone we can define the Bondi mass M.
If the initial total variation is small then there is a global solution, U
is complete and the final Bondi mass MI = o. On the other hand, if
there is, on the initial future cone, an annular region bounded by two
spheres such that the mass contained in the region bears to the radius
of the outer sphere a ratio which is large in comparison to the ratio of
the radii minus 1, then a trapped sphere forms in the future whose mass
is bounded bom below in terms of the two initial radii. (For a trapped
sphere S the outer component of the boundaIY of the future of 5 is
contracting at S). Mt > 0 and U has a boundary H, the event horizon,
a complete future null geodesie cone whose cross sectional area tends
to 161rMl. The trapped region T, defined to be union of a1l trapped
spheres, is a future set whose past boundary A, the apparent horizon,
is asymptotic to Hand contains DO incoming null segments. The future
boundary of T is the singular boundary B minus its center Bo. This is
the union of alI spheres of zero radius and positive masse B \Bo is strictly
spacelike. The curvature blows up at B\Bo at least as fast as (radius)-3.
FinallYt alI initial data except those in an exceptional set E, contained
in a hypersurface in the space of funetions of bounded variation, lead
either to a eomplete solution or to a strietly spacelike singular boundary
preceded by a trapped region (Cosmic censorship). However, € contains
an infinite dimensional set of initial data which lead "to the formation in
the future of singular points contained in U and lying at the center of
symmetry (naked singularities).
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Flow of CODvex Hypersurfaces by Functions of Curvature

Ben Andrews, Canberra

This work generalizes the results on mean curvature flow of convex hy
persurfaces to flows by other curvature functions in a large class. I will
also discuss recent developments in Harnack inequalities for these llows,
and some applications in geometry.

Blow Up ror Semilinear Parabolic Equations

Pavol Quittner, Bratislava •

We study stationary solutions and asymptotic behavioUI of solutions of
the following two problems:
Problem (PI):

1I,t = ilu - (Vulq + AU"
u = 0

u(z,O) = uo(z) ~ 0

Ut
8u
an

u(z, 0)
Problem (P2):

ilu - AUP

uq

= uo(z) ?: 0

in (} x (0, T)
on an x (O,T)
zEO

in n x (0, T)
on an x (O,T)
zEO

Hete {1 is a bounded domain in Rn, p and q > 1, A > O. If e.g. N = 1,
then the blow up (in finite time in LOO-norm) of solutions of (PI) Ol

(P2) may occur iff p ::; 2q - 1 (and A < q if p = 2q - 1) or p > q (and
A is sufficiently large if q ~ #fr), respectively. The results for (PI) were
obtained jointly with M. Chipot and M. Fila, the blow up results for
(P2) are new only in the case p > q > !f:r.

Hölder Estima"tes ror Quasilinear Doubly Degenerate Parabolic
Equations

A. V. Ivanov, Leningrad

We consider quasilinear degenerate parabolic equations of the type

8u a·
-8 - -8a'(z, t, u, Vu) + b(z, t, u, Vu) = 0

t Zi

4
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in a cylinder QT = {} X (0, T], {} C Rn, n ~ 1, where the functions
ai(z, t, u,p) a~d b(z, t, u,p) satisfy Caratheodory conditions and some
growth conditions. The typical example is the equation of nonnewtonian
polytropic filtration

We proved
1. Inner and boundary Hölder estimates for positive weak solutions

independent of their infimums.
2. Existence of nonnegative Hölder continuous in QT weak solutions

of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem.

Existence or Global Small Solutions in Nonlinear Thermoelas
ticity

Reinhard Racke, Bonn

First we characterize same typical existence respectively blow-up results
for nonlinear wave equations in bounded and unbounded domains. Then
the nonlinear hyperbolic-parabolic coupled system of thermoelasicity is
considered.

1. The three-dimensional Cauchy problem is reviewed.
2. Results for one-dimensional models are presented, mainly on the

existence of global smooth solutions for small data.

The Cauchy Problem ror Semilinear Hyperbolic Equations

e· Lev Kapitanskü, Leningrad

The existence and uniqueness of global weak solutions to the Cauchy
problem for a semilinear hyperbolic second-order (pseudo) differential
equation with the critical Sobolev exponent (in particular, the equation
Ucc - du + luI4/(n-2)u = 0, t E Rl, Z ERn, n 2:: 3) is proved. The proof
is based on certain new estimates for the solutions ci! the corresponding
linear problems, which generalize in several directions the weIl known
estimates of Strichartz, Brenner and Ginibre and Velo.
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Some Remarks on the Regularity properties of the equivariant
wave map in 2 + 1 dimensions

Manoussos G. Grillakis, College Park

The wave map equations consist of a system of equations of the form

O i + r i ( )80 ;8 k 0 . - 111, jk U 11, 011, = ,~- ,... ,n. (1)

•

Here u: R x Rn -+ (Mn, hij) is a map flom the Hat Minkowski
space-time to an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M equipped with
ametrie hij , and r~l:(u) are the Christoffel symbols on M. The space.
R x R'l is equipped with the standard metric .,.,a/3 = diag(-1, 1, ... , 1)
and aa = ~, aa = 17aßa/3 while 0 = aaaa is the D' Alembertian.
Equations (1) d'escribe the evolution of waves on the manifold M, and
are "critical" if n = 2. Assuming that n = 2 and that the map is
equivariant, i.e. it satisfies a certain symmetry, one can prove that the
solutions cf (1) are regular for al1 time provided that the metric satisfies
a certain restrietion. It is an interesting open problem to understand
the behaviour of (1) when n = 2. If one assumes that M has negative
curvature the solutions should be regular, it is not clear what happens
if M has positive eurvature, for example M = S2 the two dimensional
sphere.

Degenerate Semilinear Parabolic Equations

Andreas Stabel, Salt Lake City

On a smooth bounded domain (1 in RN and on a given time interval
I = [0, T+] we eonsider the equation .

Ut - div(agradu) + bgradu = f(u)

with Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions. For a subset S
of (} we require

If g,(z) is the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetrie matrix a, then we
have the essential assumption g,-l E Lq(O) for some q > 1.
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If 8/(8) ::; c(l + 82) and Ulc=o E W 2 ,2(O) n LOO(fi) and suPP(ulc=o) ce
0\5 then there is a unique solution U of the problem with

'I.' E Lip(l, L2 (n» n C i (!, H~(n» .

H~ is the weighted Sobolev space with the norm lIulI~l
c.

(aVu, Vu).

On a Construction of Morse Flows for a Variational Functional
.• of the Harmonie Map Type

Norio Kikuchi, Keio University, Yokohama

We try to construct Morse ß.ows for the variational functional

•

in the Sobolev space H 1 (O, R M ), M ~ 1, where {} is a bounded smooth
domain in Euclidian space Rtn, m ~ 2, and· the coefficients A':j, 1 ::;
a, ß :s; m, 1 :s; i, j :s; M, are bounded smooth functions satisfying
Legendre-Hadamard condition. We adopt the following methode Let
T be a given positive number and '1.'0 E H 1 (O, R M ) be a given initial
mapping. For a positive integer N sufficiently large, we put h = TIN.
Starting from uo, we inductively construct two sequences of mappings U n

and functionals Fn , n = 1,2, ... , N, as folIows: Fot each n, 1 :$ n :s; N,
we define a functional In by

and fix Un as a minimizer of Fn in the space Uo +HJ(O, RM). We notice
that {Un}l<n<N is an approximate Morse :ftow. We have an estimate,
independent <rl" N, of "CaccioppoIi's type" for {-un}.

7



for t =0, Uo E C~(R3)

for t = 0,1.'1 E C~(R3)

For time-discrete linear parabolic equations related to the functionals
F 'B' 1 :5 n :5 N, it is stated that the following estimates are valid:

1. Hölder estimate of Ladyzhenskaya-Ural'ceva's type.
2. Harnack inequality of Morse's type (by M. Misawa).
3. Campanato estimate for vector case.

Global SolutioDS of N onlinear Wave Equations

Hans Lindblad, Prineeton

We are concerned with conditions on G such that the Cauchy problem •
3

8;1.'- L8~iu G(u,u',u")
i=l

1.' = EUO

Ut EUl

G(O) =G'(O) = 0

has global 0 00 solutions u for small E > o. It is weIl known that the
"null condition" of Klainerman implies global existence. However, we
conjecture that this should be true also if G contains terms of the form

We prove this conjecture in the radially symmetrie case.

The Initial Value ProbleDl rar Self-Gravitating Fluid Bodies

Alan Rendall, Garehing

I will discuss what is known eoncerning the initial value problem for a •
self-gravitating fiuid body and in particular the question of loeal in time
existence in the ease of aperfeet fiuid described by the Ewer equations..
In the ease of Newtonian gravitation there is an existence result due
to Makino and I have generalized this to the eorresponding situation
within the framework of general relativity. An intersting intermediate
ease, that ofpost-Newtonian gravitation, will also be mentioned together
with possible applications to the rigorous justification of approximation
techniques in general relativity.

8
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Global Existence and .A.symptotic8 of Solutions of the
Robinson-Trautman (2d-Calabi) Equation

Piotr Chrusciel, Canberra

To every equation of the Robinson-Trautman (RT) equation

8gi ; 1
8u = 12mdgR gij, m =constant

where 9i; is a u-dependent family of Riemannian metries on a smooth,
eompact, eonneeted, orientable two dimensional manifold M 2

, one ean
associate a vacuum solution of Einstein equations deseribing a space
time, with a Sehwarzschildlike event horizon when m > 0 and M 2 = 52.
Global emtence of solutions of (*) ean be established for H 4 initial
data. A rather preeise asymptotic expansion as U -+ 00 of solutions
of (*) is .needed in order to understand smoothness of the space-time

. metric across the event horizon 1f,+. In a joint work by this authoI and
D. Singleton such an expansion has heen shown to hold, which leads to
the result that fOI generic RT space-times which start flom "sufficiently
small" initial data DO extensions of 0 123 differentiability across the event
honzon 1f, enst, vacuum 01 otherwise. It is believed that the "small
data" restrietion is unnecessary.

Global Classical Solutions of Semilinear Wave Equations

.Hartmut. Pecher, Wuppertal

Consider Cauchy. problems of the type

Utt - Llu+ f(u) = 0
u(z,O) = tp(z)

Ut(z,O) = ,p(z)
where the data cp and 1/J are not assumed to satisfy a smallness condition.
If the energy funetional is definite and the data have finite energy the
enstence of global weak solutions is weIl known. Ir one wants to have
more regularity, further restrietions were necessary to establish such re
sults. In the ease of C 2-solutions f had to fulfill a growth condition at
±oo, namely f(u) f'OtJ lulp -

1u as u -+ ±oo, where p< :!~, and moreover

n :5 9. If n = 3, p = :!~ could be included . I am now able to show

9



that in the case n = 3 also nonlinearities which only fulfill a "one-sided"
condition are allowed. 1 has to be of the class c2,a(R), and 1/(8)1 :5 K
as a -+ +00, and /(8) ~ -K Va E R, where K is an arbitrary real con
stant. For a more restricted class of nonlinearities such as f( u) = 0 for
u ~ 0 and f( u) = lulP fOI U < ~ and p > 2 arbitrary, a densely defined
scattering operator in energy space exists that belongs to the pair cf
equations Utt - dU+ f(u) =0 and U~t - ßUo = o.

Regularity of the Flow defined by Quasi-linear Hyperbolic
EquatioDS and Applications to Qualitative Properties of the.
Flow

Berhert Koch, Heidelberg

The local behaviour of a flow near an equilibrium should be described
by some kind of Taylor expansion. Bifurcation theorems' establish such
results in rather general situations-for differentiable :Bows.
An example is given, which shows that the :ßow generated by a hyper
bolle equation is not differentiable. This flow has same differentiability
properties if one considers a sc8J.e of spaces. This allows to prove a Bopf
bifurcation theorem.

Evolution and Self-Organization Laws in Complex Systems

Sergey P. Kurdyumov, Moscow

New ideas and mathematical methods for the studying different non
linear open systems and general classes of nonlinear differential equa
tions are given. It is shown that properties of localization of different
nonstationary dissipative processes in a nonlinear medium such as non
linear heat conductivity and combustion are the most general ones and •
playan important role in the understanding "laws of evolution" and the
structure of the attractors of nonlinear systems. The idea of so called
"eigenfunctions" cf nonlinear systems which are the only asymptotieally
stahle trajectories is considered. It is shown that in many cases above
"eigenfunctions" are some explicit solutions which are invariant under
Lie or Lie-Bäcklund transformations or so ealled approximate self-similar
solutions. The elass of nonlinear heat equations with source of energy of
the form ut =ßtP(u) + Q(u) is discussed in detail.

10



Regularity' of Scattering Operators ror Nonlinear Klein Gordon
EquatioDS

Philip Brenner, Göteborg

In this talk we discuss mapping properties of the scattering operator

where u± are solutions of the linear Klein-Gordon equation

(KG)

such that they asymptotically are approachedby the solution U of the
equation

(NLKG)

•

as t --+ ±oo. The main result is the following theorem.

Theorem: Let n ~. 3 and let f(u) = lulp-1u where 1+ ~ < p< 1+ ~~2.

Then S maps H' x H,-l into H' x H,-l for 1 :5 s ::; 2 and

lIu(t) - U±(t)IlH. ---+ 0, t ~ ±oo.

Derivative Nonlinear Schrödinger Systems

Horst Lange, Köln

We consider some examples of nonlinear Schrödinger equations which
contain derivatives of the wave funetion in the nonlinear part, and diseuss
the difficulties coming from that fact. The examples are e.g.
Problem (PI):

. . I 12~ 'Ut =- Uzz + ~ Q 11, z 'U •

Problem (P2):

11



Problem (P3):

i Ut -Uxz + 'Y4Ju 'U

8</J
tPu = oz Iy=o

tPzz + </Jyy 0
tPyly=o 61ul;

tPyIY=-l = 0
u(:c + 1, t) u(:t, t).

Here a, ß and 'Y are real numbers. The Problems (PI) and (P3) come
flom the theory of deep water waves (Dysthe's NLS), whereas (P2) de-
scribes the thickness and velocity of a thin layer of a superßuid film •
(also appears in Heisenberg ferromagnets). We discuss global existence
and uniqueness results for weak finite energy solutions of various ini-
tial boundary value problems for (PI), (P2) and (P3) which are quite
different in each case.

Sharp Estimates of Blow-Up ror Degenerate Parabolic Equa
tion with Gradient-like Diffusion Source

Sergey A. Posashkov, Moskow

The Cauchy problem for quasilinear parabolic equation with source

Ut Ao(u) := V· (IVulD'Vu) + uß for t > 0, :c E Rn
u(O,:z:) = uo(:z:~;::: 0 :z: in RN

Vuo E C(R )
sUPUo < 00 ,

where u > 0 and ß > u+ 1 are fixed constants, is considered. U nbounded
blow-up solutions u = u(t,:t) ~ 0 to the above problem existing on a
finite time interval (0, Ta) such that

limsupu(t,O) =+00 , t --+ Tö < +00

is investigated. The main results are to prove estimates of u(t,:c) near
finite blow-up time t = TÜ . For solution u = u(t, r), r = l:tl > 0
under some hypotheses on uo(r) ~ 0 the following upper estimate in
(O,To) x {r > O}

u(t r) < (ß - (0" + 1) ( 0" )~) - l-iti:1) . r- ti-i!4-1)
'- U + 2 O'(N + 1) + 2

12
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zE(O,oo)
t>O

and the following lower estimate for small r > 0

u(Tü,r):= liminfu(t,r) 2: Cl r- tl-i:;1) , Cl = Cl«(j,ß,N)
e-.T;

are proved.

Global Solutions of the Dirichlet Problem in One-Dimensional
Nonlinear Thermoelastieity

S. Jiang, Bonn

We consider the following initial boundary value problem for the equa
tions of one-dimensional nonlinear thermoelasticity

'Ut - Vz = 0
Ve - U z = 0

1)2
(e+T)t-(CT1)z+Qz = 0

vl80 = 8180 0
u(O) = 11,0, v(O) vo, 8(0) =80

u is the displacement gradient, v the velocity and (J the temperature
difference. (j:= u(u, 8) = 8Yb:,8) is the stress and ,pe 'U, 8) the HeImholtz
free energy, q := q(8:) is the heat flux, e := e(u, 8) = .,p( 'U, 8) - (8 +
To) 81Pt,8) the initial energy and To the reference temperature.
Under the usual assumptions on 1/J and q (such that the above system
is hyperbolic-parabolic) we prove a global existence theorem for smooth
small initial data by the L 2 energy method.

• Almost Periodic A ttraetors for a Class of Reaction-DifFusion
EquatioDS on RN

Pierre-A. Vuillermot, Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn

Our talk was devoted to the presentation of some recent results concern
ing the long-time behaviour of classical solutions to certain parabolic
partial differential equations which occur in population genetics. We
showed how to construct almost-periodic attractors for those equations,

13
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and how to prove their uniform Liapounov stability by devising an ap- ..
propriate center-manifold theory for nonlinear and non autonomous evo
lution equations on Sobolev spaces

Transitions in Convective Turbulence

Peter Constantin, Chicago

We offer an estimate of the average area of isotherms in eonveetive tur
bulence as a possible signature of the observed transitions. Theestima.
predicts roughening above an inner scale. As this scale passes througW
the significant scales established in the medium (size of the domain, size
of the mixing layer ete.) the signal ehanges qualitatively.

Weak and Strong Solutions of the Navier-Stokes Equations

Wolf von Wahl, Bayreuth

We eonsider the Navier-Stokes equations

0tU - Vdtt + uVu + V1r = f
Vu = 0

ulan = 0
u(O,~) = tto(z)

over a cylindrical domain [0, +00) x {l, where {} mostly is a smooth,
bounded domain of R3. First we eliminate the pressure ?r by applying
the projection onto the divergence-free part of LP(O). Then a loeal (in
time) strong solution of the problem is constructed. Beside tbis solution
there is a global weak solution of the problem. The eonnection between
local strang and global weak solutions is discussed via Serrin's uniquenes~
theorem. Finally the regularity of weak solutions is studied. _

14



(1)•

Die Herren B. Chow und F. John waren leider verhindert an der Tagung
teilzunehmen; sie haben jedoch ebenfalls Vortragszusammenfassungen
geschickt, die wir nachstehend abdrucken.

The Ricci Flow on Surfaces and 2-0rbifolds

Bennett Chow, New York

The Ricci llow is the nonlinear parabolic equation obtained by deform
ing a Riemannian metric in the direction of its Ricci tensor. In light of
ThuIston's Geometrization Conjeeture and the Calabi conjecture, it is of
special interest to consider the Ricei fiow on 3-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds and n-dimensional Kähler manifolds, respectively. The study
of the Ricci fiow on surfaces and 2-orbifolds is necessary in analyzing the
singularities which develop under the Ricci fiow on 3-dimensional Rie
mannian ~anifolds. Moreover, surfaces are I-dimensional' Kähler man
ifolds. Thus, one hopes that the techniques on surfaces will generalize
to Kähler manifolds. By the work of Richard Hamilton, Lang-Fang Wu
and the speaker, there is a relatively complete understanding of the Ricci
fiow on surfaces. In particular, one has a new proof of the uniformization
theorem and a generalization to orbifolds.

Lifespan of Finite Amplitude Waves in an Isotropie Homoge
neous Hyperelastic Material

Fritz John, New York

Let u = u(t, z) = u(t, Zl, Z2, Z3) denote the displacement vector, and
1),' = (~) the J acobian matrix. The equations of motion are hyperbolic
and of the form

8
2
u _ '"" ~,(') 8

2
u

- LJc U •8t2 az~8z,
~,'

Here the matrices er, (1.1,') have as elements the second derivatives of the
energy function W(u'). In our case W(u/) is asymmetrie function ofthe
eigenvalues of the strain matrix t(u' + 1.1," +u"u'). The initial conditions
are

8u
u=/(z), 8t =g(z) for t=O

15
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with /, gin C(R3
). We first show the "almost global" existence ofwaves

arising from "small" initial disturbanees. Let 6 be the supremum of the
L 2-norms of all derivatives of fand 9 of order ~ 15. There exist then
two positive constants 60 and A depending only on the choice of the
function W(u'), such that the solution u(t, z) of (1) and (2) ensts for

(3)

provided 6 < 60 • For a finer analysis of the solution we assume that the
initial data (2) have the form

(4)

with Fand G fixed in Co(R3) and a positive scalar parameter €. We
investigate "the solution u = u(t, 2:, E) for small E. We write (1J as a
first order system for the vector U with the 12 components ~, ~ for
i, k = 1,2,3:

au =LB;(u') au
8t. fJz j

3

(5)

We write z = re with r = 1:1:1, eE 52. We introduce the characteristic
matrix of the linearized equations

(6)

We have 12 eigenvalues Aa and corresponding eigenvectors 1]0 for the
constant matrix B. if 0 < C2 < Cl denote the speeds of transverse and
longitudinal waves in the linear theory, then A = 0 is an eigenvalue of
multiplicity 6, A = ±C2 have multiplicity 2, and A = ±CI have multiplic-
ity 1. e
The key is the expansion

(7)

It turns out that Wo = O(~) as long as (A a + f)-l is bounded. The
bulk of the transverse waves is concentrated near the cone r = C2 t , and
that of the longitudinal waves near the cone r = Cl t. Surprisingly the
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...

transverse waves da not blow up before the longitudinal ones, due to the
special nature of the function W(u'). Blow-up of the longitudinal waves
does not occur before a time eA

/ f
• Here A depends on the choice of F,

G and W. More precisely A depends on the values for large t of the
solution of the linear equation

with initial values (4), and on the first derivatives of the c"" (u') for
u' =o.

Berichterstatter: N. Hungerbühler
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 22/1991

Differential Geometry in the Large

19.5. bis 25.5.1991

. Die Leitung der Tagung hatten die Herren W. Ballmann (Bonn), J .P. Bourguignon (Palai
seau) , W. Klingenberg (Bonn) und W. Ziller (Philadelphia) inne. In den 23 Vorträgen
wurden aktuelle Ergebnisse vorgestellt, deren Themen mit den Stichworten negative Krüm
mung, homogene Räume, dynamische Systeme, metrische Differentialgeometrie und Ana
lysis auf Mannigfaltigkeiten nur grob umrissen sind.

Beeindruckend war das enge Zusammenspiel geometrischer und analytischer Methoden,
das zu zahlreichen vertiefenden und anregenden Diskussionen Anl~ gab.

Die familiäre Atmosphäre in Oberwolfach bot Gelegenheit zum Knüpfen neuer Kontakte
über Generationen und Nationen hinweg, besonders erfreulich war die Anwesenheit einiger
russischer Mathematiker.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M. ANDERSON (5tony Brook)

MINIMIZING THE L2 NORM OF CURVATURE ON 3-MANIFOLDS

Consider the functional JM.IRI2(g)dvg on the space of metries MI of volume 1 (mod
diffeomorphisms) on a compact 3-manifold M. We study the convergence/degeneration of
sequences approaching critical values of J IRI 2dv ~ e.g. the infinum.

If (gi) is a sequence in M, with J IRI~jdvgi ~ k, we define a thick/thin deeomposition of
(M,90). The thick part is preeompaet in the Co n L2,o topology, for a < !; in partieular
there are only finitely many diffeomorphism types. The thin part admits an f-strueture
- is hence a union of Seifert fibred manifolds.

If (gi) is a sequenee in MI approaching a eritieal value of J IRI2
., we prove eonvergenee on

a (maximal) thick part n c M to a smooth metric goo on n which is eritical for J IRI2 on
n.
Hone restriets J IRI 2dv to the submanifold S C MI of constant sealar eurvature metries it
is remarked that eritieal metries for the restricted funetional are critical also on MI. This
leads to existence of critical metries whieh are complete, finite volume, of eonstant scalar
curvature and with IRI2 = const. The conjecture was made that such critieal metrics are
complete hyperbolic. This is true if the Ricei-curvatrue is negative at some point.

I. BABENKO (Moscow)

ASYMPTOTIC INVARlANTS OF RIEMANNIAN M.ANIFOLDS
AND CLOSED GEODESICS

The function of the volume of a geodesie ball of a large radius for some covering of the
Riemannian manifold is eonsidered. New homotopical invariants of the given manifold
are determined by means of changing the initial metric. These invariants are not the
invariants of tbe fundamental group only, they characterize the given manifold as a whole.
Call these invariants "absolute asymptotie volumes" They are closely eonnected with some
other useful geometrieal characteristics of the manifold. In particular they allow to get
asymptotie estimates of the number of elosed geodesics depending on the "tOPOlOgieal.
eonstants" .

Ch. BÄR (Bonn)

REAL KILLING SPINORS AND HOLONOMY

We classify all compact simply connected Riemannian spin manifolds earrying real Killing
spinors. Areal Killing spinor is a spinor field 1/1 for which there is a constant Q E IR, Q # 0,
such that for all tangent vectors X the equation Vx 1/1 = a· X . t/J holds. In partieul.ar, we
show that in even demension n f:. 6 only the standard sphere oecurs. The proof yields new
examples of manifolds with exceptional holonomy G2 and Spin (7).
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V. BANGERT (Freiburg)

CLOSED" GEODESICS ON 52: RECENT PROGRESS

In a preprint from February 1991 John Franks presents a proof for the existence of irtfinitely
many (geometrically distinct) elosed geodesics for a large elass of Riemannian metries
on 8 2 ineluding 811 thos.e with positive eurvature. This is the dass \vhere - follo,ving
G.D. Birkhoff's idea - one can reduee the study of the geodesie flo\v to the investigation of
the dynamies of an area preserving map of an annulus. Relying on results by ,~;. Thurston,
M. Handel and by himself John Franks shows that every area-preserving diffeomorphism
of tbe closed annulus which has an interior (fixed or) periodie point has infinitely many
interior periodie points. Prior to this work the existence of infinitely many elosed geodesies
was only known for C2 metries on 52.

If Birkhoff's annulus map is not defined one can" use results by Bangert or Bangert/Klingen
berg to prove the existence of infinitely many closed geodesics by variational methods.

Put together this shows that there exist infinitely many closed geodesics on every Rieman
nian 2-sphere.

G. BESSON (Grenoble)

ENTROPY OF RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

We (G. Courtois & S. Gallot) study the volume growth of a negative curved metric in
the universal cover of a compact manifold. The main question (asked by M. Gromov) is
whether a locally symmetrie metric is a minimwn, for this invariant, among metrics of
fixed volume.

Dur result extends a result due to Katok which says t,hat the answer is true when we
restrict ourselves to metrics in the conformal class of the loeally symmetrie one.

To do so we developped a technique consisting of embedding the universal cover in the
unit sphere of a Hilbert space, and then introduce a conformal invaxjant and estimate it in
terms of known quantities such as the bottom of the speetrum in the universal cover and
the entropy of the universal cover. Then we finish by a question involving the volume of
ideal simplices in the hyperbolic geometry.

O. BIQUARD (Palaiseau)

STABLE PARABOLIC BUNDLES AND SINGULAR CONNECTIONS

We consider parabolic bundles over aRiemann surface in the sense of Seshadri. We con
struet functional spaces of connections, singular over the marked points, and gauge groups,
which are canonically assoeiated to the parabolic structure. As a consequenee, one can
prove the Mehta-Seshadri theorem by Donaldson's method and give constructions of 1) the
moduli space of stahle parabolic bundles 2) the moduli space of parabolie~ly stable Higgs
bundles with the Higgs field meromorphic at the punctures and at most simple poles, with
residue preserving strictly the parabolic structure.
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S. BUYALO (Leningrad)

SIMPLICIAL SPACES ASSOCIATED TO A HADAMARD MANIFOLD AND ITS
ISOMETRY GROUP

We introduce in a natural way aseries of simplicial spaces associated to a Hadamard
manifold and its isometry group. This construction is very useful in many questions
concerning the manifolds of nonpositive sectional curvature. I mean such questions as
what we can say about such manifolds with small inscribed ball radius, how do look like
the ends of manifold with negative sectional curvature. For example, this construction
plays a crucial role in the proof of the following theorem: There exists a constant c > 0
such that if an n-dimensional, n = 2,3,4, closed smooth Riemannian manifold M with
sectional curvature -1 :5 K :5 0 has the inscribed ball radius u{M) :5 c, then there exists
a Cr-structure on M and the metric of M contains locally an Euclidean factor.

E. CALABI (Philadelphia)

ISOSYSTOLIC PROBLEMS

Given a closed manifold M(class COO) various classes of systoles can be defined as function
als on the space of all Riemannian metries on M : for any such metric g, for instance:

i) the general systole Lo(g) = infimum length of all closed geodesics

ii) the homotopy systole (if 1f1 (M) =/: {e} )L1f(g) = infimum length of all non-contractible
curves on M; .

üi) the homological systole (if H1(M, 7.l) f; 0), LHz(g) = inf1mum length of all nontrivial
. cycles represented by closed curves in M.

iv) the rational homologicalor orientable homology systole, LHQ(g) resp. LH,(g), if H1(M)
satisfies corresponding conditions, represented by the infimum length of all elosed
curves representing a nontrivial rational homology class (resp. a nontrivial orienta
tion preserving integral cycle) on M.

Related to these systoles (especially to LH Q (g) is the "dual" systole L· (g) defined as the
infimum Loo-norm (with resp. to 9 ) of any closed I-form ß on M representing ade Rahm
class on M with nontrivial periods, a1l integral valued.

All the above may be eompared with the total volume V(g) of M via the scale-invariant
systolic "ratio p = p{g)

V(g) .
p(g) = L.(g»n ,n = d'tmlRM

For certain manifolds (notably KU( 1)-manifolds) the systolic ratio has an absolute low.
bound (Blatter, Accola, Berger, Gromov et al.) for all gon M called the extremal isosystolic
ratio, u(M): Gromov proved that it can be achieved by some (possibly degenerate or
singular) metric. .

General estimates of the exremal isosystolic ratio are rather crude, because of lack of
sufficiently useful criteria to construct or test metries for closeness to an extremal oue: a
few notable exceptions fonn tbe following short list:

i) the real projective spaces ]Pm.
p(IPffiJ (in terms of L 1r ) :
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achieved by the elliptic geometry metric (Pu, Chavel).

ii) For the torus T2: the Hat metric on ~/71[-1+2E3"] (C. Löwner) _
and in higher dimension by Rn / Ao where' Ao is an n-Iattice representing an optimal
sphere-packing by a lattiee pattern.

iii) For the Klein hottle: a special, singular metric (Bavard) defined by glueing toge·ther
two Möbius hand on the boundary where each has the metric defined by taking the
euclidean spherical zone {(x,y,z)em.3

: x~ + y2 -+ z2 = '1, Izl :5 J;r} and identifying
antipodal points: here

~ 2·~V(g) = 21T· v2, L(g) = 1r p(M) = --
1r

For other surfaces the problem is open. Conjecture (by Gromov): For a surface E of
genus 9 (orientable), 9 :> 2,

The problem is being investigated for 9 = 2,3 with varying results and upper and lower
bound estimates for p(E). The Euler-Lagrange equation for systems of closed geodesics
achieving the systole on E and intersecting in a common Ioeal domain are derived and
studied; this is an application of a global theory of Riemannian (geodesic) wehs of geodesic
foliations.

Chr. CROKE (Pennsylvania)

VOLUMES OF BALLS IN MANIFOLDS WITHOUT CONJUGATE POINTS

We consi<:ler volumes V(x, r) of halls of radius r in the universal cover of a compact llieman
nian manifold M which has no conjugate points. We compare the average AVE V(x, r)

. zEM
(with respect to the Riemannian measure) to V6( r), the volume of a ball of radius r in the
simpIy connected space of constant curvature fJ. .

a) AVE V(x,r) ~ vo(r) with equality iff M is Hat.
. zEM

.b) H liminfr_ oo ~(~) = 1 then M is Hat.

Further if hp is the measure entropy of the geodesie flow of M and 6 = _(~ )2.
c) AVE V(x,r);::: V6(r) with equality iff M has constant curvature fJ.
z:EM. .

We also use b) to prove a rigidity ~esu1t for geodesie flows of Hat manifolds.

P. FOULON (Palaiseau)

ENTROPY RIGIDITY AND GODBILLON-VEY INVARIANTS

There are several rigidity problems in the context of contact Anasov ßows 'Pt on a compact
manifold. For the differentiahle rigidity we have the following result (Benoist-Labourie- -).
Theorem. Let M2n+l be a compact manifold, 'Pt an Coo contact Anasov How. H

(*) stahle and unstable foliations are Coo
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then there exist [0'] E BI (M, nt) such that the new spray Y = l+~(:t). is COQ eonjugated
(up to finite covers) to the geodesie ßow of a locally symmetrie space of rank 1. For the
rigidity entropy problem I prove: Theorem. Let M3 be a compaet 3-manifold, <pt a eontact
COQ Anasov flow. If the metric entropy and the topological entropy eoineide (h top = hll ),

then the flow <Pt is COQ conjugated to the geodesie flow of a surface with constant negative
curvature (up to finite covers). In higher dimension the question is not solved, even for the
geodesie ßows. I introduce new invariants, which I hope will help for sorne understanding
of the problem. The stable (unstable) foliation are Lagrange foliations (F, A), to such
a strueture are assoeiated (n + 1) elasses GV(P) that extend the Godbillon-Vey elasses.
For surfaees these classes can be used as well as Gauss-Bonnet formula to gain rigidity,
the advantage is that GV(2) exists in any dimension and I provide for it a Mitsumatsu
formula.

C. GORDON (Hannover)

ISOSPECTRAL, NON-ISOMETRie MANIFOLDS

Two elosed Riemannian manifolds are said to be isospectral if the assoeiated Laplace
operators have the same eigenvalue spectrum. All known examples of isospeet'ral manifolds
have a common Riemannian cover. We consider a number of constructions and examples
of isospeetral manifolds and examine their geometry.

D. GROMOLL (Stony Brook)

ISOMETRIC DEFORMATIONS OF COMPACT EUCLIDEAN SUBMANIFOLDS IN
CODIMENSION 2

Jointly with M. DAJCZER (IMPA) we have developed a strueture theory for isometrie
deformations of eompaet submanifolds f : Mn -+ ffi.!1+ 2

, n ~ 5. Roughly speaking, any
isometrie deformation is almost everywhere indueed by isometrie defonnations of hypersur
faces. This is a global result whieh is not true already in the complete ease. As a particular
application, if PI is the first geometrie Pontrjagin class of M, then p~ = PI "PI IDust vanish
wherever f is deformable. So for example, when f is analytic and topologically (PI]2 i= 0,
then f must be rigid. This answers a question of M. Gromov.

U.HAMENSTÄDT(Bo~)

EQUIVALENCE OF HARMONIC AND LEBESGUE MEASURES
IMPLIES ASYMPTOTICAL HARMONICITY

We eonsider compaet Riemannian manifolds M of negative seetional eurvature. The uni
versal eovering AI of M is diffeomorphie to m.n, and for every x E Al, Brownian motion
on M starting at x gives rise to a Borel-probability measure w:t on the ideal boundary
8M ""J T; M The measures w:t projeet to measures on the fibres of Tl M -+ M. We then
obtain a Borel-probability w on Tl M by defining w(A) = f w:t(AnT;M)dx. This measure
is tbe unique harmonie measure for the Laplacian along the leaves of the stahle foliation.

6



·c Using a suitable differential eomplex we show: Thm: If w is eontained in the Lebesgue
measure elass then M is asymptotically harmonie, i.e. asymptotically the Gr~n's funetion
u on M only depends on the distanee of points.

J.HEBER (Augsburg)

. RANK RIGIDITY OF HOMÖGENEOUS SPACES OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATURE

·e

We eonsider homogeneous spaees of nonpositive curvature whieh do not split as a Rie
mannian produet. Sueh spaees ean always be identified with a solvable Liegroup S =
A t>< N,N = [8,8], which is equipped with a left invariant metric (., .). The abelian fae
tor A is a Hat, i.e. a totally geodesieally and isometrically embedded Euclidean spaee in
(S, (.,.)) (results of Wolf, Aleksewskii, Azeneott/Wilson and Heintze). In this situation

(i) the foliation S = UnEN(n. A) by ßats naturally induees a polyhedral decomposition
of dimension (dimA - 1) for the ideal boundary S(00). This strueture completely
deseri.bes Gromov's Tits-distance at infinity and eoineides with the Tits-building at
infinity if (5, (., .}) is symmetrie;

(ii) as an applieation, (i) helps to prove higher rank rigidity, i.e. if (S, (., .}) is higher geo
metrie rank (every geodesie is contained in a Hat of dirn ~ 2), the spaee is neeessarily
symmetrie of noneompaet type and higher rank (unless it is a produet) ..

D. JOYCE (Oxford)

QUOTIENT CONSTRUCTIONS IN QUATERNIONIC GEOMETRY

'The subject of this talk is hypereomplex, hyperkähler, quaternionie and quaternionie
Kähler manifolds. (See e.g. Salomon, 'Riemanman geometry and holonomy groups', Pitma
Research Notes 201 (1989) for definitions). We deseribe a quotient eonstruction for hyper
eoniplex and quaterionie manifolds that generalise eonstruetions of Hitchin et al. for the
hyperkähler case, and Galidcki and Lawson for the quaternionie Kähler case. The impor
tant point is the definition of'moment map', which, in the hypereomplex ease is 3 funetions
JJi : M -+ g* , i = 1,2,3, satisfying the differential equation I1dIJl ~ 12dJJ2 = I.3dJ-l3' and
also a 'tranversality eondition', and which should be equivariant with the adjoint action of
the quotient group G on g*.

We then state some results, that self-dual metries on n .(I;p2 can be eonstructed as quater
niome quotients of IHlPn+1 by U( l)n, that include all of the explicit solutions given by
Poon arid LeBrun and also some others; further , that in dimensions higher than four, us
ing quotient teehniques and other techniques we may construet compact, simply-eonnected
hypereomplex and quaternionie manifolds, homogeneous and non-homogeneous, in every
diversion> 4.

This is a strong· contrast to the hyperkähler and quaternionie KähIer case, wher~ there
are very few eompact examples known other than Riemannian synunetric spaces; indeed
it is open whether there exist eompact quateniionie Kähler manifolds of positive sealar
eurvature that are not loeally symmetrie. -
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A. KATOK (University Park)

RIGIDITY OF SMOOTH ACTION OF 'LARGE' GROUPS
(Super-rigidity and hyperbolic dynamies)

We give a survey of recent (and on-going) work by S. Hurder, J. Lewis; R. Zimmer and the
author dealing with differentiable rigidity and global classifieation of actions of lattiees on
compact manifolds. There are two approaches: one ba.sed on hyperbolic dynamies, Stowe's
theorem and recovering the rational structure (started by Hurder and continued by Lewis
and tbe author) and tbe other based on the one of Zimmer's super-rigidity, property T
and normal hyperbolicity.

B. KLEINER (Pennsylvania)

A THREE DEMINSIONAL ISOPERIMETRlC INEQUALITY •

•

H D ~ JEn is a compact domain with smooth boundary then its boundary area and its
volume satisfy the isoperimetrie inequality area (8D) ~ Cn[volume(D)]n;;l where Cn =
voln - t (sn-

1J1V.
[voln (B(l»]"'-

It was conjectured some time ago that the same inequality would be valid for compact
domains sitting in a complete, l-connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature.
Our main result is the following comparison therorem, which settles the three dimensional
case of the conjecture.

'Theorem 1: Let (M3 , g) be a complete, l-connected, threedimensional Riemannian mani
fold with sectional curvature K~ :5 k :::; 0, and let NZ be the model spaee of constant
sectional curvature k. If D ~ M3 is a compact domain with smooth boundary, and B ~ N;
is a geodesie hall having the same volume as D, then area (8D) ~ area(8B). Moreover, if
area (8D) = area(8B) then D is isometrie to B.

The analysis of the equality case in Theorem 1 leads to a rigidity result for compact
subdomains of Hadamard manifolds of dimension n ~ 3:

Theorem !: Let (Mn, g) be a complete, l-connected Riemannian manifold with sectional
curvature KMn :5 k :5 0, and let D ~ Mn be a compact domain with smooth boundary.
If the sectional cw-vature of Mn is equal to k for every two-plane tangent to 8D, then D
has constant sectional curvature k.

F. LABOURIE (Palaiseau)

AFFINE ANASOV-DIFFEOMORPHISMS

We (Y. Benoist and I) study Anasov diffeomorphisms preserving a volume form and a
connection. We prove

Theorem 1: Let <p be an Anasov diffeomorphism preserving a connection and a volume
form. If the stable and unstable foliations are Coo, then <p is Coo conjugated to a smooth
automorphism of an infranilmanifold. Corollary: Every symplectic Anosov diffeomorphism
with smooth stable and unstable foliations is Coo conjugated to a smooth automorphism
of an infranilmanifold.
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The starting point of this is a theorem of Gromov which establishes the existenee of a
loeally homogeneous strueture on an open dense set, for a geometrie strueture having a
topologically transitive pseud<rgroup of transformations.

The problem then is to study Anasov actions on homogeneous manifolds and to identify
the group in question. U~ing deep results of Margulis-Goldsheid and Guivarc'h-Rangi we
also prove

Theorem ~: let G be a Zariski-dense subgroup of SL(n, IR) (to simplify) then there exists
a subgroup GI on G such that (i) GI is Zariski-dense (ii) free and finitely generated (iii)
consists only of real diagonalisable elements.

C. OLMOS (C6rdoba)

ISOPARAMETRIC SUBMANIFOLDS AND THEIR HOMOGENEOUS STRUCTURES

We give a simple and geometrie proof of the result of Thorbergsson 'Every compact irre
dueible isoparametrie submanifold of rank (i.e. eodeminsion) ~ 3 of the Euclidean spaee
is an orbit of an s-representation (i.e. isotropy representation of semisimple symmetrie
spaces)'. The proof reli~s on the construetion of a eanonical eonnection on the submanifold
such that the second fundamental form is parallel with respect to the normal connection
and this new connection. This eonnection satisfies also that the differenee tensor between
itself and the Levi-Civita conneetion is parallel (with the new connection). From a joint
work of C. Sanchez with the author follows the homogenity.

A. RESNIKOV ('llieste)

SYMPLECTIC TWISTOR SPACES

We construct ·closed 2-forms in twistor spaces over a compact manifold M. If M is sym
plectic itself, or if dim M = 4 and M is Einstein and K t=- 0, or if M is selfdual and Ricci
curvature is pinched, then these forms are symplectic. This gives a vast collection of new
examples of symplectic manifolds of different homotopical type.

We prove that auy selfdual manifold M with positive pinehed eurvature is eonformally
equivalent to 8 4 or CCp2 with standard metric. We also study intersections of totally
geodesie manifolds of positively curved M. We prove that two such submanifolds of a
pinched M2n of dimension n intersect at least in 2 points, using Lagrangian intersection
tbeory.

M. RUMIN (Strasbourg)

A HOMOGENEOUS COMPLEX ON CONTACT MANIFOLDS

We construct on contact manifolds a complex of differential forms 'modulo contact fonns'.
This complex is a resolution and leads, in tbe C.R. striet1y pseudoconvex case, to strongly
byperelliptic Laplacians which are bomogeneous with respect to some natural rescaling of
the metric. This allows us to represent tbe cobomology by harmonie forms in this sense. By
tbe use ofthe Webster connection, and associated Weitzenböck fonnulas, we can prove that

9



if the Rieci pseudohermitian eurvature tensor R is big enough compared to the Webster
torsion A (and it's horizontal covariant derivative in the three deminsional case), then the
first Betti number vanishes. In fact, at least in dimension three, one ean prove, by studying
the Carnot geodesies, that the manifold is compaet when R is big enough against A and
two horizontal eovariant" derivatives of it.

G. TIAN (SUNY, Stony Brook)

KÄHLER-EINSTEIN METRICS AND STABILITY

We eonsider the relation between the existenee cf Kähler-Einstein metries and various
stability conditions on a eompact Kähler manifold with positive first ehern elass. A cODcept
of strong stability of the tangent bundle is int!odueed. Such a strong stability is the sam..
as the stability of the extension of the tangent bundle by a trivial one with extension elaw
equal to a multiple of the first ehern elass. We proved that the existenee of Kähler-Einstein
metries implies. the strong semi-stability of the tangent bundle. We also proved that in

.ease of complex surfaees with positive first ehern class the existence of Kähler-Einstein
metries is equivalent to the strong stability of the tangent bundle. Other reiated topies
were also diseussed in the leeture.

MeKenzie WANG (Hamilton, Canada)

NON-SIMPLY CONNECTED RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS WITH NON-NEGATIVE
ISOTROPIe CURVATURE

This is areport on joint work in progress with M. Mieallef. A Riemannian manifold
(M, g) has non-negative (resp. positive) isotropie eurvature if for all isotropie 2-planes
P c TM @ <CP = {Z A w}, (R(Z A w), Z A w) 2:: 0 (resp. > 0), where R is the eurvature
operator extended CD-linearly to A2TM @ ce and ( ,.) is the hermitian inner product indueed
by g.

Suppose that (M, g) is eompact (without boundary) with non-negative isotropie eurvature.
First we give a strueture theorem for the universal cover AI. Next, we show that all
harmonie 2-forms on an even-dimensional M (with the above properties) are parallel. H
9 is loeally"irredueible, we show that either b2 (M) ='0 or else CM, g) is Kähler with
C1(M) > 0 and H 2 (M;71) ~ 'll.

Speeializing to 4 dimensions, we prove that eonneeted sums of manifolds with positiva
isotropie curvature admit metrics of positive isotropie eurvature. We apply Hamilton.
Rieci flow to refine the statement for the strueture of manifolds with non-negative isotropie
eurvattire. A Tachibana-type theorem is also dedueed, with the eorallary that a quarter
variably pinched Einstein metrie on 8 4 is isometrie to the standard metrie. Some informa
tion about manifolds with ; ·1 - W1 2:: 0 or ~ ·1 - W 1 2:: 0 & Einstein are also obtained
using the heat flow.

BERICHTERSTATTER: MATTHIA~WEBER
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 23/1991

Variationsrechnung und Optimalsteuerung

Optimal Cant·ral

26.5. - 1.6.1991

Die Tagung wurde von
R. Bulirsch, TU München,
A. Miele, Houston,
J. Stoer, Würzburg, und K. Well, Oberpfaffenhofen, geleitet.

52 Wissenschaftler aus dem In- und Ausland h.aben an der Tagung teilnehmen können.
Davon 11 Teilnehmer aus den Vereinigten Staaten, und zum ersten Mal hat eine erhebli
che Anzahl (10) aus den neuen Bundesländern und aus der Sowjetunion (5) teilnehmen
dürfen. Darüber hinaus nahmen auch Gäste aus Österreich, Frankreich und Polen teil.

In den Vorträgen wurden Grundlagenfragen ebenso behandelt wie Probleme der Pra
xis. Vorträge, die eher Grundlagenfragen zuzurechnen sind, befaßten sich mit ab
strakten optimalen Steuerungsproblemen, mit Anwendungen auf verteilte Parame
tersysteme (Benker), der Zeltmethode in der Steuerungstheorie (Boltyanski), Zerle
gung und suboptimaler Rückkopplungssteuerung bei nichtlinearen dynamischen Syste
men (Chemousko), numerischen Fragen bei der Lösung von Steuerungproblemen mit
Zustandsraumbeschränkungen (Dikusar), numerischen und theoretischen Ergebnissen
über Stekloff-Eigenwerte (Dittmar), Konvexifizierung von Steuerungsproblemen para
bolischer Differentialgleichungen (Kirillova), Pontryagin's Maximumprinzip bei Mehr
fachintegralen (Klötzler), optimaler Steuerung vererbbarer Systeme (Kolmanovskii),
notwendigen Bedingungen bei singulären Oberflächen (Melikyan), Maximumprinzip
für mehrdimensionale relaxierte Steuerungsprobleme (Pickenhain), der Anwendung des
analytischen Zentrums-(S·onnevend);-hinreichenden Bedingungen für nichtlineare para
bolische Steuerungsprobleme (Tröltzsch), Konvexifizierung von Steuerungsproblemen
bei parabolischen Differentialgleichungen (Kampowsky) und Differenzierbarkeit von
optimalen Lösungen bei Störungen (Maurer).
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Eine große Anzahl von Beiträgen 'waren den Anwendungen gewidmet, zum Beispiel:
Zeitoptimale Steuerung singulär gestörter Systeme (Ardema), Gleichungslösen als Pro
blem optimaler Steuerung (Bittner), Berechnung optimaler Roboterbahnen mit Hilfe
der direkten Mehrzielmethode (Bock), Sensitivitätsanalysen in der Elastomechanik
(Brokate), numerische Konditionierung von Steuerungsproblemen (Burns), Grenzzy
klen bei streng konkaven Steuerungsproblemen (Feichtinger), Steuerungsprobleme bei
der Kristallisation (Hoffmann), Zeitoptimale Steuerung von Industrierobotern (Kraft),
Steuerungsprobleme unter Unsicherheiten (Leitmann), die optimale Gestaltung von ela
stischen Stä.ben (Mikulski), Spline-Interpolation als Steuerungsproblem (Oberle), Sta
bilitätsprobleme bei einem optimalen Steuerungsproblem (Bourdache-Siguerdidjane).

Über effiziente numerische Verfahren wurde berichtet, so über iterative Methoden bei
Integralprozessen (Schmidt), über die SQP-Methode bei parabolischen Steuerungspro- •
blemen (Sachs), Schranken für die globale Lösung bei optimalen Steuerungsproble-
men durch semiinfinite lineare Prograrrunierung (Rudolph), singuläre Störungsmetho-
den mit Anwendung auf optimale Steuerungsprobleme (Mease), Trajektorienoptimier-
ung durch sequentielle quadratische Programmierung (Betts) und über die numerische
Lösung von optimalen Steuerungsproblemen mit Hilfe der direkten Kollokation (von
Stryk).

Eine große Anzahl von Vorträgen befaßte sich mit Anwendungen auf die Luft- und
RauInfahrt, so über singuläre Störungen bei optimalen Steuerungen (Calise), optimaler
Entwurf einer Mission zum Planten Neptun (Callies), optimaler Aufstieg eines hyperso
nischen Raumfahrzeugs (Chudej), Flugzeugoptimierung (Cliff), optimale Flugbahnen
unter Staudruckbeschränkungen (Grimm), optimale Unterstufenrückkehr eines transat
mosphärischen Fahrzeugs (Jänsch), Steuerbarkeitsuntersuchung für Wiedereintritt und
Aufstieg eines Raumtransportersystems (Kugelmann), Optimierung eines Reichweiten
flugs eines Hängegleiters (Pesch) und optimale periodische Flugbahnen mit singulärer
Steuerung (Sachs, Lesch) , notwenidge Bedingungen für Minimax- und Maxima~ro

bleme bei Aerogleitern (Vinh).

•
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Vortragsauszüge .

M. D. Ardema

Time-Optimal Control of Singularly Perturbed Linear Systems with Appli
cation to Disc Drives

A computer disk drive actuation is modeled as a singularly perturbed linear system.
A time optimal control law for such a system is developed from the analysis of two
reduced order systems. Attention is focused on the dependence of the control switching
times on the small parameter of the problem. Simulation results show that the contro.1
law gives improved results relative t<;l existing methods, except when movements on the
disk are very short. Adding more boundary layer switches and including more terms
in the asymptotic expansions are expected to solve the remaining problems.

H. Benker

An Algorithm for Abstract Optimal Control Problems Using Maximum
Prin'ciple and Applicaton to a ciass of Distributed Parameter Systems

Two algorithms using maximum principle for computing lumped parameter optimal
control problems are extended· to the following abstract optimal control problem in
Hilbert spaces:

J(u) = j(x(u), u) J: min, Ax = F(x, u).
uEUcH

Furthermore the application to concrete distributed parameter systems with non
convex fun~tional is eonsidered.

J. T. 'Betts

Path Constrained Trajectory Optimization Using Sparse Sequential Quad
ratic Programming

One of the most effective numerical techniques for the solution of trajectory optimiza
tion and optimal control problems is the direct transcription method. This approach
combines a nonlinear programming algorithm with a diseretization of tbe trajectory
dynamics. The resulting mathematieal programming problem is characterized hy ma
trices, whieh are large and sparse. Constraints on tbe path of the trajeetory are then
treated as algebraic inequalities to be satisfied by the nonlinear program. This lec
ture describes a nonlinear programming algorithm, which exploits the matrix spar
sity produced by the transcription formulation. The optimization algoritbm employs
a quadratie programming subproblem solved .using a Sehur-Complement method in
conjunetion witb a symmetrie indefinite multifrontal sparse linear algebra package.
Numerical experience is reported for trajectories with both state and control variable
equality and inequality patb constraints.
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L. Bittner

Das Lösen von Gleichungen als Problem optimaler Steuerung

Im Vortrag wird die geeignete Wahl von freien Funktionen in Homotopieansätzen, als
Steuerproblem aufgefaßt. Für die Gleichung F(x) =0 mit einer Näherung Xo ist der
folgend~ Trajektorienansatz

x(O) = Xo, F(x(t)) = F(xo} v(t) bzw. x = p-l(X) F(xo) v~ 0 ~ t ~ 1

. ein Beispiel, wobei v eine hinreichend glatte Funktion der Eigenschaften v(O) = 1,
v(l) = 0 ist. Wenn x(l) existiert, löst x(l) die Gleichung. Es ,,:,erden Sätie dafür
angegeben, daß die Trajektorie bis zu t = 1 hinauf definiert ist. Die Fehlerabschätzung
für ein Prediktor-Korrektor-Verfahren, angewendet auf das Anfangswertproblem führt •
auf die folgende Aufgabe zur Wahl von u = v: Wenn x= g(x, u(t)), x(O) = Xo ein dy
namisches System ist und q eine durch das P-K-Verfahren bedingte natürliche Zahl ist,
dann wähle man u als C(q-lLFunktion aus einer gewissen Klasse so, daß das Funktional
rp(u) = sUPo<t<lllx(q)(t)1I minimal wird. Diese Aufgabe wird behandelt und dafür
werden Lösungsaussagen für konkrete Spezialfälle hergeleitet.

H. G. Bock

Robot Trajectory OptimizatiQn by a Direct Multiple Shooting Method

Some desired properties of a direct multiple shooting method were briefly discussed.
Time-optimal trajectories for an elbow robot with 2 respectively 3 degrees of freedom
were presented.

v. G. Boltyanski

The Tent Method in the Optimal Control Theory

Tbe importance of the maximum principle consists not only in the result itself, but also
in its proof and the possibilities of generalization. There are many similar optimization
problems and each one differs from otbers by tbe specific conditions involved. A general
method for ootaining optimization criteria is much more important than a concrete, •
individual result. The tent metbod is just a general tool for finding necessary conditions
in different extremal problems. I found it by generalizing my proof of the maximum
principle and applying different arguments in the field of mathematical programming.
In the tent rnethod, the generality is coupled witb clear geometrie ideas and intuitive
comprehension. The main ideas and results of tbe tent method and sorne examples of
its application will be given.
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H. Bourdache-Siguerdidjane

Stability Conditions in Terms of Eigenvalues of a Nonlinear Optimal Con
trolled System

The purpose of this lecture is to show that, for some nonlinear systems, it is possible
to give algebraic conditions for the stability in terms of characteristic values. We
have ~ecently shown that for a certain dass of nonlinear systems, one may define
characteristic values and characteristic vectors, which satisfy an algebraic nonlinear
equation. That equation is equivalent to the known characteristic linear equation of
eigenvalues. This theory is illustrated by the determination of the analytic solutions of
the trajectories of an optimal feedback controlled spacecraft angular.momentum. From
this result, the stability conditions are deduced.

M. Brokate

Sensitivity Analysis in the Rigid Punch Problem

We consider an elastic seat deformed by a rigid body from above. Its indentation depth
is not given, but has to be determined from its weight. This leads to a noncoexive
variational inequality. We prove that the solution of the variational inequality has
a directional derivative with respect to parameters. Also some results of numerical
simulations are presented.

J. A. Burns

Control System Radii and Numerical Conditioning of Control Problems

We discuss questions of convergence and ill-conditioning of computational algorithms
for control design of distributed parameter systems. A simple thermo-elastic control
system is used to motivate the basic issues. We present an example to illustrate that
even convergent finite element methods can produce non-convergent control designs.
Control systems radii are int.roduced and applied to finite difference and finite element
models of control systems governed by parabolic and hyperbolic partial diffemtial equa
tions. These radii are shown to provide a measure of numerical ill-conditioning and
are computabfe for systems that have the special structure common to finite element
approximations. The lecture ends with a conjecture.

A. J. Calise

Singular Perturbations in Optimal Control Problems with State Variable
Inequality Constraints

The established necessary conditions for optimality in optimal control problems that
involve state-variable inequality constraints are applie<l to a class of singularly per
turbed systems. The distinguishing feature of this class of two-time-scale systems is
a transformation of the state-variable inequality constraint, present in the full order
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problem, to a constraint involving states and controls in the reduced problem. It is
shown that, when astate constraint is active in the reduced problem, the boundary
layer problem an be of finite time in the streched time scale. Thus the usua! require
ment for asymptotic stability of the boundary layer system is not applicable and can
not be used to eonstruct approximate solutions. Several alternative solution methods
are explored and illustrated with simple examples.

R. Callies

Optimal Design of a Mission to Neptune

For an interplanetary spacecraft from Earth t9 the planet Neptune trajectory optimiza
tion and the optimization of spaceeraft design are tightly eoupled to inerease overall
system performance.
For each set of boundary conditions and constraints the problem of trajectory opti
mization is transformed into a multi-point bouodary value problem. The spacecraft
is deseribed by a very accurate model. Model parameters and model functions are
integrated ioto the framework of differential equations. The solution of the resulting
problem is by the multiple shooting methode
For a journey to Neptune with a launch in the year 2001 the optimal spacecraft needs
18 years without swing-bys and has an initial mass of about 1.7 tons. Launch window
covers the fuIl year of 2001.

F. L. Chernousko

e

Decomposition and Suboptimal Feedback Control for Nonlinear Dynamic
Systems

A nonlinear dynamic system governed by Lagrange equations and subject to bounded
control forces is considered. Under a certain coodition the feedback control is chosen
in such a way that the system reaches the prescribed terminal state in a finite time.
This control is obtained through decomposition of the system ioto subsystems with one
degree of freedorn each and applying the approach of differential games. The obtained
feedback contro} is robust with respect to small disturbanees and parameter variations
and time-suboptimal. Applications to robot control are discussed. e
K. Chudej

Optimal Ascent of a Hypersonic Space Vehicle

The optimal ascent of a hypersonie Sänger typ space transportation system is investi
gated. The foeus of this presentation lies on the optimal ascent trajectory of the lower
stage, which is turbo and ramjet powered. Realistic models, which inhibit all of the
numerical problems are derived by a nonlin"ear least squares approach from given table
data. Due to its importance on the flight path the dynamic pressure is constrained.
Very aceurate solutions are obtained by multiple shooting. Due to the eomplicated
solution structure a good first estimate of state and especially adjoint variables is
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needed to start the multiple shooiing algorithm. This estimate is calculated by a di
reet' method, which solves a nonlinear programming version of the original problem.

- Therefore in fact a reliable hybrid solution technique is used to solve this state and
control constrained optimal control problem.

E. M. Cliff

Aircraft Cruise-Dash Optimization

We consider vertical plane motions of an aircraft and minimize a performance index,
which is a weighted sum of time and fuel J = WJ(tJ) + 8tJ,() ~ O. A steady ßight
solution is possible; in this ca.se the altitu~e, v~locity, path angle, load factor and
throttle-setting are each constant. It is known that with 8 = 0 the steady extremal
is not minimizing. For a given aircraft model we examine the family of solutions for
8 ~ O. Periodic extremals are found with bang-bang throttle and for' some () values
with bang-sitigular throttle. For (J > (Je the steady solutions are the minimizers.

v. V. Dikusar

Numerical Methods for Solving Control Problems with Control-State Con
straints

Availability of control-state constraints leads to a complication of the formulation of
the maximum principle. New objects emerge: measure and functional Lagrange mul
tipliers. For the computation it becomes necessary to examine the properties of these
objeets. Tbe list of examined questions include: canonieal problems (Dubovitsky and
Milutin), integration of ordinary differential equations, the nonlinear programming,
preliminary estimation of the type of contact of the optimal trajectory with inequality
constraints and the determination of Lagrange .multipliers. Optimization of reentry
body distance with fullloading eonstraints and of a problem of ßight-dynamic serve as
examples.

B. Dittmar

Numerical and Theoretical Results about Stekloff' Eigenvalues

The aim of this lecture is a classical eigenvalue problem for harmonie functions (In
C. BandIe: Isoperimetrie Inequalities and Applications, 1980). The Stekloff eigenvalue
problem is defined by the conditions

ßu = 0 in G
8u
- = ~uon C = 8Gan

G is a simply-eonnected domain and n the ontward directed normal. Let ~1 = 0 < ~2 :5
).3 ... be the eigenvalues of this problem. It is easy to show, that we roust distinguish
between the Stekloff eigenvalue of the exterior domain ).2,e and the one of the interior
domain ~2,i. We can derive the following sharp estimates with the first non-trivial
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~ - 1 < ~2.e.< ~ + 1
~ + 1 - ~2ti - ,\ - 1

This equation is often usefull in order to obtain numerical estimates for ~2,e, for example
if we have good estimates for ~2ti and ~. We describe brießy a new procedure for the
numerical evaluation of '\2 (ZAMP 39 (1988), S. 351 - 366), which works only with
upper bounds. Results of numerical experiments are given and all examples show a
monotonicity of the eigenvalues, which was derived in ZAMP 40 (1989).

G. Feichtinger

Limit Cycles in Strictly Concave Optimal Control Models •

The purpose of the talk is to identify economic mechanisms implying stable limit cycles
as optimal solutions of deterministic and autonomous control systems with infinite time
horizons. Three rather simple models are presented: Rational addiction and cyclical
consumption patherns, the corrupt politician under popularity constraints and a non
zero-sum differential game for the dynastie cycle of the ancient chinese history. The
Hopf bifurcation theory is ~pplied on the first order necessary <;onditions of optimality.
Three open questions are formulated: 1. In which way can Hopf bifurcation in two-
state optimal control models with path constraints accur? 2. Which are the sufficient
conditions, when the Hamiltonian is not concave? 3. Do there exist more complex
attra.ctors, i.e. chaotic ones, as limit sets of continuous-time optimal control models,
which are economically meaningful?

'W. Grimm

Optimal Aircraft Trajectories with Constrained Dynamic Pressure

The influence of the dynamic pressure constraint on the optimal control of a high per
formance aircraft is examined, which is modelIed as a point mass in threedimensional
space. Two different optimal control problems are considered: 1) maximum range in
fixed time and 2) minimum time approach maneuvers. First, the different types of
optimal control for all possible combinations of active control and state constraints are
determined. The optimal switching structure for 1) and 2) is determined with multiple e
shooting for various boundary conditions. Along tbe dynamic pressure constraint a)
full, b) partial and e) minimum throttle control oceur in tbe sequence as mentioned.
b) is a singular, c) is.a chattering contro!. The junction a)-b) is a particular theoret-
ical problem. Finally the accuracy of approximate solutions (parameterized optimal
control) is discussed.

K.-H. Hoffmann

Optimal Control of a Phase Field Model Describing Crystallization

Starting from the well known multidimensional Stefan type problem for solidification
of a liquid the phase field model is introduced and its physical meaning is discussed in

i

J
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detail. Existence and uniqueness is proved as weIl as stability under mild assumptions.
But tbe main goal of our presentation is to establisb results for the distributed optimal
control problem for the pbase field equations. Besides existence of an optimal control
necessary optimality conditions of first order were proved. The control problem is
nonlinear and nonconvex.. Nevertheless we are able to prove uniqueness of the optimal
control function loeal in time. From the necessary conditions we derive a numerica!
algorithm to compute a controlled crystallization process. Some computed pictures of
a star ·shaped growing crysta! were presented.

c. Jänsch

e Optimal Lower-Stage Return Trajeetories of a TSTO Transatmospheric Ve
hicle

This lecture presents optimal trajectories of a twerstage to orbit (TSTO) transatmos
pheric launch vehicle. In particular, the fuel optimal return Hight of the lower-stage
from tbe stage separation point subject to severa! state and control inequality con
straints is investigated. The suboptimal trajectories are obtained by a direct colloea
tion metbod that discretizes the state and control histories and introduces collocation
constraints to satisfy the state differential equations. It is shown that the algorithm
is ahle to converge from rather "bad" starting estimates for the controls. The optimal
solution is also compared to steady-state flight mechanics considerations and to yehicle
performance data. Then it is seen that the quasi-cruise Hight segment takes place at
(LI D)max and the initial turn takes place near the corner velocity.

"W. Kampowsky

Convexification of Control Problems in Parabolic Differential Equations

The lecture presents a common work of U. Raitums (Latvian State University, Riga,
Latvia) and the author. We consider an optimal control problem governed by a non
linear initial-boundary value problem for a parabolic differential equation of second
order of divergence type and by a cost functional of integral type. Tbe control func
tions appear in the coefficient functions of the differential equation and of a Neumann
boundary condition. Using tbe so called decomposition condition and a basic lemma
of coilvexification it 's possible to cODsider extensions of tbe control problem, which
are defined by the convex hull and an extended convex hull of tbe elliptic differential
operators and cost functionals given by the admissible control functions. Necessary
optimality conditions in form of a minimum prindple are derived by applying a special
extension of this kind.

.F. M. Kirillova

Feedback Optimal Controls

The lecture deals with optimal control problems and gives abrief account of a course
of lectures by R. Gabasov and F. Kirillova on feedback optimal controls. The course
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is based on a new point of view on'f~dback optimal control problems and results of
the authors and their collaborators dealing with constructive theory of extremal prob
lems obtained during 1975-1990 in Minsk. All the typical optimal co"ntrol problems
nnder conditions oE uncertainty and restrietions on controls and state of control sys
tems are considered. Algorithms oE constructing optimal identificators, estimators and
controllers are described. The form of realization is oriented on using microprocessor's
elements.

R. Klötzler

Pontryagin's Maximum Principle far Multiple Integrals

The lecture deals with the development and application of a modified form of Pontrya
gin 's maximum principle. This version prove correct too for problems of optimal control
by multiple integrals and functions of several independent variables, more precisely for
problems of Dieudonne-Rashevsky type.

v. B. Kolmanovskii

Optimal Control of Hereditary Systems

An -optimal control problem for a predator-prey system is considered. As controls
may be used different substances, which may act only on preys or on predators or
on both species simultan~usly. The optimal control problem consists of the systems
attainment its rest state from arbitrary initial state at minimum time. Existence of
an admissible control is established and existence of the optimal one is proved by
using the maximum principle. Switching curves of the optimal control are constructed
for all cases. Dependence of the optimal time on system parameters is investigated
numerically.

D. Kraft

Computation and Animation of Time-Optimal Constrained Controls of an
Industrial Robot

Industrial productivity can further be raised if the corresponding robots perform faster
motions. Therefore, a study has been performed to compare robot controls as applied
by an industrial control system with calculated optimal controls on the basis of an
identified model of the real robot. An average time-saving of 50% has been gained. The
time-optimal controls have been calculated with a direct shooting method including
control and state constraints in the joint coordinate system. To visualize the cartesian
motion an animation prograrn has been written to support tbe numerical simulations.

•

l
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B. Kugelmann

Controllability Investigations for Re-Entry and Ascent of Space Transporta-
. tion Systems

Dynamic systems, wbich are governed by ordinary differential equations, often describe
tbe trajectories of space vebicles. For tbe guidance of those vebicles it is not sufficient
to only calculate tbe nominal patb before launch-time but it is also important to have a
correction method in order to handle perturbations from the nominal path, which may
be due to tbe matbematical app~oximationof the physical process. In this lecture a
feedback algorithm is presented, which allows to compute control corrections in minimal
time during the process, while satisfying optimality conditions to the first order. This
method can be applied to various kinds of optimal control problems including state- .
control-inequality constraints, interior point constraints and discontinuity conditions.
The corresponding algorithm is applied to the re-entry problem of a Space-Shuttle
Orbiter type vehicle and the two-stage ascent of a Sänger configuration.

G. Leitmann

A Discrete Stabilizing Study Strategy for a Student Related Problem under
Uncertainty

We consider a lazy, forgetful but ambitious student, who wishes to reach a desired
knowledge level while learning and forgetting:

N(k + 1) = [bt + b2N(k)]W(k) - c N(k), k = 0, 1, ... , Tl - 1,

where N(k) is the knowledge level at time k (%), W(k) is tbe study effort (days/week)
-0 :5 W(k) :5 Ur, Tl the number of weeks with bi = b: +ßbi(k) (i = 1,2), c = c· +ßc(k)
with given Ißbi(k)1 :5 Ui (i = 1,2) and Ißc(k)1 :5 U3. The task is now to determine
W(k), k = 0,1, ... ,Tl - 1 that N(,.,) = N· (desired) for all realizations (all bi , c).

H~ Maurer

e Solution Differentiability for Perturbed Nonlinear Control Problems

We consider perturbed nonlinear control problems with data depending on a vector
parameter. Using second-order sufficient optimality conditions it is shown that the
optimal solution and the adjoint multipliers are differentiable functions of the param
eter. The proof of such a second-order sensitivity result exploits the close connections
between solutions of a Riccati differential equation and shooting methods for solving
the associated boundary value problem.
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K.D.Mease

A Computational Singular Perturbation Method Applied to Optimal Con
trol Problems

Tbe Hamiltonian systems associated with optimal control problems often exhibit the
behavior of a boundary layer. Computational singular perturbation (CSP) is a method
ology that leads to an algorithm for the solution of systems of ordinary differential
equations that exhibit boundary Iayer type behavior. We discuss the application of
CSP to the two-point boundary value problems of optimal control. Some illustrative
examples are presented.

A. Melikyan

Necessary Conditions for a Singular Surface in the Form of Synthesis (Gen
eralization of Kelley's and Kopp-Moyer's Conditions)

For the optimal control problem (e. g. time-optimal):

:i: = f(x,v), uE U, x(O) = xO
, x(T) E M c IRn

, T -+ rnJn
the necessary conditions in terms of Poisson 's brackets are obtained

(1)

(2)

for optimality of a singular surface; F.(x, p) are Hamiltonians, corresponding to each
side of surface, p is the gradient of Bellman function, which is proved to be twice differ
entiable. The Kelley condition is shown to have the form [[FoFt]Fa] + [[FtFo]Ftl $ 0,
which is the corollary of (2). Conditions (2) include also restrictions on controls, i. e.
using (2) forcomputation one needs not to check the inclusion u E U. The same is
true for Kopp-Moyer's conditions. The method of singular characteristics and smooth
continuation approach for Bellman function are used.

L. Mikulski

Optimale Ges·taltung von elastischen Stäben

In der Arbeit wird die Gestaltoptimierung des elastischen Stabes mit dünnwandigem
Profil betrachtet. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Bestimmung der optimalen Form von
elastischen Bögen unter verschiedenen Beschränkungen. Die dünnwandigen Träger
sollen so gestaltet werden, daß das Volumen minimiert oder der 1. bzw. 2. Eigenwert
maximiert wird. Als Steuervariable wählen wir die Breite eines Trägerprofils. Probleme
~er Gestaltoptimierung von elastischen Bögen lassen sich mathematisch als optimale
Steuerungsprobleme formulieren. Zur numerischen Lösung dieser Aufgabe wurde die
Mehrzielmethode ver:wendet. Erzielte Ergebnisse werden mit dem konstanten Profil
verglichen.

•
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H. J. Oberle

Spline-Interpolation and Histopolation as State-Restricted Optimal Control
Problems

An interpolation scheme -applied to positive function values in general will give ap
proximations, which are not necessarily entirely positive. Therefore it is useful to
search for an interpolation function, which minimizes the (linearized) strain energy
under the constraint of non-negativity. A similar situation arises, if one looks for area
matching approximations of positive histograms. It is shown that both problems can
be formulated as optimal control problems with a second-order inequality constraint.
The corresponding necessary conditions are derived showing that the .minimizer of the
first problem is a natural cubic spline function with respect to an augmented grid
whereas the minimizer of the second problem is a quartic spline function. The nec
essary conditions also reveal the corresponding junction conditions for contact points
and boundary subarcs. These imply certain smoothness properties of the minimizing
spline-functions. The criteria are applied to derive numerical algorithms to compute
the minimizers. Numerica.l examples are presented, which illustrate these methods.

H. J. Pesch

Optimierung des Reichweitenftuges eines Hängegleiters mit Hilfe eines Kol
lokationsverfahrens zur Startdatenschätzung für die nachfolgende Anwen
dung des Mehrzielverfahrens .

Bei der numerischen Lösung von optimalen Steuerungsproblemen mit Hilfe indirekter
Verfahren, wie zum Beispiel der Mehrzielmethode, liegt eine der Hauptschwierigkeiten
in der Bereitstellung geeigneter Startdaten; das schließt auch die Schätzung der ad
jungierten Variablen und der erwarteten Schaltstruktur 'der optimalen Lösung ein. Der
Zugang zum Mehrzielverfahren wird dadurch erschwert und seine Akzeptanz beein
trächtigt, obwohl gerade diese Methode sehr genaue Resultate liefert und auf Grund
der aus den notwendigen Bedingungen der Steuerungstheorie fließenden reichlichen In
formationen auch eine weitgehende Überprüfung der Lösung auf Optimalität gestattet.
Direkte Verfahren bieten dagegen einen einfacheren Zugang, da sie leicht zu handhaben

•
' sind, freilich verbunden mit geringerer Genauigkeit und weniger Einsicht in die Schalt
struktur der optimalen Lösung. Nicht selten werden auch Scheinlösungen erzeugt,
z.B. dann, wenn das endlich dimensionale Optimierungsproblem das unendlich dimen-
sionale Steuerungsproblem nur unzureichend beschreibt. In dieser Arbeit werden die
Vorteile beider Verfahren dadurch vereinigt, daß es gelingt aus der Näherungslösung
des verwendeten direkten Kollokationsverfahrens eine Schätzung für die adjungierten
Variablen und die optimale Schaltstruktur zu erhalten, deren Güte ausreichend für die
Konvergenz des Mehrzielverfahrens ist. Numerische Resultate werden für den reich
weitenoptimalen Flug eines Hängegleiters in einem Aufwind präsentiert.
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s. Pickenhain

The Maximum Principle for Multidimensional Relaxed Control Problems

In this lecture multidimensional control problems and corresponding dual problems
are investigated. Results of strong duality between dual and generalized problems
are obtained by using compactness properties of the set of relaxed controls and linear
programming methods in Banach spaces. A weak Maximum Prinziple is shown for a
class of generalized problems.

H. Rudolph

Bounds for Global Solutions in Optimaf Control via SILP

Tbe lecture deals with the relaxation approach to classical control problems, basing
on ideas of L. C. Young in variational calculus and developed by J. Ru~in for control
problems. This method consists in substituting a contro} problem by an -LP over a
measure space. Recently the author pointed out how to use methods of semiinfinite
linear programming (SILP) to get estimates for global optimal solutions of the control
problem, especially lower bounds for the global minimal value by use of the semiinfinite
simplex method. The globality seems to be one of the advantages of the relaxation
method; most of tbe nuriterical methods, basing on first or higher order n~cessary

conditions like Pontryagin's maximum principle, give only local solutions for the control
problem. Tbe approach is demonstrated by the numerical treatment of the minimal
fuel Earth-Mars transfer.

E. Sachs

Parabolic Control Problems Solved by SQP-Methods

We review some of the recent results on the convergence of redueed SQp-methods.
In the framework of parabolic control problems we illustrate tbe advantage of these
methods in comparison to full SQP-methods. We give numerical results, whieh eompare
this method to recent publications.

G. Sachs, K. Lesch

Optimal Periodic Trajectories with Singular Contral for an Aircraft with
High Aerodynamic Efliciency

Aireraft eruise for maximizing range per fuel is eonsidered as an optimal periodic con
trol problem. Optimality conditions for flight trajectories with singular ares and state
variable constraints are derived. Based on the equivalenee between singular and cliat
tering control, it is shown that chattering ares exist for a more realistic fuel consumption
model. With this model significant reductions in fuel consumption are achievable, if
the maximal altitude of tbe ßigth path is constrained. The computation of these tra
jectories presents strong requirements to the numerical algorithm. They increase with

•

•
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the a.erodynarmc efficiency of the airCr~ft and the decreasing of the wing loading. This
bebaviour of the numerical system will be presented as weIl as a view on tbe measures
to get a better convergence (lecturer : K. Lesch).

w. Schmidt

Iterative Methods for Integral Processes

There will be derived necessary optimality conditions for several control problems gov
erned by integral equations (Volterra and Fredholm integral equations, integral equa
tions witb delay, integro-differential equations). Lagrange-functionals or generalized
Mayer-functionals are considered. On principle there is the possibility of iterative
computing of optimal controls by means of these optimality conditions (maximum
principle). Aversion of the method oI Chernousko and Luybushin will be given. In
special cases the sequence of controls computed in this way converges in the sense of
the functional.

G. Sonnevend

Application of Analytic Centers for the Solution of Control and Observation
Problems with L-Infinity Bounds on the Variables

We· consider the problem of constructing measurement feedback control for tracking
a given output function Yl(t), 0 ~ t ~ T in the system - under (concave) state
constrai~ts hj(x) ~ 0, j = 1, ... , k -

where pointwise in t bounds Ilu;11 ~ Pi, resp.llvill ~ (ji, i = 1,2 are prescribed,
resp. known for the control Ul and tracking error VI resp. for the disturbance "2 and
measurement error V2 variables. The feedback control system bas the form

A A ~ B Biw .1 ~ h 2 2ii
x+~ iIlBi\l1I1VZi-VZ~-Pi~' wereZi=Pi+IIBjWI12

-A.I1I. + C·(Cix - Yihi+2 _ t 1;+4 8hj (x)
I (jl-IICix _ Yil1 2 j=1 hj(x) 8x ' i = 1,2

where x(O), \11 1(0), \112(0) are determined by Yl(·); these - as weIl as the explicitly
computed functions F, G - depend on k + 4 penalty parameters ii, which are the
weights for the logarithmic penalty terms in the two auxiliary Lagrange functions used
to define the "central" feasible solutions of our feasibility problem. We motivate this
solution concept ba.sed on tbe concept of a "central" solution of tbe convex feasibility
problem identifying special cases for its successf\ll application.
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o. von Stryk

Numerical Solution of Optimal Control Problems by Direct Collocation

By an appropriate discretization of control and state variables a constrained optimal
control problem is transformed. into a finite dimensional nonlinear program. Conver
gence properties of this discretization can be established. The nonlinear program is
solved by a SQP-method due to Gill, Murray et al.. From a solution of this good
convergent direct method reliable estimates of adjoint variables cari be obtained even
in the presence of active patb constraints. These estimates of state and adjoint vari
ables are weil suited as initial values for tbe numerical solution of the boundary value
problem oI. tbe necessary first order conditions by multiple shooting. New numerical
results are presented for very complicated problems: Minimum fuel ascent of the lower
stage of a two-stage space transporter system and minimum time and minimum energy
trajectories of an industrial robot with three degrees of freedom subject to state and
control variable inequality constraints.

F. Tröltzsch

Sufficient Second ·Order Conditions for Nonlinear Parabolic Control Prob
lems and Their Application

In the lecture a class of nonlinear optimal control problems for a parabolic partial
differential equation is discussed. The equation of state is semilinear, controls are
acting within the n-dimensional domain under consideration and on its boundary.
Moreover, constraints on the control and the state variables are given. This problem
is non-convex as the equation of state is nonlinear. Therefore, the known first order
optimality conditions are not sufficient for optimality. In the lecture, second order
sufficient optimality conditions are derived. It is shown, bow they can be applied to
show strong convergence of optimal controls for certain numerical approximations of
the optimal control problem.

N. X. Vinh

Necessary Conditions for Minimax and Maximax Problems with Aeroglide

Tbe necessary ~onditions for solving Chebyshev minimax (or maximax) problems with
bounded control are presented. The jump conditions obtained are applicable to prob
lems with single or multiple maxima. Hy using contenson domain of maneuverability,
it is shown that when the maxima are isolated single points, the control is generally
continuous at the jump point in the minimax problems and discontinuous in the maxi
max problems, in which the first time derivative of the maximax function contains the
control variable. The theory is applied to the problem of maximizing the flight radius
in a closed circuit glide of a hypervelocity vehicle and to a maximax optimal control
problem, in which the control appears explicitly with the first time derivative of the
maximax function.

Berichterstatter: R. Bulirsch
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Diskrete Geometrie
2.6. bis 8. 6. 1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von. L. Danzer (Donmund) und G. C. Shephard (Norwich)

statt Sie hatte 35 Teilnehmer, von denen 33 Vorträge hielten. Die beschränkte TeiInehnler-
. \

.zahl bei gleichzeitig hoher Aktivität der Teilnehmer sorgte für ein diskussionsreiches Tagungs- .

klima, das sich auch in zwei Problemsessions am Montag und am Donnerstag dokumentierte.

Die Vorträge behandelten vielfaI.tige Themen aus dem weiten Spektrum der Diskreten

Geometrie, es ergaben sich aber einige eindeutige Themenschwerpunkte. Etwa ein Drittel der

Vorträge war Packungs-, Überd~kungs- und Pflastenmgsproblemen gewidmet, wobei der

aUfstrebende"Problemkreis der Aperiodizität bei Pflasterungen mit mehreren Vorträgen vertreten

war. Das Wechselspiel von Gruppen und Geometrie - Regularitätsfragen im weitesten Sinne 

kann als übergreifender Gesichtspunkt zu einer Reihe von Vorträgen genanilt werden.. Eine

weitere Groppe von Vortragen war mehr kombinatorischen Fragestellungen gewidmet 

A1?-ordnungsproblemen und Anzahlproblemen. Mehrere Vorträge befassten sich mit Maß- unde Identifikationsproblemen bei konvexen Körpern. Neben all dieser Schwerpunktbildung zeigten

einige Einzelvorträge mit der Behandlung weniger bekannter oder manchmal fast in Vergessen

heit geratener Themen, daß auch in solchen Bereichen wie der Dreiecksgeometrie oder der

klassischen hyperbolischen Geometrie noch ein großes Potential an Forschungsmöglichkeiten

steckt.

Die Tagung wurde nicht zuletzt deshalb von vielen Teilnehmern als besonders fruchtbar emp

funden, weil trotz aller Verwand~haft der Arbeitsgebiete sehr unterschiedliche Arbeitsmetha

den und Ideen vorgestellt wurden; dazu hat vor allem auch die Anwesenheit einiger Teilnehmer

beigetragen, die der Diskreten Geometrie im engeren Sinne nicht zuzurechnen sind.
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Vortragsauszüge

A. BEZDEK:

Cylinder packing and covering problem

The set of points whose distance from a given line does not exceed a given positive number is

called an infinite circular cylinder (cylinder in shon). A subtle construction of K. Kuperberg

(88) produces a positive-deositiy packing with cylinders in which 00 two of thern are parallel.

W. Kuperbergand A. Bezdek (88) showed that the rati: of the portion covered by the cylinders A
of a packing to the whole of the space cannot exceed -. The later two authors also .-

- ~. .

detennined the gapradius (measured by the radius of the largest sphere lying in the gaps).

The followiog new results were discussed during the talk.

1 . In connection with a paper of A. Heppes and L. Szab6 we prove that the largest radius r4

such that 4 cylinders of radius r4 can touch a unit sphere without overlapping each other

is 1 + -{2 .
{;:

2. The cupradius of a cylinder covering (with cylinders of unit radius) is at least 1 - -f if

not all cylinders are parallel, then it is at least 1 _-L. Note that the cupradius of a

V2
covering is measured by the largest sphere lying in the double covered regions..

3. More than R3(4,5) cylinders cannot be arranged so that any two ofthem touch each

other.

4. For any N there is a dom~ B in E2 such that one can arrange N disjoint translates of

B so that they touch each other at the same point.

e
G. BLIND:

Packings witb circles 01 two sizes

In the Euclidean plane we consider packings with circles of two sizes, namely with radius 1

and p (0 < p < 1). The problem is to find the density D(p) of the densest such packing.

Clearly D(P) ~ -2!-, the density ofthe densest packing with congruent circles, and it is weIl

~ .

known that D{p) =~ for 0,743 ... S P < i.
~

Our aim is to enlarge this r- interval to Po = 0,645707. .. S P < 1, the largest possible such
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interval. We are able ~ da this undet ~e condition, that the small circles are surrounded by at

most 6 circles and the large circles are surrounded by at least 6 circles, which is satisfied by

all the known examples with high density.

K. BÖRÖCZKY:

Sphere packing in R 3 •

One ofthe most famous problems of discrete geometry in E3 is to find the densest packing

consisting of congruent balls. The best known bound on the largest possible density S is due

to C. A. Rogers (1958) who proved that the density is ~ S 0,7796355....

Tbe best published bound is the work of J. H. Lindsey ß. He obtained that the density is

S ~ 0,7784429 In the talk we present an improvement, which leads to the inequality

S ~ 0,7783683 .

J. BOKOWSKI:

Pseudoplane arrangements of non.repr~entable oriente~ m~troids

Sphere systems (= pseudoline arrangements in the rank 3 case) are among the very useful

models for investigating oriented matroids. We consider unifonn pseudoplane arrangements

with n elements in the rank 4 case, and we denote itsnwn~of simplicial cells by c(n). In

the representable case, we have Shannon's result c(n) ~ n. In the' g~n~al case of arbitrary

umfann oriented matroids, the Cordovil/ Las Vergnas conjecture c(n) ~ 1 is still open.

Classification results of 1. Richter - Gebert and the author have shown that there is just a single

case with c(n) < n for n =8. Starting with this example, it can be shown·that there is an

infinite class of examples with c(n) = n -1 . The author has a prooffor the Cordovil / Las

Vergnas conjecture up to n =11 .

F. BUEKENHOUT:

A searcb for tbe small regular thin geometries of rank 3, alias "generalised

combinatorial polyhedra"

This work is a small part of a general project whose purpose is to gather data on "small geo

metries", 10 systemise their study and to classify them. Here we deal with thin geometri~s r
NI

overCoxeterdiagrams 0 arf b~ and' N a/\b . whose "vertex-figures" overany
No 1 2 ~2 .'

element are polygons of a (resp. b , c) vertices with a, b ~ 3, c = 2 in the fll"St case and
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c ~ '3 in the second. We assume that .Aut r is flag transitive, that r is residually connected

and multiplicity free. Also, Aut r is supposed to aet faithfully on the elements of each type.

H the number of maximal flags is at most 100, there are 14 different r and only 7 groups,

Alt(5) being represented by 4 geometries. If Aut r is Sym(5) (resp. PSL(2,7),

PGL(2,7» there are 10 (resp. 3 ,47) possible r.

R. CONNELLY:

Globally rigid symmetrie tensegrities and group representations

Consider a finite configuration of points in three-space where some pairs are eonstrained not 10 •

get further apart (they have a coole between thern), while some other pairs are eonstrained not 10

get eloser together (thty have a strut between them). This strucutre is called a tensegrity, and it

is said to be globally rigid in three-space if all the eonfigurations of points in three-space that

satisfy the distance constraints are congruent.

ODe ean often define an n-by-n symmetrie matrix n called the stress matrix, where n is the

number of pomts in the configuration. The following conditions are sufficient for global

rigidity of the tensegrity; i) The lines through the struts and eables, regarded as points in the

projective plane at inflriity, do not fie on a single eonic. ii) Regarding (} as quadratie fonn it

is positive serni-definite with rank n - 4. Furthennore, if the configuration has the property

that there is a finite point group of rigid symmetries that is transitive on the points and invariant

on the cables and struts, then the irredueible representations of this fmite group can greatly

simplify the calculation of whether n is positive semi-defuiite.

H. S. M. COXETER:
Orthogonal trees (this talk was presented by E. Schulte)

Any tree, with n edges and n+1 vertices, nlaY be realized in Euclidean n-space so that its

edges, of any chosen lengths, are straight line-segments, mutually perpendicular. Let the edges

emanating from avertex P (of valency q) be PPv (v = 1, ... , q), with lengths Iv' The

convex hull of such an orthogonal tree is an orthogonal simplex. Let a be the altitude of this

simplex from the vertex P, that is, th~ distance from P to the opposite hyperplane of the
~'-

simplex; and let albe the altitude from an adjacent vertex PI of the tree. Then

q 2
a = (V~l Iv-2) .

Let a be the dihedral angle opposite to the edge PP1 (of length 11), that is, the acute angle

between the hyperplanes opposite to P and PI' Theo

/ 1
2 cos a = aal .

•
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L. DANZER:

Global consequences of local conditions on discrete structures

A naive model for the atomic strueture of condensed matter (espec. crystals and quasicrystals)

can be described as follows:

The centers of the atoms fonn a DELONE-set M with seme parameters r, R

(i.e. x,y E M => lx-yl > 2r ; Z E IRd => 3 x: XE M A lx-zl SR). The bonds are
represented by straight edges. So M becomes the vertex set V~ of a ttDELONE-graph 11 q.
We suppose g to meet also the condition

every two vertices with distance less than 3R can be connected by a path, consisting of

less than N edges.

Tbe neighbourhood U(X,9) of avertex x of 9 is the subgraph spanned by x and its

neighboms (i. e. the vertices adjacent 10 x).

Given a finite family CJ := tUt, U2 , ••. , Ur} ofprotoneighbourhoods, a finite set L of

rnatehing types and r, R ,N ,we consider

tbe s pecies S := S(fJ,L,r,RJ{) of

an DELONE-graphs with parameters

T, R ,N , such that every neighbourhood

is congroent to some UK and every

union of two rnatching neighbourhoods

is congruent 10 some member of L. For such species among others the following statements

are proved:

Theorem 2: Suppose S contains a DELONE-graph g, which is weakly repetitive but not

multiregular (not permitting d linearly independent translations). Then there are .

2Mo congruence classes in S .

Theorem 4· Let S := S(fJ,L,T,RN) and suppose:

S is not empty

CJ and L are minimal under the fIrSt condition

there are only ~in i tely many congruence-classes in S ,

then every member of S admits ~ linearly independent translations (is multiregular).

N. DOLBILIN:

Periodic tilings

Some finiteness theorems on space tilings are considered. The results are fonnulated in tenns

of coronas and are based on the concept of the stable rank for a tiling.
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Theorem 1. A tiling ry of Rd is periodic if apossesses a finite stable rank. Moreover, the

index m of regularity of fJ is equal to the number mk (m = mJJ of differen~eoronas of a

rank k.

Theorem 2 (a generalization oftheDelone theorem). Let 'J be an'm-regularface-to-face tiling

fJ with eonvex tiles. For the number f of faeets of an arbitrary tile of fJ holds

f S 2· (2d - 1) + (hm -1)· 2d,

where h S; h(ll) is a value depending onIy on the dimension d.

From theorems 1 and 2 follows

Theorem 3. Fpr mEIN there exists a value c(m,d) such that any given tHing fJ of Rd is

rn-regular if and ooly ü 'J has a,finite stahle rank k and we have k < c(m,d) .

Ib~orem 4. There exists such a number t(d,m) such that the number of all combinatorial

classes of m-regular face-to-face tHings of Rd with convex (finite) tiles is less than t(d,m).

Some words were said a~ut a special method 10 construet 3-dimensional tilings. The method

is describing the combinatorial structure by the,continuous fraction representation of same

parameter for tilings of the 3 - sphere. For any fmite sequen~e al' ... , an E IN one can

construct a periodic tiling of R3 with convex polytopes of the same structure well-defmed by

~e sequence al' ... ,an . Ibis implies that the sttucture of such tiles can be as complicate as

desired.

The method rnay also be used for computing the Dirichlet-Voronoi (0-V:)tiling for an ~rbit of

screw group r ofmotions in" R3. Let r = (1) (1 is a screw.motion given by the rotation

angle t/J around a chosen screw axe and translational shift along it) and r·x an orbit. 1)len

the strucutre of theD-V-tiling for r·x is well-defmed bythe representation 21t = [al'~' ... ] .q,

From this it follows that the st!Ucuture of 0-V-tHings must change continuously in dependence

of t/J. Thus, there are uncountably many different structures of D-V-tilings for screw orbits

corresponding to a value cf the angle t/J.

J. ECKHOFF:

Grapbs, boxes, f· vectors

We address the problem of finding an intrinsic characterization of the set of all f-vectors of

(i) finite simple graphs, (ü) fmite families of boxes in .IRd with ~ges parallel to the coordinate

•

•
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axes. The f-vector of a graph G is the. sequence fl..G) = (JO ,11 ,/2, ... ), where Ik =f~(G)

denotes the number of eomplete subgraphs of G having k+ 1 vertices. The f-vector of a

family fJ of boxes is the f -vector of the intersectioo graph G(7) of fJ. Since every graph G

is of the fonn G(:J) for some family fJ in some dimension d, the two problems are

intimately eonnected A solution would have important consequenees in combinatorial

geometry and extremal graph theory. We introduce a new kind of "pseudopowers" similar to

the oDes used in the Kruskal-Katona theorem but based on elementary symmetrie functions

rather than binomial coefficients. We believe that these pseudopowers will playa decisive role

in the characterization. As a frrst positive resul~ we establish the best possible lower bo~nd 00

Ik-2 in tenns of fk.l ,subject to the condition Ik =:= 0., in both the graph-theoretical and the

geometrical setting.

G. FEJES TOT":
Covering with convex bodies

For a convex body K in Ed let ß(K) be the density of the thinnest covering "with c<.?ngruent

copies of K and let 'ÖL(K) be the density of the thinnest lattice covering 'with K. The main

result in the talk, which is a repon on joint work with W. Kuperberg, is that if d> 2 then for

any strictly eonvex body K in Ed there is an affinity A such that i}(AK) < 'ÖL(AK).

J. E. GOODMAN:

Finite and infinite families of Iines and curves

We discuss three problems involving arrangements of lines in the plane, arrangements of

pseudolines, and spreads (Le., continuously varying arrangements) of bQth lines and pseu~~

lines, in all of whieh the idea of extending families, or properties cf families, to infmite

families, plays a central role.

The first is the eonjecture of B. Grünbaum that any ammgement of pseudolines in the plane

may be extended to a spread, which we have recently proved in joint work with R. Pollack,

R. Wenger, and T. Zamfrrescu.

The second is the conjecture ofR. Aharoni, P. Duche~ and B. Wajnryb that a family of lines in

the plane which is such that any tWo of its members meet in the unit disk has the prope~ that

any sequence of projections onte its members must remain bounded This we have proved

jointly with I. B~y and R. Pollack.

The last is the problem: given a spread of chords on the unh disk, is it the set of bisectors of
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some mass distribution on the disk? Tbe corresponding fact is easily seen to hold for a finite

arrangement of chords, and the difficulty of the problem in the infmite case seems to depend on

function-theoretic considerations. This is work in progress with I. Barany, J. Pach, and R.

Pollack.

P. GRITZMANN:

Successive determination and verification of polytopes by tbeir X-rays

Tbe talk whieh is based on joint work with Riehard Gardner deals with the problem from

eomputational eonvexity of reconstrueting polytopes for which only X-ray images are known.

We consider the general case of k-dimensional X-rays of polytopes P in d-dimensional

Euclldean space Ed, funetions whieh retum the k-dimensional volumes ofparallel k-dimen

sional sections. For k = 1 we have the ordinary X-rays, which for our purposes ean be

identified with the Steiner symmetral of P.

We will be dealing with the three concepts of determination of a class of objects, where the

directions of the X-rays are 10 be specified in advance, of verification, where the directions may

be chosen depending on the subject (in order to check agiven shape, for example) and of

successive determination, where one does not know the body in advance, but is allowed to

consult previo~s X-ray :pictures in selecting the direction for the next X-ray.

We will give various results ouiline some appllcations and state some open problems.

H.-C. IM HOF:
Tbe generalized pentagramma mirificum

The pentagramma mirificum, viewed as a eycle of orthoschemes, has a counterpart in hyper

bolle geometry of any dimension. Tbe tnmcated orthoschemes, that necessarily appear, are

also known as tbe fundamental polytopes of eertain hyperbolic Coxeter groups. •

A. IVIe WEISS:
Polytopes constructed ·from projective linear groups

In recent years the tenn f1chirallt has been used for geometric and combinatorial figures which

are symmetrieal by rotation but not by reflection. Tbe cotrespondence of groups and polyWpes

is used to eonstroct infinite series of ehiral and regular polytopes whose facets or venex-figures

are chiral cr regular toroidal maps. In particular, the groups PS~fl4J are used to construct

ehiral polytopes, while PS~l74n[ll) and PS~l74n[ro]) are used to construet regular

polytopes.
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G. KABATYANSKI:

Packing and covering, coding theory

We provide a new construction for packing and covering in Hamming space, and prove that the

density of optimal packing and covering by unit spheres approaches 1 as the dimension of the
space tends to infinity. We also discuss the general case when the radius of the spheres is

larger 'than 1. Finally, we consider a similar problem of paeking the H~gspaceby

certain special sets.

P. KLEINSCHMIDT:

Flag vectors of polytopes

For general convex polytopes there are eoinbinatorial invariants which ean be expressed as
linear combinations of flag-numbers and whieh are nonnegative. Additional linear combi

nations are obtained using a convolution operation. Using all this infonnation we proved

several results about face numbers of polytopes and their quotients. The results were obtained

with a computer and some of them checked by hand.

Two of the results are:

Every rational" d-polytope, d ~ q , has a "smali" 3-face with at most 500 vertices.

Every d-polytope, d ~ q , has a 3-dimensional quotient whieh is a simplex.

(Joint work with G. Kalai and G. Meisinger.)

D. G. LARMAN:

Maximal k- simplices in the n - cube (joint work with V. L. Klee)

• It is well known that the vertiees of the unit cube cn+1 .= [_l,l]n+l admit an orthogonal set of

vectors of cardinality n+1 if and ~nly if the vertices of C" admit the vertices of a regular

n - simple~. Such a, ~gular n - simplex must necessarily be the n - simplex of maximal volume in

cn. It is well known that if the a~ve situation oceurs then 4 divides n+1 and it is a famous

problem of Hadamard 10 decide if the eonverse is true. It is reasonable to conjecture that a

maximal n-simplex in C" is regular only if 4 divides n+l. This would be the case if the

maximal n-simplex necessarily has its vertices as vertiees of C". Unfortunately this is not true

for n = 2, 6, 10 and perhaps whenever n == 2 mod 4. Generalising to maximal k-sirnpli

ces in cn, it must be that at least two of the vertiees of that k-simplex are also vertices of Cn

and perhaps it is true that if that k- simplex is also regular then all of its vertices are vertices of
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ca. For triangles and tetrahedra, the maxiffial simplex is regular if and ooly if 3 divides n.

However, the maximal4-simplex is never regular in Cn . Perhaps it is true that for k ~ 3 ,a

maximal k-simplex in Cn is regular if and ooly if k = 4m - 1 and n = p (4m - 1) , m ,p

positive integers.

V. I. LEVENSTEIN:

Optimal packings on the euclidean sphere and in IRn
-

Let M n(a) be the maximal cardinality of a fmite set of points on the Euclidean sphere Sn-l

the angular distance between any two of which does not exceed <p. An upper bound on Mn(t!)

is given which is anained in many cases, for example it follows that Ms(i) = 240 and

M24(~) = 196560, which gives contact numbers for n = 8 and n =24. The following

bound on the highest density an for packings of equal spheres in IRn is also obtained:

V(!l»n
ön ~ 2 , n = 2, 3 , ...

(r(!! + 1»)24n

2

Here j(v) is the smallest positive zero of the Bessei function Jv(z). This bound is better than

the known bound of Rogers for sufficiently large n (n ~ 97).

H. MARTINI:

Extremal and exposed symmetrizations 01 convex bodies

ASteiner symmetrization of a convex body K c p;l at the hyperplane H is said 10 be extremaJ

if it has at most two extreme points outside H or if it is a cylinder normal to H. A Schwarz

symmetrization of K at the line L has this property if all its extreme points outside L fonn a

(d-2) - sphere or if it is a cylinder. Additionally, such symmetrizations are c~ed exposed if •

they are given in directions of extremal cross-sectional measures (as thickness or diameter) of

K. Disc~temethods are sufficient 10 investigate how large the direction sets of extremal and

exposed symmetrizations for convex bodies can be and which classes of convex bodies can be

characterized in that way.

P. MCMULLEN:

Higher toroidal polytopes

An abstract regular polytope whose underlying point-set can be identified with a torus of some
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dimension is ealled a toroid.· One whose faeet and vertex-figure are both spheres or toroids

(with at least one of the latter) is called toroidal. In this talk, recent work (with Egon Schulte)

on classifying the regular toroidal polytopes of rank at least 5 is described. In most cases, the

questions of existenee and finiteness ean be settled. Among the techniques employed are .

twisting arguments, as w'ell as reduction of the problem to thase concerning toroids of lower

rank, and direct approaehes. Same related polytopes'"are also (useussed.

B. MONSON (with A. Ivic Weiss): :e Regular rnaps constructed (rom linear groups

For m ~ 2' , the group L(m) of 2x 2 matrices over 74n with detenninants ±1 is generated by

ro ~ [0 1] , rl = [ 1.-1] , r2 = [1 0'],. '.
1 0 0 -1 . 0 -1

Now ~hoose any subgroup H with {±I} ~.H ~ Centre(L(m». Then L(m.~/H with the

generators ~ is a C-group yielding, for m > 2 a regular mapof type {3,m' ' and "for m='2

the triangle {3}. (This generalizes constructions in McMullen's 'RegulB! Polyhedra Related

to Projective Linear Groups\ Discrete Mathematics, in press.)

We have detennined ways in which one such map can cover another, and the way in which"a

map decomposes as ablend of simpler maps. In all this, the prime factorization of m plays ~e

"key role. In some cases OUf structunil. results enable a simple descriptio~of the correspondlng

automorphism groups.

We also describe a 'realization' for the maps based on the 'plane' ~ .

•
J. PACH:

Remarks on a paper of Danzer and Grünbaum

Some 30 years aga Turan discovered a beautiful connection .between packing problems and

questions about the distribution of distances detennined by a fmite set of points in space.

Given a compact domain D ~ ~. ,l~t Ct be the maximum number such that there are

PI ' ... ,Pt E D with Ip; - p} ~ CJr. (V i *J). Then

C2 = C3 = ... = Ck l > CJr.1+1 = ... = CJr.2 > CJr.2+1 = ... -+ O.

He proved that, for any set of n points in D, the minimum number of pairs detennining a

distance ~ Ck.+1 is - t (;). This result has various applications in potential theory. for

embeddability of graphs ete.
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Let g(n) (and g*(n» denote the minimum number of distinct. distances (resp. distinct vectors)

detennined by n points in the plane in general position (no 3 on a line, no 4 on a circle).

It follows from a 30 years old construction of Danzer and Griinbaum that

g(n) S g*(n) S n log3/1og2 . 'We improve this re'sult to g(n') S. g*(n) ~ neC~ ,

and we show that it follows from some deep results in additive number theory that
.. ~ .
Iim ;::00.
n~ n

We say that a set of n points in IR" !s generic, if all the (;) distances determined by them are

distinct. A theorem of Avis, Erdös and Pach states thal; for any fIXed k, almost all k - element

subsets of an y n - ele~nt set in the plane are generic (as n --+ 00). This result remains true

for sloWly increasing values of k (more precisely, if k = o(n In». However, the situation

radically changes in higher dimensions. Let glk) =g deno~ the largest number with the

property that almost all k - element subsets of any n - element set in JRd are generic (as

n --+ 00). We can determine exactly all values of g,.{k)(< (~) Cor d ~ 3 .

R.·POLLACK:

Arrangements of Iin~ in space

We discuss seme problems relating to arrangements of lines in IR3 • They involv~ "weaving

patterns" of lines, i.e., the over/under patterns of projections of lines onto suitable planes.

We fIrSt survey seme results that are joint with J. Pach and E. Welzl where we discuss the

realizability of certain bipartite perfect weaving patterns and the non-realizability of perlect

weaving patterns of more than 4 lines, as well as the nonrealizability of a 4 x 4 perfect

bipartite weaving pattern.

This last nonrealizability result is the basis for showing that the maximum number,.f(n), of

elementary cycles in abipartite weaving of n lines satisfies Cl n 4f3 < f(n) < C2 n 3/2 •

Though we have been ~ble 10 obtain any non-trivial bounds on the number o{cycles in an

arbitrary weaving pattern, we are able t9 show that in a family of n lines there are at most

C n7/4 points that are ineident to at least three noncollinear lines of the family. These results on

counting cycles are joint with B. Chazelle, H. Edelsbrunner, L. 1. Guibas, R. Seidel,

M. Sharir and J. Snoeyink.

•
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J. F. RIGBY:
Two cubic curves connected witb a triangle

The study of 'triangle centres' is largely concemed with particular points: the orthocentre,

incentte, Gergonne and Nagel points, Broeard points, and other points of a more exotic natme.

One cf the few general results is Kiepert's theorem.

Here we present further general theorems. Let P and Q be points .in the plane of a triangle

ABC. The feet of the perpendiculars from P to the sides of the triangle fonn the pedal triangle

of P , and the lines QA , QB ,QC meet BC , CA ,AB in three points forming the cevian

triangle of Q. if the pedal triangle of P is also a cevian triangle, P is a pedal point. If the

cevian triangle of Q is also a pedal triangle, Q is a cevian point. Notable pedal points are the

circumcentre, orthocentte and incentte; notable cevian points are the centroid, orthocentre,

Gergonne point and Nagel point. The pedal points and the cevian points lie on two cubic

cwves through A ,B ,C and have many interesting collinearity properties.

J. RUSH:
Dense lattice packings of'certain convex centrally symmetrie sbapes

By applying construction A of Leech and Sloane to nonbinary error-eorrecting codes, one

obtains s~singly dense lattice packings. Sometimes the density exceeds 2-n +o(n) as

assured by the Minkowski-Hlawka bound.

P. SCHMITT:
An aperiodic prototile in space

A set of prototiles in JR1 is called aperiodie if it does not admit aperiodie tiling. (A tiling is

ealled periodie if among its symmetries there are translations in d linearly independent

directions.) An example of such an aperiodie set of prototiles is the well-known pair (in the

plane) found by Penrose. It is not known if there is an aperiodic prototile, Le. a single prototile

that fonns an aperiodie set

The purpose of this talk is to present a construction which shows the following: In space (and

therefore in higher dimensi~ns, too) aperiodie prototiles do exisL More precisely, there are

prototiles which are spacefillers and for which every tiling of space eonsists of congruent plane

layers that are rotated with respect to each other by an angle irrational to 1t, and which

therefore cannot be periodie. The prototiles can be chosen 10 be polytopes.
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J. J. SEIDEL:
Distance matrices and Lorentz space

1. A distance matrix G is a symmetric matrix with zero diagonal and positive eotries

elsewhere. Suggested by questions on metric embeddability, we assUme G to have signature

+ 1 On-d _d. Theo G is the Gram matrix ofvectors go, gl' ... , gn on the light cone K

ofLorentz space IRl,d. Write x = ~ ~igi' and D for the positive diagonal matrices. Then

DGD has the following members:

2. NEGATIVETYPE G has go,gl,~ .. ,gn E F()"K+ for F//E,F*E, E aEuclidean
n

hyperplane. Theo ~ ~i = 0 for x E E ~. and = 1 for x E F . The sphere F n K has centre

m.1.E,meF.

n "

3. REGULAR G hasconstantrow sums andceotre m =··~gj/(n+l)' Existencefrom

Sinkhomts theorem.

[01] .
4. CAYLEY-MENGER G has shape , where the eotries of Barethe squated

1 B .

distanees of n vectors in Euelidean (d-l )-spaee.

5. INTEGRAL G gene~tes a discrete lattiee L = (go, ... , gn~ if G is hypermetric (that

is, if F n K is a hole in L fl F). Theo L nE = {gi - gj)z is an even Euclidean'lattice,

and gi - m are minimal vectors in a eoset of L () E in its dual.

6. L n E is a ROOT LAITICE if (gi, gj) = 1 is a connected reiatioo. ~e Euclidean ~~t

lattiees, and the minimal vectors in their.cosets are well-known. This produces the integniI

connected hypennetric distance matrices, cf. Terwilliger-Deza, Graphs and Combinatorics 3

(1987), 193-198.

M. SENECHAL:
Tbe quasicrystal problem

This talk is a survey of the present status of the development of a geometric model for

quasicrystal structures. Quasicrystals are crystal.s whose diffraction diagrams show bright

spots but noncrystallographic symmetry. A suitable model would be a d.iscrete, relatively dense'

point set in En which can be reconstructed from its local neighbourhoods and whose Fourier

transfonn has a discrete component. The vertex sets ofprojected tilings (such as the Penrose

tilings) are the most popular model today. TItey satisfy the first and third criteria but

(apparently) not the second; in any ease this elass ofpoint sets may be insufficiently general.

•
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G. C. SHEPHARD:

Pick's theorem

The traditional fonn of Piek's theorem (G. Pick 1899) eoncems simple lattiee polygons P, that

is, polygons whose vertiees are points of the unit lattiee L, and whose edges fonn a simple

eircuit, that is, have 00 intersections except at their vertices. Theo the area A{P) = i + lJ, - 1
2

where i is the number of lattice points in P and b is the number of lattiee points on the

boundary of P .

In this lecture a generalisation of the theorem will be giveo, that applies to the most general

lattiee poly~ons, in whieh edges may intersect at relatively interior points,. or even o~erlap, 8J!d

vertiees may coincide. The basic idea.is that such a polygon P and any point x e L ~e can ,

define an index i{P,x). (The defmition is too lang to inelude here.) Theo the area of P is

given by A{P) = f i{P,x) - r(P) where the summation is over all the points of L and r{P)

is the rotation number of P. For the definition of area and also for the proofof the theorem it .

is essential that the polygon be oriental. Details will appear shortly in Amer. Math. Monthly..

This work was done pointly with B. Grünbaum.

. H. TVERBERG:

Wben do tbree sides ur diagonals (prolonged) or a regular n-gon· bave a

common point?

The talk: will deal with the problem of deciding all the non-trivial occurrenees Qf the phenome

non of the title. "Non-trivial" means that the eommon point is not avertex. Let 1 and. 2,3

and 4, 5 and 6 denote the n' th raots of unity, which determine the three lines in question.

Then the coneurrenee is expressed by the equation (12 tenns)

123 + 124 + ... + 561 + 562 - (125 + 126 + ... + 564) = O.
We shall give an idea of the general theory of such equations (vanishing of a sum of roots of

unity) as developed by H. B. Mann (Mathematika 1965). We shall then sketch same situations

arising when we go back from the algebraic solutioDs to see whether they correspond to

geometrie ODes.

P.S. After the talk, 1. F. Rigby infonned us that the problem had been solved by him (see

Geom. Ded. 9 (1980) 207-238).
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G. WEGNER:

Maximal packings

A maximal packing in the usualsense is a packing § of congruent copies of a convex body C

such that for each member of § the number .of neighbours is as large as possible, i.e. the

number is given by the Newton number N(C) of C. I generalize this notion in two ways by

weakening the assumption of congruence: I call a packing § locally maximal iff it is not

possible to rearrange the neighbourhood ~f any member C of g in such a way that a further

convex body D congruent to ODe of the neighbours of C may be attached to C. 'And § is

called globa/ly maximal iff the same is true for D being congruent to any member of §. e
I present here some results conceming maximality of packiIigs and iilings in the plane,

especially I investigate tilings consisting.of regular polygons (including the archimedian tilings)

for maximality.

J. M. WILLS:

Intrinsic volumes aod minimal determinants

I) In euclidean d - space E d , d ~ 2 , let K be a convex body and L a lattice with detL > 0 .

Further let Vi' i =0, 1 , ... ,d denote the intrinsic volumes, G(K,L) = card (K r. L) and

D;(L) = min { IdetL;I I Li i-dirn. sublattice of L }, i =1, ... , d , Do(L) = 1. Then

ViK) -L d-l~ d ., V,{K)
DI..L) - 2 {...J3} D

d
_
1
(L) ~ G(K.L) ~ ~ I. Dj(L)

For small d or special L or special K there are improvements by various authors (e.g. Pick,

Blichfeldt, Davenport, Hadwiger et a1.).

mFor O-symmetric K and Minkowski's successive minima A.; hol~
2; ~

(1) i! ~ A}(K,L) ... A;(K,L) D,{L) ; = 1, ... , d

(2) '\ (K L) 'l (K L)~ < ., 2d.;~
"';+1 ' •.• Ad,' D(L) - l. D,{L) ;=0,1, ,d-I

(3) Ä;+}(K,Zd) ... AI..K,ZJ) V(K) $ 2d-; V,{K) ; =0, 1, , d -1 (Henk)

(1) and (3) are light, (2) only for ; = 0 and 1 . (Conjecture: 1 instead of ;! )
1 ·1

A consequence of (3): Vs- A;+1 K) ~ V;(i Ai+l K) ; = 0, 1 , ... ,d-I

Berichterstatter: G. Wegner
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Mathematiscbes FOrsCbungsinstitut Oberwolracb

Tag u n g s be r ich t 25/1991

Singuläre Stönmgsrechnung

9.6. - 15.6.1991

The meeting was organized byJ. HaIe (Atlanra), W. Jäger (Heidelberg) and L. Modica
(Pisa). Tbc topic "singular peiturbations"had not been covered by a Oberwolfach
meeting far years. Its teehniques are used in a lot of mathematical fields, especially in
those dealing with mathematical modelling and applications of mathematics. ~owever,
whereas a lot of analytic tools and techniques have been developed in different
situations the theoretical treatment is up t<;> now not in the state it should be. Tbe recent
developments in the theory of dynamical systems, the progress obtained in the theory
of phase transition or in. the growing field of homogenization stimulated the organizers
to bring together scientists from this areas using or working on singular perturbations
methods. The aims were:
(1) -Information about the progress in these fields concerning singular

perturbations.
(2) Discussion of a more unified approach· to singular penurbation and the .

perspectives for theory .opened up e.g. by technlques used in dynamical
systems theory.

The list of 34 lectures reflects the variety of applications of singular perturbation
methods and the necessity to have an exchange of knowledge. There is no doubt about
the success in reaching goal (1). More imponant is progress in theory. At least the
discussion during or after the lectures contributed essentially to a better theoretical
understanding. The different groups could profit from each other. Here the role 10 leave
enough time far discussions again proved 10 be imponant. Tbe stimulating atmosphere
of the Forschungsinstitut is essential for meetings of this type, where the field and also
the group of panicipants is not so standard. All participants aggreed that this workshop
was very usefull and that the different groups have to stay in contael Only few lectures
addres~ the imponant relation of the field to ninnerical analysis. There is a special
need far research in this area.



Tbe following al:Phabeticallist ofcontributions can be ordered according to topics:
Dynamical systems aod singular penurbations (geometrie methods, bifurcation,
attraetors, ordinary arid partial differential equations, funetional equations); nonlinear
waves; singular perturbati9ns .of vanational problems; bomogenization; integral
equations; computational methods.

VortragsaUSZÜge

Nicholas Alikakos

On the Spectruin of the Cahn-Hilliard Operator

( \ an aAu
Tbe nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation Ut = _e2 Au + W' (u}), - = -- = 0 , 90 a

an an
bounded domain Cl S RN, W double weIl potential, e« 1, is used as a model for;
phase separation and coarsening. Formal arguments due to Pego and others show that

the formed interfaces r far small E evolve acconling to the n~n-local ~aw V= [~] =

.jump of the normal derivative of J.I. across r , wbere J.1 is determined by:the Dirichlet
Problem

. aJ.l.
AJ.I. = 0 for x Er, x e n, J.I. =-eaK on rand - =0 on an.

, an

Here V stands for the normal velocity, K is the mean curvature and a,b are constants
determined by W. Tbc lecture presents joint work with Giorgio Fusco and aims to- ~

wards a rigorous connection between the Cahn-Hilliard equation and the reduced •
geometricallaw. Tbe following two theorems~ usefulin this direction. To state ~ese
linear results we introduce the 'linearized Cahn-Hilliard elliptic operator L about a

layered funetion UE (not necessarily an equilibrium) With interface r :
{ 2 " ( )) ab aAhLh=A-eAh+W uEh,Van=an.=O

2
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Theorem 1

a.(L) seE , C constant independent ofE.

Theorem 2

Ifr is spherical then c

(i) a(L) see E
(ü) L has exactly N exponentially small eigenvalues at least one of which is

positive and the remaining ofthe spectrum is bounded away from zero ~y -C2~

Guy Boucbitte

Limit Analysis Problems in Electromagnetic Waves Theory

Tbe limit analysis of the Maxwell system is performed in the case of a scattering body

whose thickness h tends to 0 while the permittivity ap.d the permeability, En and J.ln,

vary with h and possibly tend to 00 in modulus.
A new interface condition is obtained which takes account of the original shape of the .
scatter. The application of this 10 the numerical study of the diffraction by a two-dimen
sional array of thin conduetory plates is given.

Lia Bonsard

Front Propagation for Bistable Reaction-Diffusion Equations

We study the asymptotic behaviour as e -+ 0 of solutions to .

Ut - tAu + 1. w'(u) =0 in RB x R+, where w is a bistable potential. A typicale .
bistable potential is given by w'(u) = ( u2 - 1) (u - J.l) where -1 or J.l < L Fonnal analysis

suggests that RB is divided in regions where uE =:I -:r1 < uE =:I -1 and that uE is asympto
tically given by the travelling wave q associated to the equation. Here its speed a is
proportional to the difference in height between the two wells of the potential. Using

. the teehnique of viscosity solutions far Hamilton-Jacobi equations, we proye that

ul: (x,t) =q (v (x,t~+0(1 )) as e -+ 0 , where v is the viscosity solution lO a ~t order.

Hamilton-Jacobi equation with discontinuous hamiltotrlan. In particular this says that
the intetface moves with constant speed a.

3



. Pavol Brunovsky

Analysis of the Flow of a Viseoelastie Fluid by Geometrie Singular
Perturbation Theory

We consider a simplified model of the flow of a viscoelastic fluid discussed by

J. Nohel (see bis lecture). By adding a small diffusion tenn representing capillarity we

obtain a system ofpartial differential equations admitting a global attraetor.

Employing techniques developped by N. Fenichel, X. B. Lin and Ch. Jones we estab

lish the existence of a unique equilibrium for .small and large values of the driving

pressure gradient, as well as of three equilibria for pressures in an intermediate interval.

We also determine stability propenies of the equilibria for the reduced system.

We prove that both the full and the reduced problems admit fmite dimensional internal

manifolds of equal dimension. The internal manifold of the full system approaches that

ofthe reduced system in the Cl sense as the parameter tends to zero. Since the inertial

manifold restriction of the reduced system is structurally stable, it is topologically

conjugate 10 the inertial manifold restriction of the full system.
The results haye been obtained jointly with D. Sevcovic.

Giuseppe Buttazzo

A Singular Perturbation. Problem with a Compact Support Semilinear
Term

Far every e > 0 we consider the minimum problem

(PE) min {Ft(U) +Lg(x,u) dx : u e H1(n)}

where n iso a ~unded open subset of RD, g : n x R --+ R is a suitable Caratheooory

integran~ and FE is given by

FE(u) =L[elDup + e-3ß(~)] dx.

Here p is a nonnegative function with a compact suppon. It is proven that the limit .

functional (in the variational sense gjven by r-convergence) afFE as E --+ 0+ is

4
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F(u) = min (cP(B,O): {u > O} c B c (u ~ O)}

being P (B,n) the perimeter of B in n and

( 1/2
C =2 Ja ß (s)ds.

Therefore, the limit problem of(Pt) is

(P)

where

min{CP(B,O) +i g..(x)dx + f(NJ g_(x)dx: B Borel set}

g+(x) = min g(X,t)

t~O

g_(x) = min g(x,t) .

tSO

Sbui-Nee Cbow and Ying-fei Yi

Dynamical Systems and Singularly Perturbed Equations

We study singularly perturbed ODES and its related dynamics in three aspects:

1. Geomettic theory of smgular perturbations: We derive cent~r, center stable-unstable

manifolds and their foliations by looking at so called reduced spectra and reduced flow.

The smoothness of those invariant manifolds is also obtained.

2. Dynamics of singularly penurbed systems: We study the existence of compact mo

lions (such as quasi-periodical motions) and their stabilities by making use of regularity

of the center manifold.

3. Using dynamical systems to study singular perturbation problems: We have shown

by applying our invariant manifolds theory that dynamical system can be successfully

built into problems such as inner-outer expansions, matehing principles, nnning points,

existence of layers, initial and boundary values, etc.

5



Bernold Fiedler, Jürgen Scheurle

Discretization of Homoclinic Orbits, Rapid Forcing, and "Invisible"
()haos .

One-step discretizations of order p and step size Eof ordinary differential equations can

be viewed as time-E maps of

x(t) =rlÄ.,x(t)) + EPg(E,Ä.,t/E,X(t)) ,

where g has pericxi Eint. This"is a rapidly forced nonautonomous system.

We study the behaviour of 'a homoclinic orbit r, E = 0, A = 0 under discretization.

Under generic assumptions we show that r becomes transverse for positive E. Tbe

transversality effects are estimated from above to be exponentially small in E. For

example, the length t (E) of the parameter interval of A for which r persists can be

estimated by

t (E) S Cexp (-21tT\!E)

where C, 11 are positive constants. Tbe coefficient 11 is related to the minimal distance

from the real axis of the poles of r(t) in the complex time domain.

Likewise, the region where complicated, "chaotic" dynamies prevail is estimated to be

exponentially small, provided x E R2 and the saddle quantity of the associated equili

brium is nonzero.
Dur results are visualized by high precision numerical experiments. Tbe experiments

show that, due to exponential smallness, homoclinic transversality becomes practically

invisible under normal circumstances, already for only moderately small step sizes.

Dietrich Flockerzi

Applications of Invariant Manifolds in Nonlinear Control Theory

By studying some problems of nonlocal stabilization for nonlinear control systems

x= f(x) + g{x)u , Y=h(x) [f(O) = 0] .

6
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We show how the theory of invariant manifolds for singularily perturbed O.D.E.s can

be successfully employed in attacking control theoretical tasks. The main problems can

be phrased the following way. Given a neighbourhood U of 0 and a compact set K in
state space. Can one fmd a feedback or even an output-feedback control u such that the

solutions of the closed loop startiitg in K eventually are confmned to U1 Does there
exist such a eontrol that these solutions asymptotically tend to 01

Irene Fonseca

Phrase Transitions and Surface ~nergies

A phase transition problem where the energy density W : RD -+ [0, +00] has two po

tential wells of equal depth is considered. As in the Van-der-Waals-Cahn-Hilliard

gradient theory cf phase transitions, a family of singular penurbations (possibly aniso
tropie)

is introduced and the r-limit of the rescaled functionals

is obtained. Directly related 10 this problem is the question coneeming the integral

representation of the relaxation F(.) in BV (n;RD) of a funetional

u -tLr{x,u (x1Vu (x»)dx.

Assuming that f (x,U,. ) is quasiconvex and it has linear growth, in joint work with

S. Müller the integral representation of F(.) was identified. This result has been ob-

tained recently in the more restrictive case where f (x,u,· ) is convex, by Ambrosia &
Pall~ P. Rybka & I. F.

7



.Leonid S. Frank

Coercive and Dispersive Singular Perturbations and' Applications.

Tbe singular perturbations appearing in linear and non-linear elasticity theory are co
ercive (the coerciveness conditon is an algebraic condition on the principal symbol of

the linearized operator and of the boundary operators, which was intrcxluced in 1976 by

L. S. Frank, CRAC, 1. 282, s~rie A, p. 1109-1111. Typical applied problems ad
dressed are plates and rod.s with clamped, hinged or free boundaries, plates and rods

supported by elastic media (tteated by using aversion for Garding's inequality for sin

gular perturbations, L.S. Frank, Singular Penurbations I, North-Holland, 1990, pp.
437-485), defonnations of a long circular vessel (trough) under nonnalload, bending

of a circular hinged plate subjected to a tensile stress at its edge and a uniform trans
verse load (L. S. Frank, Singular Perturbations fi, Elsevier Seienee Publishers, North
Holland, to appear soon) and the existenee of solitary travelling waves for the refined

Koneweg-De Vries equation in the non-linear water wave theory under the ~vity and
eapillarity effects eombined tpgether (to appear in "Asymptotie Analysis").

Tbe stability far t --+ + 00 of sueh solitary waves is a research in progress.

Giorgio Fusco

Equilibria with Spheric~l Interior Layers fot the Nonlinear Cahn
Hilliard Equation

The nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation

I) Ut =A(-e2Au + W(u}} , xe 0; du =oAu =0 , X E an.
an an

(where: U= concentration; W a double weIl potential, 0 < E« 1) mcxlels separation ~d

coarsening phenomena that take place when a binary alloy, initially homogeneous, is
quenehed at a temperature where equilibrium corresponds to two separated phases.
Fonnally it ean be shown that, in the late stages of the separation, fronts develop and
their evolution is determined by

8
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a~ [a~l2) l1J.l=o, xi! r; J.I.=-EaK,xe r, -=0, XE an· , v=b-. . an an

where: r is the front; K the mean eurvature of r; v the velocity of r; [ep]r the jump of

the funetian ep across r and a, b eonstants. The talk presents joint work with N.
Alikakos in the direction of a rigoraus understanding of the relationship between (1)

and (2). Sinee spheres are equilibria of (2) one expeets that solutions of (1) with

spherieal interface should either be equilibria or persist for a long time Te(Te --+ 00,

as E -+ 0). The questions discussed are: a) the construction of a criteria for determining
the particular spherical solutions of (2) which correspond to equilibria of (1) for

1 < e« 1. b) the estimate Te =O(e-c/e), e > O. The fIrst question is solved via a
reduction similar 10 the classical Liapounov-Schmidt reduction which allows for the
consttuction of an approximate "slow motion manifold" (an invariant manifold for (1)

with orderO(e-cle)dynamic). The estimate Te =o (e-cle) is obtained by using the appro
ximate slow motion manifold and spectral estimates for the linearized Cahn-Hilliard

operator A{-e2A + W(üt )), üe being a function with a spherical interface, of the type

a(A) < Ce-2c/e. These estimates are presented in N. Alikakos talk.

Jack Haie

Period Doubling in a Singularl~ Pe~rbed Delay Equation

We consider the equation

(1) ex(t} + x{t} = fA(x(t -_I}}

where e > 0 is a snian parameter, fA(O) = 0 and the fIXed points 0 of fA undergoes a

generic periOd doubling bifurcation at Ä = O. If this bifurcation is supercritical, we

prove thal, for fIXed Ä - 0 small, the~ is a periodic orbit of (1) of period -2 which gOes

from a sine wave to a square wave as e --+ O. In the subcrltical case, we prove that the
periodic orbit goes from a sine wave to a pulse type periodie solution. The method of
proof is the reduction to a two-dimensional center manifold of an auxiliary system of
delayequations.

9



Frank C. Hoppensteadt

Stability of.Quasi~StaticState ~pproximations in the Presence of Noise

Quasi-statie manifolds for systems of ordinary differential equatio~s can be derived un

der various stability conditions on the system"s vector field. Stability of these approxi

mations over short time and long time intervals is described in three cases. Firs~ we re

view results for the non-nmdom case that give approximations to the solutions of

tf = fo (t,x,y) + E fl (t,X,y,E), E!f = go (~x,y) + E gl (~x,y,e)

Tbe result is that the solution 'can be a~roximated far small values ofE by a quasi-static

state over time intervals up to 10 S t S 00, depending on suitable stability conditions of fo .

and go. Nex~ we study the persistence of these states under small amplitude random
perturbations. Finally, we consider the persistence of the manifold of quasi-static states

when the system is subjected 10 large deviation perturbations.

Ulrich Hornung

Homogenization of Flow and Transport through Porous Media

•

Aperiodie porous medium is considered with periodicity all of length e" > O. In the in

terior of the pores steady state flow of an incompressible fluid is assumed. Within the

fluid a ehemical substance is dissolved th~t undergoes diffusion and eonvection. In ad
dition, the substance may be absorbed ooto the surfaces of the grain~of the solid ma

terial On the surfaces certain chemical reactions take place which may be influenced by

catalysts. Finally, migration of the substances on the surfaces is laken ioto considera

tion which is of diffusion type. Tbe corresponding mathematical model is studied, and

the limit problem far E~ 0 is derived. Convergence of thesolution of the micro-model .•
to that of the macro-model is shown. This is joint work with Willi Jäger.

Bernhard Kawobl

Eigenvalues of Clamped Plates and Related Questions

A clamped plate embedded in an elastic m~um with elasticity constant a is laterally
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compressed, and buckling occurs for compressions of magnitude 'Yi(a~ Tbe buckled

deformation is described by

Mu+y(a)Au+au=O inQ u = 0, Vu = 0 on ao

•

The dependence of tbe first eigenvalues y~a) on a is investigated. In particular the beha

viour as a -+ 00 (stiffening of the ambient medium) is considered.

The mathematicaI tools are then applied 10 other eigenvaIue problems .such~ vibrnting

plates under tension, linear elasticity systems and to nonlinear variational problems of

type

over a set of adniissible functions. There are examples for which the limiting problem

has many, one or no solutions. The latter ones are most interesting, because for small E

the solutions exhibit rapid oscillations.

Tbe results were obtained jointly with Howard Levine (Ames) and Waldemar Velte
(Würzburg). .

Jim P. Keener

The Core of the Spiral - A Free Boundary Problem

An important feature of spiral patterns in J;Jelousov-Zhabotinsky reagent (as weH as

. other excitable media) is that their period, wavelength and shape are uniquely deter

mined by chemical properties of'tbe medium. In contrast, target patterns arise with a

continuous array of peri~s and wavelength. In this presentation, we use asymptotic

and numerical methods to show that the shape and rotation frequency of the spiral in

excitable media (as described by a system of diffusion reaction equations) can be found

by solving a sequence of nonlinear ordinary differential equation eigenvalue problems,

solvable numerically with shooting methods. To obtain this solution, the governing dif

fusion reaction system is reduced using singular perturbation methods to a free bounda

ry problem (inttoduced originally by P. Fife) in.which the spatial domain is divided into
two regions where different "outer" dynamics apply, seperated by an interface whose

motion is govemed by an "eikonal-curvature" equation (An eikonal-curvature equation

described the normal velocity of an interface as the sum of its plane wave velocity and a

~sion coefficient times its mean curvature). In a steadily rotating coordinate system,

11



the outer dynamics and interface motion are described by a system of ordinary differen

tial equations which can be solved iteratively using shooting techniques. Numerical evi

dence is that iterates cOnverge rapidly to a solution that agrees quite well quantitatively
with a solution of the original partial differential equation system in th~ limit that E (tbe

natural small parameter of the problem) goes to zero.

Klaus Kircbgässner

Nichtlineare Dynamik, die von Fronten erzeugt wird

Für die Kolmogorov Gleic~ung Ut - Uu = U - u2 wird die Dynamik der Lösungen un
tersucht, die einer Frontlösung benachbart sind. Der Front zugeordnet ist eine Eich

form, deren selbstadjungiene Linearisierung die räumliche Asymptotik der zugelasse

nen Lösungen definiert. Die Eichfonn kann eigebettet werden in eine einparametrige

. Schar von Eichgleichungen, deren Linearform lautet U t - Uxx - Ha.pUx = O(~280 U2) .

Hierbei ist H ~ a fUr x < 0 und p fUr x > 0, und a,p werden durch die räumliche

Asymptotik der Front bestimmL Es zeigt sich, daß die Lösungen durch zwei dissipative
Wellen beschrieben werden, die aufkompakten Mengen exponentiell,jedoch auf Strei-

fengebieten in der (x,t)-Ebene wie t-1/2 gegen 0 gehen.

Hans Wilhelm Knobloch·

Global Center Manifolds and Geometrie Singular Perturbation Theory

•

The usual understanding of a 'singular penurbed' ODE. as a pair of coupled OE's

y=g(y,z,e1 EZ =h(y,z,e1 e > ° and 'small' (1) •implies that the role of 'slow'and 'fast'variable is fixed once and for 811. Rescal~g of

time allows to write (1) in the symmetric fann

x=f(x,e) (2)

We ~scuss (2) under the hypothesis that the vectorfield f(x,O) has a smooth k-dimen

siona! manifold Mo of zeros, k S n = dim x. In the special case (1) this manifold is de

fined in terms of the equation h (y,z,O) =0 and it is then assumed that Mo admits agio-
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bal representation z = z(y). The standard geometrie approach to singular perturbation

analysis amounts to an e~tensionof z(y) to a mapping 5(y,E) such that z = 5(y,E) re·

presents an invariant manifold for (1). Fenichel was the fIrSt to establish a analogous

result for (2). A different approach to the same problem is proposed.. Its advantage

compared with Fenichel's work is twofold: Relaxed hypotheses concerning the geome

try of Mo and a greater variety for the choice of E.

Jobn Mallet-Paret

Conjugacy of Singularly Perturbed Vector Fields

With P. Brunovsky and S.-N. Chow we study the question of conjugacy between
singularly perturbed vector fields, and obtain results in the case of a fold

Two vector fields

z= hi(z,e), i = 1,2

for z e Rn , are said 10 be uniformly conjugate if there exists neighbourhoods

U,V ~ RB of Z =0, and a parameterized family of homeomorphisms varying conti

nuously in e for 0 SES EQ, such that (1) cl>e (U)~ V for all E, and (2) cI>E takes solu

tion curves of the first vector field (i =1) to those of the second (i =2).

Typiailly

z = (x,y) e Km X Rk

hi =(e fj,gi)

far funetions Ci (x,y,e) and gi (x,y,e), therefore representing a singularly perturbed vec

tar field. Note the homeomorphism CIlo is defined even at E = O.

We say the conjugacy is uniformly Lipschitz Ü each cI>[ and its inverse has a Lipschitz

constant independent of E, and unifonnly Cl if each cI>e is a diffeomorphism varying

• continuously ~ einthe Cl topology (including at E =0).
We consider the simplest planar (m = k = 1) degenerate case in which the critical mani

fold g·1(O) far e = 0 is a smooth curve far which nonna! hyperbolicity falls at the origin,

but in generic way. We assume specifically that g = gy = 0 but f,gyy,gx ~ 0 at x =y =
E = O. After a smooth change of variables we obtain

ü = 2uv + Eq {U,V,E} , v=u

13
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where q (0,0,0) = 1. Let qO(v) =q (O,v,O), let

p (v,c) = {v2 - c2)-1 (q (v2 - c2,v,0) - q (O,v,O)], and let

r (v) ~ [vqO (v) qu (O,v,O) - v2qe (O,v,O~ I [qO(v)]2 . Finally let

I(c) = [ p(v,c)dv - 2q'c)f r(v)dv - 2q~-C)f r(v)dv ·

Theorem. Consider two systems, with ql and Q2, as above. Tbeo they ar~ uniformly . •

conjugate. If the functions qY and~ are identical on some neighbourhood of the origin,
then the conjugacy is unifox:mJy Lipschitz. If in addition the functions 11 and 12 are

identical then the conjugacy is unifonnly Cl.

Mosbe Marcus

A Variational ~oblem Arising from a Model in Thennodynamics

We consider a model (proposed by Coleman) for determining the equilibrium state of a
body at constant temperature. This is a second order model in which the average energy
is given by

where a > 0 and 'Vo is a double-weil potential. We wish to minimize Jn [u] subject to
the consttaint

In recent joint work with Coleman and Mizel we .studied this problem in one dimension
when n = R. It is expected that the study of this problem will shed light on the
behaviour of minimizers in large intervals. Denote,

J_ Cu] = lim J(-T.T) [u], (U~ = tim .l JT U
T--+- T-+- zr .T

and
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x = {u E "2 (R) n ~ (R): J_[U] and (u~ are well-defined}.

Consider the problem, .

(Pa) inf{J00 [u] : U E X, (u~ = a)

Theorem (Coleman, Marcus, Mizel). For every real a, problem (PJ possesses a solu
tion which is either periodic or "pseudo-periodicu

• Denote,

f T \e (P..T) inf \J(-T.T)[U] : U E H2(-T.n. -irLU= af

Theorem For every real ~

inf{P~T) ~ inf{Pa) as T ~ 00.

Alexander Mielke

Reduction of PDEs in Domains with Several Unbounded Directions

Often systems are studied which have, ~ addition to the time variable, one or more un
bounded space directions. If a spacially homogeneous solution becomes unstable the
system can develop patterns which are modulations of the basic criticaI mode. To de
scribe this mcxlulation equations, like the Ginzburg-Landau equation, are derived by
multiple scaling methods. We try to give thi~ methcxl a rigorous bases by using integro
differential equations. Thus, we obtain a reduced PDE on the"unbounded .cross-sec
tion tt involving nonlocal terms in the nonlinearity. As example we consider the Benard
problem in an infinite strip.

e Konstantin Mischaikow

Conley Index Theory on Thin Domains

. ODe of the most important properties of the Conley index for isolated invariant sets is
that it is invariant under continuous perturbations. This invariance is due primarily to
two faets:

1. The index depends on the unstable set of the invariant set being compact
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2. As a function of continuous parameters the invariant sets are upper semi

continuous.

Reeent work of J. Hale and G. Raugel shows that on thin domains the attractors for

parabolic and hyperbolic equations are upper semi-continuous. In particular the attractor

for a thin enough domain in Rn+k is a neighborhood of the attractor for the correspon

ding equation on the lower dimensional domain in Rn. They have proven similar results

comparing the attraetar far

Ut =Au + f(u)

with the attractors rar
EUtt + Ut = Au + f(u).

Joint work with G. Raugel showing that the Conley index is invariant unter perturba
tion rar parabolic equations on thin domains is presented, along with a discussion of
the difficulty in obtaining similar results for hyperbolic equations on thinOOQ domains

and the singular perturbation from parabolic to hyperbolic.

Luciano Modica

Approximation of the Capillarity Problem by Plateau Problems

Let Q be an open, bounded, strictly convex subset of RD with smooth boundary,

Ä e ]0,1), 'I' e Loo{an). Consider the problem ofminimizing the functional

F(u;'I', A) =1"1+IvuF dx + "'1 lu - '111 dßIl-l
n ao

for u e BV (0). The case A= 1 conesponds to the Plateau problem for graphs on n; 'I' ·e
gives the prescribed boundery values. The case A< 1 is often called "capillarity pro-

blem" because the minimizer does not generally attain the boundary values '1', arid a

bound on the contaet angle between the graph of the minimizer and the cylinder an x R

exists in dependence on Ä. < 1.
Nevertheless, under some conditions on '1', we have proved in a joint work with

S. Baldo that the minimizers of F (u;'I'CI>h,I) fonn a relatively compact sequence in

L 1(n} and coo(n), and each limit point is a minimizer ofF(u;W,A) with A< 1. The se-
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quence (fPh) must be chosen in such a way that it perfonns a homogenization process

on 'V. Appropriate ass~ptionsare:

I<PJJ = 1 a.e. on an; CJ>h -+ Awealdy in Ll(an) .

We used this result by ourselves to construct a non-uniqueness example for the oon

parametric Plateau problem on the unit disk in the plane.

Yasumasa Nisbiura

Stability of Interfaces in Higher Dimensional Space

It is well-known that reaction-diffusion systems such as activator-inhitor systems and

phase field model exhibit a variety of special patterns.

We consider the relation between very complicated connected pattern (snaky pattern)

and simple· constant mean curvature solutions such as planar and spherical ones.

Through the stability analysis of an arbitrary interfacial pattern, we found that there are

no interfacial patterns which remain stable when E (=width of interface) goes to zero.

This suggests that the complicated patterns can be obtained via successive bifurcation of

tip-splitting type starting from simple patterns. A precise stability analysis of planar and

spherical solutions shows that their stability propenies heavily depend on the pamme- .

ters such as diffusion rates. N~merically it is confmned that simple spherical patterns

defonn into complicated patterns via instability.

Jobn A. Nohel

Nonlinear, Singularly Perturbed Systems of PDE's for Unsteady Aows
of Noq-Newtonian Fluids

We study the initial-boundary value problem for a singularly perturbed system ·of

quasilinear PDE's in ODe space dimension modelling shear flow of a highly elastic and

viscous non-Newtonian fluid driven by apressure gradient under incompressible, iso

thermal conditions. The non-Newtonian contribution to the shear stress is assumed to

satisfy a Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd differential constitutive law. Tbe key feature i~ a

non-monotone relation between the total steady shear stress and shear strain-rate that
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results in steady states having, in general, discontinuities in the strain rate. The reduced
problem is a quadratic system of ODE's which is analyzed completely by the phase
plane teehniq~es phenomena. When the singular parameter is sufficiently small, the dy
namics of the PDE's is similar tothat'of the quadratic system. For the PDE's, we iden
tify steady states that are nonlinearly stable under perturbations of initial data, and we

show that every solution tends to a steady state as t --+ 00 if the singular parameter is
sufficiently smalL It appears exttemely difficult to determine the region of stability of
such stable solution (i. e. the goveming system does not appear to possess a compact

global attraetor). e
Olga Oleinik

An Asymptotic Behaviour of Solutions of Some Nonlinear Elliptic
Equations in Unbounded Domains

For the model equation Au -1uP'-lu = 0 , p = const > 1, in the halfcylindrical domain

Q = {x : Xl c CO, 0 < Xn< oo}, x' =(Xt, ... ,Xn-l) it is proved that

1) H u > 0 in Q, du = 0 on S ={x : Xl e dCO, 0 ~ Xn< oo}
dv

then

where

Cp =(2(l+p)'tt! • ~ (X'.Xn) SCexp {-axn}. C,« = const > 0,
(p-l)2 r-

du . nnald·" S- 18 a no envatlve on .
dv

2) If u (x',xn) changes the sign in Q (this m~ans that for any Xn > 0 the solution
takes on positive as weil ä.s negative values), then

~(x'·,xn)1 S C' exp{-ßxn), C',ß =const > O.

These results are obtained jointly with V. A. Kondratiev.

For the model equation Au + Jur1u =0, p = const > 1, in n it is proved that

18
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3) A solution u(x',xn) With candition au = 0 on S and condition u ~ 0 in n does
dv

not exist.

4) If ~ 0 1uP-1 < Al , where Al is a first eigenvalue of the problem

!lx'V + ÄV =0 in Ol, V =0 on dCO , and u = 0 on S, then

tu{x',xn) S C exp {-axn}, C,a = const > O.

These results are obtained jointly with L..Peletier.
Results, similar to 1) -4) are proved also fer some classes of nonlinear elliptic

equations.

Robert E. O'Malley

Regularization of Differential-Algebraic Equations

Different.ia1 algebraic equations (DAEs) have been of great recent interest to numerical
analysts who seek efficient c~mputationalmethods based on initial value. codes for
ODEs (cf. the books ofBrenan, Campbell, and Petzold (1989) and Hairer, Lubich, and

Roche (1989». One of the primary düficulties involves the selection of appropriate

consistent initial eonditions. A successful solution technique for DAEs involves intro

duetion of an artificial singular perturbation Via a small parameter (er "viscosity") E > O.

One determines the DAE's solution as the limiting solution as E --+ 0 away from an ini

tiallayer region. Gear integration codes ean be easily used. Details require"paying atten
tion 10 the stability hypothe"ses of the Tikhonov-Levinson theory for singular perturba

tions, with the nature of the initial impulses depending on the index of the DAE. Ex

plicit examples are provided and applications are included. We note the close relation

ship to the cheap contral approac~ to singular co~trols as developed by Jameson and
O'Malley.
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Genevieve RaugeJ

Dynamies on Thiß Bounded Domains

We consider, far instance, a oounded regular domain n in R D, n = 1,2 and a bounded

domain Qe c RD+l, e> 0, which converges in some sense to nase -+ o.

Q:~g(X.E)

n

More precisely, let g :nx [O,to] -+R be a function of class C3 such that

og -
g{x,O) = 0, go(x} E -(x,O) > 0, X E n

Oe

g(x,e} > 0 fer XE n ,e E (O,Eo]

We set: OE ={(X,Y) e RD+l; 0< y< g(x,e~ xe n}

Let ve be the outer nonna! to dOE, Q=nx(o,~) which.contains Qr, for 0< ES eo;
and let G be a function in Wl.Oo(Q).
For a > 0, we consider the equation

Ut - Au + au = -f(u -0) in Oe ,~ =°
dve

u{O) =uo given in Hl(OE)

where f: R: -+ R is a given C2-funetion such that

(2) ]im -fes) so, (3) Ir(s~ SC (I + IsM , SE R ,
1!I1-++oo S

where OSl<+oo ifn=l, OSyS2 ifn=2.

20
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Making the change of variables X = x, Y = g (X,E)y, we change the domain tk iota the

fixed domain Q = Ox(O,l). In these new variables, the Laplacian becomes the operator

Ltu = _.1 div Btu whereg

If we let Gt(x,y) = G(X,g(X,E)y), the problem (l)E becomes on Q,

Ut+~u+au=-f(u)-GtinQ, ~=Btu.v=O indQ
d1Be

- u(O) = uo given in Hl(Q)

The formal limit problem to (4)e is the following :

n

vt - -L~ (gOVXi ) + av =-f(v) - Go in n , dv =0 in ao
gO i=l Xi an

(4~

u (0) = uo given in BI (0)

IfTdt) (resp.T~t) is the semigroup on HI(Q) (resp. Hl(Q» defmed by (4)E

(resp. (4)0), we show that, iflludIH1(Q) ~ r, then, for t > 0,

where K(r,t) is a positive, increasing function ofr and t, and

MI1()(x) =Luo(x,y)dy.

Let~ (resp. Aa)·be the global attraetor of (4)E (resp. (4)0). Using the etimates (5) and

results of [Haie, Raugel] , we show that, if the equilibrium points of (4)0 are hyper

bolie, then the attraetors (A)E are continuous at E =O.
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Moreover, if (4)0 is a Morse-Smale system, (4)(: is also Morse-Smale, for 0< ESEl.

Hans-Georg Roos

The Numerical Solution of Singularly Perturbed Elliptic Boundary
Value Problems

Let u~ consider the boundary value problem

-Mu + bVu + cu =f . in n c R2 , u =0 on an

under the assumption e - i div b ~ ß> 0 in a polygonal domain.

In the singularly perturbed case 0 < E« 1 elassica1 numerical methods eannot work

due to stability problems and the nonboundedness of the eonsistency or interpolation

errar.
From the theoretical point of view, unifonnly with respect to the parameter E, eonver

gent methods seern to be very niee. But until now only in very simple situations uni

formly convergent methods are available. For instance, under the assumption

b =(bhb2) > 0, bl = bl(X~ ~ =b:z(y) a standard Galerkin-technique based on L
splines over a rectangular grid yields

110 - uJIi := Ein -uJI + lu - un~ S C h (C independent ofe I).

In practice, upwind schemes are used. It is possible to construct an upwind fmite ele

ment rnethod on weakly acute triangulations which preserves the inverse-rnonotonicity

of the problem and satisfies.

The combination with an adaptive procedure based on local error estimations seems to

be very promising.
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Kunimochi Sakarnoto

Geometrie Approach to Singular Perturbation Problems for Ordinary
Differential Equations .

Many of dynamical features of multi-dimensional relaxation systems can be profitably

studied by dynamical system approaches, especially by invariant manifold theory. In
many cases, an important pan of the dynamies of singularly penurbed systems for

ODEs behaves in a rather regular manner when approached from a perspective of

invariant manifold theory. In this context, singular penurbation problems are treated as
a gene-ralized bifurcation problem.

In this talk, after developing a general theory for singularly perturbed systems by using

invariant manifold theory, cases are studied in which slow variable passes througb ele

mentary cOOimension one bifurcation points, i.e., transcritical, pitch-fork, and Hopf

bifurcation points. Once the general theory is applied, everything else turns out to be

regular perturbation problems.

Jan A. Sanders

On the Computation of Versal Nonnal Fonns

The problem of computing the (versal) notmal fonn of an ordinary differential equation

at equilibrium is a very practical one with applications in dynamics and bifurcation

theory. Since the computations necessary to do this are both simple and extensive, this.

looks like the ideal kind of problem to do with computer algebra This talk describes the

inner workings of a program, written by the author in Maple, that computers versal

normal fonns far vectorfields and Hamiltonians at equilibrium It emphasizes the use of

direct methods, exploiting the multilinear character of formal expansions. To handle the

normalization with respect to the semisimple pan of the linear field, orie uses the avera

ging meth~while the nilpotent part is treated using embedding in an SL2(R) aod a

splitting algorithm develoj>ed by R. H. Cushman and the autbor.

To express the final result in symmetrie coordinates, use has been made of the Gröb

ner-basis package available in Maple. Panially open problems include the treatment of

constant tenns in the oilpotent case and the computation of the nonnal fann of the linear
deformation..
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Klaus Scbneider

Singularly Perturbed ODE - Geometrical and Numerical Approaches

We prove the existence of invariant manifolds for autonomous singularly perturbed
ODEs by means of which we can reduce the original system either to a slow or fast
manifold We derive conditions guaranteeing that the dynamies on the slow manifold

determines the dynamic of the full system near that manifold.

For nonautonomous ODE with several time scales we propose a special wavefonn e
iteration procedure to solve the initial value problem in the boundary layer numerically.
We describe a method for establishing unique relaxation oscillation to autonomous sy-

stems with several time scales. As an example the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction is
considered.

We propose a new approach to prove the existence of unique stable relaxation oscilla

tions Car two-dimensional systems.

Donald Smitb

Singularly Perturbed Integral Equations

The linear Volterra or Fredholm vector equation

fK(t.s) w(s) ds =h(t.e) + ew(t1 0 S; t S; 1 •

with kernel possessing ajump discontinuity along t =s is discussed for small E > O. An

asymptotic splitting permits the construction of approximate solutions of boundary

layer typet and then a suitable error estimate leads to the existence of a (unique) solution
W = w (ttE) that is well-approximated by the given approximate solutions. (Jointly with

C. Lange)
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Luc Tartar

A Boundary Layer Effect in Optimal Design

In a ball n of radius R in RN, we consider a variational elliptic equation

-div (a(x) grad ua(x)) = 1 , with ua = 0 on the boundary an. Tbe function a is only

allowed to take the values a or p (with 0 < a < ß) and the average of a on n should be

(l-e)a + ep where eis given a small number. The optimal design problem consists in

seeking a funetion a which minimizes J(a) = Inu(x)dx. In the language ofheat conduc-

tion, one wants to minimize the average temperature in a domain n where there is a

uniform source of heat, by placing in an adequate way two conducting materials given

in a precise amounL

For e> 0, is there an optimal position for an interface between the two different con

ducting materials ? Is there a simple analysis of what to do when e is small ?

It appears that thete is no optimal interface that seperates the two conducting materials
and the best way to use them is to create a mixture in an annular region, the mixing

using layers in the radial direction, the proportion of the good conductor varyiIig in an
affine way with respect to the distance to the center. When e is smalI, the mixing

occurs in an annulus of ·size of order E1/2 near the boundary of Q, the proportion of the

good conductor being 0 on the interior boundary of the~ulusand heing of order E112

on the exterior boundary of the annulus, i.e. the boundary of O. Tbe optimal value

InfaI(a) , whicb is only attained .by an optimal mixture, is J(a} - 0(E1/2) •

ODe can. visualize a way to approximate the "optimal" design by considering a large

number m of triangular spikes of the good conductor, each triangle having a basis of

the order BREttl/m on the boundary of n and having height bRe11l in the direction .of
the center.

~e method of attaek for this type of problem has been developed many years ago in

joint work with Fran~isMorat: it is based on homogenization results.

Berichterstatter: W. Jäger
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 26/1991

Matbematical Problems in Robotics

16.06.1991 bis 22.06.1991

The meeting was being organized by H. G. Bock (Augsburg), R. W. Longman (New York),

and F. Pfeiffer (München). The participants were 34 mathematicians, engineers and computer

seientists from 10 eountries, 26 of which presented' a lecture (sometimes inelu~ing a video or

computer graphics demonstration).

. Advaneed industrial ro~t operation planninge~ for off-line pr~gramming and optimization

in a CAD/CÄM environment This requires
• detailed, realis~c modeling of kinematics and ~ynamics,

• mathematieal description and analysis of the models,

• efficient numerical treatment"

" Since the resulting ritathematical problems' are highly ~omplex (like. the ,robotie systems

themselves), enforced in~rdisciplinary~ooperation is necessary.

The intention of the meeting was to bring together scientists from various fields in roboties in

order 10 gain an overview ofpresently importaßt problems, find their relations 10 different'~seareh

areas, establish connections between these areas, -and finaUy exchange and develop solution

approaches.

Topics of the presentations were in the fields of

- theoretical foundations: algebraic and differential geometry (ofthe Euclidian group SE(3.> an.d

its subgroup SO(3), in particular), holonomic and nonholonomic mechanics,

- modeling and mathematical description: impact, frietion and contact phenomena, flexibility,

back-lash, model identification from experiment data, classical and recursive fonnalisms for

multibody systems, differential-algebraic fonnulation of dynamics, closed kinematic loops,

- advanced applications and optimal control: multi-ann robots, .space based robotics, sensing,

automatie declsion-making, learning control, position and force control, open-Ioop and

feedback contral, minimum iline and minimum energy trajectory planning (for prescribed-path

and point-to-point maneuvers), collision avoidance.

Many of the presentations were closely related to specific practical applications or

experiments; a central issue was usually the development ofefficient and robust numerical methods

and their implementation in 'reallife'. Basic mathematical concepts not yet mentioned are, e.g.,

ordinary differen~al equations on Riemannian manifolds as dynamic models of multibody syste~,

including state-dependent sets of algebraic conditions and discontinuities in the right-hand side due

to the listed physical effects, closed loops and multiple arms, further PDE or stoehastic modeling
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due to link flexibility or parameter uncertainties, resp., and, in the context of model identification or'i).'

trajectory planning, constrained optimization problems, which are possibly over-' or

underdetennine<L unstable or ill-posed, and which may possess multiple local optima.

The thematic bandwidth was only natural, because almost any problem in robotics involves several

of the concepts Iisted above. Therefore it was rather positive that the schedule left plenty of time for

intensive discussions in small groups. Also, the pleasent atmosphere encouraged the.

mathematicians to look at a problem with an engineer's eyes, and vice versa. A lively exchange of

ideas and viewpoints developed, which is likely to further stimulate the highly dynamic

development in the robotics area.

vortragsauszÜge •Guillenno RODRIGUEZ

Spatial Operators for Robot Mathematical Modeling

The paper reviews the current status of spatially recursive methods for robot dynamics developed

by the author in the last several years. The methods are based on an' analogy between robot

dynamies and state estimation theory. The methods generalize the equations of~abnan ftltering and

smoothing, quite popular in discrete time optimal estimation and con~ol, "to rlescribe spatially

recursive operations. This allows solution of robot dynamics problerm within the highly"developed

state space filtering and smoothing architecture. The analogy also allows development of two

alternative mass matrix factorizations: M =Hcl>Mcl>*H* and M =H(I+Hcl>G)D(I+Hcl>G)*. The

fust embed~swithin it several highly efficient algorithms for inverse dynamics and for recursive

evaluation of the mass matrix. In particular, it contains the highly popul~ recursive Newton Euler

algorithm for inverse dynamics. For this reason, the factorization is referred to as the Recursive

Newton-Euler factorization. The second factorization is referred to as the innovations factorization,

because of similarities with the innovations approach of linear least-squ~es filtering theory.

Inversion of the mass matrix is readily achieved by inversion of the lower triangular factor (I +
Hcl>G) and the upper triangular factor (I + Hc1>G)*. Inversion of the factoTS is achieved by spatially

recursive ftltering and smoothing. Inversion of the diagonal matrix D is achieved by inversion of its

scalar elements. Development of these results is made possible by the use of spatial operators, such •

as cl> and qJ, which govern the propagation of accelerations, forces, and velocities along the span

of the robot. Analysis and computer programming is made simple because the spatial operators

represent a large number of more detailed computational operations.

Suguro ARIMOTO

Passivity of Robot Dynamies and 115 RoJe in Learning for Skill Refinement

Leaming control is a oew approach to the prQblem of skill refinement for robot anns by iterative

training. It is considered to be a mathematical model of motor program leaming for·skilled motions

in the central nervous system. In the talk a class of learning control algorithms with a forgetting

factor l>>a>O and without differentiation of velocity signals is presented, which updates the input

command by uk+l = (l-a) Ut+ aUo+ epet, where uk and ek stand for command input and velocity

error at k-th exercise respectively. Tbe robustness of this leaming control with respect to re-
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initialization eITors, fluctuations of robot dynamies, and measurement noises is analyzed in detail.

It is shown that not only the passivity of robot dynamies but also the exponential passivity of dis

placement dynamics on errors and difference dynamies between consecutive trials playa crucial

role in proving the uniform boundedness of transient behaviors and the convergence in the

progress of leaming.

Hartmut BREMER

Elastic Multibody Systems, Qptimization and Control

Robots consisting of an arbitrary number of elastic links and flexible joints are considered which

undergo a gross rigid body motion with superimposed small deflections. Linearisation of the latter

requires the computation of second order tenns, whose influence is often referred 10 as "Dynamical

Stiffening". TheMathematical Description of such complex systems requires an adequate 'proce

dore 10 get the equations of motion with minimum effort.

Karim TAHBOUB

DescriptoT Models for Constrained Robots in Assembly and Machining tasks

There are numerous applications where the end effector of a robot manipula~orcomes in contact

with arigid extemal object These appli~ations include the use of mani~ulatorsfor ..carrying out

assembling and machining tasks. In this talk, the modeling of the contact forces.between the end

effeetor of a robot and an extemal body is considered; the deseriptor model is examined in depth.

Tbe task oriented modeling method is presented; this method introduces the task. space as the

starting point in fmding the kinematic constraints which cover a large class of tasks including

machining and assembly. A general and easy reduction method, in ~e task space, is as weil

presented to end up with explicit equations for the constraint forces and for the minimal number of

acceleration variables. The reduced descriptor mooel with index one is accordingly derived, where

it is composed of two subsystems; a slow subsystem corresponding to the. minimal differential

variables and a fast subsystem corresponding to the constraint forces~ Oue 10 the above mentioned

reduction, it is 10 be noted that the fast subsystem does not contain any differential variables.

Gregory O. HAGER

TOWards Sensor-Based Oecision Making in Unstructured Environments

The reduction or transfonnation of sensor data into a fonn tbat can be used for control or decision

making is a central problem in robotics~ I view the problem ~f sensor-bas~decision making in

terms of two components: a sensor fusion component that isolates a set of models consistent with

observed data, and an evaluation component that uses this infonnation and other task-related

infonnation to make mooel-based decisions. In this paper I d~scribe a computational proeedure for

computing the solution set of parametrie in~ualitiesdescribing a sensor-object imaging rela

tionship, and discuss the use of task-specific information to support set-based decision making.

Experimental results indicate that this methodology is a prornising and viable approach 10 the

problem of decision making in unstructured environments.
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Herbert SCHÜTIE

Analytical inverse transfonnation of the velocity aod acceleration for a 6-dof robot aod velocity

Qptimization along a matial mline trajectoty

From measurements it can be seen that the controller error for a robot joint is almost two times

smaller if one uses analytically calculated feedforwards in the control scheme instead of the

feedforwards calculated by ftIters. This inside has led to the development cf a formalism which

makes it possible 10 calculate the feedforwards up to the second derivative in joint space from a

corresponding description of the cartesian motion of the end effector, even for a manipulator

withour central wrist. The conside~tionof a spatial spline trajectory and the optimization of the

velocity along this path is sho.Wß tagether with corresponding results. The user interface of the •

open loop control for 6-dof robot and the integration ~f the whole software components of the

control on a special transputer hardware ends the contribution.

Wemer SCHIEHLEN

Mathematical Relation between Multibody Dynamies and Robot Dynamics

The general purpose fonnalisms for multibody systems have proven to be inefficient for app

li~ations in real time robot applications. On the other hand special algorithms have been developed

for applications in robotics. It will be shown, that there exists a direct mathematical relation

between multibody dynamies and robot dynamies. From this point of view the choice of co

ordinates, the dynamical principles used and the symbolieal fonnula manipulation is most important

for efficient dynamic robot computations.

Klaus SCHRÖER

Robot Calibration: Methcxf. Results Problems

For many applications, robots are needed which have an absolute cartesian pose accuracy the same

order of magnitude as their repeatability. Calibration procedures have to be applled to reach this

aim. A calibration procedure was presented which allows the automatie determination of all kine

matie parameters, gear parameters, and static elasticity effects. It is based on a complete kinematic

model which is combined with a gear model and an elasto-static deformation model. For parameter.

identification, an ordinary Gauss·Newton me~od combined with a line-search strategy is used.

With the aid of this ~ethod it is possible to increase pose accuraey up to the robot' s system limit as

detennined by its repeatability. Moreover, infonnation can be acquired which gives hints toward

improvements in robot design, thereby also improving repeatability. The problems of rank defi

ciency caused by prismatic joints and a possible aid from the field of differential geometry and of

the necessity 10 model some of the model parameters as random variables and to identify also their

variance are mentioned
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IngeTROCH

Time-(Sub)Optimal.Continuous and Quasi-Continuous Palh Planning

Frequently, point-to-point movements as weil as continuous path movements are to be perfonned

as quickly as possible. Modelling as a time-optimal control problem with control and state con

straints is possible, but its practical solution requires not only special sof~ware tools but also

involved mathematical investigations. Therefore, approximation as quasi-continuous movement is

frequen.tly perfonned and results in a polygon which has to be parametrized w. r. to time. First,

improvements of Paul's algorithm are presented. Examples demonstrate that accuracy can be

improved slightly whereas at the same time the overall movement time can be reduced considerably

(down 10 less than 10 % of the time resulting from Paul's method) at the price of a moderate

increase of computation time. Secondly, a sweep procedure is presented which yields the true

time-optimal time-parametrization of a given path and which can be generalized to handle arbitrary

constraints on the applied forces and torques and which yields the solution in such general cases

after finitely many sweeps. Finally, the forementioned sweep method is applied to a simplified

optimization problem where torque constraints are replaced by constraints on the accelerations.

This allows the explicit computation of the optimal solution. Again, the efficiency of the proposed

method is illustrated by an example.

. Andrew GOLDENBERG

Decomposition of Spaces with Indefinite Inner ProdUClS and Their Agplication to -Simultaneous

Conttol of Force and Position

Using Screw Algebra, the proper inner product of wrenches & twists leads to indefmite products.

Based on tbis product a decomposition into 11orthogonal11 spaces leads to four subspaces which

under certain assumptions reduce to the standard orthogonal subspaces as used in Hybrid Contra!.

Tbe decomposition leads 10 very interesting interpretation of force and motion su1?spaces and their

relative relationsbips in the overall motionlconstraint space.

Hennan BRUYNINCKX

• Same Invariance Problems in Robotics

The careless application of linear algebra to a lot of robotics research fields has led to some

misleading, because n.on-invariant, results. The most important sOluce for this non-invariance is

the unfamiliarity with the fact that no "natural tt
, Euclidean-like norm exists for rigid body

kinestatics. Otber non-invariant theories described in this paper rely on the construction of

physically nonsemical "operators", or on a non-invariant description of motion constraints. This

paper explains where and in what fonn the problems appear, aod presents possible solutions by

introducing physically relevant operators. Tbe existing non-invariant theories are (fonnally!) just

special cases of the proposed solutions, by simply equating the newly introduced operators 10 the

identity operator. However, the main difference between the non-invariant theory, and our

solutions lies in the fact that the introduced operators ohey transfonnation requirements.
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Eduard REITHMEIER

Position and Force Contral for Robot Manipulators Subject to Parameter Uncertainties

The increasing utilization of rorot manip'ulators in industrial tasks such as assembling, handling of

hazardous waste, folding, markin~ ete. depends greatly on available hybrid position and force

contral schemes. Since the robot as weIl as its environment are often subjected 10 ~ncertain

imperfections such as Coulomb friction in the links, backlash in the gears, not exactly known .'

masses and dimensions ete., it is necessary to design controllers which are robust with respect to

these uncertainties. In addition, the dynamics of the robot are nonlinear, that is, nonlinear con~l

aspects have to be taken into account. Another aspect to be taken into consideration is the relative

stiffness of the ro~ot, the force sensor and the m~nipulated surface. This fac~ r~quires some

attention on the contact force model. VIe propose a control scheme which accounts for this point of

view and demonstrate its efficiency with respect to robustness and accuracy of position and· force •

tracking by means of numerical simulation and animation. The control d~sign is based on the

constructive use of Lyapunov functi!Jt:ls.

Richard W. LONGMAN

,Leaming and R«petitive Control in Linear Systems

Leaming and repetitive control is a new field that has developed.motivated. by the repetitive nature

of robot operations on an assembly line. In a detenninistic environment, when a control system is

given a ~ommand to track achanging input command, it will produce the same tracking errors

every time. Leaming and repetitive controllaws oberserve the error in following the command each

repetition and adjusts the command from one repetition of the task t9 the next in order to improve

perfonnance. The aim 'is to converge upon the task command that will pro.duce the desired tracking

solution - L e. the command is no long~r the desired response, but instead is the command needed

to produce the desired response. This paper gives an overviewof l~arning control approaches

developed by the author and bis co-workers. These include methods based. on integral control

concepts applied in the repetition domain, based on direct model reference adaptivecontrol, based

on indirect adaptive control and based on numerical optimization methods. Methods are developed

that guarantee convergence to zero tracking err~r, as weIl as önes which produce tracking in aleast

squares or quadratic cost sense. Decentralized leaming control is also·discussed. . •

Pierre DAUCHEZ .

" Some Experiments With a Two-Ann Robot CVidool

When"two robotic anns manipulate a single object, some kind of force contral is often necessary.

We propose a hybrid position/force approach in which the position variables are the absolute

trajectory of the object and the relative trajectory of the w;ms"~d the force variables are the extemal

and interna! forces acting on the object. Diag9nal selection matrices are used for selecting the

proper variables to be controlled, depending upon the task. We have implemented our method on a

multiprocessor architecture to control two Puma's 560, equipped with two force sensors. The

experiments presented in the video ~clude:
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- the manipulation of rigid objects frrmly held, with andwithout control of external forces,

- the manipulation of three boxes non-~mnlyheld with control of an internal force (external force

control can also be added),

- the defonnation of aspring by controlling its internal force,

- the assembly of two objects, with each being held by one anTI, with contral of the contact forces

seen as internal forces. In this last case, the approach phase of the end effectors (before contact).

is also presented. It involves a relative description of the task, i. e. the trajectory of one end

effector is defmed with respect 10 amabile fnune attaehed to the other end effector.

For all these experiments, no dynamic effects are laken into account and simple controllaws are

implemented. Same simulations have been undertaken to test more ad~ancedcontrol algor:ithms;

these algorithms will be fust tested on a three->degree-of-freedom parallel robot, which is also

presented in the video, along with the future transputer-based controller we are now developing.

Edda EICH

Efficient Numerical Integration of DAEs for Mechanical Systems with Constraints and Invariants

Multibody dynamics with position constraints, contact problems, Coulomb friction or mvariants

lead to DAEs of index ~ 2. Reducing the index by differentiation leads to instability and the

numerical solution violates the constraints.

The lecture presents a quasi-orthogonal coordinate projection method, which can in prineiple be

used with ~y discretization method. In numerical tests this yields muc'h more aecurate solutions,

as ean be easily seen by convergence analysis. The effort for computation of projection is mini

mized by monitor techniques. It is shown that the fastest method for generation and solution of

equations of motion is a combination of a recursive fonnalism solving the inverse problem of

Robotics and a monitor technique used to salve the linear systems iteratively. For the special case

of linear multisteps new technique exploiting the structure of the equation.s and- improving the

efficiency of tbe method are discussed.

Numerical examples of practical problems in mechanical engineering 8re presented to illustrate the

approach.

Mare STEINBACH

Efficient Parallel AI~orithms for the Numerieal Computation of Qptimal Point-to-Point Trajectories

of Robots

Numerical computation of optimal point-to-point robot trajectories can substantially increase the

perfonnance of assembly lines, and is also an important tool in optimal robot design. Different

numerical algorithms based on multiple shooting are discussed, which have a high degree of

parallelism. Indirect methods are hard-to-use and require much man-power because of usually

complex solution structures (singular control arcs, inequali.ty constraints). Therefore sophisticated

direct methods are developed, which are based on an optimally taylored combination of multiple

shooting and sequential quadratic programming techniques in connection with special high-rank

update procedures. Numerical results demonstrate that such easy-to-use methods are very fast aod

sufficiently exact for routine industrial application.
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. Walter SCHENKER

Suboptimal Control of Mechanical Systems uoder Consideratipn of Symmetries and First Integrals

We treat the classical problem of optimizing a mechanical system given in Hamiltonian fonn

xq = dH/dxp' xp = - dHtaxq + Q (xq, xp' u) with respect 10 the perfonnance index
te

s = f L(xq• xp' ~) dt ... K(Xq. x.,) instead of going the usual way of solving a boundary value
t8

problem with algebraic equation aH/du = O.

We raise the dimension 10 get the so called underlying Hamiltonian system

x= dHgldA-, i = - dHgldx, P= - dHg/du, U= h(x, A" u) with Hg = L + A,Tf + pTb.

Optimal case: p = p= O.

Tbe raised system "lives" on a manifold E(x, A" p, u) with symplectic 2-fonn

w = dÄ. A dx + dp 1\ du. On this manifold we consider different sets of fIrst integrals with (1)

Liouville integrability, (2) integrability in thenon-commutative sense. We although perfonn

reduction of the system by symmetries.

•
Rhonda SLATfERY

Optimal Control of Closed Chain Robotic Systems

Two robot anns grasp~g a common payload fonn aclosed chain system. Tbe advantages of a two

ann manipulator over a one arm manipulator are in moving large or awkward loads, and in

incre~ed stability due to two contact points on the payload. A disadvantage is the more compli

cated dynamics arising from the closed kinematic chain structure.

A method for deriving the equations of ~otion of a closed ring system is presented which is related

to two ann force contro!. This method emphasizes the payload rather thaß.one of the anns. Tbe

equations of motion are 'used to determine minimum time and fastest throw paths for a simple

planar robot system. Tbe actuators have bounded tO.rques. Tbe minimum time solution is generally

bang-bang in all controls. There are more controls than degrees of freedom for this system, and the

extra control authority leads to large internal forces in th.e payload..Problems with constraints on •

these fOTces are also examined.

R. W. LONGMAN, Völker SCHULZ

-Space Based Robotics

This paper gives an overview of aseries of papers by the authors, as weIl as discussion and

computer demonstration of new results in robot trajectory generation in space.

Results are discussed conceming: 1. new kinetimatics for robots mounted on satellite with attitude

control systems functioning in order 10 account satellite motion. 2. Reaction moment compensation

to eliminate attitude disturbance from the robot 3. New forward and inverse kinetics problems that
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take the place of forward and inverse Kinematics problems when the attitude control system is

turned off. 4. Tbe robot work space for space based robotics. 5. Tbe effect of flexibility. New

results are given stating from a matheJ.11atical fonnulation, and interpretation based on the group

SO(3) at computer animation of numerical solutions that are feasible solutions to maneuver the

lObot without a net rotation of the spacecraft at the end of operation.

P. S. KRISHNAPRASAD

NonholOnomic Geometly. Mechanical Systems and Optimal Control

Precise nonlinear dynamic models h~ve had a significant role in the analysis, simulation and control

of a variety of mechanical systems. The use of global geometrie methods, including concepts based

on symplectic geometry, symmetry groups and reduetion, leads to valuable insight into the

qualitative properties of sueh models. In the fonnulation of (eonstrained) motion planning

problems for space-based robots, a very powerful tool is derived from the theory of geometrie

phases. It is noteworthy that geometrie phases have recently been the subject of intense study in a

variety of areas of classical and quantum physics. In this talk, we will indicate the common

mathematical frarnework underlying such applications in physics and our work in robotics. We will

in~cate some recent developments in the growing field of nooholonomic geometry that have a

direct hearing on questions of interest 10 control.

. Nonholonomic geometry is concemed with those aspeets of geometry that are natural consequences

of constraints and symmetries. Related variational problems can be motivated by optimal control

(of driftless systems) and singular riemannian geometry, aod vakonomic mechanics. Some pro

blems of efficient manipulation can be easily cast into this fonn. One can identify various explicitly

solvable cases of such optimal control problems using the underlying geometry. Here elliptic

functions play an important role. In this talk we will show how symplectic and poisson reduction

methods play an important role in identifying explicitly solvable problems.

Clementina D. MLADENOVA

Mathematical Methods in Modelling and Control of Manipulator Systems: Group Theoretical

Approaches 10 Analysis and Control

Tbe investigations under consideration present a unifonn approach to modelling and control of

manipulator systems.based on Lie group theory for ·rigid body and rigid body systems description.

Tbe partial isomorphism between ~e orthogonal transfonnations group and the group of vectors

with adefinite composition law (existing only in the three-dimensional space), brought to the idea

of using the so called vector-parameter for manipulator systems describing.

The group essence of manipulator configurational space introduces a new sense in the theoretical

considerations. The kinematics and dynamics of the open-loop mechanical systems are presented

by algebraie and differential equations over a group manifold.

The vector-parametrization of the rotation group SO(3) is chosen because of the fact that its simple

composition law gives the possibility the basic requirements to real-time contral - minimum

caleulation operations to be satisfied.
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Rainer RETTICH

Semi-infinite programming methods in robotics

Recently, for the optimal path tracking problem an approach has been suggested [Marin '88],

which transfonns this problem into an optimization problem the constraints of which bound the

ranges of same functions in their whole domain. Problems of this type are denoted as Semi-·

Infinite-Programming (SIP) problems. For the path tracking" problem results will be presented,

which indicate that in comparison for instance with dynamical programming methods the SIP

approach seems to be efficient, accurate and very flexible w. r. t the robot model and various

constraints. Possible further applications of SIP in robotics will be indicated.

Peter C. MÜLLER

Collision Avoidance of Robots

A ~urvey is presented on different types of problems and algorithms for the collision avoidance of

robots related 10 flXed or moving obstacles within the robat working cell.· Different aspects are dealt

with: detection of obstacles, collisio~-free path planning, and control algorithms avoid~ng

collisions. Certain algorithms of the literature as weIl as one new a1gorithm" are discussed and

compared.

Friedrich PFEIFFER

Manipulatio~processes of elastic robots. nonlinear ~ynamics <impulsive and stick-slip-processesl

Considering manipulators with elastic links and jointS includessome additional mathematical

efforts in modelling dynamics and co.ntrol of such systems. Existing path planning methods for

rigid robots must be extended by taking into account elasticity, similarly control concepts have to

be modified. An elastic robot affords the application of elastic multibody-theory, which again

involves additional mathematical problems. All methods necessary to salve the relevant problems

will be presented and applied to a laboratory robot, which at the same time is used to verify theory.

Berichterstatter: M. Steinbach
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 27/1991

Mathematische Methoden des VLSI-Entwurfs und des Distributed
Computing

23.6. bis, 29.6.1991

. The Conference on 'Mathematische Methoden des VLSI-Entwurfs und des Distribu
ted Computing' was organized by M. J. Fischer (New Haven) and G. Hotz (Saar

: brücken). After the meetings in 1983 and 1987, it was the third eonferenee eoncerning
VLSI-Design and the second one eoncerning Distributed Computing, respeciivelY.

·The confere.nce was visited by 24 participants which came from Germany, USA, Israel
and Australia. This relatively small number enabled the holding of very comprehen':'
sive lectures and left enough time for discussions. By this way, the conversation

·between researchers which are interested in a more theoretical view of the problems
land those whieh pay more attention on practical aspects was advanced.

·The lectures dealt with the following themes:
·- layout problems (floorplanning, placement, routing);
- logic synthesis;
- test methods;
- design of VLSI-systems;
l_ parallel architectures;
,- problems in regular networks;
- secret and reliable communication in distributed systems;
-- synchronization problems;
- fault-tolerant computing;
- bioinformatics.

,Beside these lectures, there were" demonstrations of the systems CADIC (Th. Bureh,
Univ. d. Saarlandes) and HULDA (M. Weber, Humboldt-Univ. Berlin), and an in
teresting lecture concerning cbess on a network of transputers> (R. Feldmann, Univ.
Paderborn) .
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Vortragsauszüge

B. Becker:

Synthesis for Testability: BDDs

We consider a special case of the synt~esis for testability spectrum: circuits which are
derived from (reduced ordered) Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). The testability
of these circuits is characterized with respect to the cellular, stuck-at and path-delay
fault model. Full testability can be achieved in (almost) all cases. Corresponding e
test sets can be computed efficiently.

Th. Burch:

CADIC, a Top-Down Design System for Integrated Circuits

In this talk, we present the graphical frontend of the design system CADIC which
has been developed at the University of Saarbrücken 'within the Sonderforschungs- .
bereich 124. This schematic editor allows the designer to specify w~ole families of
circuits by using parametrized instances of macro-cells and wires. The editor also
provides an easy way of specifying random-Iogic circuits. The design can base on
any given library of basic-cells. In future,we will integrate the synthesis-tools of the
design system into this editor in order to get a complete graphical design system.

R. Feldmann:

Some New Results for Binary Networks

(joined work with B. Monien, P. Myslivietz and S. Tschöke)

In the first part of the talk, we show that every Shuffle Exchange network of dimension
2d (SX(2 d

)) has a Hamiltonian path. This result is obtained inductively. We show
that if you have a Hamiltonian path in SX(k) that obeys some constraints then you
obtain 2k

. node disjoint paths of length 21: in SX(2k). These node disjoint paths can
be combined to a Hamiltonian path in SX(2k) using an embedding of the S~(2k) _.,
into the" DeBruijn network of dimension k (DB(k)). .,
In the second part of the talk, we develop algorithms to determine the shortest path
between two nodes a and b in the Butterfly network (BFN(n)), Cube-Connected-
Cycle network (CCC(n)), DB(n) and SX(n) running in time polylogarithmic in the
number of nodes.

M. Fischer:

Multiparty Secret Key Exchange Using a Random Deal of Cards

(joined work with R. Wright)

A team of k players is formed within an rn-person organization to work on a classi
fied project. The team wishes to construct an n-bit secret key S to use for secure
communication among the team members. Others in the organization are collectively
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regarded as an eavesdropper, Eve, who is trying to discover S., Following the exam
pIe of Fischer, Paterson and Rackoff, members of the organization are given hands
of tards of prespecified sizes before the team is formed. The hands are dealt from
a randomly shuffeled deck of distinct cards. We ask how the hands can be used to
establish S. That is, we desire a protocol for the team by which each team member
learns S, any n-bit string is equally likely to be S, and Eve learns nothing about
S, even if she overhears all communic,ation among the team members. We place no'
computationallimitations on Eve, so standard public key cryptographic techniques
do not apply. .
Our main reSult is a randomized protocol that solves this problem whenever the desk
is suffieiently large. We also examine a class ofsimple I-bit secret key exchange
protocols that work for particular collections of hand sizes. We show one of the·
protocols to be optimal within this class by applying an intricate game-theoretic
argument to a closely~related combinatorial game. Finally, we provide some weak
impossibiJity results that show, for example, the nonexistence of al-bit secret key
exchange protocol for a team. of three players, each of whom holds.a single card from
a three card desk, even when Eve has no cards.

M. Kaufmann:

Homotopic Planar Routing of Multiterminal Nets

(joined work with S. Gao)

In the area of VLSI-algorithms, homotopic routing is a quite new development which
considers the detailed routing phase on the basis of a proceeding global routing of the
nets. For the planar model, there are some efficient algorithms which work weIl for
two-terminal net problems, but not for multiterminal nets. In this talk, we consider
homotopic routing of mult~terminalnets and present the first efficient algorithm to
find a minimum-Iength solution by constructing Steiner trees.

R. Kolla:

Performance Optimization of Combinational Circuits

In this talk, we present a ce:ll based approach to the problem of performance optimi
zation of VLSI combinational circuits. In general, performance optimization is the
problem of finding optimal area-time trade--offs for an implementation of a boolean
function by an integrated circuit. It is too hard to solve this problem as a whole
since it contains the synthesis problem as well as the mapping to a given techno
logy. Therefore, we foeus on the case where the structure of the circuit as agate,
circuit is fixed and only the physical parameters are free over a finite set of possible
implementations by acelI.
We show that even this restricted case is NP--complete. It remains NP-complete if
the circuit is a tree but in this case there are dynamic programming methods with
a pseudopolynomial time complexity which are tractable for practical instances. We
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show how these exact algorithms can be used to compute approximate optimalsoluti
ons for combinational circuits. Finally, we report experimental results for benchmark
circuits and point out generalizations of our approach.

M. Kunde:

Balanced Routing: Towards the Distance Bound on Grids

The problem of packet routing on an r-dimensional grid of processors with side length
n is studied. Each processor is able to store r· f(n) packets, f(n) < n 1

-
1

/
r

• The new •
.class of balanced routingproblems is intrQduced which includes such fundamental
problems as parti~l h-h routing. On 3-dimensional n x n x n grids (without wrap
arounds), partial permutations and (1, f(n))-balanced problems can be solved in

3.333n + O(n/Jf(n)) steps. For arbitrary r, r ~ 3, these problems can be done
within (2r - 3 + 1/r)n + o(n) steps, which is faster than the corresponding numbers
of steps of previous deterministic and randomized algorithms. A further improvement
is possible for r ~ 4. By a new rearrange technique, a step number of (r + (r - 2) .
(1/r)1/(r-2»)n + o(n) can be achieved. The number of steps is reduced to the ,half if
the algorithms are adapted to tori of processors. For h-h routing, the algorithms can
be generalized such that O((h + r)n) steps are possible.

Tb. Lengauer:

Bioinformatics: AChallenge for the 90's

This talk gives an introduction into the area of bioinformatics which is concerned
with the following problems:

Molecular Modelling: Designing and analyzing biomoieeules with the aid of the
computer.

Sequence Analysis: The analysis of the relationship between biomolecular sequences
( DNA, RNA, Peptide chains ).

Molecular Dynamics: The analysis and prediction of the temporal interactions of .1
biomoleculs in order to explain and predict their function.

Understanding DNA: The interpretation of the vast amount of genetic information
stored in the chromosomes.

The field is in bad need of algorithmic advances. As aprerequisite, appropiate mo
dels have to be defined that are 'both faithful to reality and susceptible to efficient
computation. The talk emphasizes the protein folding problem.

F. Mattern:

On the Relativistic Structure of Logical Time in Distributed Systems

A distributed system can be characterized by the fact that the global state is dis
tributed and that a common time base does not exist. We show that the notion of
time is an important concept in everyday life of our decentralized "real world" which
helps to solve problems like getting a consistent population census ("snapshot") or
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determining the potential causality between events. We argue that a linearIy ordered
structure of time is not (always) adequate for distributed systems and propose a gene
ralized non-standard model of time which consists of vectors of clocks. These clock
vectors are partially ordered and form a lattice. By using timestamps and a simple
clock update mechanism, the structure of causality is represented in an isomorphie
way. Vector timestamps are an interesting generalization of Lamport's well-known
logical clocks. Among other things, the new model of time leads to an interesting
characterization of the global state problem and allows to determine whether two
events are causally related or not. The model has a close analogy to Minkowski's
relativistic space-time. We discuss this analogy and show that in Minkowski 's model
two broadcasts which are causally dependant are perceived in the same order by all
observers. We then demonstrate that using time vectors this same notation of "cau
sal order" can be implemented in distributed systems with asynchronous messages of
unknown delays.

s. Moran:

The ·Distributed Counter Problem

O.oined work with I. Yadin)

A counter (mod m) holds an integer in the range (0, ... , m -1], and enables two basic
operations: .

. (1) INCREMENT: Increment its value by one (mod m), and
(2) LOOK: Get its current value.
A distributed counter is a counter in a shared memory environment, which can be
INCREMENTed and/or LOOKed by many processors. Most known implementations
of distributed counters forbid concurrency: When a processor P wishes to perform
INCREMENT/LOOK, P first locks the access to the counter, then it modifies/gets
its ,value as needed, and finally P unlocks the access to the counter. This approach
ensures the correctness of the implementation, but may create bottleneck e~ects when
many processors wish to access the counter simultaneously. Moreover, in the presence
of fail-stop faiIures the co~nter may get deadlocked.
In this talk, we study implementations which enable many processots to access the
counter concurrently. Such implementations raise problems in .ensuring (and even
in defining) the correctness of the INCREMENT/LOOK operations. We define two
types of correctness - static correctness, which requires that a LOOK operation re
turns the correct value only if it is not concurrent with any INCREMENT operation,
and dynamic correctness, which requires that a LOOK operation returns a correct
value in all cases. Then we pr~ent lower and upper bounds on the number of bits
required to implement a distributed counter under these correctness requirements, as
a function of the number of processors that are allowed to INCREMENT the counter.
In some cases we present implementations which are very efficient in both space and
time, while in other cases we show that any implementation must be very inefficient.
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W. J. Paul:

On the Cost Effectivenes8 of PRAMs

In the first part of this lecture, we introduce a model which permits to treat compu
ter architecture as a formal optimization problem. In the second part of this lecture,
we investigate the cost effectiveness of PRAMs. We present and analyze a reengi
neered version of the "Fluent Machine". The resulting mamine has a surprisingly
good price / performance ratio even if compared with distributed memory machines
(DMMs) on a workload which ia ideal for DMMs. .•

R. Pinter:

Symbolic Layout Improvement Using String Matching Based Local Trans
formations

(joined work with S. Ben-Yehuda)

Symbolic layout often serves as an intermediate form during layout generation. We
present a methodology, borrowed from compiler optimization practice, and a specific
technique, based on efficient string matching algorithms, to improve the quality of
symbolic layout. The method constitutes the application of numerous local repla
cement rules to the original symbolic layout, thereby producing a new layout with
better performance characteristics and that would facilitate better eventual compac
tion. The transformations are enabled by the recognition of patterns in the layout,
which is performed efficiently using a linear-time string matching algorithm. The
ideas have been demonstrated by an experimental tool, which was applied to a num
ber of channel routes, resulting in significant improvements.

R. Pinter:

Realizing Expression Graphs with X ilinkR Elements

(joined work with J. Levin)

Xilink networks comprise programmable functional elements (of 4 inputs and 1 out- •
put) connected by a configurable network (a grid of busses). We consider the problem
of mapping an expression graph (that represents a combinational network) to a mi-
nimal number of Xilink elements. In the present work, we only look at the topology
of the expression graph, Le., we ignore the operations so, e.g., no algebraic simplifi-
cation is performed during the mapping (it could have been made at earlier stages,
of course). We present two results:

Trees (of arbitrary degree) can be mapped optimally in linear time.
The problem becomes NP-eomplete for DAGs, even if they have only 1 root and

the maximal in-degree of its nodes is 3~

We are currently working on heuristics for DAGs.
In addition, several open problems remain, such as:
- consider semantics during the mapping process;
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- allow functional elements with two outputs (realizing, say, two functions of three
inputs each);
- consider other optimization criteria (depth, skew, ...);
- integrate layout considerations into the mapping.

s. Pinter:

Scheduling Instructio~s for Data-Flow Machines

(joined work with R. Hardon)

Data-Flow computers execute programs by dividing a data flow graph into instruc
tion templates which are scheduled as early as possible. Implementing this scheme
involves communication overheads which affect the running time of the program. In
thispaper, we present a model for data fiow machines which includes both ·commu
nication and execution times. With this model, we derive lower and upper bounds
on the execution time of programs represented as trees and DAGs. We provide
algorithms for optimally partitioning a program into sets of instruction templates,
for botb tree and DAG like programs realizing the minimum execution time. The
algorithms are of time complexity O(IVI 2) and O{IVI5), respectively.

R. Reischuk:

Lower Bounds for Fault-Tolerant ComputatioDS

We consider Boolean eircuits and deeision trees in which gates may make errors with
probability c. 1t is shown that most n-input funetions require noisy circuit size resp.
tree depth O(n . log n) to be realized with error probability at most 6 < 1/2. More
speeific, we prove that tbe erltieal number crit(f) of a funetion f implies the lower
bound O(crit(f) . log crit(f)) for circuits and static decision trees. In the dynamic
decision tree model, a random function has eomplexity S(n .logn).

H. Schröder:

Load. Balancing Algorithms

Load balancing in mesh-conneeted architectures is "evaluated under the linear model
of VLS1 eomputation. The system investigated in has N processors with k storage
cells eaeh. The processors ean p"roduce or consume entries of their storage in events
called 'synchronized aecess'. 1t is shown that the average balancing time in between
synehronized accesses has the lower bound T = O(..;N/Vk) for k = O(N). Algo
rithms that meet these lower bounds in the range 2 ~ k ~ 2N are presented. These.
are of little practical value. Only for k = cN (e = eonstant) praetieally feasible
algorithms are presented.
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J. Sieck:

Placement in Computer Aided Schematics

(joined work with M. May)

A schematic is a mapping of real or abstract objects including their interconnections
and possibly some lettering into the plane. Schematics are mainly characterized by
their structure. Examples of typi~al schematics are: block diagrams, fiow charts,
technological schematics, logic diagrams, Petri nets, graphs and networks.
Fundamental layout requirements are: •
- maintainance of the main signal fiow;
- grouping togethe! strongly interconnected symbols;
- short interconnection lines;
- few intersections and bends in the line routing.
Scheme decomposition, symbol placement and line routing are the major steps in the
automatie design of graphical schematics. Because the general placement problem
for netlike sehematics and also typical subproblems (grid placement, rowplacement)
are NP-hard, it is necessary to develop heuristic algorithms. .
In the talk, we discuss a general placement algorithm which generates schematics in
~very case and some special algorithms for the placement of schematics with special
properties.

U. Sparmann:

Structure Based Test Methods for Arithmetic Circuits

Today's manufacturing processes for VLSI circuits are very sensible to disturbanees
and thus a large pereentage of the produced chips is physically defect, even if the
design was correct. Thus, there has to be a test phase, where the good chips are
separated from the faulty ones. Sinee the problem of generating a test set needed for
this phase is NP-complete, universal test generation algorithms which can be applied
to arbitrary circuits often deliver only poor results for large modules. Fortunately,
large circuits like RAMs, PLAs or iterative logic arrays. are very regular in structure •
and their structural properties can be used to derive efficient test sets for them.
In the talk, results about such a structure based test of fast realizations for the
most essential arith~etic operations in computers have been ·presented. For the
example of parallel prefix computation over finite monoids, it was shown how to
exactly characterize the testability of this operation by taking advantage of algebraie
properties of the monoid operation and structural properties of the computation
network. Applieation of this theory results in the construction of time and test
optimal adders and inerementers.
New problems arise when considering the test problem for heterogenous circuits which
consist not only of one regular module but of a large number of modules whieh may
be regular or irregular in strueture:
1) How to handle irregular parts?
2) How to apply tests over the surrounding circuitry?
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Solutions to these problems have been presented for floating point addition and mul
tiplication. As a result, we.obtain completely testable realizations with very small
hardware overhead.

L. Stockmeyer:

Bouods 00 tbe Time to Reach Agreemen.t in the Presence of Timing Un
certaioty

(joined work with H. Attiya, C. Dwork and N. Lyneh). '.

eThis work concerns the real-time complexity of reaching agreement, in the presence
of processor failures and uncertain infor~ation about time. In particular, we foeus
on situations where' the .time to detect faults is greater than the time to deliver
messages. For eXample, in one model studied, it iS assumed that the amount of real
time between any two eonsecutive steps of any eorrect proeessor is at least Cl and at
most C2; thus, C = CI/C2 is a measure of timing uneertainty. An ·upper bound of d on
message delivery time is also assumed. Assuming .that processors faH by stopping,
proc~sor failures can be detected by timeouts. Letting T denote the worst-case
time to detect a failure, a standard timeout proeedure gives T roughly equal to
Cd. The straightforward simulation of a rounds-ba.s:d agreement algorithm eould
use f consecutive time~uts if there are f faults, taking time at least jT, Le., jed.
One result is an. agreement algorithm in which the worst-case time for a timeout is
incurred at most onee, yielding a running time of approximately 2jo + T, where 0 is
an upper bound on the message delay that actually occurs in a given execution. A
lower bound of (/ - l)d + Cd on the .time to reach agreement in the timing-based
model (in the case 6 = d) is also. shown.

R.Strong:

New Latency Bounds for Atomic Broadcast

(joined work with D. Dolev and F. Cristian)

_ We discuss bounds on the time required to reach agreement in a distributed system
• as a function of the failure model. Dur model consists of a set of n proeessors that

communicate via messages and possess clocks that are approximately synchronized.
We assume (1) an upper bound d on message transmission and processing delay as
measured on any corr~ct: clock in the system; (2) an upper bound e on the difference
in reading between two correct clocks at the same real time; and (3) an upper bound
p on the rate of drift of any correct clock with respect to real time.
Simple Atomic Broadcast is a single input; multiple output agreement satisfying:

1) if value z is given as input to correct processor p at time Ton p's clock, then an
correct processors eventually deliver < T, p, z > as output; and

2) if any correct processor delivers < T,p, z >, then all correct processors deliver
< T,p,z >.
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Tbe latency of an atomic broadcast is the worst case difference between T and tbe
Iocal clock time of delivery of < T, p, z >, expressed as a function of the num~er /
of processor faHures to be tolerated. (For simplicity, we assume that the network is
completely connected and that only processors faH.)

faHure model lower bound
Previous Results

upper bound

omission e + (I + l)d
generalized timing e + (I + l)d
Byzantine e + (/ + 1)d'

New Results

e+(/+l)d
(I + l)(e + d)
(I + l)(e + d)

generalized timing k (e + d) ke + a(n, I, p, d)
Byzantine 2(e + d) 2e + ß(n, I, p, d)

where k = ln/(n - I)J + l(n - l)/(n - f)J.

W. Vogelgesang:

Performance Driven k-Layer Wiring

(joined work with M. Kaufmann and P. Molitor)

Given a grid based wire layout, the objective of the layer assignment problem we
investigate is to minimize the interconnect delay by taking into account tbe conduc
tivity of interconnection wires and vias. For MOS circuits with two or 'more layers
for interconnections, the problem is shown to be NP-hard. 1t remains NP-hard for
the special case of two layers having the same conductivity (PDW (=)2) as weIl a.s for
the special case of two layers with extremely different conductivities (PDW(#)2).
However, P DW(!)2 can be reduced to a generalized integer flow problem which gives
hope of good heuristics and approximations, possibly, not only for P DW(!)2 but
also for the general case. Furthermore, PDW(#)2 canbe solved in polynomial time
when the routing grid is sufficiently fine.

M. Weber:

Data Structures and Algorithms for Routing

A router designing environment is presented which contains tools to describe the
geometry of channels and the corresponding net information as weIl as special graphs,
tools for verification, evaluation, classification of routing tasks and wirings.
The work at this system especially aimes at:

- providing a pool of data structures and tools to support the implementation of
routers as much as possible;

- treating all three dimensions equally without any preference;
- winning a wide range of possibilities to express restrictions and degrees of freedom

in routing problems and to make use of them in the course of solution;
- implementing a variety of routing strategies as 'experts' of a black-board-system.
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A special Left-Edge like Router is presented which works in some cases better than
the known routers of this type.

G. Zimmermann:

A Genetic Algorithm for the Compaction of Floorplans

(joined work with A. Heß and K. Glasmacher )

In hierarchical VLSI design methods, ßoorplans are generated by placing and global
erouting for flexible cells. The shapes of these cells have' to be estim.ated as weil as

the widths of the routing channels between cells. These all are then layed out stich
that they fit best into the ßoorplan. The remaining problem, called chip assembly,
is the correction of the ftoorplan ,such that all channels are r~utable and the area 18
minimized. Since the minimal width of the channels is a function of a lateral offs'et of
the cells along the chännel, this is more complex than the classicaI2-dim.. cQmpaction
problem. The width function can be measured. H we assume floorplans' with slicing .
structures, we can independently choose one offset for each cut line. For such a set
of choices, we can construct a legal floorplan. The total area of this fioorplan. i8
used a.s "fitness" value in a genetic algorithm that tries to find the best of all sets of
offsets. Crossbreedings can be obtained by mixing these sets from two good solutions
and generate children. Mutations are possible by randomly changing offsets in a set.
With populat~ons of about 100 different sets of offsets and 100 generations, good
results have been achieved for a number of real layouts. The question remains if
better algorithms can be found to solve the stated compaction proble~.,

L. Zuck:

Real-Time Sequence 'Transmission Problems

(joined work with D. Wang)

In the sequence transmission problem, the transmitter wishes to reliably communicate
a sequence of data items (messages) to another process, the receiver. We study a real-

etime version of the sequence transmission problem (RSTP) where the messages are
taken from a binary domain ~dwe assu~ethreeconstants, Cl, C2 and d, Cl ~ C2 << d, .
such that each process takes a step at least every Cl and at most every C2 units of
time, and each packet which is sent is delivered within d time units. We define the
effort of a solution to be the average time it takes the receiver to learn a message.
We study the effort of solutions to RSTP as a function of Clt C2, d and k - the size of
the transmitters packet alphabet. We show tight bounds on the eifort of solutions to
RSTP for both cases of silent and "talkactive" receivers.

Berichterstatter: Wolfgang .Vogelgesang
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·MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 28/1991

Elliptische Operatoren auf singulären und

nichtkompakten Mannigfaltigkeiten

30.06. bis 06.07.1991

Die Tagung fand statt unter Leitung der Herren J.-M. Bismut (Paris), J. Brüning
(Augsburg) und R. Melrose (Cambridge).

Trotz der kurzfristigen Absage einiger Mathematiker, deren Beiträge als sehr inter
essant angesehen wurden, gestaltete sich die Tagung mit 35 Teilnehmern erfolgreich
und sehr fruchtbar für alle. Nachdem bereits 1987 eine erste Veranstaltung über "El
liptische Operatoren auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfaltigkeiten" stattge
funden hatte, konnten nun die Fortschritte, aber auch die sich neu ergebenden Per
spektiven resümiert werden. Die Schwerpunkte der Vorträge und Diskussionen lagen
bei der Indextheorie, der Hodge-Theorie und schließlich der allgemeinen Spektraltheo-

" rie auf singulären Mannigfaltigkeiten. Im Bereich "der Indextheorie wurden Aspekte
der nichtko~utativen Differentialgeometrie zum Beweis von Indexsätzen behandelt
(Connes, Moscovici), dann Indexsätze ~ Mannigfaltigkeiten mit spezifischen Singu
laritäten (Eskin, Getzler, Grubb, Mazzeo, Seeley), schließlich verschiedene Aspekte
des singulären Riemann-Roch-Satzes (Bismut, MacPherson, Pardon, Sjamaar, Shu
bin). Für die feinere Fragestellung der Hodge-Theorie (MacPherson, Lesch, Stern)
muß die Klasse der betrachteten Mannigfaltigkeiten weiter eingeschränkt werden, und
für tieferliegende Untersuchungen in der Spektraltheorie (Froese, Grunewald, Hislop,
Müller, Perry, Wolpert, Zworski) noch wesentlich mehr~ ES konnte festgestellt wer
den, daß einige Fragen, die auf der vorausgegangenen Tagung herausgehoben bzw. ex
plizit gestellt wurden (wie Gromovs Frage nach 'einem allgemeinen Riemann-Roch-Satz
für elliptische Gleichungen, vgl. den Beitrag von Shubin), mittlerweile gelöst worden
sind. Gleichzeitig wurde klar, daß das Zusammenspiel zwischen Analysis und alge
braischer Geometrie (vgl. MacPherson) sich in den vergangenen Jahren verstärkt hat,
daß aber eine weitere Intensivierung notwendig erscheint, um beide Gebiete wesentlich
voranzubringen.

Alle Teilnehmer waren sich darin einig, daß eine Nachfolgekonferenz in etwa drei Jahren
als sehr wünschenswert anzusehen wäre.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE .

A.V. BABIN: (nur schriftlich, weil Visumprobleme die Teilnahme ver-
hinderten)

Smoothness at singular points of the boundary of solutions of elliptic equa
tions degenerating at the boundary

Let 0 be a bounded domain with a piecewise-smooth boundary ao. Th.e boundary
may have singularities like edges or even more complicated ones. In n the equation

ia considered. It ia supposed that aij ~d f are analytic. over 0, and

If z e an and V(:&) = (VI, ••. ,vn ) ia a vector normal to a smooth piece of 80 at a point
x then

Under some conditions imposed on the boundary (these conditions are not restrictive,
they admit non-Lipschitzean botindaries) it ia proved that u(z) is smooth up to the
boundary even at singular points, u E C·(fi) where 8 ~ kp, k > 0, for large p. Obviously
8 -+ 00 aB P -+, 00. These results are obtained by means of approximati~ntheory.

JEAN-MICHEL BISMUT:
Complex immersions and Quillen metrics

In thia lecture, I sW'Veyed a few recent results on Quillen metrics. They involve

1. The construction of Quillen metrica
Take X a compact manifold, ea holomorphic vector bundle. Set

Let gTX, h( be Hermitean metries on TX,e. Let II~(() be the metric on A(e) induced
by tbe Badge tbeory of e. Let T bethe Ray-Singer analytic torsion of the Dolbeault
complex. Then

2. The smoothness of 1I11..\(()

Let 'Ir : M -+ Y be a holamorphie submersion with compact fibre X. Let ebe a
holomorphic vector bundle on X. Let AG(e) be the inverse of the determinant of the
cohomology of elx, Introduce metrica on TY and e.

2
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Theorem: (Bismut,Guillet,Soule) Tbe metrie III1~G«() is smootb.

3. The curvature theorem

Theorem: (Bismut,Guillet,Soule) Let V~G«() be tbe bolomozpbic Hermitean con
nection on (;\G(e), 11 II~G(E». Tben under "natural" Kähler conditions, tbe curvature
n~G(E) of V~O(E) is given by

4. The immersion formula
~ Let i : Y --. X be an embedding of complex manifolds, whicha.re ~mpa.ct. Let 11 b~
• a holomorphic vector bundle on Y, let (e,v) be a chain complex on X which resolvesi.,.,. Let ;\G(,.,), ;\G«) be the inv~rses of the determinants of the cohomology of '1, e.

Then ;\G('7) ~ ;\G(e).

Theorem: (B"ismut,Lebeau) If tbe metricB gTX, gTY are Käbler, tben

III1~o«() ~ 1 a1 li't I. . u1
11 11

- oe exp Cl Jorm a.
~G(,,)

ALAIN CONNES (joint work with H. Moscovici):

Higher r-indices

We shal1 extend the r-index theorem for Atiyah and Singer from the r-trace case to
higher r -cocycles. r will denote a countable discrete group, acting properly and freely
on a smooth manifold M, with compact quotient M = r \ M. It will be convenient to
fix a Riemannian metric on M end endow M witb tbe lifted metric.
To begin with, let U8 introduce an algebra which is needed in the constroction of the
higer r-indices. This algebra, to be denoted A, consists of all r-invariant, boundede opera.~rs A on L2(M) whose Schwartz kerne! A(z,li), apriori only a. distribution on
M x M satisfying the 7-invariance property

A(g·x,g·Y)=A(x,Y), V7Er,

is actually a Coo function with compact su~port JPodulo r. A more co~plete (and
suggestive) notation for this algebra is C:'(M Xr M).
We now proceed to construct certain homomorphisD18 from A to er~'R.M and er x.cL
where 'RM (resp. .cL) is the algebra. of smoothing operators (resp. Hilbert Schmidt
operators) in L2(M).
Let {BI, ... ,B r } be an open covering of M by small baUs Bi, domains of smooth cross
seetioDS Pi : Bi -+ M for the canonical projection 1f : M -+ M. Let (Xi)i=l,...,r be a
smooth partition of unity subordinate to the above covering. We shall assume, 88 we

3



may, that each X~/2 is~ smooth function. The following fonnula defines a r-equivariant
isometry U from L2(M) into L2(M x {l, ... ,r} x r):

(Ue)(x,i,g) = Xi(x)I/2e(9ßi(X» \/g Er, x E M, i E {l, ... ,r}.

Let
8(A) = L p(g) ® 8g(A) ,

ger
where p denotes the right regular representation of r and 8g(A) ·E Mr(n,M) ia tbe
matrix of amoothing operators given by: .

(8g(A»ij(X,y) = Xi(X)I/2 Xj (y)I!2 A(ßi(X),gf:Jj{Y»·

The compactness of Ußj(Bj) and of the support of A, together with the fact that r
acta properlyon M, ensure that 8g (A) = 0 except for finitely many g'8. Thus 8(A)
belongs to tbe algebraic tensor product cr ® Mr('RM ) where er denotes the complex
representation ring of r. .

Lemma. (i) 8 is an algebra homomorpmsm of Ä into cr ® MrCRM ).

(li) Tbe induced bomomorphism 8* : Ko(A) -+ Ko(Cr ® XM) is independent of the
choice of {Bj,ßj, Xj}.

Using an orthonormal basis of eigenfunetions for the Lapl8cian d on M BBsociated to
a given Riemannian metric one can identify the algebra 'RM with the 8.lgebra 'R. of
matrices (aij )idEN such that

sup ikjllaijl < 00 Vk,i EIN.
idEN .

This identification, together with the above lemma, gives rise to canonical homomor
phiSIDS

8 : Ko(A) -+ Ko(Cr ® X).

With minor and obvious modifications, all of the above remains valid if we introduce
bundles into the picture. Thus, ~2(M) gets_re~laced by I;2(M, E), where E i~ a (h~rmi

tian) vector bundle over M, L2(M) by L2(M, E), where E =1r*E, and C~(MxrM)by
C~(M Xr M, E® E*), consisting of r-invariant, compactly supported mod r, smootb
kernels A such that

A(i,y) E Hom(EII;E~) ~ E~ @E;, V(i,y) E Mx M. •

~t now iJ: COO(M,E+) -+ COO(fI,E-) b~ a ~-invariant elliptic differential operator.
Dia invertible modUlo A = C~(M xrM,E®E*). More explicitly, one can lift almost
loeal parametrices Q of D to r-invanant parametrices Q and iJ, so that So = I - (jD,
SI = I - D{J E A. From such a parametrix Q one can manufacture the idempotent

P = [f~ So~~~)Q] E M2(A).

The corresponding reduced cl8BS

[R] = [P)- [ ( ~ n] E Ko(A)

can be shown to be independent of the choice of the almost Iocal parametrix Q.

4



Definition.
the c1ass:

Tbe K ...theoretical index of ar-invariant elliptic operator b on Mis

indr iJ = e([R]) E Ko(Cr 0 X).

The higher r -indices of the elliptic operator iJ will be obtained by pairing ind r iJ
with cyclic cocycles on cr 0 'R constructed from gI-oup cocycles on r. We recall"
that the graded cohomology group H*(r) = H*(f, C) of r ia by definition the graded
homology group 88sociated to the complex c*(r; f) = {c*(r; r), d}; whose pacochains
are functions c : r p+1 --+ C satisfying the invariance condition

c(g ··go, ... ,g. g,,) =c(go, ... ,91')' V9,90, ... ,91' Er,
and with coboundary given by the formula

1'+1
(dc)(go, ... ,91'+1) = L(-l)i(go, ···,9i-l,gi+l, ... ,gp+l).

i=O

Since we only deal with real or complex coefficients, the above complex can be replaced
by the subcomplex c:(r; r), where

C~(r;f) = {c e CP(r;r);c(g,.(O), ... ,gr(p») =Sgn(T)C(go, ... ,gp) VT E Sp+l},

without altering the cohomology.
Let c e Z~(f; f) be a p-cocycle of the latter complex. It defines a cyclic p-cocycle rcUtr,
or abbreviated Tc, on cr 0 X, via the formula

Tc({J ~ AO, ..., 11' ~ AP) =tr(AO ...AP) L fJ(go)/1(gl) .../ p(gp)
g091 •• ·g,=1

x c(l, gl, glg2, ... ,9192 ...g,),

where 10 , ••• , IP E er and AO, ... , A' e X. Note that this cocycle extends to Cf ® .c2if
p ~ 1. This cyclic cocycle givea an additive map [rc] : Ko(Cr @ X) -+ c. Explicitly,

[rc]([e] - [I)) = Tc(e, ... , e) - fc(!, .., f) ;

here e, 1 are idempotent matri~ with entries in (er 0 X)- = the unital algebra
obtained by adjoining the identity to Cf ® 'R, and Tc ia the canonica1 extension of Tc
to (Cr 0 'R)-. .
By definition, the (c, f)-index of iJ ,ia the number

Ind (c,r)D = [rc](ind r D).
It only depends on the cohomology clus [cl e H*(f) and ia linear with respect to [cl.

Theorem. Let M be a compact smooth manifold, r a countable discrete group,
M --+ M a f -principal bundle over M and iJ a f -invariant elliptic differential operator
Oll M. For any group cocycle c E Z~9(r; r), one hB3 .

'_ (_l)dim M q! * . *
Ind(c,r)D = (21ri)9 (2q)! <chO'pr(D)T(M)'" (I[C]), [T M»,

where '" : M -+ Br is the map cl88sifying the covering M --+ M.
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GREGORY ESKIN:
Index formulas for elliptic boundaryvalue problems in domains with wedges

Consider the boundary value problem

(1) Au = f in n,
(2) BIUlrt = h l , B2Ulr2 = h.2,
where r = an consists of two smooth pieces r I and r2 , r0 = rI n r2 and r I and r 2

intersect at V Xo E r o under angles a(xo), 0 < a(zo) < 211', A'is an ellipt~c system of
differen~ialoperators, BI and B2 satisfy the ShapinrLopatinsky condition on I'I and
1'2, respectively. .
Denote by ,,(a) the topological index of the symbol a(z, e) on S*(M) where M ia a
smootb manifold without boundary. •
It is proven that the problem (1), (2) ia Fredholm in some Sobolev· spare H6 (O) (i.e.
U E H6 (O») and that ind(A, BI, B2) = ,,(a) + K(b), where a, b are some symbols on
closed manifolds obtained from A, BI,' B2 using homotopies.

RICHARD FROESE:
Eigenfunction expansion for the Laplacian on certain hyperbolic manifolds

The study of Eisenstein series for a diserete group of hyperbolic isometries with parabo
lie elements of non-maximal rank requires an analysis of the Laplace operator on' a
hyperbolic manifold whose boundary at infinity has singularities. In this ta.lk we com
pared such a Laplace operator to two-body and N -body Schrödinger operators, whose
boundaries at infinity are respeetively less and more singular. We .then showed how to
use the idea oflocalization 80t infinity-borrowed from the study of N-body Schrödinger
operators-and a geometrie perturbation formula to determine tbe asymptotics of the
Green's funetion. This leads to proof of the meromorphic continuation of the Eisenstein
senes. The work described in this talk was carried out jointly with Peter Hislop and
Peter Perry.

•EZRA GETZLER:
Cyclic cohomology and the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem

If A is a Banach algebra with identity (for example CI(M) where M ia a compact
manifold), let

C1c(A) = Hom(A,A, ... ,A;C)
~

1c-times

be the 8pace of continuous k + I-multilinear forms, where Ä = A \ C. For example,
with A = C1(M) and JJ a k-current, let

6



These are the cyclic cochains of Corin~. If b+B is the boundary of cyclic cohomology,
then (b+B)C" =06", where 6p is the boundary of p. Thus, cyclic cochains genera1ize
currents.
Now let D be a b-Dirac operator in tbe sense of Melrose,. wbere M is now an even-
dimensional compact spin-manüold with boundary. Let .

ch(D)(a~, ... ,a2t) = r Str(aoe-6oD'[D,al)e-6,D' ••• [D, a2t)e-6..D·).
. ~u '.

We prove that (b + B)ch(D) = ch(D8M), and a similar secondary result

- d
(b + B)ch(tD) = ch(tD8M) + dtch(tD) ,

which implies the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem, and may be viewed as a higher degreee generalization. .

GERD GRUBB:
Beat traces and index for general (non-cylin~rical) Atiyah-Patodi-Singer
problems

In 1975, Atiyah, Pato,di and Singer determined the index of a first order elliptic operator
P : COO(E) --+ COO(F) (E and F being hermitean vector hundles over a compact.
n-dimensional manifold X. with boundary Y) under 'tbe hypotbesis tbat on a collar
neighborbood Xc = Y X [0, c[ of tbe boundary, E and F are pull-backs of Ely resp.
Fly, and

P=(jo(8zn +A) (*)
for a self-adjoint operator A in L2 (Ely), (j0 : Ely --+ Fly a unitary 'morphism. P is
given tbe boundary condition rr+(uIY) = 0, 11+ tbe orthogonal projection onto tbe
nonnegative eigenspaces of A.
We treat the case wbere E and F are general, and P satisfies (*) only on Y and only
principally. Here we show trace expansions

Tr exp(-t(Pn+)*Pn+) = CI,_nCn/
2 + + CI._It-

I
/
2 + CI.O - ~'1A +O(t3

/
8

) I

Tr exp(-tPn+(Pn+ )*) = C2._nCn/
2 + + C2._IC

I
/

2 + C2.0 + ~'1A + O(t3
/

8
) ,

·with locally determined coefticie~tsCi,j-n =Oi,j-n+bi,j-n (ai,j-n = Jx (ti,j-n, bi,j-n =
Jy (Ji,j-n) and '1A denoting tbe (global) eta invariant. This implies ..

index Pn+ = ao + bo - ~'1A , ao = a1,O - a2,O, bo = bl •O - ~,o I

wbere bo is a new boundary term, nonzero in generaL For twisted' Dirac operators '(n
even), bo vanisbes for n = 2, hut is nonzero for n ~ 4, and ia determined by an explicit
formula involving the second fundamental form of Y in X (developed from a sketch by
L. Hönnander).

7
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PETER D. HISLOP:
Geometrically finite infinite volume hyperbolic manifolds

This ia joint work with R. Jtroese and P. Perry. Let M be a geometrically finite, infinite
volume hyperbolic manifold of dimension n ~ 3. The manifold M has the form HnIr,
where r ia discrete, torsion-free, geometrically finite and co-infinite. In particular, M
may have cuspa of maximal and non-maximal rank. For n = 3,. we prove that the
Eisenstein seriea (ES) for r have meromorphic continuations to C. This result ia based
on an analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the Green'a function at infinity. The ES
are obtained as weighted limits of the Green'a function 88 one of the variables tenda to
the boundary of M at infinity. Using these asymptotics and a functionaJ relation for the
Green's function, the 5-matrix is constructed. This operator ia proved to be invertible •
with inverse meromorphic on the .right aide of the criticaJ"line. As the S-matrix relates
ES with spectral parameters equidistant from the criticalline (at 8 and 2-s), this proves
the meromorphic continuation: 5(8)-1E(u; w'; s) = E(u; w'; 2-8). In dimension n 2: 4,
tbe geometrie structure of non-maximal rank cusps ia more complicated, but essentially
the same analysis applies.

MATTHIAS LESCH üoint work with J. Brüning):

Some remarks on conic singularities

Let
(1)

be an elliptic complex on a Riemannian manifold M. H M is non-compact the operators
dj may haveseveral elosed extensions. Every choice of closed extension Dj with domwn
Vj in L2(Ej) such that

(2)

ia a complex, ia called an ideal boundary condition of the complex. An abstract complex
of the form (2) ia called a Hilbert complez.
In my t~ I first discuss same abstract aspects of Hilbert complexes. Many nations •
known from ·elliptic complexes on compact manifoldS can be expressed in terms of
Hilbert "complexes and sW'prisingly many proofs become more perspicuous. As an
example I mention .

Theorem (smoothing of homology) Let (1), D) be an ideal boundary condition for
the e11iptic complex (C~(E),d). Then COO(Ej) n 1); is a core for Dj and
(COO(Ej) n Vj, D;) ~ (V, D) in.duces an isomozphism in. homology, i.e.

H (COO(E),d) = (no(M),d) ia the de Rham complex, one has for the formal adjoint 61;
of dl;

(3)

8



and one- ean ask whether there is an ideal boundary condition (1', D) sucht that (3)
holels in the strang operator sense

D: = (_l)Nk+l *N-k DN-k-l*k+l; (4)

this properly is ca1led Poineare duality for (1', D). .
It turns out that (4) ean always be fulfilled if N ~ 1 (mod 4) and for N == 1 (mod 4)
it can be fulfilled if and only if the symmetrie operator

(5) .

•

•

has self-adjoint extensions. So the" defieiency indices

n±(M) := dimker«*4±ld&.l.)* :;: il) E Z+ U {co} (6)
2 2

enter the scene. We have the following example

Theorem Let M be a Riemannian manifold dimM = 4k + 1, witb an open set
U C M such tbat
(i) M \ U ja a complete manifold with compact boundary N,
(ii) U ~ (O,e) x N and tbe metrie on U is quasi-isometrie to dz2 EI:) z2gN•
Then tbe deficieny indices n±(M) are finite and one h88

n+(M).- n_(M) = sign(N).

In the last part of my talk I tumed to Kähler manifolds and proved the socalled "Kähler
p~ge" for Kähler manifolds with asymptotica1ly cone-like singularities.

ROBERT MACPHERSON:
Comparing L2 cohomology for different metries

Let X be a Kähler manifold with metric g. It often happens that, for a compactification
. X of X, we have

[Bi(X) = Ht2'9)(X)

where IH ia hltersecti~n cohomology and H(2,g) is L2-cohomology. Call X and 9
compatible if this happens. .
Now suppose that X J 9 and X' ,g' are two compatible pairs, and that there ia a complex
algebrBie map

f:X --+X'
which ia the identity on X. (For example, X may be a resolution of singularities of
X'.) Then the Decomposition Theorem for intersection homology gives

Ht2,,)(X) = Ht2,,')(X) EB E9 Ht~;/)(Ya)

far certain pairs Ya C X' \ X and ner E Z.
Question Can this be understood by elliptie operator methods?
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RAFE MAZZEO:
Edge operators and geometrie applications

This talk reports on recent joint work with R.B. MeIrose. On manifolds with asymptoti
cally cylindrical enda (which we regard 88 manifolds with boundary endowed with exa.ct
b-metrics in their interiors) there is an extension of the ordinary trace functional {rom,
say, smoothing operators with Schwartz kernels vanishing rapidly slong the cylindrical
enda to the residual operators in Melrose's pseudodifferential b-calc:ulus. This "b-trace"
is a Hadamard regularization of the logarithmic divergence of the ordinary trace. Us
ing it we define a renormalized b-eta invariant by using the standard defuiition of eta
88 an integral of the trace of the heat kerneI, only replacing the standard trace with
the b-trace. This definition is wen-defined on odd-dimensional spin manifolds witb ex-
a.ct b-metrics. The notion of b-trace amse earlier in Melrose's ~direct" proof of tbe ."
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem, and ia related to earlier work of Stern. Tbe b-
eta invariant also appears in an extension of this index theorem recently. proved by
Melrose-Singer in tbe context of manifolds with corners with exact b-~trics. This last
result suggests that the b-eta invariant might be the limit of the ordinary "eta invariant
under defonnations, and this ia exactly what we prove. Thus let X be a compa.ct odd
dimensional spin manifold with embedded hypersurface H (for convenienee assumed to
have oriented tangent and normal bundles, and to separate X). Letting.z be a defining
function for H, consider the f~y of metries on X:

dz2

ge=---+h.
x 2 +e2

where h is some nondegenerate metric on X. For any e > 0 this is an ordinary metrie
on X, hut 80S f tends to 0, two infinite cylindrical enda on either.side of H are formed.. 
Let D be the Dime operator on X and E any hermitian bundle, and"form the twisted
Dime operator DE,f correspondiI~gto the bUDdle E and the metrlege. Our theorem,
under the nondegeneracy assumptions that neitherDE,O nor -the 8880ciated twisted"
Dirac operator on H have nullspace, ia that the eta invariant for DE f converges to tbe
b-eta invariant for D E,O. The proof~ the analytic ~urgery pseud~ciüferentialcalcu1us
recently developed by McDonald." Also the result may be modified when eitber ofthe
nondegeneracy 88sumptions'is dropped. Sueh singular deformations are closely related
to earlier work of Seeley and Seeley-Singer.

HENRI MOSCOVICI:
Eta invariants and stationary phase on the free loop space

In a joint paper with R.J. Stanton [Iilvent. math.~ (1989), 629 - 666], we showed that
the eta invariant of a (generalized) Dirac operator D on a compaet loeally synunetrie
manifold M = r\G/K ofnon-positive sectional eurvature is given by a special value (at
s = 0) of the meromorphie continuation of a "geometrie" zeta-funetion. The eoeffieients
of this zeta funetion are "Lefschetz numb~rs" attached to the submanifolds of elosed
geodesics, parametrized by the nontrivial eonjugacy elasses of the fundamental group
r = 1rt(M); they have a cohomological expression formally similar to the Lefschetz
numbers occuring in the Atiyah-Singer Equivariant Index Theorem.
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The purpose of this talk was to point .out a different interpretation of these Lefschetz
numbers. Namely, they are given by the leading coefticients of tbe stationary phase
expansion of the "odd" heat kerneI Tr(t1/ 2 De-'D'), represented as a path integral on
.the free loop space AM. Thus, the eta invariant formula in ~oc. cit.] can be regarded
as an instance of an exact stationary phase expansion on AM. The interesting new
feature of this expansion is that, unlik~ the Atiyah-Witten version of the Duistermaat
Heckman exact stationary phase, this one is 10ca1ized at the non-constant critical points
of the energy.

e WERNER MUELLER:

Spectral geometry and scattering theory far complete surfaces of finite
volume '

We study complete surfaces (M,g) which have finite yolume and hyperbolic enda. 'Let
6. be the Laplace' operator on M associated to the metric g. We regard d as an
unbounded operator in L 2(M) with domain 03"(M). Then dis essentially self-adjoint.
The spectrum of!\ consiats of a sequence of eigenvalues 0 = AG < Al S "\2 ~ .•• of
finite multiplicity and an absolutely continoUB spectrum which is the interval [1/4,(0)
with multiplic~tyequal to the number of ends of M.

A generic surface has only finitely many eigenvalues' and all of them lie below the
continuous spectrum. Besides of the eigenvalues, there ia the scstt!3ring matrix 0(8)
which contains important spectral information. The scattering matrix ia a meromorphic
matrix valued function of 8 E C. Let

l/J(8) = det 0(8).

The poles of the meromorphic function l/J(s) are called resonances. We then consider
the set u(M) which is the union of the following three sets:

(a) The set of all poles and zeros of 4J(s) in tbe half-plane Re(s) < 1/2.

(b) The set of all s; E C Buch that s;(1- s;) ia an eigenvalue cf d.

(c) {1/2}.

Each point 1] E O'(M) occurs with a. certain multiplicity m('1). We ca11 O'(M) tbe
resonance set. If B denotes tbe generator of the Lax-Phillips semi-group Z(t), t ~ 0,
associated to the hyperbolic wave equa.tion on M~ then O'(M) is precisely the spectrum
ofB+lI.

The basic problem that we study is tbe following one:

To what eztent does the resonance set u(M) determine the geometrie struet~re 0/ (M, g)
and tJ1ce versa f

This may be compared with the forward and inverse problem of scattering on tbe real
line. .

One of our main tools is an analogue of the trace formula for the heat· operator on a
compact surface. The left hand side of this trace formula is a SUIn running over 0'(M).
We also introduce two different determinants in the context of complete surfaces of
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finite volume. One of them ia a relative determinant defined via the trace formula. The
other one ia defined through the resonance zeta function

'B(~) = E (1 - '1)--..
'lEC1(M)-{l}

These determinanta a.re not equal hut closely related.

Finally, for hyperholic surfaces we study the inverse problem of scattering theory. It
turns out that O'(M) determines a hyperbolic surface of finite volume up to finitely
many possihilities.

WILLIAM PARDON üoint work with M. Stern):
L2 - 8-cohomology of projective algebraic varieties

Let V be a complex projective variety and give V -sing V the hennitian metric induced
byany (algebraic)imbeddingofV in aIPN . Then IIwll~ := IV-eiD8 v<w,w>dyol d~es
the L2-norm .pf a (p,q) from w and we set Af2~(V-singV)= {w IlIwll,1J8wll < oo}.

Then (Af2) , 8) is a complex whose cohomology ia denoted H(if(V -sing V), (the L2-ä-.
cohomology). We seek.a generalization of the Dolbeault Theorem: V smooth implies
HP,'(V) ~ H9(AP(V».

Theorem A For any coinplex projective variety

where V is any resolution of V .

.Theorem B For any variety V with dim V :5 2,

where Z = 8cb~e-t.beoretic (normal) exceptional divisor of the resolution V --+ V.

Theorem A answers a question of R. MacPherson (does the L2-8-arithmetic genus equai •
the arithmetic genus of auy resolution?) which motivated this work.

PETER A. PERRY:
Scattering theory and trace formulas for Kleinian groups

Suppose that r is a geometrica.lly finite t torsion-free, convex co-compact discrete group
of isometries of real hyperbolic n-dimensional spare IHn, so chosen that vol (Hn jr) = 00.

The Lapla.cia.n on M =IHn jr.has at most finiteIy many discrete eigenvalues together
with purely absolutely continuous apectrum of infinite multiplicity. In the case n =2,
the geometry of these manifolds ia very explicit a.nd a trace formula, due to Pattersont
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allOW8 a very complete study of spectral geometry. We diseuss Patterson's tra.ce (or
muls, Weyl'8 law for the 8cattering phase, and the di~tributionof scattering poles. We
disCU88 why Patterson's strategy breaks down for n ~ 3 and diseuss the distribution af
scattering poles for n 2:: 3.

ELMAR SCHROHE:

Fredholm criteria for boundary value problems on noncompact manifolds

Bo~tet de Monvel's calculus, established in 1971, made boundary value problems
amenahle to pseudodifferential methods. In particular, it gave necessary and sufBcient
conditions for the Fredholm property of boundary value problems 'on smooth compact"
manifolds. It has been an open problem to treat the noncompact case. A solution was "
presented for the model case where the manifold is the halfspace IR+'.
A Bautet de Manvel type calculus is established for boundary value problems on non
compact manifolds. It is based on a. class of weighted symbols and weightedSobolev
spa.ces.
This leads to the f~llowing results: , .
(1) The algebra g of operators of order and type" zero is a spectrally invariant Frechet

subalgebra'of L.(H), where H ia a auitable Hilbert spare, Le.

(2) there is a holomorphic funetional calculus for the elements in g in several complex
variables,

and
(3) there ia 8 necessary and sufficieut criterion for the Fredholm property of boundary

value problems of arbitrary order, type, and size, based on the invertibility of an
operator-valued symbol. ."

BERT-WOLFGANG SCHULZE:

Mellin pseudo-differential operators andellipticity 00 manifolds with cor-
ners .

The basic question in the analysis of pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with
singularities, e.g. edges, corners, are analogous to the compa.ct closed 0 00 case or that
with 0 00 boundary. The program ia to construet an operator algebra with symbolic
struetures with the concept of ellipticity, the Fredholm property in (weighted) Sobolev
spa.ces, and the par~etrixwithin the algebra. Furthermore, the problem of evaluating
the index is of the same importanee 88 in the elassical cases. Tbe leeture did present
the algebra for edges and corners, consisting (aay in the case of a stretched manifold
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W with edges Y and J+, J- E Vect (Y» of matrices"

'Y, 8 ~ IR, JJ =a.d A. The typiCal differential operators of order JJ are of the form

A = r" E all..(t, y}(-t ~)lI(tDl1)"
k+laIS" .

in the coordinates'(z,t,y) E X x 114 x 0, X heing the hase af,the model cone, IR.+ a
the cone axis, n an open suhset of y. The operators M + G are of smoothing Mellin _
and Green type, T is a trace, K a potential operator with respect to Y, and Q is a
pseudo-differential operator along y.

ROBERT SEELEY üoint work with J. Brüning):
Resolvent 8sy~ptotics for manifolds with a singular stratum

We study heat traces for geometrie elliptic operators near a "wedge singulanty" i.e. a
family of metrie cones parametrized ~ver a compact hase. The separation of variables
leads to certain normal forms, whieh allow to introduce Fredholm boundary conditioDS
under some natural assumptions. These, .in turn, are satisfied for e.g. the signat"ure
and the Gauß-Bonnet operator.' The corresponding aupertrace a4mits 'an 8SYmpt.otic
expansion which, in principle, leads to a local contribution to the index. Undet certaip.
invertihility a8sumptions on the "normal operator" it can be seen that these contrl-'
butions .are local in the base variables bu;t, in general, nonlocal inthe conic über. It
remains to evaluate these fonnulas more explicitly.

M.A. SHUBIN üoint work witb M. Gromov): e
The RiemaDu-Roch Theorem rar general elliptic operators

Let X be a compact closed coo-nianifold, dimX =n ~ 2, E, F complex vector bundles
over X, q = ~mc EI: = dime FI: ia the dimension of their übers, A : r(X, E) -+
reX, F) an elliptic operator of order d, {leX) the bundle of complex densities on X,
E* = Hom(E,O(X», (.,.) ia the natural bilinear pairing r(X,E) x r(X,E*) -+ C,
A* : r(X, F*) -+ r(X, E*) ia the adjoiilt operator to A defined by the p8.iringa, (.,.)
in E and F. Let us introduce a divisor JJ = X~1 X~2 •••x~m, Xi EX,. Xi # X j if i ~ j,
Pi E Z \ {O}, Pi < 0 if i :5 i, Pi > 0 if i ~ i +1, 1'-1 = X1'1 X2"'2 ...x;'m ia the dual
divisor. The degree of I' ia defined 88

d() ". [(lpi l+ n - 1) (lpi l+ n - 1 - d)lI' = LJ 81gnPi - ,
l~i:Sm . n n
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where (~) = nl(:~n)1 if N ;::: n and' O.o·therwise. Denote

L(p,A) ={u lu E r(x \ {Xl, ""Xl}), Au = 0 on X \ {Xl, ... ,Xl};

u(x) =o()x - Xi)d-n-1pil) as X --+ Xi, 1 :5 i :5 i;

U(X) = O(IX - xil~') as X -+ Xi, i + 1 :5 i :5 m},

r(IJ,A) = dime L(jI,A).

Theorem r(IJ,'A) =indA - qd(p) +r(IJ-I,A·).

The elassical Riemann-Roch theorem, is a pa.rticul~ case if we take A = 8:C~(X) -+

AO.l(X) where X is a non-singuJar algebraie curve. The case of the sC!Jlar Laplace
Be1trami operator on a Riemannian manifold was considered by N. Nadirashvili (1988).

Corollary r(lJ, A) :5 ind A - qd(p).

This inequality becomes an equality if X, A are real-analytie or A ia a s~ar second
order operator, provided Xl, ... , Xm are fixed, E Pi:5 No with a fixed No and .

-l+lSi;Sm .
E IPi) is suffieiently large.

lSiSl

REYER SJAMAAR:
Geometrie quantizatioD and symplectic reductioD

Let M be a Kähler manifold with Kähler form w and let L be a herinitian line bundle
on M with connection V such that curv(V) = 2~iw. Suppose that G is a compact
Lie group which acts on M by Kähler isometries and suppose that the action can be
lifted to an action on L preserving the Hbre metric and tbe connection. Then G ~ts

on smootb sectioDS of L in a natural way and tbe infinitesimal action of an element e
of Ci = Lie(G) on a section 8 is given by Kostant 's formula,

where eM is tbe Killing vector Held on M assqciated to eand </Jt. ia the e-th component of
a momentum map </J : M --+ g. fo~ the action of G. The space of holomorphie aections
r(M, L) of L is a representation space for G. Let 0 C g. be an integral'coadjoint
orbit and let VO be the unitary irreducible representation of G 8B80ciated to it by the
Borel-Weil correspondence. Guillemin and Sternberg have calculated the multiplicity
of Vro in r(M, L0r), for sufficiently large r, in terms of geometrie data on" the reduced
phase space,

Mo := </J-l(O)/G,

under a genericity assumption that implies that Mo is a smooth manifold. The formula
is:
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Here Wo is the reduced' symplectic" form on Mo and R is the curvature tensor of the
holomorphic tangent bundle of Mo (so detc(RI(1 ~ e-R » represents Td(Mo».
h;l case Mo is not a manifold', E. Lerman and I showed that it is a stratified symplectic
space. Let E c Mo denote the union of al1 singular strata of Mo. Invoking the
Baum-Fulton-MacPherson-HirzebruCh-Riemann-Roch formula and a rationality result
of Boutot, I show that the multiplicity is given by an integral over the top stratum,

generalizing the formula above. (Heia r ia still assumed to be aufliciently large.) The re
sult implies that for large r the multiplicity does not depend on the complex atructure of
M hut on the symplectic atructure only. Moreover, for r ~ cx> the multiplicity is asymp
toticallyequal to r' times the symplectic volume of MolE (where k =dimc Mo).

MARK STERN:
Bodge theory for loeally symmetrie spaees'

Let X = G/K be a Hermitian symmetrie space, r c G a neat arithmetie group, and
Xr = r \ X. Let H E Lie(K) be the element which induces the complex structure
operator on X. Let T be an irreducible representation of K and Vr the associated
holomorphie vector bundle. Let j : Xr '-+ X; denote the inclusion of .Xr into its
Baily-Borel-Satake compactmcation. We announce the following theor~.

Theorem A If iT(H) ::; 0 or iT(H) > dimc Xr, tb~ ;

H(if(Xr, Vr ) is finite dimensional.

Theorem' B ' HiT(H)::; 0, then .

H(if(Xr, Vr ) = HP(Xr,j!O(V,.».

HiT(H) > O,.then

We also give examples where the hypotheses of Theorem Aarenot satisfied and the
cohomology ia infinite dimensional.
Next we drop the assumption thatX be Hermitian and we let E be a ftat vector bundle.
Then we discuss a proof of the following.

Theorem C H·(Xr,E) can be represented by harmonie forms.
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GANG TIAN:

Complete Kähler-Einstein metries on quasi-projective manifolds

We discuss the construction of complete Kä.hler metries with prescribed Rieci curvature
on a quasi·projective m8.nifold. A theorem of S.T. Yau and myself is given. This states:
if X = X \ D is a quasi-pro'jeetive manifold satisfying: 1) both X and D are smooth;
2) for some m, the seetions in HO(X,[D]Dm) give a morphism fr,om X inta some
projective ap8ce, which ia an embedding in a neighborhood of D, then 1) any (1, l)-form
in Cl (X) \ Cl ([D]) ia the Ricci curvature form of same complete Kä.hler metric on X; 2)
any (1, l)-form nin Cl(X) \pC1([D]), where (J > 1, is the Rieci curvature form of same
complete Kähler metric if there is a Kähler metrie 9 on D with Ric(g) = (ß - 1)wg +n,
where wg ia the Kähler form of g. As a corollary, we prove the existence of complete
Ricci-flat Kähler metries on certain quasi-projective manifolcls of the above type and
with the additional property: Cl (X) = POl ([D]) for same ß ;:: 1. We also discuss
some generaIizations of this theorem. Finally, we show that any Ricci-flat ALE Kähler
mimifold of dimension n ;:: 3 has to be a minimal resolution of cR/r, where rC U(n).
The analogue ofthis for n. = 2 was previously obtained by P. Kronheimer.

SCOTT WOLPERT:

,The spectral conundrum forhyperbolic surfaces

Consider Ra Riemann surface with a hyperbolic metric (K == -1) offinite a.rea.. We are
interested in the spectnun (~ 0) of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. If R ia cömpact the'
spectrum ia discrete and for R noncompact the spectnun consists of a band [f, (0) plus
eigenvalues (possibly including embedded eigenvalues).. Consider then the following
questions: determine

1) the number of embedded eigenvaluea for the generic surface with cusps,

2) the generie multiplicity of an eigenvalue,

3) the v8.riation of eigenvalues, both in the small and the large (degeneration).
For a one-parameter real analytic family Ri, each eigenvalue of llinhial has areal analytic
brauch &long Ri. In fact there is areal analytic branch of a basis for each eigenspace.
Consider then Ri a one-parameter analytic degenerating family (a pinching).

Theorem, 'Except possibly for a finite number of brancbes of eigenvalues (ept, At)
we bave

jf B, is compact: eitber i) At '\, 1/4
or ü) At --+ AO > ~, and <pt bas a subsequence converging to VJo, a nontrivial L2
eigenfunction of Ro;
if H, is noncompact: eitber i) At disappears (as discovered by Pbillips and Samak)
or ii) as above.

Remarks 1) There are examples for each possibility.
2) Branches of eigenvalues eannot escape to infinity
3) (as ShOWD in the proof) H At --+ f, then the generic multiplicity of At ia at most 2.
An open'problem ia to find tbe relative frequency of i) .and ü).
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MACIEJ ZWORSKI üoint work with J. Sjöstrand):
Complex scaling and the distribution of scattering poles

We establish sharp polynomial bounds on the number of scatteringpoles for a general
class of compactly supported self-adjoint perturbations of the Lapla.cian in IRn, n odd.
We also consider more general types of bounds which give sharper estimates in ~rtain

situati9ns. The general conclusion C8.n be stated 88 folIows: the order of growth of
the poles is the same 88 the order of growtll of eigenva.1~es for corresponding compact
problems. From the few known cases the exact asymptotics are~ however, expected to
be different. . . ,
The scattering poles for compa.ct1y supported perturbations were rigorously defined by
Lax and Phillips. In a more general setting they correspond to resOnancesthe study _
of which has a long tradition in mathematical physics. ID the "Lax-phillips theory •
they appear as the poles of the m~romorphic continuation ofthe scat~ering matrix
and coincide with the poles of the meromorphic coptinuation of the resolven~ of t~e

perturbed operator. Because of the latter characterization they can be considered ~
the analogue of the discrete spectraJ data for problems on Don-compact domains.

Berichter~tatter: J. Brüning
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 2830/1991

E.I.S.S.-Workshop
fublic-~eyCryptography: St~te of the Art and future Direction

3.7. bis 6.7.1991

In view of the recent developments on the scientific, technologicaJ and
politi~ side about the use of public-key syste~s as a future primitive for
secure dat3o-processing around the world the European Institute /or System
Security (E.{.S.S.) has convened a. workshop to assess the State 0/ the Art
and FUture Directions 0/ Public-Key Cryptography within its mission th30t
it has been given by the state governrnent of Baden-Württemberg to pr~

vide Imow-how and technology transfer 30t top scientific level to authorities
and industrial concerns in Germany, Europe and the high-tech community
worldwide.

The recent announcement of the NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) through its Deputy Director Raymond G. Kammer·at the
House of Representatives of the United States of America on Jllne 27, 199~

-less than one week before the beginning of the meeting - provided even
more evidence to the fact that a survey assessment of todays present' state
of the art c~ried out by independent hody of research and tcchnology rep
resentatives would be welcomed by the high-tech community around the
world.

The task to give a fair assessment of the present state of public-key
technology was only to be managed by a serious planning and a thoroughly
composed list of invitees each of whom could contribute to at least two spe
cial topics of public-key cryptography at frontline research and technological
level. In order to document the scientific importance and independence of
the workshop it was a happy circumstance that this meeting could take place
at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach.

Its relaxed and positive atmosphere and the beautyful surrounding land
scape - a.s well a.s the wel1-known hospitality'of all staff - combined to
achieve a very dose working relationship among the participants, in spite
of the hot July we3other, which indeed enforced severaf evening sessions! It
was especially noted that without the special support an!l the dedication of
the director of the institute, Professor Barner, trus.meeting which has heen
arranged in addition to already tight schedule could not have taken place.
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The Role of Public-Key Cryptography

During the fifteen year period since its' invention the concept of public
key eryptography has completely changed the field of seeurity.

Secreey, -the classieal feature, has not remained the essential topic of se-
eure systems in the open high-tech-community. It is rather the problem of
authentication, identification and integrity verification, t1:Lat has made clear
that the eentral topic is ratherthe notion of trust, its generation, trans
port, preservation and management in complex systems.. Owing to modern
mathematical research, the invention of one-way-functions has provided an
aJgorithmic tool to develop -mechanisms for these primitives of trust. han-
dling. -

The only known public-key algorithms are based on aJgebraic data struc
tures which are closely related to the areas of Algebra and Computational
Number Theory. Results from these areas formed an essential part of the
workshop, showing that the essential directions for the future development
of what is still called "Public-Key Cryptography" is is rather that of pre-
serving trUst than th(~.t of preserving secrecy.

List o( Topics choosen through Self-Assessment

Following the long-standing tradition 30t the Mathematisches Forschungsin
stitut Obenoolfach 30 detaHed selection of topics to be covered had not been
imposed on or issued to the parÜcipants berore the meeting. .

As a better alternative, a list of the most interesting and important
topics has been worked out in a mutual discussion by the paiticipants as the
first taSk of the workshop. As the meeting dev~oped more emphasis was
placed on certain topics requiring more in depth consideration according to
following short self assessment reviews after each session. The topics initially
defined are given in the follo~ing list.

• State of the Art in Factoring

• Factoring, Pri~_ality Tests and other Applications. using Elliptic Curves

• Relations between Computing the Discre~e. Logarithm and Factoring

• (Fast) Generation of Primes (with certain Properties)

• Comparison of the RSA-Sche~e a.nd PKC's based on the Discrete
Logarithm

•



• Fast Computation for Public· Key Cryptosystems

• Other known Public-Key Crypt~systems

• Embedding of Public-Key Cryptosystems in Protocols.

• Hash Functions and their Interface to Public-Key Cryptosystems

• Specific Hash Functions

• Lifetime and Use of Systems.

The form of topits which crystallized through several self-assessment re-
views which took pla~e after each session,is represented by the following
abstracts.

Thomas Beth, E.I.S.S., Universität Karlsruhe
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Abstracts

Facto~ing

The security of many cryptosystems telles on the assumption that fac
toring large integers is a computationaIly infeasible problem. In this talk I
have discussed various factoring aIgorithms froma practical point of view.
~mong these the most important, and most practical algorithms are: the
elliptic curve method, the double large prime variation of the multiple, poly
nomial quadratic sieve (ppmpqs), and the number ficld sieve (nfs). .

Despite an enormous computationaI effort during the last 6 years, no
body has ever found a factor of more than 38 digits using the elliptic curve
method (ecm). Future better implementations (FFT in the second stage,
MASPAR) might be able to find factors of up to 40 digits, hut it is con
sidered unlikely, that 'ecm will ever be able to find factors of 50 or more
digits.

The lugest number ever factored with ppmpqs, 'a general purpose factor
ing algorithm, currently has 116 decimaI digits. This computation took 400
MIP years and was distrihuted over a worldwide network of workstations,
communicaiing via electronic maiL Using the run time estimates for ppm
pqs, one finds that factoring 512 hit numbers (currently a papular choice in
cryptosystems) is 1300 times more, difficult than factoring 116 digits. Fac
toring a 512 bit number would thus require about 500.000 MIP years, which
makes it an exceedingly hard, but not necessarily impossible computation
for the first stage. The second stage would require approximately 300 Gbyte
of storage, and 7 months on a 16K MASPAR. No practical experience has
been ohtained yet with the general number field sieve. In a later lecture
Robert Silverman presented his data that are relevant for the nfs. This

. made us believe that the number field sieve is not unlikely to be better than
ppmpqs for numbers in the 512 bi trange.

Arjen K. Lenstra, Morristown, NJ

The number field sieve

The number field sieve is an algorithm for factoring positive integers n.

3
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It is conjectured to run in time Lnli,O(l»), where Ln[r,c] =exp(c. (log nt .
(log log n)l-r). The initial idea of the number field sieve is due to John
Pollard (1988), who proposed it for the fa.ctorization of a very special dass
of numbers. The modifications necessary to m~e it applicable to general
n are due to Joe Buhler, earl Pomerance, myself, and Len Adleman. As
many other factoring aJgorithms, the number field sieve attempts to fac
tor n by solving the congtuence x 2 == y2 mod n, subject to x ~ y mod n;
namely, then gcd(x ± y, n) is for each ~oice of the"sign a non-trivial divi
sor of n. Instead of searching for "square == square" modn, one looks for
solutions of "square :. smooth" modn, where "smooth" means "built up
from small prime divisors"; namely, using linear algebra over F2, one can
multiply many solutions of "square == smooth" into one solution of "s·qu·are
=: square": Also a solution of "smooth == smooth" can be used, since if x, Y
are smooth with x =:. y mod n, then x2 == xy mod n aild zy is smooth as
well. The way in which factoring algorithms often generate smooth numbers
is that they generate small numbers and exploit the fact that sm.all numbers
are more likely to be smooth than lalge ones. However, in any congruence
x == y mod n with x ~ y at least one of x, y is at least in in absolute. value, "
so that x, y cannot be Yill smal1; but this obstruction can be gotten around

. by exploiting algebraic number fie1ds. In the lecture it was explained how
this works, and how the problems caused by the presence of units and the
la.ck of unique factorization can be resolved by means of quadratic characters.

Hendrik W. Lenstra, Jr., Uruversity of Califorrua, Berke1ey

Computational Experience with the General Number Field Sieve

The Number Field Sieve (NFS) is a new algorithm for factoring very large
integers of special form. It is remarkably fast. A theoretical generalization
is known, but no one knew whether it was practical.

Based on analysis of norms that arise in the computation, one can show
that the crossover point (for general integers) with the Quadratic Sieve is
somewhere between 140 and 150 digits.

I ran the algorithm on a variety of numbers between 30 and 90 digits.
Extrapolatio~ of this data confinns the theoreticaJ crossover estimate.

It can also be shown. that there exist large sets of integers for which
NFS is substantially faster than QS. However, these sets are only a small
fraction of the entire set of integers. The relevant criterion is whether the

4



number to be factored ean be written as a low degr;polynomial with small
coefficients. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any good methods for
determining when this is possible.

Robert D. Silverman, Bedford,MA

Quadrati.c Sieve (QS) 'Improvements

Multiple polynomials

Instead of F(x) = (x + lv'NJ) 2 - N .when factoring N, try I(x) = ax2 +
bx +c = *[(2ax +b? - (b2 - 4ac)]. When sieving over ...;...M ~ x ~ Ai, then

choosing q ~ 1ft, b· ~ 0, Ir - 4ac = N gives I(M) ~ I( -M) ~ -/(0).
The largest fex) is M VNT8 rather than 2Mv'N. Multiple vaJues of a may
be used to reduee the size of M when colleeting relations.
Large and Two Large Prime Variations
Originally QS required fex) be B-smooth, where Bis the factor base bound~

An early modifieation (also used in CFRAC) allowed one large prime to di-.
vide fex). H f(xl) = SIR and f(X2) = s2R where 81,82 are B-smooth, then
!CX.1)J(Z2) = S182 is B-smooth. With only slightly more effort R can have
two prime factors be10w B, with several partial relations multiplied together
to get a full relation. However this inereases disk space and the matrix is
more dense. .

Peter L. Montgomery, University of California, L.A.

FFT extension to ECM

When a.ttempting to factor an integer N, the Elliptie Curve Method
(ECM) selects an el1iptic curve E mod N and a starting point P on E. Step
1 eomputes Q = M . P using the group law, wheie M is divisible by al1
small primes. H step 1 fails to loeate a zero divisor (and hence a factor)
of N, step 2 assurnes that s . Q = 0 (identity element) modp for some
plN and prime s. The FFT extension will allow 8 ~ 1010 eompared to
s ~ 107 for eonventional implementations. Using convolution algorithms
modN (see"An FFT extension to the p - 1 factoring a1gorithm" by myself

5
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and Silverman in Matb. Camp. April, 1990), we let:

feX) = Il(x - X(11liQ))

and test
gcd(f(X),j'(X) Il(X - x(njQ») mod N

for certain chosen sequences [mi] and [nj], succeeding if slm. # nj witb i :f j
or slm. ± nj. Here x(n· Q) denotes tbe x·coordinate of m· Q.

Peter L. Montgomery, University of California, L.A.

FFT-Arithmetics in algebraic extension fields

A short account of recent improvements on tbe speed of very long in·
teger arithmetics· was given. The methods developed are special versions
of the sa.called ADFT·Transform using normal bases in algebraic exten
sion fields. Thc application of these tools is to provide a speed-up mecha
nism in the recursive algorithm design at the crucial point when breaking
fr<?m the Schönhage-Strassen-Fermat-Transform to mo~e conventional arith
mctics. Thc importance of this method for sieve generation can be seen from
the related talks by Silverman & Montgomery.

Thomas Beth, University of Karlsrube

Factoring Integers and Computing Discrete Logarithms via Dio
phantine Approximation

Let N be an integer wi th at least two distinct prime factors. We reduce
the problem of factoring N to the task of finding t + 2 integer solutions
(et , ... , et) E zt of the inequali ties

It ei logPi -log NI ~ N-cp:-6 and
.=1

t

L ledogpil ~ (2c - l)logN +26logpt,
i=1

6



where c > I and' 0 < 6 < I a.re fixed and PI," • ,Pt are the first t primes.
We show, under the assumption that the smooth integers distribute uni
formly", that there are N(+o(l) many solutions (ei, ... , et) .if c > I and if
( := c - 1 - (2c - l)loglogNflogpt > O. We associate with the primes
Pt, .. · ,Pt a lattice L C R t+1 of dimension t and we associate with N a point
N E "Rt+1

. We reduce the problem of factoring N to the task of finding lat
tice vectors z that are sufficiently elose to N in the I-norm. The dimension
t of the lattice L is polynomial in log N. For N :::::: 2512 it is about 6300. We
also reduce the problem of comp·uting, for a prime N, discrete logari thms of
the units in Z/N1. to a similar diophantine approximation problem.

. Claus ,P. Schnorr, Universität Frankfurt

Some Reßections on Cryptography

1. While not dissenting from .anything Andy Odlyzko said, there are a
couple of additional points thcit should be noted about discret~ loga
rithms. Like factoring, solving discrete logarithms is based on° sieving
followed by linear equation solving

(a) The sieveing requires almost no memory, and with care can fit into
ma.chine registers, so is purely CPU bound, where as factoring
sieving tends to be memory bandwidth bound.

(b) The linear equations are to be solved over a large finite field (or
a direct sum of fields), rather that over GF(2). This tends to
make the equation solving even more of a. bottleneck that it is f~r

fa.ctoring~

2. The amount of work going into sieving is enough to try all 32-bi t seeds
for typical random-number 'generators. Hence a source of many ran
dom bits is required. We have empiricaJ evidence that carefully bulling
bits off an Ethernet will provide a source of bits secure against any
one who wasn 't observing the actual traffic heing used as a saurce of
randomness. One open question is: what constitutes" a "good" prime
for RSA, and/or for Diffie Hellman?

James Davenport, University of Bath, G.ß.
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Discrete Logarithms

The only discrete logarithm algorrthms that work in all groups G run
in time on the order of v'fGl. Elliptic curve cryptosystems appear to be
quite secure at the moment, as the recent work of Menezes, Okamoto and
Vanstone applies only to a small and well understood dass of curves. On the
other hand, Coppersmith's algorithm in fields GF(2n ) is very effective, and
could be used to compute discrete logs for n up to perhaps 600. For fields
GF(p), discrete logarithm algorithms are only·a little less efficient than al
gorithms for factoring integers of the same size.

Andrew Odlyzko, Murray HilI, NJ

An Eflicient Cryptographic Hash Function

We propose an efficient algori thm that hashes messages of arbi trary bi t
length into an 128 bit hash value. The algorithm is designed to make the
production of a pair of colliding messages. computationaJly infeasible. The
aJgorithm has interestirig provable properties. Each hash· value in {O, 1}128

occurs with frequency at most 2;....120.

Claus P. Schnorr, Universi tät Frankfurt

Planning Requirements ror Cryptographic Systems

Workshop objective:
Advice to security system designer in the 1990's.

Problems

.TacticaJ Strategie
Authentica.tion bounded bounda.ble
Secrecy bounded unboundable,

esp. for storage systems

Lifetimes of Cryptosystems

8



Cipher From To
ED;igma 1920's ~ 1940's
(many versions)
M-209 1930's ~ today
KL-7 ~1950 ~1980

KW-7 ~1960 ~1990

DES 1975 ;:::1993

Storage security systems may be ,in use niuch longer.

Traffic Lifetimes

Product announcements
mergers, interest rates
Trade Secrets (Coca Cola)
H-bomb Secret
Diplomatie Embarrassments
Fate of Sidney Riley .
Identities of Spies
(5th man Venoha)
Personal Affairs
US. Census Data .
(individual)

days or
weeks
decades
> 40 years

> 65 years
> 50 years

> 50 years
100 years

Prediction Difficulties

Rard,ware Software
Expected faster speeds e.g. better

bigger memories memory management
Not Expected massively Coppersmith on logs in

distributed GF(2n )' and Quadratic Sieve

Design Problem:

• A system fielded in 1995 may still be in use in 2025 and encrypt some
thing that must be secr~t until 2075.

• What will we be able to factor in 20757

• Will someone do an 80 year precomputation for logarithms7

Design Approach:

9



• Determine the longest modulus for fields size that can be aeeommo
dated in each application.

• Provide for upgrade paths in design.

Whitfield Diffie, Mountain View, CA

A users view of public-key cryptog'raphy

We first noted that "The future for publie-key eryptography is at least as
much 30 function of what needs to be done as it is of what can be done" .Needs
were examined from two points of view: 30 variety of information integrity
protocols were analyzed from the standpoint of trust;· and 30 long list of
needed information integrity funetions was presented, each item of whieh is
the intended function for some prototco!. .

·While it is undoubted an oversimplification, 30 useful way of viewing
information integrity protoeols is that they are primarily deviees for trans
ferring trust from where it exists to where it is needed in order for a. protocol
funetion to the trustworthy. As a. simple example; the key distribution pro- .
toeol of ANSI X9.17 is a mechanism for tr~sferring uneonditional trust (by
the subscribers) in the integrity of a key distribution center (KDC) into a
trusted secure communication channel between 30 pair of the subseribers (the
transmitter and receiver) - who must in turn unconditionally trust ea.ch
other since they have interehangeble eapabili ties as a eonsequence of the
key distribution: the transmitter ean disavow messages that he did sent and
the receivers can fraudulently attribute messages to the transmitter which
the transmitter did not send. The eonsequenee of the unconditional ~rust i.s
that no such dispute can be logically arbitrated. A s~quence of progressively
more complex protocols were analyzed from the standpoint of identifying .
where trust existed initially, how, to where and when it was transferred 
and what the nature of the trust was that finally existed as 30 result of the
protocol being exercized.

The object of an information·integrity protocol is to a.chieve some"com
bination of functions in the presence of distrust and deceit; secreey, authen
tication, eoncurrenee, identification, certification, verification, etc. A list
of some two dozen of the more important funetions was presented and dis
cussed - in part from the standpoint of identifying information integrity
primitives. Associated whieh each function are protocols for its realization.

10



The protocol must be designed to accommodate the trust relations existing
between the participant prior to its execution and to realize the necessary
relations thereafter.

The purpose of this talk was to provide an insight into likely future ap
plications for public-key cryptography as a means to achieving information
integrity protocols and functions~

Gustavus J. Simmons, Albuquerque, NM

Alternative approach to cryptanalysis

The new wave to design cryptographic schemes and protocols is to use
the concept of proven secure cryptosystems. The ~raditional method of
cryptanalysis is to attack the unproven assumption used to design the sys
tem. Other new approaches are emerging. Ta prove that a scheme fulfils
a need, a formal model of the need is necessary. When this model is too
weak, or is the wrong one, or even when ther~ is no model, problems couId
occur and the resulting scheme couId be insecure. Examples are gi'ven· in
detail. A different problem is that the mathematical proof could be wrong
which could imply that the resulting scheme is insecure. Finally a proven
secure scheme could" be used for an application not covered by the model
or -the theorem. The~e proble~s imply that a cryptanalyst could use other
methods to break real world cryptosystems based on prQ'~en secure schemes.

Yvo Desmedt, University of Wisconsin, MW

Editor: Markus Frisch, Karlsruhe
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 29/1991

Computatiorial Number Theory
A"

7.7. bis 13.7.1991

Die Tagung stand unter der Leitung von Hendrik W. Lenstra ( Berkeley und
Princeton ), Michael Pohst ( Düsseldorf ) und Horst GÜDter Zimmer ( Saar
brücken ).
Nach dem Erfolg der ersten Tagung über" Konstruktive algebraische Zahlentheo
rie" im Jahre 1988 fand 1991 die zweite Tagung mit dem etwas weiter gefaBten
Titel" Computational Number Theory" statt. Das große Interesse an diesem reia
tiv neuen und hochaktuellen Gebiet zeigte sich an den ·zahlreichen Anfragen, die
die Veranstalter aus aller Welt erhielten. Leider mußten die 'meisten dieser Anfra
gen wegen der begrenzten Unterbringungsmaglichkeiten in Oberwolfach abschlägig
beschieden werden.
An der Tagung nahmen 44 Teilnehmer aus 10 Ländern teil. In 37 Vorträgen wurden
Themen der algorithmischen Zahlentheorie behandelt. Dabei spielten theoretische
und praktische Aspekte des Computereinsatzes eine besondere Rolle.
Die behandelten Themen umfaßten Faktorisierung und Primzahltests, Galoissche
Theorie, Gitter und quadratische Formen, diophantische Gleichungen, Arithmetik
algebraischer Zahlkorper sowie elliptische Kurven und Modulformen.
Auf workstations von SUN, MACINTOSH und Apollo waren wiederum Computer
Algebra Pakete wie KANT und PARI inst~lliert. Dadurch konnten in Diskussio
nen während der Tagung aufgetretene algorithmische Probleme direkt angegangen
werden.
Zusätzlich zum Vortragsprogramm fand in einer Abendsitzung eine zweistündige
Diskussion über Software-Entwicklung statt. Dabei wurden Fragen der Standar
disierung, Kommunikation, Information, Organisation, Portabilität, Verfügbarkeit
und Finanzierung erörtert. Außerdem kamen die Probleme der Herausgabe von
Source-Codes und der Anerkennung von Software-Entwicklung als wissenschaftli-
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che Leistung zur Sprache. Als Resümee wurde eine Zusammenarbeit der verschie
denen Arbeitsgruppen bei der Software-Entwicklung angeregt.
Algorithmische Methoden gewinnen zunehmend an Bedeutung bei der Lösung
theoretischer und praktischer Probleme der Zahlentheorie. Das zeigte sich nicht
zuletzt an dem großen Zuspruch, den die Tagung auf internationaler Ebene gefun
den hat.

Vortragsauszüge

J. Cremona:

Periods of modular fonns, elliptic curves, and the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture over imaginary quadratic number fields

A progress report will be given on the continuing project to study systematically
elliptic curves and modular forms defined over imaginary quadratic number fields.
Joint work with student E. Whittey will be described, in which the value of the L
series at 8 = 1 of the form is computed numerically, and compared with the value
of the L-series attached to the elliptic curve, predicted by the Birch-Swinnerton
Dyer conjecture. Examples will be given for several of the fields with class number
one.

H. Cohen:

Computing large tables of modular forms
( Joint work with N. Skoruppa and D. Zagier )

We have computed extensive tables of modular forms of weight k ~ 2 and real
character, giving explicitly the first 100 coefficients of the Hecke eigenforms on
a power basis of the field of coefficients. For some tables we used the modified
Eichler-Selberg trace formula due to Skoruppa-Zagier, for others modular symbols.
A number of observations were made:
1) Among a11 spaces for weight 2 ( DO character ) there exists exact1y 1 ( in level
512, of dimension 4 ) having the property that the characteristic polynomial of Tp

is a square for a11 p.
2) Jo(720) is isogenous to a product of 131 elliptic curves. It may be the highest
level N for which only elliptic curves occur in Jo(N).
3) The minimal index [71 K : 7l[O]] of the number fields seem to grow doubly
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exponentially with the degree.
4) As may be expected on heuristic grounds, for degree ~ 4, abelian Galois groups
are extremely rare ( as are normal extensions in fact ).
The range of the tables is level N ~ 1000 for weight 2 with no character, otherwise
reasonable cutoff levels N :5 200.

eF. Morain:

Playing with Galois Theory

Our aim is to use Galois Theory for finding roots of polynomials mod p. We
consider, e.g., the case of Hilbert polynomiais HD that one used. to construct
the Hilbert Class Field KR of an imaginary quadratic field K = ~(v'-D). We
use the fact that Gal(KH/ K) ~ CIK and' forthose grOUp8 which are cyclic, we
can solve HD(X) == 0 mod p using radicals ( a la Girstmair ) or factor HD(Z)
over intermediate extensions using symmetric functions. Examples are given for
h ( = h(-D), class number of K ) in {S,30}. We also discUS8 implementation
and comparison with Berlekamp'a algorithm, as weIl as potential generalization of
this work.

C.J. Smyth:

Mahler measme of polynomials with all zeros in a sector
( Joint with G. Rhin )

A result of Langevin states that if a polynomial P(z) in 7l[z] has all its zeros
in a sector larg(z)I < tO, where 0 ~ , < 1r, then its Mahler measure is at least
c:eg

P, where c., is m:dependent of P, and > I. We try to find the best possibleeC8' succeeding in doing so for nine intervaIs of the variable {} in [0, "'1. For other
values of theta, the best c" is restricted to a narrow range.

A.M. Odlyzko:

Lattice packings better than the Minkowski-Hlawka bound

The Minkowaki-Hlawka guarantees that any bounded centrally symmetrie eon
vex body in m.n can be lattice-packed with density ~ 2-n • For many bodies,
including ordinary apheres, this is still the best existing result that has been pro
yen. However, for some wide classes of bodies one can obtain substantial im
provements on the Minkowski-Hlawka bound. For example, for the superballs
{(:eh ... , :en ) E m.n : Ei=1 IZjlG' ~ I} there exist lattice packings of density
~ 2-(c:.. +0(1»n as n -+ 00, where CG' < 1 for all t1 > 2. This is based on joint
work with N. Elkies, J. Mazo and J. Rush.
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I. GaAl:

On the resolution of index form equations

Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n with integral basis 1,w" ...,Wn and
denote by I(X2 , ••• , X,,) the index form corresponding to this integral basis. For
auy algebraic integer 0 = ZI + Z2W2 + ... + X"Wn (Xi E 7l), 11(%" ...,zn)1 is just
equal to the index of the additive group of the ring 7l[0] in the additive group
of the ring of integers of K. This yields that 1, a, ..., 0,,-1 is an integral basis of
K if and only if z" ..., X n ( independently of ZI )" is a solution of the index form
equation
(1) l(x" ...,x,,) = ±1 in Z2, ••• ,Z" E 7l.
This shows that the resolution of (1) has immediate practical applications. The
problem of solving (1) was worked out by GaAl and Schulte for cubic number fields
and by GaAI, Pethö and Pohst for certain types of biquadratic number fields.

A. Pethö:

Complete solutions of parametrized Thue and index form equations

•

The table is based partlyon a joint work with M. Mignotte and R. Roth. We
proved that the following problems are equivalent:
Let 4E 7l, 141 ~ 4 .
(1) Find all (Z,II) E 71.2 with PCI(Z, y) = z· - (1%3 11 - z2112 + 4%y3 + 114 = ±1.
(2) Let 0 be a zero of PCl(Z, 1). Find all ,., E 71.[0] with 7l[a] = 7l["Y].
(3) Let e he a zero of %2 - a.z + 1 and Rn = c:::;-. Find all n E 7l such that
(u, ,,) = (Rn, Rn+l) or (Rn+h Rn) satisfies 4u2+ ,,2 = w 2.
We proved also that if (z,y) E 7L2 satisfies (1) then ±(X,II) = (0,1), (1,0), (1,1),
(1, -I), (4, 1), (I, -al except when 4 = 4 when also ±(z,y) = (8,7) and (7, -8)
are possible. •

B.J. Birch:

Non congruence subgroups

There is an enormous literature on the arithmetic of congruence subgroups of
PSL2 (71); however, very little has been written on non-congruence subgroups since
the basic paper of Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer. Suppose G is a 8ubgroup of r(l) =
PSL2(7L) of finite index, and lH be the upper half plane; write Y(G) = G\lH,
Y(I) = r(l) \lH and X(G), X(I) for their completions. Y(G) is an algebraic curve

and the natural map rp : Y(G) -+ Y(I) is an algebraic map, both deflned over Q.
For a long time we have had information about the degree of the field of definition
of the pair (Y (G), rp) and about the ramification of rp; and a conjecture of Atkin
and Swinnerton-Dyer about congruence properties of the associated modular forms
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has been proved by Scholl. However, many more examples are needed - the t.heory
is still in the infancy.

U. Schneiders:

Rangverhalten elliptischer Kurven beim Übergang vom rationalen Zahlkörper
ezu quadratischen Erweiterungen

Im allgemeinen nimmt man heute an, daß der Rang elliptischer Kurven über den
rationalen Zahlen Qunbeschränkt ist. Trotzdem sind bis jetzt nur solche vom Rang
~ 14 ( Mestre ) bekannt geworden. Deshalb stellt sich in diesem Zusammenhang
die Frage, inwieweit der Rang einer elliptischen Kurve wächst beim Übergang von
q zu einem algebraischen Zahlkörper K. Die Frage für quadratische Zahlkörper
K = Q (v'd) zu untersuchen, ·ist Gegenstand dieses Vortrags. Ausgangspunkt ist
einmal eine Serie elliptischer Kurven mit Rang 0 über Q und Primzahlwert für
d, für die der Rang beim Übergang nach q (v'd) um 0, 1 oder 2 ansteigt, je nach
dem Restklassenverhalten von d. Zum anderen geht es darum, elliptische Kurven
von hohem Rang über q zu finden und d dann 80 zu wählen, daß der Rang
möglichst stark wächst, wenn man nach ~ (v'd) übergeht. Dabei ist es gelungen,
drei elliptische Kurven von Rang 11 über Q mit nichttrivialer Torsionsgruppe zu
finden. Die Auswahl des quadratischen Zahlkörpers q(Vd) hat zum Ergebnis einen
Satz, der gewährleistet, daß man immer ein d finden kann, so daß der Rang der
elliptischen Kurve beim Übergang nach Q(v'd) um mindestens 1 wächst. Insgesamt
lassen sich .mit HiHe des Computers Rangspringe von 6 nach 10, von 7 nach 10,
von 8 nach 11, von 9 nach 11, von 10 nach 12 und von 11 nach 13 nachweisen,
wenn man einen geeigneten quadratischen Zahlkörper Q (v'd) auswählt.

eBoMoM. de Weger:

A Thue equation over a quadratic number field

A study of the hyperelliptic diophantine equation Xl + 10X3 - 27 = 13y2 leads
to the "Thue equations over 42 (v'i3)" :

x' + (9 + 2v'i3)x2 y- (12 + v'i3)xy2 _ l1±~y'fiy, = ± (~) 2ft.

Taking the ~ (v'i3)-norm one arrives at the "normal" Thue equation over ~:

xl + 10z5 y + 5x4y 2 - 175x3y 3 + 110x2y4 + 93xrr + y6 = 1.
Both equations are shown to have only (x, y) = (±1,0), (0, ±1) as solutions, by
the Gelfond-Baker theory and computational diophantine approximation. It is
shown how information on the structure of the sextic field one works in, leads to
an essential speeding-up of the computational part.
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R. Pinch:

Integer points on elliptic curves

The computation of integral points on elliptic curves reduces to solving equations
whose solutions are bounded effectively by the method of linear forms in loga
rithms. Although the bounds are not always pratical in this talk we describe a
method ofverifying the completeness of a set of 801utions to !i = (Z2 - a)(z2 _. b) e
and to 1/2 = :eS +k by reducing the problem to a question about values of recurrent
sequences. In particular the method should be of value in verifying cases of the
Weil-Taniyama conjecture.

D. Grant:

Integer points on curves of genus 2

Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K by an equation 1/2 = f (x),
I E K[:c] of degree 5, and S a finite set of places of K. Let (:cp, yp) be a K-point .
of C, and

(*) .,2 = ,,~_ I(i)~,zp ) z6-'
LJ,-o I.

the model of C where (:cp,yp) and (xp,-YP) are at infinity. Extend S so that
the ring of S-integers Os is a principal ideal domain, and write Xp = i, where
(4, b)Os = Os. Hence there are c, d with ca - bd = 1, c, dEOs. Then there is an
effectively computable bound B, depending on the primes in S, the heights of the
coefficients in /, but not on P, such that if z = b2u + bc , and u E Os and (z, v)
is an S-integer point on (*), then the heights of z and 11 are bounded by B. H
the height of Zp is bigger than B, then there are no S-integer points on (*) with
z = b2u + be, u E Os. The result is obtained by effectively bounding S-integer A
points on an affine part of the Jacobian of C. .,

E.V. Flynn:

Sequences of rational torsion divisors

We address the question of how fast the available rational torsion on abelian
varieties over Q increases with dimension. The emphasis will be on the derivation
of sequences of torsion divisors on hyperelliptic curves. The main results are
applications of a technique which provides sequences of hyperelliptic curves for all
torsions in an interval (a" a, + b,], where 4, is quadratic in 9 and b, is linear in
g. As a corollary, there is a sequence An of abelian varieties over ~ of strictly
increasing dimensions dn , each containing a Q-rational point of order r n , such that
r n increases at least exponentially in (dn log(dn )) J.
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F. Diaz y Diaz:

Tables of quintics

Tables on quintic number fields for the three signatW'es and small absolute value
of the discriminant are constructed by Hunter-Pohst methods.

e. Olivier: .

Imprimitive number fields of degree nine and their Galois groups

We describe six tables of imprimitive number fields of degree 9, and we give a
method to compute their Galois groups.
1) The minimal discriminant in each signature is:

rl dK Galois type*
9 16240385609 T28

7 -2668161671 T28

5 467890073 T28

3 -164590951 T28 (with real cubic subfield )
3 -110852311 T20 (with complex cubic subfield )
1 32206049 T31

(*) classification of Butler & McKay.
2) The number of fields obtained in each signature is:

r1 #fields
9 27
7 23
5 149
3 211 ( with real cubic subfield )
3 196 ( wi~h complex cubic subfield )

Al 485 .
~ We give a list of "relative G-polynomiaIS" which allow U8 to compute the Galois

group of a number field of degree 9 defined by a primitive element given by its
minimal polynomial.

A.O.L. Atkin:

Supersingular i-equations and Berlekamp factorization

There are two ·principal methods of factorizing a squarefree polynomial modulo
a prime q, that of Berlekamp and the method of "factors of equal degree". It
is shown that in the case of the supersingular j-equation, where all the factors
are linear or quadratic, the Berlekamp matrix already consists of functions and
differentials modulo q as its columns and rows, and that it is unnecessary to find
the actual factors for the applications intended.
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B.H. Matzat:

Polynome mit der Gruppe Sp,(2) usw.

ES wird vorgefiihrt, wie Polynome ( vom Grad 28 ) mit der Galoisgruppe SP6 (2)
berechnet werden können und wie man das Einbettungsproblem für die zugehörige
Überlagerungsgruppe lOsen kann. Abschließend wird eine Übersicht über den
Stand der Berechnung von Polynomen mit vorgegebener Galoisgruppe gegeben. e
I. deI Corso:

Factorization of primes in number fields

Let R ~ S be Dedekind domains, K ~ F be their quotient fields, with FfK
separable and finite. Let {Wh ••• ,Wn } be a set of R-algebra generators for S. Let
PeR be a prime ideal; supp08e that for every primeQ c S lying over P,
S/ Q is a separable extension of RfP . We prove that the splitting of PS can be
described explicitly by the factorization modulo P of the minimal polynomial of a
"sufficiently generic" combination of Wl, ••• ,Wn •

H.C. Williams:

Compact representation of the fundamental unit in a complex cubic Held

Let E:o(> 1) be the fundamental unit of the complex cubic field K and put R =
log E:o. H {I, Wl ,W2} is a basis of the maximal order of K such that IWll, Iw~ I,
fW21 ,Iw~ I are a11 less than 2V"K, where 11 is the discriminant of K, it could require
up 10 OCR) amount of space to record the values of z, y, zEll such that EO =
x +YWl + zw2. The problem addressed by this paper is: is it p08sible to represent _
E:o in such a way that the amount of space needed to record this representation is .,
o(log Rlog f~1) ? .

F. Halter-Koch:

Computational aspects of non-unique factorization

Let K be an algebraic number field with class number h > 1 and R its riIig of
integers. Every a E R# = R \ (RX U {o}) has a ( not necessarily unique ) facto-
rization into irreducible elements of R. For Je ~ 1 let 7, (~'» be the set of all
a E R# having at most ( exactly ) k different factorizations into irreducibles of R.
The counting functions of these sets,
F~')(x) = #{(a)la E ~'), IN(o)1 ~ x} behave as folIows, for z -+ 00:

F~')(z) ':'W c~)z(logz)-l+f(loglogz)a~), where a~') EINare combinatorial con-
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stants depending only on the ideal class group G of B, and c~) E m>o depend on
K. These fonnulas generalize to arithmetical formations in the sense of Knopfma
eher ( most important examples: Hilbert semigroups in lN ). In the simplest case,
h = 2, the constants a. are computed, and the computations of e. are reduced to
quickly converging sums and products of values of L-functions of the formation.
Some numerical data are given.

J.C. Lagarias:

The Farey shirt and Minkowski's ?-function

The additive continued fraction algorithm gives the ordinary continued fraction
convergents plus all interm.ediate convergents. This talk discusses relations bet
ween it and the Farey shift and Minkowski's ?-function. The Farey shift
F : [0, 1] ~ [0,1] is given by F(x) = l~Z for °:$ x :5 l, l-;Z for l :5 x :5 1.
It has invariant density ~ and the symbolic dynamics of iterating this map
gives the additive continued fraction expansion of x. Minkowski's ?-function is
a monotone increasing singular function whose derivative d? gives another inva
riant measure for the Farey shift. It has maximal entropy log 2 for F{x). F(x)
is ergodic for both densities. Finally we describe the application of Oseledec's
multiplicative ergodic theorem to analyze Diophantine approximation properties
of multidimensional continued fraction of Jacobi-Perron type.

J. Buchmann:

Computing Hermite normal forms of luge sparse matrices

We reduce the problem of computingthe HNF of asparse matrix E E 7lmxn to
solving linear systems over 7/.. Under reasonable assumptions, e.g. n = m1+o(l) we
prove that the essential part of the HNF can be found in time m3+o(l)(log IEI)°(l).
We use methods for solving large sparse systems such as Wiedemann's algorithm.

B. Vallee:

The lattice reduction algorithm of Gauss: an average case analysis

This algorithm is shown to have an average case complexity which is asymptotic
to a "nice" constant.
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R. Scharlau:

On the classification-of integral quadratic forms

The classification of positive definite integral quadratic forms ( "Iattices" ) over
totally real a1gebraic number fields ja in general hopeless since the class numbers
of genera of lattices tend to infinity very rapidly with the dimension, the field
discriminant, and the norm of the determinant ideal. However, asymptotica]ly e
"almost all" lattices have trivial symmetry group ( J. Biermann, E. Bannai ).
This theoretical background as weIl as practical experience shows that one should
restrict classification problems to lattices whose symmetry group is not too small.
We present a particularly nice class of lattices with this property, the so called
refiective lattices which admit a symmetry group generated by reflections and
having no fixed vector. Over the rationals, there are only finitely many genera
consisting entirely of reflective lattices. The explicit determination of a1l these
genera will have strong implications on the classification of arithmetic reflection
groups acting on hyperbolic space ( E. Vinberg). We report on work in progress
on this problem in dimension 4. Here, a computational approacli is still possible;
it can be greatly simplified by the known explicit construction of a1l reflective
lattices in this dimension from "scaled root systems" ana certain codes, due to
Britta Blaschke.

J.M. Pollard:

Factorization of numbers pq2

We observe that there are special factorization methods for these numbers: in the
p - 1, p + 1 and elliptic curve methods, we can give fast versions of the second
stage. This is relevant to the signature scheme of Okamoto, which uses a modulus _
of form pq2 [ see IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Jan. 1990 ]. •

M.S. Manasse:

Factoring integers with graph theory and two large primes

Given x~ == PiQi TI p~ij (N) (Pi, Qi possibly = 1) we can eliminate Pi and Qi
by looking for fundamental cycles inothe graph with vertex set {Pi} U {Qi} and
edges {(Pi, Qi)}. Counting cycles reduces to counting #vertices, #edges, and
#connected components; hash tables and union-find are useful here. Generating
cycles reduces to breadth-first search.
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R.D. Silverman:

Computational experience with the general Number Field Sieve

The Number Field Sieve ( NFS ) is a new algorithm for factoring very big integers
of special form. It is remarkably fast. A theoretical generalization is known, but
noone knew whether it was practical. Based on analysis of Darms that arise in the
computation, one can show that the crossover point ( for general integers ) with
the Quadratic Sieve is somewhere between 140 and 150 digits. Iran the algorithm
on a variety of numbers between 30 and 90 digits. Extrapolation of this data
confirms the theoretical crossover estimate. It can also be shown that there exist
large sets of integers for which NFS is 8uhstantially faster than QS. However, these
sets are only a small fraction of the entire set of integers. The relevant criterion is
whether the number to be factored can be written as a low degree polynomial with
small coefficients. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any goad method for
determining when this· is possible.

s.s. Wagstaff:

Factorization oe Euler numbers and Bernoulli numerators

Let {En } and {Bn } be the Euler and Bemoulli numbers ( using even index nota
tion). Write B21 = N21/D 21 with D21 > 0, (N21 , D21 ) = 1. Thus N 10 = 5, N 12 =
-691,NI 4 = 7, etc and E2 = -1,E" = S,EG = -61, etc. Using Pollard P - 1,
the elliptic curve method and the quadratic sieve, we have tried to factar N 21

for 2k :5 300 and E 211 for 2k :5 200. We succeeded in factoring completely these
numbers up to N 1S2 and E TG as well as many larger anes. We used these data
to investigate a possible analog for E21 of J.C. Adams' theorem, namely, if P is
prime, P = 1 (mod 4), P -112k and p e l2k, then pe+IIE21.

w. Bosma:

Explicit primality criteria for h2i ± 1

It is weH known that for h not divisible by 3:
(t) n = h2" + 1 is prime<=> 3T! =-1 mod n ,
for every k such that 2' > h. For h divisible by 3 one wonders whether a finite set
D of integers exists such that for every k wit4 2" > h there is some D, E D such
that

n = h2" + 1 is prime <=> D~ =-1 mod n .
A simple algorithm will be discussed with which numerical evidence was obtained
that supports the conjecture that unless h = 4m -I for some m ~ 1, such finite set
Dexists for every h. Similarly, for integers of the form h2" -I, results concerning
starting values of Lucas sequences in the analogue of (*) will be discussed.
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J. Teitelbaum:

Modular symbols for lFq(T)

I will explain how to construct modular symbols for the Held lFq(T) = k, and how
to use them to compute spaces of automoiphic forms for GL2 (A,).

J.W. Sands:

Computation of stable Iwasawa invariante
in collaboration with E. Friedman and L. Washington

For a prime I and a CM number field K, we define Iwasawa invariant .>t,(K) and
describe how it is in some ways analogous to the genus of a curve. Thus one might
expect a certain type of growth in this. invariant when one passes from K to an
extension field F. We consider abelian fields F of prime degree p '# lover K, the
case of [F : K] =1 being covered by Kida's analog of the Hurwitz formula. Then it.
becomes natural to work instead with the p-stable versions of A,(K) and .>t, (F),
which we define. Computational results reveal that the analogy with function
fields of curves seems not to hold in our case; the p-stable value of A, (F) being
smaller than this analogy would predict.

K. Nakamula:

Class number relations related to the cyclo--elliptic method of cOInputing
the class numbers &Dd units

In ~, let K be a subfield of a finite abelian extension of an imaginary quadratic
field F such that K ~ F, and let M := K F n m.. When K is not conjugate to M,
we prove an index relation between the unit groups Ex of K and EM of M, whiche
yields a relation between the class numbers hK of K and hM of M. This relation
is used to compute EK , hK from EM, kM. To compute EM and kM, we apply
the elliptic method which becomes simpler than that in general case because the
roote of unity in M are only ±l. We also study some other class number relations
which can be utilized to speed up the cyclo--elliptic method of computing the dass
numbers and units.

R. Dvornicich:

A converse of Artin's density theorem

We consider the following problem: given an integer prime p and n ~ 2, does there
exist a density for the set of fields K of degree n over Q for which the splitting of
p has an assigned form? We prove that this is true for ~jpitable notion of density
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on the set of number fields of degree n and study the relation with the densities
of Artin-Chebotarev's theorem. Also we compute explicitly the densities of all
splittings when n = 3.

N. Koblitz:

Nonsupersingular CM-curves suitable for cryptography

We deseribe elliptie eurves with eomplex multiplieation which in characteristie 2
have the following userul properties for construeting Diffie-Hellman type erypt~

systems. (1) They are nonsupersingular ( so that one cannot use the Menezes
Okamoto-Vanstone reduetion of discrete log from elliptie eurves to finite fields );
(2) the order of the group has a large prime factor ( so that giant step / baby
step will not help ); (3) doubling of points ean be earried out alm08t as effieiently
as in the case of the supersingular curves used by Vanstone. Computing a mul
tiple kP of a point P on the curve is especially fast if the Hamming size of the
"balaneed binary" expansion of k is smalI. An example of a good eurve to use:
y2 + zy = zS + 1 overIF21S1 ( its number of points = 4· 39-digit prime ).

L.C. Washington:

p-adic ~functions and magie cubes

The talk was areport on joint work with Allan Adler. Let p be prime and let
o ~ k < P - 1 he even. Suppose p does not divide the numerator of the Bemoulli
number Bit. Then it was shown how to use the Iwasawa power series attached
to the p-adie Irfunction Lp(s, wlt ) to construet p-dimensional magie cubes. The
proof uses methods similar to th08e used by Feuero and the speaker in the proof
of the vanishing of the Iwasawa p-invariant for abelian fields.

J. MeKay:

Mahler, moonshine, and Hecke

Kurt Mahler (1976) deseribed how to compute the Fouriereoeffieients orthe elliptic
modular funetion j(z) using the coefficients of the modular equation. This can
be interpreted in terms of Conway-Norton's (1979) replication formulae and a
twisted Hecke operator. Recurrence relations so derived have heen used to compute
a11 completely replicable functions of which about one half are the monstrous
moonshine functions whilst others appear to be moonshine functions on several
large subgroups of the Monster. The computation is joint work of Alexander,
Cummins, McKay and Simons.



M.E. Pohst:

Some remarks on unit and class group computations

We report on recent improvements of algorithms for the computation of the unit
group and the class group of an algebraic number field which were obtained by J.
von Schm.ettow and the author:
• We reduce the number of ideals which are used to bui!d up the so-called ~lass •
group matrix.
• We construct explicit relations for given prime ideals.
• We generalize and improve the method of Buchmann " Pethö tor computing
independent units.
• We develop a method for iaking· roots of elements and ideals.

Berichterstatter: U. Schneiders
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 30/1991

Dynamische Systeme

14.7. bis 20.7.1991

. The meeting is dedicated to the memory of Andreas Floer

(1956 - 1991)

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J. Moser und E. Zehnder (ETH
. .

Zürich) statt.

Im Zentrum standen die mannigfaltigen neuen Entwicklungen der

symplektischen Geometrie, welche im engen Zusammenhang mit glob

alen Poblelll:en der Hamilton'schen Systeme stehen. Neue symplek

tische Invarianten (sogenannte symplektische Kapazitäten) führen zu

überraschenden Starrheitsphänomenen und zu einer Fülle von geschlos

senen Charakteristiken auf Hyperflächen. Variationstechniken ermög

lichen, unter Benutzung der Floer Homologie, Ansätze einer symplek-



tischen Topologie und auch globale Fixpunktsätze Hamilton'scher Ab

bildungen auf allgemeinen symplektischen Mannigfaltigkeiten.

Schwerpunkte waren zudem .Ergodenfragen klassischer dynamischer

Systeme, spezieller Fragen über das N-Körperproblem und die Him

melsmechanik, wie z.Bsp. Kollisionssingularitäten und periodische Bah

nen. Behandelt wurden auch die neuen R~sultate auf ,dem Gebiet deI:

integrabien Systeme und die allgemeinen homoklinischen Phänomene

in dissipativen dynamischen Systemen.

KAM-Iterationsmethoden führten zu neuen Anwendungen auf dem'

Gebiet der Systeme welche in der Nähe von integrabien Systemen sind,

sowohl für endliche wie für unendliche Freiheitsgrade. Behandelt wur- .

den aber auch andere unendliche dimensionale dynamische' Systeme

welche erzeugt werden durch nicht lineare partielle Differenti~gleichun

gen. Schliesslich seien noch die Untersuchungen 'von Kreisabbildungen

mit einem kritischen Punkt mit Hilfe einet: Renormalisierungsgruppen

Analysis erwähnt.
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Vortragsauszüge

ALAN ALBOUY

Integral Manifolds of the n-body Problem

e The manifolds obtained by fixing the values of the energy and the

angular momentum in the 9.dim.ensional n-body problem change the

topology when these parameters vary (momentum non-zero, energy

negative) not only for critical values corresponding to central configu-
. .

rations, hut also for values corresponding to critical points at infinity.

These critical points at infinity are exhibited by following paths on crit

ical manifolds of a modified energy, where some terms of the potential

are neglected.

SIGURD ANGENENT

Mean Curvature f10w

In the fust part I gave a survey of the results which haye been obtained

by Huisken, Gage and Hamilton, Grayson and others concerning the

~ean curvature flow (and curve shortening, i.e. the case "n = 1" ). In

the second part I described the approach of Evans and Spruck, and of

ehen, Giga and Goto for constructing generalized solutions of the mean

curvature flow, using "viscosity solutions" to parabolic PDEs. It turns

3



out that there exist two ways to define the evolution by mean curvature

of an arbitrary compact hypersurface r = an (with n c Rn+l anyopen

set). These two evolutions satisfy a list ofaxioins with which one can

"compute" what they are for any given r = an. I gave an example

(the "figure eight") where the two different evolutions· were not the

same, and I stated the following conditions which guarantee that the

two evolutions coincide: e
(1) r = 8n is smooth andhas nonnegative mean curvature

or

(2) r is a hypersurface ·of rotation.

A. BAHRI

Around the Birkhoff-Lewis theorem

In recent years, a variational approach has been developed by P. Ra

binowitz in order to find periodie orbits of Hamiltonian systems on a

given energy surface. Variants of this approach also exist, for' convex

Hamiltonians or problems admitting a Lagrangian formulation. Often,

this approach leads to the existence of infinitely many periodic orbits;

and a legitimate question that has been raised is whether all these

periodie orbits are not provided by the Birkhoff-Lewis theorem.
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I have tried to answer partially this question. I have therefore con-'

nected the framework of the Birkhoff-Lewis theorem to the variational

framework of P. Rabinowitz; and I have tried to see the tori Tn which

are mapped radially in the proof of the Birkhoff-Lewis th,eorem as

Morse relations for the infinite dimensional variational problem.

Part of these tori can be seen as Morse relations. How many of

them depends on the remainder term after the Birkhoff normal form

reduction. The condition defining these tori is very similar to the one

needed in the Birkhoff-Lewis theorem. These tori have then a polyno

mial contribution in the growth of the Betti numbers of the underlying

variational space. This is specially meaningful in the case of 3-body

.type problems, where the growth of the Betti numbers is exponential.

Then, we can say that there are at least in some eases, and p"robably

in an cases, other p'eriodie orbits than those pr,ovided by the Birkhoff

Lewis theorem~

VICTOR BANGERT

Closed fl.ats in Riemannian manifolds of non-positive curva

ture (joint work with V. Schroeder)

A k-flat F in a Riemannian manifold M is an isometrie and totally

geodesie immersion of an Euclidean k-space into M. F is called closed

if F is periodie with respect to some cocompact lattice so that F in-

5



duces an immersion of a k~torus. In particular, al-Hat is a geodesic

(parametrized by arc-Iength) and a closed I-Hat is a closed geodesic.

In generic Riem~an manifQlds k-flats with k > I~ will not exist.

However the existence of 2-flats is a common phenomenon when one.

studies manifolds M with non-positive curvature which have a lot of

zero curvature.

Theorem: Let M be a compact real analytic Riemannian manifold

with non-positive sectional curvature. If M contains a k-flat then M

contains 8.Iso a closed k-flat.

The proof reli~ on

(i) synthetic geometry of manifolds with non-positive curvature

(ü) the theory of subanalytic sets

(ni) a shadowing lemma for normally hyperbolic systenis which can be

found in: Hirsth/Pugh/Shub: In~iant manifolds, LN 583.

THOMAS BARTSCH-

Multiple periodie solutions of Hamiltonian systems on sym

metrie starshaped energy surfaces

We are i~terested in· periodic solutions of t~e Hamiltonian system

(HS) x = JVH(x) which lie on a fixed energy surface S = H-1(c) C

R2N. We assume that S bounds a compact starshaped neighborhood

6
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of 0 and satisfies an aäditional geometrie condition. Moreover we as

sume that a compact Lie group r acts orthogonallyon R2N such that

"'/J'Y E {±J} and that S is inyariant under r. Then there exist at

least N/(l.+ dimf - dimTr) r-orbits of periodie solutions of (HS)

on S where Tf is the maximal torus of r. This result is new even for

finite r. If r is trivial we recover a theorem .of Berestycki et al. and

e if r = Z/2 or Z/2 x Z/2 we recover and generalize results of Rabi

nowitz and Szulkin on the existen~eof brake orbits and of van Groesen

on the existence of normal mode solutions.of (HS). In the course

of the proof we develop a relative equivariant Lusternik-Schnirelmann

category which can be applied to strongly indefinite functionals, in par

ticular to the Hamiltonian action functional. The computation of.~~s

category can be reduced to a non-standard Borsuk;.,Ulam type theorem

for torus actions.

M. BIALY AND L. POLTEROVICH

•
Birkhoff's theory on symplectic manifolds

On a symplectic manifold endowed with a Lagrangian distribution one

can define a special class of optical Haffiiltonian Hows which !oughly

speaking twist every Lagrangian subspace in the positive direction with

respect to this distribution. It turns out that the time-one maps 9f

these Hows have surprising properties which are similar to the ones

discovered by G. Birkhoff for area-preserving twist maps of the annulus.

7



In particular we prove that under certain topological and dynamical

assumptions a Lagrangian submanifold invariant under such a map is

transversal to the Lagrangian distribution. This fact is closely related

to the Maslov class rigidity phenomena for Lagrangian embeddings.

OLEG BOGOYAVLENSKIJ

~heory of Breaking Solitons

A new method for constructing nonlinear integrable n+l-dimensional

equations and equations with attractors is developed. An integrable

~stem of equations of hydrodynamical type (Vi = Vi(t, y))
i-2 i+l .

Vit + ViVi1l = ViVi-l E V'1IV,1 - ViVi+l E VillV,l + ßVi{Vi+l - Vi-I)
i=l i=l

is found. This system is closely related to the Volterra system and the

Toda lattice.

. The contin~uslimit of this system is anew integrable 2 + I-dimensional

equation

which describes the interaction between Riemann breaking waves, trav

elling in the y-direction and K dV long waves travelling in the x

direction.

A modified 2 + I-dimensional equation

8
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is' derived, s = ±1. All equations constructed possess breaking solitons

which in the x-direction are smooth. Breaking N -soliton solutions are

constructed.

ANDRY BOLmRUCH

e The 21st Hilbert problem for linear fuchsian systems

We proved that the 21st Hilbert problem has, in general, a negative

solution and described aJl 3-dimensional representations which cannot

be realised as monodromy representation of any F'uchsian system.

WALTER CRAIG AND EUGENE WAYNE

Newton's method and periodic solutions of nonlinear wave

·equations

•
This taJk addresses the question of the existence of periodie solutions

to nonlinear wave equations

. O,2u = 8;u - g(x, u), u(O, t) = 0 = u(1l", t).

This can be viewed as an infinite dimensional Hamiltonian system,

w~ch has U = 0 an elliptic stationary point under mild conditions

on g. The construction of periodie or quasiperiodie solutions involves

small divisor problemS. We describe aversion of a Nash Moser itera

tion scheme which proves that under generic conditons on g, families

9



of solutions of the equation exist. These families form Cantor sets fo

liated by circles. The requirements on the nonlinearity 9 are that it is

sufficiently linearly nonreson~t, and as weIl is genuinely nonlinear.

VICTOR J. DONNAY

Positive Entropy and Convex Billiards

A major conjecture in the field öf non-uniform hyperbolic dynamies is

that a generic compact Hamiltonian system has positive measure en

tropy. An interesting subclass of Hamiltonian systems is that of planar

convex billiards for which there is an analogous conjecture. We made a .

modest start on the probleIll: by showing: "There exist smooth strictly

convex billiards with positive topological entropy". We make such ex

amples by an explicit perturbation of the ellipse. Knieper - Weiss h~ve

proven a slmilar result for the geodesie fiow on a strictly convex sphere.

We have found a new class of convex billiards with positive Lyapunov

exponent a.e. (but non-smooth, non-strictly eonvex), generalizing work

of Bunimovich, Wojtkowski and Markarion.. This class consists of con

vex ares that satisfy the property of "focussing". This property is open

in the C 6 topology of curVes. A speci~. example of a focusi~g are is

.given by the half-ellipse;; +~ = 1,x ~ 0, provided a < v'2 .

10
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JEAN~PIERRE ECKMANN

Space-Time Evol~tion in 1 dimension

We discuss two equations:

(1)

e (2) 8tV = (0' - (1 + 8~)2)V - V 3
, V(x, t) E R,a > 0.·

We present results on stationary solutions, their stability; propagating

solu.tions (fronts). Furthermore we present results for (1) for the initial

value problem with prescribed behaviour at x = +00, and we describe

a conjugation between (1) and (2) as wen as the first steps of a theory

of normal forms for equations of the form (3) 8tu = 8~u + u - ulul2+
higher order terms. .

MOHAMED SAMI ELBIALY

Simultaneous Binary Collisions in the Collinear n-body Prob

lem

1. We show that the simultaneous' binary collision singularity in the

collinear N-body problem is Cl block regulaxizable. That is we show

that there is a homeomorphism which is Cl together with its inverse

- from collision and near collision orbits to ejection and near ejection

orbits.

2. We also show that in the planar problem the collection of collision

11



orbits and ejection orbits form areal analytic submanifold of the phase

space when the Levi-Civita spatial variables are used.

CHRISTOPHE GOLE

Ghost Circles and the Theorem of Aubry-Mather

We presented a new proof of the theorem of Aubry-Mather, involving

the "gradient flow" of an "energy functional" on a sequence space. This.

setting is best understood as a generalisation of maximizing the sum

of the chorels in a billiard trajectory. For quasiperiodie trajectories, we

can still make sense out of the gradient flow and find critical points,

corresponding to orbits of any rotation number for a given Twist Map.

A closer analysis of the gradient flow brings in the motion of Ghost

Circles: flow invariant, w~ll ordered sets in the"sequence space which fill

the gaps of the Aubry-Mather sets. They imply a monotonous fitting

of these sets in SI x R.

BORIS HASSELBLATT

Regularity of the Anosov splitting

-Es wird Folgendes vermutet:

Vermutung : Eine Riemannsche Metrik negativer Schnittkrümmung

12
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mi~ C 2 horosphärischen Blätterungen ist lokalsymmetrisch.

Man weiss:

Satz : Eine Riemannsche Metrik negativer Schnittkrümmung mit Coo

horospährischen Blätterungen hat einen geodätischen Fluss, der zu

dem eines lokalsymmetrischen Raumes Coo konjugiert ist (KANAI;

FERZES, KATOK;BENOIST, FOULON, LA BOURIE). Vor zwei Jah

ren trug ich vor, dass eine offene dichte Menge Riemannscher Metriken

nicht C 2 horosphärische Blätterungen hat. Heute zeigte ich:

Satz: Wenn die horosphärischen Blätterungen einer ;2-eingesperrlen

Riemannschen Metrik (-1 < Schnittkrümmung < - ~2) aus eR sind,

dann sind sie Coo.

Satz : Es gibt ein "Hindernis" für C 2 horosphärische Blätterungen. Es

hat gute globale Eigenschaften. Dies mag mithelfen, zu zeigen, dass

C2 horosphärische Blätterungen tatsächlich Coo sind.

ANATOLE KATOK

e Commuting maps

We obtain a number of results demonstrating that the rank of an

Abelian group acting effectively on a compact manifold by diffeomor

phism with certain hyperbolic properties is bounded from above by the

dimension of the m~fold and that in the case of rank greater than

one such an action possesses certain rigidity properties.

13



Theorem 1 Any element of an effective real-analytic action of rzz2

on a compact surface has zero topological entropy.

The analYticity condition in this theorem can be replaced by C2 if

effectiveness is replaced by a stronger condition.

Theorem 2 If an element of an effective area-preserving real-analytic
. .

action of "lh2 on a compact surface has a hyperbolic periodic point p

then there exists an invariant ope.n set V containing p in its closure such

that a subgroup of 712 of finite index acts on V either in a completely

integrable way or can be embedded into an analytic flow.

In high~r dimensions there are counterparts of Zimmer-rigidity for.

cocycles for actions with non-zero Lyapunov exponents.

ANDREAS KNAUF

Planare Molekülstreuung (mit M. KleIn)

Wir haben die klassische und semiklassische Streuung. eines Teilchens

in der Ebene an einem Potential mit n ailziehenden Coulombsingu- e
laritäten (~ -lfr) untersu~ht. Das kl~sischeStreuproblem zeigt ober-

halb einer potentielabhängigen Schwellenenergie ein qualitativ univer-

'seIles Verhalten. Für n ~ 3 divergiert die Zeitverzögerung- auf einer

Cantormenge von Anfangsbedingungen. Grössen wie die Hausdorff-,

Dimension der gebundenen Orbits 'oder die topologische Entr~pie be-

14
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sitzen eine universelle Energie-Asymptotik. Trotz der Irregularität der

Streuung ist der (klas9ische) differentielle Wirkungsquerschnitt in vie

len Fällen glatt.

Quantenmechanisch wurde für n = 2 die Lage der -Resonanzen und

für n ~ 3 eine n-abhängige Schranke für ihre Anzahl berechnet, wobei

e die Hausdorff-Dimension entscheidend eingeht.

SERGEJ KUKSIN

On Interpolation ofan analytic symplectomorphism by a Hamil

ton ßow

It is proved that a nearly integrable analytic symplectomorphism may

be represented as the Poincare map of an analytic HamiltQnian vec

torfield. The radius of analyticity of the vectorfield is estimated from

below.

SERGEI KUKSIN

Perturbations of finite-gap solutioD.s of the !(dV ~quation

It is checked that an families of finite-gap periodic solutions of the K dV

equation are nondegenerate. Due to the earlier results of the author

it completes the praof of the fact that most of these solutions survive

under Hamiltonian perturbations of the equation.
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OSCAR E. LANFORD 111

Renorm81ization group analysis for critical eirele mappings in

the zero rotation number limit

The renormalization group analysis for smooth circle mappings with

critica1 points leads to a sequence of renormalization operators Jr , r =
1,2,3, ... , acting on commuting pairs ({,1]) where

• 1] is defined on [0,1]; 7J(x) < x

• eis defined on [1](0),0] and sends 0 to 1

• 0 is a critiCal point for both ~ and TJ.

~umerical experiments and heuristic ar~en~s strongly suggest

that each Jr has ~ hyperbolic fixed point, where its derivative has just

one expanding eigenvalue Or. The limit r --+ 00 is singular - in particu

lar or f'V const. r 3 - but has some comprehensible structure. By passing

from the operator Jr acting on "points" in the space of commuting pairs •

to an associated "Sinai operator" J; acting on one-parameter families,

we replace the hyperbolic fixed point problem by an attracting fixed
tt

point problem. The operators J; have a well-behaved limit as r --+ 00.

Computer studies suggest that the limiting operator has an attracting·

fixed point (and' hence that a1l J: with sufficiently large r have at

tracting fixed points). Furthennore, the limiting operator admitssome

16



formal simplification which makes it more a~cessible to study than the

operators for finite r.

v. LAZUTKIN

Hamiltonian dynamical systems

Global properities of the stahle and unstable separatrices for the stan

dard map

(x, Y) f-+ (x + y + esinx, y + csinx)

and the semistandard map

(u, v) t-+ (u + V + exp(u) , v + exp(u))

are investigated in the complex domain both analytically an<! by use

of a computer. The regions of wild behaviour.of iterates where found

to form fern-like s~ructures on unstable seperatrices, the tips of leaves

being interpreted as homoclinic points. This suggests a new approch

to the investigation of chaotic phenomena in conservative systems.

PATRICE LE CALVEZ

A dissipative version of the Conley-Zehnder theorem

Every lift f : IR2 --+ m2 of a diffeomorphism of R 2/Z2, isotopic to the

identity map, is a composition of twist maps. We c.an construct like in

the Aubry-Mather theory, a vector field ~ on a manifold T 2 x RN which

17



permits us to give the followmg equivariant version of the Brouwer

translation theorem.

Theorem: H' f has no ~ed point, there exists a continous vector field

8, 'lZ2-periodic and uniquely integrable such that I(e) and I-I(G) are

in the different components of rn.2\C far every integral curve C of 8.

If f preserves the center 01 mass and the area, ~ is· a grädient flow •

and we obtain a proof of the Conley-Zehnder Theorem (f has at least

3 fixed points). Other properties of ~ permit us (with J.M. Gambaudo)

to obtain the following results, proved also by J. Franks in a different

way

Theorem:

HF: Tl x [0,1] is a CI-diffeo. which preserves the area and has one

fixed point (H F : 8 2 --+ 8 2 is a C 2-diffeo. which preserves the area and

has 3 fixed points)

then F has an infinite number of periodie orbits.

RICHARD MCGEHEE

Iteration of Relations

·A relation f on a set X is a subset of X x X. An orbit for a reJation f is

a sequence of p~ints Pi E X satisfying (Pi,Pi+l) E f. The composition

of relations can be defined in the obvious way so that (x, y) E In if

18
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and only if there exists an orbit (Po,Pl' ... ,Pn) satisfying Po = x and

Pn = y. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and if I is a closed subset

of X x X, then In is als? closed.

Much of the standard theory of dynamical systems can" be developed for

closed relations on compact Hausdorff spaces. For example, the notions

e of chain recurrence and attraction can be extended to this setting and .

are related in the same way as they are for fiows on compact metric

spaces. The order relation defined by Conley (where two points areo

related if there exists, for arbitrarily small c, an c-pseudo-orbit from

one to the other) can also be extended to this setting, where it has an

interpretation as alimit of In as n -+ 00.

JÜRGEN PÖSCHEL

Nekhoroshev Estimate for Convex Hamiltonians

Let H = hel) + c J(I, iJ) be a nearly integrable Hamiltonian system

in action angle coordinates I E D C IRR, {) E T n , real analytic in the

• complex neighborhood {I : 111 - DII < ro} x {t? : I Imag. t?/oo < so}.

Suppose h is convex:

Q(I) = 8th . Then for c:5 Co = 2w~in,A = 18~ every orbit starting in

D x Tn satisfies

II I (t)- 1(0)11 ~ ~(:Ja
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for

Itl ~ Toexp (~ (~f)
except when lIolh (1(0))11 :5 !!f? in which case one only has III(t) 

/(0)11 $ T o • The parameters are

1 To 280
a = - , R o = - , To = A -,

2n A O·

n = sup lIihh (1)11. Moreover with probability 1 - O(ro ) oue even has e
. II/(t) - /(0)11 :5 Ra ft·

YOSHIMASA NAKAMURA

.Some generalization of the Moser-Toda equation and applica

tions

There have been some systematic efforts toward generalizations of the

Moser-Todaequation XII: = YI:, iJj: = e%i:-l-Zt_eZt-.ZI:-l, k = 1,2, ... n, Xo =

-00, Xn+l = 00, by 0.1. Bogoyavlensky, B. Kostant, W.W. Symes, R.

Goodmann, N.R. Wall~h and others. The purpose of this talk is to de

scribe some recent developments of generalizations of the Moser-Toda

equation and applications.

First, the Moser-Toda equation is the Hamiltonian equation of Lax

type. It is known that the level set is diffeormorphic to Rn which is a

connected component of aspace of rational functions. A generalization

is presented from the view point of the complete parametrization of the

space of rational functions. This new dynamical system has the level
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set being diffeomorphie to a certain cylinder.

Secondly, the Moser-Toda equation also describes the gradient flow

for a quadratic form on a sphere. This enables us to get a generalization

to symmetrie spaces. The resulting equations have applications, e.g.

to linear programming and matrix eigenvalue problems.

R. PEREZ-MARCO

Dynamies and symmetries of' a holomorphic map near a fixed

point

. A holomorphic germ f(z) = AZ+O(X2) is said to be linearizable if it is

locally conjugate to its linear part, that is, there is h(z) = z+O(z2) such

that h-1 0 f 0 h (z) = AZ. We study the qualitative dynamics and the

symmetries of a non-line~izable germ for which A = e21ria , a E R - Q.

H (Pn/qn)n>O are the convergents of 0', for such a germ, if E loglogqn±l <
- n~l qn

+00 there are always an infinite number of periodic orbits near 0 and

#= O. The above dlophantine condition is also optimal to have the result.

• The symmetries of f are cent(f) = {g(z) = J-LZ + O(z2); fog = gof}.

There exists f such that cent(f) is uncountable, in particular the ~oup

of iterates of f is not of finite index on cent(f). Such an f can be chosen

with or without periodic orbits near 0 (and =I 0).
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DIETMAR SALAMON

Floer homology and Novikov rings

The .V. Arnold conjecture in the nondegenerate case states that the

number of fixed points of a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism of a COID

pact symplectic mani~old (M, w) can be estimated from below by the
. - .

SUffi of the Betti numbers. Floer's proof for monotone symplectic man-

ifolds generalizes to the C8Se wh~re the first ehern class Cl(TM) = o.
The resulting Floer homology groups form a module over Novikov's

ring Aw of generalized Laurent series which algebraically incorporates

the perio·d map CPw : 7r2(M) --+ R. The compactness proof is based on

the observation that the holömorphic spheres form a set of codimension

4 and generically do not intersect the 3-dimensional set cif connecting

orbits with index difference 1 (joint wor~ with H. Hofer).

K.F. SIBURG

Simultaneous Binary Collisions for the N-body Problem

In celestiaI mechanies it is known that single binary collisions are both

branch- and blockregularisable, while tripie collisions are neither. Also

simultaneous binary collisions are branchregularizable in an analy~ic

way. In contrast, the question of blockregularization is in general still

open. In this lecture we presented a simple approach to this problem.

In appropriate coordinates the equations of motion take the form of
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Euler equations whose solutions can be written (by the variation-of

constants-formula) as fixed points of an integral operator. By studying

this operator we get a CO-blockregularization at least for the collinear

case; moreover the transition time is Hölder-continuous. Perhaps this

new method could give a similar result for higher dimensions or an

obstruction for the analyticity of blockregularizations of simultaneous

e binary collisions.

MARCELO VIANA

Homoclinic bifurcations, strange attractors and infinitely many

sinks

The study of homoclinic bifurcations isa central problem in Dynam

ies and, in view of arecent conjecture of Palis, might lead t"o a global

understanding of nonhyperbolic dynamies, at least for surface diffeo

morphismus. We discuss several results on phenomena occurring dur

ing. the unfolding of such a tangency, for a large (positive measure,

second category, etc) set of parameter values: hyperbolic dynamies

(Palis, Takens, Yoccoz), infinitely many sinks (Newhouse, Palis-V),

strange attractors (Benedicks-Carleson, ·Mora-V). We also discuss the

unfolding of saddle-node cycles, which exhibits positive density, at the

saddlenode bifurcation value, of the set of parameters corresponding

to existence of strange attractors (Diaz, Rocha, V).
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CLAUDE VITERBO

Generating function and symplectic topology

The talk was an exposition of my paper "Symplectic topology as the

geometry of generating functions" to appear in Math. Annalen. After

defining the notion of generating function quadratic at infinity associ-

ated to a Lagrange submanifold in T*M, we show how this can be used e
to prove that any Lagrange submanifold of T*M, which is the time one

image of the zero section by a Hamiltonian flow, intersects the zero

section in cl(M) ~ 2 points (at least).

We then state a uniqueness theorem for generating functions, and

use this to show that certain criticallevels of it only depend on the 88

sociated Lagrange submanifold, thus yielding invariants of a Lagrange

submanifold.

We apply this to the graph of a symplectic map with compact sup-

port in R 2n, to get "capacities". We finally give applications to Gro-

. mov's theorem, and existence of infinitely many periodie points for

compactly supported symplectic maps (the periodie points we find are e
of course in the support).
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MACIEJ P. WOJTKOWSKI

Positive Lagrangian subspaces and Kalman-Bucy filters

Graphs of symmetrie linear maps from Rn to Rn are Lagrangian sub

spaces in the standard linear symplectic space Rn X Rn. We call a

Lagrangian subspace positive if it is a graph of a positive definite

linear map. Further we call a linear sympleetic map monotone if

e it maps positive Lagrangian subspaces onto positive Lagrangian sub

spaces. Bougerol discovered that the symplectic matriees in K~an

Bucy filtering theory are monotone. He shows that the action of any

monotone map on the manifold of positive Lagrangian subspaees con

tracts the metrie of the Riemannian symmetrie space. It iso the only

(up to scale) Riemannian metric which has this property.

Nevertheless we introduce a natural Finsler metric in the manifold

of positive definite matrices which, in addition to being contraeted by

the action of any monotone map, has striking geometrie properties. In

particular we obtain that the eoeffieient of least contraction is equal to

the hyperbolic t~gent of one half of the diameter of the image. This

is the same· relation which was obtained by Birkhoff for the Hilbert

projective metric.

Berichterstatter: E. Zehnder
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 31/91

Halbgruppentheorie

21. bis 27. Juli 1991

•

Vom 21.-27. Juli 1991 fand am Mathematischen Forschungsinstitut Ober
wolfach die vierte Tagung über Halbgruppentheorie statt. Sie wurde von
den Herren J. M. Howie (St. Andrews), W. D. Munn (Glasgow) und
H. J. Weinert (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) geleitet; die 46 Teilnehmer kamen
aus insgesamt 15 Ländern.

Die Vorträge betrafen recht unterschiedliche Gebiete der algebraischen
Theorie der Halbgruppen und vorwiegend Gegenstände, die sowohl für die
weitere Entwicklung der Halbgruppentheorie als auch für die verschieden
sten Anwendungen in anderen mathematischen Disziplinen aktuelle Be
deutung haben. Als Beispiele erwähnen wir einmal Zusammenhänge zur
Gruppentheorie, wo geometrische, topologische und graphentheoretische
Techniken der Halbgruppentheorie zu neuen Ergebnissen geführt haben
und auch weitere Lösungen offener Fragen erwarten lassen. Ähnliches
gilt für die Ringtheorie und für die universelle Algebra, im letzteren Falle
insbesondere durch erhebliche Fortschritte unserer Kenntnisse über Va
rietäten und Pseudovarietäten von Halbgruppen. Ebenso führen bessere
Einsichten in die Struktur von Transformationshalbgruppen zu entsprech
enden Resultaten in der Kombinatorik. Schließlich erwähnen wir zahl
reiche Anwendungen der Halbgruppentheorie in der Theorie der Auto
maten und der Kodierungstheorie.

Neben den Vorträgen und persönlichen Gesprächen und Kontakten fan
den drei kleinere Zirkel zu bestimmten Fragestellungen statt, z.B. über
profinite Topologien über freien Grtlppen und über die Darstellung sin
gulärer Endomorphismen. In diesem Zusammenhang sei erwähnt, daß
einige Ergebnisse bereits direkt während der Konferenz entstanden sind
oder verbessert werden konnten.

Wie bei den Halbgruppentagungen von 1978, 1981 und 1986 wird auch
für diese Tagung ein Proceeding-Band erscheinen.
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Die Tagungsleiter möchten schließlich noch einmal ihr Bedauern darüber \
ausdrücken, daß trotz der großzügig bemessenen Teilnehmerzahl zahl
reiche interessierte Fachkollegen nicht eingeladen und auch viele ent
sprechende Anfragen nicht mehr berücksichtigt werden konnten.

Vortragsauszüge

K. AUINGER

Free products in the variety ofall combinatorial striet inverse •
semigroups

Combinatorial strict inverse semigroups (that is, inverse subdirect prod
ucts of combinatorial Brandt semigroups) can be characterized by the
following construction (see e.g. M. Petrich, Inverse sernigroups).

Let X be a partially ordered set, for each a E X let 10: be pairwise
disjoint non-empty sets and for a ~ ß let fo:,ß : 10: ---+ 1ß be mappings
such that (i) fo:,o = idlod (ii) 100,ßfß,'"'1 = 10:,'"'1 whenever 0' ~ ß ~ / and
(iii) b(i,j) = maxi, ~ 0', ß r ifo:,'"'1 = jfß,'"'1} exists for arbitrary i E 10:,
j E 1ß, G', ß EX. Put S = U10: X 10:, endowed with multiplication
(i,j)(k, l) = (ifo:,ö, lfß,6), where 8 = 8(j, k). The parameters X, 10:", fo,ß
are obtained as foliows: X = S/:! = S/D, 10: = E(a), that is, the
idempotents of the D-class 0' and for e E 10:, efo:,ß denotes the uniquely
determined idempotent in ß such that e ~ efO:,ß. The c.s.L semigroup S
is uniquely determined by the parameters X, 10:, f o,ß.

Let Si = (Xi; Io:i,fo:i,ß i ), i E I, be a collection of c.s.i. semigroups and
let S = (X; 10:, fo:,ß) be the c.s.i.-free product of the semigroups Si. The •
parameters X, 10:, f o:,ß will be expressed in terms of the ingredients of
the semigroups Si.

A. CHERUBINI (WITH M. PETRICH)

Linear congruences on a free monoid

The main purpose of this talk is to study the behaviour of linear congru
ences, which are defined by:
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'There exist integers Sl, ... ,Sk, ~here X = {al' ... ,ak} such that:

where Ui stands for the number of occurenees of ai in u.

The prineiple result is the characterization theorem for linear congru
enees. Unions and interseetions of linear eongruences are described for
certain special families of linear congruenees.

D. EASDOWN

Presentations of the symmetrie inverse semigroup and full
transformation semigroup on a finite set

We use the presentation of the symmetrie group on a finite set as a
Coxeter group to find a presentation of the symmetrie inverse semigroup
and to conjecture a presentation for the full transformation semigroup
on a finite set. These are different from known results (Aizenstat 1958,
J6nsson 1961). .

J. B. FOUNTAIN (SEE ALSO V. A. R. GOULD)

Stability of S-sets 11

In the study of stable first order theories, superstable and totally tran
scendental theories are of particular interest. For the theory Ts , that is
the model companion of a right eoherent monoid S, one can find neces
sary and sufficient conditions on S in order for Ts is superstable. In fact,
Ts is superstable if and only if S satisfies the maximal condition for right
ideals. .

The situation for total transcendence is more complicated but a usable
result is obtained for the case when U-rank coincides \vith Morley rank.
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S. M. GOBERSTEIN (WITH M. V. SAPIR)

On quasivarieties of inverse semigroups

Let B n denote the combinatorial Brandt semigroup with n nonzero idem
potents (n ~ 2) and let var B 2 denote the variety of inverse semigroups
generated by B2 • We show that for any n~ 2 the quasivariety qvar B n

generated by B n is determined by a single quasiidentity within var B2 •

Certain. properties of the lattice of subquasivarieties of var B 2 are estab
lished.

G. M. S. GOMES

Embedding proper left type-A monoids into semidirect prod
ucts

Let S be a semigroup and a, b E S. We say that a and b are R*-related
.iff they are R-related in an oversemigroup T 2 S. A monoid M is said to
be left type-A if E(M) is a semilattice, each R*-class R: of M contains
an idempotent a+ (necessarily unique) and M can be R*-embedded into
an inverse monoid. Also, M is said to be proper, if R * n a = t, where a
is the least right cancellative monoid congruence on M.

Theorem. Let M be a left type-A monoid. Then M is proper iff M
can be R*-embedded into the submonoid W = "{(t, at) I a E E, t E T}
of asemidireet produet T * E of a right eancellative monoid T acting
injeetively and downwards on a semilattice E.

Note. The study of a proper left type-A category over which a right
cancellative monoid acts injectively and downwards is the main tool used _
in the proof of this theorem. •

v. A. R. GOULD (SEE ALSO J. B. FOUNTAIN)

Stability of S-sets I

Let L s denote the language of (right) S-sets over a monoirl Sand let Es
be a set of sentences in Ls which axiomatises S-sets. A general result
of model theory says that Es has a model companion, denoted by Ts ,
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precisely when the class & of existentially closed S-sets is axiomatisable
and in this case, Ts axiomatises &. We show that Ts exists if and only if S
is right coherent, that is, every finitely generated S-subset of any finitely
presented S-set is finitely presented. If S is right coherent, so that Ts
exists, then Ts is a theory suitable for the application of teehniques from
stability theory. We deseribe types over Ts algebraieally and use our
result to show that Ts is a stable theory.

K. HENCKELL

Type-V and Ioeal complexity

Let G=Groups and A=Aperiodies. We define "Type-V" subsemigroups
of a finite semigroup S for any pseudo-variety V, generalizing the earlier
"Type-lI" (=Type-G) and "Type-I" (=Type-A). Type-G is decidable by
Ash, and we give a characterization for (absolute) Type-A semigroups
(generated by an C-ehain). We then define 1(8), the Ioeal complexity of
S, as the largest alternating I/II-chain of subsemigroups of S. 1(8) can
be axiomatically characterized as the largest Ioeal complexity funetion,
and is deeidable. However, there exist semigroups Sn with complexity n
and Ioeal complexity 1..

P. M. HIGGINS

Eventually regular semigroups determined by certain pseudo
random sets

A elass of pre-images of the free monogenie inverse monoid is introdueed
in ono-to-one correspondenee with the irrational numbers greater than
one. Each member of the class is an eventually regular semigroup with
generator a, the regular powers of whieh form a pseudo-random set. This
then affords an example of a finitely generated semigroup U whieh is
eventually regular, yet U x U is not. This shows that the elass of even
tually regular semigroups is not elosed under finite direet produets, thus
answering a question posed by P. M. Ed,vards.
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H.-J. HOEHNKE

On the interna! structure or fractal catego~ies

Fractal categories appear as adequate abstract descriptions of those sub
categories !{ of Par, the category of sets and partial mappings between
sets, which are c10sed with respect to the subidentities be10nging to Dex f,
the domain of existence of any mapping f : A ~ B E !(. They are at
the same time an axiomatic approximation of the categories of fractions
in the sense of Verdier-Gabriel-Zisman-Happe1, omitting universality.

The axioms imp1y, that each Horn-set J(A, A) (A E 11(1 = the object
class of !{} is a type SL2 ,-monoid in the sense of Batbedat-Fountain •
(also called ,-monoid by Batbedat, 1978/81). We assume !< to be small
and are interested on structural properties of the lattice Con!< of all
congruences on !(. A key role plays the nation of aperfeet congruenee.
It is related to a functorial variant of a subvariety and its generation by
.certain free partial algebras in the subvariety.

K. H. HOFMANN

On a subsemigroup oe SL(2,lE)

We let G = SL(2,<E) act on the Rieman sphere via Möbius transforma
tions and define the semigroup S to consist of al1 g in G preserving the
upper half-plane (plus infinity). Let W be the invariant cone in 81(2, IR)
whose determinant is nonpositive and which is above the plane spanned

. (1 0) (0 1)by the matrlces 0 -1 ' 1 0 ·

Theorem. The function f : SL(2,IR) x W -+ G; f(g,X) = g. expiX
maps its domain analytically diffeomorphically outo S. •

Remark. Let T denote the simply connected covering semigroup of S.
Then T is an analytic s'emigroup (with boundary) which cannot even
algebraically be embedded inta a group. The discussion of this example
serves as an introduction of an audience of experts in the algebraic theory
of semigroups into the recent field of Lie semigroups. A reference is
J. Hilgert, K.H. Hofmann and J.D. Lawson, Lie Groups, Convex Cones
and Semigroups, Oxford 1989, another I(.H. Hofmann, J.D. Lawson and
J. Pym, Eds., The Analytical and Topological Theory of Semigroups,
Berlin 1990.
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E. HOTZEL

On the structure of the dual Baer-Levi semigroup

If X is a set and q an jnfinite cardinal ~ lXI then the semigroup T =
DBLx(q) = {I : X --+ X; 1/-1(y)1 = q for"all Y E X} (the dual Baer
Levi semigroup associated with X and q) is a right simple right cancella
tive semigroup without idempotent. T is not isomorphie to any Baer
Levi semigroup BLx,(q') or any factor semigroup thereof. The relation
fJr = {(/,g); ID{/-1,g-1)1 < r} where D{/-1,g-1.) = {x E X;I-1(x) =F
g-l{X)} is easily seen to be a congruence of T, for any infinite cardinal
r. The converse also holds: The relations fJr with No· ~ r ~ lXI are
the only nontrivial congruences of T. This is a counterpart to Lindsey
and Madison's determination of the congruences of the Baer-Levi semi
group BLx{q) (1976) as weIl as to Schreier, Ulam ~d Baer's findings
about the congruenees of the infinite symmetrie group (1933/34). A
main step of the proof in the ease of T is to demonstrate, within every
eongruence "-, the existenee of standard pairs, Le. pairs (I, g) s~ch that
If-1(y) n g-l(z)1 = 0 or = q for all x,y E X and such that 9 *·/~l
is an equivalence relation on X with suffieiently many sufficiently large
nontrivia! classes.

J. M. HOWIE

Order-preserving transformation semigroups: rank proper
ties

The semigroup AOn of all singular order-preserving selfmaps of {I, 2, ... , n}
has been shown by Gomes and Howie to have rank n. It is generated by
its idempotents, and its ideinpotent rank (the smallest number of ide~
potent generators) is 2n - 2. For the semigroup nAOn of all partial
singular order-preserving selfmaps of {I, 2, ... , n} the rank is 2n - 1 and
the idempotent rank is 3n - 2. For r ~ n - 2 the rank and idempo
tent rank of {O' E AOn : 1im 0'1 :5 r} have been shown by Garba to be
both equalto (;), while for {O' E nAOn : Iim 0'1 ~ r} the rank and the

nilpotent rank are both. equal to EZ=r (~) (:=~).
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P. R. JONES

A kernel for category morphisms, with applications to local
ity

B. Tilson defined the derived category of amorphism, in fact of a rela
tional morphism, of monoids. Tilson and Rhodes defined a "two-sided"
version - the kernel - of such morphisms. Each has proved very usefnl in
deseribing category varieties associated with a monoid variety 'W. The
smallest and Iargest category varieties whose monoids are those of'W are
g"W and IW" respectiveIy. "W is local if gV/=I'W. We define a derived
eategory D~ and a kernel 1<4> of a relational morphism ~ of categories,
extending the definitions för monoids. A "derived category theorem" and
a "kernel theorem" are proved. We use this to prove that DS is Ioeal and
that a large new class of completely regular varieties is loeal.

H. ·JÜRGENSEN

Hierarchien von Codes

Zahlreiche Klassen von Codes und verwandten Sprachen können als Klas
sen von solchen Sprachen charakterisiert werden, deren Elemente be
züglich einer endlich-stelligen Relation auf dem freien Monoid X* un
vergleichbar sind. Wir entwickeln eine allgemeine Erklärung dieses Zu
sammenhangs, die insbesondere zu vereinfachten Hierarchiebeweisen für
Klassen von Codes führt.

A. KISIELEWICZ

All varieties of commutative semigroups

We describe all equational theories oI commutative semigroups in terms
of certain well-quasi-ordering on the set of finite sequences of nonnega
tive integers. This description yields many old and new results on vari
eties and pseudovarieties of comrnutative semigroups. In particular, we
describe the lattice of varieties oI commutative semigroups; we give an
explicit uniform solution to the word problems for free objects in all va
rieties oI commutative semigroups; we also describe all pseudovarieties of
commutative semigroups.
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u. KNAUER

Hereditary endomorphism monoids of acts and graphs

A monoid is ealled left/right {semiJhereditary if all its left/right (finitely
generated) ideals are projeetive. R denotes a monoid.

Theorem (together with P. Normak). The endomorphism monoid of a
projeetive right R-aet P fulfills any of the above properties
iff all its prineipalleft ideals form a tree, i.e. EndP has PLIT,
iff all its prineipal right ideals form a tree, i.e. EndP has PRIT,
iff P has not more than two indecomposable isomorphie components eR
and eRe is a group.

The endomorphism mon.oid of any right R-act as weIl as the monoid of
strong endomorphisms of a finite graph can be represented as a wreath
product S wr [( of a monoid S \vith a small category [(. A charaeteriza
tion of S wr [( having PRIT (together with V. Fleischer) generalizes the
<iböve Theorem and admits a deseription of finite graphs whose strong
endomorphism monoid has any of the above mentioned properties.

G. J. LALLEMENT

Completely regular finite prefix codes

Aprefix code C ~ A * is' said to be eompletely regular if tl1e syntaetie
monoid Synt C* is a union of groups. An algorithmie construction of
all finite codes of this type can be obtained, based on earlier results. for
various special cases .

In case Synt C* is a group, then C = An and Synt C* ~ ~n.

In case Synt C* is a completely simple semigroup with 1 adjoined, C is
obtained from special directed graphs called team tournaments (see Inf.
and Control, 48, (1981), 11 - 29).

In case Synt C* is a union of groups with a nontrivial group of units,
then Synt C* can be obtained by constructing transformations on the
set {O, 1, ... , n - I} based on factorizations of ~n given b~Y' sequenees of
divisors of n (see Discrete Math., 24, (1978), 19 - 36).
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The general case combines the two techniques above to yield all monaids
Synt C* as chains of completely. simple semigroups (see J. 0/ Pure and
Applied Alg., 26,' (1982), 203 - 218, for the caSe when Synt C* has 2
D-classes) .

A. DE LUCA (WITH S. VARRICC~IO)

Finitene~s cönditipns ror semigroups

The stüdy of "unavoidable" regularities o"n very long words in a finit~ _
alphabet is of great interest in combinatorics on words both for the im- _
portance of the subject itself and for the applications in many areas of al-
gebra and theoretical computer science. We recall the bi-ideal sequences,
Le. sequences of words such that each term is both aprefix and a suffix
of the next term. M. Coudrain and M. P. Schützenberger proved that
for any positive integer n all sufficiently long words contain a subword
which is the n-term of abi-ideal sequence. Another interesting tinavoid-
ahle regularity was discovered by A. I. Shirshov in 1957.. His famaus
theorem states that for any positive integers n and p every sufficiently
lang word contains a subword which is either a p-power of a nanempty
ward or n-divisible. In 1984 A. Restivo and C. Reutenauer "proved, as an
application of the Shirshov theorem, a finiteness candition for semigroups
of interest for the Burnside problem.

We prove some new combinatorial properties of uniformly recurrent infi-
nite words which can be expressed in terms of "bi-ideal" and "n-divided"
sequences. A consequence of these results is an improvement of a theorem
of Shirshov and a new finiteness condition for finitely generated semi
groups which generalizes both the theorem of Restivo and Reutenauer _
and a theorem of de Luca and Restivo. _

s. W. MARGOLIS

The closed rational sets in profinite topologies on free gro'Ups
and free monoids and the Theorem of Ash

Let M be a finite monoid. Let [((M) = U1r- 1 over all relational mor
phisms T : M ~ G for any finite group G. Ash has proved the Rhodes
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type-lI conjecture, that is, [(1\1) = D(A!), where D(M) is the small
est submonoid of 1\1 containing. the idempotents of M and closed un
der the implication aba = a E M ~ aD(Al)b U bD(M)a ~ D(1\l).
This has a number of important consequences. In particular, if V is
a decidable variety, so is the Malcev product V m Groups. Pin has
provided a connection with profinite topologies on free monoids and
free groups. As a consequence, let L be a rational subset of A * and
1] : A* --+ M (L) the syntactic morphism. Then L is closed in the
profinite topology of A * if and only if P = LTJ satisfies the implication
Vs, t E M(L)Ve = e2 E M(L), set E P ~ st E P. A rational subset L of
the free group FG(A) is closed in the profinite topology if and only if L
is a finite union of sets of the form gH1 •.•Hn where g EFG(A) and Hi
is a finite generated subgroup of FG(A) for i = 1, ... , n. It is decidable
whether a rational set is closed in both cases.

L. MARKI

Fountain-Gould left orders in rings

Characterizations of left orders are presented in turn in division rings,
simple artinian rings, simple rings with minimum .conditiop. on principal
one-sided ideals, and primitive rings with non-zero socle. At each step we
have a notion of ring of quotients which is more general than the previous
one hut which reduces to the previous one in that special case. T~e first
and the second step are due to Ore and Goldie, respectively, the last· two
steps to Ahn and Marki. The third step uses Fountain-Gould orders, the
idea of which has come from semigroup theory. Left orders in simple
rings with minimum condition Oll principal one-sided ideals can aiso be
characterized in terms of Rees matrix rings as weH as by properties of
some of their "local subrings" .

J. C. MEAKIN

Subgroups of free groups - the Hanna Neumann conjecture

In 1954, Ho\vson sho\ved that if Hand [( are finitely generated subgroups
of a free group F, the H n [( is also finitely generated. The question is:
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what is a reasonable bound'on reH n [()? In 1955, H. Neumann showed
that (if H n [( 1= {I} then)

reH n K) - 1 ~ 2(r(H) - l)(r(I<) - 1) .

and expressed the "hope" that "2" can be replaced by "1" in this inequ~

ity. According to Gersten (1983), this has become known as the Hanna
Neumann conjecture:

(HN:C) reH n K) - 1 ~ (r(H) - 1)(r(K) - 1).

This has been proved in many special cases .(e.g. if H or K is of finite e
. index OI if H and K have rank 2). Gf course one may assume that F has

rank 2. Iri 1983, Stallings showed how finitely generated subgroups of
F may be represented by finite immersions over the bouquet of 2 circles
(Le. finite inverse automata). Recently J. Meakin and P. Weil have used
this to study many more special cases (e.g. (HNC) is true if either H or
K is positively generated) and to suggest a general proof scheme.

H. MITSeH

The natural partial order on semigroups

Generalizing the well-known natural partial order on regular semigroups
we can define on any semigroup: a ~ b iff a = xb = by, xa = a(= ay)
for some x, y E SI. The semigroups which are totally ordered with re
spect to :5 ~e characterized, and in the class of E-inverse 'semigroups
those are found for which ~ is the identity relation. Extending the the
orem of Green it is proved that for any V-related elements a, b in any
semigroup, IHa U (a]l = IHb U (b]l, where (a] = {x E S I x :::; a}. For •
regular semigroups it is shown that if aVb then (a] and (b] are even order
isomorphic(*). This result holds also. in sernigroups for which ~ is COffi

patible with multiplication on both sides; for example: commutative or
centric semigroups or strong semilattices of trivially ordered monoids. As
an application, retract extensions are characterized by order-theoretical
properties, and for strang semilattices of semigroups the natural partial
order is described.

(*) During the meeting this result has been generalized by P. R. Jones
to arbitrary semigroups!
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w. D. MUNN

Prime inverse semigroup rings

Let F be a field, let S be an inverse semigroup (with semilattice E(B))
and let F[S] denote the semigroup ring of S over F. Under what circum
stances is F[5] a prime ring?

Considet the following conditions on S: (a) S is bisimple, (b) for each
maximal subgroup G of S, the group ring F[G] is prime. Note that,
by Connell's theorem (1963), (b) is equivalent to (h'): for each maximale subgroup G of S, G contains no nonidentity finite normal subgroup.

If E(S) satisfies a certain finiteness condition, introduced by Teply, Tur
man and· Quesada (1980), then F[S] is prime if and only if (a) and (b)
hold (WDM, 1987). In the absence of ·any restrietion on E(S), (a) and
(b) are together"sufficient for F[S] to be prime (WDM, 1990): However,
examples show that neither (a) nor (b) is a necessary condition for the
primeness of F[S].

J. OKNINSKI

Krull dimension of semigroup algebras satisfying polynomial
identities . .

e

Let K[S] denote the semigroup algebra of a monoid S over a field K.
We define rk(S) as the supremum of the ranks of the free commutative
subsemigroups of S. The proof of the following conjecture, extending the
weIl known result on commutative semigroup algebras (due to Gilmer in
cancellatiye case, and to the author in the general commutative case) is
outlined:

If K[S] satisfies a polynomial identity; then the classical Krull dimension
clKdimK[S] of [{[S] coincides with rk(S).

As a surprising consequence we note that cII(dimK[S] ~ clKdimK[T]
for every sU:bsemigroup T of S. Moreover, rk(S) does not grow under
homomorphic images of S. The latter is a crucial step in the proof of the
above result. The techniques used involve recent results on PI-algebras
and PI-semigroup algebras, the Gelfand-I(irillov dimension, and recent
techniques in semigroup algebras of linear semigroups.
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J. E. PIN

The influence of automata theory on semigroup theory

In this lecture, we present several results and concepts of finite semigroup
theory that were first motivated by automata theory, after Schützenberger
pionneering work in the sixties. The first example is I. Simon's result on
piecewise testable languages, which leads to several nice characterizations
of :I-trivial finite semigroups, due to Straubing and Straubing-Therien,
and which can be summarized as folIows. A monoid M is ordered if there
exists a total order::; on M which is compatible with the multiplication
and s:uch that the identity is the greatest element of M. Let Cn be th~

monoid of all increasing and extensive functions on the set {I, 2, ... , n},
let Rn be the monoid of all reflexive relations on {I, 2, ... , n }, and let Un

be the monoid of boolean unitriangular matrices of size n. If M is a finite
monoid, then the following conditions are equivalent: (1) M is J-trival,
(2) There exists n > 0 suchthat M divides ·Cn , (3) There exists n > 0
such that M divides Rn, (4) There exists n > 0 such that M divides Un,
(5) M is a quotient of an ordered monid.

Second, the results of McNaughton and Brzozowski-Simon on locally
testable languages, the result of Knast on dot-depth one languages and
the work of Schützenberger, Straubing and Therien on concatenation hi-

o erarchies led ~o the systematic study of the varieties offinite .semigroups
(or pseudo-varieties) of the form V*LI, where LI is the variety,of locally
trivial semigroups (= nil extensions of rectangular bands), and * denotes
the semidirect product of varieties. This study ultimately led to the gen
eral concept of derived category, that was brought to light by Tilson by
polishing the proofs of the results mentioned above.

Finally, we mention an important open problem that arises nattirally in
language theory. Its semigroup counterpart can be stated as folIows. Let
V be the yariety of finite monoids generated by the monoids Tn of boolean
upper-triangular matrices of size n. One can show that V = PJ where
PJ denotes the variety of finite monoids generated by the monoids of
the form P(M) where M is :I-trivial. Open problem: Is V decidable?
That is, given a finite monoid M, is there an algorithm to decide whether
M belongs to V or not? .

•
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L. POLAK

Varieties of unary semigroups

Notation:

RI = Mod«xy)' = y'x',x" = x,xx'x = x) - *-regular semigroups

C R* = RI n Mod(xxx'x' = xx') - completely regular *-regular semi
groups

eR = Mod(x" = x, xx'x = x, xx' = x'x) - completely regular semigroups

OCR = CR n Mod(xyy'xx'y = xy) - orthogroups

U - the free unary semigroup on X = {Xl, X2, ••• }

L(V) - the lattice of all subvarieties of a variety V

""V - the corresponding fully invariant congruence on U.

The following topics will be discussed:

1. The word problem for free objects in RI.

2. The interchangeability of """'OCR and "-IR/.

3. Relationships betwee~ L(CR) and L(CR*) .

.J. S. PONIZOVSKII

On two questions of Sverdlovskaya Tetrad

In what follows k C I< are fields, M(n, K) is a mult~plicative semigroup
of all n x n matrices over K, W is an n-dimensional linear space over I<
in which matrices from M(n, I() act as right operators. A subsemigroup
S of M(n, J<) is basic iff (i) W . L(S) = W (here L(S) is a J<-lineare envelope of S) and (ii) if w E W, w · S = 0 then w = O.

Theorem. Let T be a periodic semigroup with a completely O-simple
ideal U, and let G be a maximal nonzero subgroup of U. Let f : T -+

M(n, J<) be a matrix representation such that J(U) is basic. If J(G) is
conjugate to a group over k, then J(T) is conjugate to a semigroup over
k.

We show that Theorem gives a positive answer to a question 3.39 (Sverd
lovskaya Tetrad, third issue, Sverdlovsk, 1989). We also give a positive
answer to a question 3.38 (same journal).
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N. R. REILLY

The representation 'of completely regular semigroups by semi
groups of partial transformations

A recurring theme throughout the study of groups a~d semigroups is the
representation of various classes by particular kinds of groups or semi
groups of mappings. Good examples of results of this ilk are the Cay-
ley representatioo' of groups by permutation groups, the Cayley repre
sentatioo of semigroups as semigroups of transformations and the Wag
ner/Preston representation of inverse semigroups by one-to-one partial
transformations. These results provide a goodsource of examples of the
members of the dass under investigation and at the same time illustrate e
that the class is, in some sence, natural. Although a great many papers
have been written about the class of completely regular semigroups, no
natural class of transformation semigroups has been found that represents
them in the way that permutation groups, transformation semigroups and
partial one-to-one transformations represent groups, semigroups and in-
verse semigroups. The purpose of the present work is to attempt to fi11
that void for completely regular semigroups.

L. E. RENNER

B x B orbits on reductive monoids

For a large class of monoids,known as reductive monoids, there is a
precise relationship among three objects: M, B and 'R. We illustrate
the theory for M = Mn(k) the matrix monoid, B = Tn(k) the upper
triangular.group, and n = In, the symmetrie inverse semigroup. Here
we view I ~ Mn(k) in the usual way as the set of submonomial matrices.
Our main results are: e
(1) M = UrEI

n
BrB, disjoint union..

(2) There is a set of generators S of I~ ~ Sn such that pBr = BrBUBprB
if r EIn and PES.
(3) For each J-class J of In there is a unique V E J such that Bv = vB.

(4) If 0 = {r E In I rBr* ~ rr*B} then (} is an inverse.semigroup such
that 10 n HI = 1 for each 1{-elass of Ln.

(5) If r E. In then r = r+TOT- where r:JT+:JToJT_; T+,T_ E 0 and
To1-lV (v as in (3)). T+, ro and T_ are unique.
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(6) BrB = Br+BroBr_B.

(7) If r = eu = (1 fEIn' then E(Be) X H r X E(fB) ----+~ BHrB where
H r is the fi-class of r in M.

Several other results were mentioned, in particular, concerning the lenght
function 1 : In --+ IN.

J. L. RHODES

On semigroups (applied to infinite group theory)

Given a finitely generated group (G, A) an expansion (G, A)M is applied
giving an infinite inverse semigroup which is finite-3-above having sub
groups the finite subgroups of G. Further expansions are applied giving
(G,A)MA or (G,A)MBR which is still finite-J"-above, subgroups still the
finite subgroups of G, but the [, order is now an (upsidedown) tree. By
taking avariation of the right regular representation .(using a general
ized version of the Chiswell-Lyndon lenght functions for semigroups) we
obtain 0 = (G, A)MA acting on a tree T. 0 is an orthodox semigroup.
We now consider the hyperbolic boundary of ends and apply ergodic-like
theory via Fürstenberg to obtain information about G.

T. SAlTO

Maximal inverse subsemigroups of the full transformation
semigroup

M. Kunze and S. Crvenkovic (1986, 1987) determined the maximal sub
semilattices of the finite fuU transformation semigroup. They used a new
order, called a transitivity order, on a finite set X. In this talk, by using
the transitivity order, we study the maximal inverse subsemigroups of
the full transformation semigroup T(X).

We first generalize the results of them to show that every subsemilattice
of T(X) is represented by a pair of transitivity order and a class of subsets
of X, called admissible sets of F-ideals. Next we determine, for any given
subsemilattice L, the maximum inverse subsemigroup S whose semilattice
of idempotents is L. If L is a maximal subsemilattice, then S is clearly
a maximal inverse subsemigroup. However, the converse is not true.
There are maximal invers"e subsemigroups of T(X) whose semilattice of
idempotents is not m~imal.
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B. M. SCHEIN

The mir-lmal degree of an invers~ semigroup

Every inverse semigroup S admits faithful (that is, isomorphie) repre
sentations by oue-to-one partial transformations of various sets A. The
eardinality lAI of A is ealled the degree of the representation. If 8 is infi
nite, then A is infinite and lAI ~ 181-, where 181- is the eardinal number
whieh is the predecessor of ISI (if such a predecessor exists) or ISI (if no .
predeeessor exists). The situation is much more complieated for finite
inverse semigroups. We give an exact formula for the minimal degree of
a faithful representation of a finite inverse semigroup S and show how
this fonnula can be used in various specific situations. The formula gives
the minimal degree of S in terms of the minimal degrees of certain finite
groups associated with S. Probably, this is the best result to be expected,
as the problem of describing the minimal degree of a finite group is a very
complicated one, it is solved only for very special classes of finite. groups.

L. N. SHEVRIN'

On two longstanding problems concerning nilsemigroups

The talk was devoted to a discussion of the following questions axisen 30
years ago in author's work and written down in "The Sverdlovsk Tetrad"..

Question 1. ·Will any nilsemigroup whose proper subsemigroups are
nilpotent be itself nilpotent? •

Question 2. Will any semigroup whose proper subsemigroups are dis-
tinct from their idealizers be a semigroup with an ascending annihilator
series?

In publications of several authors a number of conditions were considered
under which these questions have positive answers. These conditions as
weIl as properties of a (hypothetic) counter-example for the Question 1
were presented. Such a counter-example would at the same time be a
counter-example for the Question 2.
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J. SIMON

On the pseudovariety of :J-trivial semigroups

We present a topological proof of the characterization of finite 3-trivial
semigroups in terms of their languages. This proof is inspired by the work
of J. Almeida who determined the structure of the topological semigroup
OnJ of all n-ary implicit operations on J. The main characteristics of this
proöf are the substitution of combinatorial ideas by topological ones. The
arguments become simpler but the constructive aspects are lost. Related
open problems will also be mentioned.

J. B. STEPHEN

A graphical approach to the ward problem for presentations
ofmonoids

Let M = Mon(AIT) = A* /r be a presentation of a monoid. The graph
of M is the labeled directed graph reM; A; T) with vertex set M and
edge set {(m,a,n) E M x A x M I m(ar) = n}. Far m E M., the tripie
(1, reM; A; T), m) may be considered as an automaton with initial state 1
and acc~ptingstate m. The trim component of this automaton is denoted
Br(m); the language of Br(m) is (mT-I) ~ A*.

A proceedure for constructing Br(WT), W E A *, is outlined, and used to
give an alternative to the approach of L." Polak for the solution of the
word problem for free *-regular semigroups.

H. STRAUBING

Programs over finite monoids and circuit complexity

Let A be a finite alphabet, M a finite monoid, X ~ M, n > O. A program
over M is a sequence (i1,fl), ... ,(ir,!r); 1 :5 i j :5 n, fj : A --+ M. The
program accepts the set

A family of programs 1rn over a monoid M (one for each input length
n) thus accepts a language L ~ A+. The principal"question we address
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is: What languages can be accepted by families of programs over M in
whieh the length of the'programgrows polynomially in the length of the
input? This is motivated by elose connections with complexity of boolean
eircuits. (See D. Barrington and D. Therien, J. Assoc. Comp. Mach. 35
(1988).) We survey some recent progress on this question.

M. SZENDREI

Embeddability in 'semidirect products

We present two results connected to the author's open problem whether
each E-unitary regular semigroup is embeddable in a semidirect product
of a band by a group. _

We call an E-unitary regular semigroup S strongly embeddable if it is
embeddable in asemidireet product of a band B by a group where B is
from the band variety generated' by the band of idempotents of S.

Theorem 1. Each orthodox semigroup has an embeddable E-unitary
cover.

Theorem 2. Let S be an orthodox semigroup whose kernel modulo the
least group congruenee belongs to a regular orthogroup variety V. Then
S is embeddable in asemidireet produet of a member in V by a group.

P. G. TROTTER

On e-varieties of regular semigroups

An e-variety is a class of regular semigroups that is closed under the tak
ing of homomorphie images, direet products and regular subsemigroups.
This eoneept was introdueed by T. E. Hall in 1989 and independently, for
orthodox semigroups, by J. I(adourek and M. Szendrei in 1990. Various
results on e-varieties will be summarized.
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M. V. VOLKOV

Avoidable words and lattice universal semigroup varieties .

The talk will summarize some recent research of M. V. Sapir and myself
de~oted to semigroupvarieties with "large" subvariety lattice. A variety
V is said to be lattice universal if its subvariety lattice contains an interval
which is dual to the partition lattice over a countable ·set. First examples
of lattice. universal semigroup varieties were constructed by Burries and
Nelson in 1971 and by Jezek in 1976. These examples used the weH
known sequences of words avoiding squares (i.e. having no sub:words
of the form ww). Bean, Ehrenfeucht and McNulty in 1979 and Zimin in
1982 deyelop~d the general theory of avoidable words which enables, as we
proye, to describ.e lattice universal se~group vaiieties under quite \veak"
additional conditions. Namely, if V has axiomatic rank n and contains no'
infinite finitely generated periodie groups, then it is' lattice universal iff
Zi~J?'s ~ord Zn+l is an. i~oterm -relative to.V (Zimin's words are defined
by Zl = Xl, Zn+l = ZnXn+I"Zn).

P. WEIL".-(WITH B. LE SAEC AND J. E. PIN)

~inite:semigroups wlth" idempoteIit' stabilizers
" .

Let S be a finite semigroup and p ~ J - depth(S). We show that there
exists (and we effectively construct) a finite semigroup PS and a surjective
morphism 1r : PS ---+ S with the following properties:

1) Each right stabilizer in PSis an idempotent R-trivial semigroup (=right
normal band).

2) For each idempotent e of S, the inverse image of e by 1r divides the
direct product of a rectangular band by a finite number of copies of
the cyclic group of order p. Furthermore, 1r factors through the Rhodes
expansion of S.

The semigroup PS arises as the transition semigroup of a finite automa
ton whose construction is inspired by the construction of the Rhodes
expansion, to which mod p counters have been adjoined.

Some remarkable applications are: a n~\v and purely algebraic proof of
McNaughton's theorem on the determinization of finite automata for in
finite wards; and a new proof of Brown's lemma on locally finite semi
groups.
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H. J. WEINERT

Generalized semigroups of right quotients

Let.S = (S,') be a semigroup and E a subsemigroup oI S. Then a semi
group T = (T,·) with identity is called a generalized semigroup of right
quotients (briefly: a GQr-semigroup) of S by ~ iff there is a homomor
phism if> : S --+ T which satisfies: (1) In T exists (0if»-1 for each Q' E E.
(2) T coincides with {(aif»(0<j»-1 I a E S, Q' E E} ~ T. (3) For all
a, b ES, from a<j> = b4> it follows aa = ba for some a E E.

This concept has been considered by P. Lefebvre, A. BOlivier and A.
Faisant. about 1968. The purpose of the talk is to reduce statements
on GQr-semigroups and on correspondingly defined GQr-seminearrings
(T, +.,.) of seminearrings (and hence rings and semirings) (S, +,.) by E to
classical Qr-semigroups (T,.) of (8,·) by E. The latter, due to K. Mtirata
1950, are defined choosing <p above as the identical injection. The simply
proved key results are that (1)-(3) imply, for all a, b E S· an4 0 E E,
aE n Q'S ;f= 0 and oa = ob => aa = ba for same CI E E, and that the latter
both yield the existence of aleast congruence KE on (S,') for which each
Ci E E is cancellable in·S = SIKE. Since aEnoS =F 0 implies (lEnaS # 0
trivially, each GQr-semigroup of S by E is obtained by. an epimorphism
K~ : S --+ S and an extension of S to a classical Qr-semigroup of S by E,
and conversely.

Berichterstatter: C. Dönges
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MATHEMATISC.HES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 32/91

Gruppen und Geometrien

28.07. bis 03.08.1991

Die Tagung "Gruppen und Geometrien" fand unter der Leitung der Herren M .Aschbacher,
Caltech, B. Kantor, Eugene und F. Timmesfeld, Gießen statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Inter
esses standen Anwendungen der Klassifikation der endlichen einfachen Gruppen, Struktur
der einfachen endlichen und algebraischen Gruppen (unter Benutzung der Klassifikation)
und Gebäude und Diagrammgeometrien. Durch die Arbeiten von Aschbacher, Segev und
Smith trat zusätzlich ein neuer Themenkomplex: Gruppenoperationen auf endlichen sim
plicialen Komplexen und die Quillenvermutung in den Vordergrund.
Insgesamt zeigte sich, daß die Gebäudegeometrie und die Theorie der algebraischen Grup
pen immer größere Bedeutung für die endliche Gruppentheorie gewinnen.

Vortragsauszüge

M. ASCHBACHER:
Groups acting on finite simplicial complexes

Here are fi·ve open questions about p-group complexes of finite groups. Let G be a finite
group and p prime; A p ( G) is the Quillen complex of G at p.

e 1. Prove the Quillen Conjecture: Ap(G) is contractible if and only if Op(G) f- 1.

2. Let q be odd, q == -1 modp. Prove Htop(Ap(G» f:. O.

3. Let G = AF*(G) with A ~ Epn, n ~ 3, F*(G) the product of simple components of
order prime to p permuted transitively by A. Prove Ap(G) is simply connected.

4. Determine for which simple groups G and primes p, Ap( G) is simply connected.

5. Determine the homology of A p ( C) for each simple group G and prime p.
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R. BADDELEY:
Primitive permutation groups of twisted wreath type

The Q'Nan-Scott theorem is a reduction theorem for primitive permutation groups: it
describes various classes to which any primitive permutation group must belong. Amongst
these is the dass of twisted wreath type which is characterized by a regular non-abelian __
soele. We give a constructive description of such primitive permutation groups which has ..
proved useful in applications. Some interesting paralieis with other primitive permutation
groups are also drawn.

C. BENNETT:
Generalized Spherical Buildings - Imaginary Roots

In the study of hyperbolic buildings, the ques'tion of what happens at infinity arises. In
twin buildings of hyperbolic type, the question becomes more interesting. In this .talk
we study the collar at infinity (or hyperinfinity) on hyperbolic twin buildings, where the
real apartments correspond to the Tits Cone. In the associated root syst~m to almost all
hyperbolic buildings, there exist imaginary roots whose reflections preserve the real rqots,
and whose walls He entirely in the collar. We define a Generalized Spherical Building
(GSB) which will allow for apartments to join in the co.llar. The type of the GS~ is the
underlying reflection group. Finally we state three theorems:
Theorem 1. A GSB with type a spherical Coxeter group is a spherical building.
Theorem 2. A GSB with type a Coxeter group is naturally associated with a unique twin
building; and
Theorem 3. There exist GSB buildings which do not arise from twin buildings.

A. E. BROUWER:
Geometries on distant objects

Observation: Let ß be a weak building with finite Coxeter complexes as apartments. Call
two x, y of ß far, when there is an apartment E and opposite chambers c, d of E such
that x ~ c andy~ d.
Let Far6(x) the complex of all elements of ß far from x. Then Far6(x) n St(y) =
FarSt(y)(projy(x», so Far6(x) is a Buekenhout-Tits geometry with diagram obtained
from that of ß by putting arrows on all edges incident with a vertex of op(typ(x»)"
(pointing towards that vertex), where ~ denotes the subgeometry of a ge
neralized m - gon consisting of everything far from a line (resp. point) for m even
(resp. odd), and .~ denotes such a subgeometry consisting of everything
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far from a flag. For example, selecting for x an object (

of E6 , the geometry Far l1 (x) will have diagram , that is

~

B. N. COOPERSTEIN:
~1aximaI Subgroups of Groups of type E 7

Let ]( be a field of characteristic not two, V a vector space of dimension 8 over K, W =
HomK(U, K) the dual space ofV. Let:X = A2(V), Y = A2(W) and M = XEBY. An expli
cit 4-homogeneous form Fon M is eonstructed with group ofisometries :J(M,F) ~ E7(K)
(universal group). Notion of singular point and singular line is introdueed. Several sub
spaces will be exhibited and their stabilizer shown to be maximal subgroups. In particular,
each of the classes of parabolie subgroups will be shown as stabilizers of singular subspaees
or a symplecton. Other important subspaees exhibited will have dimensions 8, 14, 20 and
32, with respective stabilizers D4 . A? . Sym(3), C3 . G2 , As . A3 , and D6 • Al. These ~ill

be subspaces satisfying:

(i) non-degenerate with respect tothe alternating bilinear form

(ii) non-trivial with respect to F

(iii) contain singular points, and every such singular point lies on at least two singular
lines.

We will discuss the characterization of such subspaces as weIl as the singularly generated
maximal totally isotropie subspaces.

H. CUYPERS: (Joint with J.I. Hall)
Groups generated by 3-Transpositions

Let G be a group and D a conjugacy dass of involutions in G such that Idel = 1,2 or 3
for all d, e E D and G = (D). Then D is called a conjugacy dass of 3-transpositions in G.
We discuss the classification of the centerfree groups G generated by a conjugacy dass D
of 3-transpositions.

3



A. DELGADO:
A strueture theorem for ehar p-type groups

We discuss a strueture theorem for finite groups of weak eharaeteristie p-type. Reeall that
a finite group is of weak eharaeteristie p-type if eaeh of its p-Ioeal subgroups eontaining a
Sylow p-subgroup is p-eonstrained. The theorem is as folIows. a
Theorem. Let G be a finite group of weak eharaeteristie· p-type. Let S be a Sylow p- •
subgroup of G. Then either NG(S) lies in a unique maximal p-Ioeal subgroup of G or
there exists a minimal p-Ioeal subgroup PI and a classieal p-Ioeal subgroup P2 sO that
01'( (Pt, P2}) = 1.
A p-Ioeal subgroup in which Nc(S) lies in a unique maximal p-Ioeal subgroup is ealled a
minimal p-Ioeal subgroup. A p-Ioeal subgroup is classieal if it is either a solvable minimal
p-Ioeal subgroup or if it is of the form ]((NG(S)) . Nc(S) for same p-component ](.
The proof of the theorem uses in a critical way the subgroup

Ds(G) = nOp(X),

where the interseetion is over all the calssical p-Ioeal subgroups eontaining NG(S), This
is a variation on a group first eonsidered by Gorni.
More precisely we show that either the first alternative of the theorem holds or that there
exists a minimal p-Ioeal subgroup not normalizing Ds(G), and that any such can be taken
to be the minimal p-Ioeal subgroup of the second alternative in the theorem. From a
geometrie point of view this theorem is a first step in determining a diagram for a finite
group of weak eharaeteristie p-type. For eomparing this theorem with the known parabolic
strueture of a finite group of Lie-type over a field of eharaeteristie p we see that either the
group is of Lie-rank 1 - and the first alternative of the theorem holds - or PI is·a parabolie
associated to an end fiode of the Dynkin diagram and P2 is the parabolie associated to

. the remaining nodes. Henee the theorem ean be viewed as identifying the end Dodes of a
geometry for the group.

P. FLAVELL:
Locally trivial automorphisms of finite groups

Theorem. Let G<J X, X/G ~ Zp and suppose

(i) X = GCx(A) for every nilpotent subgroup A of G.

(ii) Sylow p-subgroups of Gare eyclic.

Then X =GCx(G).
Problem. Weaken (ii) to abelian Sylow p-subgroups and prove the same eonclusion.
Theorem. Let G be a group that has an outer automorphism of order p. Assurne that
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8a(x) =8H(X) where

•

•

"..

(i) Op(G) = 1

(ii) A Sylow p-subgroup of G is abelian

Then there is q #:- p such that a Sylow q-subgroup of G has order> p.
Problem Remave condition (ii) (without using the classification).

R.M. GURALNIK:
Flag Transitive Subgroups and tbe Kegel-Wielandt Conjecture

Let G be a finite group and p a prime. If H<l Gor H is p-flag t~ansitive (i.e. H is transitive
on Sylp(G) ) then clearly P n H E Syl1'(H) for all P E Sylp(G). Following Kegel, we say
His- p-subnormal in G (and write H ~p G) if the last property bolds. In joint wirk with
Kleidman and Lyons, we classify all· (G, H, p) with F* (G) simple, H = 01" (H) '~p G and -

. p ~ 5. In particular, 1 #:- 01" (·H) is p-flag transitive. This haS several consequences. Tbe
first one is a short proof of the Kegel-Wielandi conjecture recently obtained by Kleidmann:

H. $1' G Jor :all p <==> H <l. <lG..

Another consequence is that for p 2:: 5, H $1' G <==> 3 OP'(H) =Go < GI < ... < G,.,;, =
-G with Gi' <J Gi+l or'" Gi p-ßag transitivefor each i 2:: -0. This is false for p = 2,3.
The proof depends on tbe following observation: .

1. If x E H :51' G is a p-element, then

IxGI
Ga (~) = IxQ n PI' PE- Sylp(G)

2. UR :5p G, P :5 If (P E Sylp(G» then H n K $1' Is.'.

St. HEISS: ,
Apartments in Tits geometries

Let r be a geornetry and G be a group acting Hag transiiively on r. Let 13 be tbe
stabilizer in G of achamber (maximal Hag) of r. An apartment A of r is defined to be a
thin, connected subgeometry, s.t. N = Staba(A) acts transitivelyon the set.of cbambers
of A. .

Some examples (over GF(2» are given to illustrate tbe fact that buildings possess' more
than just the apartments defined by the Weyl group of G (G being agroup of Lie type).
However, for any apartment in a Moufang building the condition G =BN B is satisfied.
In case r is defined by a weak BN-pair, G. Stroth and R. Weiss proved that the existence
of an apartment with G = RNB implies that r is a building or the 3-fold cover of the
Sp4(2)-generalized quadrangle (~).
For geometries of higher rank, the following results have been obtained so far:

5
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1. Let r be a finite, classical Tits geometry over GF(2) having no residue' of type
0====0===0,'~, or~.
If r has an apartment satisfying G = BN B , then r is a building.

2. If r is a geometry of type ~, then G = M 24 , ,He or 37 • Sp6(2) and
in any case r does not" posses an apartment with G = B NB.

•CH. HO:
Regular and totally irregular collineation groups

Finite projective planes admitting totally irregular collineation groups include Desargue
sian, Hughes, Figueiroa, Hall and translation planes with non-trivial complement. A joint
work with Goncalves classifies non-abelian simple totally irregular collineation groups
containing an involutory per,spectivity. Results on the structure of a regularcollineation
group, a Sylow 2·subgroup of the multiplier group, and the function x 2 + x + 1 = qa of,a
paper to appear in the Journal of Algebra are presented. Finally, the following result is
announced:
The number of involutions of a finite non-abelian simple group G is less than or equal to '
1/4 ·IGI. Equality holds if and onir if G=As. -

D. R. HUGHES:
Cayley covers of graphs and Singer covers of structures

If r is a connected finite regular graph, we show that there is a (non-empty) finite set of
Cayley graphs Cay(G, D) such that each covers r with a deck group H < G; these are
the minimal Cayley covers of r. If f' = Cay(G', D') is any Cayley graph covering r, with
deck group H' < G' then r' covers one of the minimal Cayley covers, with deck group
CoreG,(H'). Furthermore, r has an undirected Cayley cover if and only if the edges of
r can be partitioned into a union of I-factors and 2-factors. Such a partition exists at •
least when r has even degree, or is vertex-transitive, or is bipartite; but there are graphs
without such a partition.
If G is a group with generating set D, then the Singer structure Sing(G, D) is defined
analogously' to the Cayley graph, in an obvious way. (As for the graph case, there are
easily-satisfied restrictions on D.) Then similar statements to the above hold for any
connected, finite, regular and uniform structure. There are possible applications to the
problem of finding automorphisms of finite projective planes.
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A. A. IVANOV
Presenting the Baby Monster

We prove that Y433 is isomorphie to 2 x 2· F2 , where F2 is Fischer's Baby Monster group.
This answers the last open problem eoncerning description of Y -groups. The result im
plies in partieular that Y553 and Y 555 are fabulous systems' of generators for the Monster
and Bimonster, respeetively, in a sense introdueed by J. Conway. We also give a new
independent proof that Y555 ~s the Bi.monster.

HUANG JIANHUA:"
Amalgams of rank 2 involving wreath products

Let G be a group, n = {Pt"", Pn } a set of proper subgroups of G such that:

(2) B = Pi n Pj, i :/= j, is independent of i,j E J,

(3) No non-trivial normal subgroup of G is contained in B.

A group satisfying (1)-(3) is called an amalgam of rank n.
A natural problem eoneerning amalgams is: If G is an alnalgam with' n = {PI,"', Pn }

such that: For a fixed prime p, we have furthermore:

(5) Pi/Op(Pi) is isomorphie to same given group , for i = 1,·,·, n.

Then what ean we say about the strueture of Pt, ... , Pn ?
In ~his paper we dealt, with amalgams of rank 2, involving wreath produets. Set

: ß = {(S)L 2(q),(S)U3(q),q = pn,p a prime; : Sz(22m+t )).

First we make the following:
Hypothesis A. Let G be an amalgam of rank 2 with n = {Pt, P2}' And there is Pi ~ Pi,
i = 1,2 such that

2. Pi/Op(Pil S! Ei WTCi, where Ei E ß, Ci is a eyclic group of order Ti is either 1 or a .
power of a prime and at least one of them is not 1.
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There are three cases to be considered:

(i) Tl ~ I,"T2 = 1, and (TI,P) = 1,

(H) TI:l I" T2 = i, and (TI,P):F 1,

(iii) Tl :I 1 # T2.

In trus paper we solved the first case and have the following theorem:
Theorem Let {G; Pi, P2; PI, P2 } be a.s in Hypothesis A. Then one of the following holds:

1. G has an amalgam structure similar to L4(q) ·2, Le. PI ~ q4SL2(q)wrC2 , and
P2 ~ ql+2+2SL2(q), where q = pn, p an odd prime.

2. G has an amalgam structure similar to D4(q) ·3, Le. PI I"'W ql+88L2{q) wrC3 , and
P2 I"'W q2+I+I+I+2+2+2SL2(q),q = pn, p a prime and is coprime with 3.

Case (ii) hasn't been completely solved yet. However same interesting example may be
worth mentioning, that is an amalgam similar to Fs, we have:

P2 ~ 23+2+6+2(3 X E3 ).

Case (iii) seems too hard to deal with.

w. M. KANTOR:
Orders of group elements:

•

Let G bea group and p a prime. Write J-Lp{G) := PTob(g E G has order divisible by p).
Theorem (Isaacs, Kantor, Spaltenstein). If G ~ Sn and pilGI,· then J-Lp(G) 2:: I/n.
Equality ~olds if and only if G = 5 p = Sn or G is a sharply 2-transitive group with pln. •

M. H. KLIN:
On the strongly regular graph with parameters v = 144, k = 39 A =6,p = 2

The strongly regular graph r with parameters (144,39,6,2) firstly was constructed by
A.A. Ivanov, M.H. Klin and LA. Faradiev in 1984 with the aid of a computer. This graph
admits a primitive action of P5L(3, 3). We give here a description of r in terms of the
projective plane PG(2, 3).
Let <p = (0, 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12) be a permutation on the set of points.
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Let li = {0,1,3,9}cpi, 0 ~ i ~ 12, L = {lo,l},···,l12} be a set of lines. Let M =
{{i,li}, 0 ~ i ~ 12} be a matching of the Levi graph for PG(2, 3), M = {Mg I 9 E
PSL(3,3)}. We consider matchings from M as vertices of f. Two matchings are adjacent
if they have 4 common edges "and if all other edges form a cyde of length 18.
This is a joint result with Anna Kasikova. We also used a computer in order to show that
r is a strongly regular graph.

R. LAWTHER:
Foldi'ng Acti9ns·

The action of E 6 (q) or F4 (q) is found to be multiplicity-fr~:"~oreover, the constituents
of the permutation tharacter (or, equivalently, the double cosets) are observed to be dis
tributed in the same .manner a.s .the conjugacy. dasses of A2(q). This is explained by the
following paradigm :
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group having a non-trivi~ involutory graph
automorphism 6 fixing at least one node of the Dynkin diagram: Let S. and S2 be the
algebraic g~o~ps generated by the root subgroups corresponding to the two "arms" of the
diagra~ which are interchanged by o,a~d S be their direct pro~uct. If F is.a "natural"
(not necessarily split) Frobenius automorphism of G, then indusion gives a natural bi
jection between the double cosets of (Go)F in GF. and those of (so)F in SF. The latter
action is well-understood: if SI is of type Ar, the double cosets are labelIed by dasses of
Ar(q) or 2 Ar(q2) according as F fixes or interchanges S. and S2.

M. W. LIEBECK:
Factorization of simple algebraic groups

Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically dosed field of ~haracteristicp. Ir
H, K are proper dosed subgroups of G such that G = HK, we call trus a factorization
of G. Typical examples are SL2n = SP2nP. (where Pt is the stabilizer of a I-space),
and 02n =GLnNt, (where Nb is the stabilizer of anonsingular l-space and GLn a Levi
subgroup).
For p =0, all factorizations were found by A. Onischik (1962). In joint work with J. Saxl
and G. Seitz, I have determined all factorizations for arbitrary p. When G is of excep
tional type, the only factorizations G = H!( occur for (G,p) = (F4 ,2) and (G2 ,3); for
G = F4 , H contains the subgroup D 4 generated by long root groups and K the subgroup
D 4 generated by short root groups relative to some fixed root system. And for G = G2 ,"a
similar factorization occurs with H ~ Jot ~ A2 • When G is classical there are many more
factorizations. Here are same of the most intersting ones;
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OS6 E7 Nt, 0 32 = D6 Nt, 0 20 = AsN}, (all with p = 2);
0 25 F4 N1 , 0 13 = C3N1, (both with P = 3).

A. LUBOTZKY:
Discrete subgroups of Lie groups and the combinatorics of finite simple groups

In the last few years some surprising connections have been discovered between the theory
of discrete subgroups of Lie groups and graph theory. Those connections led to the .con- .
struction of families of graphs with remarkable combinatorial properties. Those graphs
are in many cases Cayley graphs and the combinatorial information gives some non-trivi.al
group theoretic applications. .
For example it provides "emcient" generators for some families of finite simple ~roups.

E.g.· SL2(p) is generated by (~ ~) and (~ ~) in O(logp) steps.. This is notknown

1 3· 1 O· . . .
for example for the generators (0 1) and (3 1) (p :F 3). A result along these hnes:

Theorem. (Babai, Kantor, Lubotzky): Every finite simple non-abelian group has a set of
7 generators which generate it in O(loglGI) steps.

K. MAGAARD:
About maximal subgroups of classical groups

Assume G ~ An(ra ), Bn(ra ), Dn(ra ) or 2Dn(ra ) and that G acts absolutely irreducibly, ~

tensor indecomposably on an Fp-module W (p f:. r). In joint work with D. Testerman we
prove:
Theorem. ·If it happens that. there exists an Fp-module V such that G ~ SL(V) ~
SL(W) then (dirn V)3 ~dirnW.· •
The proof of the theorem, whose idea was generously supplied to us by M. Liebeck and
G. Seitz, involves showing that either a large subgroup of G fixes a high weight vector of
SL(V) or a large subgroup of G fixes a small subspace of W containing the high-weight
vector of S L(V) .
The hope is that .we will be ahle to extend the theorem to the case G ~ Cn ( Ta) and
2 A n { ra ). Furthermore 'wehope to exploit this result to show that there exist few tripies
of groups G ~ X ~ Y with G E Chev(r) X, Y E Classical(p) such that G and X act
absolutely irreducibly on the natural module of Y.

10
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A. A. MAKHNEV:
Pseudogeometric graphs eonnected with partial geometries pg(4, R, 1)

A partial geometry pg(4, R, 1) is a generalized quadrangle with parameters (s, t) (aGQ(s, t»,
where s = 3, t = R -1. For s =3 we have t = 1,3,5,6 or 9 and for t ~ 6 GQ(3,t) exists
and is unique: GQ(3,6) does not exist (Dixmier and Zara).
We investigate pseudogeometric graphs wi th parameters (12t +4, 3t +3,2, t +1) (these are
the parameters of the point graph of GQ(3, t». It is weIl known that for t = 1 a uniqu~
non-geometrie (16,6,2, 2)-graph exists (neighbourhood of a vertex is a.hexagon) and for
t = 9 any such graph is geometrie, .
Theorem. A strongly regular (12t +4, 3t +3,2, t + i)-graph for t =3,5, Qjs geom.etric.
Corollary. . A(76, 21, 2, 7)-graph does not exist.

S. NORTON:
Pseudo eentralizers

The. motivation for t~e coneept eonsists in trying to apply the Atl~ class name 'conven!iön
to the Moonshine modular funtions. This concept is ap'plicable to every rectangular array
of integers. .
We show that it only seems to be meaningful if the product of any two rows is"an integral
linear combination of the rows and give an algorithm for computing it.

U.OTT:
Quadrangles and coverings of nets

Let N denote a finite net of order s with l+t classes of parallellines, t = pa a prime power.
Suppose that the Steinberg module of N over GF(p) coritains a subspace of codimension at
most a, not containing triangles, then N admits a cover of index t which can be embedded
onto a generalized quadrangle with parameters sand t ..

A. PASINI: (Joint work with T. Meixner)
Repeated flag-transitive extensions of grids

We prove the following:
Let r be a flag-transitive geometry belonging to the following diagram (where s,1 are
parameters) :

11



Then r is known, except possibly when s = 3.
Remark. "Known" means that r is one of a certain list of examples, that I cannot give
here.

Ch. E. PRAEGER: ( Joint with A. A. Ivanov)
Classifying primitive (and bi+primitive) affine 2-arc transitive graphs

Any fiitite connected 2-arc transitive graphis a c<>ver of a (possibly smaller) 2-arc transitive
graph r of the same valency with the extra property:.

(*) Each N ~ Autr has at most two vertex orbits.

If r is 2-arc transitive and connected with property (*) and Aut r has a non-trivial abelian
normal subgroup N, then either r is a primitive or bi-primitive affine graph (where r is
said to be affine if the vertex set is in 1-1 correspondence with a finite vector space V
such that Autr~ AGL(V» or r j's a certain twisted doubling of a primitive affine locally
2-transitive directed graph. A. A. Ivanov and I have classified all examples in the ·former
case, and anticipate that our methods will enable us to handle the latter case also.
In all affine examples G = Autr = N H with N the group of translations of a finite vector
space V over GF(2) where V is identified with the vertex set of r, and H ~ GL(V). The
group H actsfaithfully and doubly transitivelyon a subset X of V, and X spans V. Thus
V is a quotient module of the permutation module for H over GF(2). Moreover, as an
H -module, V is irreducible or has a codimension 1 irreducible submodule. We extended
work of B. Mortimer to find all examples.

L. PYBER:
Combinatorial problems in group theory

Theorem A. Let G be a group of order n with k = k(G) .conjugacy classes. Then
2ck(loglogk)8 > n for some c > O.
Theorem B.- LetJ(n) be the number of groups of order n. Then J(n) ~ n(f.,+O(1»log2n

for n ~ 00.

Dur first result solves an oirl problem of R. Brauer, the second settles a conjecture of
P. M. Neumann. The proofs use known consequences of the Classification Theorem and
Suprunenko's theory of solvable groups.

12
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G. RÖHRLE:
On parabolic subgroups with abelian radica.l

This is areport on joint work with R. Richardson and R. Steinberg.
Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of cha.raeteristic p ~ o.
Let () be .the root system of G with respeet to same maximal torus T. Let P = LQ be a
standa.rd parabolic subgroup of G with abelian radical Q". By P- = LQ- we denote the
parabolic opposite to P, and byW and WL the Weyl groups of G and L respectively. Let
A be the set of T-tuples of pairwise orthogonallong roots in the support of Q for all T ~ 1.

. We prove:
Theorem. Assume p f:. 2 if ~ admits two root Iengths. Then there exist natural bijeetions
among:

. (a) The L-orbits on Q- (ar Q).

(b) The T· WL-orbits of elements Uof Q- of the form nr=t u-o, with (at,·· -ar) E A
and tL-o , E U-Oi \ {I}.

(c) The WL-orbits on A.

(d) The "WL-orbits· of involutions w in W of the form nr=l W Oi with" (a},··· a r ) E A

(e) The (WL, WL)-double eosets of W.

(f) The (P,P)-double cosets of G.

M. RONAN:
Construeting groups from buildings

The purpose of this talk was to diseuss some recent joi0 t. work wi th J. Tits on the eonstruc
tion of groups acting 00 twin buildings. These objeets are a generalization of spherical
buildings (every spherical building can be twinned with itself), and an example of a twin
tree was given, exhibiting the group SL2(k[t, t-1 ]) • It appears that, as with spherical
buildings, the Ioeal strueture determines the global strueture. We diseussed a theorem
showing that eertain loeal isomorphisms ean be extended to global isomorphisms in a
uruque way. Furthermore it seems that we ean coostruct twin buildings from blueprints,
along the lines of the Building Buildings paper in Math. Annalen in 1987. This gives a
direct approach to all groups of Kac-Moody type which do not involve action on a tree.
The question of }{ - M groups and buildings then led on to the talk by C. Bennet in this
conference.

13



P. ROWLEY:
Amalgamated produets, triangles and sporadie geometries

Let{Pi} be a parabolic system of rank 3. Set B = Pt nP2np3, Pij = (Pi, Pj), Qi = corepiB
and Qij = corepiiB where i,j E ß := {I, 2, 3}. Assume that B is a 2-group, that
Pi/Qi ~ L2 (2) for i E ~ and that CB(Qij) ~ Qij for i,j E ß. Put Z = !1 t (Z(B» and
Zi = (ZPi), i E ß. _
The following two results were presented. .,
Theorem 1. Suppose that

(i) ~ is a disconneeted diagram (in the sense of Timmesfeld);

(Hi) Z = Zi for exactly one i E ß.

Then either b ~ 9 or Q3 n Q12 :9 P12 •

Theorem 2. Let f be a residually connected string geometry with type set {O, 1, 2} and
G a Hag transitive subgroup of Autf. Suppose that

(i) for a E r 0, f a is the geometry of duads and triduads on the Steiner system S(22, 3, 6)
and Ga/Q(a) ~ M22 ; and

(ii) for X E r 2, f:l: is the geometry of non-zero isotropie vectors and isotropie 2-spaces
in a 4-dimension~ GF(4)-unitary space and Gx/Q(X) ~ U4(2): 2.

Then r is isomorphie to the Fi22-minimal parabolic geometry and G ~ Fi22 .
Theorem 1 is joint work with Christopher Parker and Theorem 2 is joint work with Louise
~~ -

•Y. SEGEV:
Group actions on finite acyclic simplicial cornplexes

Let D be a finite (abstract) simplicial complex and let G ~ Aut(D). By taking the
barycentric subdivision of D we mayassurne that for all 9 E G, if 9 fixes a. simplex of D
it fixes all its vertiees. In that event we call (1), G) an admissible pair. We always assume
(D, G) is an admissible pair. Denote 'by DG the fixed point set of G on D. .

Theorem. Assume D is acyclic of dimension 2. Then

14



1. DG is either empty or acyclic.

2. If G is solvable, DG is acyclic.

We discuss several additional related results which have group theoretic orfand homolo
gicaJ fiavo~r. We elaborate on the ease when DG is empty in the theorem.

J. J. SEIDEL: ( Joint with P. H. Cameron, S.V. Tsaranov)
Signed graphs, root lattiees and groups

Signed graphs (f, f) are used to produce matriees 21 + E with entries 2 on the diagonal
and 0,1, -1 elsewhere. These are interpreted a.s Gram matrices of sets of vec.tors, hases
for integral root lattices ~(r, f) having Weyl group W(r, f). For positive definite 2/ + E
the root lattices are of type A, D and E. This also applies to eycles with an odd number
of + signs. We use switehing classes and cluster~ of switeh~ng classes of signed graphs
(they have same determinant and signature). Coxeter groups Coxf and faetor groups
Cox(r,J) are studied in rela.tion to their homomorphie images W(f,j). Finally we define
a generalization of Coxeter groups i~ terms of signed complete graphs and mention some
theorems for positive (serni) definite eases.

G. SEITZ:
Representations of the symmetrie group

There is a.n easy connection between the representation theory of general linear groups
and the representation theory of symmetrie groups. Let K be an algebraically closed field
and G :: GLn(K). If V is any J(G-module; then the weight space of V corresponding to
its determinant character affords a K P- modl;lle where P :: Sn is the set of permutation
matrices. Thus, V -+ Vdet sends J(G.-modules to K Sn-modules. Restricted to a suitable
category of KG-modules; Jantzen and I showed that this gives an equivalence of categories,
This is used to establish certain branching theorems on restrietion to Sn-l of irreducible
}{Sn-modules. There K ean be of arbitrary charaeteristie. In particular, we obtain a
family of K Sn-modules which are irreducible upon restrietion to Sn-la We eonjecture
that these are the only ones.

G. SEITZ:
Groups containing a root element

Suppose G :: (Uo : er E E) is a group of Lie type over K. A long root element is a
conjugate of a nonidentity element of Uo for Q a long root.
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In recent work, Martin Liebeck and I obtained the following results.
Theorem 1. Suppose Gis a simple algebraic group over]( = [( and X is a simple, closed,
connect,ed subgroup of G. Then there is a subsystem group Y 2: X such that one of the
following holds:

(i)X =Y

(ii) X = Y.,. for T a graph automorphism of Y

(iii) X = G2 , Y = B3

(iv) P = 2, X = C4 , Y = E 6

(v) P = 2, X = Bn , Y = A2n.

By a subsystem group we mean a conjugate of a group Y = (VOt : Q E ß) for ß a closed
subsystem of L. ,
Now suppose G = G(q) is finite and write G = OP'(G(T) for u a Frobenius morphism of
the simple' algebraic group G. Let (j be a lang root su-bgroup 'of G. '
Theorem 2. Let X be aquasisimple subgroup of G such that 10 n XI> 2. Then (X, U)
is a closed, connected, simple subgroup of G and X = OP'(X6) for lJ a Frobenius morphism
of X. .

S. V. SHPECTOROV:
The universal 2-cover of the P-geometry g(Co2 )

Theorem. The universal 2-cover of the P-geom~try g(Co2 ) is a new P-geometry related
to a nonsplit extension 323 • Co2•

The talk concerns the existence proof for this new geometry. Some features of the proof
are stressed in order to prepare an attack against another new (and probably, the last)
P-geometry which should relate with a group of the shape 34371 • F2 •

5t. D. SMITH:
On Quillen's Conjecture

In his celebrated 1978 Adv. Math. paper Quillen showed
Proposition. If Op(G) I- 1, then Ap(G) is contractible,
and CONJECTURED the converse. (Here G is a finite group, p a prime, Ap the complex
of chains of nontrivial p-subgroups). Recently, Aschbacher and Smith established much of
the general conjecture with:
Theorem. Suppose p > 5 and G involves DO unitary cornponent Un(q) (q == 1 modp).

}6
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Then if Op(G) = 1, we have Ji.(Ap(G)) f; 0 (natural reduced homology).
Special cases had heen estahlished by Quillen and other authors. Our method establishes
a reduction theorem, that H. = 0 when G contains a component L with Aut(L) satisfying
the "QuÜlen dimension" property that Hd(Ap(L» f; 0 for the highest dimension of Ap(L).
Finally if all components fail QD, we determine the possibilities (using the classification
of simple groups), and ohtain a construction using earlier methods of G. Robinson.

L. H. SOlCHER:
Some distance-regular graphs

We describe three new distance-regular antipodal 3-fold covers of strongly-regular graphs.
These covers have intersection arrays

{416, 315, 64, 1; 1, 32, 315, 416},
{56, 45, 16, "1; 1, 8, 45, 56},
{32, 27, 8, 1; 1, 4, 27, 32},

and respective automorphism grou'ps

The first two covers are distance-transitive, hut the third is not.

F. G. TIMMESFELD:
Parapolar spaces and large extraspecial 2-subgroups

A parapolar space is a point-line geometry with the property that two points of distance
two have either a unique common neighbour or the set of neighbours is apolar space. Typi-"
ca! examples are the root subgroups geometries of.the exceptional Lie-type groups. If Q is a.
"Iarge" extraspecial 2-subgroup of a simple group G with IQI > 29 , with Z(Q) = {z} and z
is not wea.kly closed in Q and C(z) is irreducible on Q/{z}, it was shown that a natural geo
metry obtained from zG is a pa.rapolar space. Ir IQI > 213, a "group theoretical" characte
rization of such spaces was given, thereby classifying n±(2n, 2), E6(2), E 7(2), Es(2),2 E6(2)
and BM, M. This is a partial re~isionism of the classification of simple groups of
GF(2) - type.
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S. TSARANOV:
Diagram geometries having a spherical gonality diagram and an affine diameter diagram

There is a
Conjecture. Let r be a rank 3-diagram with finite parameters. If its the gonality diagram
DI is a spherical and the diameter diagram D2 is an affine Coxeter diagram then the
diameter of the geometry is bounded by a function depending on parameters. •
Under some natural additional assumption like the flag-transitivity and that projective
residues are classical it was prove'd that if D I = A3 and D 2 = Ä2 then r is a geometry
related to one of the four groups: 23 : L3(2), U3(3), M22 , U4 (3).

J. van BON: (Joint work with R. Weiss)
A presentation for the 3 sporadic Fischer groups

Let r m-I, m E {22, 23, 24}, .be the graph on commuting 3-transpostions belonging to
Fi'l1 ~ U6 (2), Fi22 and Fi23 respectively. We show that any group acting transitivelyon
a graph r m, which is locally isomorphie to r rn-I, such that for any vertex x, the group
induced by the stabilizer of X on its neighbours contains anormal subgroup isomorphie
to Fim-I, has to satisfy a certain set of generators and rf!lations. Then we obtain a
presentation for the 3 sporadic Fischer groups.

H. Van MALDEGHEM: (Joint work with F. Buekenhout)
Characterising finite Tits systems of rank 2, their generalized polygons

and some generalization

The central idea is to prove Tits' conjecture on finite BN -pairs of rank 2 and'generalized
polygons by using the classifieation of finite simple groups.
TITS' CONJECTURE (1972). A finite BN-pair of rank 2 is split.
Geometrically: Every finite generalized n-gon, n > 2 admitting a group aeting transitively
on ordered apartments is known and arises from a Lie-Chevalley group or twisted Lie
Chevalley group or a Ree group (up to duality), Le. is Moufang.
We showastranger result:
Theorem. Every finite generalized n-gon, n > 2 with distance transitive point-graph
is Moufang except for the unique GQ{3, 5). lf both point-and line graph is distance
transitive, then it is Moufang. In, particular every finite generalized n-gon, n > 2 with
locally n-transitive incidence graph is Moufang.
Also other geometries with similar transitive groups are classified in this manner (e.g.
partial geometries, partial ~uadrangles,Moore polygons, ... ).
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H. VÖLKLEIN:
PGLn(q) as Galois group over thE:: rationals

Most of the groups PGLn(q) with n even and n ~ 3(q - 1) are realized as Galois groups of
regular extensions of Q(x) (henee a.s Galois groups over Q). These are the first Chevalley
groups over non-prime fields that have been realized in this way (exeept some groups over

• F",). The proof uses a higher-dimensional analog of Thompson's rigidity criterion.

E. WALTER:
Intervals in subgroup lattiees

It is an open question, whether every finite latt.iee II1ay be realized a.s an intervallattiee
[H : Cl of some subgroup lattice of a finit~ group G.· If this interval [H: :. G], i.e..al~ sub,;
groups of G eontaining a fixed subgroup H, fulfils the properti.es of a projeetivegeometry
(ar less) and H is assumed as a p-group (p odd), it is possible to determine the strueture of
G. Using the classifieation of the finite simple groups the result under the obvious restrie
tion HG = 1 is the following. Either G is asemidireet produet of an elementary ab~li~n

group Q with H aeting homogeneously on it or G is isomorphie to a group PSL2(q) for
some q with H being a maxirnally ·split tonus. . '. ..'

R. A. WILSON:
How to construct the Baby Monster

We show how to eonstruet the 4370-dimensional representation over GF(2) of the Baby
Monster B, as expli~it m~trices that can be manipulated by computer. The strategy is:

1. Obtain Fi23 in the representation 782 EB 3588.

2. Find a subgroup Ot(3) for whieh 782 restricts as 1+ 1+260abc and 3588 as 260def+
2808.

3. Adjoin a diagonal automorphism of Ot(3): this must centralize 1 + 1, and fuse 260a
with 260d, and 260b with 260e.

We have used the reulting matrices to obtain generators for Thompson 's group (dimension
248 over GF(2» and the Harada-Norton group (dimension 133 over GF(4», a.s wen as .
proving that L2(31) < B.
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A. YAKIR:.
Rank of Indusion Matrices and Modular Representation Theory

We study three types of indusion matrices over a field K:

a) Indusion matrix of k vs.I subsets of {1,2,·· ·,n}.

b) Indusion matrix of k vs.I dimensional linear subspaces of FJn) ..

c) Indusion matrix of k vs.l dimensional affine subspaces of FJn).

We show how the representation theory of the appropriate group (Sn for subsets, GLn(q)
for linear subspaces and AFFn(q) for affine subspaces) over the field K or over an extension
of K, can be used to derive formulae for the rank over K of these indusion matrices. The
formula thus obtained for subsets is weH known (Wilson's Rank Formula) though with
different proofs. The two other cases (linear subspaees and affine subspaees) are new.

s. YOSHIARA:
Circular Extensions of some Geometries and their Embeddings

A residually eonnecte~ geometry G =(Go,···, Gr- 1 ; *) over I = {a,···, r - I} belonging
to the diagram~ ... ~l is called an FEDP of type X if
Aut(G) acts transItivelyon the set of chambers of G and the (I - {I, 2} )-residues of Gare
isomorphie to a fixed generalized quadrangle X. The FEDP's of rank 3 and type X, X a
classical generalized quadrangle, are dassified by Buekenhout-Hubaut, DeI Fra-Ghinelli
Meixner-Pasini, Weiss-Yoshiara. There are several interesting FEDP's of rank 4 admitting
sporadie simple groups: the FEDP for F~4 of type W(3), that for the Monster M of type
H3(32 ), and that for C02 of type Qs(2).
Two new examples for F22 of type W(2) and for F~4 of type H3(22 ) are eonstructed, as
weIl as the following results.
Theorem 1. Let G be a simply connected FEDP of rank 4 of type Q;(2). Then

(i) IGI = 6300, Aut(G) ~ CO2 X 2, or

(ii) there is anormal subgroup N of Aut(G) with Aut(G)/N ~ U6 (2)· 2.

Theorem 2. Let G be a simply connected FEDP of rank 4 of type W(2), admitting ftag
transitive group G. Then the kernell(p of the action of the stabilizer Gp of a point P on
the residue Gp at P is either trivial, or the natural module for 5 6 (2) or 0 7 (2). Moreover
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•
(i) If K p = 1, then IGI = 216 and Aut(G) ~ 2(26 X 2~+8)S6(2) or IGol = 32640 and

Aut(G) ~ S8(2) or IGI = 16 and Aut(G) ::::: 24 A7.

(ii) If IKpi = 26 , then we get two possible sets of relations presenting G, one of which
contains anormal subgroup N with G / N ~ F22 • 2.

In Theorem 1 and 2, we have explicit presentations for fiag-transitive groups.

Berichterstatter: Th. Meixner
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 33/1991

EFFIZIENTE ALGORITHMEN

4.8. bis 10.8.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Kurt Mehlhorn (Saarbrücken) und Robert
E. Tarjan (Princeton) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen aus dem
Bereich der effizienten diskreten Algorithmen. Behandelte Spezialgebiete waren u.a.
Graphenalgorithmen, algorithmische Geometrie, Datenstrukturen und String Match
ing. Viele Ergebnisse waren auf dem Gebiet der dynamischen Algorithmen. Beispiele
sind dynamische 2- und 3-edge-connectivity Probleme auf Graphen, dynamic .point
Ioeation Probleme und dynamic closest pair Probleme. Auch wurde Ergebnisse pre-

. sentiert auf dem relativ neuen Gebiet der randomisierten Algorithmen. Solche Algo
rithmen haben den Vorteil daß sie einfacher sind im Vergleich zu deterministischen
Algorithmen, sowohl was Implementierbarkeit als was Klarheit betrifft. Vor allem die
algorithmische Geometrie und die Theorie der Datenstrukturen benutzen die Technik
der Randomisierung intensiv. Es wurden aber auch klassische Probleme behandelt,
wie die Berechnung der konvexen Hülle einer Punktmenge im d-dimensionalen Raum
(ein optimaler Algorithmus wurde presentiert), die Analyse von Quicksort, usw. Für
weitere Details der Ergebnisse wird auf die Vortragsauszüge verwiesen.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

H.ALT
Measuring the Resemblance of Curves

A standard problem in shape or pattern recognition is to measure how much two
given shapes "resemble each other". The Hausdorff-distance is appropriate in many
eases but sometimes gives a poor estimate of the resemblance of curves. We therefore
consider the Frechet-metric, wmch is for curves P, Q defined as

DF(P, Q) = inf sup d(a(t),ß(t»,
a,ß t

where a,ß ; [0, I) ~ R2 (or R3
) are monotone parametrizations of P, Q respectively.

For P, Q being polygonal chains, we give an algorithm of runtime O(pq) for solving
the decision problem, whether for given P, Q, f, it holds that DF(P, Q) ::; f. (p, q
are the lengths of P, Q, respectively.) The problem of actually computing DF(P, Q)
can be solved in time O(pq log2(pq)) using parametrie search. The problem becomes
somewhat easier, if the monotonicity condition in the definition' of DF is dropped.
(Joint work with Michael Godan, FU Berlin.)



T. ASANO

Walking on an Arrangement Topologically and Applications

Given a set of n lines and a convex s-gon R, it is not so hard to devise an algorithm for
enumerating all the intersections among those lines within R in O(K +s +n log(n +8)
time and O(n+s) space, where K is the number ofintersections. Here we are interested
in a bit different problem, that is, we are required to find a tour which visits all the
regions within R formed by those lines. The length of the tour must be linear in the
number of regions. An algorithm which has the same computational complexity as
above is presented. This is an improvement or extension of the wel1-known Topological
Sweep Algorithm which sweeps the entire arrangement oflines in O(n2

) time and O(n)
space. Our Topological Walk Algorithm can be applied to most of the problems which.
can be solved by Topological Sweep. .

N. BLUM

On locally optimal alignments in genetic sequences

A substring Z of a text string 2: has c-locally minimal distance from a pattern siring
y,c E NU{O}, ifno other substring z' cf z withsmaller edit distance to y.exists which
overlaps z more than c characters. We show how to compute all substrings of z which
have c--Iocally minimal dista.nc~ !rom y and. all corresponding alignments. in O(m '. n)
time where Tl. is the length of z and· m is the length of y. .

B. CHAZELLE .

Computing convex hulls optimally

I will present a deterministic algorithm for computing the convex hull of n points in
d-space in O(n ld/2J ) time, which is optimal.

J. CHERIYAN

•

Digraph K-vertex connectivity and directed rubber bands

Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph and n denote lVI. We show that G is k-veitex
connected iff for every subset X of V with lXI = k, there is an embedding qf G in _

. the (k - 1)-dimensional space RIc - 1
, f : V -+ RIc

- 1
, such that no hyperplane con- •

tains k points of {f(v)lc E V}t and for each v E V - X, f(v). is in the convex hull
of {f(w )I(v, w) E E}. This result generalizes to directed graphs the notion of Cc:>D-

vex embeddings of undirected graphs introduced by Linial, Lovasz and Widgerson in
"Rubber bands, convex embeddings and graph connectivity", Combinatorica 8 (1988)
91-102.
Using this characterization, a directed graph can be tested for k-vertex connectivity
by a Monte Carlo algorithm in time O«M(n) +nM(k»(log n)2) with error probability
< l/n, and by a Las Vegas algorithm in expected time O«M(n) + nM(k)k log n),
where M(n) denotes the number of arithmetic steps for multiplying two n x n matrices
(M(n) = O(n2

.
376». Dur Monte Carlo algorithm improves on the best previous deter-
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ministic and randomized time complexities for k > nO.19; e.g., for k = ,fn, the factor
of improvement is > nO.62 • Let E be any real> O. Both algorithms have processor
efficient parallel versions that run in O«log n)2) time on the EREW PRAM model of
computation, using a number of processors equal to nO.5+e: times the respective sequen
tial time complexities. Our Monte earlo parallel algorithm improves on the number
of processors used by the best previous (Monte Carlo) parallel algorithm by a factor
cf at least n 1 .5- 2

e: while having the same running time.
Generalizing the notion cf s-t numberings, we give a combinatorial construction of a
directed s-t numbering for any 2-vertex connected directed graph.
(Joint work with John H. Reif.)

K.CLARKSON
Simpler algorithms and analysis for convex hulls

We give an algorithm for maintaining the convex hull of finite R ~ S ~ E d
• We

analyze the performance of this algorithm when inserting and deleting points !rom R,
when R is a random subset of S, and points are chosen for insertion or deletio~ ~om

S \ R or R at randorn. If conv(R) has expected Ir fac~ts when IRj = r,· insertion

requires expected Ej :5i ~~:=:~ fi time and similar for deletion.
(Joint work with K. Mehlhorn and R. Seidel.)

P. F. DIETZ

Persistence and Randomization

I describe a family of combinatorial games arising in persistent data structures, in
deamortization of data structures, and in some buffer-server problems. The games in
volve two players, A and B., who increment (decrement) a collection of n nonnegati~e

real valued variables. Player A attempts to maximize the largest variable, B attempts
to minimize it. In the simplest version of the game, in which A increments by a total
of 1 and B may zero one variable, abound of Hn-l + 1 is optimal. .
For tbis game, I show that if player A is oblivious and B randomizes,· the scor-e is
bounded by log log n with high probability, with optimal play. I also describe agame
on directed graphs with in and out-degrees bounded by constants. I .show how ran
domization may be used to make parallellinked data structures persistent in constant
slowdown with high probabili ty.

M. DIETZFELBINGER

Some aspects of perfeet hashing algorithms: simplicity, efficiency, reliabiiity

We present a refined analysis of a universal hash dass 1?. (which was presented already
at ICALP'90). Apart from its use for constructing a reliable probabilistic algorithm
för areal-time dictionary, this dass has some nice properties that makes it suitahle
for a variety of other applications that use universal hashing but require a certain
performance with high probability rather than in the expected case. In contrast, we
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note that the popular class. of linear hash functions has a performance that is probably
inferior to that of dass 'R and even to that of higher degree polynomials.

T. FEDER

Stability in Nonexpansive Metric Networks

A network is a collection of gates, each with many inputs an'd many outputs, where
links join individual outputs to individual inputs of gates; the unlinked inp~ts and
output's of gates are viewed as inputs and outputs of the network. A stable eonfigura
tion assigns values to inputs, outputs, and links in a network, so as to ensure that the
gate equations are satisfied.
The problem of finding stable configurations in a network is computationally hard, __
even when all values are boolean and all input values are specified in advanee; in -
general, the difficulty of astability problem seems to depend on the kinds of gates
present in the network. The study can be restricted to gates that satisfy a nonex
pansiveness condition requiring small perturbations cit the inputs of a gate to have
only a small effect at the outputs of the gate. The stability question on the elass of
networks satisfying tms local nonexpansiveness condition eontains stable matching as
a main example, and defines the boundary between tractable and intractable versions
of network stability.
The structural and algorithmic study of stability in nonexpansive networks is based
on a representation of the possible assignments of boolean values for 8: network ~ ver
tices in a boolean hypercube under the associated Hamming metric. This global view
takes advantage of the median properties of the hypercube, and extends to metric net
works, where individual values ~e now chosen from finite metric spaees and combined
by m~~ns of an· additive produet operation. The relationship between produets of
metrie spaces and products of graphs then establishes a connection between isometrie
representation in graphs and nonexpansiveness in metric networks.

G. FREDERICKSON

Ambivalent Data Structures for Dynamic 2-Edge-Connectivjty and k Small
est Spanning Trees

A data structure possesses ambivalence if at each ef many locations it keeps track __
of several alternatives, even when a global examination of the data structure would _
identify for each loeation the alternative (or valence) that is in fact valid. An ex-
ample of such alternatives might be wheth~r a path between vertices z and y in a
spanning tree of a graph goes through a vertex w or through a vertex w'. We de-
sign data structures that are ambivalent with respect to the structure of a spanning
tree as that spanning tree is being updated, and that yield faster algorithms for two
problems. We give an algorithm to find the k smallest spanning trees of a weighted
undirected graph in O(m log ß(m,.n) +min{k3 /

2
, km1/2}) time, where m is the number

of edges and n is the number of vertiees. For a planar graph, we give an algorithm
that uses O(n +k(log n)3) time. We also give data structures for maintaining an undi-
rected graph under the operations ef inserting and deleting edges and vertices, and
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answering queries about whether two given vertiees are in the same 2-edge-conneeted
component. We achieve an update time of O(m 1/2) and a query time of O(log n). For
an embedded plan~ graph, these times are O«log n)3) and O(log n), resp.

L. GUmAS
Constructing Parts of Arrangements

Arrangements are ubiquitous structures in geometrie computing. They are interesting
in their own right in many applications, such as motion planning, but often also arise
as intermediate structures in other problems. Invariably arrangements take a lot space
to store so, whenever possible, it pays t<? construct only the relevant cel1 or cells (such
as the cell containing a speeifie point, or the zone of a manifold). In this talk we
show how to adapt the eurrently popular Randomized Incremental Constructions in
geometry to deal with computing only parts of arrangements.

As examples we show how to eompute a single face in an arrangement of n segments
in the plane in time 0 (na(n ) log n), and the zone of a line in a line arrangement in time
O(n log n). These times are within log n of the spaee required. by the corresponding
struetures. We also show how to deal effeetively with parts of arrangements in divide
and conquer applications. Often arrangements of manifolds related to the data d~fi.ning

a problem ~e used to partition the problem into subproblems of balanced complexity.
In some applications we can establish apriori that we need to recurse down only a
very small subset öf the resulting cubes. As an example of these ideas, we show a
deterministic O(nl+~) algorithm for computing the diameter of n points in 'R3 • .

T.HAGERUP
Parallel Integer Sorting without Concurrent Writing

M general objects can be sorted in O( M log M) sequential time, and this performance
has heen matched in the realm of parallel coniputing, first by the celebrated algorithm
of Ajtai, Koml6s and Szemeredi (1983), wluch uses O(log M) time and D(M) proces
sors, i.e. O( M log M) operations. M integers of O(log M) bits each can b~ sorted in
D(M) sequential time (hucket sort + radix sort), but this has not been matched
by any fast parallel algorithm. "In particular, eole and Vishkin (1986), Kruskal,
Rudolph and Snir (1986) and Wagner and Han (1986) describe algorithms that work in
polylogarithmic time on the exclusive-read exclusive-write (EREW) PRAM using
O( M log M / log log M) operations. We improve this result by sho~ng that M inte
gers of O(log M) bits each can be sorted in O((log.M)3/2) time on an EREW PRAM
using O(M v'lögM log log M) operations. Our algorithm is simple and uses the idea
of storing y'IOgM (smalI) integers in a single word.
(Joint work with Susanne Albers.)
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M.JERRUM

An Analysis of a Monte Carlo Algorithm for Estimating the Permanent

Karmarkar, Karp, Lipton, Lovasz, and Luby proposed a Monte Carlo algorithm for
approximating the permanent of a non-negative n x n matrix, which is based on an
easily computed, unbiased estimator. It is not difficult to construct O,l-matrices for
which the variance of this estimator is very large, so that an exponential number of
trials are necessary to obtain a reliable approximation that is within a constant factor
of the correct value. Nevertheless, the same authors conjectured that for almost every
O,l-matrix the variance of the estimator is small. The conjecture is shown to be true;
indeed for almost every O,l-matrix, O(nw(n)e-2

) trials suffice to abtain a reliable
approximation that is within a factor (1 + e) of the correct value. Here w(n) is any •
function tending to infinity as n -+ 00.

M.KAUFMANN

Edge-disjoint paths in planar graphs

.An eflicient algorithm for the edge-disjoint path problem in planar graphs is pre
sented. Using G. Frederickson's decomposition method for planar graphs we can im
prove the best bound for the running time cf O(n2

) (due to Becker/Mehlhorn, Mat
sumoto/Nishozelzi/Saito) for the edge-disjoint path problem to O(n6/3(log log n )113

).

(Joint work with Gerhard Klär.)

R. KLEIN

Computing Voronoi diagrams for simple polygons

Let P be a simple polygon in the plane, and let ,S denote a set of vertices of P. Then
the bounded Voronoi diagram of S in P is defined by saying that each point p in P
belongs to the region of the' closest vertex of S that ·is visible horn p. If 'S includes
all reflex vertices of P then the bounded Voronoi diagram equals the geodesic Voronoi
diagram af S. 'l'his is assumed in the following. We show that in the Manhattan metric
the bounded diagram of a rectilinear polygon can be computed in linear time. For the
Euclidean metric we give a linear reduction to the case of rectilinear histograms.
(Joint work with Andrzej Lingas.)

H. LA POUTRE

Maintenance of Triconnected Components oe Graphs

We consider the problem of maintaining 3-vertex-connected components of a graph
under insertions of edges (and vertices), where k-vertex-connectivity is defined as
follows. Let G be an undirected graph. Two nodes z 'and y are k-vertex-connected
(k ~ 1) if there exist k different vertex-disjoint paths between them. We present a
data structure with algorithms for maintaining the 3-vertex-connectivity relation of
a graph. The algorithms start from a graph of n nades and no edges in which edges
are inserted one by one, and where at any time for any two nodes, the query whether

6
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these nodes are 3-vertex-connected can be answered. The solution has a total running
time of O(n + ma(m, n)), where m is tbe number of edge insertions and queries. The
data structure allows for insertions of nodes also (in the same time bounds, taking n
as the final number of Dodes).

T. LENGAUER

Path Problems With General Cost Criteria

We consider single-source and all-pairs problems on directed graphs with edge la·
bels that come from general cost structures. We generalize the Ford method to cost
structures in which paths are compared on the :basis of a partial (instead of a total) or
dering. An anomatie study shows, that this. generalization applies to cost structures
that are left monotonie and fulfill a certain requirement related to negative cycles.
Then we extend the algorithmie framework to both nonmo.notonie co~t .struetures and
cast structures with irregular behavior w.r.t. cycles. The latter generalization can be
viewed as a generalization of the classical solution method for the algebraic path prob
lem on closed semirings: We show how to eliminate the need for the associativity of *
and the distributivity of * over + in the closed semiring. Our results provide structured
parameters of the eost structure that govern the efficiency of the path algorithms. We
give eflicient path algorithms for several example cast structures.

J. MATOUSEK

Ham-sandwfch cuts in 3 dimensions

For an n-point set A ~ E d and a hyperplane h we say that h bisects A if each of
the open halfspaees defined by h contains ~ i points. Given sets At, .. ". ,Ad E Ed (d
a small fixed integer) with n points in total, we seek a hyperplane h simultaneously
bisecting all the A/s. A linear-time algorithm for this problem in dimension 2 due to
Lo and Steiger is outlined, and its generalization to dimension 3 with time complexity
O(n 3

/
2 1og2 n) is sketched, with empasis on topological aspects.

E. MAYR

Spanning Trees in Weighted Graphs

Let Ao be the incidence matrix of an undireeted graph with weighted edges and let
Bo be the same matrix, with the ±i entries replaced by ±zw(e j

), where ei is the cor
responding edge and x an indeterminate. Then det( BlAo} is the generating function
for the number of spanning trees by weight. This yields several pseudopolynomial
algorithms for constructing a spanning tree of a gjven weight (if it exists), and a poly·
nomial algorithm for counting the number 'of minimum spanning trees. We also study
how one weight class of spanning trees ean be reached !rom another by performing
edge swaps. We show that from any MST some member of the i-th weight class 'can
be reached by doing at most i-I swaps.
(Joint work with C. G. Plaxton.)
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K.MEHLHORN

Dynamic Planar Point Location

We present a solution for the dynamie planar point Ioeation problem with query and
insertion time O(logn log log n), deletion time O«logn)2) and spaee O(n) .
.(Joint work with H. Baumgarten and H. Jung.)

F. M~YER AUF DER HEIDE

Fast, time-processor optimal shared memory simulations on complete net
works

We present a new randomized method for simulating a shared memory maehine, i.e.
a PRAM, on a distributed memory machine, i.e. a complete network. Previous meth- e
ods, based on a direet hashing strategy, have the drawback that, for simulating an n
processor PRAM on an n-proeessor network an expeeted delay of S(log(n)/ loglog(n»
is inherent, for time-pro.cessor optimal simulation even expected delay S(1og(n» is in-
herent (time-proeessor optimal means that time O(1og(n» is sufficient even to simulate
an n logen )-proeessor PRAM). Our new method yields the following results:

• An n-processor PRAM can be simulated with expeeted delay O(loglog(n»,

• An nlogIog(n) log·(n} PRAM ean be simulated with (time-proeessor optimal)
expected delay O(log logen) log· (n»

(Joint work with Richard Karp and Michael Luby.)

J. I. MUNRO

Deterministic Skip Lists

We develop a form of skip list that guarantees 8(lg n) search, insert and delete costs.
The basic notion is to insist that between any pair of elements above a gjven height
are a small number of elements of preeisely that height. To guarantee the desired
behaviour, we need only add the eonstraint that the physieal sizes of Dodes be expo
nentially inereasing, a feature ideally suited to a buddy system of memory alloeation.
The technique is eompetitive in terms of time and spaee with balaneed tree schemes,
and, we feel, inherently simpler when taken !rom first principles.
(Joint work with Thomas Papadakis.) e
Th.OTTMANN

U niquely represented dictionaries

The dietionary problem asks for a family of data structures to store the sets of items
and for algorithms to earry out the dictionary operations (search, insert, delete) effi
ciently. We eall a dictionary set-uniquely represented, if eaeh set of items is represented
by a unique data strueture. We eall a dietionary size-uniquely represented, if each set
of the same size is represented by the same structure. The unique representation prob
lem for dictionanes asks for efficient algorithms for maintaining a set- or size-unique
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representation of dictionaries. We present two families of struetures which lead to size
unique representations of dictionaries: The k-Ievel jump lists and the shared search
trees. The 3-level jump lists allow to earry out search, insert and delete operations
in O(n1/ 3 ) time in the worst case. We also state a generallower bound stating that .
for any unique representation of a set in a graph cif bounded outdegree, one of the
operations search or update must require a cost S1(n 1/3). These results shed some new
light on previously claimed lower bounds for unique binary search tree representations
of dictionaries.

M. H. OVERMARS

Hidden surCace Removal

An important algorithmic problem in Computer Graphics is the hidden surlace re
moval problem. Here we ask to compute the view of a scene in space as seen from a
particular viewpoint. Most solutions used in Computer Graphics are so-ealled image
space solutions, where for each pixel in the view image one computes the objec~ in the
scene that is visible at tbis pixel. Such techniques have efficient hardware implemen
tations. They are ihough liInited in their use. For example, they cannot be used very
well when displaying a three-dimensional scene on a laser printer. The resolution of
the laser printer tends to be too largeto compute for each pixel the visible object.
Hence, there is a need for so-called object-space solutions that compute a combina
torial representation of the visible scene. In tbis talk we review a number of recent
object space hidden surface removal techniques.

R. REISCHUK

The Complexity of Fault-Tolerant Decision Trees

An E-noisy Boolean decision tree is adecision tree with the property that each question
of a Boolean variable might be answered incorrectly. This happens independently with
probability f. Such a tree computes a function f : {O, l}n -+ {O, I} c5-r~liably if for all
inputs z the correct output f( z) is produced with probability at least 1 - 6. We show
that for 0 < f, c5 < l almost all n-input functions require E-noisy c5-reliable decision
trees of depth at least C~.6 n log n for a fixed constant C~;6 > o.
(Joint work with Bernd Schmeltz.)

u. RÖSLER

A limit theore,m ror 'Quicksort'

Let us consider an algorithm with enough randomisation within the algorithm. The
analysis of the run time X n may depend on the following structure: At level n we do
some operations and then call the algorithm again several times at same lower level,
the level may be random. In a first analysis using the above structure we obtain the
asymptotic behavior of the expectation EXn of X n . More refined is the question of
the derivation of Xn !rom EXn . In this talk we give a general method, examplified
by 'Quieksort', to derive the asymptotic distribution of Xn correct1y normalized. A

9



highlight is the statement 'Quieksort ' is reliable, i.e.

const(~)
Prob(Xn - EXn > EXn ) :5 --.>t-

n

for all ~ > 0 as a consequenee of the above.

D. SLEATOR

Link Grammars

A link grammer is a new (contextfree equivalent) formal grammatical system in which
it is convenient to encode natural language grammars. We have developed efficient
algorithms for link parsing, written a program for general link parsing, and written a •
link grammar for the English language. We are encouraged by the speed and breadth
of English phenomena captured by our system. (It currently can correctly parse most
NY Times sentences. )
(Joint work with Davy Temperley.)

M. SMID

AN O(n log n log log n) algorithm for the on-line closest pair problem

Let V be a set of n points in k-dimensional space. It is shown how the closest pair
in V can be maintained under insertions in O(log n log log n) amortized time, using
O(n) space. Distanees are measured in the Lt-metric, where 1 ~ t ::; 00. This
give~ an O(nlog nloglog n) time on-line algorithm for computing the closest pair.
The algorithm is based on Bentley's logarithmic method for decomposable searclung
problems. It uses a non-trivial extension of fractional eascading to k-dimensional
space. It is also shown how to extend the method to maintain the closest pair during
semi-online updates. Then, the update time becomes O((logn)2), even in the worst
case.
(Joint work with Christian Schwarz.)

G. STEIDL

Discrete Vandermone Transforms

Let w(z) be a weight function, Pn(z) E IIn (n = 0,1, ...) orthogonal polynomials withf: w(z )Pn ( z)Pm( X )dx = CnV mn and Xle (k = 0, ... , N -1) the zeros of PN( ZIe)' Then the
generalized Vandermonde-ma.trix A := (Pn(:t) )~k~O is almost orthogonal, i.e. A -1 =
D 1 ATD 2 with regular diagonal matrices D 1/ 2 • The corresponding transform a := Aa
(a E 'RN) is called discrete Vandermonde transform (DVT). The most important DVT
is the discrete eosine tra.nsform (DCT), which has found applications in digital signal
processing and numerical analysis. Using this polynomial approach a new numerically
stable O(Nlog N)-algorithm to perform the nCT was presented. It can be generallzed
to other DVT's also in multidimensonal case.

10
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E.UKKONEN

On approximate string matching in static texts

The problem of finding a1l approximate occurences p' of a pattern string P in a text
string T such that t~e edit distance between P and p' is at most k is considered.
We concentrate on a scheme in which T is first preprocessed to make the subsequent
searches with different P fast. It will be shown how the standard dynamic program
ming procedure for edit distances can be applied on T represented as a suffix tree or
suffix automaton. This leads to an algorithm with running time O(mq + n) and to
another one with running time O(mqlog q), where n is the length of T and m is the
length of P and 1.:5 q $ n is a parameter dependent on the problem instance. A
combination of these algorithms leads finally to a method with running time O(mn)
in the warst case and O(m) in the best case. . .

P. VAN EMDE BOAS

Associative Storage modification machines

During the last 17 years a large variety of machine models helonging to the so-called
second machine dass have heen proposed. These models are characterized by the
property that their deterIninistic and nondeterministic polynomial tinie classes coin
cide and are equal to the class PSPACE !rom the sequential world. These models
seem to embody the right combination of exponential growth power and uniformity.
Examples are the Vector Machines of Pratt and Stockmeyer, the MRAM of Hartmanis
and Simon, Goldschlagers SIMDAG, and our EDITRAM. .
What seems to be nonexistent in the literature is a clean parallel version of the storage
modification machine. Parallel versions proposed (going back to a model proposed by
Barzdin already around 1965!) are tao powerful; the nondeterministic version reco
gizes NEXPTIME in polynomial time, thus resembling an earlier machine model of·
Fortune and Wyllie.
We introduce the Associative Storage Modification Machine, which has the required
behavior of the second machine class; it is a sequential device which obtains its power
!rom the potential to traverse reverse edges in two key instructions !rom the standard
SMM-instruction code. In this way the model can generate and manipulate sets of
exponential size. The proof that the device is a true second machine class member is
fully classic: a direct hut contrieved P-time solution of QBF on an ASMM machine,
combined with a PSPACE simulation of a nondeterministic ASMM computation on
the basis of a recursive guess and verify strategy involving a computation trace.
(Joint work with J. Tromp.)

I. WEGENER

A solution· and an optimal algorithm for the knight's Hamiltonian path
problem on a chessboard

Is it possible for a knight to visit all squ~res of an n x n chessboard on an admissihle
path exact1y once? The answer is yes if and only if n ~ 5. For n ~ 5 optimal sequential

11



and parallel algorithms for the computation of a Hamiltonian path for the knight are
presented. A Hamiltonian path from a given source s. to a given terminal t exists for
n ~ 6 if and only if some easily testable color criterion is fulfilled. Hamiltonian circuits
exist if and if n ? 6 and n is even. .
(Joint work with A. Conrad, T. Hindrichs and H. Morsy.)

E. Welzl

Linear Programming and Related Problems

A simple randomized algorithm is presented that solves Linear Programs with n con
stra.ints and d variables in expected O(d2dn) time. The algorithm is described in an
abstract framework which makes it applicable to a large class of problems like smallest
enclosing balls (or ellipsoids) for n points in d-space, lugest ball (or ellipsoid) in a
convex polytope in d-space etc.

D. E. WILLARD

Fusion Trees for Sorting, Searching and other applications

We have devised an O( N log N / log log N) worst-case time sorting algorithm and an
O(1og N / log log N) procedure for balance-tree search, insert and delete operations.
These results are interesting because the Information Theoretic Lower Bound states
that any algorithm employing only companson operations will not run so quickly. Our
procedures improve upon the Information Theoretie Lower Bound by utilizing the addi
tional power of a computer's arithmetie and bitwise AND operations. These results are
interesting because we do not eheat by using words of excessive bit-length or make any
other unreasonable assumptions. Dur algorithm also provides even greater O(ylog N)
improvements when one either uses a randomized measure of time or slightly expands
the memory space beyond O(N). It also provides an 0(1) operation time for sets of
polylog(N) size, a result that leads to improved algorithms for many problems, includ
ing most notably a linear algorithm for constructing the minimum spa.t;lning tree.
(Joint work with M. Fredman.)

Berichterstatter: Michiel Smid
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 34/1991

7th European Young Statisticians Meeting

11.8. bis 17.8.1991

The conference was organized by' Gerold Alsmeyer (Kiel); 46 persons from 16 countries at

tended, 43 from Europe, 1 person fronl the United States and 1 person frolli Mexico. The

intention of the meeting was to provide young researchers in probability and statistics, perhaps

just started in, or about to enter postdoctoral positions an introduction to the' international

scene and to introduce their own work. Topics were expected to cover a broad range from

probability to statist~c~ and this was achieved.

There were 43 talks which covered the following topics: Parametrie and nonparametrie infer

ence (regression, bootstrapping,: empiricallikelihood, robustness), goodness'of fit, experimental

design, distribution theory, stochastic approximation, filtering, analysis of stochastic processes

in a general or al?plied context (ris~, queueing or branching models), simulated annealing,

stochastic geometry and stochastic differential equations.

The intimate atmosphere of the conference led to many interesting discussions which helped

not only to learn about other statistical and probablistic fields, but also, for instance, about

different educational systems and problems arising from them. The major intention of providing

a good "soil" for future contacts was fully accomplished.

e All participants were extremely satisfied with the inspiring atmosphere at the conference centre

and its perfect management. On behalf of all of them sincere thanks go to the staff of the centre

and especially to its head, Profe.ssor Barner, for"making this conference possible.

Abstracts

s. Aalto. An approximative jiltering algorithm for a doubly stochafJtic Poi8son proceSfJ.

Consider a Poisson counting process (Nt) \vith stochastic intensity function (At). In this

case the cowlting process is called doubly st.ochastic. Our aim is to const.ruet, a recursive~
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apprOXill1ative algorithn1 for calculating the posterior distribution of intensity based on the
". ~

observed jUIUp times of (lV",). In our construction we apply results given by Snyder( 1972).

Reference

D.L. Snyder (1972). Filtering and detection for doubly stochastic Poisson processes. IEEE

Trans. on Inf. Theory IT-18, 91-102.

M. Alex. Invariance principles in risk models under interest and inflation.

A very general risk theory model including macroeconomical interest and inflation is considered.

By using invariance principles for compound renewal processes an approximation with rates

for the probability of ultimate ruin in finite time by the distribution of the first exit tim~ of..

Bro\vnian motion through a one-sided curved boundary is presented. •

~. Alsmeyer. Renewal theory fOT a class of generalized random walks.

Black\vell's renewal theorem is discussed for a class of generalized random walks whose in

crements need neither be independent nor stationary. Their intrinsie property is that the

con~itional increment distribution functions are boutided from belo\v and above by integrable

distribution functions. We introduce certain drift cons-tants which then lead to bOUnds for

the renewal measure of the considered randorn w'alk. Under furt her regularity assurnptions,

notably minorazation conditions inspired by similar ones arising i~ the theory of Harris chains

and Markov random walks, Blackwell's rene\val theorem can be extended. The main ideas of

the proof which uses a coupling argument are also presented.

J .R. Artalejo. On M arkovian queues with returning customers and breakdowns of the servers.

Markovian retrial queues subject to interruptions of service are investigated. Different models

can be distinguished according to the behaviour of displaced customers. Sufficient conditions"

for ergodicity are eatblished. In the single-server case a complete analysis of the main operation

characteristics and some asymptotic properties are provided.

J .H. Badsberg. Exact conditional tests between any two decomposable mode18 in multidimen-

sional contingency tables by Monte Carlo methods. e
An introduction to the subclass graphical models of hierarchical log-linear models for multi

dimensional contingency tables is given as weH as a discussion of exact tests bet\veen any t\VO

decomposable models. Exact tests by Monte Carlo methods are implemented in the program

CoCo.

P. Bajorski. Intermediate efficiency.

Comparison of tests can be made locally by letting alternatives tend to the null hypothe

sis (Pitn1an efficiency), or non-Iocally \vhere an alternative is kept fixed (Cochran-Bahadur

efficiency). In t,he PitInan approach the significance level rCll1ains constant~ whereas in the

BahadlU" approach it tends to O. A.n intermediate approach \vas proposed by Kallenberg who

lets the alternative tend to the null hypothesis and silnultalleously the $ignificance level to 0,
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. though more slo\vly than in the Cochran-Bahadur approach: In this talk a silnilar COl1cept i~

introduced. However ~ our intermediate efficiel1cy and deficiency depend on the \vay of tellding

to\vards the null hypothesis. This is justified by certain linear and nlax-type tests of goodness

of fit.

M. Beibel. A generalization 0/ Varadhan's large deviation theorem to metries stronger than .

uniform metric.

We consider large deviations for c l / 2 W·, as c ~ 0, where W is st.andard Brownian motion. Let

q be a nondecreasing function on [0,1] which is EFKP upper class at the origin. We sho\v

that in the laxge deviation theorem due to Schilder and Vaxadhan the umform topology can

be replaced by the topology induced by the q-metric dq • This modifica:tion is motivated by an

application to boundary crossing probabilities.

A. Clerc·Berod. Robust in/erenceo/ a regression parameter.

We present bioptimal-estimation of a regression parameter. Bioptimal estimators are convex

combinations of Pitman estiIDa~ors~ and are optimally robust for a confrontation contaiIl.ing

two shapes. Since they define the lower bound of the possible behaviours they are an essential

ingredient for the comparison of existing robust methods. Simulation results are presented. The

idea of compromising two shapes can also be used to construct bioptimal interval estimators.

M. Bojkova. Asymptotic behaviour 0/ non-critical Bellman-Harris branching processes with

state-dependent immigration.

Non-critical Bellman-Haxris branching processes with state-dependent inunigration are investi

gated. The asymptotic behaviour of the first two factorial moments is obtained and two types

of limit theorems are also proved. In the subcritical case the existence of a stationary limit

distribution is established. In the supercritical case we find a necessary and sufficient condition

for convergence in distribution of the process to a non-degenerated random variable.

U. Boldt. Elliptically contQured measures 0/ k-dimensional orthant~.

Let [ be the class of ·k-dimensional elliptically contoured distribtutions and [0 E [. We show

that for a random variable Y with distribution [0(0"~)one can calculate 4-(A, &0) = P(Y E A)

for several k-dimensional sets _4 like simplices or orthants and special correlation matrices ~

by using a representation formula for spherically distributed random variables.

R. B uckdahn. Skorohod stochastic differential equations.

We show existence and uniqueness of the linear stochastic differential equation with Skorohod

integral, given by

XI = G + 1/a.X. dW. + 1/b.X. ds.

Here G is an integrable function of the \vhole path of the driving Bro,vnian motion (vVt)~

(a s ) E L 2 ([O, 1]) and (bs ) are essentially bounded and allticipative. A revie\\1 on Illore general

results is also given.
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A. Butov. Consistent procedures for estimation 0/ the parameters 0/ multidimensional randoir~

environment by observation 0/ random walk.

Vector processes of birth and death in randonl environment of functional type are discussed.

Along with the limit theorem for the nonnalized process the inverse problem is solved: to

determine the consistent estimates of the parameters of the random envirorunent by observation

of the random walk.

A.J. Cabo. On functionals 0/ the convex hull 0/ a uniform sampie.

In 1988, Groeneboom derived a centrallimit theorem for the number of vertices of the convex

hull of a unif<?rm sampie !rom the interior of a convex polygon. This is done by approximating

the process of vertices of the convex hull by the process of extreme points of a Poisson poize

process and by eonsidering the latter process of extreme points as a Markov process (for

a particular parametrization). We show that this method can also be used to derive limit

theorems for the area and the boundary length of the convex huH. This extends re~ults of

Renyi and Sulanke(1963) and shows that the boundary length and the area have a strikingly

different probabilistic behaviour. [This is joint work with P. Groeneboom, Delft University of

Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.]

References

Groeneboom, P. (1988). Limit theorems for convex hulls.· Probab. Th. Rel. Fields 79,' 327

368.

Renyi, A. and Sulanke, R. (1963). Über die konvexe Hülle von n zufaIlig gewählten Punkten.

Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie verw. Geb. 2, 75-84.

R. Cao-Abad. A bootstrap bandwidth selector in nonparametric denlJity estimation.

A method for bootstr8:pp~ng the mean integrated square error in nonparametrie density esti

mation is presented. As a consequenee, a smoothed bootstrap bandwidth selector is defined

and a rate of convergence result as weH as a lilIut distribution are derived for it.

M. Casalis. The Wi.'Jhart familie8 on 8ymmetric cone8. e
The Wishart families on symmetrie eones are introduced with the formalism of Jordan algebras

which allow to study five canonical cases in a uIiified way. The families are the only ones (\vith

their opposite) to be invariant under the group of autoolorphisms which preserve the cone and

they are also characterized by a homogeneous quadratic variance function.

B. Fernandez. Hydrdynamic and fiuctuation limits 0/ a branching particle system with

changes 0/ mass.

Branching diffusions are models of particle systems which evolve in space by random migration

and branching. "-;e consider a "branching lUass" nlodel where each particle has its o\vn mass.

When a part.icle branches the mass of each of its offspring is proportional to the mass of its

parent and further depends on the number of offspring produced. "VVe present laws of large
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nUlllbers and ßuctuation limits under different rescalings. The ßuctuatiolllilluts are lvlarkoviall

generalized Gaussian Orbstein-Uhlenbeck processes.

J. L6pez-Fidalgo. Simplex algorithm for optimal experimental design.

An easy algorithm for the calculation of the optimal design for any given optimality criterion is

presented. This algorithm should be used when the situation of optimal design is approximately

known. In fact, it will then be obtained as a linear combination of several designs chosen

beforehand.

J. van Horebeek. Study of a parallel stocha.stic optimazation method.

In this presentation a new parallel stochastic optimization is introduced. Compared to the

Boltzman machine it possesses a higher level of parallelization. We derive a set of functions

that can be maximized and present simulation results.

D. Jakimavicius. Large deviation.s for .sums of dependent random variables.

Zones of large deviations for sums of dependent random variables ~j can be connected with

a number 1 by Icumk(E~l~j)1 ~ (k!)'"Y ß~. Cumulants are expressed in tenns of centered

.moments. This is a new possibility and can be achieved by asymmetrie group technique

(instead of using partitions).

u .. Kamps. Identitie.s for the diJJerencc of moments of succes.sive order .stati.stics and record

values.

A general identity for the difference of moments of successive order statistics is given which

is valid in a class of probability distributions including Weibull, power function, Pareto, Burr

XII, and logistic distributions. An analogons result is stated for moments of k-th record values.

J. Knif. Parameter variability in time series regression.

Both simple tests based on recursive residuals and tests against the alternative of random

coefficients are presented. Comparisons are made on the basis of an application to the single

factor market model using data from the Helsinki stock excl1ange.

B.P. Kovachev. Almost linear regression models: Geometrical interpretation and asymptotic

propertie.s.

A class of nonlinear regression models named "almost-linear" is introduced. Its characterization

is the reduction of the sampie space. In that sense its statistical properties correspond to those

of curved exponential families. An accelerated double-step least squares estimator is proposed.

Consistency, first, second and third order efficiency of the estimators are discussed from a

geometrical point of view. Asymptotic information losses due to the nonlinearity of the model

are calculated in correspondence with its geometrical structure.
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E. Kreutzberger. Bootstrapping polyno1nial regression.

The aim is to estimate the unkno\vn order Q of a polynomial. As the measure of an approx

itnation~ the Final Prediction Error, cannot be calculated exactly, a bootstrap equivalent is.

examined and shown to converge unifonllly in the approximation order.

J. Krob. The Shannon capacity. of a statistical experiment and its asymptotic behaviour.

Let E be an experiment with finite parameter B. \i\Tith the help of the Kullback-Leibler dis

tance the average amount of information provided by the experiment can be defined. The

Shannon capacity is the maximum average amount of infonnation. The sequence of capacities

of replicated experilnents [k converges at an exponential rate to 10gB.

D.P. Kroese. Point processes and stochastic integration in a cyclic server model.

'Ve consider a cyclic server queueing model in \vhich we are interested in the positions of

the waiting customers. The model is analyzed by means of point and regenerative processes

combined with SOUle stochastic integration theory.

I. Mahi. Stochastic approximation with delayed observations.

The Robbins-11onro stoehastic approximation procedure provides an estimate for the zero of

a regression funetion which is observable at any argument x and any time point nEIN with

an experimental error. The case of delayed observations is investigated where approximation

is allocated to k ~ 1 parallel processes. Asymptotic properties for collaborating and n~n

collaborating systems are presented.

P. Marzec. Testing the equality in dispersion 01 two distributions.

We consider the problem of testing that t\VO distributions are identical except for an unknown

location parameter against the alternative that one is less dispersed than the other. Tests are

proposed and sho\vn to be asymptotically distribution free and cOl1sistent. The asymptotic

relative efficiency with respect to several other tests for a number of specifie alternatives as

well as asymptotic results for some test statistics based upon spacings are also given.

L. Mattner. Completeness of location families, translated moments, and uniqueness 0_
charges.

A sufficient conditioll for statistical c0111pleteness of IDeation families generated by a probability

density in Euclidean space is given. As an application~eompletelless of families gellerated by a

symmetrie stahle law is proved. Dur criterion, eomplementiug a classical result of vViener and

recent work of Isenbeck and Rüschendorf, is in tenns of regularity of the generating densitJr

and zerofreeness of its eharacteristic function. Hs proof relies upon a Ioeal version of the

eODvolution theorem for Fourier transfonns of teulpered distributions. A. more general version

of the eriterion is applieable to apparently different problems as is illustrated by giving a

simultaneous proof of a theorem of translated filoments by P. Hall and a uniqueness result of

lvI. Riesz in potential theory.
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H. Monod. Factorial neighbour-balanced designs.

A Inethod of construction of partially neighbour-balanced designs is presented ,vhen the treat

ments are the combinations of levels of t,vo-Ievel factors. These designs are sho,vn to be

universally optimal under the assumption of additive neighbour effects from each factor. The

randomization properties are discussed.

W.G. Müller. Optimal de/3ign for moving loeal regre/3sion/3.

The so-called moving loeal regres/3ion is described, a special nonparametric statistical tool.

Its incorporation into the design framework is given including the derivation of the necessary

formulae. Some geometrical examples illuminate the interrelations of the basic ingredients of

the method. Additionally results from a practical study, the optimal design of an air-monitoring

network, are presented.

M. Neumann. A completely data-driven kernel e3timator of the varnince.

In a nonparametrie regression model we construct a kernel estimator of the variance function

which is based on a kernel estimator of the mean. We select the bandwidths by cross-validation

and prove that the integrated mean square error of this estimator attains the optimum uniform

convergence rate in Sobolev classes. Further, we show that cross-validation is efficient as a
selection rule.

A.B. Owen. Emprical likelihood for linear model/3.

The method of empirical likelihood is introduced and then extended to cover the linear re

gression model. Versions are presented for both, fixed and random regressors. In both c~es

there is no need to assume a parametric error distribution or even constant error variance. The

method is applied to model the mean and variance of some cancer incidence data as a function

of population size.

M. Peckova. Change point problem in a simple regression model.

Let Xl, ... , X n be independent random variables observed at time points t] < ... < t n , and

let Xi have the continuous distribution function F(x - c/Jd, i = 1, ... ,n, where Cl, ... ,Cn are

known regression constants and BI, ... ,On are unknown parameters. In this model we want to

test Ho : 81 = ... =:: On against H] : theta] = ... = 6m :f:. Bm+1 = ... = 6n. One of the approaches

to this problenl is a test based on lllaximum likelihood ratio. The test statistic obtained for

the case of nonnal observations Xi can be extended to the general case, but it is necessary to

use some robust procedure. The work is concentrated on procedures related to M-estimators.

'\Te provide some possibilities of how to find the critical regions. Thc procedures have been

examined in a simulation study.

I. Pigeot-Kübler. Asymptotically effic·ient relative risk e/3timators in the pre3ence of con

founding.

In epidemiological studies it is of interest to estimate the common odds ratio. This can be

interpreted as the relative risk of developing a certain disease when a person is exposed to
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SOine risk fac-tor. Here a ne\v and simple principle of construc.ting noniterative odds ratio

estimators is presented. The estimators are sho\vn to be consistent, asymptotically normal and '

asymptotically efficient.

G.O. Roberts. An asymptotic relation between information measure.s for stochastic processes.

'Ve derive an asymptotic relation between Shannon information and Fisher's information for

obsercations of a possibly time-inhomogeneous diffusion process. In the statistical context of

i.i.d. observations, a result of this type \vas proved by Ibragimov and H'asminski using the Le

Cam-Ibragimov Z -process. Here we extend their result using similar techniques.

J. ROffia. Bootstrapping k-means.

·We present results showing that the bootstrap works in probability for the k-means algorithue

in clustering analysis under the same conditions as in Pollard:s(1982) centrallimit theorem for

k-means.

Reference

Pollaxd, D. (1982). A centrallimit theorem for k-means clustering. Ann. Statist. 10, 919-926.

H. Schmidli. Insurance risk models in an economic environment: an application 0/ martingale

theory.

Let X t be the cash-flow process of an insurance company which is allowed to borrow money

and gets interest for capital above a certain "liquid reserve" level. Under the assumption of

Poissonian claim times and i.i.d. claim sizes independent of the claim times we construct

martingales using the theory of piecewise deterministic :L\1arkov processes. Ruin probabilities

and a Lundberg exponent are computed without assuming a net profit condition.

J .. Schumacher. Asymptotic properties of XS -divergence stati.stics.

We investigate the class of XS -divergence statistics applied to the problem of multinomial

goodness of fit. Considering higher order Iocal alternatives we obtain asymptotic formulae for

the error probabilities. The results lead to approximations of the critical values for the tests

given an almost arbitrary rate of convergence to 0 of the error probabilities.

D. Wauters. Simulataneous two·parameter tests for the gamma Jamily.

The two-parameter gamma fam.ily is considered as a statisticallnanifold, equiped with the

Burbea-rao -y-entropy metric. The -y-entropy metric tensor g{ I) is obtained in tenns of gamma,

digamma and trigamma functions. For a siluple null hypothesis (00, ßo) the g{ILLMMPU-test,

the LR-test and the score test are constructed. The acceptance region of the g("Y)-LMMPU-test

is an ellipse in the sufficient statistics (S, P) = (..:t ~ In(II7=1 ..\ i)l In) a.nd is investigated for d@

pendence on,. The infonnation LMMPU-. the LR- and the score test ,vhich are asymptotically

equivalent are nunlerically compared as to power for a small sampie experiment.
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i M. Weber. A class 0/ infinitesimal generators and time reveTsal fOT the associated class 0/
one-dimensional Markov process es .

.A. class of infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous nonnegative contraction semigroups

is introduced. They contain a diffusion and ~ integral term \vhich govern possible jumps of

the generated process. This process is constructed and time reversal considered. :l\1ore general

generators with a singularity in the integral term are approximated.

H.J. Witte. Some optimality result3 fOT Poisson point pTocess approximations.

Let ~ = EJ=l ~j be a Poisson-Bernoulli point p~ocess \vhere (~)l::;i::;n is a sequence of inde

pendent Bemoulli point processes. Sharp upper and lo\ver bounds are derived for the approx

imation of ~ by a Poisson point proces's TJ w.r.t. total variation distance d(~,1J)' Especially, we

consider the question of optimal choice of the approximating point process 7].

V. Zayats. Estimation of the correlation function and its derivatives over the whole parametrie

set.

The most natur~ approach to the estimation of functional chaxacteristics of stationary pr<r

cesses and homogeneous fields consists in studying the properties of estimators of the said

functions in certain spaces of functions defined on-the whole parametrie sets of these functions.

This approach permits to obtain "global" approximations for the considered functions. The

correlation function estimator over the whole parametrie set will be our main subject of the

talk. We shall concentrate 9n limit theorems for this estimator, both after one sampie as weH as

in a senes scheme after many sampIes. Also different problems arising upon these studies will

be broached such as equivalent forms of the CLT for triangular arrays of Hilbert-space-valued

random variables, comparison theorems and upper functions for Gaussian random processes,

etc.

J. Zezula. Covariance components estimation in the growth C~TVe model. .

We give a short introduction into the growth curve (multivariate regression) model with

"Kronecker-structured" covariance matrix. Several explicit formulae for the optimal estimators

of unknown covariance components under different conditions are presented and their use for

first order parameter estimators is discussed.

Berichterstatter: Gerold Alsmeyer
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Tag u n g s b e reh t 35/1991

The Navier-Stokes Equatiorys: Theory and Numerical Methods

18.8. - 24.8.1991

The' confere~ce was organized by J.G. Heywood (Vancouver) '. K. Masuda (Tokyo),
R. Rautmann (Paderborn), and V. A. So1onni kov (St. - Petersb.urg) .

New results were presented by 41 lecturers in the o following important fields
of recent research:

- free boundary problems,

problems in unbounded domains,

numerical methods

(includi~g domain decomposition, and splitting and product formtilas),

- outflow boundary conditicns

- statistical methods, and

- general qualitative theory.

Representatives from the engineering community also participated in our conference;

the participants came from 11 countries ..
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Abstracts

L.K. ANTANOVSKI

Application of the analytic funtlon theory to the plane free-boundary·creeping flows

Plane quasisteady free-boundary flows of a capillary incompressible viscous liquid

are considered. The mathematical problem is decomposed into an auxiliary elliptic

problem for the Stokes system in a fixed flow domain, whose solving leads to the

Cauchy problem for the free boundary with nonlocal "normal v.elocity" operator~ _

Using the bianalytic stress-stream function, the auxiliary problem is reduced to t~

Fredholm boundary integral equation. As an illustration, the flow of an isolated bulk

of fluid, the flow in a plane capillar, and the flow in an annular layer are investigated.

K. ASANO

Fluid dynamical limit of the Boltzmann eguation

We consider the Boltzmann equation

af + c n f =1 Q[f f] 0 () 3 R3at ~. vXE' , t > , x, ~ E R x ,

wi th the mean free path E E (0, 1]. We observe that i t has spec i al farni 1i es of

solutions· providing a solution of the compressible/incompressible Euler/ Navier

Stokes equation as the singular limit as E tends to O. If we deal with the solution

such as
f = 9(E,E;) + g(E,~)1/2u(E,Et,x,E;),

g(E,t;;} = (21TE 2 ä) _2/3 e-1E;12/(2E28) ,

then IIthe fluid dynamical part ll of f(E,t/E,X,fJ tends to the solution of the

compressible Navier-Stokes equation with the initial data defined by that for f.

The uniform existence theorem is also proved for EE (0,1], if the initial data

satisfies same appropriate conditions.

J.T. BEALE

The approximation of the Navier-Stokes eguations by fractional time steps

We consider the approximation by partial time steps of a smooth solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain in two or three space dimensions with

zero velocity on the boundary. For small k > 0 we alternate the solution for time

k of the inviscid Euler equations, w;th normal velocity zero on the boundary, and
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. t~e solution of the linear Stokes equations for time k, imposing zero velocity

on the boundary. In joint work with Claude Greengard, we have shown that the

approximation remains bounded in W2 ,P and is accurate to order k in LP for 1 < P < ~

as 10ng as the solution of the N.S.E. remains smooth. It seems necessary to work

with low norms because of the inconsistency during the Stokes step between the'

initial state, which has tangential velocity generated during the Euler step, and

the zero boundary condition.

H. BEIRÄO DA VEIGA

~h; Hadamard's classical well-posedness in the mathematical theory of ~ompressible
inviscid fluids

We consider the nonlinear hyperbolic system of equations describing the motion of

a compressible inviseid fluid in a domain n c ~3. Rough1y speaking, if the initial

data U belongs to Hk = Hk(n), k ~ 3, and if the necessary compatibility con~itionso .
hold, then there is a (unique) solution UeC([o,T];Hk) of our system, for some

T > o. T-depends, decreasingly, ~n the Hk - nbrm of U·. Dur aim is to p~o~e th~t

(with obvious notations)if Un
.-+ U in Hk then un

-+ uOin C([o,T];Hk), i.~e. to prove
. 0 0 '-

the strong well-posedness of our problem. It is worth noting that,convergence9f

Un to U in C([o,TJ;H1j, 1< k, trivialy proved, is notv~r~ meaningfull. Onthe
contrary, strong we ll-posedne.ss, a bas i c (and ex'pected) resu 1t i s st.i 11 an, open .

problem in the general theory of hyperbolie equations .. We pr9Pose a method for prov;ng

this main property and apply it to the above significant.problem.

W. BORCHERS

uni ueness and as m toties of stead 'ets

e eonsider the 3-D flow through an aperture in a plane either with prescribed flux

or press ure drop condition. We discuss the existence and uniqueness of solutions for

smal1 data in weighted spaees and derive their complete asymptotic behaviour at in

finity. Moreover, we show that each solution with bounded Dirichlet integral which

has a certain weak additional decay, behaves like O(r-2) as r = lxi ~ 00 and admits

a wide jet region. These investigations are based on the solvability properties of

the linear Stokes system in a half space ~~ . To investigate the Stokes problem

in ~~ , we apply the Mellin transform technic and reduce the Stokes problem to the

determination of the spectrum of the corresponding invariant Stokes-Beltrami operator

on the hemisphere.
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K. BÜHLER

Solution behaviour of the Navier-Stokes equations, stability of basic flows, non
uniqueness and bifurcations of supercritical solutions, numerical simulation and
experimental realization.

The flow between two concentric rotating spheres is investigated both theoretically

and experimentally. The closed flow problem is extended into an open one, so that
the flow depends on the rotation of the spherical boundaries and on throughflow

in meridional direction. A initial value code, based on a finite differenee method,

is developed. The numerieal simulation of the bifureation proeess and the non-unique

behaviour of the supercritical solutions will be presented. Steady an~ time-depen~
solutions are obtafned. The nu~erical solutions are eonfirmed by the experimental

results. The importance of the supercritical solutions for the laminar-turbulent

transition will be demonstrated.

H. CHANG

Existence and unigueness of the.steady Navier-Stokes eguations in unbounded domain

The classical existence theorem for the steady Navier-Stokes equations, based on a

bound for the ·solutionls Oirichlet norm, provides little qualitative information

about the solution. In particular, if the domain is unbounded, it is not evident

that the solution will be unique when the data is small. Inspired by work of Finn

for flow past an obstacle, we give a potential theoretic construction of the

solution in a half space modeling such phenomena as a jet emanating from a wall.

The solution which is obtained decays like r-1 at infinity and has

a bounded Oirichlet norm. Uniqueness is proven in the class of such solution for

small data. I am trying to solve the related problem for flow through an aperture

in a wall, as proposed by Heywood, by using the methods of Finn and Babenko.

Hopefully, I will have this result by the time of the meeting. ~

R. FARWIG

The exterior Navier-Stokes problem of viscous flow past a body

We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations of a viscous incompressible

fluid in an exterior domain of R3. The velocity is assumed to approximate a

constant nonvanishing vector at infinity in a generalized sense. Linearizing

the Navier-Stokes equations we are led to the Oseen equations which we study

in weighted'Sobolev spaces. The weights are anisotropie and reflect the decay

properties of the fundamental solution. The main tools are hydrodyna~ic potentials,
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estimates of singular and weakly singular integral operators in anisotropically

weighted spaces and a variational approach to a related elliptic equation in exterior

, domains. Proving embedding theorems in anisotropically weighted Sobolev spaces we

construct a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for sufficiently small data
by Banach's fixed point theorem.

M. FEISTAUER

Compactness of solutions of compressible viscous flows

•
- In the pap~r'joint results by V. Sverak, J. Necas and M. Feistauer on weak limits

of solutions-of equations describing nonstationary viscous compressible flows are

presented. "From the continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equations and energy equation

we derive estimates of solu~ions, provided they are suffic~ently regular. These

'estimates y;eld a weak convergence of a sequence of solutions to some limit field .

. However ~ .the system of a compress i b1e vi scous flow does not provi de a suff; ci ent

con~rol allowing the "limit process in the equations. This is possible under some

additional assumptions on the boundedness of the density, temperature"and velocity

and assumption concern;ng cavitation.

T.M. fISCHER

On the nonlinear development of disturbances in two and three-dimensional boundary
layer flows

A weakly nonlinear model, which describes saturation states of certain so-called

primary disturbances in two.and three-dimensional boundary-layer flows, is presented.

-The disturbances being considered deve)op from a linear instability of the basic flow

•
t~ a nonlinear saturation state (which, in general, becomes unstable against another

type of disturbanees). Th~ analysis is based on an asymptotic theory of periodic .

solutions of the 'Nav;er-Stokes equations an~ results in a Landau-type.equation, which

is coupled with an' inhomogeneous heat equation. The saturation amplitude (of the

leading part) of the disturbance as well as the nonlinear distortion of the mean flow

are obtained. The theoretical investigations are supplemented by numerical results

for the two cases: a) Tollmien-Schlichting waves in Blasius flow .and b) stationary

crossflow vortices in a Falkner-Skan-Cooke flow. These results are compared with

these which have been obtained by other authors by using full nonlinear (numerical)

metheds.
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A.V. FURSIKOV

The problem of e10sing of the ehain of the moment equations in the ease of large
Reyno1ds numbers

The moments of a statistieal solution of the Navier-Stokes equations satisfy a

system of differential equations ealled a Friedman-Keller system. The equat{on for the

k-th moment Mk eontains the term with k+l-th moment Mk+1 beeause of the nonlin~arity

of the Navier-Stokesequations. Tnerefore.the system of Friedman-Keller is unelosed;

i '~.' i s ; nf i n.i te. The elos i ng .:prob1em of the Cauehy prob lern f or the Fr ied~~n-K_er
ehain cf equations eonsists in the follow;ng: It is necessary to construct·the ~

sequenee of such prob1ems AN' about N unknown funeti ons· MN = {M~, ••• ,M~} that thei r

solutions written in the form MN ~ {M~, •. ,M~,O,O, ... } approximate the solution'

M= {M1, .. ,Mk, .. } of the Cauehy problem for the Friedman-Keller ehain of equations.

This problem was solved more than·l0 years aga in·the ease of small Reynolds numbers.

The .closing problem in the case of large Reynolds number has been solved now~

.Thi-s subjeet is offered to discussion.

G.P. GALDI

Existence, uniqueness and LQ estimates for the Oseen problem in exterior domaihs
with applications

In thi"s paper we consider the O'seen problem in a'n exterior 'domain n' c Rn, n i?::_ 2,

and provi'de, for t~e corresponding solutions, existence,uniqueness and estimates

in Lebesgue spaces. Using a loealization procedure, it ;s enough to show the.result
in the who1e of R,n and in a bounded doma in. For. t'h i s purpuse, we i ook' for so1ut ions ; n

~n by Fourier transform and, in order to obtain the estimates, we use L;zorkin's

theorem on mu lt i pli ers. One of the ma in consequences of thi s approach i s that. e·
n = 2, we obtain anisotropie Lq bounds for each eomponent of the veloeity field.

The results obtained are then applied to the 'study of the properti~s of solutions

to the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domalns with non-zero veloeity

at infinity. In particular we show that, under very general eonditions on the body

force, any sueh a solution with a finite Dirichlet integral satisfies the energy

equation and, furthermore, it is unique for small data.
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v. GIRAULT (joint work with J. Giro{re and A. Sequeira)

A stream function-vorticity mixed variational formulation for the two or three
dimensional exterior Stokes problem

Let 0 be a bounded s;mply-connected domain of ~2 or ~3 with a Lipschitz-continuous

boundary rand let 0
1 denote the exterior of Ö. By setting the Stokes problem:

~

- v6U + vp = f ,
~

div u o in 0'
~ ~

u = 0 on r,

in adequate weighted Sobolev spaces, we derive a mixed variational formulation for

~this problem in 0
1 in terms of the stream function ; and vorticity ~ of the velocity.

~In two dimensions, the variational problem that we derive reads: for adequate spaces
X and M, find win Mand w in X such that ~

V<peM, - V(6w,$) = (f, curl. 41),

Va e X, (w,8) + (.p ,68) = o.

Assuming that the right-hand side f is in Ll (O')2 and has a proper aecay at infinity.

we establish that this variational formulation is always equivalent to the Stokes

problem, that it is well-posed and in particular that it satisfies the Babuska

Brezzi inf-sup condition. Although the underlying id~as ?re ·the same in two and

three dimensions, the two cases are treat~d separately, n~t only b~~ause the

weights at infinity are different but also becaus~ the stream function$ have a
different structure.

P.M. GRESHO

On outflow boundary conditions for incompressible flow

The highly relevant but little understood and rarely adressed by mathematicianse ssue of i ncompress i b1e f1 ow that "exits" from a bounded but necessaril y truncated

domain in which Dirichlet boundary conditions are not useful is considered. Thus,

the problem of mathematica)ly permissible and (yet) computationally useful outflow

boundary conditions (OBCs) is adressed. The importance and, perhaps, the necessity,

of coupling the pressure with the normal derivative of the normal velocity in the OBC
i s di scussed. The i dea of udi v-grad symmetry ui s i ntroduced wi th ~espect to th~

potential for generating ill-posed problems- same of which seem to have already been

done by naive practitioners; i.e.the situation seems to exist that same numerical

techniques that generate"nice"results on typical meshes seem to lead to ill-posed

PDE problems as h ~ o. A plea is made for mathematicians to adress (finally) these
important/practical boundary conditions and related issues.
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M. GROBBELAAR (joint work with N.Sauer)

Lebesgue space solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations with dynamic boundary
conditions

Consider a bounded three-dimensional container with interior n!and boundary an!

filled with a v;scous incompressible fluid, into which a three-dimensional rigid

body with interior n2 and boun~ary E is immersed. Suppose the rigid body rotates

with unknown angular velocity w about an axis of symmetry. The mathematical model
for this problem is the system

av - 'i/ O(v) + 'i/p = - (v. v) v in (0, T), 0)\ cl (n2)at n ~ n •v' v = 0 in n x (0, T), (Pr 1)

d - J (o·n Ax)ds + f p(n Ax)ds 0 (o,T) ,dt [Jw(t)] on E x
E E

v = w(t) AX on E,

v = 0 on an1 ,. ,
v(x,o} Vo(x);w(o)= w . !

0

l~ ~nis paper we consider-lPr 1) in the spaces Lr ,3(O), (3 < r < ~) and prove
. ~

the existente of a unique solution, local in time, without imposing any restricting

condittons on t~e"i~itial states.Our main taols are the abstract theories of
B-evolutions and fractional powers of a closed pair of operators.

G.GRUBB

A pseudodifferential treatment of Navier-Stokes problems in time-space anisotr9pic
Lp Sobolev spaces.

••In a joint work with V.A. Solonnikov (Zapiski Sem. L.O.M.I. 1987 and 1989, J.Dlff.

Equ. 1990, + article to appear in Math. Scand.) we have shown how the various

initial-boundary value p~oblems for th~ Stokes and Navi~r-Stokes equations can be

reduced to pseudodifferential parabolic problems where the methods from the book

(G.G.: II Functional calculus of pseudo-differential boundary problemslI, Birkhäuser

1986) could be applied , giving solutions in w~+2, ~ + 1 spaces. The present talk
presents a generalization to w~+2,~ + 1 spaces "(I < p < ~) for s > - !/pl (with

s + 3 ~ (n + 2)/p in the nonlinear case), based on an extension of the background

pseudodifferential theory developed in a joint work with N.J. Kokholm. In particular,

we describe in full detail the (necessary and sufficient) compatibility conditions

for the data at the boundary at time t = O.
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F.K. HEBEKER

On missing boundary conditions with unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes flows

We investigate an unsteady viscous flow problem where Il goodfl boundary conditions

are available on part of the boundary only. This problem appears when the flow

phenomena one is interested in are concentrated on part of the flow region and,

for reasons of computational economy, are numerically computed in this- subregion

only. Assuming that outside of the subregion the flow is not subjected to any

acceleration forces, we develop an (abst~act) combin~d finite element/boundary

element scheme to approximately compute the flow. This scheme leads to a proof

of existence of a weak solution of the co~responding Navier Stokes problem as well.

A. INOUE

IIFunctional Derivative Equations" (including the Hopf equations) and "Analysis on
superspace over ~-dimensional Fr~chet-Grassmann algebra"4

I want to construct a functional Z(~) which satisfies the following Functional
Derivative Equations:

a öZ(n) = i
ät ..ön, (x, t) "

_ 2
T*( <5 zen) ~. 11 ~k)]l + "A öZ(n) + "fl( t)Z()

Ö ( t) r ( t) vU r n 1(x, t).~ 1 x, Tl,; nj x, uTlk x, öxJ öx 0'1

*Z(o) = 1 &Z(yon) = Wd(n).

Here, g(x), f'(x,t) ~ and W('1) are Qiven and Tl = n.(x,t)dx-i E C~ «o,~); ~1 (M))
- ÖX 0 J 0 0

with (M,g) is a Riemannian manifold and ~l(M) is the space of divergence free
o

I-forms with compact suppori.

e-
1 a -
~ oxj ( vl'g(x) Q. '.'
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H.KOZONO

Large time behaviour in Lr for the Navier-Stokes Navier-S~okes flow in unbou~ded
domains

Let n c ~n (n = 2,3,4) be an unbounded domain. Consider the nonstationary
Navier-Stokes equations:

o in n, t > 0,
(N-S)

{ atu ~_6U + u . Vu + vp = 0, d1v u

ulan - 0, ult=o a.

Let n = 2. Then we shall construct a global strong solution u of (N-S) for

a e L~ with atueC ((o,~); D(A
ll
)), 0 < II < i, where A is the" Stokes operator e

2 . 2" - 2. in Lo ' As a consequence'we shall see that aij u, atu, atajUE L (i,j=1,2) for t > o.

Corresponding results for n = 3,4 with ae L2 will be shown in the class of turbulent
o

solutions after some definite time. In both cases we shall show the explicit decay
rate of Uu(t)U r (2 S r S 00) and uvu(t)u

q
(2 s q S n) as t ~ 00.

t "

D. KRÖNER

Convergence of upwind finite volume schemes for scalar conservation laws

The convergence of numerical solutions of scalar conservation laws in 2-D for the

fractional step method was proved by Crandall and Majda (1980) in .the context of

SV-spaces. In 1986 Rauch has shown that you cannot generalize this proof to systems

of conservation laws. Since if there would be some BV-estimate for systems, then ~
the Jacobians have to commute. But this ;s not true for the most interesting syste~

the Euler equations of gas dynamics. Therefore one has to think about different

convergence proofs which avoid BV-estimates. Johnson and Szepessy (1989) have used

the concept of measure valued solutions of Diperna (1985) for pro~ing convergence

of finite element solutions. Later on Coquel and LeFloch generalized this to fractional
step methods of higher order. Together with Cockburn and Shu (1990) they apply this

also to finite volume schemes, satisfying some convexity conditions. In this context

I have shown that the basic estimate, which ;s used in the proof, also holds for the
Engquist-Osher typ schemes without any convexity conditions.
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I.SH.MOGILEVSKIJ

The solvability of one free boundary problem for the Navier-Stokes equations
in Hölder spaces of functions

The problem of the motion of an isolated liquid mass bounded by a free ~urface

is considered. External forces and the force of the surface tension are taken

into account. A bounded domain of the liquid for every moment, the vector

field of velocities and a scalar pressure satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations
are found. The form of the surface and the velocity are given at the initial

moment. The unique solvability of the problem ~nder considerationis proved fci~

sufficiently small time interval in the Hölder spjces of functions. Th~ solution

of the nonlinear initial-boundary value problem is constructed as a limit of the

sequence of solutions of linearized problems. The proof of the unique solvability

and estimate"s of solutions of linear 'problems are based on J". ·Schauderls·method:

K.PILECKAS

Noncompact free boundary problems for the Navier-Stokes system

The steady plane flow of a v;scous incompress;ble heavy fluid moving under gravity

down an inclined perturbed plane ;5 considered. T~e corresponding nontompact free
boundary problem for the Navier~Stokes system is solved by the method of successive

approximations. On ev~ry step of the successiveapproximations a new lineafization

wich does not belong to the class of ADN-elliptic systems is solved.

P.I. PLOTNIKOV

Stokes flow governed by capillary forces

A two-dimens;onal motion of isolated incompressible viscous liquid völume is

considered. The quasi-steady Stokes approx~mation is used for the velocity field,.

and the effects of capillarity on a free boundary are taken into account. A prior;

estimates for generalized solutions of the problem are established. Following these

estimates, via Caratheodory theorem and compensated compactness, one mayabtain new

results on qualitative features of the solutions. lt has been shown. that the normal
vector field to the free boundary r is uniformly bounded in the Hilbertspace

Ho(O,T,H1/ 2( r » and as the liquid drop moves it is not divided into fragments.
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R.RANNACHER

On guasi-compressibility methods tor the incompressible Navier-Stokes eguations

The lecture bases on the observation thai the classical projection method of

Chorin (1968) tor separating the difficulties due to the nonlinearity of the

problem ~nd the ~ncompressi~lity constraint can be 'interpreted ~s a particular

press~re stabilization method (~etrov-Gal~rkin method due to Hughes 198~). 80th

approa~hes ~elong to the class of quasi-compressibility methods }ntr~-.

ducing some amount of artificial compressibility(motivated mainly by mathematic~l/ ~

nu.m~rical arguments). For th~ 'Hughes method t~'~re is available a very good and ..

s~arp err~r analysis even in the pointwise sense. These results carry over to the
.' .

Chori~.method with some minor mo~ifications and provi~e a sha~p and mathem~ti.cally

rigorous convergence analysis~'In particular, it turns out that, in cantrast tp the

claim of other experts, the computed pressure can indeed be considered as a reasonable

approximation to the "true" one, at least away from the boun~ary. The main .concl~sion

is:'~on·t through away the pressure, it tells you a lot and has cost a lot to compute

itll
•

K.G. ROESNER

Exp~rimental and numerical investigation of rotating fluids (Application of spectral
element methods for the numerical calculation öt flows in rotating system~

The development of parallel machines.makes it necessary that special algorithms are

available which fit to the computer architecture. 8y the spectral element method on

arbitrary regions a fast convergent solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations can be achieved. As an example the flow in a channel with rectangular cro~

section is investigated. The time dependent character o~ the flow.is analysed when~

channel is set into rotation suddenly. 8y the domain decomposition method applied to

the problem the numerical effort is not high and well suited for the ;mplementation

on a parallel computer. First results of this numerical approach are gatned by the

CRAY-Y-MP of the Research Center of Jülich (Supercomputing Center). The numerical

data are compared with experimental results which are found using the speckle

velocimetry, developed at the Institute ~f~echanics at Darmstadt. On the basis of

this method the accuracy of calculated and measured flow field quantities can be

compared pointwise in the flow region.
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B.L. ROZHDESTVENSKY

The numerical m~thods of integrating the Navier-Stokes equations intended for
simulation of the turbulent fluid f10ws, and on executing the simulation itself

The problems on verification of numerical methods and on the results of computer

simulation of turbulent f10ws in a boundary layer as well as in channels and pipes

is of great importance and interest. These problems sha1l be discussed in my talk

in some details.

e R.SALVI

The exterior stationary problem for the Navier-Stokesequations: On the existence
and regularity.

This paper is devoted to the study of exterior stationary problem for Navier-Stokes

equations. Using an explicit representation of the solution of a boundary value

problem for - 6U + va . 9u + .9p = f, v. u = 0, ·(u = ve1oc;ty, vo = constant,

p = pressure, f =external force) in a halfspace, the LP - regularity of solutions

o~ the exterior stationary problem for Navier-Stokes equations is studied.

M. E. SCHONBEK

Lower bound to solutions to the Navier-Stokes eguations

We consiQer the problem of deriving lower bounds on the energy decay rates for
sol utions to the two and three dimensional Navier-Stokes eq.uations: ut + u . Vu + vp =
6 U, di v u = 0, u(x,0) = u0 ( x) E L2( Rn), n = 2, 3. We show t hat f 0r a cl as S 0f i ni ti al

da ta outside of a set Mof radially equidistributed energy the solutions decay at
-.Q -1 .

most at an algebraic rate of order (t + 1)"2 • Constraining the data to belong to

the complement of M is optimal since there are solutions with data in Mdecaying

exponentially. This lower bound estab1ishes an essential difference with the 1arge

time behaviour to solutions to the heat equation since these can. decay exponentially.

The ;nertial term div(u B u) in the Navier-Stokes equations appears to convert

short waves into 10ng waves, reducing the rate of decay.
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J. SOCOLOWSKY

On the solvability of a free boundary problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes

eguatians with a dynamic contact line

A free boundary value problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations" is

studied in a two-dimensional unbounded domain. In this problem there are two

asymmetrical free surfaces, one of which is non-compact. The other free surface

reaches a moving rigid wall at an apriori unknown dynamical contact point.

Problems of such kind model coating processes in chemical engeneering, for

instance (cf. curtain coating).

The free boundary value problem is investigated by means of functional-analytic

methods in several steps. The existence and uniqueness of a generalized solution

are proved for small parameters of the problem in weighted Hölder spaces.

H.SOHR

Some problems of the Stokes operator in unbounded domains

Cans i der same unbounded doma in n eRn wi th n ~ 2 and smooth boundary an; 1et "

1 < q < 00. Then we are interested in the following properties: (i) Existence of

the Helmholtz decomposition Lq = Lq
$ Gq, (ii) Analyticity and uniform boundedn~ss

of the semigroup e-tAq (t > 0) fo/the Stokes operator Aq on 0, (ii"i) lqestimate

of the gradient Vu of weak solutions u of the Stokes system - 6u + vp = div F,
div u = 0, ulan = o. Property (i) holds f~r the exterior" domain, the "modified ll

half space and the aperture domain; property (ii) is known to hold in these cases

only if n ~ 3; property (iii) holds in theses cases for n ~ 2 if we use a very

general test function space.

E.SÜLI

Analysis of transport-diffusion algorithms for the Navier-Stokes eguations

The transport-diffusion algorithm (ar Lagrange-Galerkin method) is a numerical

technique for solving convection-dominated diffusion equations, based on combining

a special discretisation of the Lagrangian material derivative along particle

trajectories with a Galerkin methode We present optimal error estimates for finite

element and spectral spatial discreti2ations. The method is shown to be unconditionally

nonlinearly stable in the sense of Lopez-Marcos and Sanz-Serna. The theoretical results

are illustrated with numerical experiments.
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A.TANI

Free boundary problem of viscous compressible flow

This communication contains the results obtained by the present author and

Professor V.A. Solonnikov. We consider the following free boundary problem

of viscous compressible barotropic capillary fluid: Problem: Find a bounded

domain 0t c ~3, t > 0, a vector field of velocities v(x,t) = (v1,v2,v3 ),

a scalar density p(x,t)(> 0) defined for x ~ 0t' t > 0 and satisfying the

Navier-Stokes equations

~ + v . (p v) = 0at
(1)

p ( v t + (v . v) v ) v. R. + P(f + K6 V) , X E.°t ' t > 0

and the inital-boundary conditions

(2)

(p,v) It=o (po,vo)(x),

Pn = - Pe(x,t) n + 0 Hn,

Xe n ,

XE rt " t > 0,

~~ + (v . v) F = 0 on r t = {XE ~3r F(x,t) o},

av.
where P (-p(p) + ~I(V v)) + ~ (ax~ + ~av.. )i~j = 1,2,3. The second,me~n

J xi

curvature of r. t , V(x,t) f f~:yP dy, and IJ,IJ', 0, K are-constants satisfying

°t
~ > 0, 2~ + 3~1 ~ O. 0 > 0, K ~ o.

For this problem we have already established the local in time unique solvability.

For the problem (1) - (2) with f = 0, K = o'Pe = 0, we can prove the existence
of equilibrium figures of slowly rotating liquid.

E.S. TITI

Global existence of strong solutions for certain 3-D problems in fluid dynamics

The global existence of strong solutions to the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations is

still an open problem, unlike the 2-0 case. The 'main physical difference between

the 2-D and 3-D Navier-Stokes is the presence of the vorticity stret,ching effect
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in the latter case. In this lecture we show the global existence of strong

(regular) solutions to 3-D Navier-Stokes equations with helieal symmetry.

It is worth mentioning that the vorticity stretching ;s nontrivial for 3-D
flows with helieal symmetry. Similar result is available for helieal 3-D MHD
flows in a torus. Such flows are observed in tokamak experiments in plasma

physics. Later we show glob~l existence of regular'solutions for 3-D convection

problems in porous media.In the last problem we show that the solutions belong

to a Gevrey class of regularity.

A. VALLI

Numerical methods for Navier-Stokes eguations for compressible viscous flows

Domain decomposition methods"are an efficient tool in the numerical approximations

of some fluid dynamics problems. For instance, the flow of a viscous compressible

fluid over a flat plate gives raise to a boundary layer, where the resolution

required to any numerical method needs to be very good. Decomposing the computational

domain in a thin region (eontaining the boundary layer)and a larger one far enough

from the plate, on"can achieve the necessary accuracy without needing a (uniform)

very. fine gr)d over the whole domain. Theoretical analysis and numerical results

concerning this domain' decomposition approach to the stationary Navier-Stokes

equations for compressible viscous fluids will be presented.

w. VARNHORN

On strang solutions of the Stokes eguations in unbounded open sets of ~n

Let Gc ~n (n ~ 2) be an unbounded open set havlng a compact complement and a ~

smooth boundary a G of class C2. In G we consider the Stokes equations

(*)

and p e LQ, (Ci) wi thoc
We show that for f,g,~ as above there exists at Jeast one solution pair of (*),
and that there are exact'y n2 + n - 1 linear independent solution pairs of the

homogeneous ~quations (f=O,g=O,~=O) for all 1 < q < Q)

-6U + vp = f, div u = g, ulaG = ~,

where feLq(G}n, geLQ, (G) with VgeLQ(G}n, and ~eW2-1/Q,q(aG)n are given
oc

(1< Q < Q)}. A pair (u,9p) of functions ueLQ
, (G)n with D~k u e LQ(G}n(j,k=l, .. ,n)
.oe J

Vpe Lq(G}n satisfying (*) is called a solution pair of (*).
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W.v.WAHL

• Decomposition of solenoidal fields into poloidal fields, toro;dal fields and the
mean flow. Applications to the Boussinesg-eguations

Let there be given a solenoidal field!! in an infinite layer which is per;odic in

x,y (horizontal directions). z and ~ stand for the vertical direction. Then Q can
be decomposed into

(1 ) Q = curl curl ~~ + curl~~ + f

•

with certain functions ~,~ and a vector field f which depends on z only (poloida1
. .

fi~ld, to~idal field and mean flow). By means of this.decomposition we study the

Bpussinesq-equations in the 1ayer. The advantages of using (1) are: The pressure

is e1iminated and, at the same time, the nonlineari~ies are given in a concrete.

way (without using the projection); u is isolated in a single equation (this is
., . Z 1\

the component of ~ which plays a major role when considering stabi1ity).

O.WALSH

A counterexamp1e concerning the pressure as t ~ 0+.

Consider the Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain. It is known that if the

initial veloe-ity . Uo is divergence free and has a finite Dirichlet norm,then
t -' .

"uvu(t)02 + I (uu(s)U 2
2 + UVp(s)U 2

+ nus (s)u 2) ds S K nvuou2

o W2

for 0 <t ~ T." It seems natural tri expect the relative orders of spatial differen

tiation of u,p,ut,n a prior; estimates shou1d be the same as in the equations
themselves. Thus, we hoped that it might be possible to include the terms

11 pet) 0
2 and nUtet) U~l' in the left side of the above estimate. ·We found that
L2J R

this ;s not possib1e and there exists uo such that

1im sup Up(t)U 1im + sup nut(t)O_l= ~

t-+-a+ L2/ R t-+-o

while uvu(t) - VUo" ~ O.
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B.WETTON

Convergence of finite difference methods for Navier-Stokes equations and comparison
cf computational methods

Two types cf finite difference schemes for the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations in domains with boundaries are discussed. In both cases, second order con

vergence in maximum norm is established in both two and three dimensions. Veri

fication of the predicted convergence rates is performed on model problems.

The first scheme is based on the vorticity-stream function formulation of the

Navier-Stokes equations. The no-slip boundary condition ;s satisfied approx;mately

by using a boundary condition of vorticity creation type. The second scheme is base~
on the primitive variables, velocity and pressure, and falls into the ,lass of schemes

called projection methods. Finally, the two methods are applied to a more complicated

computation: that of the evolution of a perturbed jet in a two-dimensional channel.

Accuracy and computational efficiency of the methods are compared. The suitability

of this example for a comparison study between both finite difference and vortex

blob methods ;s discussed.

M.WIEGNER

Some remarks on the approximation of weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations
on exterior doma;ns

There are several ways to construct global weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes

equations.Especially the method of approximation by strang solutions to so~e modi

fied equations (al10wing global strang solutions) has turned ~ut to be useful for
studying decay-properties. One can show that a subsequence of their solutions

converge weakly i~ LZ(~+,LZ,a(n)) anQ. strongly in LZ([E,T],LZ (K)) for each compact
K c n and E > o. But -in order to prove lower bounds for'the time-decay r~tes of wea~

solutions,one needs strang convergence in LZ([E,T],LZ(O)). This ;s answered afffnma
tively for exterior domains (and the whole space) in dimensions 3 and 4.

M. WOLFF

Stationary flow of heat-conducting viscous fluids with free surface between concentric
cylinders with slip-cond;tion on the walls

The cylinders are set up on a plane and they can rotate at different speeds w1 and

w2. Via slip-condition the fluid ;s brought in motion and on the cylinder walls the
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values of temperature are given. The contact angles of the free surface with

the walls are prescribed. Applying the implicit function theorem in suitable

weighted Hölder-spaces we get existence and uniqueness of. velocity field, pressure,

free surface and temperature in a neighbourhood of the rest-state. The partial

differential equations in non-smooth domains arriving as auxiliary problems are

investigated via model problems in a sector due to Kondratjev.

w. XIE

Theorv of the Navier-Stokes eguations and elliptic eguations

In this talk, I will present a new method for obtaining estimates for ellipti~

equations. For Poisson~ equation in an arbitrary open set 0 c ~3, the estimate

sup lul ~ ~(JlvuI2dx I 16U I2dx)i/4
n v 211 0 n

has been obtained by me for functions u with zero boundary values, where the

constant 1/~ is sharp and independent of the domain n. The generalization

of this result to the Stokes equations will be discussed, as well as its
applica~io~to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Berichterstatter: J. Rodenkirchen
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 36/1991

Klassifikation komplex-algebraischer Varietäten

25.8. bis 31.8.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der leitung von Herrn K. Hulek (Hannover), Herrn T.
Peternell (Bayreuth) und Herrn M. Schneider (Bayreuth) statt. Die Vorträge
der teilnehmenden Mathematiker, aus 10 ländern behandelten folgende Gebiete:
Klassifikation höher-dimensionaler Varietäten, Hodge-Theorie, Syzygien von
projektiven Varietäten, Adjunktionstheorie, projektive Mannigfaltigkeiten
kleiner Kodimension und analytische Methoden in der komplex-algebraischen
Geometrie.

Vortragsauszüge

c. Birkenhake:

~ Exponents of abelian subvarieties

Joint work with H. lange.
let X be a principally polarized abelian variety. To any abelian subvariety
Y of X one associates a positive integer e(Y), the exponent. The exponent is
defined to be the exponent of the induced polarization on Y.
The set cf abe1i an subvari et ies of X i $ computed in terms of the endo
morphism algebra Endo(X).
This leads to the following arithmetic interpretation of the exponent: Given



an abelian subvariety Ywith symmetrie idempotent Ey ' then e(Y) = min{ n~l :
nE y E End(X) }. This allows to comp,ute the exponent in many eases. As an
example we ~ompute the exponent of all abelian subvarieties of the Jacobian
of the curve Ca: y2 = (x2+1)(x2 -a)(x2 -I/a)

F. Bogomolov:

Stable vector bundles on surfaces

Con sider a s~ab1e veetor bundl e E of rank r on a project i ve surface V.
Stable means that in the cone of polar-izations on V we can find a subcone VE •
such that E is stable with respect to any element of VE. I show in mY talk
that by the diseriminant of E, A(E)=(r-I)/2r·ct2-~, and the rank r it is
possib1e to define a subdomain VE(r,A)cVE sueh that E is stable being re-

.stricted to any curve X with [X]eVE{r,A). The result iso based on the sharp
version of the theorem on nonstability of vector bundles with A{E»O.

R. Braun:

Boundedness for non-general type 3-folds in f s

Joint work with G. Ottaviani, M. Schneider, F.-O. Sehreyer.
We show the following theorem:
Ihm.: There exist on1y finitely many fami1ies of 3-folds in f s ' which are

not of general type.
The proof consists of two parts. First using the semipositivity of the (-1)
twist of the normal bund1e and the generalized Hodge Index Theorem we show
that there exist only finitely many families of non-general type 3-fo1ds in
~5' whieh are not eontai~ed in a hy~ersurfaee of degree 12. In the second
part we prove that in hypersurfaees of a fixed degree there exist on1y fi
nitely many famili~s of non-general type 3-folds; this is the main technical
part and uses results of G., Ellingsrud and C. Peskine which they showed in
the proof of the corresponding theorem for smooth surfaces in f 4 .

F. Campana:

Rational eonnectedness of Fano manifolds

let X be an n-dimensional eomplex-projeetive manifold.
Def.: X is Fano :~ (-KX) is ample

X is rationally eonneeted :~ V (x,y)eXxX 3 C: connected eurve of X
with rational irreducible components containing x and y.

Thm. (also obtained by Y. Miyaoka): X Fano q X rationa1ly connected.
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The ma instep of the proof i s -a re1at ive vers ion of S. Mari' s argument to
produce rational curves on a manifold with KX not nef.
The talk was devoted to a sketch of proof and to explain the relationship to
the problem of boundedness of the family of Fano n-folds (A positive answer
has recently been announ~ed by Kollar-Miyaoka-Mori).

C. Ciliberto:

Endomorphism of Jacobians

let Hg={AeAg : End(A)~}. General prop~rties of Hg are needed (see Shimura).
Some reeent results of Ciliberto, v. d. Geer, Teixidor and of Ciliberto, v.
d. Geer about the dimension of eomponents of HgnMg are diseussed. Possible
generalizations are proposed. The following theorem has been stated, proved
and conunented:
Thm.: Let S be a smooth eomplex-projective surfaee, ~ a linear system on S

such that ~~: S~ F , pD is birational onto the image Fand F is not
aseroll, not with rational hyperplane seetions. let C be the normali
zation of the general element of ~. Then

End(J(C» = End(Alb(S»xZ
The theorem, stated by Severi, has been reeently proved by Ciliberto, v. d.
Geer. A related result of Ciliberto, Harris, Teixidor on G1(C), C€Mg, g=2d-3d .

with C general in moduli, has been stated and eommented.

l. Ein:

Syzygies cf smooth projective varieties

let X be a smooth projeetive n-fold and l be a very ample line bundle on X.
Wesay that L satisfies the property No, if ILI gives a projeetively normal
embedding. l satisfies Nt, if the homogeneous ideal is generated by quadries
etc. We consider a line bundle of the form ld=Kx8AedeB where A is a very
ample line bundle and B is a nef line buridle on X.
Thm. (Ein and lazarsfeld): If d~n+l+p, then ld satisfies ~.

Cor.: let X be a smooth 3-fold. Then
(al If Yel3Kx+16A+BI is a general element, then Pic(Y)=Pie(X).
(b) If YeIKx+8A+BI is a smooth surfaee, then the infinitesimal Torelli

theorem holds for Y.
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G. Ellingsrud:

The number of twisted eubies on a general quintiC' threefold

We calculate the number of twisted cubies on a general quintie threefold to'
be 317 206 375, thus verifying a prediction coming from string theory by
Candelas-Ossa-Green and Porkes.
We i~entify this number as the degree of the top Chern elass of a eertain
bundle onthe Hilbertscheme of cubies in p4. Studying the cohomology of this
spaee we arrive at computing this degree (with some help' of computers) .

H. Esnault:

Hodge type of projective varieties (and the number of f q rational points)

Thm.: let S be a complex projeetive subvariety of pn defined by r equations
of degrees dt~~~ ••• ~d.-. Then the Hodge-Deligne filtration of the de
Rham cohomology verifies: fkH~(pn-S)=H~(pn-s), where k is the integral'

r

part of (n-!dl/dt ).

This theorem has been proved by
Deligne (SGA, 1970) for S a smooth eomplete intersection,
Deligne-Dimca (Annales de l'ENS, 1990) for r=l,
Esnault (Math. Ann., 1990) for r~l, S a complete intersection,
Esnault-Nori-Srinivas (preprint, 1991) in general,
and answers positively a conjeeture of Deligne based on the analogy with the
following fonmula:
Thm. (Ax 1964, Katz 1971): let S be a projective subvariety of pn defined by

r equations' of degrees dl~~~ ...~~ over the finite field f q • Then
# S(Fq ) = # pn(Fq ) mod ~

M. Green:

Generic initial ideals of projective .varieties

An invariant of a graded homogeneous ideal, the generic initial ideal, in
troduced by Grauert in his work in several eomplex variables, is very useful
in the study of projective varieties. One ean recover from this invariant of
the ideal its regularity, whether it is saturated, etc. For varieties it is
a finer discrete invariant than the Hilbert funetion. For points in p2 and
curves in P3 this invariant was described and how to obtain from it the nu
merical character and genus. Some applieations of Braun-Fl~ystad and Strano
were described.
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5.. Katz:

Higher order neighborhoods of curves on threefolds

Adapting a method of Kollar, a procedure is given for describing canonical
higher order neighborhoods of curves on threefolds .. This procedure is good"
enough to deduce the theorem of D. Morrison and 5. Katz that the only Goren
stein 3-fold singularities which can be resolved by ~t are of type cAt, cOt

or c~ (Kollar's work is also good enough for this); in addition, a broader
classification encompasses non-contractible (1,-3) curves as welle The be
ginnings of an obstruction theory are developed for deforming curves on
threefolds. Using results of H. Clemens and J. Jimenez, necessary and suffi
cient conditions are given for curves with exactly one 0(-1) quotient of the
ideal sheaf to be exceptional.

Y. Kawamata:

Abundance Theorem for Minimal Threefolds

Thm.: let X be a minimal threefold such that Kx
3:0 and Kx

2 .H>O for an ample
divisor. Then there exists a positive number m such that

dimHO(X,mKx) ~ 2

Th i s fi ni shes the proof of the fo11 owi n9 abundance theorem when combi ned
with previous works:
Thm.: let X be a minimal threefold. Then there exists a positive integer m

such that ImKxl is free.

R. lazarsfeld:

. Seshadri constants on smooth surfaces

~ We describe joint work with l. Ein concerning Seshadri constants on a smooth
surface X. let l be an ample line bundle on X. Define, following Demailly,

f(l,x) = inf ~
C3X mu I LX ....

C red. irred.
These were introduced by Demailly to study adjoint linear series. We prove
the elementary
Thm.: One has f(L,x)~l for all but countably many xeX.
We propose an example where f(l,x)Sl/2.
Various open problems are discussed.
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M. Levine:

K-theory as applied to 1st order deformations of eyeles

We consider the following problem:
What part of the "algebraie part" Hd(X,DX/~) of the tangent spaee of the
intermediate Jacobian Jd(X) of a smooth projective variety X is parametrized
by 1st order deformations of eyeles?
There is a 1st order obstruction, namely ~ll 1st order deformations land in
the subspace fld(X,O~iV& := Im(fld(X,O~i~) -- fld(X,O~ii». For d=2, th1s is
the same as ker(&:H2(X,Dl/c ) ~ H3(OX)80~/Q» . arising· from the sheaf ·se- ~
quence 0 ~ 0X~~/~ ~ Dl/Q ~ Dl/t ~ 0 . To attack .thiS problem we
first rephrase it as looking for aChern elass ed: ToKo(X) ~ Hd(Od-l) de-
fined via a modified Deligne eohomology.
Here ToKo(X) = ker(Ka(X[EJ/E2 ) ~ Ko(X». We then apply ~homason's spectral
sequence and Goodwillie's eomputation of the K-theory of nilpotent ideals to
prove
Thm.: Suppose dim(X)=3. Then

c2 : ToKo(X) -- H2(Oi/c)&
is surjeetive.

R. Miranda:

Applieations of Gaussian maps

T~e Gaussian map for a variety Xwith a line bundle L is the map
~X,l: ~HO(X,L) ~ HP(X,lasol) defined loeally by ~X,L{fAg) = fdg-gdf~ 8y
analyzing the restrietion maps for the situation of a eurve C lyin9 in a
rational seroll Sn (with a section B of self-int~rseetion -n) we have the
fQllowing
Thm. ~J. Duflot, R. Miranda): Suppose C - pB+qF where B is the negative sec

tion of Sn' F is the fiber, p~S and n~3 (C is smooth). Then the corank
of ~C, Kc i s n+6.

As a eorollary, if C lies in an Sn' n~3 and C is not hyperelliptie, trigonal
or 4-gonal, then n is determined by C: C lies in at most one sero'l.

s. Müller-Stach:

Algebraic eycles on odd dimensional varieties

Let (Ht ) be a geometrie family of mixed Hodge structures over the unit disk,
whieh arises as a family of extensions 0 ~ Ät ~ ~ ~ Bt ~ 0 with

6
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Ät, Bt pure of wei ghts a and b.· The fami 1y of extens ion cl asses defi nes a

section in a certain bundle of complex tori. In this talk we define an infi
nitesimal invariant 6e for e and indicate how to apply this invariant to the
study of algebraic cycles on Ca1abi-Yau 3-folds (Joint work with F..Bardelli
Pisa).

S. Hukai:

Curves and Grassmannians

~let G{6,2) c p14 be the 8-dimensional Grassmannian embedded by Plücker coor
dinates. A transversal intersection G{6,2) n p7 is a eanonieal eurve of ge
nus g.
Thm.: A curve C of genus 8 is isomorphie to G{6,2) n p7 if and on1y if C

has no ~.

All curves of genus 8 and their eanonical rings are elassified as an app1i
eation. Similar resu1ts are obtained in the ease g=7 and 9 replacing
G(6,2) c ~14 by suitable homogeneous spaee ~:~g c p22-g. In the ease 9=9,
X:e c p13 is the eompaet dual of the Siegel upper half spaee ~3 of degree 3.
Thm.: A eurve C of genus 9 is isomorphie to X:e n ~8 if and on1y if C has no

~.
Cor.: Green's eonjecture is true for gs9.

C. Peskine:

les surfaees lisses d'une hypersurface singuliere de ~.

let S be a smooth surface contained in a singular hypersurfaee I of Pt and
let a=doI. Consider the polynomial

_ P = x3 + a-5 x2 + 202 -15a+35 x
~ a .002 ~ 12

If I has only iso1ated singu1arities, there exists a constant k(a) such that

Pa(d) - (~-4) k(o) s X(OS) S 1+h2 (OS) s Pa(d)

If I has a multiple curve, there exists a polynomial of dOI Q such that

Pa(d) - (~-4)Q(d) S X(OS) ~ l+h2 (OS) S Pa(d)

The result is a eonsequenee of the two (easy) following remarks:
I) If N is the normal bund1e of S in.P4' we have ~N(-a) S (a-I)4 if I has

iso1ated singularities and ~N(-a) S (a-I)2d if it has a multiple curve.
2) If A is the graded integral ring of 5 in Pt and B the graded ring of a

complete intersection IhT with dOT=d/a, one has rk(~)~rk(Bn) for all n.

7



F. -0. Schreyer:

Enriques surfaces in ~4

Four fami 1ies of smooth Enri ques surfaees in IP4 are known. In the talk I

sketched the construetion of two of these families. The first family due to
Cossec and Verra eonsists of Enriques surfaees of degree 9 and sectional ge-
nus w~6. They arise as projeetion of Reye polarized Enriques surfaces in Ps
from a point. our construetion shows that the component H of the Hilbert
scheme containing these is birational to G(12,HP(P4 ,O(2») which in turn is
birational to G(3,HO(P:,O(2») = Hilbet_4(P:). the Hilbert-scheme of canoni- •
cal genus 5 eurvesin the dual spaee. Taking quotients by PGl(5) we obtain a
birational map ~ ~ uo~ ~ of the moduli space ~ of genus 5 curves to
the univ~rsal surface U over an open part of the modul i scheme of Reye pola-
rized Enriques surfaces.

Y.-T. Siu:

A variation of Demailly's method of construeting holomorphic sections of
line bundles

Demailly used singular solutions of the eomplex Monge-Ampere equation to
study the following conjecture of Fujita: For any ample line bundle lover a
compact complex manifold X of complex dimension n the line bundle (n+2)l+KX
is very ample. He proved the very ampleness of ßn l+2Kx. In his method the
coefficient 2 for KX is needed, because in using the exterior product of po
sitive currents he had to use a meromorphic vector field to. differentiate
the defining funetion of an effeetive Q-divisor approximating the current.
In this talk we discussed the method of trying to remove the coefficient 2
by adding some ample divisor to move the effective Q-divisor.

A. J. Sommese:

The Adjunetion Theory of Projective Varieties

let l be a very ample line bundle on a projective manifold X. Recently Bel
trametti, Fania and Sommese showed that exeept for a short list of special
pairs (X,l), it follows for n=dimX~5, that there is a well behaved biratio
nal morphism, ;:X ~ Y where Y has isolated, terminal, 2 faetorial singula
rities, and Ky+(n-3)(;.l)·* is nef and big. Partial results exist for n=3,4
and for n~6 and l merely ample. It is likely that results like this can't be
true f~r n-4 in place of n-3 without replacing ; by a mapping that isn't a
morph i sm. The fo11 owi ng conjecture - for wh ich ev idence was gi yen - i nd i -

8
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cateswhat is truestably
Conjecture (Beltrametti and Sommese):

let u:=sup( SI q>O, Kod.dim(qKX+pl)=-m } be the unnormalized spectral
value of (X,l).If u>'"72+T, then u is a fraction, KX+ul is nef, and the
associated morphism ~:X ~ Y is the contraction of an extremal ray of
fibre type.

J. Spandaw:

Hodge structures, abelian surfaces and their degenerations

~ let A be the Voronoi compactification of the moduli space A of abelian sur
faces with (l,p)-polarization and level structure. Namikawa, Hulek and Wein
traub gave examples of degenerating families of abelian surfaces associated
to a general point q of the boundary surfaces cf Ä. In this talk we investi
gate the uniqueness of this degeneration.
We use the interpretation by Carlson, Cattani and Kapl an of the boundary
points as Mixed Hodge Structures and Persson's description of the possible
degenerate abelian surfaces Xo to show that at least 2 of the 4 parameters
determi ni ng Xe are determi ned by q. We have not yet used the pol ari zat ion
and level structure. We hope that these extra data suffice to determine the
remaining parameters.

H. Tsuji:

Kähler-Einstein currents and pluricanonical systems

Recently I have constructed a Kähler-Einstein current on a projective mani
fold of general type. This current is a natural generalization of the ~ähler

-Einstein metric on a manifold of ample canonical bundle of Aubin-Yau.
~ The main purpose of this talk is to describe how to extract the information

of the pluricanonical system from the Kähler-Einstein current, i.e. how to
construct the Zariski decomposition of the canonical bundle. The main tools
used here is the l2-estimate of D of Hörmander and Yau's analysis of Monge
Ampere operators. The theory of d-closed ~ositive currents is a proper lan
guage for the purpose. Actually we may consider every pseudoeffective divi
sor as a closed positive (l,l)-current and the current can be considered as
a "weak n Zariski decomposition.

9



C. Voisin:

Zero-cycles on certain hypersurfaces

We give first a simple proof of the vanishing of the C~ group of a quintic
Godeaux surface, as predicted by Bloch' s conjecture. We turn the"n to the
example of a 3-dimensional quintic threefold invariant under an involution
acting triviallyon H3,o. We show again tllat for such X, CHo(X)-=O; in this
last case, one step of the demonstration is the proof of the surjectivity of
the Abel-Jacobi map ;X: CH1 (X) ~ JX- .

P. M. H. Wilson:

The Kähler Cone of Calabi-Yau threefolds

Let X denote a Calabi-Yau threefold and X~(X,R) the Kähler Cone of Kähler
classes. The closure X of this cone (dual to the Mori Cone RE(X» turns out
to be locally rational polyhedral away from the Cubie Cone
W* = { 0 such that D3=O } c K2{X,R). The codimension one faces of X corres
pond to primitive birational contractions of X, and then fall into 3 given
types. This has implications coneerning the existence of rational curves on
X, and also the behaviour of the Kähler Cone under deformations. Let
w: X ~ B denote the Kuranishi family f("ir a Calabi-Yau threefold X=Xo,
where B may be taken as a polydisc in Hl(TX)'
Thm.: The Kähler Cone is invariant preeisely over the locus of beB for which

Xb contains no elliptic ruled surfaces, this locus being the comple
ment of at most countably many codimension one submanifolds.

Elliptic ruled surfaces on Calabi-Yau threefolds are very analogous to (-2)
curves on K3 surfaces, giving rise to elementary transformations and reflec
tions of the cohomology.

J. Wi sniewski :

Vector bundles, adjunction and Fano manifolds

Let X be a Fano manifold of dimension n. The index of X r(X) is defined as
reX) = max{ k : -KX = kL, L ample line bundle}; the pseudoindex r(X) is de
fined as ~(X) = min{ -KX·C : CcX rational curve}., Using generalized adjunc
tion for vector bundles, the following res~lt was proved
Thm.: 0) If ~(X»n/2+1, then ~(X)=I.

I) If r(X)=n/2+1, then b2 (X)=1 unless X=pr-1xfr - 1 •

2) If r(X)=(n+l)/2, then b2 (X)=1 unless X=fr-lxQr, X=p(Tpr) or
X = IP(O(2)eiJ(1)r-1).

10
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F. l: Zak:

Varieties with small monodromy and their tangent hyperplanes

Let xn C pN be a nonsingular projective a1gebraic variety, and let Y be a
general hyperplane section of X. The image r of the representation"
{wt {IPN*\X*) ~ AutH*{X,~)}, where X* is the dual variety, is ca11ed the mo
nodromy group of X. We are interested in varieties for which r is finite.
That means that either dimX*<N-1 and r=l or n is even and ~-t{Y) = ~_t{X),

r=l or n i s odd, ker{Hn-t (X) ~ Hn-t (y)}l. C CHCn-U/2. Cn-l)/2(Y), r isa
Wey1 group and vanishing cycles form a system of raots. Our approach to dea
1ing with such varieties is to observe that their hyperplane sections may
have on1y simple iso1ated singu1arities. In particu1ar, if T is abe1ian,
then the on1y iso1ated singularities are ordinary quadratic. Thus, if the
second fundamental form has dimension ~ n, we can show that all points of X
are equiva1ent with respect to tangential equiva1ence and X can be
isomorphica11y projected to p2n. This approach a110ws to classify such va
rieti~s X if codim(X»dim{X), at least in small dimensions. For varieties X
with dim(X*)=N-1-def(X}, def(X»O we show that def(X}>3n-2N, so that X can
not have small codimension.

Berichterstatter: R. Braun
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 37/1991

Fine Structure

25.8. bis 31.8.1991

Organised by R. Jensen (Oxford) England

The meeting at Oberwolfach was devoted to recent developments in the inner model
programme of Set Theory. The mornings consisted of aseries of lectures by John
Steel, discussing Fine-Structure and Iteration Trees. Two or three shorter papers
were presented every afternoon by other participants.

The Abstracts

H.D. »onder - München universität
For a normal filter F on Wt let (*) denote the property that every function from
Wl to Wt is bounded by a canonical function on a set of F-measure one. It was
shown that the following are equivalent:
(a) the club filter on Wl satisfies (*),
(b) some normal filter on Wt satisfies (*),
(e) there is a regular limit of measurables.

411tti Gitik - Tel Aviv Universitx
The main ideas for proving the theorem below were described.
Theorem. For reasonably small 0

Con (K is a strong limit,
cofinality of ~ = W

and 2K = K+(a+2»

implies Con O(K) =K+(a+2}.



".~,;-:~>~:-:.:;.~

w. Mitchell - Flor\d~

Anumber of topics related to I:-correctness were discussed. One was Steel's p~of
of the following: -.
Theorem. Suppose that sharps exist and there is no inner model with astrang

1

cardinal then h is la-absolute.
The quest ion was raised whether any model M containing an iterate oi K

W1
is

,I-absolute or whether K is needed.La W2

ErRest Schimmerling - UCLA
Progress towards showing square holds in models of the form L[E] was discussed .

Rabert Solovay - U.C. ßerkeley
The following theorem used techniques of Abraham and Shelah and settles a conjecture
of "'oodin.

Theorem of ZFC. There exists a complete Boolean algebra, B, with card(B) = 22~

and

yB satisfies (1) 2w = 2W1 = W2

(2) there is a d
1

wellordering < of the reals.
In fact for any A ~ reals Card A = Wl; < is uniformly definable in (Hw1 ,A,f)

Lee Stanley - Lehigh UDiversity
Joint work with Shelah was presented which gives a combinatorial forcing.method for
coding the Universe, by areal starting from ground models where O-sharp does not
exist.
The forcing method has a strategie closure which makes it iterable in a sense to be
made precise and exploited in future work with Shelah~

•

John Steel - UCU •
The construction of an inner model K which under the hypothesis that ß is
measurable and there is DO inner model with a Woodin Cardinal, computes the successor
cardinals correctly and below n K is of the form L[E] where E is a Coherent
Sequence of Extenders &ld so has a Fine Structure Theory. Under the above hypothesis

KV = KV(G) where G is V-generic for aposet (Vo •

An inductive definition of K was described whose logical complexity is best
possible. The following application was given:
Theorem. Suppose there is a measurable cardinal and an Wl saturated ideal on Wl

then there is an inner model with a Woodin Cardinal.

2



Philio Welch - Bristol University

A conn~ction between the Second Uniform Indescernible and Strong Cardinals was
discugsed. It was shown that

4'

1
{;
""2

[Sup{p(~)
1

such that < is a 6 -baldface
- 2

prewellordering of the
continuum}] = W2

implies there is a sharp for an inner model of aStrang Cardinal.

W. ßugh Woodin - UC ßerkeley

Several methods for obtaining inner models with large cardinals were discussed, by

~ombining inner model techniques with dete~minacy. The models have a I~-weakIY
homogeneous weIl order of the reals and one of the form L[E]. Also a very brief
sketch was given for proving.

T~eorem. Assurne that there exists j: L(VX+ 1 ) ~ L(VX+ 1 ) with critical point < A
then UBB and CBII fail in a generic extension of V.

Dorshka Vylie MIT

An approach to building a hierarchy for K was described, that facilitates proving
combinatorial principles.

Abstract Writer: John Vickers, University of Bristol.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 38/1991

Topologie
1.9. bis 7.9. 1991

•

The meeting was organized by
M.Kreck (Mainz), A.Ranicki (Edinburgh) and L.Siebenmann (Orsay).

The 19 talks mainly dealt with the application of algebraic topology in differential
and algebraic geometry and vice versa.



Vortragsauszüge

S.Bauer
Nonreduced Moduli Spaces and Donaldson Invariants

Let V(Pt q) denote an algebraic elliptic surface with Euler charä.cteristic 12 and with
two multiple fibers of multiplic~typ and qt respectively. The ~oduli space of stable
vector bundles with ehern class~ C2 = It Cl = 0 in general is not smooth. It may
be described the following way:
Theorem. Any component M of this moduli space is a locally complete Intersection: •
The generic point is of length a(p - a) for a positive integer a < p. It embeds as
an infinitesimal neighborhood of the zero section in the Whitney surn N Fp EB N Fp

of two copies of the normal bundle NFp of one of the reduced multiple fibers Fp il}
V(Ptq).
Using this theorem it is possible to compute Donaldson's Gamma-invariant for
V(Pt q). If the gcd of P and q is less than 3, the number (p2 - 1)(q2 - 1) turns
out to be a diffeomorphism invariant. In particular, those V(p, q) with fundamental
group of order two have the set· {Pt q} as a diffeomorphism invariant.

Cernarvskij
Topology of Fuchsian Systems (Riemann-Hilbert pr<?blem)

The report concerns results of a Moscow seminar on the Riemann-Hilbert problem:
Tbe existence of an integrable Fuchsian system on C pn with a given .monodromy.
Tbe main result is of A.A Bolibruch, who gave a first example of negative solution
of tbe classical case (n = 1), and also found same situations where the solution is
positive. For n > 1 there is the question about integrability, but the generic case is
simplified, beeause of eommutativity of the monodromy. But there are very ~imple

and very important in physics and the braid and knot theories nongeneric cases,
where the problem is not trivial. The topological conditions for the integrability are
given t and a theorem was proven by V.P. Lexin about the existence of integrable
Fuchsians systems with given monodromies elose to identity.

S.C.Ferry
Finiteness of Homeomorphism types in Gromov-Hausdor1r
space

Definition Let X be ametrie space. A funetion p : [0, R) -+ [0,00) is a contractibility
function for X if p is continuous at 0 and if for each x EX, the ball of radius t
around x contracts to a point in the ball of radius p(t) around x.
Theorem. Let n ~ 4 and p : [0, R) -+ [0,(0) be given.If S is a precompact subset
of Gromov-Hausdorff space such that each element of S is a closed n-manifold with
contractibility function p, then S contains only finitely many homeomorphism types.

2
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This corrects an error in a paper of Grove-Petersen-Wu (See Invent.Math. 1990 and
correction 1991 for details).
We also show how to estimate explicitly the number of simplejhomotopy types in
such a subset S. It seems likely that the technique can be extended to estimate the
number of homeomorphism types in S.

R.E.Gompf
Irreducible 4-manifolds need not be complex

• (Joint work with Thomasz Mrowka.) An old conjecture asserts that every smooth,
closed, simply connected 4-manifold is a connected sum of algebraic surfaces. In fact,
this is false. Infinite families of counterexamples can be constructed by generalizing
the construction of elliptic surfaces. Specifically, one can construct counterexamples·
by simultaneously applying logarithmic transforms to several nonhomologous tori in
an elliptic surface. For example, we obtain an infinite family of homotopy K3 sur
faces which are counterexamples. These are distinguished by a Donaldson invariant
which Mrowka has analyzed by cutting the manifolds apart along 3-tori.

J .-C.Hausmann
Gauge theory and symmetries of bundles

Let e: p ~ M be a smooth principal G-bundle (G a compact Lie group). Let
us assume that M is equipped with a smooth action Q' of a compact Lie group T.
Question: Does a come from an action on the bundle (? Besides easy necessary

~ conditions we solve the problem (completely if G is abelian , partiaIly in general)
using a gauge theoretic necessary condition: the action Q' induces an action of. T
on the moduli space A/G of ~ and this action must have a fixed point. Interesting
applications occur.

J.Klein
Higher Reidemeister Torsion

This is areport of joint work with Kiyoshi Igusa. The idea is to define (higher)
algebraic K-theory valued invariants for a fibre bunqle over a finite CW complex.
Such an invariant is best thought of as a parametrized analogue of the classical
Reidemeister-Franz torsion.
Specifically, let p:E -+ B be a fibre bundle with compact smooth fibre M and
with finite connected CW base B. Suppose additionally that p : 1rl(E) -+ Ur(C)
is a representation such that H.(M; er) = O,where coefficients here are taken wfth
respect to the loeal system on M defined by restricting the local system on E defined
by p.

3
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Theorem. The pair (p, p) gives rise to an element T(p, p) of the group of homotopy
classes

[B,!lK(C)],

and this element is an invariant of the isomorphism class of p. Moreover, if B is a
point, then this element coincides with classical Reidemeister-Franz torsion.
That this theorem has any interesting eonsequences is settled by examples we have
constructed which show it to be non-trivial. Let hn : L(n, 1) -+ 5l be the circle
bundle of Chern class n, and let Pra: Zn --+ UI (C) be defined by ehoosing an nth root
of unity (n. Also, let b: K3(C) --+ IR be the Borel regulator. •
Theorem. The value of b at r(Pn,Pra) is

In particular, the values T(Pn, Pn) are distinct for distinct n.

M.Kontsevich
Homotopical Algebra and Low-Dimensional Topology

We call a graph with metric a pair (X, I) ·where X is a finite CW-complex, I is
a map from the set of 1- cells Xl to R+. Denote by Gn the moduli (orbi) space
of connected graphs with metrics such that i) the Euler characteristic of graph is
1 - n, ii) the valency of each vertex is greater then 2. We 'endow Gn by Gromov
Hausdorff topology. A ribbon graph is a graph with a fixed cyclic order on the set
of edges coming to each vertex. Denote by Rn an an8J.ogous moduli 8pa.ce of ribbon
graphs, Rn is a noncompact PL-manifold. The obvious proper map Rn -+ Gn

induces maps

de~ denotes the loeal one-dimensional system equal to An(HI(X, Q)).
Denote by Clt C2 and Ca the three graded spaces from the previous formula.
Theorem..C I -+ C2 -+ Ca is a 3-term complex. Conjecturally C. is exact in the
middle term.
Geometrical meaning. There are homotopy equivalences Gn ~ BOut (Freegroup(n))
(M.Culler, K.Vogtmann),

Rn ~ II BDiff+(Sg,k),
gtl:: 2-2g-k=l-nt k>O

where Sgtk is an oriented surface with genus g and k holes (R.Penner,J.Harer). From
V.Drinfeld's work on quasi-Hopf algebras it follows that elements of some modifica-
tion of Hfl~~ed(Gntdet)give universal nilpotent knot invariants. Conjecturally ho
mology groups with closed support of Gn map to cohomology groups of BDiff+(M)

4
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for any oriented 3-manifold M.
Relation with homotopical algebra. There is a construction which associates to any
differential Z2- graded commutative, associative or Lie algebra with nondegener
ate scalar product on it an even nonhomogeneous element in Cl, O2 or C3 respec
tively. This construction uses machinery of homotopical algebra. The idea is to
construct from algebras with duality using Massey operations finite spin models
on graphs.Partition functions of all graphs define (co)chains in corresponding com
plexes.

M.P.Latiolais
Obstruction Theory for the Homotopy Classification of 2
·Complexes with Finite Fundamental Group

Given a finite group G satisfying Eichler (No quotient is generalized quarternion or
binary polyhedral of order 24,48 or 120) an .unpublished theorem of W. Browning
gives the total obstruction to the existence of a homotopy equivalence Ja: K --+ L,
where f. = 0: 1TI(K) -+ 1Tt(L)(= G) for a specific isomorphism Q. K and L are
finite 2- complexes with X(K) = X(L). Tbe proof of Browning's theorem may be
generalized to get
Theorem (Gutierrez, Latiolais): Let K and L be finite 2-complexes with fundamental
group G. Let 0 -+ N --+ G --+ Q --+ 0 be exact with Q satisfying Eichler and
H2(N) free. Then there exists an equivariant homology equivalence between the
finite covers of K and L corresponding to Q if and only if the obstruction element
(K, L) E K1(ZuQ)/ Kt(ZQ) is congruent to zero modulo the u-self-equivalences on
K.
Browning's obstruction depended on the p~icular isomorphism, as does the ob
struction in the above theorem. This restrietion may be eliminated.
Theorem (Latiolais): Given a finite group G satisfying Eichler's condition and given
2-complexes K and L, 1Tl(K) ~ 1Tt(L)X(K) = X(L), then there is a total obstruc
tion (K, L) to K and L being homotopy equivalent to L. The obstruction and
the obstruction group are independant of a particular identification of fundamental
groups.
Tbe above mentioned obstruction group is, for the most part, computable. Con
sequently, the question arises as to whether a11 of the elements of the group are
realizable as obstructions to specific 2-complexes being homotopy equivalent. For
finite abelian groups, this obstruction group can be computed, using constructive
results of Sieradski. The result is a complete homotopy classification of 2-complexes
with finite abelian fundamental group. These constructive techniques can be gener
alized to various semi-direct products. In particular, these techniques give that the
homotopy classification of 2-complexes with dihedral fundamental group depends
only on the Euler charcteristic, if the order of the dihedral group is divisible by 4
(Latiolais). New results of Hambleton and Kreck, together with a simple homotopy
classification done by Jajodia and Magurn, gives that the simple homotopy classifi-
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cation of 2-complexes with fundamental group a finite subgroup of 503 depends on
the Euler characteristic onlY. .
Comparing the finite abelian results of Browning with algebraic bounds for numbers
of possible second homoiopy groups computed by Dyer and Sieradski, we get the
following result: .
Theorem (Latiolais, Waller): The number of distinct second homotopy groups of
2-complexes of minimal Euler characteristic with respect to the fundamental group
Zml X ••• X Zm., where mi I mi+l, is precisely tbe order of the group

(Z~l )n(n-l)/2(Z~l )n-l

and the numt>er of such 2-complexes which are homotopically distinc~, but have t.he
same second homotopy group is the order of the group

(Z~1)n(n-l)f2(Z~1)n-l

±(Z~l)n-l

In fact, the above groups act as the obstruction groups for the two distinctions.

•

W.Lück
Torsion Invariants, von Neumann algebras and 3-manifolds

Given a compact Riemannian manifold M possibly with boundary we define a tor-
sion type invariant .

p(M) E Kf(N(1r»

where 1r is the fundamental group, N(1f) the von Neumann algebra of 1r and
Kf'(N(1r» the K1-group of weak automorphisms of finitely generated Hilb~rt mod
ules over N(1r). It is independent of the Riemannian metric if and only if the L2_'

homology of M vanishes. The last condition is equivalent to tbe statement that
there are no smooth harmonie L2-integrable differential forms on the universal eov-
erlng ~f M. The invariant satisfies some useful properties like glueing formula, •
product formula, Poincare duality. It is a generalization of tbe classieal notion of .
Reidemeister torsion for finite fundamental groups to infinite fundamental grqups.
It eneompasses other invariänts like the Aiexander polynomial of a knot and the
Lefschetz Zeta-function of a self map of a compact manifold.
In partieular the invariant seems to be interesting for 3- manifolds. One can obtain
areal number

p(M) ER

by applying the !(adison Fuglede determinant which gives a homomorphism fronl
the relevant K1-group to tbe real numbers. In the sequel let M be a prime Haken
3-manifold with infinite fundamental group. Then following Jaco-Shalen, Johannsen
and Thurston M can be cut ioto pieces along a family of incompressible tori such

6



that each piece is Seifert or hyperbolic. The invariant is additive uuder this glueing
process and vanishes for Seifert pieces. Hence p(M) is the surn of the p(Mi) for
MI, ... ,Mr the hyperbolic pieces. There is strong evidence for the conjecture that
p(Mj ) is just tbe volume up' to a non-zero factor. Hence p(M) measures tbe size of
the hyperbolic pieces in M and vanishes if and only if there are: DO such pieces.
H the conjecture above is true, p(M), the analytic L2-torsion of M as weH as Gro
mov's simplicial volume of M would agree. The analytic torsion of a hyperbolic
manifold is known to be the volume and agrees with p(M) in a setting where one
does not use b12 (1r) but finite- dimensional representations. The ~alytic.L2-torsion .
is defined in terms of the heatkernel of the universal covering, Gromov's simplicial
volume is the norm ofthe fundamental cl~ in the bounded homologywhereas p(M)
can be read off from a presentation of the fundamental group of deficiency 0 or -1

. depending on whether M is closed or has boundary.

A.Marin, joint work with R.Benedetti
Optimal Characteristic Surfaces in 3-manifolds and the Nash
Conjecture in. Dimension 3

Nash conjectured (Annals 1952) that any smooth closed manifold is homeomorphic
to a real rational algebraic set. One defines smooth substitutes for the algebraic
modifications by blowing-up and down. The so generated equivalence relation is
called m- (for modification) equivalence .
For proving Nash's conjecture in dimension n, you can try first to prove that any
n-manifold is m-equivalent to the sphere sn, and then algebraize the equivalence..
In 1989 Benedetti (and independently Akbulut and King) made that programm
work in dimension 3. In the talk we gave an improved version of the topological
part of Benedetti's approach. .
The first remark is that a Dehn-surgery between two 3- manifolds V and V' (along
links Land L') extend to a homeomorphism between the blowing-ups GLV and
Gv V' if and only if tbe Debn-surgery preserves the mod 2 classes of the meridians.
Such a Dehn-surgery is called a tear. Tbe only invariant for the classification of
orientable 3-manifolds up to tears is the first Betti number with coe~cients mod 2
but in tbe non orientable case tears preserve the multiplicative structure of the ideal
in H*(V) generated by Wl(V) and in the case where Wl(V)2 = 0 tears preserve also
the invariants (nullity) or not on the raclical and Arf invariant when it is defined) of
a rolling-up quadratic form q defined on :

where F is a characteristic surface in V (i.e. dual to Wl (V»).
This is a full set of invariants and non-singular rational modells are constructed in
each class except one which has nevertheless a singular rational modell. The main
point in the prüof, beside the definition of the form q, is that any 3-manifold is

7



tear-equivalent to a manifold V having an optimal characteristic surface, Le. such
that dim(BF ) = 1,0 or 2 according to when q(B~) ':/; O,q(Bj.:;) = 0 and Arf (q) = 0
or 1 respectively. .

Nikita Netsvetaev
On the topological structure of hypersurfaces in CJ?n+1 with
quadratic singularities (n even, ~ 4)

Notations. Let X C (pn+l b~ an algebraie hypersurface of even eomplex dimension •
n ~ 4 and degree d. We assume that X has only quadratie singular points; let their
number equal k. The Lefschetz Hyperplane Section Theorem implies that H1(X) =0
for i odd and Hj(X) = Z for i even, i ~ 2n and i :/; n. Let '1 be the generator of
H2(X) =Z, and h E Hn(X) the homology elass dual to "1n

/
2

•

If X is non-singular, i.e. k = 0, then its topological type is uniquely determined by
the dimension n and the degree d: e.g.,X is diffeomorphic to the so called Fermat
hypersurface Xn(d) defined by the equation z: + zt + ... + Z:+l = O. We point out
that in this esse

(**)his indivisible.

Furthermore, non-singular hypersurfaces admit a connected surn decomposition:

see R.S. KulkarnijJ.W. Wood, Topology of Nonsingular Complex Hypersurfaces,
Advances in Math. 35(1980)239-263.
Theorem 1. If the conditions (*) and (**) are fulfilled, then the topological type of
Xis uniquely determined by n,d and k: X~: Xn(d;k).
Theorem 2. Assurne that n ~ 6 and d is sufficiently large: d ~ D(n). Then, with
(*) and (**) fulfiHed, X can be decomposed into a connected sum:

where sn )( sn/ß is obtained by contracting the diagonal ti. C sn X sn to apoint.
Remark. The eonditon (**) is always true for d odd.
Conjecture. The hypotheses n ~ 6 and d ~ D(n) in Theorem 2 are superfluous.

D. Notbohm
HO;IDotoPy uniqueness of classifying spaces of compact con
nected Lie groups

Let p be an odd prime. Let G be a eompact conneeted Lie group, TG the maximal
torus and Wo the Weylgroup. We say that a p-complete space X has the mod-p
type of BG, if H*(BG; 7l/p) ~ H*(X; 7ljp) as algebras Qver the Steenrod algebra.

8
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Under these conditions, Dwier, Miller and Wilkerso~ constructed a maximal torus
of X. That is 'a map BT~. --+ X of the classifying space of a torus Tx , such that
the homotopy fiber has finite mod-p cohomology and that the rank (Tx ) =rank(G).
BT~ denotes the p-adic completion. Moreover they got an. action"of Wa on BTx
and ; map BT~ -+ BTB ,such that BTx ~ Xis Wa-equivariant (up to homotopy)
and such that the diagr~ .

•
H*(X; Z/p) --+

!
H·(BTx ;Z/p) ----+

H*(BG;Z/p)
r

H*(BTa; Z/p)

commutes and is equivariant. We say that aspace X with the mod-p type of BG
'has the p-adic type of BG, if BT~. ~ BTS. as Wa-spaces, Le. there exist a We
equivariant map BTG -+ X, such that

./

•

. commutes.

Theorem I. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, such that H*(BG;Z) is p
torsion free, and,let X be a p-complete 8pace with the mod-p type of EG.

1. There exists a' compact connected Lie group H, such that B H has the same
mod-p type as BG and X, and X is of the p- ad~c type of BH.

2. H in addition G is simply connected or a produet of unitary gro,ups, then X
has the ~adic type of BG.

Theorem 2. Let G be compact connected Lie group, such that H·(BG;' Z) is p-torsion
free. If X is of the p-aclic type of BG, then X and BG; are homotopy equivalent.
Theorem 1 and 2 together imply· the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let G be simply eonnected and H*(BG; Z) be p-torsion free, or let G
be a product of unitary groups. If X has the mod-p type of BG, then X and BG;
are homotopy equivalent.

E.Rees
Applications of parametrized Morse theory

When M is a closed, connected, smooth submanifold of Euelidean space, its foeal
set F(M) is the set of critical values of the endpoint map of the normal bundle
e: N(M) -+ R lt

• If F(M) does not meet M the embedding is called non-focal.
Examples of non-focal embeddings are transnormal submanifolds and these in turn

. inelude the class of isoparametric submanifolds. Principal orbits of the adjoint
representation o( a compact Lie Group are specifie examples.
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In 1967, S.Carter and S.A.Robertson proved that even dimensional real projective
spaces do not admit non-focal em1?eddings and asked for similar results for other
manifolds. Injoint work with Duan. Haibao, we prove that none of CP(n), H P(n),
OP(2), or.the quotient of'a sphere by a non-trivial free action by a finite group
(if its dimension is not 1,3, 7 or 15) admits nonfocal embeddings. No example of
a non-focal embedding of a quotient of a sphere is known in dimensions 7 and 15.
The non-existence result also holds for many other homogeneaus spaces.
The praof involves constructing a parametrized Morse function on the product M x
M essentially following J.Milnor' book on Morse theory. An ana,lysis of the critieal. a
graphs together with the use of fixed point theory yields the result for the even •
dimensional projeetive spaces. For the odd dimensional quotients of spheres it is
proved that, nnder the given hypothesis, the tangent bundle of the sphere has sub-
bundles of all possible dimensions. It' is a consequence of J.F.Adams's solution of
the vector fields problems that this happens if and only if the dimension is equal
to 1,3,7 or 15. For a transnormal embed.ding, the function on M x M has extra
geometrie properties which can be exploited and this is work still being earried out.

S.Rees
Automatie groups and the isomorphism problem.

In this talk I describe a computer prograrn, written by myself and Derek Holt in Wa;r
wiek, designed to test for isomorphism between any two fInitely presented groups.
This problem is of course undecidable for finitely presented groups in .general, but
we have found this program (which was originally written to deal with automatie
groups) to be re.asonable fast and effective on many examples ansing out of topology
(such as knot groups).
Given two finitely presented groups G and H, the program attempts to prove iso
morphism or lack of it by running alternately (and with gradually increasing run
parameters) two different processes, one attempting to explicitly construct an iso
morphism as a map from the generators of one group into the other, the other at
tempting to prove non-isomorphism by constructing and comparing finite quotients
of the two groups. •
Ta make the systematic search for an isomorphism eflicient, the program uses finite
machinery similar to that which exists for autQmatic groups to generate representa-
tives of tbe elements of each group as words in a "normal form" and also to reduce
to that form. An efficient ordering of the generators of the two groups together with
the eonsideration of the effects of partial maps between them on various small finite
quotients speeds up the search considerably.
The program earries data about various small permutation groups, and checks for
the existence of homomorphisms from G and H onto each of these groups. Where
such a group Rappears as a finite quotient of only one of the two groups, non
isomorphism is clearly proved, whereas if R is a quotient of both groups, the quotient
can often be extended downwards, by elementary abelian sections on selected primes,
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to produce a tree of finite quotient information. Tbe various trees of this type are
tben compared, and differences between them, which show the, existence of a finite
quotient of one' of Gand H that does not exist for the other, prove non-isomorphism.
Tbe construction of finite quotient trees may weIl have applications outside the
isomorphism problem. In any case the whole procedure can clearly be much faster
if it is under user control, when the user can decide with which permutation groups,
and by which primes, to build the trees downwards. A new prograrn, which displays
the quotient trees graphically and is intera.ctively controlled by the user, is currently
being developed. An early version is already running.
This software is freely available, and copies can be obtained by eonta.cting either
myself or Derek Holt (df1l at maths. warwick, ac.UK). Stahle versions are instalied
in the Mathematics Institute ofWarwick (together with other programs to deal with
automatie groups), and should soon be obtainable via anop.ymous ftp.

S.Stolz and M.Kreck
Non-connected Moduli Spaces of Positive Sectional Curva
ture Metries . ,

Let M be 4k -1 -dimensional spin manifold for whieh the rational Pontrjagin classes
vanish. Given such a manifold and a positive scalar curvature metric gon it we define
an invariant s(M, g) E IR depending only on the path component of 9 in the spa.ce
of positive scalar curvature metrics. ~

Theorem. The conjugacy class of a Sl-subgroup of SU(3) witb quo"tient N =
SU(3)/Sl is determined by the order of H4(N; Z), and s(N, g), where 9 is the
normal metric on N.
Now Aloffs and Wallach have shown that these quotients carry positive sectional
curvature metrics arbitrarily elose to the normal metric and in previous work the
authors proved that there are non-conjugate Sl-subgroups of SU(3) with diffeo
morphic quotients. It follows that the moduli space of positive sectional curvature
metries modulo the diffeomorphism group on such quotients is not eonneeted.

~ U.Tilhnann
Relation of the Van Es.t spectral sequence to K-theory and
cyclic homology.

. Abstract: We study how the smooth cohomology of.the infinite general linear group
GLA for a Banach algebra A relates to eyclie cohomology, Lie algebra cohomology
and Dennis trace. Our main result is as folIows.

11



Theorem A. The following diagram is commutative:

Here B is the boundary map in Connes' long exact sequence relating continuous
cyclic cohomology to continuous Hochschild cohomology.A denotes the dual of the
alternation operation that induces an isomorphism between the primitive elements
in the Lie algebra homology of gla = M A and the cyclic homology of A. A is the
classical map from the smooth cohomology of a group to its Lie algebra cohomology,
which can be identified with one of the edge homomorphisms in the van Est spectral
sequence. The definition of D~m will rest on the observation that the dual of the
Dennis trace map factors through the smooth group cohomology of GLA.
We incorporate the above diagram into a bigger commutative diagram to show
its relation with the van Est spectral sequence and the various other well-known
cohomology groups associated with a topological group.
Diagram B.:

HC;A I HH;A B HC;-lA s HC;+lA

Voml
~

Al
H*BGLA --+ H:mGLA HLiegla --+ H*GLA

11 1 1 11
H*BGLA --+ H*(BGLA6 ) -+ H*(GLAjGLA6 ) --+ H*GLA

The top row is Connes' exact sequence. The second row is associated to the van Est
spectral sequence. While the bottom row we consider as the cohomology sequence
induced by the fibration.

(A6 denotes the algebra A with discrete topology. The definition of the quotient •
space GLAIGLA6 is made precise as a quotient of two simplicial sets. + denotes
Quillen's plus construction which does not alter the cohomology of aspace.) It8
homotopy sequence is by definition the long exact sequence of relative, Quillen '8

algebraic, and periodic K-theory groups

The columns in Diagram B find their interpretation as folIows. The left one is dual
to the Dennis trace mapD: K:1gA --+ H*(BGLA6) --+ H H*A. In particular, the
dual factors through the smooth cohomology of GLA. The right column is the dual
of Karoubi's relative Chern character ehrei: K:e1A -+ H*{GLA/GLA6 ) -+ HC~_lA

which is shown to factor through H;iegla as a map of chaiil complexes.
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M Weiss
A-theory Euler characteristics. (Joint work with B. Williams,
Notre Dame)

In [1] we defined
<1>: TOP~ Q:d(*)hZ/2

where ~(*) is Waldhausen's A-theory spectrum, equipped with Vogell's involution,
and tbe subscript hZ/2 denotes the homotopy orbit spectrum, and Q = noo

• In [2],
we defined

2: L..(Z)~ :d(*)hZ/2

wbere L. is L-theory and the superscript hZ/2 indieates the cofiber of the norm
map (... )hZ/2 -+ ( ... )hZ/2. Problem: Show that

f2(G/Top)

115

TOP

commutes (up to homotopy). Method of proof: a) Philipps- Gromov submersion
theory, b) a rule associating to a finite CW-space X (ar an ENR) an "Euler char
acteristic"in Q(X+ ":d(*).
Refs.:

[1] Weiss-Williams, Automorphisms I, K-theory 1, 1988,575-626.

[2] Weiss-Williams, Automorphisms 11, J.of pure aod appl.Alg.62~ 1989, 47-
107. (Automorphisms... II! is available as Aaarhus University prePrint-.)

Sh.Wang
Gauge theory and real structures.

Abstract We discuss gauge theory in the presence of involutions, especially real
structures. The fixed part of the moduli space under a lifting involution is compared
with the moduli space on the quotient manifold. A couple of examples are given to
illustrate such a comparison.
We also show some possible definitions of new invariants a~ising from moduli spaces,
which fits particularly the above picture.

Berichterstatter: P.Teichner
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The -meeting was organised by M. Boileau (Toulouse), K. Johannson (Knoxville)

and H. Zieschang (Bochum). The participants presented recent developments in

low-dimensional topology and in particular in 3:-manifold theory, mostly centered

around topics such as hyperbolic structures and incompressible surfaces, repre

sentations of 11"}, knot polynomials and Witten invariants, Heegaard splittings,

complexity and algorithmic questions, and some related problem from con~binato

rial group theory.

Some of the talks were joint with the parallel nleeting "Knoten und Verschlingune gen". The interaction with the participants ofthis parallel meeting was interesting

and frui t full.
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Vortragsauszüge

Wolfgang Heil:

Dehn ftllings of Kleinbottle bundles

Let M be a fiber bundle over 51 with fiber a onee punctured Kleinbottle bundle.

Pedja Raspopovic (Ph.D. thesis 1990) elassified all incompressible surfaces in M.

This is used to obtain a classifieation of all manifolds obtained from lvI by Dehn

fillings. Several applications are given, e.g. (1) we exhibit a large dass of non

orientable closed manifolds, different from torus bundles, eaeh of whieh contains

exactly one inconlpressible surface, (2) we obtain homeomorphic manifolds from

a fixed (closed) .Kleinbottle bundle via distinct surgeries on a section, (.3) for a

closed Kleinbottle bundle there is a· non-trivial knot k in M such that infinitely

many distinct surgeries on k result in AI.

Michael Heusener:

5U2 (C)-representation spaces ror knot groups

~;~
r......~. ",=

.~

Given a 2-bridge knot b(a,ß) C S3 we are interested in studying Go ,/3 := 11"1(53 

b(o:,ß)). Dur approach is to consider the space of all representations of Go,ß into

SU(2} and 50(3). The representation spaces are described by real plane algebraic •

curves Co,ß C R2
• Co ,1 consists of n = 0;1 lines. In the case ß = 3a - 2 the curve

Co,ß is rational. This leads to an exact description of the representation spaces.

The set Co ,f3 is not an invariant of the knot. Given a homeomorphism h: S3 ---;. 53

(orientation preserving or not) with h(b(a,ß')) = h(b(a,ß)) (ßß' == ±l mod a) the

result is abirational transfonnation h: Co,ß -+ G'Q,ß'.

In the cases ß2 == ± 1 mod Q: we use this transformation to deri ve the following

properties of Co,ß:
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ß
C>/~ - 1. rr ß2 == 1 mod Q it follows thai Co,ß is reducible.

2. If ß2 == -1 mod Q there exists a knot b( Q,ß) such that Goß is irreducible and

not rational.

This disproves the conjecture that Co,ß always consists of rational components.

Some remarks about Casson's invariant are made.

e W.B.R. Lickorish:

Pairs of distinct 3-manifolds with the same Witten invariants

The (sl2C)-3-manifold invariant oe. Witten, corresponding to a root of unity, have

a very simple description in ternlS of the Kauffman bracket. This leads to two

methods of producing pairs of 3-manifolds having, for every root of unity, identical

invariants. It can be seen that often these manifolds are distinct. One of thes~

methods should produce such examples for invariants based on other Lie·algebras.

Yves Mathieu:

On knot complements in 3-manifolds

When two knots have homeomorphic complements in an orientable 3-nlanifold M,

we can ask if the knots are equiva.tent by homeomoprhis!ll. In other words, is a

knot determined by its complement? Gordon and Luecke (1988) have proved that

nontrivial Dehn surgery on a nontrivial knot never yields the 3-sphere, and so

knots ar'e detenmned by their complements in the 3-sphere.

We give several examples of manifolds in which knots are not determined by their

complements.

By two distinct particular Dehn sur~erieson th~ trefoil knot we get the same closed

manifold .. The cores of the two surgeries have homeomorphic conlplements, hut
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they are nonequivalent knot. In every compact manifold with boundary a torus

we construet distinct knots with homeomorphic complements.

For hODlotopically trivial knots in M, compact orientable irreducible with 7r} infi

nite, if M(k; a) == M then either k is hyperbolic or a cable with winding number

2 around a hyp~rbolic knot. In particular, if H}(M,8M;Q) f 0, homotopically

trivial knots are determined by their complement.

Yoshihiko Marumoto:

Stably equivalences of ribbon presentations of knots

A ribbon knot is obtained from a trivial link by connecting bands, and distinct

"connecting manners" might define the same knot. We call this eonnecting manner

a ribbon presentation of the knot. Our question is "How many ribbon presentations

can a knot have?" For making this question reasonable, we need equivalence rela

tions between ribbon presentations of a knot. And we define a stable equivalence

between them. We construet a ribbon presentation of a superspun knot, whieh is

a generalization of a spun knot, in terms of a classieal knot diagranl. Then we ean

prove that our constructed ribbon presentations of a knot are stably equivalent.

s.v. Matveev:

Complexity theory of 3-manifolds

A compaet polyhedron P is called almost special if the link of each of its points

can be embedded in ~, where ß ist the I-dimensional skeleton of the standard 3

simplex. The points whose links are homeomorphic to Ll are said to be the vertices.

The complexity e(M) of a eoinpact 3-manifold M equals k, if M possesses an

almost special spine with k vertices and has DO almost special spines with a smaller
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number of vertices. It turns out that the nation of complexity is naturally related to

practically all the known methods of presenting manifolds and adequately describes

complexity of manifolds in the informal sense of the expression.

Theorem. Let a 3-manifold MI be obtained from a 3-manifold M by cutting along

an incompressible surface F C M. Then c(MI ) :S c(M).

e Alexander D. Mednykh:

Automorphism groups of three dimensional hyperbolic manifolds

We investigate the discrete groups of isometries acting on three dimensional hy

perbolic space with fixed points. We ~btain an explicit lower bounds for" dist~nce

between fixed points of different types. The results are applied to describe max

imal discrete groups in hyperbolic space and to calculate the isometry groups of

hyperbolic manifolds.

W. Metzlet::

Simple h-type of 2-complexes, Andrews-Curtis conjecture and presen

tations of free products

1) Presentations of free proclucts may need less defining relators than expected

from the factars. This yields examples: a) with defect (G*H) < def(G)+def(H);

b) potential counterexamples to the relator-gap conjecture.

2) Using one-point unions with Z2 x Z4-standard complexes, values of Wh( 1r1)

can be realized by homotopy equivalences of 2-complexes, thereby distinguisting

sh-tupe and h-type in dimension 2.

3) One point unions with Z2 x Z4-standard complex likewise can be used to "im

prove" sh-equivalences of 2-complexes to Andrews-Curtis equivalences.
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4) Presentations of free products also yield potential counterexamples to the

Andrews-Curtis conjecture with 1r} :p 1. For their treatment we present a) normal

forms and normal Andrews-Curtis moves for presentations of free products and

b) a theorem about "pushing up" quotients of corresponding defining relators (of

sh-equivalent 2-complexes) in the commutator series of the relator subgroup.

Some of the results are eontained in joint publications with C. Hog-Angeloni and

M. Lustig.

J. Montesinos:

Arithmetic universal groups and 3-manifolds

(joint work with Hilden and Lozano).

In arecent meeting here in Oberwolfach I showed that the Borromean orbifold U

(= Borromean rings with isotropy eyclic of order 4) is universal in the sense that

every 3 - manifold (closed and oriented) is the underlying space of a hypherbolie

.orbifold covering U. We show the same for the 2- bridge links (not torie) with

isotropy cyclic of order 12. We discuss the arithmeticity of these and related

groups, using a new arithmeticity criterium.

Yoav Moriah:

Tunnels, bridges and K 1

(Joint work with Martin Lustig.)

In this work we use the torsion invaria~t N( G) = K) (lG / I)j ± G introduced in .

a previous paper, to compute the rank of the fundamental group G, the tunnel

number and the bridge nuniber for a large dass of knots/lirtks. For corresponding

•

.'
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closed 3-manifolds (i.e. obtained by surgery) we deternune the rank of the fun

damental group and the Heegaard genus. Furthermore JV( G) gives non-isotopic

tunnel systems and non-isotopic Heegaard splittings of arbitrary large gnus. We

derive an invariant N( G) which distinguishes these, in fact, up to homeomorphism.

Using N-torsion we provide a lot of evidence for Johanrison's claim" ... uniqueness

of Heegaard surfaces fails drastically and is a rather special phenomenon for 3

manifolds."

Masaharu Morimoto:

Equivariant Surgery on 3-dimensional Manifolds

(Joint Work with Anthony Bak)

Let G be a fi.nite group. In dimensions n 2: 5, aG-normal map -/: .~ ~ y

determines the surgery obstruction in a Witt group of quadratic forms or auto

morphisms of quadratic form, that ist, the Wall.group Ln ( G, w) or the Bak group

Wn(Z[G],r,w), if Y ist simply connected and satisnes the ?ap hypothesis. We

obtained a similar result in dimension three.

Let G( 2) be the set of elements in G of order t.wo~ Let /: X ~ Y be a degree one

G-map. Suppose (1) Y is simply connected, (2) X satisfied gap hypothesis, (3)

dim.:rg = 1 for any 9 E G(2),- (4) /tJ: X tJ -+ YtJ is a homology equivalence. Then

the G-surgery obstruction to converting f inta a homology equivalence lies in th'ee Bak group W3 (Z[G],max,w).
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H.R. Morton:

Quantum SU(k) link invariants and the Homfly polynomial

A account will be given of th~ way to realise the general quantum SU(k) link

invariant in terms of the Homfly polynomials of suitable chosen cables about the

link.

Examples cf special cases will be given, for SU(3) ad SU( 4), where the invariants

can be calculated in other ways, giving relations between certain link polynomials.

Mario Eduave Munöz:

Dehn surgery on simple knots in S3

Let k be a knot in 53. Denote by M( r) == 53 (k, r) the 3-manifold obtained by

performing Dehn surgery on k with coefficient r E Q U{I /O}. ß(r, s) denotes the

distance between the slopes rand s, i.e. its minimal intersection number.

Suppose k is a simple knot, then in general M(r) will be a simple manifold, i.e. it

will contain 00 incompressible torus. But there some examples for which M( r) is

nonsimple. The following conjecture was proposed by C. Gordon.

Conjecture: If k is sinlple, hut M(r) is not then ß(r, u) :::; 2 (u denotes a meridian

of k).

We prove that the conjecture holds for strongly invertible knots, and also prove e
that if M(r) is nonsimple and ß( r, u) == 2, then there -is an incompressible torus

in M( r) which intersects the surgery torus twice.

We have some examples for which ß( r, u) == 2.
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W. Neumann:

Rigidity of Cusps in Hyperbolic 3-0rbifolds

(Joint work with Alan Reid)

We giye examples of a phenomenon conjectured not to exist by D. Cooper and

D. Long and (independently) M. Kapovitch: two-cusped hyperbolie manifolds in

which deformations indueed by hyperbolic Dehn surgery on one cusp have thee other cusp uneffected (we say the latter cusp is "geometrically isolated" from the

former).

There are, in fact, three different degrees of isolation of cusps from each other,

all of which occur in examples. These types of isolation all have convenient in

terpretation in terms of the analytic function on the character variety introduced

by Zagier and myself to study volumes. This has interesting theoretical conse

quences. For example, two of the types of isolation are symmetrie relations (this

is non-trivial) but the other one - namely the one of the first paragraph of this

abstract - is not. The strongest type of isolation forces a surn formula for volume.

Leonid Potyagailo:

The boundary .of deformation space of some hyperbolic surface bundles

over SI

Let us consider the conformal group M(3) == 50(1,4) of 53 which is a subgroup

of th.e isometry group of 4-dimenisonal hyperbolic space. A finitely generated

subgroup G C M(3) is Kleinian iff the domain of discontinuity O( G) C 53 is not

empty.

Deformation spac~ Def(f) consists of all admissible presentations p: f -+ M(3)

(p is faithful, preserves the type of elements and is induced by a homeomorphism

f: O(r) -lo f!(p(f») modulo conjugation.
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We say that G E .c iff there exists a Kleinian subgroup F c G such that

11'"1 (S1(F)j F) is infinitely generated. Let's identify [p] E Def(r) with p(r). Our

main result is

Theorem: Suppose r is the fundamental group of a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold

which fibers over 51, and r is commensurable with arefleetion group G in the

faces of a right angled polyh.edron D. Then there exists a finite index subgroup

r o ersuch that

aDef(ro) n.c ;6 0. e

T.H. Rubinstein:

An algorithm to recognise the 3-sphere

An effective algorithm is givento decide whether a closed orientable triangulated

3-manifold M is homeomorphic to the 3-sphere.

The fundamental proposition, proved by a minimax technique, is that if M = S3

then there is an embedded 2-sphere 1\ which is almost normal, i.e. is normal

outside a small ball. Moreover these is a finite number of possibilities for 1\ is this ..

ball. So there is an effective procedure to find 1\ by trying all possible pictures in

all small balls and attempting to add normal disks constructed by Haken's method .

to complete 1\.

Split M along a maximal collection of disjoint embedded normal 2-spheres into e
pieces MI, M 2 ,.· • , M k. So~e of these pieces are obviously 3-cells. If Mi is one

of the. other pieces and is horne"omorphie to a punctured 3-ball, then there is an

almost normal 2-sphere I\i in Mi' Push Ai off itself on either' side. The number

of intersections of the 2-spheres with the edges and faees of the triangulation

can be reduced by standard moves to gi ve normal 2-spheres in aMi. Since Ai is a

"barrier", an isotopic sweep out (possibly with surgeries) across Mi is constructed,

proving homeomorphism to a punctured 3-c~1.
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So M is 53 if and only if each (non trivial) Mi contains a Ai. This completes the

algorithm.

Makoto Sakuma:

Incompressible Seifert surfaces for some arborescent links

Let L be an arborescent link represented by a weighted planar tree T, where each

weight is non-zero and even. Then: (1) L has only "canonical" incompressible

Seifert surfaces; and two such Seifert surfaces are isotopic, if and only if they are·

isotopic via "canonical" isotopies. (2) The simplicial cODlplex 15(L) defined by O.

Kakimizu is homeomorphie to a ball.

Martin Scharlenlann:

Heegaard splittings of product manifolds are standard

Theorem (5.-Thompson): The 3-manifold (surface) x I has a u11-ique irre-

ducible Heegaard splitting.

More generally, there is a hybrid theorem for ares in (surface) x I whieh in

cludes the above and Frohman's unknotting theorem as special eases.

Theorem (5chultens): The 3-manifold (surface) x 51 has a unique irreducible

Heegaard splitting.

Corollary: There are prime closed 3-manifolds with unique irreducible Heegaard

splittings and non-abelian fundamental group.
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Oleg Viro:

Quantum Slz-invariants: transition to the shadow world

After the discovery of the lones polynomial for c1assical knots a lot of new invari

ants of low-dimensional topological objects were introdueed. They are related to

quanh~mgroups.. The invariants related to the quantum deformation of s12(C) ean

.be introduced in an elementary way starting with the Kauffman braekets. In the'

talk it is explained how to pass from the Kauffman brackets to phase models which e
ean be used for eonstrueting invariants of shadow links and shadow 3-manifolds,

introdueed recently by Turaev.

Andreas Zastrow:

Barycentres in hyperbolic geometry and their applications to hyperbolic

manifolds

A barycentric operation on an· arbitrary metric space (Y, p) is considered to be

a eontinuous abelian semigroup-strueture on the set H := ~ x Y ("weighted

points'q satisfying additivity of distanees, loeal additivity of weights ~nd a uniformity

axiom ((i)-(iv)).

Theorem 1: If two more axioms are added to (i)-(iv) (ensuring finiteness of the

dimension an an infini te length for each straight line) then each space permitting e
such an operation is either homothetie to the hyperbolie space Hn or is an affine

space metrizised by a norm.

Theorem 2: There e",sts a canonical extension of the barycentric semigroup H to a

barycentrie group G. If Y = Hn , then G is isomorphie to the veetor-space of hyper

bolie functionals whieh is generated by the funetions Y -+0 R, x ---; cosh(p( x, P)).

Applications: (1) A slightly extended system of these axioms deseribes the Eu

didean or hyperbolic geometry. (2) One obtains a natural definition for baryeentric
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coordinates in hyperbolic geometry and for straightening chains. (3) One obtains

a sheaf of hyperbolic functionals on any hyperbolic manifold.

Remark: There exists an interpretation for this barycentric operation in the model

of Hn being embedded in the l\1inkowski-space.

Berichterstatter: Martin Lustig, Bochum
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l' a gun g s bel ich t 40/1991

Knoten und Verschlingungen

8. 9. - 14. 9. 1991

The conference was organized by U. Koschorke (Siegen) and J. Levine (Waltham).
The topics of lectures and discussions comprised a broad spectrum of recent

developments in the understanding of knotting and linking phenomena, e. g.: the
link concordance problem and related techniques of localization and representation
spaces; quantum-invariants of links in 3-manifolds.

Abstracts 0/ the talks

c. Kearton
Branched Cyclic Covers of Knots.

(joint work with S.M.T.Wilson)

Let k be an n-knot and let Km denote the m-fold branched cyclic cover of k. If
Km is a sphere, then we have a knot km which is the fixed point set of a Zm-action,
and quotienting out by this action gives us back the knot k.

The order of a polynomial / (t) is the Icm (possibly infinite) of the orders of its
roots. The Alexander invariant of a knot module is its annihilator,which by work
of Crowell is the quotient of the first Alexander polynomial by the second.

Theorem: Let k be a simple (2q - l)-knot, q > 1, whose Alexander invariant
has finite order m and is not square-free. Then Kr is a sphere for all r coprime to
m, and the corresponding kr are all distinct.

In the next two results, B(p) is a function arising from transcendental number d:' .
Theorem: Let k be an n-knot, at least one of whose Alexander invariants has

infinite order, and degree p. If Kr is a sphere then r < B(p). In particular, there
are only finitely many knots kr covering k.

Theorem: Let 1 be astahle knot or a simple 3-knot at least one of whose
Alexander invariants has infinite order, and degree p. If 1 = kr for some knot k,
then r < B(p). In particular, there are only finitely many such knots k r , and hence
only finitely many inequivalent Zr-actions on sn+2 with fixed point set 1.
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Uwe Kaiser
Alexander-modules of band constructions.

We derive short exact sequences which relate Alexander-modules of fusion links
to covering modules of the original link. Here the fusion link is the result of attach
ing aI-handle to a link in 53 reducing the numher of components. The strong fusion
is the fusion completed by the unknotted circle which links the band. Alexander
moduls of strong fusions are related to the original link in a more rigid way. We
give applications:

1) The Alexander--'polymonial of a strong fusion does not depend on the choice
of band (onlyon the components where the band is attach~d) and satisfies an easy
relation with the polynomial of the original link.

2) An explicit formula for the Alexander-polynomial of any band-sum of two
knots can be given depending on the polynomials of the knots and the band.

Daniel S. Silver
An Entropy-like Invariant for n-Knots.

Growth rates of group endomorphisms were introduced by Rufns Bowen in 1978
in order to study topological entropy of continuous maps. We use them to define an
"entropy-like "invariant 7 K for any n-knot (spherical or disk n-knot) K, provided
that the commutator subgroup cf the knot group 1T}(X(I()) is finitely generated.
In the special case of a fibered hyperbolic l-knot K, 7K is the log of the stretching
factor of the pseudo-Anosov monodromy.

In general7h' is sensitive - capable of distinguishing many n-knots having the.
same Alexander module. Applications of the invariant include:

1. construction of new doubly slice fibered I-knots; .
2. description of a ribbon concordance obstruction for fibered l-knots pairs;
3. detecting noninvertibility for certain higher-dimensional n-knots.
In the final part of the talk we discuss some published work of o. Kakimizu

[Math. Ann. 284], and use these ideas to extend the definition of 7K in a natural
way for all l-knots. We conclude with the observation that Kakimizu's 1-knot
invariant p(S) can be defined for any n-knot, suggesting that the invariant iK can
be defined in a natural way for any n-knot, too.

P. Gilmer
Concordance of Classical Knots and Links.

I will describe a Witt group obstruction to knot cobordism which combines the
obstructions of Levine and Casson-Gordon. Then I will discuss joint work with
Livingston on link concordance and the question: when is a link concordant to a
boundary link.

.,.
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Pierre Vogel
Representations of Link Groups.

Let G be the fundamental group of the complement of a high dimensional link.
A choice of meridiens induces a morphism from a free group F to G.

The only properties of this map are the following:
- it induces an isomorphism on H 1 and H 2 (with integral coefficients)
- and it is normally surjective.
If the link is a boundary link, the map F -+ G split, but in general it is not

the case. Nevertheless the canonical map from F to its algebraic closure F' (in the
sense of Levine), factars uniquely through G.

Let r be a connected compact Lie group.
Theorem: every representation of F to r extends to a representation of G.
This theorem is a consequence of:
Theorem: every representation from F to r extends to. a representation of F'.
In the proof of this last theorem, we need to construct p(a) where p is a. repre-

sentation from F to r which is near the trivial representation, and a is an element
of F'. We define it as a sum of aseries induced by the Magnus expansion of a arid
we prove the convergence of this series.

Ju. Drobotukhina
Links in lRp3.

To links in lRp3 the notions of diagram, alternating diagram und Reidemeis
ter moves are extended. Jones-type polynomials for links in lRp3 are defined.
Kauffman-Murasugi theorems on relationship between Jones polynomial and cross
ing number are extended to the case of links in lRp3. Criteria for non-affiness of
projective links are formulated in terms of the generalized Jones polynomial. This
polynomial plays the key role in classification of irreducible projective links up to
6-crossings.

Projective analogs of the Monteninos links are classified up to homeomorphism
and isotopy.

Tim D. Cochran
Group Theoretic Invariants .of Homology Cobordism of 3-manifolds.

We present some new invariants to detect when two compact oriented 3-manifolds
X, V with 8X ~ 8V are homology cobordant relative to 8. When X = B3 -L these
are invariants of link concordance. Specifically suppose f : G -+ 'Tr is a homomor
phism of groups which induces an isomorphism on H I ( ; Zp) and an epimorp~sm

on H2 ( ; Zp). Suppose G is finitely-generated and 'Tr is finitely presented. For any
epimorphism fjJ : 'Tr ~ Zp(p prime) define ir = ker fjJ, G= ker( <p 0 f).

Theorem: 1 : G -+ ir is a isomorphism on H1 ( ; Zp) and an epimorphism on
H2 ( ; Zp) and for any n E Z+ j induces isomorphisms

j: G/Cn ® Z(p) -+ ir/1fn ®Z(p)

(Gn/G;+I ® Z(p) ~ Tfn/'Trn+I 0 Z(p), Gn = lower-central series).
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Victor Kobelskii
Relations between Alexander modules of a high-dimensional link and its
sublink.

Let K be an n-component link of codimension 2 and let L be the sublink of K,
obtained by removing the n-th component of K. The relation between Alexander
polynornials t1(K) E Z[tt1, ... t;=l] = An of K and ß(L) E Z[tt1, ... t;:t] = An-I
of L in classical case (i. e. dirn K = 1) is described by Torres formula. Recently Tu
arevhas'proved that in (odd) high-dimensionalcaseß{L) ~ 6{K)(t I , ... tn-I, l).xX,
where A E An-I, aug (A) = 1, ove"rbar denotes the conjugation in An- 1 and ~ is an
equality up to multiplication by units of An - t • He also has conjectured, that there
are no other restrietions on this polynomial A. Unfortunately, it's not a true.

Theorem: A == 1. •
Actually, it 's possible to say more:
Theorem: Let Hi{K) and Hi(L) be i-th Alexander modules of K and L re

spectively and 2 ~ i ~ dimL - 1. Then Hi(L) = Hi{K) @An An-I, where An- t is
considered as An-module with trivial action of tn.

Nathan Habegger
Quantum Homology based on the Kauffman bracket.

The Atiyah-Segal axiomatic system for topological quantum field theory has
solutions in 2+ 1 dimensions. One model, based on the Kauffman bracket invariant
for banded links in the 3-sphere, leads to solutions precisely for even roots of unity of
the parameter ql/4 = A. Precisely, one must take into account an extra structure
(Pontryagin structure) for the axiomatic system to be satisfied in which case it
is (essentially) unique. For raots of unity of q, these are the SU(2)q invariants
predicted by Witten and verified by Reshetikin-Ttrraev. For odd roots of unity of
A 2 , these invariants were also discovered by Kirby and Melvin.

M. Farber
Noncommutative rational functions and links.

We show that rational functions on non-commuting variables (introduced first
in the theory oflanguages) give an algebraic classification of link modules. More
precisely, each link module M determines a rational function XM, and XM classifies
M up to semi-simple equivalence. The properties of XM, and its relations to classical •
invariants will be described.

We show also (joint with P. Vogel) that the ring of rational functions coincides
with the eohn localizationt of the free group ring with respect to the augmentation.

Larry Smolinsky
The framed Braid group and 3-manifolds.

Let B n be the braid group and 7r : B n ~ En be the function given by 7r(Ui) =
(i, i + 1) E En for i = 1, ... n - 1. The framed braid group is :Fn = zn ~ B n where
B n acts on E n via E n.

Framed braids determine 3-manifolds via,

(orget orientation
c10sing do surgery

{Framed braids} ----+ {oriented framed links} ------tl {3-manifolds}
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Theorem: Two framed braids represent homeomorphic 3-manifolds if they are
equivalent under an equvalence relation generated by 5 moves.

Every representation of:Fn is constructed from representations of zn and certain
subgroups of B n (those that preserve some partition of the initial points of the
braids). Examples via cabling and Jones' algebraic An will be given.

Victor Kobelskii
Intersections of high-dimensional knots.

Let K 1 and K 2 be the n-dimensional knots in the sphere sn+2, and let their
(transversal) intersection be the sphere tao. In such a situation we have four knots:
Kt,K2, k C K 1 (denoted by k1 ), and k C K 2{k2). The question is to describe the
connections between these knots. It 's obvious that Seifert surfaces of k1 and k2 are
cobordant. The main result is that for simple odd-dimensional knots this is the
only restriction, even if we ask the knots K 1 and K 2 to be trivial:

Theorem: Let k1 and k2 be two arbitrary simple knots of dirn = 4k - 3, k ~ 2,
or two simple knots of dirn = 4k -1, k ~ 1 with equal signatures. Then there exist
two intersected trivial knots K 1 and K 2 such that the knot k C Kl, is equivalent
to k1 and the knot k C K 2 is equivalent to k2 •

G. T. Jin
Polygonal Knots.

In the three dimensional Euclidean space, every knot is ambient isotopic to a
polygonal knot, i. e., a simple closed curve obtained by joining finitely many vertices
with straight line segments. The minimal number of vertices (or equivalently edges)
of the family of polygonal knots which are ambient isotopic to a given knot is
certainly a knot invariant. We'll call it the polygon index, and denote by p(k),. -the
polygon index of K. The superbridge index defined by N. Kuiper gives a good lower
bound for p. For any knot 2sb(K) ~ p{K), where sb(K) denotes the superbridge
index of K. If (r,s) = 1 and 2 ~ r < s, then 2min{2r,s} ~ p(Tr,s) ~ rmin{nln >
2;}, where Tr,s is the torus knot of type (r,s). Also, pe) -1 is strictly subadditive
with respect to the connected sum of knots.

Kent Orr
The status of the link slice problem.

It follows from Ledimet's exact sequce that the (codimension 2) link slice prob
lem splits up into a homotopy problem and a surgery problem. Unfortunately,
realization of homotopy obstructions is difficult, since there is both a lack of ex
amples and invariants 'are hard to compute (taking values in unknown homotopy
groups of "bad spaces"). Recently W. Mio gave a concordance classification of
links SP U S2p-l C S2p+l in terms of knot concordance and Kojima's 7]-fruction
(computable invariants). The following approach might give rise to new interesting
examples: Associate to concordance classes of codimension two links, links with
only one codimension two component. Two examples of those constructions are
discussed. (reported by Uwe Kaiser)
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J erome Levine
Signature Invariants of Unitary Representations.

If A is a hermitian matrix over CG, the complex group algebra of a group G, and
p is a unitary representation of G, then by considering the signature of p(A), one
obtains a function a..\ defined on the real algebraic variety of unitary representations
of G. This can be (and has been) used to study the various surgery obstruction
groups of G. For the homology surgery groups of Cappel-Shaneson, u..\ is "piece
wise continuous"and well-defined on a Zariski-open set. aÄ is related to manifold
invariants obtained from the twisted eta-invariants of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer.

We are particularly interested in re-interpreting a..\ as an invariant of the as
sociated "torsion-pairing"on a dimension-one torsion CG-module obtained from a
theorem of Vogel. This is related to the problem of giving a direct topological
definition of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer invariant.

Berichterstatter: U. Kaiser

·e
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Tagungsber c h t 41/1991

Geometrie der Banachräume

15.9. bis 21.9.1991

This conference on the "Geometry of Banach Spaces" was organized by Professor

Hermann König (Kiel) t J. Undenstrauss (Jerusalem) and A. Pelczynski (Warsaw).

50 mathematicians from 12 countries attended the conference.

The meeting was devoted to most aspeets of eurrent research in Banach space

theory and 1ts applications. A great majority of the leading expects in the

, field' as well as "some very promising young researchers attended the meeting.

There were 33 f~rmal talks,' about half of them were one hour talks.

Thehilight of this meeting was the presentation of an example (or' more

preeisely aelass of examples) whieh were diseovered just in the last month.

These examples provided the solution of many famous open problems in infinite

dimensional Banach space theory. Perhaps the best known one is the .. hyperplane

problem" wbieh was formulated by Banach in 1929. Is every infinite dimensional

Banach space isomorphie to its hyperplanes? The answer is negative and it is

shown that even a "rather nice" separable space provides a strong counterexample.

. The newexamples will certainly have many further consequences in Banach .

space theory, as weil as Danach algebras and Operator theory. Some properties

of these new examples were classified only during the conference. Three one

hour lectures were devoted to the presentation of these really outstanding

results. "

Among other talks many were devoted to applications to other areas of mathe

matics. There are by now deep and weIl established connections between the

local theory of Banach spaces and the theory of convex bodies in Rn, between
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Danach space theory and harmonie analysis, as weIl as the study of concrete

function spaces in analysis. In a11 these directions new and sometimes striking

resul ts were presented· in the meeting. Recently ideas and result8 from modern

Banach 8pace tbeory were used to· obtain stronger abstract results in non

linear analysis than those curreotly available in this area. These new results

yielded eonsiderably simpler proofs (and sometimes also solution to problems)

of Nirenberg, Brezis, P. L. lioos aod otbers. A few talks at the meeting were

concerned with new results in this direction. e
In view of tbe striking new examples mentioned, above it is very likely that

infinite-dimensional Banaeh space theory will change its direction and'

simultaneously become mueh more active in the near future.

The loeal ~heory of Danach spaces continues 10 grow at a rapid pace. New

theorems based on the rieh machioery already availableare beiog proved and

continue to reveal surprising phenomena in geometry of Rn. These results have

applikations in many directions Uncluding geometry of numbers, numerical

analysis and eigenvalue distribution problems).

Also the study of the concrete function spaces of analysis is Iikely 10 continue

its progress in a brisk pace. AB some talks in the meeting show many difficult

and central results from hard analysis can now be proved in simpler and often

more general forms by the tools of Danach space theory.

It is likely that the appllcations of Danach space theory in non linear analysis

Un particular non linear P.D.E.) will become much more central in tms area.
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~ Abstracts

D. ALSPACH

Level sets and the unigueness of measures

A theorem of Nymann asserts that a finite positive measure with range an

interval is determined up to a constant by its level sets. We ext~nd this to

the o-finite ease and in same cases far signed measures. We also presente examples that show that if the range is a finite union of intervals. level sets·

may not determine the measure and that in the signed ease a measure may be

determined by its level sets but neither its positive nor negative part iso

K. BALL

Markov chains in uniformly smooth spacers

There is ( for each K> 1 and e € (0,1» a constant M so that if ('4)t~ 0 is a

symmetrie Markov chain in a normed space with 2-uniform smoothness constant

K, then, for a11 t 2: 0,

EIIXt - X o ll 2
S (t+Mt t

+
8

) :5 EIIXs -Xo Il 2 Is =O.

e

The question is rriotivated by its relationship to extension/factorization problems

for ~ipsehitz maps. The interesting question is whether the same holds for

e = 0, at least in Lp for ~ < p < co. Areverse estimate of this type does hold if

the spaee is 2-uniformly convex.

W. BANASZCZYK

Transference theorems in geometry of numbers

Given a lattice L in Rn, by ~(L) and A.(L), i = 1, ... ,n, we denote the eovering

radius and the successive minima of L with respect to the euclidean unit ball.

It had heen known that
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li(L) At (1':'-) ~ C t . n3 / 2 ,

Ai (L),An-i+t(L-) ~ C 2 · n2
(j = 1, ... ,n) .

for eyery lattice L in Rn. Here Ct, C2 are some numerical constants and L

denotes the dual lattice. Recently, a proof has been found that the right sides

in 1) and 2) can be replaced by C . n . This result is best possible, up to the

constant C. Generalizations to arbitrary symmetrie convex bodies are discussed.

E. BEHRENDS

Points of symmetry of compact convex sets in (;2

Let J be a closed subspace of a complex Hanach space X. For nEIN, J is said

to have the n-ball-property (n-b.p. for short) if J n nBj ~ ~ whenever 8 t , ... ,Bn

are open balls in X with nBj '# ~ and Bj n J ~ ~ for all j. A systematic investi

gation of such subspaces started with the work of Alfsen and Effros (1972)

and Uma (1977>' Since that ~ime, one problem remained open, namely whether

or, not the 2-b.p. implies the 3-b.p. D. Yost was able to prove that the answer

is yes iff the following holds: whenever K c C2 is a compact convex set, such

that f(K) is a disk for every linear f: (;2 ~ C, then K has a center of symmetry.

In the present talk it is indicated how a counterexample can be constructed.

The construction makes use of a complex version of the Legen~e transform

(technical details can be found in the paper of the speaker in Math. Annalen

290, 1991>' It is also noted that the counterexample solves a problem in the •

theory of analytic multivalued mappings.

J. BOURGAIN

Uniform approximation in LP - planes

Approximation and uniform approximation are poorly understood, even in a

classical context. We discuss the rather surprising result:
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(.) For any . p ~ 2, LP does not admit a polynomial uniform approximation function.

For a fixed A > 1 and n = 1,2,... deflne (given a Banachspace X)

a(n,A) = sup min {rank T I T: X-> X, Tly = Irly , f1TII :5 A} ,

where the supremum is taken over all n -dimensional subspaces Y of X.

If X 15 the space Lt or Lco. a( n,A) is growing exponentially in n (fixing aoy

A). Weak Hilbert spaces X are characterized by the property a( D, A) - n (Johnson/

Pisier).· The statement (.) may be made more precise, deducing it from following

fact:

There 15 (given b> 0 and N sufficiently large) a subspace X of ~

codim X < NS
, such that any operator T from L~ into X flilfills

trace T < N l -
8C

p

where Cp depends on p ~ 2 (T is assumed "weIl bounded") .

. The proof uses harmonie analysis on the Cantor group.

A. DEFANT

Complexification of operators between Lp -spaees

For a linear and contiDuouS operator T:~->~ (P.q arbitrary, real functions)

define its complexjfjcation ,.e:L~ ->r: by TC(u+iv) := T(u) +iT(v). Let

kq,p be the best constant such that IITc fI :S kq •p lITII for all possible T. By a

• result of Flgiel, Iwaniecz and PelzcyDski kq •p = 1 whenever 1:5 q :S p:S co, and

by a result of Krivine k CO • 1 = 12. We give a formula for kq •p in terms of

~-factorable and p-summing Dorms and calculate the exact value of these

constants in the cases 1 :S P :S q :S 2 and 2 :s p :S q :s co (for example : k2 •t = 1f1t).
Joint work with Klaus Floret.

Ref.: A. Defant - K. Floret: Tensor Dorms aod operator ideals (seetions 26.28);

to appear in: North Holland Math. Studies.
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R. DEVILLE

A mountain pass principle for non differentiable mappings

We prove a general mountain pass principle for non differentiable mappings

that extends a theorem of N. Ghoussoub and D. Preiss. Applications are given

to an extension of a result of Brezis-Nirenberg and to the Resolution of

elliptic partial differential equations with discontinuous non linearities.

T. FIGIEL

Best constants in Rosenthal's inegualilty

Some results from a joint paper with P. Hitczen~o, W. B. Johnson, G. Schechtman

and J. Zinn were presented. Rosenthal's inequality 5ays that for. each p > 2

there is Rp < Q) such that, if Xt, ... ,Xn are independent symmetrie real random

variables, then

max(lll~tx l 112' (i~tIIXlll:)l/P)

It was known (Johnson, Schechtman, Zinn '83) that ~ $ Cp/lo"g p for large

p. In fact, the best value of Rp for p 2: 4 was found by S. A. liter ('8S) who

obtained that, if 4 ~ P < Q), then

"

•

where

P(E) n) = ~n!' n =0,1,2, ... •
and Et, ••• ,E n are LLd. Rademach~r variables.

In the paper same related extremal problems are 50lved. In particular, if

2 < p < 4, then the best value of ~ js (t + E ,gIP) t/p, where g is areal

Gaussian random variable, ~(g) N(O,t>.

In the talk an approach was outlined, using Uter's result, which can be

generalized to cover e.g. the cases where the Xj's are independent random

vectors in IRd with radial symmetry.
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K. FLORET

Trace duality and accessibility for operator ideals

•

•

The notion of accessible and total.ly accessible quasi-BaDach operator ideals

was introduced. As for teDsornorms, these notions turn out to be quite

fruitful under the absence of the metric approximation property; in particular,

they allow to understand better the trace duality for infinite-dimensional

Banach spaces. It was not known before this conference whether non-accessible

operator ideals exist-! A suitable characterization of p-Banach ideals being

accessible implies that all minimal p-Banach operator ideals are accessible.

Excellent use of accessibility can be made when investigating composition.

ideals:

CYCUC COMPOSITION THEOREM: Let U'~tC'E quasi-Banach" operat~r ideals, ~

and ~ accessible, such that ~ 0 ~ c CE t then ~ 0 CE· c ~- and CE- 0 ~ c ~

(with the same constants), when U· is the adjoint operator ideal U.

Trus "rotation" transforms a result of Carl-Defant about mixing operators into

the following:

Every q-summing operator on Lp (with values in an arbitrary Banach space)

factors through a Hilbert-space if and only if l/q 2: 11/2 - l/p I where q,p € [1,00].

(Joint work with Andreas Defant)

Ref.: A. Defant - K. Floret: Tensor Dorms and operator ideals (sections 21",25,34);

to appear in: North Holland Math. Studies.

-G. Pisier cODstructed during the conference a non-accessible normed maximal

operator ideal.

v. FONF

Injections and liDear- topological properties of Bansch spaces

In geometry of Banach spaces the following prob~em is weH knOWD: does every

Banach space contain isomorphie copy Co or a boundedly complete basic sequence?
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There Is in areport approach to this problem. The idea is based on the study

of topological boundary of bounded closed convex solid (with nonempty interior)

subsets of giyen Banach space.

Obtalned results on thls wa)' are interesting in some parts of tbe Banach

space theory: Gs-embeddings, which gave an idea of this approach, study

properties of Banach spaces not containing co' polyhedral Banach spaces and

so on.

Introduced two new conceptions: thick-set and thin-set and with help of this

notions it is proved theorems about space not containing Co and boundedly

complete basic sequence.

D. J. H. GARLING

Complex martingales and unconditional martingale convergence

•

We use the following elementary equality, essentially due to Yudin:

Theorem 1. If f, gE: L2k(X,l:,ll), where kEIN', and f fkgk dl1 = 0, then

IIfll 2k :s (f (lfl2k + Igl2k )dl1)1/2k :s kllf+gIl 2k . (w)

Apply this to n.e, wlth Haar measure ~.

Corollary 2. If /\, Mare disjoint cones in Z.e, and fE L~, gEL2~ (Le. f( n) = 0

for n~ /\, g(n) = ° for ne'M), then (.) holds.

Take 0 =nlN
, ·with usual filtration. A martingale (mn) is a Hardy martingale if

JE (dn + 1 elk9n+l IJn ) = 0, for k ~ o.
Theorem 3. if 1< P < CD and fE LP(O), there exist unique Hardy martingales •

(mn)' (Pn) with Po =0 such that fn =mn + Tn (where fn =JE (f IJn ) >-
Let m = Um Mn: Tbe map f -> m is bounded.

A similar argument gives

Theorem 4. If (mn) is an LP bounded Hardy martingale (1 < p < (0) then

Mo + 1:(mn +l - Mn) converges unconditionally in LP .

Combining this Theorem 3, we abtain a short proof of the standard result:

Theorem 5. If (mn) is an LP bounded martingale (1 < P < CD) then

Mo + 1:( mn +l - m n ) converges unconditionally in LP.
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N. GHOUSSOUB

Variational principles with second order conditions

In the problem of minimizing a C2 -function cp that is bounded below on a

Hilbert spaee H, Ekeland's yariational principle yields minimizing sequences

( 'Xk ) k (i.e. cp ( 'Xk) -> inf cp) that are also Palais - Smale sequences (i.e. cp' ( 'Xk ) -> 0 >
The smooth variational principle of Borwein - Preiss yields the additional second

order condition: lim iCf < cp" ( 'Xk ) W ,W > ~ 0 for all wEH. If now the hypothesis

of the "Mountain Pass Theorem" are satisfied, then we construct Palais-Smale

sequences that also verify the following second order condition:

If < CP"(Xk)w,w > < -{z 1I~1I2 for every w in a subspace E of H then dim (E) :$ 1.

As already noticed by P. L. Lions, this additional information is sometimes

useful in the proof of the convergence of such sequences .

.G. GODEFROY

Uneonditional ideals

In this joint work with N. Kalton and D. Saphar, we investigate the following

situation: a closed subspaee X of Banach space Y is called au-ideal (resp.

h - ideal in the eomplex case) if there exists P: y.->y. with p2 = P, Kern P = X.l.

and 111-2PII = 1 (resp. 1I1-(1+A)pll = 1 for every A of modulus one). Examples

of this situation inel ude: a) M - ideals. b) .ideals in Banach Iattices'. c) K(X) in

L(X) , if X is reflexive with a I-unconditional basis. We show in particular

the following results.

Theorem 1: If X is u-ideal in Y and X does not contain eo (IN), then X is

u-eomplemented in Y.

Theorem 2: Let X be a separable eomplex spaee which is h - ideal in its bidual

X··. Then X has Pe1czynski's property (u) with constant one, and

there exists an hermetian projeetion T from X·· ont~ the space

Ba(X) of first-Baire elass elements of X··.

Theorem 2 means in particular that the structure of spaces X wich are h-ideals

in X·· is quite similar to the structure of order-continuous Banach lattices.
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Y. GORDON

Some geometrie properties of p - normed spaces (0 < P < 1)

(Joint work with Nigel Kalton )

Wo proved the following:

Theorem 1: Let 0< r S 1, 0< 8 < 1. There exists N(r,8) < co, such that whenever

X is an r-normed space of dimension n ~ N(r,8), there is a quotient

of a subspace of X. E. with dirn E ~ Sn. whose dis.ta~ce to a e
Hilbert spaee, d E , is smaller than C(r) (1~8 log ( 1:8 ))r -1 .

Theorem 1 generalizes the well-known qotient-subspace theorem of V. Milmao

for Banach spaces O.e. r= 1), to the class of r-normed spaces, hence to quasi

normed spaces· as weIl. We also stated the generalizations of the cotype-2

theorem for the class of r-normed apaees, and the volume-ratio theorem of

G. Pisier, and Dvoretzky's theorem.

These results indicate that convexity is not eaaeut1al assumption for many of

the famous positive results in local theory.

T. GOWERS

The hyperplane problem

A question by Danach is whether every Banach spaee X is isomorphie to its

codimension-one subspaees, or hyperplanes. Equi"valently, must X ~ X EI) IR?

It turns out that a variant of the space X from the abstract of B. Maurey is a

counterexample. In addition, it has a l-unconditional basis. The proof that the

variant is not isomorphie to its hyperplanes is similar to the proof that X has

no uneonditional basic sequence.

•
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R. HAYDON

Trees in renorming theory

Arecent paper CBulL L. M. S. 2990) showed that jf r js a full uncountably

branehing tree of uneountable height then then the space Co ( r ) is an Asplund

spaee that admits no equivalent norm that is either strictly eonvex or Gateaux

differentiable. A eloser study of spaees obtained from trees in this way allows

us to answer same other questions about renormings:

(i) if r is a full dyadic tree of uneountable height then Co (- T) admits·

a renorming wi th the Kadee property ( the weak and norm topologies

eoincide on the sphere) but no locally uniformly eonvex renorming ;

(ij) for any tree T there is a Freehet differentiable "bump" funetion on

Co ( T) even though no differentiable renorming need be possible.

A by-produet of the teehniques used enables as to answer a question of

Talagrand:

(jji) There is a Frechet differentiable equivalent norm on Co ( [0,0) x [0,0»
for any ordinal o.

S. HEINRICH

Gelfand numbers of tensor products and complexity

Numerical complexity theory is coneerned with the following task: Given a

numerical problem and a 8 > 0, determine the minimal numbers of arithmetie

operations needed to compute ag-approximation to the solution. In the talk

an open eomplexity problem for integral equations is diseussed and it is shown

that its solution is elosely tied· to the following problem on s-numbers:

Let nEIN and let In : l~ -> Ir be the identity. What is the asymptotic order

of

Here 0 e denotes the injeetive tensor product and eDl the rn-th Gelfand number.

In partieular, it would be of interest to know if
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W. HENSGEN

On weak sequentional completeness of vector valued LI /H~

Let Hö(X) := (fELt(X) :f(n) < OV'n ::; O}. Generalizing the weil known

Khavin-Mooney theorem (Lt/H~ w.s.c.), Bukhvalov and Petrenko had proved

that Ll(X)/H~(X) is W.S.c. if X is a reflexive B space or a w.s.c. B lattice

and asked for the general case (X w.S.C. B space) ~ Their proof is of a funetional

analytic character as developed by Godefroy. Going back to the original function •

theoretic proof of Khavin, I am' proving that Ll(X)/H~(X) is w.S.C. if X is

w.S.C., RNP, compt. in X" and X' has ARNP. In general. Ll(X)/H~(X) need

not be W.S.c. for w.s.e. X (counterexample of Pisier; note that

Lt(X)/H~(X) ~ Ll/H~ @> X).

M. JUNGE

Calculating (D.g) -summing norms with few veetors

(Joint work with Martin Defant)

Motivated by connected problems in the loeal theory of Banach spaee geometry

T. Figiel asked whether there exist a construet e pq ~ 1 such that· for all

operator T with rank (T) S none has

Positive answers where given by Tomczak - Jaegermann for p = q = 2 and König

for p > 2 = q. Using this König and Tzafriri gave a positive answer for p > 2, •

q=1.

Negative answers where found by Pelczynski and Figiel for p = q = 1. Using

information about the limit order of npq ' established by Carl, Maurey and Puh!,

one has negativ answers also for 2 < q S P < cx).

M. Defant and the author developped quotient formulas, which aHow to transfer

known informations to unknown cases. For instanee they proved a positive

answer in the ease 1/q > 1/p + 1/2 using the König/Tzafriri result. Viee -versa the

negative information for 2 < q ::; p < <X> is transfered to the area 1S p,q < 2.
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I
• The question is cleared up apart from the area where q < 2 and l/q ~ l/p + 1/2.

~ '-.,-1
l-t>~/:-

~ t/~~ I
L--,

~l

V. M. KADETS

Generlzations of the Liapunov convexity theorem

Let 1: be a d -algebra of subsets of some set (), X is a Banach space, (l: I: ~ X

is a d-additive measure. Let

at (~d = sup {"(.1 (A) 11 : A is an atom of (.1}

and

characterise the size of atoms and degree' of non-convexity of the measure

values set respectively.

Theorem. The following two conditions for the Banach space X are equivalent:

1) X is B-convex

2) sup{e(,.d: (.1 is X-valued measure, at «(.1) ~ a,

variation of ~ is less then I). a -+ 0 ;>. 0 . _

Some estimates for E «(.1) in finite-dimensional case are given:

e «(.1) ~ dim X . at«(l) for arbitrary X

E (\l-) ~ -(dirn X . at«(.1) for euclidian X

S. KISLIAKOV

Interpolation of weighted HP

Real and complex interpolation methods, when applied to the couple

(HPO(Eo ; Wo), HP1 (Et ;Wt ») give what is expected if Eo and Et are quasi-Banach

lattices of measurable functions satisfying certain mild conditions and
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(
t/po -t/Pt)

log Wo W t E BMO (Wo' W t being weights on the unit eirele). The

BMO-eondition is in faet necessary. (lt is expeeted, of eourse, that the resulting

spaees coineide with the subspaees of analytic funetions in the eorresponding

interpolation spaees for the couple (LP~(Eo;Wo)' LP1 (E t ; W t »).

The results have been obtained jointly with Q.Xu.

J. LINDENSTRAUSS

Approximating the sphere with zonotopes, another look

This work is done with J. Bourgain,

Theorem. For every n 2:: 3 and E > 0 there are

(.) N = e(n) (e;- 2 110g EI )(0-0/(n+.2)

segments of equallencth {lj}j=t so that

N
Bo e .1: I

J
• < (1 + E) Bn)=1

where Bn is the Euclidean ball.

It is k~own that up to. the lIog E I factor (.) is the best estimate. The same

result without the 'tequal length" assertion was proved by us several years

ago. Surprisingly the passage to segments with equal length requires delicate

arguments. For n S 6 this was done by the late Gerold Wagner. We show - now

how to do this for general n.

W. LUSKY

On Danach spaces with the commuting bounded approximation property

We consider finite rank operators Rn on a given separable Banach space X

such that Rn R.n = Rmin ( n, m) whenever n #. m and Hg' Rn X = X for all

xEX

We prove the following:

If Rn - Rn - t factors thcough Ip for same 1:S P < co (or co) then X EB lp (or

X E9 co) ha~ a basis. As an example we mention the disc algebra where

•

•
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the assump~ions of the theorem can be easily verified. Moreover the theorem

holds for all weighted spaces

{f: D~elf holomorphic (harmonie) !im fez) 3 (Izl> = O}
Izl-+l

sup If(z) 13 (Izl>. Here D is the unit disc and
zED

.& : [O,ll ~ lR is continuous, decreasing with .& (1) :: O. Since all these spaces

contain Co they have bases.

B. MAUREY

The unconditional basic seguence problem

Tim Gowers and the author of this abstract independently constructed very

similar examples of an infinite-dimensional Bana~h space X wich does not

contain any infinite unconditional basic sequence. Actually, the properties of

this space X are better described by the fact that Xis HeredJtarl1y IDdecomposable,

which means that whenever Y,Z are in finite dimensional subspaces of X and

E > 0, there exists y € Y such that lIyll = 1 and d(y,Z) < E.

A complex H. I. Banach space has few operators: every TE ß(X) can- be written

as T = A Id + S, where S is strictly singular and A E C.

A. PIETSCH

Orthonormal systems and Hanach space geometry

ewe start a systematic treatment of such results and methods in geometry of

Banach spaces which involve orthonormal systems. The basic idea is the following:

Let 0" = (Pl""'~n) be any orthonormal system in a. Hilbert space L2 (M,(J.),

and let H be a Hilbert space. Then, for Xt"",xn E H, we have Parzeval's equation

f 11 ~ xktpk(t) 11
2 d(J.(t) = ~ II xk ll2

M 1 t

In arbitrary Banach spaces this is no lo.nger true. However, we may ask for

the smallest constant c ~ 1 such that
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whenever Xt, •.• ,xn E E. This yields a measure of the non-Hilbertness of E.

There are many other ways to define similar quantities. This approach results

in a unification of different theories which are concerned with Rademacher

types and cotypes, the vector-valued Fourier transform and the vector-valued

Hilbert transform .

G. PISIER

Interpolation between HP spaces and non-commutative generalizations

We give an elementary proof that the HP spaces over the unit disc (or the

upper half plane) are the interpolation spaces for the real method of interpolation

between H t and Hoo
. This was originally proved by Peter Jones. The proof uses

only the boundedness of the Hilbert transform and the classical factorisation

of a function in HP as a product of two functions in Hq and H r with 1/q + 1/r =1/p.

This proof extends without any real extra difficulty to the non -commutative

setting and to several Banach space valued extensions of HP spaces. In particular,

this proof easily extends to the couple HPO(lqo)' HPt ( lqt)' with 1 ~ Po,Pt,qo,q. ~ 00.

In that situation, we prove that the real interpolation spaces and the K-functional

are induced (up to equivalence of norms) by the same objects for the couple

Lpo (Iqo )' Lpt (Iqt )· In an other direction, let us denote by Cp the space of aH

compact operators x on Hilbert space such that tr( IxI P ) < co. If p = co, C p is

just the space of a11 compact operators. Our proof aHows us to show for

instance that the space HP(Cp ) is the interpolation space of parameter (1/p,p)

between Ht(e t ) and Hoo(Coo ). We also extend arecent result of Kaftal-Larson

and Weiss, we prove that the distance to the upper triangular matrices in Ct

and Coo can be essentially realized simultaneously by the same element.

C. T. READ

Strange measures and quantum fjeld theory:

what do applied Mathematicians want?

In this talk I discuss the djfficulties involved in constructive quantum fjeld

theory, and the constraints on the measures required to do the ··construction" ,

especially the strange one, reflectian positivity. I discuss divergences, briefly

indicating the difference between an ·infrared' and ·ultraviolet· one, and exhibit

•

•
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same scalar field theories without ultraviolet divergence, but which may have

infrared divergences. All the work involved was done in collaboration with

Noah Unden (Cambridge); but the lecture is mainly intended as an introduction

to the subject for these working in Banach spaces. A peculiarity.of t!'!e Linden

Read construction is its dimension-independence; it works in IRd for any

dimension d.

W. SCHACHERMAYER

Eguivalent martingale measures

We present the fo1l0wing theorem which is motivated by some problems in financial

mathematics.

Theorem. Let (Xn):=t be a stochastic process modelIed on (O,(Y:n):=t,P)

such that X n E Lco (Cl, Y:n, P) for a1l nEIN.

The following assertions are equivalent

(i) There exists a measure Q equivalent to P such that (Xn ):= t is

a martingale eith respect to P.

(ii) . Letting Z = span {Xt - X s ) XA
s

: t ~ s, As E Y:s} there does not exist

kEL~t k ~ 0, which may be approximated by a sequence (fi.)~l of

elements of Z in the following sense:

We also discuss the interpretation of condition (ii) in economic terms as the

absence of "a free lunch with deterministically bounded risk··.
e

(a) fl(w) 2:: -1

(b) li~l.?f fl(w) ~ k(w)

for nEIN J P- a.e. w E Cl

for P- a.e. wE 0 .

E. SEMENOV (Joint work with T. APPELL)

On Lorentz fu nctional spaces

Given a measurable function x on [O,ll, 'we denote by x n the truncation of x.

Let 1\ (CI» be the Lorentz space generated by a concave positive function cp.

M (Cf) = 1\. ( CI> ), q; (t) = t/Cf ( t). The set

is investigated.

[(x) = {ep : tim
n-+oo

II x n IlM{p)
IIxn 111\ (cp)

o}
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E. WERNER (Joint work with C. SCHÜrf>

The convex floating body of almost polytopal bodies

We ask what kind of functions can occur as the volume difference vol K - vol Ks

where Ks is the convex fl~ating body of a convex body in 1R2
, Le. Ks is the

intersection of all half -spaces whose defining hyp~rplanes

of volume 8 of K. If K has smooth boundary it is known that ~~o

exists and is a positive real number. If K is a polytope, then l!~h

cut off a set
val K - val KS

2
S3

val. K - val KS

81n~ •
exists and is a positive real number.

Here we obtain the following:

Let h be a positive differentiable function with h(o) = 0 and
2 3

Sln-s
1 :5 h(S) :S S3. Put feS) = 3 h'(S3) - 3 -h.!..L...L. If Sf(S) is

83 .

decreasing and convex then there is a convex body K and a

constant c such that for all small S

~ h (S) :S vol K - vol Ks :S c h (S) •

W. WERNER

Smooth points in spaces of bonded operators

Let T be an operator between two Banach spaces X and Y. We present various

cases in which the condition

IITli e < IITII, there is exactly one Y. € By • where T attains its norm,

and T·y. is smooth

is equivalent to T being a smooth point of L(X,Y). This characterization e.g.

holds whenever Y is a subspace of Co with the metric approximation property

and X is arbitrary. Smooth points of L(Y· ,X), where X and Y are as before,

can be shown to behave similarly.

In proving these resul ts use is made of certain M - ideals of compact operators

as weil as of sufficently many complemented subspaces with a basis in some

of the involved Banach spaces.

As a byproduct, it turns out that in all cases in question operators not attaining

their norms on Bx (or, respectively, -By .) are nowhere dense in L(X,YL

•
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M. WOJCIECHONSKI

Translation invariant projeetions on anisotropie Sobolev spaees on Tori.

We consider the translation invariant projection in Sobolev spaces W~ (nd) and

in the spaees of smooth funetions Cs (nd). Symbol S denote smoothness Le.

finite set of partial devivatives, whieh can be identified with a finite set of

nonnegative lattiee points of IRd
. We say that smoothness S satisfy eondition

(0) if it containes two points-one eorresponding to partial derivative of odd

order, seeond to a partial derivative of even order and there exist a hyperplane

pasing through these points which supports the eonvex hull of Sand is not

parallel to any axis of .lRd
, or the same property has one of the lower.

dimensional smoothnesses being the interseetion of S with same number of

eoordinate hyperplane .

The following dychotomy holds:

Theorem 1. If S satify (0) then space W~ ( Tt
d

) has a translation invariant

complemented subspaee isomorphie to infinity dimensional Hilbert

space. Else the translation invariant projections are characterized

by eoset ring of IRd Ot means that supp R belongs to the eoset

ring of IRd for ev.ery t. i. projections on W~)'

In the case of spaces Cs(nd
) and Ahtd

) (= the polidysk algebra) the situation

is more simple:

Theorem 2. Translation invariant projections in the spaces es (nd) and A ( n d )

• are characterized by eoset ring of Z d.

The proofs of theorems 1 and 2 use the Helson-Rudin-Cohen eharaeterization

of idempotent measures, same combinatorial consideration, Riesz produet

eonstruction (or Rudin-Shapiro eonstruction) and Me Gehee-Pigno-Smith

inequality.

Berichterstatter: M. Junge
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH"

Tagungsber eh 42/1991

Nonlinear and Random Vibrations
22.9. bis 28.9.1991

e Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren L. Arnold, Bremen, W. Schiehlen. Stuttgart,
und W. Wedig, Karsruhe, statt. Von den 35 Teilnehmern kamen 12 aus Deutschland, die
übrigen aus Australien, England, Frankreich, Italien, Kanada, den Niederlanden, .
Österreich, Polen, der Schweiz, den USA, der UdSSR und aus Vietnam. Wegen dieser
starken internationalen Beteiligung wurden alle Tagungsvorträge in englischer Sprache
gehalten.

Mit dem Thema "Nonlinear and Random Vibrations" wurden Vertreter der Mathematik und
der Mechanik angesprochen. Von besonderem Interesse waren dabei die nichtlinearen
deterministischen Schwingungen uhd die stochastischen, häufig auch nichtlinearen
Systeme. Einen wichtigen Aspekt bildeten die Verzweigungen, welche in der Deterministik
und der Stochastik nichtlinearer Systeme auftreten. Dabei hat sich eine starke
Verwandtschaft der mathematischen Methoden - gezeigt. So werden z.B.
Lyapunov-Exponenten sowohl zur Charakterisierung chaotischer Bewegungen als auch
zur Stabilitätsuntersuchung stoc~astischer Systeme herangezogen.

Die einzelnen Vorträge können den folgenden Problemgruppen zugeordnet werden:

Normalformen nichtlinearer Systeme,
Nichtlineare Schwingungen von Balken und Platten,
Verallgemeinerte Zellabbildung,
Chaotische Bewegungen mit zufälligen Parametern,
Statistische Unearisierung komplexer Systeme,
Verzweig~ngen in nichtlinearen und stochastischen Systemen,
Stabilisierung mit Zufallsschwingungen,
Numerische Methoden für stochastische Systeme,
Regelung von dynamischen Systemen, .
Stabilität durchströmter Rohre,
Beiträge zu Couette-Taylor-Strömungen,
Zuverlässigkeit von Strukturen,
Dynamik periodischer Strukturen.

An jeden Vortrag schloß sich eine lebhafte Diskussion an. Alle Teilnehmer, die
Mathematiker und die Ingenieure, schätzten diese einzigartige Gelegenheit zu einem
intensiven Gedankenaustausch über Theorie und Anwendung außerordentlich hoch ein.



Vortragsauszüge

't:K. Un
Disordered Periodic Structure

An ideal periodic structure is composed of identical units which are connected end-ta-end
to form a spatially periodic array. However, such an ideal periodic strueture does not exist in
reality, due to material, geometrical and manufacturing variabilities. The departure tram
exaet periodicity is knovvn as disorder which has significant effects on its dynamical
behavior. In this presentation, two effects of disorder are discussed. One is the attenuation •
of wave propagation even if the frequency is within a so-called wave-passage frequency
band and the structure is undamped. This effeet is charaeterized by a localization factor
which is the average exponential decaying rate per cell-unit, or negative .Lyapunov
~xponent in space. Another effect is possible higher structural response near where an
excitation is applied. .

It is shown that the localization factor depends on the level of disorder, cell-to-cell coupling
parameter, and the position offrequency in a wave-passage frequency band. The number
of cells in a disordered chain and the level of disorder playa similar role in spreading the
frequency response distribution. The mean and the standard deviation of frequency
response magnitude are increased with increasing disorder, while they areboth decreased
with increasing material damping of the structure.

N. Sri Namachchivaya
Nonlinear Stochastic Systems

First part of this paper presents a perturbation approach to calculate the asymptotic growth
rate of stochas~ically excited two-degree-ot-freedom systems of the typ~

q; + wrq; + E 2ew; q; + E1/ 2k;j qj ~(t) = 0, i,j = 1,2. The noise is assumed to be white

and of small intensity in order to calculate the explicit formulas for maximal Lyapunov
exponents.

Second part of this paper presents the method of stochastic normal forms. Similar to the •
deterministic normal forms, the crucial step in the normal form computations is to find the
so-called resonant terms which cannat be eliminated through a nonlinear change of
variables. Subsequent to the reduction of dimensionality, the associated stochastic normal
form is obtained using Markovian approximation.

Finally, a new scheme of stochastic averaging using elliptic funetions is presented. The
second order nonlinear differential equation that is examined in this work can be expressed

as q + Clq + CYl3+ € f(q,q) + fl/2g(q,q,~(t» = 0 where Cl and C3 are given constants

of order one, ~(t) is a stationary stochastic process with zero mean and .E ~ 1.
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w. Szemplinska-Stupnicka
Some Remarks on Mode Shapes of Vibrations in Continuous Nonlinear Systems

A continuous nonlinear dissipative system under harmonie load is eonsidered in the light of
the problem of "active modes" and the Galerkin projeetion procedure. First, some critical
comments are made on the eommonly used assumption of spatial structure of the system
involved in the Galerkin method. Then, the attention is focused on effects and
consequences of using linear normal modes in an analysis of large amplitude nonlinear
vibrations. The concept of approximate, amplitude dependent "nonlinear normal modesn

is presented and the role the concept plays in the analysis of resonant oscillations is
discussed. A suggestion is made that the controversial term "nonlinear normal
oscillations/modes" might be replaced by, say, "POAC" term (Periodic Oscillations in
Autonomous Conservative Systems). This would aHow us to cover a wider class of

enonlinear functions than those defined by R.M. Rosenberg (e.g. we might include
"quadratic nonlinearities") and, what is not less important, would reduee criticisms raised
by some mathematicians.

Then, the question of mode shape of chaotic vibrations of a buckled beam is examine.d in
the light of the experimental resutts available so far, and of the theoretical analysis based on
an approximate mathematieal model. It is pointed out that there is a need of further
experimental measurements of chaotic response of the beam and of the study of
spatiotemporal ehaos in the solid mechanics problems.

N.D. Anh
Nonlinear Oscillations of a System with Delay

We consider a system with delay, Le. i + ax(t - ö) = f f(x(t),x(t),x(t - ßl),X(t -l\l» . The
following oscillations are observed (or of interest): free oscillations, harmonie oscillations,
subharmonie oscillations, and chaotic and random oscillations.

It is obtained that even very small delay can result in large deviations from the
corresponding system without delay. For example, take the system :i + ax(t -~) = 0 ,

a = 500n, !!i = 0.001. This system has periodic solutions x(t) = a cos(at + 8) ,

a, 8 = const. However, for the corresponding system without delay, Le. i + ax(t) = 0 ,

ea = 500n, the equilibrium point x = 0, .i = 0 is asymptotically stable. Analogously, tor
the system with harmonie excitation, Le. i + ax(t - A) = P cos VI , a = 500n t ß = 0.001 1

there is an infinite resonance when v = 500n. This infinite resonance can not be observed
from the corresponding system without delay: i + ax(t) = P cos VI .

H. Troger (co-authored by A. Steindl)
Three-dimensional Dynamics of Fluid-conveying Tubes with the Symmetry of the
Square

Making use of Kirchhoff's theory of slender rads a geometrieally fully nonlinear but
physically linear (Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic law) system of governing equations for a tube
carrying incompressible fluid flow are derived. The rotationally symmetrie tube is elastically

3



supported by tour springs which introduce D4-symmetry. Considering the tlow velocity ~s .
bifurcation parameter we study the foss of stability of the trivial equilibrium position and the
postcritical behavior. For various amounts of the stiffness of the support divergent, flutter,
and coupled divergent and flutter instabilities occur.

D.H. van Campen (co-authored by R.H.S. Fey and A. de Kraker)
Dynamic Behavior of a Damped Non-linear Beam-spring System Under Harmonie
Excitation

This investigation is part of a somewhat broader research with respect to the dynamic
behaviour of mechanical systems consisting of linear components and loeal nonlinearities.
For the linear components spatially discretized models are used as an idealization of
continuous models. The behaviour in space and time of such models is described by a"
finite number of degrees of freedom. Component mode synthesis methods are used to
reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the linear components. The local
nonlinearities are taken into account by coupling them to the linear components.

Periodic steady-states are computed by solving a two-point boundary value problem. The
local stabirity ofthese steady-states is evafuated by Floquet multipliers. This approach also
otters the possibility to follow branches of solutions when a design variable is varied. On
these branches local bifurcation points can be detected.

As an example the steady-state dynamic behaviour is considered of a discretized
continuous beam supported at both edges by trictionless hinges and supported halfway its
length by a linear damper and two non-linear springs. One of these springs is of the Duffing
type, whereas theother one is linear, but only sets in the eompressive direction. The beam
is subjected to harmonie excitation halfway its length. The excitation frequency is taken as a
design variable.

First, a main bran'ch with harmonie periodic solutions has been computed by means of a
combination of a time discretization method and an arc eontinuation method. Next, the
bifurcation points on this braneh have been traeed and anaryzed, followed by investigation
of the side branches. In some frequency intervals no stable periodic solutions have been
computed through time integration. The ereation of a chaotic motion via an intermittency
transition has been observed.

F.L. Chernouska
Contro. of Oscillating Systems

Some problems af control for linear and nonlinear dynamic systems containing oseillating
parts are considered. Thefollowing requirements are imposed: the control is bounded; the
terminal state is prescribed; the time of contraI is finite. Thus, we da not eonsider
stabilization contraI which leads to infinite time of motion. Some exaet optimal control
solutions are presented tor linear systems. These optimal time contral problems are'
simulated by contral of cranes carrying swinging loads. However, explicit optimal time
controls can be obtained for rather simple systems. More general results are obtained for
linear time-dependent systems: it is shown that the well-known Kalman's approach (for
control of linear systems) can be appJied in the case of bounded controJ under some

4
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:additional conditions. Using these resuIts, we obtain explicit control tor a system of n
/ different oscillators.

Feedback control tor nonlinear dynamic systems governed by Lagrange equations is
suggested. It is assumed that there is aseparate bounded control force for each degree of
freedorn. Under same general conditions for kinetic energy of the system and
non-controlled forces, the explicit feedback law for control is suggested which is robust
with respeet to parameter variations and disturbances.

L. Arnold
Bifurcation in Random Systems: A Survey

Stochastic bifurcation theory studies "qualitative changes" in the behavior of parametrized
famities of stochastic dynamical systems. This can be formalized in (at least) two different
ways:

(i) "Probabilisfs approach": On the level of solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation
(Zeeman 1988)

(ii) "Dynamical systems approach": On the level of invariant measures of the
corresponding dynamical system and its Lyapunov exponents.

It has been observed quite often that near a bifurcation of type (ii) we have a bifurcation of
type (i) on the bifurcated branch. We explain this by large deviations theory and recent
results of Baxendale.

K. Xu (co-authored by L. Arnold)
Normal Forms for Random Differential Systems

Given a dynamical system (Q,~,P,(91)/ER) and a random differential equation

i = f{(}tW,x). The normal form problem is to construct a smooth near identity nonlinear

random coordinate transformation h(w) to make the random differential equation

y = g«(}tW,y) "as simple as possible", preferably linear, where g(y) = (Dh(y»-l(f{h(y» - h) .
The linearized equation i = A«(}tlO)x generates a matrix co-cycle for which the
multiplicative ergodie theorem holds, providing us with stochastic analogues of
eigenvalues (Lyapunov exponents) and eigenspaces. Now the development runs pretty
much parallel to the deterministic one, the difference being that the appearance of () turns
all problems into infinite-dimensional ones. In particular, the range of the homological
operator is in general not closed, making the coneept of E -normal form necessary. The
stochastic versions of resonanee and averaging are developed. The ease of simple
Lyapunov speetrum is treated in detail.

5
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v. Wihstutz
A Stochastic Averaging Principle an~ Stabilization by Random Vibration

Given the control system i = Ax + Ru in Rd one wants to find a zero-mean stochastic
m

feedback control u = a I ci~ix (~i,i = 1, ... ,m , independent sources of real er white
;=1

noise) such that the exponential growth rate of the solution .tJ(t,xo) becomes as small as

possible, and hopefully even negative. lf A is of companion form, there is only one
dimension which can be controlled in a physically realizable way, and the known
procedures for stabilization fail. .

With help of a stochastic averaging principle ane can show that the system .i = Ax , A of _
campanion form, is not stabilizable if one uses white noise or non-degenerate real neise, •
even i1 it is speeded up. But this system can be stabilized if a proper combination of white
and real noise is used, or with help of types of degenerate nais~.

W. Kliemann (co-authored by ~ Colonius)
On Two Perturbation Lemmas for Ordinary Differential Equations

We consider an ordinary differential equation i = X(x) with a perturbation term

I U,{t~{X), where (u;);= l. ..m = U E U = {u: R --+ U, loeal integrable} and U C R
ffl

campact. On U we use the weak topology. Generically (on an open and dense set U x M ,
M the state space) all trajectories of the perturbed equation will enter the interier of
invariant control sets in finite time, describing the possible location of the w limit sets. For
Ur = € U one finds that for € small enough the contraI sets of the perturbed equation

develop around the Morse sets of i = X(x) , with invariant control sets corresponding
exactly ta the maximal Morse sets (= attractors). These results allow the study of invariant
measures under Markovian disturbanees, of contral of chaos, of robust feedback
stabilization at unstable reference trajectories ...

R. Seydel
Remarks on Detecting Stationary Bifurcation Points

We cansider a system of n nonlinear equations f(y,l) = 0, with a real parameter l ,and
ask how to detect stationary bifurcation points. The standard means is to check the sign of
a "bifurcation test funetion" -r(f,y,l). The usual choice is the determinant of the Jacobian

matrix. The determinant has bad scaling properties, reflected by -r(sf,y, A) = Sn-r(f,y, l) . An
alternative that was proposed in Numer. Math. 33, p. 339-352, is investigated. For this
alternative test function we prove reasonable scaling in the sense -r(sf,y, A) = s-r(f,y, l) ,
and show that three candidates for -r can be calculated with together 6 operations. The
choice of the candidates is based on the results of the pivoting of a factorization of the
Jacobian. The approach provides piecewise local test functions.
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,E. Platen
Numerical Methods for Stochastic'D~fferentialEquations

The talk gives a survey on numerieal methods for stochastic differential equations, based
on the book of Kloeden, ~E. and Platen, E.: The Numerical Solution of Stochastic
Differential Equations, Springer, 1991. Espeeially the numerical investigation of stift
stochastic differential equations by implieit schemes is diseussed. Further, the numerical
stability of explieit and implieit sehemes is considered. Finally, the visualization of paths of
the Duffing-Van der PolOscillator is given as an example.

L. Faravellie Stochastic Equivalent Unearization for Complex Struetural Systems

The dynamieal behaviour of hysteretic frames under stochastic excitation is studied.
Stoehastie equivalent linearization is used. The equations of motion of a
multi-degree-of-freedom shear strueture, eoupled with a linearized form of constitutive
law of the hysteretic stiftness elements, are rearranged in the state veetor form and solved
by a complex modal analysis. The complex structure is also discretized into elastie
elements interconneeted at potential plastie hinges where the whole inelastie deformation
eoncentrates. The Boue-Wen endochronie model is adapted to deseribe the hysteretie
behaviour of the eritical sections. The variation of the eigenproperties of the strueture is
studied in order to define a n criterion" for ignoring the contribution of some eigenvalues and
to estimate an na priorin error.

F: Casciati (co-authored by F: Bontempi)
Chaotic Behaviour and Probabilistic Measure

Attention is focused on the ehaotie behaviour of dynamieal systems under stoehastie
excitation. Charaeterization teehniques associated with Poincare Sections, Lyapunov
exponents, capacity and information dimensions, power spectra and probability densities
are used for a nonlinear SDOF system.

It is shown that it is virtually impossible to distinguish between ehaotie and non-ehaotie
_ stoehastie motion when relatively high intensity of the external random exeitation is
• involved. While looking for a transition criterion 1 the Fokker-Planek equation is regarded as

a unifying model between stochastic and ehaotic motion.

C.S. Hsu
Certain Nonlinear Problems Studied by the Generalized Cell Mapping Method

Two problems of nonlinear systems studied reeently by the eell mapping method are
reported here.

The first problem coneerns the effeets of uneeftainties on systems whieh possess multiple
long term asymptotieally stable solutions, same of whieh could be strange attractors. If a
strange attraetor daes exist with other periodic solutions, woufd the presence of random
uncertainties make the ehaotie response represented by the strange attractor more
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dominant. The answer is "not always" or "not necessarily". Each attraetor is protected by ~

the domain of attraetion. When the uncertainties cause the attractor to pieree the protection
layer, then that attractor will be lost.

The second problem concerns the use of generalized cell mapping to study random
vibration problems. When generalized cell mapping is used forthis purpose, the evaluation
of the transition probabifity matrix i5 computationally intensitive. Here it is proposed that a
short-time Gaussian approximation be used for the purpose of evaluating the transition
matrix, resulting in a drastic reduction of computation. Once the transition matrix has been
determined, the methodology of generalized cell mapping will yield all statistical
information one may wish to have.

J. Brindley
Noisy Periodicity and Nonchaotic Strange Attractors in Forced Nonlinear
Oscillators

Nonlinear oscillators, forced at a single frequency, have been the subject of much research,
and the occurrence of strange attractors tor certain parameter ranges is weil known. Much
less weil known or understaod is the behaviour of nonlinear oscillators forced
quasi-periodically. A common feature of such systems is the occurrence of "nonchaotic
strange attractors", that is, attractors whose structure is not simple, but near and on which
neighbouring trajectories do not display exponential divergence. Such behaviour has a
characteristic spectral signature and is robust not only t9 changes in parameter values or
initial conditions but also to structural perturbations of the equations. It has strang
implications for predictability. Same examples of this behaviour are presented. and in
addition the occurrence of noisy periodicity in quasi-periodically forced systems is
demonstrated and discussed. In particular the effect of adding a second frequency of
forcing, or of adding a random multifrequency forcing, to simple forced oscillator models
for the occurrence of ice ages or "EI Nino" like events is presented. Preliminary results are
encouraging, and motivate further systematic numerical experiments.

S. Ariaratnam
Stochastic Stability and Bifurcations

The concept of stochastic bifurcation is iIIustrated through some simple one- and e
two-dimensional examples. The roje of the Lyapunov exponent in determining the point of
bifurcation and the almost sure stability of the bifurcating solution is shown. This concept is
different from that adopted in same of the literature, particularly in Physies, where
stochastic bifurcation is regarded as implying a change in the nature of the response
probability distribution, e.g. tram uni-modal to bi-modal. The possibility of error in
randomizing parameters in the deterministic normal form of a dynamical system rather
than in the original system is iIIustrated through an example. Finally. the evaluation of the
Lyapunov exponent of a two-dimensional system with visco-elastic (Le. hereditary)
damping under deterministic and stochastic parametrie excitation is iIIustrated in a unified
way using Khasminskii's approach.
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i- W. Wedig
Lyapunov Exponents and Invariant Measures of Dynamic Systems

For stability investigations of linear systems with parameter fluctuations we follow
Khasminskii's concept by introducing a projection on a unit hypersphere which separates
all stationary solutians from one instationary part. The projection processes are simulated
by a simple algorithm which avoids geometrical singularities and satisfies exactly the
hypersphere condition.

This algorithm is explained in details by the two-dimensional stability problem of oscillators
with multiplicative white noise. The obtained results are invariant measures and Lyapunov
exponents which can be controlled solving the associated Fokker-Planck equations. In a
second example, two coupled oscillators with harmonie parameter excitations are
considered. Here, the obtained Lyapunov exponents ean be compared with
corresponding results of the Floquet theory.

D. Talay
Approximation of Lyapunov Exponents of Unear and Nonlinear Stochastic
Differential Systems

The numerical approximation of Lyapunov exponents of linear and nonlinear systems is
investigated. Efficient algorithms are presented, with the theoretical analysis of the rates of
convergence.

For linear systems in Rd (whase solution is denoted by (X,) ) the algorithm is based upon

an approximation of the process (X,I lXI I) constructed by a time-discretization of the
linear system combined with a projection operation at eseh step (this avoids numerical
instabilities). Under astrang elliptieity eondition, it can be shown that the invariant

measures of (X,/I~I) and its approximation, denoted by J.l and jil, respectively, (h

being the discretization step-size) satisfy: tor any qJ smooth on Sd-l: IJ qJ(s) dJ.l(s)
sd- 1

-J qJ(s) dJI"(s) r = O(h) .This permits to show that the order of convergence of the
sd- 1

computed Lyapunov exponent is h .

For the nonlinear case, the algorithm and the analysis ot the error are extended via a
discretization of the linearized system on the tangent bundle of the state space

(constrained to be Rd or a compact connected Coo manifold).

D. Flockerzi
Applications of Invariant Manifolds in Nonlinear Control Theory

By studying same problems ot nonlocal stabilization tor nonfinear affine control systems we
show how the theory of invariant manifolds tor regularily and also singularily perturbed
ordinary differential equations can be successfully emplayed in attaeking contral
theoretical tasks.
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K.Popp
Nonlinear Behavior of Structures d~e to Dry Friction

Two subjects are presented: Firstly, the detection of nonlinearities fram input-output
measurements and, secondly, the'utilization of the nonlinear effect of dry frictian.

In the first part, Hilbert transform techniques and the isochrone function are applied as
nonlinearity tests to answer the questions: Is a given system linear or not, and if not, what
type of nonlinearity occurs?

In the second part, a SDOF-oscillator with dry friction and beam structures with friction
interfaces are investigated and optimized with respect to maximum energy dissipation. As
applications the effect ofoptimal friction damping is shown for a frame structure and turbine
blades with friction elements, respectively.

w. Schiehlen (co-authored by M. Kleczka)
Ergodicity and Chaotic Behaviour of an Oscillator with Backlash

The concept of ergodicity is very useful for measurements on stochastic systems replacing
the ensemble average by a time average., Ergodie processes can be analysed by
consideration of one realization only. An oscillator with backlash under randorn initial
conditions is investigated with respect to the ergodicity of the responses. First, the
Lyapunov exponents and the corresponding Lyapunov dimension is computed. It turns
out from the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy that the information on the initial conditions is lost
after a well-defined period. Then, it is shown that the ergodicity of the resulting chaotic
motions depends on the region of the initial conditions chosen. The responses may be
ergodie up to the fifth order moments or they are not ergodie even in the mean,
respectively. Thus, the ergodicity can be used as a test criterion for the sensitivity of chaotic
motions with respect to initial conditions.

G.I. Schueller
Efficient Computational Procedures tor Reliability Estimates of MDOF-Systems

A new numerical code for determining the reliability of multi-degree-of-freedom
(MDOF)-systems (linear or nonlinear) exposed to stochastic excitation is presented. The •
procedure is based on the response surface method and hence allows the utilization of any
of the currently available multi purpose finite element computer codes. The method is
discussed in context with the issue of accuracy and computational efficiency. In particular it
is compared with Monte Carlo simulation procedures as weil es non-Gaussian equivalent
linearization.

z. Kotulski
On the Moment Equ8tions tor Stochastic Differential Equations in Hilbert Spaces

Far stochastic multiplicative differential equations dU/dt ,= AU + BU~(/) in Hilbert space

we obtain the complete sets of moment equations in the ease: ~(t) - H -varued white
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Tloise. and ~(t) - random telegraphie process. We use the obtained equations tor
investigation of the moment stability'of. the randomly excited column.

1\.0. de Pater
Investigations in the Field of Railway Vehicle System Dynamics

The paper gives a survey of author's activities in the field of railway vehicle system
dynamics during the last years. In synthetic activities, viz. when designing a vehicle in such
a way that both a good curving behaviour and a sufficient stability can be achieved. he used
linear methods whenever possible. But in many cases non-linear effects have to be taken
into account and analytic activities are necessary. In performing analytical investigations

A one has to consider the geometrical contact track-wheelset, the physical contact
., track-wheelset, and the dynamics of wheelsets and other vehicle parts. In the present

paper mainly the geometrical contact is considered: the physical contact has been
investigated by Kalker thoroughly, whereas, recently, author's collaborator Yang Gu-ang
has paid much attention to the integration of the dynamical equations of motion of simple
wheelsets and complete vehicles.

J. Wallaschek
Nonlinear Dynamics of Railway Vehicles with Independent Wheels

Recently, a new generation of light rail vehicles tor urban traffic has been developed. They
have low 1Ioors and thus after much comfort to the passengers. This design only wa~

possible because new suspensions were developed. Basically, there are two competing
de~igns: classical bogies with independent wheels and single wheel units with independent
steerable wheels. Combined with independent electric drivers, active guidance systems
for railway vehicles can· be realized which possibly allow to improve the traction and
guidance performance considerably. In this lecture. some first results concerning the
dynamics of railway vehicles with independent wheels are discussed.

J. Scheurlee Quasiperiodic Drift Solutions h; the Couette-Taylor Problem

The Couette-Taylor problem deals with the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid between
two coaxial rotating cylinders. Depending on the angular velocities ot the cylinders different
flow patterns are observed in experiments. The transitions between different flow patterns
are described by instabilities and bifurcations of certain solutions of the corresponding
Navier-Stokes equations. In this talk a sequence of three successive bifurcations which
occur in this problem tor certain parameter values is described. It starts with the c1assical
biturcation of Görtler-Taylor vertices fram the Couette flow and finally leads to
quasiperiodic solutions, where the vertices slowly drift in the direction of the axis ot the
cylinders.
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G..,.-0. Kersting
How Much Noise is Sufficient to Disturb a Dynamical System

Consider the diffusion process in Rd , solving the Ito-equation
dX, = b(X,) dt + o(X,) dU'" as a random disturbance of ,the dynamical system

dy = b(y) dt . When do both processesbehave differently? We approach this problem (as
is explained in more detail in the lecture) by the construction of harmonie coordinates

u : Rd --+ Rd (which means that Lu = 0 , where L is the infinitesimal generator) such that
lu(x) -xl = o(lxl) , as lxi ..... (Xl •

J.Szopa
The Multi-degree-of-freedom Chaotic Systems and Stochastic Chaotic Systems

The two-degree-of-freedom system is analyzed. It is a system which connects the Duffing
end the linear oscillator. The Duffing oscillator shows for some parameters and initial
conditions chaotic motion. The influence of chaotic vibrations of the Duffing part of this
system on the linear part is investigated. The characteristics of chaos which are used in the
investigations are the following: a) nonregular displacement, b) non-existence of limit
cycles in the phase plane, c) shape of Poincare map, d) wide spectrum, e) shape of the
auto-covariance function, f) Lyapunov exponents. For this system there exist many
interesting phenomena. In the neighborhood of chaos there exist regular and
quasi-periodic solutions. The following conclusions are obtained: the linear part of the
system vibrates much more regularly than the non-linear part, for other systems it is
observed that by choosing special values for stiffness cr damping parameters chaos.
disappears.

The Duffing equation with randorn excitation is also analyzed. The amplitude of the
excitation is a random number. It can be seen that the mean values of chaos characteristics
are more regular than for the deterministie Duffing equation.

~ Ziegler (co-authored by R. Heuer and H. Irschik)
Nonlinear Vibrations of Plates

Shear deformable (orthotropic or composite) plates under the action of a thermal prestress
are considered in free and forced vibrations. In the ease of simply supported straight edges
(and for general polygonal planforms) the nonlinear set of partial differential equations of
sixth order can be redueed to fourth order with effective parameters of a Kirchhoff plate
including the proper boundary conditions. The Berger (hydrostatic) approximation of the
membrane forces is understood. The Galerkin proeedure is applied with shape functions
according to the two sets of (linear) eigenfunctions of two corresponding membranes.
Unifying dimensionless representations of backbane and resonance curves are·
calculated. Randomly forced vibrations are considered by means of the FPK-equation.
The latter has a closed form stationary solution due to the potential type of the coupled
restoring forces in the ease of independent white noise excitations with proper intensities.
For the fatter see Proc. of IUTAM-Symp. in Torino, July 1991 J publ. by Springer.

Berichterstatter: D. Bestie
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von M.. Aigner (Berlin) und R. Wille (Darmstadt)
statt. Auf der Grundlage von 36 Vorträgen diskutierten die Teilnehmer über ein brei·
tes .Spektrum vOll Fragen aus der Ordnungstheorie und angrenzender Gebiete.
Besonders intensiv wurden auf dieser Tagung Intervallordnungen, sowie Ordnungen
in Booleschen Verbänden und Partitionsverbänden behandelt. Zu den Fragestellun~

gen gehörten Ketten- und Antikettenzerlegungen, "scheduling", Parameter wie die
Dimension und die ,jump number", ordinale Strukturen, Automorphismengruppen,
sowie Themen aus der Graphentheorie, beispielsweise Färbungsprobleme.
Zusätzlich fand eine Problemsitzung statt, in der offene Probleme vorgestellt wurden.
Eine Liste dieser Probleme findet sich im Anschluss an die Vortragsauszüge.
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Abstracts

Martin Aigner

The game is over

Gerhard Behrendt

Homogenity in finite ordered sets

We give some results and problems about constructions' and classification of finite
.,ordered sets (X,~) which have a high··degree of symmetry given by t.ransitivity 'prop
erties of their automorphism groups. Amongst the homogenity conditions considered'
are the following: (1) every order isomorphism between any two order ideals is in
duced by an order automorphism of (X, ~); (2) for every z E X the stabilizer of z in
Aut(X, ~) acts as the full symmetrie group on the set of elements covering z, and on
the set of elements covered by z.

K enneth .P. Bogart

Threshold representations of ordered sets

A threshold representation of an ordering P of a set S consists of two functions, a
function C : S ~ Ro the non-negative real numbers, called a coordinate function
and a function T : S x S ~ Rn called the threshold function such that

(z, y) E P if and only if c(z) > c(y) +T(z, y).

Every order has a threshold representation satisfying the triangle inequality, and every
pair of functions c : S --+ Ro and T : X x S --+ Ro in which T satisfies the triangle
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inequality represents an ordering. Semiorders have thresholds representations with
constant threshold's, interval orders have threshold representations with the sums
of half-lenghts of representing intervals as thresholds, etc. Other thresholds arise
naturally in applications ~nd in the st~dy of tolerance graphs. This talk will discuss
some of these results.

Walter Deuber

Ordering discrete sets by wobbling injections

Let M be a metric space. For X, Y C M let X ~ Y, if there exists an injection
ep : X -+ Y satisfying supx d( ep(x), x) < 00. We diseuss this quasiorder on discrete
sets and give criteria for eomparability. We also deseribe the, paradoxical ease, i.e.
those X for which there exists a decomposition X = X 1 UX2 with X ~ X1,X S; X 2 •

The main tool are marriage theorems nom graph theory, which yield loeal-global
characterizations.

D. Duffus

Partitioning maximal chains

It is evident that for finite ordered sets (without isolated elements) one' can always
den.ne ~ 2-coloring of the elements so that each maximal ehain receives both colors.
Just color the miIumal elements red and the remaining elements blue. In fact, this
is possible for all countable ordered sets - there is a partition inta an up-set and a
down-set so that each maximal chain intersects hoth segments. Howeve~,.theproduct

. W X Wl shows that this is not always possible in the uncountable case.. This is more
difficult to answer. . .
Question: Can every ordere,cl s~t be 2-colored s~ that all non-trivial maximal chains
receive hoth eolors?
Duffus, RodI, Sauer and .Woodrow have an example based on products of interval
orders that gives a negative answer of cardinality (22101 )+. It remains open to determine
the answer for smaller uncountable cardinals.
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Konrad Engel

On the filter inequality in the partition lattice

The following question is motivated by the investigation of the asymptotic Sperner
property of posets: Is it true (or not) that for every filter F =F 0 in the partition
lattice Pn the following inequality holds:

(1)

Here r(1r) is as usual the rank of the element 1r. We provide partial results: Let A be
an antichain in Pn and r(A, A) the number of colourings c : {I, ... ,n} --+ {I, ... ,A}
such that for every element 1r of A there exists at least one block of 1r which is not
monochromatic. The antichain A is called colouring monotonous if for a11 A E IN+

r(A, A)

IAF*
r(A,A+l)

~ (A + l)n .

We prove.a.necessary and sufficient eriterion for (1) which has as consequence that a
filter generated by a eolouring monotonuos antichain satisfies (1). Finally we study
colouring monotonieity.

Ulrich Faigle

k-decompositions of interval orders and an online-scheduling problem

Let P be a finite order and assume that the elements can be listed Xl, Z2, ... , Zn such
that ,Y > Xi holds whenever y > Zi+l iso true. Then the following greedy algorithm
finds k chains in P that cover as many elements as possible:
"Assign Zi to that chain obtained so far whose top element has the largest possible •
index if such an assignment is feasible" (i = 1, ... , n).
The algorithm yields an optimal solution for assigning clients i online to one of k

. (identical) servers without buffers 50 that the number of "losses" is miniIIi.ized.
The more general problem with servers working at different speeds is unsolved even
in the case where the individual arrival times of the clients are known in advance.
(For fixed k, a polynomial solution for the not-online model is known). (Joint work
with W. Nawijn).
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Ste/an Felsner

Colorings of interval order diagrams and a-sequences of sets

For a nonnegative integer k, let IIc be the interval order defined by the open intervals
with endpoints in {I, ... , 2k

}. The diagram of this order is the shift graph G(21c , 2)
and it is known that X(Diag lk) = flog[height lien = k. This motivates the question:
How large can the chromatic number of the diagram of an interval order with height
k be? We transform the problem into the following: How long can a sequence (Ci)i
of subsets of {l, ... ,n} be if we require that

for all i < j

We give a construction of sequences of length 2n
- 2 + n and proof an upper bound

of 2n
-

1 + l(n + 1)/2J. We eonjeeture that this upper bound is always tight. As an
application of the techniques developed we give a eonstruction of eycles of length
1/4N in the graph eonsisting of the middle two levels of a Boolean Lattice B 2k+1 •

Until now only eycles of length S1(NC) with c r-w 0.85 and N the number of vertices of
the graph have been known. .

Bemhard Ganter

Finding closed sets under symmetry

In applications of lattiee theory to data analysis, closure systems oceur naturally that
are very large and also have a large group of automorphisms. We describe methods
and algorithms to work with such systems effectively. This is joint work with K.
Reuter and M. Zickwolff.

e Jerry Griggs

Chains partitions in Bn and TIn

We discuss the problem of existence of partitions of the Boolean lattice Bn into chains
of given sizes, induding the remarkable recent proof by Lone of my conjeeture that
for fixed c and n > no(c), En can be partitioned into chains of size c, except for at
most c - 1 elements, which also form a chain.
We also present very recent work of Canfield on the partition lattice IIn which extends
his earlier disproof of Rota's conjecture that IIn is Sperner. His results cancern when
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i t is possible to find a matching from one level (rank) of ITn into an adjacent· one.

Hans-Dietrich Gronau

On an inequality of Sperner

Let Fr:;;. (~) be a family of k-element subsets of an n-element set N. The shadow l:J.F •
is defined by 6.:F = {X : X E ('/':'1)' X c Y for so"me Y E :F}. Sperner's" inequality
I~FI~ kl(n - k + 1)IFI is the crucial result in several techniques in extremal set
theory. Unfortunately, this bound is not best possible if I:FI < (~). In the talk best
inequalities of type I6.FI ~ elFI for all 0 :::; IFI :::; d, where e= e(d) are presented.
Generalizations to the poset of multisets are given, too. The results are mainly due
to my student A. Rausche.

Michel Habib

Parallelism and order

We discuss some problems yielded hy new developments in the area of distributed
processing. Namely the vector clocks proposed hy Mattern and Fidge are related to
an incremental (on line) computation of the dimension of an ordered set. We also
present some results related to minimal internal extensions of an order which appear
naturally in this context. "

K. O. H. Katona

Cycle length of the dual antichain operation

Let X be a finite set, lXI = n. If F ~ 2x , ,!:fine j: = {A : 3F E F S.t. F ~ A}.
Let d(F) denote the maximal elements of F. If F 'is an antichain, d(F) is an
antichain, again. d has an inverse. Consequently any antichain F defines a cycle
:F, d(:F), d2(F), ... ,dC(F) of antichains and a cyde length c(F). Duchet (1974) con·
structed an F with c(F) = 2 for even n (Brouwer (1975) for odd n). Kleitman and
the speaker were looking for F such that e(F) = 2; :F, d(F) ~ (~). We proved that
such F does "not exist for small k hut exists for larger k. We also found a lalge class
of :F's with c(:F) = n + 2.

6
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David Kelly

Ferrers Dimension

For a binary relation R, we write Gal(R) for

•
{(A,B)IB = R[A),A = R-1 [B)},

which is the Galois correspondence determined by R (considered as a set of ordered
pairs). Ga1(R) is a lattice with the ordering determined by u~" on the fust compo
nent; or "2" on the second. Gal(R) iscalled the UGalois lattice" or uconcept lattice".
We discuss some of thehistory and consider Ferrers relations (those relations R for
which Gal(R) is achain). We consider a generalization of the result that Ferrers
dimension and interval dimension coincide for strict order relations. The proof uses
a new characterization of a minimal Ferrers extension of a relation. Although no
finiteness assumption is made, much of the proof has a finite character.

W. Kern

On the game chromätic number of graphs and orders

Consider two players jointly coloring a given graph G with k colors in the following
way: The two players move in turns, with player 1 moving first. Each move consists
in coloring (feasibly) one of the yet uncolored nodes of G' with ·one of the available
k colors. The aim of player 1 is to finally get the graph completely colored, while
player 2 tries to obstruet, i.e. to create a situation where non'e of the players can move
anymore, while the graph is not yet fully colored. Thus player 1 wins, if the graph
becomes completely eolored, otherwise player 2 wins. Let I( C) denote the minimum
k such that player 1 has a winning strategy. We present results on I( G) for some
classes ofgraphs such as trees (I = 4), uni.ons oftwo trees (I::::: logn), intervalgraphs

• (-y = 2w) and comparability graphs of series-parallel orders, i.e. cographs" (-y 2 2"').

H. Kierstead (with S. Penrice and W. T. Trotter)

On-line coloring of co-compararbility graphs

An on-line vertex coloring algorithm reeeives the vertices of a graph one at a time in
some externally determined order. Whenever a new vertex is presented, the algorithm
also leaves to which of the previously presented vertiees the new vertex is adjacent.
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At this time the algorithm must assign the new vertex a color without knowledge
of futur vertices. A class of graphs r is said to be on-line X-bounded if there exists
an on·line algorithm 21 and a function J such that X!l(G) ::; J(w(G)) for all GEr,
where Xtt(G) denotes the number of colors that 21 uses to color G and w(G) denotes
the clique number of G.
Theorem: For any radius two tree T, the dass of graphs ForG(T), which do not in
duce T, is on-line X-bounded.
Since co-comparability graphs do not induce the subdivision of K 1,3 we obtain:
Corollary: The class of co-comparability graphs is on-line X-bounded.

Zbi9r:z.iew Lone

Chain and antichain partitions of ordered sets

We consider partitions of ordered sets into chains (respectively antichains) with
bounded sizes. We settle severaI complexity problems for such chain partitions. Anal
ogous antichain problems are related to the k-machine unit execution time problem
and seem to be much harder.

As a special case we deal with partitions of Boolean lattices into chains and an
tichains. We establish, for fixed k and n sufficiently large, the mitrimum number of
chains of size at most k into which the Boolean lattice ~n can be partitioned. This
leads to a solution of a conjecture by Griggs. An analogous problem of partition of
~n into antichains is considered too.

Christoph Meinel

Möbius{unction and communica1ion complexity

The Graph Accessibility Problem (GAPn ) plays a key role in complexity theory as
a paradigmatic problem for nondeterministic log-space computations. In order to
prove lower bounds for the communication complexity of (GAPn ) the rank of ce:.:-tain
communication matrices has to be estimated. Due to an approsch of Lovasz et al. we
construct a finite lattice .cGAPn. whose join problem ("decide for two given elements
x, y E .cGAPn. whether z V y = I") is computational equivalent to GAPn . In order to
compute the rank of the corresponding join matrix it suffices to determine the number
of.Möbiuselements mGAPn of .cGAPn .

8



Jutta Mitas

The jump number problem of interval orders is NP-complete

Although the jump numb~r problem for ordered sets is NP-complete in general, there
are some special classes of ordered sets for which polynomial time algorithms are
known.
Here we transform the problem for interval orders into a subgraph packing problem.
This problem contains as special case the triangle packing problem which is NP
complete. Therefore we are ahle to develop a NP-completeness praof for the jump
number problem for interval orders.
In addition, we deseribe a 3/2-approximation' algorithm for this problem.

Rolf H. Möhring

On the interplay between interval dimension and dimension

In the first part (jointly with S. Felsner and M. Habib) we investigate a transforma
tion P --+ Q between partial orders P, Q that transforms the interval dimension of P
to the dimension of Q, i.e. idim(P) = dim(Q). Such a eonstruetion has been shown
before in the context of Ferrer's dimension (Bouchet, Cogis). Our construction results
in the same partial order Q, but has the advantage of

(1) being purely order-theoretic,

(2) providing a geometrie interpretation of interval dimension similar to that of Ore
for dimension, and

(3) revealing several connections to other order-theoretic results.

For instance, the transformaton P --+ Q can be seen as an inverse of the well-known
split operation, it provides a theoretical background for the influence of edge subdi
vision on dimension (e.g. the results of Spinrad ), and it is invariant under changes
of P that da not alter its comparability gr~ph, thus providing another proof of the
comparability invariance of internl dimension (in the finite ease).
In the seeond part (jointly with M. Habib and D. Kelly) we give a simple, purely
geometrie proof of the eomparability invarianee of dimension and interval dimension.
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J. Nesetril

Boolean Dimension

Boolean representation and the related notion of Boolean dimension presents a conve
nient tool for a coincize representation of a given poset. We give exa.mples and derive
bounds which show the striking efficiency when compared with the (Dushnik-Miller)
dimension.

Richard Nowakowski

Pagenumber, Posets and Planarity

The pagenumber of a graph is the least number of pages needed to embed the graph
so that the vertices are on the spine and the edges are on pages (infinite haH planes all
intersecting at the spine). The edges cannot cross the spine and each page is planar.
For aposet the vertices form a linear extension and the edges are from the diagram:

Theorem 1 pn(G) = 1 {:=:::} G is outerplanar;
pn(P) = 1 {::=:::> the covering graph 0/ Pisa lorest.
pn(G) = 2 {::=:::> G is subhamiltonian.

Questions: (i) Characterize those P with pn(P) = 2.
(ii) Does there exist k such that every planar poset can be embedded in

k pages (k 2:: 5 if it exists)? .
(iii) Same for planar lattices (k 2:: 3 if it exists).
(iv) Same for height 1, planar posets (k ~ 3 if it exists) ..

Maurice Pouzet

A projection property for ordered sets and graphs

SMALL CHANGES - BIG EFFECTS, or a strengthening of the Arrow impossibility
theorem.

10



Oliver Pretzel

Cycle lenghts, graph orientations and ma~roids

Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph and give each edge a reference direction tee)~ h(e).
A circuit is a. sum K = E aiei, ei E E, Bi E Z, such that 2: aih(ei) - L: ait( eil = O.
The length of K = E lail. An orientation R is amap E -+ {±I}. The flow-difference
R· K is L: aiR(e,).
Old Theorem (Pretzel): The orientation S can be obtained !rom R by "pushing down"
iff R· K = S· K for all circuits K.
Theorem (Youngs+Pretzel 1990): Given a function f !rom circuits to Z, there exists
an orientation R of G, s.t. I(K) = R· K for all circuits -iff: (1) f is linear (2)
f(K) == IKI(mod2)(3)lf(K)1 :::; IKI for 8011 K.
Theorem (WoodalI; Youngs+PretzeI1991): If G is 3-edge-connected, then the length
function on circuits determines the edge-circuit incidence structure and hence the
graph matroid.
Corollary: If G is 3-connected, the Iength function on ~ircuits determines G up to
isomorphism.

Klaus Reuter

The linear dimension of lattices, orders and contexts

We introduce the concept of the linear dimension of an ordered set P 80S folIows: The
linear dimension of an ordered set P with respect to 80 field K, ldimK P is the minimal
dimension of a vectorspace V over K such that P can be order preserving embedded
into the lattice U(V) of linear subspaces of V.
For a relation I ~ G x M we define ldimK (G, M, I) to be the minimal dimension of
a vectorspace V over K such that (G, M, I) can be embedded i~to (V, V·, 1.).
If IK I is large enough, then these concepts are related 80S folIows:

ldimK~(G,M,I)

IdimKP

ldimK(G, M, I)
ldimK(P, P, S),

where ~(G,M, I) denotes the concept lattice cf (G, M, I).
We give several basic results on this new parameter and describe connections to the
multiline~r Algebra method of Lovasz, to the NeS'etril-Pultr dimension of graphs and
to the jump number of ordered sets.
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Ivan Rival

Order, invariants and surfaces

An n-element connected covering gra.ph ha.s many orienta.tions (usually at least 2R
/
2 ).

As a consequence it is not surprising that the search for a nontrivial orientation in
variant has not heen easy.
THEOREM [Ewacha, Li, Rival (1991)]: The order genus of an upward drawing = the
graph genus of its covering graph.
COROLLARY: Order genus is an orientation invariant.

Aleksander Rutkowski

On order-preserving s~lfmappings of an ordered set. How many of them.
are there?

Let Fm be a fence of the following "form

•
.... /\

Theorem. a) There are exactly (m + 1)2m- 2 - 2(m - 1)(l(m~~)/2J) stnctly increasing
(i.e. order- and level-preserving) se1fmappings of Fm. .
b) There are exactly bm = A-(B+O+D) order-preserving selfmappings of Fm, where

A

B

c

D

2(8 + 1)~ (,.~8)4' = ~~1[(1 +J2r - (1- J2)m]

(m + 1)~Ci: 1)2'
28t (,. ~ 8) (; =~)

48~("~8)e:l)

~(2"+1)(" +; -1) e: 1)

12
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S elma Strahringer

Dimensionality of ordinal structures

(5, (~n)nEN) is called an ordinal structure if S is a set and (~n)nEN a family of quasi~
orders (refexive, transitive relations) on S. Ordinal structures are used as models for
ordinal data. Since interpretations of data are always based on concepts and their
relations, we assign to each ordinal structure a canonical conceptual structure, a so
called concept lattice. Now, the following question is basic:
What is the minimal number of quasi-orders on S which determines the same con
ceptual structure as the concept lattice of a given ordinal structure (S, (~n)nEN).
Answers to this question are presented.

Maciej M. Syslo

The jump number problem on interval orders

In 1981, I. RiVal proved that the greedy algorithm solves the jump number problem on
N-free posets. If P is not N-free then the beh~viourof the greedy algorithm depends
on the number of N's in the diagram of P and their distribution.

Th~ author has made a successful use of arc-diagrams of posets in studying non
N-free posets with respect to their jump number. Two new types of greedy chains
have been introduced which then led to a new type of line~ extensions, called semi
strongly greedy (ss-g, for short). When the number of dummy ares in arc-diagrams is
bounded then an optimal ss-g linear extension can be generated in polynomial time
(the number of dummies bounds nom the above the number of N's in the cliagram).

For "interval posets, we completely characterize their arc-diagrams and show that
every ss-g linear extension contains at most 50% more jumps than an optimal one.

~berhard ~esch

Searching for acyclic orientations of graphs

Suppose G == (V, E) is a graph (finite, undirected, without loops or multiple edges).
We consider the following search problem:
The search domain is the 'set of ac·yclic orientations of G and for each edge e E E, we

13



may test whether e = uv is directed from u to v or from v to u in the unknown acyclic
orientation. The worst c~se complexity c(G) of this search problem was studied. We

:showed that, for chorda! graphs, c(G) = lEI if and only if G does not contain a K4

nor a path P4, all of whose points are joined to one vertex. Furthermore, a11 covering
graphs of partial orders satisfy c(G) = lEI.
Main Theorem: For a11 t, sEN there exists some graph G with girth at least sand
c(G) ::; IEI- t.
Hence,' the property "c(G) = lEI" cannot b.e characterized by a finite list of forbidden
subgraphs in g.eneral.

William T. Trotter

Interval orders and shirt graphs

We discuss four closely related combin~toricalproblems:

1. What is theleast integer t = II(n) so that the subset lattice ~n has n antichcUns?
(Dedekind)s problem. See ORDER's problem list.)

2. What is the .dim~nsion f2{n) of the set of a11 I-element and 2-ele~ent sub,sets ~
o~,.{1, 2, ... )n} o~dere~ by indusi,on? '

3. What is the maximum valu~ /3(n) ~fthe dimension ofan interval orderofheight -
n?' , '

•

4. What is the chromatic number 14(n) of the double shift graph?

It is well known that II{n) = ·f~{n) ~ l~g21og2'n + (1/2 + o(1))log2Iog210g2 n .. ,It
is easy to see that !2(n) ~ II(n) and 13(n) ~ n. Sperner's' w.ork (1972) shows
an upper b.ound 'for !2(n). ; Culnunating 15 y~ar~ of work ~ince ,Rabino'i~ch' first
established the existence of f3(n), z. Fü~~di) P. Hajnal, y. Rödl and. I have just
shown an assymptotica11y tight upp~r bound on f3( n) so that all four ·functions are •
assymptotically equal to log210g2 n + (1/2 + o( 1» log2log2log2 n.

Zsolt Thza

Coloring problems on comparability graphs and on their complements

We investigate the Precoloring Extension problem (PrExt), introduced recently in
our joint paper with M. Bire and M. Huijter..Suppose that some vertices of a graph
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G = (V, E) are assigned to same calors horn the set {I, , k}. Can this uprecoloring"
of G be extended to a proper k-coloring f : V -+ {I, , k} of the entire graph? (In
a proper coloring, adjacent vertices mus.t have distinct colors.) We survey results
and open problems concerning the algorithmic complexity of PrExt on some graph
classes, with emphasis on those related to partial orders.

originally, we introduced' PrExt in order to solve a practical problem in schedul
ing, but it turned out that the extendibility of colorings is closely related to many
concepts in various other areas as weIl, including VLSI, network flows, partial Latin
squares, the bipartite matching problem, etc.

Frank Vogt

Subgroup lattices of finite Abelian groups: Structure and cardinality

Subgroup lattices of finite Abelian groups can be decomposed using tolerance rela
tions. Ir turns out that, considering a certain tolerance relation, the blocks of this
relation are subgroup lattices of elementary Abelian groups. The factor lattice, the
so called skeleton, is a subgroup lattice of a "smaller" finite Abelian group.
This recursive structure allows to determine the number of subgroups using a count
ing formula which holds on finite lattices Land involves the Möbius function of the
factor lattice of L by a tolerance relation.

Douglas B. West

Snevily's results on Chvatal '8 Conjecture

Let I d~note an order ideal in the lattice' of subsets of [n], and let Sz(I) 'd~note the set
of elements in I that contain z. Chvatal [1974] conjectured that the maximum size of
a pairwise intersecting family.of elements in I equals maJezE[nJ ISz(I)I, for any I. We
present Snevily's proof of this for ideals I having an element z such that A - aU z E I
whenever a E A EI. We also mention Snevily's new proof of theconjecture in the
case where maximal elements of I pairwise have at most one commo.n" element, which
was originally proved by Stein [1983]. .
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Rudolj Wille

Coordinatization of ordinal structures

(5, ~o, ~l,' •• ,~n) is called an ordinal structure if ~o, ~l,' •• , ~n are quasi-orders on
the set S. Ordinal structures have been used to analyse compositional dependencies
on the basis of the following axioms (cf. R. Wille, U. Wille: On the controversy over
Huntingon's equations, Math. Social Sciences, to appear):

(Ao) Z ~i Y for all i E {I, ... , n} => Zo ~ Yo ,.
(Ai) Z ~o y and Y "Sj Z for all j E {I, ... , n} \ {i} => z ~i Y (i = 1, ... , n),
(Pi;) "z, z3y : ZSiyWijZ (i, j E {O, ... ,n} with i =I j)

where Si :=::;i n ~i and 'lti; := nitleti ele.

Representation Theorem: For an ordinal structure (5, ~o, ::;1, ... , ::;n) with n ~ 3 sat
isfying (Ao), (Al)' ~ '.. , (An), (Pij ) for i,j E {O; ... , n}. with i -f:. j, and n~l Si = id.,
there exists an ordered abelian group (A, +,~) and a bijection A : 5 ~ An such that
z ~i y <==:>. 1riAZ ~ 1riAY for i = 1, ... , n and X ~o y <==> E7=1'1l'i AZ ~ L:~l1riAY,

(In case n = 2, one still gets an ordered loop.) .

Questions of uniquene.ss and meaningfulness in the sense of measurement theory can.
also be answere4~

Nejib Zaguia

Adding or removing a comparability and the extension lattice

The elements of the extension lattice Ext (P) of an order~d set P are the extensions .
of P, that is, all ordered sets on the same underlying set a.s P in which z < y when
ever z < y in P. Then Ext(P) is itself ordered: For Q, R E Ext(P), Q < R if R
itself is an e~c:tension of Q. These lattices are still largely unexplored. Let Q be an
order. An interesting suborder of Ext(An ), where An is an n-element antichain, is •
1'(Q) = {Q n L : .~ is a linear extensiC?D of ~n}'
Theorem: The suborder P(Q) .is cover-preserving in Ext(An ). As an easy consequence
of Theorem 1, we have the following,removal resul~.

Coro11ary: Let P be a finite ordered set. There is a comparability whose removal will
not increase the dimension (if P is not a chain or antichain), and there is a compara
bility whose addition to P will not increase its dimension (if P is not a chain).
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Problem Session

Gerhard Behrendt: Given a (finite) ordered set (X, $), which is rigid (i.e. has no
non-trivial automorphism); does there always exist :c E X such that (X \ {:c}, $) is
rigid?

Kenneth P. Bogart: What is the order dimension of the lattice of suhspaces of a k
dimensional vector space over a q-element field? In particular (how) does it depend
on q?

Walter Deuber: In the lattice 2n of.subsets of {I, ... ,n} you want to cover the inter
val between ranks k, I by as few intervals as possible. It is known that max{ (7), (~)}

intervals suffice. What is the result for GF(q)n instead of 2n?
Status: Problem was around in Bielefeld for a few months. Richard Stanley did not
immediately see a solution.

D. Duffus: A /ibre in an ordered set is a suhset which intersects each maximal an
tichain. It has been conjectured by Lone and Rival [J. Combin. Th. A 44 (1987)
207-288] that t~e smaIlest fibre in the Boolean lattice ~n is the set of subsets and
supersets of an rn/~l-.set. Duffus, Sands and Winkler [SIAM J. Disc.Math.· 3 (1990)
197-205] show that every fibre in ~n has size O(5/4)n). Thus minimum sized fibres in
~n have size between (5/4)n and (V2)n.
Problem: Find c so that theminimum fibre size in ~n is e(cn

).

U. Faigle: Is the following statement t~ue?

"H L is a finite distributive lattice of cardinality 2n , then L is a Boolean lattice when
ever the width of L is at least (rni2')'" (Herehy Uwidth" denotes the m~mal size of
a subset of pairwise incomparable elements.)

Jerry Griggs: Monochromatic chain partition of Bn .

[n) := {I, ... , n} is k-colored, where nj elements are color i, 1 $ i $ k. Let S =
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S(nl)' .. )nk) denote the maximum size of a k-color Sperner family for the coloring,
i.e., S = max IFI where F ~ 2[n] has the property t~at whenever A, B E F, A C B,
then B \ A is not monochromatic. CI~arly we have S ~ (lni2J)) and generally the
inequality is strict. '
Prove that "Bn = (2[n],~) can be partitioned into S monochromatic chains, i.e., into
collections {Al c A 2 C ... C Ar} where Ar \ A, is monochromatic.
Reference: Z. Furedi, J. Griggs, A. Odlyzko, J. Shearer "Ramsey-Sperner theory"
Disc. Math. 63 (1987), 143-152.

Jerry Griggs, EI Bender (Math. Dept., Univ. of California, San Diego): Chains and
antichains in Ln(q).
Duffus, Sands, and Winkler (SIAM J. Disc. Math. ~, (1990), 197-205) haye shown
for the Boolean lattice Bn = (2{1.....n},~) t~at every red-blue c6Ioring of the'"eI~ments"

induces either a red maximal chain or a blue maximalantichain. . .
What other posets have this property? In particular, does it hold'~or the "q-a.n~()gue"
of the Boolean Iattice) the subspace Iattice, Ln(q)? In general it fails for'a: prod~ct'of
chains, e.g.) for 2 x 3.

M. Habib: When manipulating an order with a computer an importanf question re
mains the choice ofits representations namely': Transitive closure, ~ra:nsitive' reduction
(Hasse diagram) or any acyclic digraph in between. Unfortunatet"y'these representa:
tions are not equivalent since ·it could cost the complexity of a transitive closure
algorithm (between O(n2 ) an'd O(n3 )) to gofrom one to the another. -.'
Fortunately, there exist some classes of orders for' which they are 'all equivalent (see'
Ma und Spinrad 1990) namely: 2-dimensional, interval orders,... We 'showed (Habib;
Morvan, Rampon 91) that the Goralcikova and Koubek's algorithm runs linearIy on
other particular cases.
Hut it remains open the following problem: Let G be an acyclic digraph whose tran-.
sitive closure is a lattice. What are the costs to go !rom one repres€?ntation to others,?
(linear, quadratic,...) .
References: A. Goralcikova, V. Koubek, "A reduct and closure algorithm for graphs",
Mathematical Foundations for Computer Science, (1979) 301-307..
T. H. Ma, J. Spinrad, "Transitive closure for restricted classes' of partial orders",
Proc. WG'90.
M. Habib, M. Morvan, J. X. Rampon, "On the calculation of transitive reduction
closure of orders", 1990, to appear in Discrete Math. .
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Zbigniew Lone:

1. What is the eomplexity of the problem:
Instanee: A sequence of 3n positive integers.
Question: Is there a par.tition oftlie sequence into n 3-tenn increasing subse
quences?
This is an equivalent formulation of the problemof the existence of a partition
of a 2-dimensional ordered set into antichains of size 3. It is also a special ease
of a problem by Möhring [1] who asked, for k ~ 3 fixed, on ·the complexity of
a problem of finding the minimum number of antichainsof size at most k iqto
which an ordered set can be partitioned.
[1] Möhring R., Problem 9.10, Graphs and Order (ed. Rival 1.), Reidel, Dor
drecht 1985.

2. Let B; be the ordered set obtained from the Boolean lattice with n atoms
by deletingboth the greatest and the least elements. Deflne J(n) to be the
minimum number of almost equal (Le. equal within 1) antichains into which
B; ean be partitioned. Problem: Find the asymptotie behavior of J(n). It is
kno~n (see [1]) that eIn :$ J(n) :$ C2n2, for some eonstants Cl and C2.
[1] Lone Z., Partitions of large Boolean lattices, Preprint Nr. 31, Instytut
Matematyki, Politechnika Warszawska, Warsaw 1990.

R.H. Möhring: A semi-order is an order that does not eontain 2 + 2 an<:!! + 3 as
induced suborders.

I r o

The semi-order dimension sdim(P) of an order P is the smallest Dumber of semi
orders whose interseetion is P.
Problem: Is semi-order dim'ension a eomparability invariant, i.e., if P and Q have the
same eomparability graph, does this imply sdim(P) = sdim(Q)?

J. Nesetril: Poset P is trivialif~t is achain. Poset p. is asymmetrieif Aut(P) = {id}.
Poset P is· minimal asymmetrie if it is nODt~vial, asymmetrie while DO nontrivial
subposet is asymmetrie. Are there only finitely many minimal asymmetrie finite"
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posets? Does every nontrivial infinite asymmetrie poset contain a finite non trivial
asymmetrie poset? .

R. Nowakowski: Let P be an ordered set and L a distributive lattice.

(i) Find min{ILI.:;P ~ L}.

(ii) Find min{ILI : P C--+ L, dim(P) = dim(L)}.

(iii) Let {L}iER = {{Li, L;, .. . ,L~}li E R} be the set ofrealizers for P where
eaeh L~ is a linear extension of P. Let !i(P) '---+ TI;=l L~· be the eanonieal

embedding of P i~to TI1=1 L~. Find the realizer 'L which achieves the minimum
.for miDieR{ILI : fi(P) ~. Land L is a eover-preserving distributive lattiee of

-. d iTI;=1 Lj }.

Werner Poguntke: The following is motivated 'by routing problems in communieation
networks.
Given a graph G = (V, E), for eaeh v E V, orient a subset E' ~ E where an edge
may be oriented in both direetions. The resulting digraphs G( -+ v) should satisfy the
follo~ng:

- v has outdegree 0;

- eaeh w =1= v has outdegree 2;

- no eycles exist except 2-eycles on single edges.

The problem is to find a family G( -+ v), v E V, of such digraphs such that several
criteria are met (e.g., high reliability).
Question: If the digraphs are such that there is even load distribution (in ,an. appro- •
priate model), does G have to admit a non-trivial automorp~sm?

Maurice Pouzet: Let G be an uncountable graph with no infinite independent set. Is
it possible to make it a comparability graph 1;>y deleting some edges, without ereating
any infinite' independent set? The conelusion holds if G i~ countable. There is an
oriented version tao, for which the eountable case is completely settled. (This is not
published yet.)
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1.104891746 is the number ofposets, up to an isomorphism, on 12 vertices. This re
sult has been obtained by Nik Lygeros in Lyon 9/30/1991. The number Pn of posets,
up to 11 vertices (Pu = 46749427) has heen computed by Culberson and Rawhins
(order, vol 7, n0 4, 1990-91». Numerical facts collected so far support the unimodality
of Pn(k) (number of posets on n vertices and the k comparabilities), the Erne con·
jecture Pn- 1 • Pn+1 ~ P~, and that max. Pn(k) is attained for kn ~ n(n - 1)/4, e.g.
Lygeros got max Pu (k) = 76042383 at k = 31. Question: How behave the difference
n(n

4
-1) - kn?

Oliver Pretzel: Adams Conjecture.
This conjecture is now 25 years old and somebody should settle it.
Ada.m proved that if a simple graph has· an orientation with n monotonie cycles then
there exist ~ n edges 'whose reversal produces an acyclic orientation. His conjeeture
is that there exists 1 edge whose reversal reduces the number of monotone cycles. Is
this true?
A. Adam: Bemerkungen zum graphentheoretischen Satze von I. Fidrich. Acta Math.
Acad. Bung. 16 (1965), p. 9-11.
Comment from Nesetril: For non simple direeted graphs disproved .independently by
C. Thomassen (1987) and E. Grinberg (Riga) (1977, published .posthumously 1988).
Ada.ms theorem follows from a result of Dambit and Grinberg (1968) that the reversal
and deletion are equivalent procedures for destroying cycles in directed graphs.

Ivan Rival: Does every triangle-free planar graph have a planar upright drawing? It
is well-known that any triangle-free, planar graph is three-colourable and, therefore,
it is a covering graph. But, does this covering graph always have a planar orientatioD,
that is, a planar diagram - a planar upright drawing?

A triangel-free planar graph A nonplanar orientation
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Tom Trotter:

1. 15 the following question NP-complete?
Instance: A finite n-element poset (X J P).
Question: dim(X, P) <width(X, P)?

2. Let n be a positive integer. Does there exist a listing 51 ,52 , .•• , 52 ft of the
subsets of {l, ... ,n} so that

(1) for each i = 1,2, ... , 2n
-

1
, either

. (a) Si C 5i+1, Si+1 = Si U {z} or

(b) Si+l C Si, Si = Si+1 U {:cl, and

(2) If 1 ~ i < j ~ 2" and Si C Si, then j = i + l.

(with Stefan Felsner)

3. Are there infinitely many finite posets (X, P) satisfying:

a. (X, P) is an interval order,

b. dim(X, P) = 4,

c. dim(X - {:c},P(X - {:cl)) = 3 \Ix EX.

Zs. Tuza: For n > k ~ 2, denote by

Kr the collectio"n of a11 k-subsets of an n-set
(~ the complete k-uniform hypergraph of order n); .

T(n, k + 1, k) = max{I1i1 : K;+l C/. 1-l C Kr}
(= the Turan number for K:+1

);

and, assuming 1-{ ~ Kr, the shadow 81t of H is defined as

81t = {F E Kk-1 : FeH for same H E 1i}.

Conjecture: If KZ+1
(/. 1i C Kr, then

The inequality is valid for k = 2. If true, it would extend a LYM-type theorem on
hypergraphs satisfying the Helly property. Reference: Zs. Tuza, Helly property in
fini te set systems, J. Combin. The~ry A, in print.
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Douglas West:

1. Two chain decompositions of.a po~et P are orthogonal if every pair of elements
appears on distinct chains in at least one of the decompositions. What is the
maximum nuniber of pairwise orthogonal decompositions of the Boolean algebra
Bn into (lni2J) chains? Kleitman & Shearer constructed a family of size 2 and
observed that r(n + 1)/21 is an easy upper bound.
Reference: Daniel J. Kleitman and James Shearer, Probabilities ofindependent
choices being ordered, Studies in Appl. Math. 60(1979), 271-276.

2. Obtain a fast algorithm for checking whether an arbitrary binary relation R ~

V x V is the intersection of two Ferrers relations whose union iS.all pairs. The
motivation is that these are precisely the relations R (called interval digrahs)
representable by assigning each element v EVa pair of real intervals (S", T,,)
such that (1L, v) E R if and only if Su n T" -:f 0. If the condition on union is
dropped, then the algorithin of Cogis checks for Ferrers dimension 2.
Reference: O. Cogis, A characterization of digraphs with Ferrers dimension 2.
Rap. Rech. 19, G.R. CNRS 22 Paris (1979).
M. Sen, S. Das, A.B. Roy, D.B. West, Interval digraphs: an analogue of interval
graphs, J. Graph Theory 13 (1989), 189-202.

Rudolf Wille:

1. How many essentially different Hasse diagrams exist for the Boole~.lattice B4
consisting of edges in 'only 4 directions?

2. Let (At, bt)tET he a family for which At ~ {I, 2, ... , n} and bt E {l, ... ,n} \ At.
How can one construct a closure system 1-l on {l, 2, ... ,n} of minimallength
so that for each t E T there exists an Ht E fj satisfying At ~ Ht hut bt fj Ht?

Nejib Zaguia: Given two ordered sets P and Q on the same underlying set. Say that
P and Q are perpendicular if the o~y common order-preserving maps for P and Q
are the trivial ones, (that is the identity and the. constant maps). There are orders
which do not have a perpendicular (antichain, four-element cycle,...).
Is it true that every ordered set with no autonomaus set has a perpendicular?

Berichterstatterin: Jutta Mitas
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 44/1991

Arbeitsgemeinschaft zu einem
aktuellen Thema:

Elliptic genera

6.10. bis 12.10.1991

.The Arbeitsgemeinschaft was organized by M. Kreck (Bonn/Mainz), W. Nahm (Bonn),
and S. Ochanine (Bonn). It gave a comprehensive introduction to the theory of elliptic
genera and discussed some of its most important results with connections to bordism

theory, generalized homology theories, differential geometry and string theory.

Elliptic genera were introduced to algebraic topology by S.. Ochanine as a tool of deter

mining certain bordism ideals studied before by P.S. Landweber and R. Stong. They are
a generalization of the L-genus (signature) and .Ä.-genus (index of the Dirac oper~tor on

a spin manifold) of Hirzebruch. Their relation to elliptic functions and modular forms

was 5000 discovered by D. and G. Chudnovsky and Don Zagier. This gave an explicit

construction of a universal elliptic genus, giving modular forms as values of the genus.

Then Witten explained the formulas for the Fourier expansion of the genus by means

of indices of twisted Dirac and signature operators and interpreted the expression as an

Sl-equivariant index of the loop space of the manifold. This physically motivated inter

pretation led him to a conjecture about the rigidity of the universal elliptic genus under

Sl-actions on spin manifolds that generalized known results for the L- and Ä.-gene~a. His

conjecture was proved by Taubes, who made Witten's program rigorous and then also by

Bott and Taubes using the equivariant version of tbe Atiyah-Singer index theorem and the

construction of elliptic genera by elliptic functions.

Landweber constructed a generalized homology theory, 50-called elliptic homology. To



apply bis exact functor theorem he had to do explicit calculations reducing the problem to

proofing congruences for Legendre polynomials. As the genus is only defined for 2 inverted,

he could only define elliptic homology theory away from 2. Ouring the preparation of

his talk for the Arbeitsgemeinschaft J. Franke simplified Landweber's verification of the

conditions of the exact functor theorem usin"g more general information about formal group

laws on elliptic curves. Ochanine discovered how to generalize the universal genus for spin'
manifolds to an integral version, having values in modular forms with coefficients in KO

theory. This generalization and a result of 5t. Stolz motivated the definition of integral

elliptic homology by M. Kreck and 5t. Stolz using bordism and stable homotopy methods.

Their theory is defined over the integers, hut coincides with Landweber's theory away from

2. There-are similar theories that seem to be related to questions conceming the e~istence •

of positive scalar curvature metrics on manifolds.

All of these results were presented in the talks, as well as the necessary background material

from the theory of modular forms, index theory, K-theory, bordism t~eory, formal group
laws, generalized homology theories and stable homotopy theory and additional results

concerning rigidity theorems for involutions, Quillen's determinant hundle and connections

to string theory.

Abstracts of the talks

K.H. Mayer

Rational elliptic genera

Tbe oriented bordism ring n~o was introduced and the structure of n~o® Q was discussed.

A A-genus was defined as a ring homomorphism <p : n~o ® Q -+ A with <p(1) = 1, where •
Adenotes a commutative Q-algebra with 1. The logarithm g(u) = E~=o lf~C;:21n) U 2n+1

and the formal group law associated to Cf' and the construction of genera by multiplicative

sequences were discussed. A A-genus Cf' is called elliptic, when its logarithm g(u) has tbe

property g'(u) = (1- 2ou2 + EU4)-1/2 with 6, E E A. The following theorem of 5. Ochanine

on the characterization of elliptic genera was stated and a proo! was sketched.

Theorem (S. Ochanine): ~ A-genus cp is elliptic if and only if cp(Cp(e» == 0 for al1

manifolds CP(e) where e is an even-dimensional complex vector bundle over a closed

oriented manifold and CP(e) is tbe projectivization oE e.

2



G. Höhn
The universal elliptic genus
Part I: the modularity

H we take A = Q[6, E), the elliptic A-genus as defined in the first talk is a Q-algebra
homomorphism ep : Q~o ® Q -+ Q[6, E], which is called the universal elliptic genus, because

every elliptic genus factorizes over it. Using elliptic functions 'we get explicit solutions of the
differential equation /'2 = 1- 26/2+ Ef4 for /(x) = qf;y, where Q(x) is the characteristic

power senes of <p: /(x) = (p(x) - el)-1/2, with eS = -~e}, E= (eI - e2)(ei - ea) and p(x)
.s the Weierstraß p-function for the lattice L c C, ej the values on non-zero 2-divlsion

points. If we take L = 21ri(ZT + Z) and el = p(1ri) then eS(r) and E(r) are modular forms

for the subgroup r o(2) of weight 2 and 4. They generate the ring M.(ro(2» of all modular
forms and we can consider ep as a modular forms valued genus. The group r 0(2) has two

cusps 0 and 00 where the Fourier expansion of 6(T) and E(r) were given. The characteristic

power series f~r tbe q-expansion in the two cusps bave tbe following product expansions:

and

•
N. N etsvetaev
The universal elliptic genus
Part 11: the integrality

Integrality Theorem: lf M4n is a spin manifold then ep(M) E Z[166, (86)2, E).
Specializing to 6 = E = 1 we bave 'P = sign(M) and obtain tbe following

Corollary 1 (S. Ochanine): The signature of an Bk + 4-dimensional spin manifold is
divisible by 16.
(It is divisible by 8 for some purely algebraic reasons.)

For A = M.(ro(2» and tbe modular genus <p we use the q-expansion at the cusp 0,
6(q) == -1- 3q and E(q) == q mod q2Z[[q]) a.nd get

3



Corollary 2: Tbe q-expansion of t.p(M) E M.(ro(2») nas integer coefticients for any spin

manifold M.
To prove the theorem we use a sequence of KO-characteristic classes {Pk l~o defining a
(universal) elliptic genus

(X)

pt(M) = L(Ä(TM)ch(pk(TM) ® C»[M]tk E Q[[t)),
10=0

with 6(t) =-l + 3t and E(t) = -t mod t2 Z[[t]]. For M a spin manifold, pt(M) E Z[[t]]
because ofthe topological Riemann-Roch theorem. Ristriet to the case dimM = Bk. Then
it remains to observe that if R(8c5,E) is a homogeneous polynomiai (degc5 = 2,degE = 4), •

then R E Z[86, E] iff R(86(t), e(t)) E Z[[t]).
(The simplest way to define the classes PI. is to use the explicit Witten formula

(X)

LPktk = et(TM)/Elt(l)dimM,
10=0

where 1 is the trivialline bWldle and

00

8 t (E) = <g)(At 2n-t(E) ® St2n (E»
n=l

with At(E) = Lk>O Ak(E)tk
, St(E) = Ek>O Sk(E)tk. One can show then that Pt is the

t-expansion of the ~odular genus for t = -q.)

G. Masbaum
Rigidity and strict multiplicativity

Let '{J : n~o --+ C be a (multiplicative) genus. H a group G acts on a dosed oriented •

manifold M, then there is an equivariant extension

t.pG(M) = <p(M) + ... E Ha(pt) = Ü·(BG).

For instance, if q = SI, then <pst(M) EHS1 (pt) = C[[u]] is a formal power senes in one

variable.
Definition: A genus is called rigid if <pa(M) is constant (= <p(M») whenever G is a

compact connected Lie group and M is a spin manifold.
Rigidity Theorem: A genus is rigid iE and only if it is elliptic.

4



(This was conjectured by Ochanine. The first. complete proof is due to Taubes.)

Following a paper of Ochanine, the talk presented a proof of the 'only if' part, and also of

the 'if' part in the case of a semi-free circle action.

0000

St. Bechtluft-Sachs

Rigidity of the elliptic genus, Part I

(after Bott and Taubes) .

• 1) Defin~

Rq(E) := (8) Agn (E ® C) ® (8) Sqn (E ® C) E K(M)[[q))
n=1 n=1

for E E KO(M), and a genus

<p'(M) := (L(TM)ch(Rq(TM», [M])e C[[q]].

By the Atiyah-Singer index theorem <p' = index(ds ® Rq ), ds = signature operator of a
.Riemannian metnc on M. The explicit fOrnlulae for the q-expansion of the characteristic

power senes of the universal elliptic genus <p given in the second talk (by G. Höhn) then

show thai <p' = ep up to a'constant factor in C([q)).

2) Rigidity Theorem (Bott and Taubes): Let M be a 21-dimensional spin manifold

witb 5 1-action. Then the SI-equivariant genus <psl(M) E RS l [[q]] oE M is constant (as a

function 51 --+ C[[q)]).
Proof (isolated fixed points case): Apply the Atiyah-Segal fixed point formula:

• (Notation: c™ : TM -+ pt, i : TMg '-+ TM, Mg fixed point set of SI, g a topological
generator of 51, 0'(ds ® R q ) the symbol of the twiste~ signature operator on M, RS~ the

character ring of 51 localised at g.)
To get the expansion of <p51 (M) in A, compute cp SI (M)(g) in terms of the rotation numbers

of 9 in the fixed points Pt, ... , Pm e Mg: let TMp, = Ei,l EB ... EB Ei,' with Ei,k = Am".
as irreducible SI-modules. The formula is

5



Th. Berger
Rigidity of the elliptic genus, Part 11
(after Bott and Taubes)

Starting from the fonnula for the 5 1-equivariant genus ep 51 (M) of the preeeeding talk,
eonsidered as apower senes in funetions on 51 C C (even rational funetions) we establish

this index a.s an elliptie function to the lattice L = 21ri(Z2T + Z) or - explieitely taking

into aceount the holomorphic dependeney on q = e2wir - a.s a meromorphic Jacobi form.

The goal is now to show that this funetion has no poles at all since it t.han is constant as a
eonsequence of its elliptieity. Observation yields at onee that possible poles are·of the form

Ao = e~qlJl-! with k = 0, ... , N - 1, I = 0, ... , 2N -l·where N is the smallest oommon

multiple of the oecuring rotation numbers at the fixed points of the 5 1-action on M.
The argument is now divided into two parts.

1) There are DO poles on 51 = {A I 1,\1 = I} C C. This is a. consequence of the interpretation

of 'P 51 (M) = L: biqi with each bi the SI-index of a twisted elliptic differential operator on
M and thus cannot have poles on 51 in combination with a lliemann continuation lemma

type argument.

2) For other possible poles the shifted index ep51 (M)( Aq"/·) is seen to be equal to the index

of the signature operator on an auxiliary manifold Ml; twisted with multiplicative classes

of auxiliary bundles. Here Mk is the fixed point set of M under the action of Z/kZ C SI
and the auxiliary bundles are the natural splits of TM when pulled back to Mk. The

argument bases heavily on the spin structure of M: It guarantees the.onentability of M"

for even k (theorem of Edmonds) ·a.nd allows also a consistent choice of orientations for

various bundles involved by a refinement of the well-known fact that the panty of the sum

of the rotation numbers is constant for spin manifolds.
From the above statement for the shifted index we conelude as.before that it has no poles

on SI and - having done this for all k and s - we conclude that cpsl(M) °has no poles

at all.

J. Hilgert
Homogeneous spaces, involutions and elliptic genera
(after Hirzebruch and Slodowy)

If M = G / H is a connected homogeneous space for a compact Lie group G and if in

addition M is spin then the universal elliptic genus of M is, up to the modular form

edim M /2 with e = k n:O=1 ( ~~:: )8 , equal .to the signature ~f M. Moreover it is zero unless
dirn M is divisible by 8.

6
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Ta prove this claim one uses induct'ion over the dimension of M. More precisely one

constructs an involution T on M and shows that the self-intersection of the fixed point set

MT is again a disjoint union (finite) of homogeneous spaces with the properties mentioned

above. Then, similarly as for the signature, one shows via the G-signature theorem that

the elliptic genus of the self-intersection equals the equivariant elliptic genus evaluated at .
T. Thus an application of Taubes' rigidity theorem makes the induction work.

In order to prove tbe vanishing statement one proceeds similarly. Since, for general reasons

the elliptic genus vanishes if T is part of an odd circle action, it suffices to note that for an

even action the dimensions of M and of the self-intersections agree modulo 8.

H. Kurke

Quillens deter~inant bundle

(after Quillen, Bismut-Freed and Bismut-Gillet-Soule)

On the space of Fredholm operators :F = :F(X, Y) for Hilbert spaces X, Y there exists a

natural holomorphic line bundle DET with fihres A(ker(D»* ® A(coker(D» over D E :F
(where Adenotes the top alternating power).

H Z ~ Y is a submersion, proper, of smooth manifolds and if E, F are vector bundles
over Z and D : CCX>(E) -+ COO(F) a family of differential operators (Le. a COO(Y)-linear
map inducing an elliptic operator on"the fibres, D, :" COO(E (z,) ~ GCX>(F (z,)} one gets a

smooth line bundle DET(D) on Y with fibres A(ker(Dy »* ®A(coker(Dy »; iflndex(D) = 0
one also gets a section det(D) of DET(D)..eH E, F are Hermitian veetor bundles and if there is given a smooth form on Z inducing
a volume form on the fibres ZJI one can consider the L2-metric induced on the fibres
A(ker(Dy )* ® A(coker(Dy )} of DET(D). It does not give a smooth metric on DET(D)
hut if one considers II·II~ = 1I·1I12det'(D;Dy) one gets a metric which is smooth (Quillen
metric). Here det'(D;Dy) is defined by (-funetion regularization exp(-('(0, n;Dy»). H

additional to our data a splitting of the exact sequence 0 ~ T(Z (y) -+ T(Z) -+ 1f*T{Y) -+

ois given and metric connections on E, F, one ean define a metric connection on DET(D).

For the case of twisted Dirac operators a formula for the curvature of this connection in

terms of Ä-genus and ehern forms of the in:itial data is explained.
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"W. Nahm

Physics background

(after Witten)

Natural physical models involving a manifold M: Partiele in M yields map IR -+ M, where

R is the time and aetion=length of image. Quantization yields probability amplitudes

t/J : M --+ C, Schrödinger equation ß1/J = ~.

String in M yields a map IR x 51 --+ M, probability amplitudes should be 1/J : Map(51, M) --+

C. Let I E Map(SI, M) withsmall enough image compared to the eurvature of M,
f = Xo + Ln#oaneincr , a-n = a~, an E TzoM. So Map(Map(SI,M),C) ""J COO(M) ®

(polynomials in an), where COO(M) are the funetions of %0 and an has weightn.e
Supersymmetry: Thickening of either 51 or M. Surprisingly yields isomorphie results.

Use 51. F(O', 8) = f(u) + 8g(0') where g(O') is either p"eriodic or antiperiodie.

Antiperiodie: (polynomials in an) ® A(E:arez++t br )

.Periodie: {gi(O')gj(O")} = 6(0' - O")6ij yields spinor representation of SO(TM) for zero

modes.

Diffconr(R x 51) ""J Diff(SI) X Diff(SI) with generators Ln resp. Ln. Supersymmetry in.

particular'G~ = Lo(periodie ease). Character valued index of Go is tr(:rIq-L'oqLO ) = Z(q)
where n is the parity operator nGo = -GoII.
Z (q) ean berepresented by a functional integral, only depends on embedded torus ==>
modular funetion. Z(q) ""J elliptie genus up to a standard faetor.

u. Jannsen

Formal group laws and Landweber's exact functor theorem

(after Milnor, Quillen, Landweber ...)

1) A (one dimensional)fonnal group law over a ring Ais apower series F(X,Y) E A[[X, Y))

with e
i) F(X,O) = X, F(O, Y) = Y

ii) F(X, F(Y, Z» = F(F(X, Y), Z).

It is eommutative if

iii) F(X,Y) = F(Y, X).

The following topies were reviewed: A formal group law F over a Q-a1ge~ra is eommutative

and in 1-1-eorrespondence with its logarithm I(X) E X +X~A[[X]] , defined by F(X, Y) =
f-l(f(X)+ f(Y». There exists -for general rings A - a universal (eommutative, which

we always asume in the following) group law over L = Z[UI, U2, • .•]. One has L ® Q =

. 8



Q[b1 , ~, ...] with other generators bi such that the loganthm is /(x) = Ln>o bn X n+1

(bo = 1). The proof of this and the relation between the Uj and bj was shortly discussed.

2) A generalized homology theory is a functor which assigns to each spare X (CW-complex,

say) a graded· abelian group E*(X) satisfying the first six axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod

- however, the coefficient group E.(pt) = E* can be highly non-trivial. Every spectrum

E (i.e., a collection of spaces E n with maps EEn ~ E n+1) gives rise to such a theory via

En(X) = [5, E A X]R (n-maps of spectra) = limr_oo[sn+r, (E A X)r] = 1rn(E A X), and a

certain inverse holds. Dual statements are true for cohomology, with ER(X) = [X,E]-n'
A theory is ca1led complex oriented if E*(CpOO) = Z[[x]]. Then the classifying map

Am : cpoo x cpoo -+ cpoo = BU(1) for the product el ®e2 of the pull-backs of the canonical
.bundle eon CPOO via the projections induces a map m* : E*(CpOO) ~ E*(CpOO x CpOO) =

E*[[Xl,X2]]' F(Xl,X2) = m*(x) is a formal group law for a ring spectrum E.
Examples: a) usual cohomology H, Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, F(XI,X2) = XI + X2
b) complex K-theory, BU spectrum, F(Xt, X2) = XI + X2 + XIX2
c) complex cobordism, Thom spectrum MU

Theorem: MU has the universal formal group law. In particular, MU*(pt) = L =
Z[Ul' U2, ...].

3) By exploiting the fact that MU*(X) is not only a MU*-module hut also a MU*(MU)
comodule, Landweber proved the

Exact Functo~ Theorem: Let R be an MU-module; then the functor which assigns

to aspace X the graded abelian group MU.(X) ®MU. R is an exact functor (and bence
a generalized homology theory) if tbe multiplication with p is iIijective on R, and if tbe

multiplication with Upn_1 is injective on R/(p,up-t, ... ,Upn-l_l) (all p and n).
As an application (R = Z, via. Todd genus equipped with an MU*-module structure; note
Up_1 1-+ 1 E Z) one gets the isomorphism of Conner and Floyd:

MU*(X) ®MU· ZTd .:+ K*(X).

A. Durfee
Euler's addition formula

Let R(z) = 1 - 2oz2 + EZ4 for same 6, E E C. Let a(x) = Jo% dz/ JR(z), a multivalued

analytic function of x, and let s(u) = x be its inverse. For example if E = 0 and 6 =
1/2 then s(u) = sin(u). For this function we have the familiar fonnula sin(u + v) =
sin(U ) ros(v) +sin(v ) cos(u). H x = sin(u), y =sin(v) and w = sin(U + v) then this formula



can be rewritten as w ~ x~'+ yVl - x2 , which exhibits w = F(x, y) a.s an algebraic
function of x and y. Euler by explicit computation found a similar formulafor s(u), namely

If this is written in the form

(J: dz [Y dz fF(zJY) dz

10 vR(z) +10 JR(z) = 10 vR(z)

then one sees immediately that F( x, y) is a formal group law.

J. Franke
Verification of the Landweber conditions

Given auy homogeneous polynomial P(6, f)·of positive degree (with deg6 = 1, dege = 2),.
we verify the Landweber conditions for the graded ring homomorphism MU. -+ R =
Z[6, e, (2P(6, f»-l] induced by the Euler formal group law and Quillen's uniyersal propert~

of MU•. Then Landweber's theorem tells us that MU.(X) ®MU. R is a (2 deg P)-periodic
generalized homology theory.
We verify tbe following sharp form of the Landweber conditions:

(i) p is not a zero divisor in R,
(ii) ul(6, e) is not a zero divisor in R/pR,

(iii) u2(6, f) is invertible in R/(p, Ul),
where p is an odd prime and UI: are the coefficients of X P• for multiplication by p in Euler's
formal group law.

(i) is obvious. For (ii), one only has to verify that tll f/. pR, which follows !rom the fact

that Ul(O, f) i- 0 in the degenerate cases f =Oor f =02 with°i- O. Then (iii) follows {rom .e
the theorem of Eichler and Deuring, according to which the height of the formal group law

of an elliptic curve is never bigger than 2.

Landweber had originally based his construction on the congruences

e=.l ~ i.!.=.! 2 i.!.=.!
U2 == (-1 ) 2 e .. ,f .. == (6 - f) .. mod (p, u1 ).

By the above argument, they are no longer needed. However, since they may be useful for

other purposes, we also gave a proof of these congruences which is somewhat shorter than

Landweber's, hut based on the same idea.
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s.s. Roan
String structures

1 report the work of K. Pilch and N.P. Warner on string structures and index of the

Dirac-Ramond operator on orbifolds CMP 115 (1988).

We describe the relationship between 'string structures' and the topological class A:= lPl
on an orbifold and how the index for tbe Dirac-Ramond operator (gives formula for elliptic

genus) detects the iree part of A. Astring structure on a spin manifold is an extension
of the loops of the spin frame bundle to a bundle witb structure. group LSpin (i.e.. tbe

_entral extension of LSpin). A topological obstruction to the existence is given by A =
Auee + Ator E H4 (M, Z). We demonstrate the physical meaning of Ator through a simple
model of an orbifold and also explain how the index of the Dirac-Ramond operator can

give the Afree through the modular property of theta functions of ellipt~c curves in the
heterotic string u-model of a spin manifold.

T. tom Dieck
Cohomology of classifying spaces and generalized characters

Report on work of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel. Let E*(.) be a multiplicative cohomology
theory witb orientations for complex vector bundles. It has a formal group law F over E*.
It gives power series [m](x) E E*Ux)) defined by [I](x) = x and F([m](x), x) = [m + 1](x).
Problem: Compute E*(BG) for finite G.
For cyclic Gone has E*(BZ/m) = E*[[x]]/([m](x». H m = pi and [m](x) = aox + ... +
ad_lxd+... , d = pni, ad-l E E* a unit, then the i-a4ic completion E*(BZ/m) is afree E*-
module with basis 1, x, ... , xd- 1. Here I = (ao, ... , ad-2). H [P](x) = px+ ...+unxP" +...
and Un E E* a unit, then E* -tbeory is called vn-periodic for tbe prime p.

euppose E* is vn-periodic. Then a generalized character for E*(BG) is a function on
n-tuples of commuting elements of G alias on bomomorphisms Q : Z; ~ G (Zp p-adic
integers). Evaluation of characters 8t Q is defined to be 8 homomorphism

where ct factors Z; -+ (Z/pi)n ~ G and 'Pi is a suitable homomorphism into asuitable
ring R (e.g. R = Qp algebraic closure). These homomorphisms combine to a character
map

xa: E*(BG) ®E. R --+ Mapa(Hom(Z;,G),R).

11



Theorem: XG is an isomorpmsm [ar a11 nnite G.
The prooi relies on axiomatic representation theory (Maekey funetors). It reduees the

problem to abelian groups for whieh an explicit verifieation is required.

St. Klaus
The refined elliptic genus of Ochanine

Report on the work of Ochanine, Zentralblatt Mathematik 1991. e.
Let 8 q{E) := ®n>t{A_q2n-l{E) ® Sq2n{E» E KO[[q]] for areal veetor bundle E ~ X.
Then, for Mn a elosed spin manifold, ß{M) := (8 q{TM - n), [M]KO} defines a genus
n~pin ~ KO.[[q]], which is in the following sense a refinement of the universal elliptic
genus: ph{ß{M» = io{t,Ouniv{M», where t,Ouniv :' n~o ~ Z[l, 6, e] C M;o(2) and io is given

by the q-expansion at the eusp O. 1t follows the integrality theorem t,O(n;pin) = Z[260 , 6~, e]

·with 60 := -86, and the Ochanine theorem for the signature of an Bk +4-dimensional spin

manifold.
The genus ß has image in M r o(2){KO.), the ring of modular forms over KO.: imß =

(TJ, WÖo, IJ8~, I'e), where KO. = Zr'], w, IJ, 1'-1 ]/(2'7, TJ3, w2 = 4Jl) and Mr o(2)(KO.) =

KO.(c5o, e]/(f](h'o - 1». This is shown by using information about two transformations:
T nSpin nSpin rtI/2 dult· l' t' .th 51 nSpin nSpin: .l'8m+2 ~ .l'8m+4 ® ~ an m Ip lca Ion Wl : .l'Sm ~ u Sk+l'

The reduction of ß modulo 2, ß: n~pin ~ KO.[[q]] ®Z/2, when expressed as a polynomial
in e modulo 2, gives the Ochanine-Kervaire homomorphism K, : n~pin ~ KO. a.s the

coefficient of the highest e-power, and the constant Term of ß(Mn) E KOn[[q]] gives the

Atiyah er-invariant.

R. Jung
Integral elliptic homology, Part I •

(after Kreck and Stolz)

Let T.(X) C n~pjn(X) be the submodule of all [E .!.. Xl s.t. E is an Ep2-bundle lHIp2 ~

E l!.. B with strueture group PSP(3) and s.t. there exists a. map 7:B ~ X with f = 70p.

Let T.(X) be the elements in T.(X) with B L X zero-bordant in n~pin(X). Now a functor
Ell.(X) is defined by Ell.(X) := n~pin(X)/T.(X).

Theorem (Kreck and Stolz): Ell.(X)[P-l] is a homol~gy theory for any P E n~pin

with n > 0 and rational universal e1liptic genus 01 P non-vanishing.

-12



To prove this one has to have same information about the kernel of the Atiyah er-invariant.

Theorem (Stolz): ker(a) = T.(pt).
From this one easily calculates the image of Ochanine's refinement of the universal ellip

tic genus and shows ker(ß) = f.(pt). 1t follows that the eoefficients of the theory are
- --3

Ell.(pt) = Z[SI, K, B, IHlP2]/{2S1 , SI , K 2
- 4(B + 64lHIP2» where K is the Kummer

surface and B is an 8-dimensional spin manifold with sign(B) = 0 and Ä(B) = 1.
The proof that Ell.(X)[P-l] is a homology theory has to be split in two parts:

1) Ell.(X)[P-l] ® Z[t] is isomorphie to odd primary elliptic homology as defined by

Landweber, Ravenal and Stong.

2) Ell.(X) @ Z(2) is a homology theory.
To prove 1), one constructs a natural transformation from odd primary elliptie homology
to Ell.(X)[P-l] @ Z[l] and reduees the problem to showing that f.(X) @ z[!] = f.(pt).
n~pjn(X}®Z[~]. This can be seen by using the bordism transfer and a bordism Künneth

formuls. for n~pin (BG A X+).
The proof of 2) uses more homotopy theory and is given in the next talke

P. Teichner
Integral elliptic homology, prime 2

(after Kreck and Stolz)

It was proved that the functor Ell.(X) ® Z(2) is a homology. theory finishing the proof of
the existence of integral elliptic homology a.s described by Rainer Jung above.

The methods of proof are eertain collapsing theorems of the Adams spectral sequences
involved. These were provided by a paper of Stefan Stolz ('Splitting MSpin-module spec
tra').

One obtains a homotopy equivalenee between the representing spectrum eil for Ell.(X) ®

Z(2) and VE8k ko, but it is proved that this eannot be multiplicative.

M. Schottenloher

The Loop Space proof of the Rigidity Theorem
(after Taubes)

Let M be a compact, ~riented even dimensional spin manifold on which 51 acts smoothly.
Let D be an elliptic SI-operator on bundles over M. The index ind(D) of D bas an

expansion ind(D) = EkEZ cA;(D),\k witb values in t.be representation ring RS I of 51.

13



Theorem: cJ;(D) = 0 for k =F 0, if D is one oi the following operators: D = ds ® Rn or

D =iI @ R~ where Rn is the coefficient oi qn in R(q) ®n>O(Aqn(T) ® Sqn(T» and R~ is
the coefficient oE qn in R'(q) = ®n>I(A 2n-l (T) ® Sqn(Tj), T = TM @C.

- q-'--
The starting point of the proof is the cons~ructionof the Dirac-Ramond operator on the

normal bundle Ar of M whe:re M is considered as the submanifoid of constant loops in LM.
The talk eoneentrated on a rather detailed deseription of a special ease where the Dirac

Ramond operator D is defined on a (oo-dimensional) direct sum bundle E = B ® S ~ F
over M. Here S -+ M is the spinor bundle with respect to T· M, 8 = S(E9m~O(T·MC)m)
and :F = A(ffim;i!o(T·MC)m), where (T· MC)m = T· M ® C.
Using the canonical circle action on LM (rotatio~ of loops)one gets a decomposition

E = EBmEZ Em, whereEm is still an infinite dimensional direct sum bundle and a further
decomposition Em = EBnENEmn into finite dimensional vector bundles Emn . Now the
following can be shown (easy!):

1) Emn ~ S®Rm(n) with explieitely known 'finite dimensional bundles Rm(n) and Dmn :=

D lemn is an elliptic operator on M. ,
2) Dm is a Fredholm operator and Dm le: has the same index as Dmn lej;n.
For the proof of the general .case, Taubes proceeds as follows:
1) The operator D has to ,be twisted with other bundles in order to get results for the

above series with Rn, R~.

2) One has to consider components E of the fixed point set of the ge<?metric SI-action on
M. The same construetion on the normal bundle of the eomponent in place of M has to
be studied.

3) The eorresponding restrietions Dm = D lem are again Fredholm and their index on E;!;
is equal to ind(ds @ R~) (or ind(9 ®R~)).
4). A localization proeedure shows the connection between the index of Dm and the index
of Dm on E. Here one uses the Atiyah-Segal-Bott fixed point formula. or better the variant
given by E. Witten. .

5) The geometrie action can moreover be used to show ck(Dm ) = ±ck(Dm,) for al1 m, m'

if k f:. o. Since ck(Dm ) =0 for m < 0 the theorem is proved..

Berichterstatter: R. Jung
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45/1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von V. Bangert (Freiburg) und U. Pinkall (Berlin) statt.

Als derzeit besonders florierende Gebiete der Geometrie stellten sich dabei heraus:

- Die Geometrie spezieller 2-dimensionaler Flächen in symmetrischen Räumen, damit

zusammenhängende partielle Differentialgleichungen.

- Querbeziehungen zwischen differentialgeometrischen und diskretkombinatorischen

Fragen (z.B. isospektrale Polygonbereiche in lR 2, polyedrische Flächen konstanter

Krümmung, endliche Automaten und negativ gekrümmte Mannigfaltigkeiten).

Auch außerhalb des Vortragsprogramms bot sich reichlich Gelegenheit zur Zusammen

arbeit, diesmal auch verstärkt mit Kollegen aus Übersee und den osteuropäischen

Ländern.



N.H. Kuiper (work with F. Haab) Utrecht:

On the normal Gauss map of a tight surface in lR 3

.The normal Gauss map g: M ~ 52/±1 =P into the projeetive plane P, of an analytie (resp.

smooth)~ surfaee is a double eovering (resp. a eell-like double eovering). This

generalizes as folIows: A smooth surfaeeimmersion f: M ~ IR 3 is ealled .light if every

linear function on lR 3 has 4-X (X=X(M» components of critieal sets on M. Here the

suitable multiplicity of a eomponent is 1 (UMorse non-singulartt
) or ("Morse singula(' (for

example monkey _saddle». Then g is a branehed covering (resp. eell-like branehed

covering) if f is tight and analytie (resp. tight and smooth), outside "top-cycles". The total

number of Morse singular critical eomponents is S 2-2 X (Haab). This is remniscent of

minimal surfaces.

Tb. Friedrich (Berlin):
The classification of algebraic surfaces witb small eigenvalue of tbe Dirac
operator.

Let M2m be a elosed Kähler spin manifold with positive scalar eurvature R and denote by
Ro its minimum. K. D. Kirchberg proved in 1986/88 the following inequalities for the

eigenvalues of the Dirae operator

). 2 > 1 m+1 Ro if m is odd-4 m

•

).2> l-ID....- Q _ if m is even.
- 4 rn-I "'0

Tbe eorresponding classification problem has been solved by Kirchberg in ease

m = 3 (1988) and A. Liehnerowitz in case m = 4 (1990). In this lecture we explains the

solution of ther mentioned problem in case rn =2

Theorem' Let M4 be a elosed Kähler spin manifold such that ,JRJ2 is an eigenvalue of the •
Dirac operator. Theo M4 is isomorphie to S2 x 52 or to the projective bundle lP(IEBL

a
) over

a torus fI//\ where La ~ ([//\ is the holomorphie line bundle with ehern class et(La) =0

and parameter a = 1, e21ti13 , e41tU3•

Patrick Ghanaat:

Almost nat manifolds

Consider a closed Riemannian manifold (M,g) together with a eonnection V on its tangent

bundle. Call (M,g,V) E-flat, if the curvature and torsion tensors of V satisfy the condition
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",. (IJRII + UT02) diam (M,g)2 < E. We deseribe a method to prove the following result: There

exists a positive E(O) such that 'any E-flat n-manifold is quasi-isometrie to an

infranilmanifold, Le. a closed space form of a nilpotent Lie group with left invariant metric.

In case of vanishing torsion, this theorem is due to Gromov and Ruh. The present proof is

motivated by a suitable interpretation of L. Auslander's Bieberbaeh Theorem for nilpotent

crystallographic groups, saying that the holonomy bundle of the canonical flat connection

on an infranilmanifold has large normal injeetivity radius as a submanifold of the frame

bundle of M. The proof uses a result on the loeal structure of framed manifolds, obtained in

joint work with M. Min-Oo and E. Ruh, to reconstruct a perturbed version of this holonomy

bundle, which is then improved using center of mass methods.

e
Hans-Ben Rademacher:

Resonance relations ror closed geodesics

Fadell-Rabinowitz introduced a cohomological index theory for spaces with an action of a

compact Lie group. Ekeland-Hofer used this index to derive relations between symplectic

invariants of periodic orbits of convex Hamiltonian systems in lR 20("resonance relations").

With a modified index one can obtain resonance relations for closed geodesics for arbitrary

Riemannian metrics with pinched positive sectional curvature on spheres and projective

spaces.

Ulrich Brehm Goint work with J. Swiatkowski):

Triangulations of lens spaces with few simplices

Let L(p,q) denote ,as usual ,the lens space, where gcd(p,q) = 1. Then L(p,q) == L(p',q') if

and only if p =pt and q == ± q' (mod p) or qq' ==:t 1 (mod p). (Theorem of Reidemeister).

Let N: Q+ ~ N be defined as N(x) =ao + a 1 +...+a
K

, where x =a o + 1 a 1 + 1 a 2 +...+e 1 a k is the representation of x as a contimed fraction. N is characterized by the properties

N(I) = I, N(x+l) =N(x)+l, N(l/x) =N(x).

It is easy to see that there exist more then 20-3 topological types of lens spaces L(p,q)

with N(q/p) S n.

Theorem· For eachh lens space L(p,q) with N(q/p) = n there exists a triangulation with
fo = 3 n + 9 vertices f2 =44 n + 27 triangles .

fl = 25 n + 27 edges f3 ~ 22 n + 18 tetrahedra.
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· Remark: Let fo(p,q) denote the minimal number of vertices of a triangulation of L(p,q) then

by another explicit construction we get fo(2,1) = 11(known), fo(3,l)::; 12, fo(4,1) S; 14,

fo(5,2) S; 14, fo(7,2) S; 17, fo(8,3) S; 18.

Ivan Sterling:

Computational aspects of soliton geometry

(On the moduli space of pseudospherical surfaces)

K =-1 ~ sin 0) =Oluv where f: ]R2~ JR3

is parametrized by

asymtotic lines e
+ Iru I= Iry I= 1

and
0): =angle between f

u
& fy

Examples of Enneper's surfaces and Dobriner's surface were shown with computer

pictures of the moduli space constructed via soliton geometry. The ~elationship with

Hashimoto surfaces and the NLSE was explained via computer graphics.

Mario T. Micallef (University of Warwick, Coventry):

Singularities and Holomorphic Properties of

Area Minimizing Surfaces.

<Theorem eR. Schoen) Let M c IR n be a stable, parabolic, oriented minimal surface. Theo

M lies in an even dimensional affine subspace and is holomorphic with respect to some

orthogonal complex structure on this subspace.

This theorem was proved first in the ease 0 =4 by myself. It has been used by R. Sehoen

toprove a compactress theorem for stahle minimal surfaces and to give a simplified proof e
of S. Chang's result that an area minimizing two dimensional integral current is a branched

minimal surface.

In joint work with Brian White, we investigate the structure of braneh points of area

rninimizing disks. In partieular, we prove the absence of interior true braneh points for .~rea

minimizing surfaehes in 3-manifolds by a purely analytie method (a cut- and -paste proof

had been given earlier by Osserman and Gulliver). We also prove
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Theorem Let K be the intersectio~ of a topologically embedded area minimizing disk in a

4-mainifold with a small sphere about branch point. Theo K is a eable knoL

We can also recover same of the results of D. Me Duff on the singularities. of pseudo

holomorphic curves.

Gerbard Knieper:

Spheneal meal}s on compact manifolds of negative curvature

The geometry of compact manifolds" of negative curvature is to a large extend detennined

by its behaviour at tlinfmity". This idea has been extensively used in rigidity results like in

the famous Mostow Ijgidity theorem. The purpose of this talk was to show, how for

compaet spaees of variable eurvature asymptotic geometry detennines the loeal geometry.

We showed for eompaet surfaees ,without conjugate points, that the spherieal mean of a

function on the surfaee eonverges to the space mean if aod only if the surfaee is flat or has

eonstant negative eurvature. For eompact manifolds of negative curvature we study the

spherical mean of a function on the unit tangeotbuodle aod show that the limit as the

radius lends to infinity ean be expressed in terms of the R.emannian volume element and

the Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity. As a corollary we obtain for dimension two,

that the Margulis asymtotic funetion is constant if and ooly if the surface has constant

negative c·urvature.

A. Bolsinov:

Topological classification of integrable Hamiltonian systems.

Let ~~ =ro-1(dH) and : = (ö-l(dH) be two Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems

--4-
(IHS) on symplectic manifolds (M4,Cll) aod (M ,m) respectively. (H: M4 -+ IR and

- --4H: M -+ lR are smooth Hamiltooians). We shall say that these systems are topologically

equivalent on isoenergy surfaces <r = {H = eoostl } and Q3 = {H = const2 } if there exists

-3
.a diffeomorphism cp: <r ~ Q preservi~g the Liouville tori. In this work a topologieal

invariant (so-called marked word-molecule), which classify IUS up to topological

equivalence, is constructed.

We show that a three-dimensional manifold Q3 can be an isoenergy surface of IHS if and

only if QJ is a graph-manifold (Waldhausents manifold).
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K. Voss:

Canal Willmore tori

Let f be an immersion of M2 ioto a Riemannian manifold M3, k1, k2 the principle curvatures

and W(n =f(H
2
-K)dA (H =~kl + ~). K =kl ~). A Willmore surface is a surface .

M 2, for which SW =0, which is - for spaces M3 of eonstant see~onal eurvature - equivalent
..--3

to L\H + 2H(H2 -K) =O. W is invariant under conformal transformations M3 ~ M .

In order to find ~il1more tori with umbilical points (kt =~), we consider the elass of

canal surfaces in IR 3, Le. surfaces which are envelopes of al-parameter family of spheres.

This elass of surfaees is invariant under Möbius transformations of lR3 u{ 00 }. •

The manifold of oriented spheres and planes in lR 3 can be represented by the quadric
er ={Y I (V,V) =y t

2 +V 22 + 'r32 + Y42 ~ V 52 =I}.e lR S..Ta every canal surfa~ in ~3

there corresponds a eurve V: M t ~ et.
Theorem· If f is a Willmore canal surface tben the corresponding curve Y lies in a fixed

subspace JR 3~S passjng ~brou2h tbe origiÖ

There are three possibilirles for the position of IR 3 in IR 5: The induced scalar product in ~ 3 .

can be semidefinite~ definite, or indefinite. By a Möbius transformation of IR 3, whieh means

a Lorentz transformation of lR 5, one ean bring IR 3 in a special position. Fr~m this follows:

Eyery Willmore cana! surface is Möbius egujyalent to a cylinder a cone or a surface of

Dl1il1iwL.
The Willmore surfaces of these types can be determined. There are :Willmore surfaces

with rotational symmetry eontaining umbilies, but these. surfaces do not elose.

Erhard Heil:

Ovaloids without vertices

A point on a surfaee in euelidean 3-space with stationary second fundamental form has •

been called avertex. It may also be eharacterized by the coincidence of euclidean and

affine nonnal and vanishing of the Pick invariant J. U. Kern found on ovaloid of revolution

wi~ J~O except at the poles. Most affine images then have DO vertices. This eontradicts a

claim of F. Mercanti wh~ asserted that any ovaloid has at le.ast six vertiees (eounting

multiplieities).
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Polthier Konrad:

Solving Infinite Plateau Problems. in 8 3

In this talk we proved a theorem to solve Plateau"'s Problem in hyperbolic three space H3

for generic curves, which are partiallyon the bonndary at infinity Soo and partially jn the

interiOT of H3. For a point pE Soo we denote by p-UHM the corresponding upper half space

model and by p-projection the projection map of the p-UHM onto its plane at infinity along

the vertical geodesics.

Theorem: Let r c H3 U S 00 be a curve and let B(po) C Soo an arbitrary small open

neighbourhood of a priot PoE Soo such that for all pe B(po) r has a 1-1 p-projection onto a

•

convex curve. .
Let {ru} be a sequener of Jordan curves in H3 with the following properties:

1. r u C convexhull (D
2. 'VpE B(po) r u p-projects 1-1. onto eonvex eurves

3. p-proj. (ru) lies inside p-proj.( rm) for all n < m

4. r u eonverges unifonnly to r in the UHM w.r.t. euclidean distance

Then a subsequence of t~e corresponding sequence of finite Morrey solutions eonverges to

a minimal surface with bonndary r. The convergenee is c2,a over eompaet subsets of the

interior of Po-projection (n.

F.Pedit (joint with F. Burstall, D. Ferus, U. Pinkall):

Almost all harmonie tori in symmetrie spaees

We discuss how the tI generic f1 harmonie 2-torus CI': r ~ N into a eompact symmetrie

space N of semi -simple type is obtained by solving a pair of commuting Hamiltonian flows

on a finite dimensional slice of a certain loop Lie algebra. By "generic" we mean that the

• derivative dlp(p) E T<p(p)N. z=x+iy a conformal chart o~ IR 2 -+ T2,- is a regular semisimpleaz
element of Tcp(p)N at one (bence any) point pE T2. As a special case of this result we bave

that every non-confonnal hannonic 2-torus c.p: T2 --+ N into a rank 1 symmetrie space N

arises from our constructioß.
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Fran Burstall, University of Bath:

All harmonie 2·tori in spheres

following reeent results of Burstall-Ferus-Pedit-Finkall (e.f. Pedit's· talk), non-confonnal

harmonie maps of a 2-toms into a sphere are fairly well-understood: They all arise by

iDtegrating a pair of commuting o.d.e's. At "the other end of the speetrum, old results of

Calabi show that the n.totally isotropie" harmonie 2-tori in sn (eharacterised by the

vanishing of a sequence of holomorphie differentials) may be eonstructed by differentiation

and algebraie operations on holomorphic 2-tori in a complex projective space.

We can now "interpolate" between these two results and prove:

Th. A harmonie map T2 -+ sn is either totally isotropie or arises by integrating a pair of

eommuting o.d.e's.

The proof goes by prolonging the hannonic map. That is, constructing aseries of iterated

Gauß maps that take values in homogeneous spaces that happen to be k-symmetrie

spaces. These last may be canonically immersed in SO(n+1) and, at each strage, ODe h~s

a dichotomy : either the prolonged map (viewed as a map into SQ(n+l» ~s of the type to

which the theory of Burstall-Ferus-Pedit-Pinkall may be applied (so that the map arises

from commuting odels) or the prolongation praeedure may be applied anee more. Which

alternative arises is governed by the vanishing or otherwise of a· eertain holomorphie

differential. Finally, if ODe has been able to prolong a eertain number of times, one

condudes that the map is totally "isotropie and we ore done.

Günter Dress, Augsburg:

Asymptotieally- flat manirolds or nonne"gative eurvature

•

We consider an open (Le. complete and non compaet), simply eonnected riemannian

manifold MD of nonnegative sectional curvature K ~ o. _
Put .,

H(t) =sup {K(X,Y) I X,Y E TpM, dist(o,p) ~ t} , oe M fixed.

Conjecture (Gromov): Mn as above, n ~ 3. Then M is isometrie to lR n if M is

asymptotically flat (Le. t2 H (t) -+ 0 (t -+ (0».

Which an additional topological assumption the conjecture is true for strong asymptotically

flat manifolds (Le. t2+E H(t) -+ 0 (t -+ (0) for some e > 0).
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Theorem; MD as above, n ~ 3. Let M be diffeomorphie to the interior of a manifold co with

boundary, sueh that T(aco) is nontrivial. Then M is isometrie to lR D if M is strang

asymptotieally nato

The theorem is proved by the method of almost-parallel frame fields along certain

hypersurfaces. Here we take parallel hypersurfaces H to level surfaces associated to a

convex exhaust function h on M which is given by the structure theory of nonnegative

curved manifolds. The level sets of h and dist(o,.) coneide at infinity. This is the reason for

the existence of almost-parallel frame fields along H.

Ruth Kellerhals, Bonn:

Volumes of S-dimensional hyperbolic polytopes and Rieman's zeta function.

Since Lobachevsky and Schläfli there are volume formulae for 3-dimensional hyperbolic

polyhedra in terms'of Euler's Dilogarithm, explicit volume calculations for certain spherical

Coxeter simplices and volume re~uction theorems for even-dimensional polytopes.

Very difficult and nearly open is the volume problem for higher - and odd - dimensional

hyperbolic polytopes.

Is view of Schläfli's volume differential formula ODe conjectures that the Polylogarithms or

related functions appear as characteristic volume functions. Indeed, in the case of

5-dm;ensional orthoschemes, Müller and Böhm showed that the volume is ex·pressible in

the Tri - and lower order - Logarithms. However, their results are extremely difficult to

survey involving several dozens of Trilogarithms in arguments which are rational functions

is trigonometrical expressions of the angles.

We present a simple volume fon:nula for a partieular class of 2-asymptotic orthoschemes is

HS. We show that the volumes of all Coxeter orthosehemes is H5 are rational multiples of

1(3) = Li3(O) , where Li3 (Z) = L
0=1

these are therefore commensurabel.

ZD , Iz leI , denotes the Trilogarithm, and that
n3
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s.v. Buyalo:
Ends of 4-manifolds with negative curvature and finite Volume

It is weH known that every manifold M with bounded negative curvature and volume has

finite topological typet Le. M is diffeomorphi~ to the interio_r Int (M) of compact manifold M .

with boundary. In the case of pinched neg~tive curvature -IS K ~ -a2 <0 each boundary .

component N of M is an infranilmanifold. If the curvature is supposed only to be stricdy

negative -I S K <0 then the situation is quite different. Recently examples have been

fouod in which N is diffeomorphic to the product Fx SI t where F is a closed surface of

genus> 1 (example due to K. Fujiwara) and much more complicated examples due to

U. Abresch and V. Schr<>eder in which N is a graphmanifold.

Two new examples of end~ N for negatively curved 4-manifold are presented. The first of •
them is a solvmanifold. Let q»: T2 ~ T2 be a hyperbolie automorphism of a 2-torus and N

be a torus of q». Then N is a 3-dimensional solvmanifold.

There exists a (metrically) complete metrie on N x [0,00] with sectional curvature

-I ~ K <0 and finite volume.

Question: Does there exist a man~fold M with bounded negative curvature and volume for

which N is a boundary component of M "
One can easly show if the sectional curvature is pinehed is .pinched -1 S K S _a2 <0 that

the inclusion homomorphism 1t t (N) ~ 1t t (M) is injective. One c~uld suppose that it is

true in the nonpinched case too. It is reaHy tru.e if dim M ~ 3.

There exists a compiete 4-manifold M with finite volume and strictly negative bounded

sectional curvature such that for a boundary component N of M the inclusion
homomorphism Xl(N) ~ Xl (M) is not injective.In particulart the. double of M does not

admit any complete nonpositive curved metric.

It should be flotice that in the pinched case the double of M has always a nonpositive

curved metric. The last example shows that one can expect the existence of a high •

dimensional complete manifold M with finite volume and bounded n~gative curvature an

end N C M of which is riot aspherical.
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T. Taimanov (Novosibirsk):

Local shortening deCormations of nonselfintersecting curves

The proof of the Lustemik-Sehmirelmann theorem about existence of at least three

nonselfintersecting closed geodesics on any Ri.emannian manifold homeomorphic to a 2

dimensional sphere is presented. It uses only combinatozial constructions and doesn't

require analytic methods (PDEs).

Kowalski 0., Praha:

• An explicit c1assiCication oC 3-dimensional Riemannian manifolds satisCyi'ng

R(X,Y). R = O.

A theorem by Z. Szabo' says that these spaces depend on- arbitrary funetions of 2

variables,but 00 explicit examples of such families where known. (For diinension n=3 it

should be 8 arbitrary functioDs).

The present author classifies first the spaces in question as~ hyperbolic parabolic

and~ . MaiD results·

1) a11 hyperbolic, parabolie and planar metrics are explicetly elassified· for the elliptie

metries explieit families are given depending on one arbitrary fUDetion of 2 variables.

2) It is proved that the jsometry classes are effectively parameterized by arbitrary

functions of 2 variables (in the hyperbolic ease, as weIl as in the elliptie case).

Helmut Reckziegel:

Integration of general vector distributions on Banach maniColds

In the fo11owing there are deseribed results of F. Nübel (Cologne) on integral manifolds for
distributions D = (Dp)peM of linear subspaces Dp C TpM over a Banaeh manifold M,

'. where 0 is not supposed to be involutive or of constant fibre dimension everywhere. In the

case of an ordinary subbundle D there are eonstructed special submanifolds through every

point of M in a very geometrie way which turn out to be integral manifolds for D, if 0 is

involutive along them. This result also establishes an elementary proof of the classical

theorem of Frobenius. Besides, it is the base for the study of a general distribution 0

which at every point is supported by ordinary (local) vector bundles of TM. In this case

the set of all points, at which D is integrable, is an integral manifold for D, and in many

cases its components bear the "modified subspace topologytl. For the integrability of D at

singular points there is described a criterion involving the flow of D - valued vector fields.
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Wemer Ballmann:

Automatie groups aod geometry

In his work on the fundamental groups of compact manifolds of constant nega~ive

curvature, I. Cannon found that their Cayley graphs admit a kind of recursive structure.

Subsequent work of Cannon, Epstein, Holt, Paterson and Thurston led to the definition of'

automatic structures for fmitely presented groups. That iSt apreeise meaning is given for

the reeursive constructibility of the Cayley graph. The result of Cannon mentjoned above

then says that the corresponding groups admit an automatie structure.· More generally, •

hyperbolie groups in the sense at Gromov admit such a strueture.

One of the main open problems is whether the fundamental group of a compact manifold of

non-positive curvature has an automatie structure.

Enrico Lenzinger:

On the Geometr'y of a new class of anosov actions

A locally free action of a lie group L on a Riemannian manifold V is called AnQ.so.y (or
h~rbolie) if there is an element gEL such that dcpg is normally h.yperbolie to the orbits.

Such actions are known to be strueturally stable and (for V compaet) ergodie.
Let S = G/K be a Riemannian symmetrie sp~ee of non-compact type with base point' xo•

Choose a Weyl ehamber Co with apex xo• Every congruence elass of directed geodesics in

S has a representative which issues from Xo and intersects Co .This closure of Co in turn

consists of faces which are in one-to-oDe correspondence with the subsets E of a basis R

of restricted roots of S. Theo every directed geodesie in S is of a particular type E. The
manifold Sa of an geodesics in S which are parallel to some geodesicy (of type E) is

totally geodesic and called a multi-Dal pt type E
For every subset E C R we derme an Anosov action cP E whose orbits can be identified .)

with multi-flats of type E. For symmetrie spaees of rank 1 we obtain the geodesie flow. In
this case the resulting orbit space is the space gs of a11 directed geodesies.

In the general case the orbit spaces OE of <PE can'ne identified with the spaees of all multi

flats of type E. As gs in the rank 1 case the spaces OE carry aG-invariant sympleetic

strueture.
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M. Min-Oo, Hamilton, Ontario:

Scalar curvature rigidity

It is weIl known that every metric with non-negative scalar curvature on the torus T" is

fiat. The non-compaet analogue of this is the rigidity statement of the positive mass

theorem whieh says that an asymptotically Euclidean spin manifold with non-negative

scalar curvature and zero mass is isometrie to Euelidean spaee. The hyperbolie version of

this resu~t, whieh is related to the Bondi mass in relativity is also known. There is also a

corresponding spherical version of sealar eurvature rigidity proved by M. Llarull. This ean

be generalized to other symmetrie spaees of compact type whieh are spin with a non-zero

Euler characteristic or signature. Finelly there is the following version for the hemisphere:e Theorem" If gis ametrie on the hemisphere S: which is equal to the standard metric g in a

neighborhood of the boundary as: = Sn-I and if the scalar curvature of g satisfies SCg ~ Seg

= 1 everywhere, then g == g .

K.-D. Semmter, EPF Lausanne (joint with P. Buser):

Another pair of drums

C. Gordon, D. Webb and S. Wolpen announeed the first pair of isospeetral non-isometrie

planar domains for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditon for the Laplacian on functi~ns.

They extended the Sunada method to ocbifolds and then gave domains as orbifolds coming

from an example from P. Buser. Using the same combinatorial seheme we give simple

examples and an elementary proof.

cp:f =f l {B f2 ED...~ f2 --+ g =gl (f) •.. {B g7; fi , gi are Coo funetions on T and the splitting

comes from the restrictions on the 7 triangles. If we set gl = f4 - fs + f6 ; g2 = f3 - f7 - f6

~=~+~-~; ~=~-~-4; ~=-~-~-~; ~=~-~-~ ~=-~-M+~·

One checks easily that, if f is eigenf. on SI then g =4>(0 is eigenf on S2 .

, maps fs perpendieular to triangle eigenf. contiuned alternating over the sides. to gis

satisfying the same property, namly f l - f2+ f3 - f4 + f4 - f6 - f7 == O.

With the choiees. a =60°; B = 75°; 3' =45° ; are hexayons.

Roh Kusner, Amherst:

Compound Bubbles: Some Questions

It is weH known that the surface of least area which bounds a fixed volume V in IR 3 is the

round sphere. What is the least area "compound" surface which bounels volumes VI ,...Vk?
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Even for k=2, the answer is (s\lprisingly) unknown! We show (by on old and familiar

argument) that the solution for k=2 must consist of Delaunay surfaces of revolution which

meet in tripies alüng singular circles at equal (120°) angles:

We can rule out the rightmost case, but it is still unclear whether any of these "exotic"

bubbles are stable, though all are stationaty. For k ~ 3 pratically nothing is known. We

indicate some examples of stable bubbles with "exotic" domains, and ask whether

(for k < 5) minimizing smooth pieces are all pieces of spheres. Suppose we let k ~ 00 and

seek partitions of lR 3 with minimal surface area. We describe Kelvin's example of a

partition having cells of equal volume which periodically filllR 3. We also show that there

is a lower bound on the combinatorial type of such a partition (14 faces), 36 edges, 20

vertices) which is realized by Kelvin1s example. There are different combinatorial types •

possible for different period lattices, and it is conjectured that the minimum is in fact

periodic. We also consider evolving compound bubbles. I~ by their mean curvature, we

seek the self-similar solution which is the "limit shape" just prior to extinction of one

bubble: for k=2 this is described explicity. We also discuss generalizations of Weyl's

diffusion formula (cf. Problem Book, of same date).

Alexander Bobenko (St-Petersburg, Steklov Institut; Berlin, Technische Universität)

Goint with U. Pinkall):

Discrete surfaces with the constant mean curvature

We define discrete surface (in the conformal curvature line coordinates) in lR 3 as made out

of quadrilaterals with the cross-ratios equal to -1. It is considered as a map F : Z 2 ~ lR 3 ,

at each point of the surface 4 edges meet.

l1kl: For any surface F there is a dual surface p* with the edges, defined as folIows:

-.-. - I 1-2
Fn+1.mFn.m =Fn+1.mFn.m Fn+l.mFn.m

-.- -I 1-2
Fn.m+1Fn.m =- Fn.m+lFn.m Fn.m+lFn.m

The center Qn.m of the mean curvature sphere of the point Pn.m is defmed by the equations:

1Qn.mPn.m-l1= 1Qn.mPn.m+l 1 , I~Pn+l.m 1= 1Qn.mPn-l'm I,
21 ~Pn.m 1

2
= 1Cln.mPo-l.m 12 + I~Pn,m--l 12

.

The vector Pn,mrl' defines anormal vector and the mean curvature H = IQ pi.
"'n.m ~.m D.m

Minimal surfaces (H=O) are the "limiting case: for each point Po.m there is aplane

equidistant from 4 neighbouring points Pn:-l.~ Pn+l.m. pn,m-l. pn.m+l·

Tb 2: If F is a minimal surface, then p. lies in S2 and is the Gauss map of F

14

•



Iha.l:..... If F is a constant mean curvature surface, then P- is the dual constant mean

curvature surface.

Some examples of the minimal and CODStanl mean curvature surfaces are constructed. All

these definitions and constructions corne from the theory of discrete-discrete integrable

equations. The corresponding discrete-discrete sinh-Gordon equation is derived. All

periodic solutions are obtained.

Berichterstatter: B. Palmer

.;.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g S b e reh t 46/1991

C*-ALGEBREN

20.10. bis 26.10.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J.Cuntz (Heidelberg), U.Haagerup (Odense)
und L.Zsido (Rom) statt.Insgesamt wurden 28 Vorträge gehalten, die die immer stärkere
Verknüpfung der Theorie der Operatoralgebren mit anderen Teildisziplinen der Mathe
matik und Physik zeigten.Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen

1) Die Klassifizierung (amenabler) Unterfaktoren und Beziehungen zur (konformen)
Feldtheorie und zu Invarianten von 3-Mannigfaltigkeiten.(Kawahigashi, Nahm, Ocneanu,
Popa)

2) Nichtkommutative Dualitätstheorie und Anwendungen in der algebraischen Quan-
tenfeldtheorie (Doplicher, Roberts, Skandalis, Woronowicz)

Daneben wurde auch über aktuelle Fortschritte bei der Lösung klassischer Probleme

1) Jede Quasispur auf einer exakten C*-Algebra ist eine Spur (Haagerup)

2) Strukturtheorie der irrationalen Rotationsalgebren (Blackadar, Bratteli, Elliott)

und über geometrische Methoden (KK-Theorie und zyklische Kohomologie) auf dem
Gebiet der C*-Algebren berichtet.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

DIETMAR BISCH

Entropy of groups and subfactors

We discuss ergodicity properties of inclusions of hyperfinite lII ·fa.ctors N c M with
finite Jones index [M : N] .From the downward basic construction

one obtains an inclusion of hyperfinite von Neumann algebras

canonically associated to N C M.Each algebra Ni is only determined uP' to conjuga
tion by a unitary operator- in Ni-I, hence tbe construction of the tunnel 'is not canoni
cal.However, the isomorphism class of Ro eRdoes not depend upon this cboice and is
therefore an invariant for N e M.In finite depth (suPi dimZ(Ni n M) < 00) the tun
nel {Ni} can be chosen such that the higher relative commutants {Ni n M} exhaust
N e M, Le.R.o = N c R = M. N C M is then classified by a finite dimensional
commuting square of the form

NinM c
u

NfnN C

NI+I nM
U

Ni+I nN

(Popa,Ocneanu)
In infinite depth the problem of classifying N C M by {NI n N c NI n M} becomes

much harder.Consider a finitely generated group G = (91, ... ,9n) (discrete) ,01, ... ,On E
Aut(R)(R = hyperfinite III } such that1r(Bi} = 9i,7r: AutR -+ AutR/IntR. Consider

NG=

x
81(x)

o

o

:x ER
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NG c R® M2n+IX2n+I(~)= M
then [M : NG] = (2n + 1)2.Ergodicity properties of NG c M are reßected in the

classical left random walk
9 -+ g;lg

on G with equal transition probabilities.The ergodicity of the latter is described by the
entropy h(G) of G.

Theorem 1:

Let NG C M as above, choose a tunnel M ::> NG ::> NI ::> N2 ::> •.• , set

Ra := UNi nN
W

c R := UNi n M
W

then
H(RIRo) + h(G) = In[M : N~]

(H(RIRo)= noncommutative Connes-Stormer entropy)

Theorem 2:

IfG=Fn , then
2n-2

H(RIRo) = 21n(2n + 1) - -2-ln(2n - 1)
n+1

Theorem 1 allows to interpret the operator algebra. invariant H(RIRo) as a growth
invariant for groups, which beeomes maximal for instance for graups with exponential
growth and minimal precisely for free groups.Using results ofPopa, one gets that Na C M
cannot be exhausted by any ehoice of {Ni} iff h(G) > 0, which happens for all non
amenable groups (and some amenable ones), because R, Ra are not ergodie (i.e. factors)
in this case.

o

BRUCE BLACKADAR, ALEXANDER KUMJIAN and MIKAIL RORDAM

Approximately divisi:I>le C*-algebras

Definition:
A finite dimensional C*-algebra is completely noncommutative if it contains no abelian

central projections (i.e. no one dimensional direct summands).
Definition:
A (separable, ·unital) C* -algebra is approximately divisible if for any Xl, ••. , X n E

A and f > 0, there is a completely noneommutative, finite dimensional (unital) C*
subalgebra B of A with

11 [Xi, y] 11 < f 'Vi = 1, ... , n; y E B; 11 y 11 ~ 1

Examples:
1) A (unital) AF-algebra is approximately divisible if and only if no quotient contains

an abelian projection (in partieular, if it is simple).
2) A tensor produet A <8> B is approximately divisible if one factor iso
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Theorem:

Every irrational noncommutative torus is approximately divisible.
The term "approximately divisible" comes from the following structure theorem:

Theorem:

Let A be approximately divisible.Then A can be written as .

where each An is a (unital) C·-subalgebra of A, such that tbe relative commutant A~ n
An +l contains a completely noncommutative fin.dim. C·-subalgebra.

Corollary:

If {An} are as above, then for every n and k there are integers k1 , .•• , kr witb k, ~ k,
such that the embedding of An into A factors through the diagonal embedding

Simple approximately divisible C·-algehras have nice nonstable K-Theory properties:

Theorem:

Let A be a simple approximately divisible C·-algebra.Then.
1) A is stably finite if it is finite.!f A is infinite, it is purely infinite.
2) Every nonzero hereditary C·-subalgebra of A contains a nonzero projection.
3) If Ais finite, then the stahle rank of A is one. .
4) A has real rank zero if and only if projections on A distinguish quasitraces.
5) A satisfies the fundamental comparability question for positive elements.

Corollary:

Every simple noncommutative torus has stable rank 1 and real rank O.
The proof of the corollary uses U .Haagerup's result that on an exact C·-algebra every

quasitrace is a trace.

D

•
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OLA BRATTELI

T.he crossed product of the irrational rotation- algebra by the flip
(Joint work with D.Evans and A.Kishimoto)

Theorem l:(BEK)

Let 11 be a totally disconnected, compact, metrisable space, and let Q be a minimal
homeomorphism of {l.Let (j be a homeomorphism of order 2 on n such that

o.(j = (ja-I

and assume that (1 or Q(1 has a fixed point.It follows that the crossed product

C(fl) X a 7l X er 112

is an AF-algebra.
This is proved by a modi:fication of Putnam's tower construction

Theorem 2:(BK)

Let AB be the universal C·~algebra generated by two unitaries U, V with

- VU = UVe27riB

where () is irrational, and let (1 be the automorphism of AB defined by

U -+ U-1 , V -+ V-I

It follows that

is an AF-algebra.
The proof is based on Theorem 1, and a construction of projections in A8 X er 712 due

to Kumjian.

o
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SERGIO DOPLICHER

Operator algebras and Group duality
(Report on joint work with T.Cecchonini,C.Pinzoni,J.Roberts)

We define a simple C*-algebra 8 whieh is a variant of the Cuntz algebra 0 00 and is
eanonically assoeiated to a separable, iI;lfinite dimensional Hilbert space H, and earries
a canonical action" oI the unitaiy group of H.

Any subgroup G ofU(H) defines a fixed point subalgebra OG with trivial relative
commutant in B .The restrietion to Oa of the canonical endomorpbism oI a induced
by H gives rise to a subeategory of End8a which is an abstract"model of the category
of tensor powers of tbe defining representation of G on H, henee if that is the right
regular representation, it determines G.ln that case, every automorphism ef 8 leaving
8a pointwise flxed is in G (identified with its canonieal action).In other words, every
second countable, locally compact group appears as a Galois closed subgroup of AutO

If furthermore G is amenable,

Similarly, every finite group acting on the Cuntz algebra Od, d = IGI via the eanon
ical action of the regular representation, has a fixed point subalgebra isomorphie to Od
itself.

These results are first steps towards a generalisation to non-compact groups oI the
theory oI abstract compact group duals previously developed in collaboration with

J.Roberts.

o

GEORGE ELLIOTT

The classification prob~em for amenable C*-algebras

The question was raised whether it might not be possible to classify separable amenable
C*-algebras in terms of K-theoretical invariants.(It would be necessary to include the
traces, and also the ideal structure, when these are not determined by ordered Ko).

Evidence of two kinds was adduced which suggests an affirmative answer.On one hand,
a number of (stably finite) amenable C*-algebras have recently been shown to be induc
tive limits oI C*-algebras oI type LOn the other hand, tbe intertwinig methods used to
classify AF-algebras have recently been extended to certain more general inductive limits
of C· -algebras of type I. (It may be within reach to classify arbitrary limits of sequences of
finite dimensional C*-algebras tensorised by C(Sl), the algebra of continuous Iunctions
on tbe circle).

o

•

•
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DAVID EVANS

The structure of the irrational rotation C·-algebra.
(Joint work with G.Elliott)

This talk deseribes work on tbe universalC·-algebra A8 generate~ by unitary ele
ments U, V with VU = e21ri8UV where () is an irrational number.ft is shown tbat A8
is isomorphie to the induetive litnit of a sequenee of direct sums of two matrix algebras
over C(SI), the algebra of eontinuous funetions on the eirele.A giveri sequenee of such
algebras has this property if (and only if) tbe induetive limit is simple and unital, has
a unique tracial state, and has order unit Ko-group isomorphie to (71 + 71lJ, 1), and K 1

group isomorphie to ra2 .A partieular example of such a sequence can be obtained from
tbe continued fraction expansion for ().Otber eonsequenees for A8 (which are already
known by earlier work) of this are:

a) A 8 can be embedded in the AF-algebra with the same order unit Ko
(Pimsner,Voiculescu).
b)A8 bas topologieal stahle rank one (Riedel,Anderson-Pasehke,Putnam).
c) A8 has real rank zero (Choi-Elliott,Blackadar-Kumjian-Rordam/Haagerup).
Possible use of Oeneanu's Fourier transform on path algebras to understand the action

U -+ V-I; V -+ U w~ also mentioned.

D

UFFE HAAGERUP

Quasitraces on exact C·-algebras are traces

We show that quasitraces (more precisely 2-quasitraces in tbe sense of Blackadar and
Handelman) on exact C·-algebras are traces.As eonsequences one gets:

1) Every stably finite unital exact C·-algebra has a bounded trace -T =F 0, and .
2) If an AW·-factor of type 111 is generated (as an AW*-algebra) by an exact C·

algebra, then it is a von Neumann 1I1-factor.
This is a partial solution to a weIl known" problem of Kaplansky.The present result

was erucial for the proof of RR(A) = 0 for every simple irrational rotation algebra. A of
any dimension given by BIackadar, Kumjian and Rordam.

A key step in our prao! is to show that if A is a unital C·-algebra without nonzero
bounded traces, then A®C:(Foo ) contains a non-unitary isometry.The proof relles heav
ily on Voiculeseu's noncommutative statistics.More precisely it is used, that an infinite
semicircular system can be naturally realised inside C;(Foo ) aB weIl as inside the Cuntz_
algebra 0

00
• .".

D
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PIERRE JULG

K Ka(fX, a) for G = SU(n, 1)
(Joint work with G.Kasparov)

Kasparov introdueed in 1981 a eommutative ring

R(G) =KKG(et,<C)

which is the analogue, for loeally eompact G, of the usual ring R(G) of (formal differenees
of) representations for compact G.When Gis connected, it was known (Kasparov 1981)
that if K denotes a maximal compact subgroup of G, the restrietion map

R(G) ~ R(K)

is surjective and split.It is interesting to look' for the cases where it is bijective.This is
thecase when Gis amenahle, hut not if G has property (T).An interesting ease is that of
G = SO(n, 1) or SU(n, 1), the only simple Lie gronps (np to loeal isomorphism) which
do not have property (T) .Actually for these two senes of groups one has

R(G) -=. R(K)

The proof was given in 1983 by Kasparov for SO(n, 1), and in our joint work (1990
1991) for SU(n, l).The proof for SU(n, 1) uses deeply tbe geometry of the boudary of the
symmetrie space associated to SU(n,1) (the "complex hyperbolic space") and analysis
of hypoelliptic differential operators associated to it.We need also some results in the
'representation theory of SU(n, 1), namely tbe existence of some complementary series.

o

YASUYUKI KAWAHIGASHI

•

Flat Connections,Yang-Baxter equation and orbifold subfactors.

We exploit the similarity between solvable lattice model theory and Oeneanu's para
group theory in subfactor theory.Especially we apply the Yang-Baxter equation and an
idea on the orbifold IRF-model to the classification resp. construetion of subfactors.We
have the following three applications:

1) D2n is uniquely realised as the principal graph of a subfactor while D 2n+1 is •
not realised at all.This was announced by Ocneanu without proof.

2) (witb M.Izumi) There are n-2 subfactors with princ~pal graph D~l) .This gives the
last missing number in Popa's classification list and disproves an announcement of Oc
neanu.

3)(wit~ D.Evans) We get aseries of orbifold subfactors for Wenzl's Hecke algebra
subfactors.It turns out that all the connections are Hat.

o
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EBERIiARD KIRCHBERG

On exactness

We gave an outline of the proof of the following Theorem and have discussed some
corollaries.

Theorem:

Let A be a unital separable, exact C·-algebra and

() : G ~ Aut(A)

a strongly continuous action of a compact group G on A.Then there exists a product
type action

ß : G ~ Aut(M2°O)

of G on tbe CAR-algebra, an increasing sequence of projections

PI ~ P2 ~ ... in tbe fixed point algebra (M2°o )ß(G) of ß(G)

and a G-covariant *-monomorphism

h: A ~ N(D)/D

where

•

and
N(D) = {b E M2°o : bD +Db c p}

is the normaliser algebra of D in M2°o.

o

MAGNUS LANDSTAD

Equivariant deformations of homogeneous spaces
(Joint work with lain Raeburn)

If G is a locally compact group and r a closed subgroup we study deformations of the
algebra Co{G/r), Le. we want a subspace A of Co(G/r) which separates points in G/r
together with a family of products *.x on A such that

f *.x g{x) ~ f(x)g(x) as A~ 0

Define tbe left action
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The deformations are called equivariailt if

The construction depends on having an abelian subgroup H such that

. 'YH'Y-l = B; 'Y E r

and a continuous homomorphism
1r:H-+H

which is totally skew
{1r(S),S} = 1 'Vs E jj

and such that
'Y1r(S 0 Ad('Y))'Y-1 =7I"(s) 'Vs E fi,'Y E f

Then one can define a "twisted" product on a subspace C'(Gjf) (assume G/r com
pact) and let C* (G/r, 1r) be the enveloping C· -algebra.

Theorem:

Center(c*(G/r, 1r)) ~ C(G/1r(H)r)

in particular
c*(G/r,1r) is simple {::} 1f'(ii)r is dense in G

Example: (Rieffel)

G={ G! ~) jX,Y'ZEm}

r = G n SL(3, 7l)

H~:v = {G Vi +); s, t E m}

is abelian (~ 1R2
) and normal

7r : jj -+ H is given by 7T(S, t) = (At, -..\s)

'Then 7r(H)f is dense in G iff {AJ.L, AV, v} are independent over 'll.
We can also give examples with G a solvable group.

. 0

.'
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ROBERTO LONGO

Inclusions of factors and Quantum Field Theory

There is an interplay between index theory of subfactors and Quantum Field Theory
(algebraic) that is producing results in botb fields.H M is an infinite factor Sect(M), the
quotient of the endomorphism semigroup. by inner automorphisms, has a structure of an
involutive semiring.The dimension (square root of the minimal index) is an involutive
homomorphism of Secto(M) (seetions with finite index) to lf4.As a corollary the in
dex of a standard braided endomorpbism (an endomorphism with a eertain braid group
symmetry) bas further restrietions beside the Jones series.In QFT the Doplicher Haag
Roberts statistical dimension equals the dimension of tbe endomorphism representing tbe
sectors; this excludes the oecurence of several subfactors from QFT.The conjugate of a
seetor in QFT gives a coherent family of conjugate endomorphisms of 10eal aigebras.This
implies that Poineare eovananee is equivalent to the existence of a global eonjugate, at
least in finite statisties; it is also equivalent to the fact that a superseleetion sector gives
a sheaf map modulo inners for a natural sheaf strueture.

o

WERNERNAHM

Penrose tilings, Jones imbeddings and Conformal Quantum Field Theory

Consider a eonformal quantum field theory.of ehiral fields, e.g. the theory of pos
itive energy pr.ojective representations of Diff(81 ) or M ap(SI, G), G eompact, with
fixed eentral extension.Restricting to maps which have support in an interval I one gets
imbeddings of von Neumann IIII-factors

A(I) C A(Ic)

where Ie is the eomplementary interval.The index of the imbedding depends on the
representation, it is 1 for the basie representation, which is given by the SU(l, 1) invariant
vacuum state (SU(l,l) C Diff(8 1» (Haag duality, proofs by Wassermann,Buchholz).
The indices can be caleulated from the behaviour of

Lo generator of U(l) C SU(l, 1), trace over the irreducible representation spaces of
A(SI), under the modular transformations

T -+ :;:~, (: ~) E SL(2,7];), q = e
2friT

in particular far (: ~) = (~1 ~)
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A very similar picture sbould exist for nonunitary representations, where present oper
ator algebra theory cannot be applied.In particular, the smallest nontrivial representation
of Dif / (SI) is the one with central extension c = - ~. Here a basis for tbe two possible
representations can be labeled by tbe patbs on tbe graph

obtained from folding tbe A4 graph

-1
•

with tbe action of Lo on

o
•

o
•

/f
• •

Z = (zo, ZI, .•. ), Zj E {O, I}, Zj = 0 for j » 0

given by

Tben

L. (Z)qLo IZ)
paths with %0=1

yields the basic character, and tbe sum witb Zo = 0 tbe other one. The paths are
in one-to-one correspondence with the tiles of a Penros~ tiling of the balf plane.The
correspondence to a C·-algebra was given by Connes.It can be generalised as follows.For
a tiling T of a homogeneous space with symmetry group L: and U a finite subset of T
let

M(U) C B(12(T»

be given by

-: Vi,j E U,a E L such that a(U) C T, let AO'(i)O'(;) = Ai;

- Vi,j E T, if ,!Ja with a(i) E U, a(j) E U let Ai; = 0

Tben tbe ~nion of tbe M (U) is an algebra. Properties of the Penrose tiling are reflected
in detail in tbe representation theory of Dif/(81 ) at c = -~, c = -~ and c = ~

(Nakanishi,W.N., for c = fö earlier work by Connes and Evans).

D
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RYSZARD NEST

Geometrie eyelie eocycles
(Joint work in progress with B.Tsygan)

We give a general construction of cyclic cocyeles which come from geometrie structures
on the de Rham complex oI an algebra Ao and a V-invariant trace T on Ao:

In the partieular case when V is given by sOple algebra of multiplier derivations, .Le.

v =ad(g)

e this leads to a natural map

wbieh (after stabilisatio~)~factors through the boundary map

of tbe long exact sequenee oI reduced eyclie homology.
The coeyeles (as opposed to cohomology elasses) 0 btained this way reßect tbe geometry

of the situation and behave nicely under perturbations oI the geometrie strueture.In
pärticular, the construetion applied to

.Ao = JCoo(J}(JRn»; T = Tr;

W = Xl A ... A Xn A~ A ... A -!!:..- E HC2n- 1(Di! f(JRn»
dXI . dXn .

leads to a simple proof of the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for JRn. The eas.e of a general
eompact manifold with non-trivial Todd class requires loealisation of the construetion for
lRn , whicb, via tbe double complex

--with Dif f (M) being the sheaf of differential operators on M, gives a natural class in
the total eohomology oI this double eomplex which on' one hand computes the trace.of a
projection in JCOO(L2(M» and on the other hand becomes identified, via the Gelfand-Fuks
map

with the Todd class of TM.
As another applieation one gets cyclie eocycles on group algebras naturally associated

with the orbit stru.cture and orbit geometry oI the eoadjoint representation.

D
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ADRIEN OCNEANU

Operator algebras and invariants for manifold

A finite bimodule system (A,M) is a finite family A of hyperfinite 111- factars, and
a finite family M of irreducible mutually inequivalent bimodules of finite index AXB,

where A, B E A, such that M is closed .under tensor products and conjugation, and for
any A, B E A there exists AX~ E M.Such a system is produced, e.g. by a subfactor
A c B with finite index and finite depth, by a generating procedure from the bimodule
AL2(B)B. We show that a complete invariant for (A; M) is the quantum 3-cocycle Z and
quantum classifying space BM constructed as fallows.The vertices of BM are labeled
by elements A E A, edges between A,B are labeled by bimodules AXB E M, triangles
with faces AXB,B YC,A Zc by a basis of Hom(AX ®B YC,A zc], and finally.one adds all
higher dimensional simplices with 2-faces in the above set. Given a tetrahedron with
vertices, edges and faces labeled, one obtains a number Z(T) by composing all the face
homomorphisms. It is shown that Z satisfies a3-cocycle property, which is, in fact,
necessary and suflicient for the construction of a topological quantum field theory in
the sense of Atiyah-Witten, generalising the Turaev-Viro invariant, having the following
ingredients. For any ~losed surface Sone obtains a Hilbert space H s, with·

and

For any 3-manifold M with boundary, one obtains a linear functional

Z(M) : HaM --+ (l;

or equivalently, a vector

(M E HaM

In particular when 8M = 0, then ((M) E <r:: is a numerical topological invariant for
M.For M = Mt U M 2 we have the glueing property

Conversely, frorn such a quantum classifying space and 3-cocycle one constructs a
finite bimodule system (A, M).

The constructed invariant has applications in subfactor structure theory, representa
tion theory for finite groups (generalising the Frobenius-Schur theorem), number theory,
solutions to the quantum Yang-Baxter equations and others.

o

•
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GERT K. PEDERSEN

Facial structure in C·-algebras-

With A a C*-algebra, A· its dual space, and B, B· the unit balls of A, A·, respectively,
the sets F and F* of closed faces of B and B· were described.The case where F E :F+
(the set of faces in B+) was determined by order structure:

Here p, q are uniquely determined projections in the enveloping von Neumann algebra
A·· of A, p is compact and q is open.The fact that each such interval (p, q] gives a face.
in B+ uses Akemann's noncommutative Urysohn Lemma.The formula Bsa- = 2B+ - 1
allows us to describe elements F in Fso-faces in B"a. We get

F = {x E B"al2p - 1 ~ x :5 1 - 2q} = {x E B"al(P - q)x = p + q}

for a unique pair p, q of orthogonal, compact projections in A··. The case of general
faces in :F is solved by Halmos'trick of imbedding A in M 2 (A)"a.If F E :F define

The previous models then give

F = {x E Blv·x = v·v} = {v + (1 - vv*)B(l - v·v)} nA

Here v is a uniquely determined partial isometry in A** that belongs locally to A in
the sense that v = xv·v for some x in A.We note that if F = {v} we recover Kadis~ns

characterisation oI extreme points in B. Finally we mentioned the duality between :F
and :F': If F E F define

Ff := {cp E B*lcp(x) = 1, \Ix E F}

Similarly, if G E :F' define

GI := {x E Blcp(x) = 1, \lcp E G}

Then the assignements
F -+ FI, G -+ GI

are the inverse oI each other and give an order-reversing isomorphism between :F and ]=".

°0
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SORIN POPA

Classiftcation of amenable subfactors

o

STEPHEN POWER

Non...selfadjoint limit algebras

We discuss how two developments in tbe theory of non-selfadjoint limit algebras lead
to some problems of an essentially C*-algebraic nature.

1) Let A = limTnl: be a limit algebra in the UHF-C·-algebra B = limMnl: where
the embeddings <PIe : Tnlr --+ Tnl:+1 are unital star extendable embeddings of the upper
triangular subalgebras.In this case "

for some unitary matrices U", the algebra A is a (homogeneous) nest subalgebra of B.The
automorphism conjugacy class (in B) ofthe masa C = AAA· is an isomorphism invariant
for A.By considering rapidly increasing embedding multiplicities and nonpermutation
unitaries U" we can obtain a variety of singular masas C.lt is natural then to classify
the conjugacy classes of such masas, at least for certain prescribed families. ·
. 2) A digraph limit algebra A = limA(Gk ) can be associated with a direct system

of digraph (poset) matrix algebras A(GAJ, where the embeddings map matrix units to
sums of matrix units but are not necessarily isometric.Although A is an operator algebra
the (groupoid) C·-algebra need not be AF, and in fact such C*-algebras can be wildly
diverse.Constraints on the first simplicial homology of the simplicial complexes of the
digraphs can reduce this diversity.In particular there is a" elose connection between the
stipulation H 1 (ß(Gk» = 0 Vk, and the C*-algebra C*(A) being a limit of circle algebras
with real rank zero.

o

MICHAEL PUSCHNIGG

Asymptotic cyclic cohomology

Asymptotic cyclic cohomology is introduced as universal extension of the functors

Heo /kerS

HC I

from the category of unital Banach algebras to the homotopy category of linear asymp
totic homomorphisms between Banach algebras.

The two main results are
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l)(Obtained independently by R.Nest)
Let (at) be a one-parameter gro~p of isometrie automorphisms of the unita1 Banach

algebra A.Suppose that the algebra

is' dense in A.(6 the generating unbounded derivation of (Ot».Then the natural map

A-+A

induees an isomorphism on asymptotic cyclic eohomology.

2) Asymptotie eyelic cohomology defines on the eategorY of separable C*-a1gebras a
stahle, split-exact and Bott-periodic homotopy functor.Therefore it behaves funetorial
under the Kasparov-eategory "KK" with separahle C*-algebras as objeets· and mor-
phisms .

mor(A,B) := KK(A,B)

o

JEAN RENAULT

Exactness of group C*-algebras
(Joint work with M.Hilsum and G.Skandalis)

There are two standing conjectures on the exactness of group C*-algebras.The first
one concerns the fuIl C*-algebra c*(r) of a discrete group f:

Is C* (f) exact (in the sense of E.Kirchberg) only if r is amenable?

We show that this is the case if f is a subgroup of the unitary group of the hyperfinite
111 factor.

The second concerns the reduced C*-aJgebra C;(f):Is it always exact?

We show that this is the case when r is a discrete subgroup of a connected Lie group
and when r is a hyperbolic group.In fact, we construct for these groups arspace which
is compact and amenable, which shows that C;(f) is in fact subnuclear.When r is a
discrete snbgroup of a connected Lie group G, the Fürstenberg boundary G/ P of G is
such a r space.In fact, if r admits any compact and amenable r space at all, t'hen the
Fürstenberg boundary of r is also amenable.When r is a hyperbolic group, its boundary
in tbe sense of Gromov is an amenable r space.This is shown by an explicit construction
of an approximate invariant mean.

o
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JOHN ROBERTS

Spontaneously broken symmetry and Goldstone's Theorem
(Joint work with D.Buchholz,S.Doplicher,R.Lon~o)

If A is tbe C*-algebra of observables satisfying essential duality in tbe vacuum sector
and Fis the canonical C* -algebra of fields with normal Bose-Fermi commutation relations
let

r:= {, E Aut(F}: I(A} = A,A E A}

Lemma:

If 1 E r then
I(F(O}) = F(O)

for each double cone O.If Wo is the vacuum state of :F then e
G := {g E f : Wo 0 9 = wo}

is the compact subgroup of r describing the superselection structure of A.
The elements of r commute witb spaeelike translations if tbe "energy-momentum

tensor" is, in a certain tecbnical sense; an observable.Tbe elements of f\G are tbe spon
taneously broken symmetries.The group r ean be implemented loeally.In particular, if
A~ ,>.. is a continuous one parameter subgroup of r tbere is a skewadjoint Jo with

(~, 8(F)'1I) = (~, [Jo, F]'1I),~, '11 E D(Jo), F E D(8} n F(O)

where 6 is the generator of A --. I>'"

Wo 0 I>" = Wo, A E IR <=} Wo 00 = 0

If the vacuum vector n E D (J0) then

Iwo 0 6(F)1 :5 co(1I FO, 11 + 11 F*o' 11), F E D(6) n.F(O), with Co :511 Joo' 11

In general, given € > 0,3cOE: witb

Iwo 0 6(F)1 :5 coE (1I Fn 11 + 11 F*o' 11) + € 11 6(F) 11, F E D(o) n F(O)

Tbe behaviour of COE as 0 grows is crucial for deciding whether one can eonelude that
wo' 00 = O. .

Goldstone's Theorem asserts that A --. I>" is spontaneously braken only if there are
massless bosons present.This result requires ). ~ 7>.. to be generated by a eonserved
eovariant current il.l.Thus if OR denotes the double cone with face {x: lxi< R} and

JR:= i Jio(x)f(xo)g (~) dx •

where f, 9 E V, J f(xO)dxO = 1, g(x) = 1 for lxi< 1 then

(~, o(F)'l1) = (~, [JR, F]'1I),~, '11 E D(JR), F E D(6) n F(OR)

In this case 0, E D(JR) and as is weIl known,

11 JRn 11::; const.R
a

;l

where s is the number of space dimensions.Examples show that such currents do not
necessarily exist. .
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Proposition:

H tbere is a mass gap m > 0 then there is a model independent constant c > 0 such
that if

for some

0:5 J.L < c.m

then

wo°<5=O

One can take c = 4~.We can,however, have spontaneous symmetry breaking if JL =
(1 + 6)m, <5 > O.

Proposition:

Suppose

i) If

then

woo6=O

ü) If

then

woo6#O

only if there are "massless Bosons present.
ili) If CR,E is polynomially bounded in R, then

woo6#O

only if tbe spectrum of translations is the forward light cone (hut there need not he any
maSsless particles present).

D
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"GEORGES SKANDALIS

Duality for Locally compact "Quantum groups"
(Joint work with S.Baaj)

Locally compact "quantum groups" can be defined as g\ven by a unitary operator
acting on a tensor square of a Hilbert space (V E .c(H ® H» and satisfying tbe pentagon
equation

Out of such a unitary, one can construct two algebras acting on H, whose norm closures
are "usually" Hopf-C*-algebras called C;(V) and 8;(V).Corepresentations of one of
these C*-algebras are exactly representations of the other one (in an amenable setting;
in general, one constructs fuU C'-algebras C'(V) and C'(V) whose representations are e
the corepresentations of C;(V) and C;(V) respectively).

Takesaki duality for von Neumann crossed products can be proved modulo some mild
natural assumptions.Some stronger assumptions lead to a Takesaki-Takai duality for
reduced C*-crossed products.

It is natural to look at bimeasurable transformations of a me~ure space X

v:XxX-+XxX

satisfying the pentagon equation

With an extra assumption of "regularity", these always come from a locally corri"pact
group G and two closed subgroups GI, G2 such that the map

is a homeomorphism from GI x G2 onto a dense open subset of G.
Conversely, associated to such a decomposition is a multiplicative unitary, which sat

isfies Takai duality if and only if
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CHRISTIAN SKAU

C*-algebras assoeiated to minimal dynamical systems and topologieal orbit
equivalence

(Joint work with T.Giordano and I.Putnam)

Let C(X) XVJ 'liJ denote the C*·crossed product associated to the minimal dynamical
system (X, cp), where X is the Cantor set.Then Ko(C(X) x<p 'liJ) is a simple dimension
group and is order isomorphie to

C(X,71)/Im(Id -l{J*) =: KO(X,l{J)

(endowed with induced ordering from C(X, 7l)+ .)We show that all simple dimension
groups arise in this fashion.Moreover KO(X, cp) turns out to be a complete isomorphism
invariant for C(X) XVJ 7l.

Theorem:

Let (X, C{Jl) and (X, C{J2) be two minimal dynamical systems on the Cantor set X.Then

C(X) x VJ1 7l ~ C(X) x VJ2 7l

(equivalently KO(X, f{Jl) ~ KO(X, f{J2» iff (X, l{Jl) and (X, l{J2) are strongly topologically
orbit equivalent, i.e. l{Jl, l{J2 may be transferred by conjugating maps so that

and
x -+ n(x), x -+ m(x)

have at most one point of discontinuity, where n(x), m(x) are the integer valued functions
uniquely defined by

f{Jl (x) = f{J~(x) (x), l{J2 (x) = l{J;n(x) (x)

(if n(x) or m(x) is continuous for all x, then it may be shown that l{Jt is eonjugate to f{J2

(M.Boyle).

Conjecture:

(X, l{Jl) is topologically orbit equivalent to (X, l{J2) iff GI / H 1 is order-isomorphie to
G2/H2, where Hi denotes the infinitesimal subgroup of Gi. = KO(X, l{Ji)'

several examples were presented to support the eonjecture.One direction is known to
be true:Orbit equivalence implies

o
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ROLAND SPEICHER

Interpol~tionbetween CAR-, Cuntz- and CeR-algebra

We show that there exist on some twisted Fock space "creation" and "annihilation"
operators fulfilling the relations -

c(f)c*(g) - p.c~(g)c(f) = (/,g)l

I,g E L2 (IR); -1 :5 J.t:5 1

The essential ingredient is the fact that the function
1r -+ p.i(1f)

is positive definite on the symmetrie group, where i(1r) is the number of inversions of the
permutation 1r.Furthermore a "Wick-ordering" Theorem is shown for these relations.· e

o

KLAUS THOMSEN

Inductive limits of interval algebras

The talk was the presentation of an existence result for inductive limits of sequences
of C*-algebras of the form

e[o, 1] ® (finite dimensional)

The main part of the talk consisted in the description of the classifying invariant,
which basically is an adaption of the construction of the semigroup underlying the K o

. -group with projections substituted by general positive elements of norm less than l.The
emphasis was on the new features, primarily the metric structure of the invariant.

o

ALAIN VALETTE

On duals of Lie groups made discrete
(Joint work with Mohammed Bekka)

Let G be a locally compact group; we denote by Gd the same group with the discrete
topology.Dualising

we get an inclusion
G~Gd

which is continuous with respect to Fell topologies.Density of G in Gd is equivalent to
the fact that any positive definite function on Gd cau be approximated pointwise by
continuous, positive definite functions on G.It is known (Dunkel-Ramirez 1972, Bekka
Lou-Schlichting 1990) that, if Gd is amenable, then G is dense in Gd.Dunkel and Ramirez
asked also whether this is true for any G.The following results show tbat tbis is not tbe
case in general. .
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Theorem 1:

Let G be a noncompact semisimple Lie group witb finite center and property (T).Let
r be a lattice in G, and let (! be a nontrivial, irreducible representation of r tbat factors
through a finite group.Then the copy of Mdegg(<C) in c·(r) that corresponds to e is in
the kernel of the canonical homomorphism c·(r) -+ M(C·(G)). As a consequence, Gis
not dense in Gd'

Theorem 1 answers negatively a question of Rieffel (I974):if H" is a .closed subgroup
in G, tbe canonical homomorphism C·(H) -+ M(C·(G» is not always injective.

Theorem 2:

Let G be a connected linear Lie group.Equivalent are
i) Gis dense in Gd;
ü) G is solvable.
The proof of i)=>ii) reduces quickly to two cases: a) G a simple compact Lie group.We

use tbe solution of tbe Ruziewicz problem for G (Sullivan,Margulis,Drinfeld). b) G =
PSL2 (IR).We use Selberg's inequality Al 2:: ft for arithmetic surfaces, plus results of
Casselman-Milicic and Pukanszky on complementary series. .

o

STANISLAS .WORONOWICZ

Quantum E(2) group and its Pontrjagin dual·

By definition

E(2) := { (~ v~l): v E sI, n E <I:}

The algebra Coo (E(2» is endowed with the comultiplication ~ introduced by the formula
" .

Let J.L E]O,I[ be adeformation parameter.To construct a quantum deformation o( E(2)
we replace Coo (E(2» by

A := Coo(A) xI-' 7l

where A is a closed subset of <C invariant under multiplication by J-Lk; k E 'll.
Let v be a unitary and n be a normal operator acting on a Hilbert space H such that

Sp(n) = A and vnv· = J.Ln

Then A may be identified with the norm closure of
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The comultiplication is defined by the formula

It is selfconsistent if and only if

A = {A E (t: A= 0 or lAI E j.t7l:}

This fact follows from the detailed analysis·· of the pair of normal operators

(R,S)

such that
SR = JL2 RB and SR· = R* S

The general formula expressing unitary representations of the quantum E(2) in terms
of pairs (N, b) of closed operators satisfying simple commutation relations is presented.It
leads in a natural way to the construction of the Pontrjagin dual of quantum E(2).It
turns out that it is a quantum deformation of the "ax + b" (where a E 1R+, b E ~) group.

* Quantum E(2) group and· ... , Letters on Math.Phys., to appear
•• Operator equalities ... , Commun. in Math. Phys., to appear

o

Berichterstatter: M.Puschnigg (Heidelberg)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e. reh t 47/1991

Statistical Decision Theory

27.10 bis 2.11.1991

Organizers:
Professor Dr. J. O. Berger, West Lafayette
Professor Dr. J. Lehn, Darmstadt
Professor Dr. D. Plachky, Münster

Three topics in statistical decision theory were the subjects of special discussion
sessions:

1. the roles of conditioningand frequentist evaluation in decision theory,

2. linear versus non-linear decision rules,

3. decision analysis - theory and applications.

Numerous other topics, central to statistical decision theory,were presented and
discussed in regular sessions. These included Bayes, empirical Bayes, minimax, and
gamma-minimax estimation and testing; asymptotics and non-parametrics; infer
ence in stochastic processes; sequential decision theory; censoring; mathematical
foundations of decision theory.

Abstract of talks
BALDER, E. J: .
Statistical Decision Theory: The Larger Picture
An extension of the classical weak convergence theory for probability measures on
a topological space can be obtained for statistical decision rules (aliases: transition
probabilities, Young measures, ... ) The Prohorov-type theorem of this theory can be
used, among many other things, to give new insights ioto the relationship between
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strong and weak convergence in LI~spaces. As a sampie of this I shall combine the
classical equivalence of randomization result of Wald-Wolfowitz with said Prohorov
type theorem to prove (i) Aumann's identity for the integral of a multifunction aod
(ii) a generalization of arecent result of Artstein-Rzeiuchowski. This generalization
is as follows: Let (fk) C .eI(n; IRd) be uniformly bounded in LI-norm. Suppose
a := limk In fk exists and a E 8eco In Ls(fk) (where the integral is taken of the
Kuratowski lim sup multifunction). Let C be' the. cone.of all y E IRd such that
(min(y 0 fk), 0) is uniformly integrable, and suppose (col Ls(fk) - a) n Co = {O}
(here Co := polar of c). Then there exists an essentially unique integrable selection
f. of Ls(fk) such that (i) In f.dj.t = a and (ii)fk ~ f. in rneasure.

BERGER, J. 0.: •
Conditional Issues in Decision Theory
Three examples indicating different issues 00 the conditional-frequentist interface.of
decision theory are considered. The first example considers symmetrie simple versus
simple hypothesis testing, and demonstrates that the optimal ~onditionalfrequentist.
procedure corresponds to the Bayes test. This has sUfJ'rising."implications, such as
the fact that the SPRT should ignore the stopping rule! . .
The second exarnple was a conditional development of a statistical "occam's razor".
This was illustrated on the classic problem of the strenght of support for Einstein's
general relativity.theory that was provided by the anomaly of the perihelion of
~ercury. .'
The third example was estimation of quadratic functions of means, where it was
argued that purely conditional reasoning was inadequate for avoiding potentially
severe problems such as inconsistency. The overall concIus'ion was that conditional
reasoning in decision theory is esential, hut frequentist considerationscan also be
heipful.

CASELLA, G.:
Estimation of Post-Data Accuracy .
The evaluation of statistical proced~res can be conducted before the data are col
lected' (pre-data) or after (post-data). Classical frequentist measures ar.e pre-data
me~sures, while Bayesian measures tend to be post-data measures.
Pre-data measures are most useful in the planning stages of an experiment, 1?ut are
less useful in drawing inferences, which is where post-data measures are important. •
Unfortunately, classical frequency theory has no mechanism for evaluating post-data
measures.
Using the theory of loss estimation, a methodology for construction ~d evaluation
of frequentist post-data measures is developed. This methodology is applied to the
problems of hypothesis testing and set estimation, where post-data accuracy mea
sures of familiar procedures are constructed. Also explored are relationships between
the post-data measures, and connections are made with familiar ]rvalue.
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DAS GUPTA, A.: .
Linear Versus Non-Linear Bayes Rules
Let ~'" Np(~, I), where ~ is known to lie in the ball {~: IJ ~ 112 ~ m}, 0 < m < 00.

We let 9 have an arbitrary spherically symmetrie unimodal distribution G on this- .
ball. A uniform upper bound (uniform on m) is derived on the ratio of the linear
minimax (Bayes) risk and the exact. minimax (Bayes) risk. For p = 1, the uniform
upper bound is 1.073. Gene~alizations to skew-symmetric polynomial estimators are
made.

EICHENAUER-HERRMANN, J.:
G~a-Minimax Estimation in Exponential Families With Quadratic Variance
Functions
The problem of estimating the unknown parameter of a one-parameter exponential
family with an unbiased suffieient statistic having a variance which is quadratic io
the parameter is considered. A gamma-minimax approach is used which allows to
take into account vague prior information 00 the distribution of the unknown pa-.
rameter. The class rG of priors consists of all distributions whose first two moments
are within some given convex and compact set G. The rG-minimax es.timator under
squared error loss is the Bayes estimator with respect. to aleast favourable conjugate
prior. It eao be determioed by minimizing a strictly convex function on the convex
and compact set G.

GHOSH, M.:
Empirical Bayes Minimax Estimation of Matrix Normal Means
Consider estimation of matrix normal means, which arises naturally in Manova
models. A class of empirical Bayesestimators is proposed which dominates the
maximum likelihood estimators simultaneously for all quadratic losses~ Several of
these empirieal Bayes estimators are compared in terms of their simulated risks, and
a concrete recommendation is made about the choice of a particular empirical Bayes
estimator.

GUPTA, S. S.:
On Bayes and Empirical Bayes Multiple Decision Procedures
We iovestigate the Bayes and empirical Bayes methodology for multiple decision (se
lection and ranking) problems. After deriving the Bayes procedures for selecting the
best of k(~ 2) processes, empirical Bayes procedures are constructed based on the
following three approaches: nonparametrie empirical Bayes, parametrie empirical
Bayes, and hierarchical empiric~ Bayes. For each of these, two kinds of empirical
Bayes rules are considered. One is to incorporate information from the past data
to improve the current decision. The other is to incorporate information from eaeh
other so as to simultaneously improve the decision for each of the component problem
under study. Certain important models ineluding Poisson, binomial and hypergeo
metrie distributions are investigated. The empirical Bayes methodology and theory
is discussed through these examples. Asymptotic optimality (convergence rates) for
each of the empirical Bayes rules is proved.
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HWANG, J. T.:
Estimation of Evidence of Statistical Hypothesis Testing Under the Class of Proper
Loss Functions
In the talk, I derived the dass of all proper loss functions for estimating an indica-'
tor function. A loss function is said to be proper if the estimator minimizing the
posterior risk equals the posterior expectation of the indicator function, namely the
usual Bayesian answer. .
The hypothesis testing problem of (J E eo vs (J E e is then formulated as the problem
of estimating 1(8 E 0 0 ) under the class of proper loss functions. It was discussed
that the admissibility of estimators remains unchanged with respect to different loss
functio.~~ .. This applies to p-value and concludes that it is admissible for one-sided
tests arid not admissible for two-sided tests.

KLEBANOV, L.:
Estiniation of Survival Functions and a Model of Radiation Carcinogenesis
There is given the best equivariant estimator of survival functions in a model of
radiation carcinogenesis. The estimator" is admi'ssible. It is al~o suitable to give ,
interpreta.tions of data.

LUSCHGY, H.:
Efficiency and Limiting 'Distributions of Estimators for Stochastic Processes
We consider the problem of drift and jump estimation for semimartingales eon
tinuously observed throughout a time interval [0, t] with asymptotics as t ~ 00.
Conditions are given under which the model is loc~lly asymptotically quadratic at
every parameter point. As a consequence we,obtain asymptotic efficiency of asymp
totical ML-estimators unde'r each param~terwhere the model is locally asymptotical
mix~d normal. Special emphasis' is on those parameter points termed singular. where
the model f~i1s to be locally asymptotical mixed normal. The limiting distributions
of asymptotical ML-estimators at singular and nearly singular parameter point,s dif
fer drastically from the limiting distribution at the other parameter points. This
phenomena seems to play a significant role.

'.f.

•

MORRIS, C. N.:
The Evolution of Stein's Estimator, in Response to Practical Demands - a Personal
Perspective .
Practical considerations caused 'Stein to revise his simplest estimator (1961) ~= •
(1 - (k,,~,i22/n) ~ for k parameters to include shrinkage toward X, and to account

for 0'2 unknown. Real data require Xi l"'o.J N(8i , q2/ni ), usually, with {ni} unequal.
The empirical Bayes perspective was developed as a prefereed perspective to treat
this unbalanced problem, rather than Stein's frequentist minimax perspective - fre-
quentist minimaxity leads to "non-credible" shrinkages. When one wants more than
prefered estimators, i.e. variances of estimators, another shift seems to be required
- to the more fully hierarchical Bayesian perspective. The latter methods have been
"liberalizing" in that they facilitate handling increasingly complex practical prob-
lems. This evolution, and newly emerging needs for decision theory, are reviewed.
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NEUHAUS, G.:
On Rank Tests for Censored Data
In the tw~sa.mple problem of testing the null hypothesis H; of randomness un
der random right censoring, let W be a linear rank statistic in the sense of Gill
(1980), standardized to make it asymptotically distribution free under H; even un
der unequal censo~ing distributions in both sampies. It is shown that under the
null hypothesis a conditional version of the test based on W is exactly finite sampie
distribution free under equal censoring and asymptotically equivalent to the cor
responding unconditional tests, hence also asymptotically distribution free under
possibly unequal censoring, thus combining the advantages of the conditional and
the unconditional approach. All distributions are not necessarily continrious, so that
ties may occur.e PARKER, J.'M.:
Extreme Points of Classes of Priors
Motivation: ·Consider.a statistieal game (f, Ll, R), where f is a class of prior dis
tributions on the parameter~space 8. Knowledge of the extreme points of f c~

be helpful in calculating a saddle point; indeed·· (under suitable conditions) least
". favourable priors are mixtures of extreme points.

Problem: Characterization of the extreme points of classes of priors of the form

r u = {1r : 1r is a pro.bability measure on E> and 1r ~ u}

where u is a subIIlodu"lar set-functio~. A characterization is presented for ~'simplen
submodular set-functions u, giving rise to

n

r u = {L: ~i1ri : '7ri(8i) == 1, i == 1,2, ... ,n},
i=l

where Ai E (0,1), i == 1,2, ... , n, L:i:1 Ai == 1 and each <:3i is a non-empty-subset
(measurable) of 8. In this case the extreme points are exactly the prior distributions
of the"form 1r == Ei=l ~ie8" where Oi E e i , i ~ 1,2, ... ,Ti, and (01 ,82 , ••• , lJn) is non
cyclie with respect to 6 1 , 6 2 , ... , Sn in a certain sense.

PILZ, J.:
Restricted Minimax Linear Predietion of Spatial Random Fields
We are eoncerned with a Bayesian approach to the predietion problem for spatial
random fields. The mean function is modelIed by a parametrie linear regression
setup, and prior knowledge about the mean and eovariance matrix of the trend
parameter vector is assumed to be available. Restrieting attention to the class of
linear predictors allows the analysis to be carried out in terms of first and s~cond

order moments of the prior distribution and the assumed form of the eovariance
funetion of the random field. We obtain a Bayesian counterpart to the well-known
Kriging predietor, the latter one obtains in case of prior ignoranee. We then deal
with robustness jssues, assuming to have only approximate knowledge of the first and .
second order prior moments and of the eovarianee matrix of the observations. We
eonsider loeal and global Bayesian robustness measures, global Bayesian robustness
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amount to restricted minimaxity.. We give, in an explicit form, restricted minimax
linear predictors for the case where the prior expectation may vary in same compact,
symmetrie subset of the Euclidean space and the unknown covariance matrices are
bounded from above.

ROBERT, C. P.:
Noninformative Bayes Tests and Neutral Bayes Factors
When considering a two-sided testing problem, Bayesian auswers and frequentist
solutions (p-values) may differ considerably. Moreover, usual noninformative proce
dures cannot be used direct1y, because the "normalization" factor of improper priors
then determines the answer. We propose a way to determine the proper constant
and study the properties of the resulting generalized Bayes estimators, which are
then more compatible with the p-value answers. In addition, 'our "aormalization" •
allows for aresolution of the Jeffreys-Lindley paradox.
Furthermore, these results are validated through another approach where we con
sider priors leading to a Bayes factor öf 1. They are called neutral because they .
somehow agree with the data. We derive from these neutral priors ~ayes factor
which asymptotically (in 8) coincide with the noninformative (Jeffreys) Bayes fac
tor. This argument is actually valid for most exponential families.

RUKHIN, A.:
Influence of the Prior Distribution on the Risk of the Bayes Risk
The risk influence function is defined as the directional derivative of the risk of the
Bayes rule. The properties of this function are studied and the relationship between
the prior distribution and the shape of the frequentist risk of the corresponding Bayes
rule is examined. The degree of peakedness of exponential 'family distributions is
shown to be determined by the risk sign of the risk influence function.

SCHMITZ, N.:
How to Improve Upon the SPRT
A. Wald 's famous SPRT played a dominating role in the development of sequential
analysis and more general of statistical decision theory. In a sharp contrast to
that, the SPRT failed to be accepted by practitioners. We show that one reason
for this refusal might be the explicit or implicit assumption of a linear sampling
cost function which does not realize that k single experiments are, in general, much
more expensive than one experiment of size k (e.g. due to calibrating costs or
lasses of time). For simple examples with.afDne cost functions (i.e. additional" fixed
costs) we show that sequentially planned probability ratio tests (SPPRT's) le'ad to
a considerable improvement upon the SPRT; these procedures turn out to arise aB

Bayes-procedures, a solution of (generalized) Kiefer-Weiss problems and aB locally
optimal tests.

SEN, P. K.:
Pitman Empirical Distribution and Statistica.l Estimation
The posterior distribution of 8 with the sampie point E provides the Pitman es
timator, posterior Pitman closest estimator and others. Various properties of this

6



empirieal d.f. are studied, the affinity to the maximum likelihoocl estimators is
explored, and shrinkage estimators are construeted in the multiparameter ease.

STRAWDERMAN, W.:
Minimax Estimation for Spherically Symmetrie Distributions
Let X '" !(IIX - 811 2

) be a simple ob~ervation on a p-dimensional loeation family
which is spherically symmetrie. Consider the problem of estimating 8 when loss is
L(8,6) = 116 - 811 2

• For !(IIX - 811 2
) = Np(B, I), Stein showed that estimators of the

form X + g(X), where g(.) satisfies IIgll 2 + 2V . 9 < 0 will dominate the estimator
X. We show that estimators of the form X +ag(X) beat X in the general problem
if
a) g(.) satisfies the above differential inequality,
b) IIgll 2 is superharmonie,
e) E(R2g(X)IIIX - BII = R) is non-deereasing in R, and
cl) 0 < a < l/(pE(l/R2 ». Here R2 = IIX - 811 2

•

We indieate several generalizations for different losses and for the case of unknowti
sCale (1.

ZIDEK, J. V.:
Entropy and Bayesian Methods in Designing Long Term Monitoring Networks
Concern for environmental quality has led to a recognition of the importance of
eontinuous monitoring networks. And eurrently under way in the United States; for
example, are two major design studies, EMAP and CASTNET, both under EPA
sponsorship. This talk concerns, faced by CASTNET and other designers: How to
extend (possibly after judicious planing) an existing network (the NADPJNTN). A
new optimal design decision theo,ry (in this context) based on th~ use of eritropy.
and Bayes/Empirieal Bayes methods is proposed to contend with the need to (i)
accomodate a multiplicity of objectives, (ii) as yet unforseen objectives, and (iii)
incorporate prior knowledge and available data. Implementation issues are addressed .

. for (discrete) Gaussian field model~. And the theory is .applied to the NADPJNTN
network to deeide potential termination of seleeted monitoring sites in the network.
A eonfirmatory data analysis will be included.

Berichterstatter: D. Plaschky
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 48/1991

Convergence Structures in Topology and Analysis

27.10. bis 2.11.1991

The international eonference on "Convergence Structures in Topology and Analysis" was
held from Oetober 10 to November 2, 1991 in Oberwolfach, Germany. The organizing
committee consisted of E. Binz (Mannheim), H. Herrlich (Bremen) and G. Preuß (Berlin).
The meeting was opened by G. Preuß who welcomed 24 participants from 7 countries.
The last conferenee of this kind was realized in Oberwolfaeh in 1987. In contrast to the si
tuation at that time the number of participants had to be reduced because simultaneously
a conferenee on statistics took place in Oberwolfach. On account of this reason there was
much more time for fruitful discussions besides the presented lectures. The sp~cial flavour
of this meeting resulted from the faet that scientists working in so many different areas of
convergenee struetures came together. Thus, e.g. pure topologists joined workers in the
field of applications in analysis.

The talks and discussions dealt mainly with the following:

I) Filter convergence (Behling, Bentley, Herrlich, Kent, Lowen-Colebunders, Preuß,
Weck-Schwarz, Schwarz)

II) Sequential convergence (Börger, Koutnik)

111) Convergence and topological spaces (Giuli,Husek, Richter)

e IV) Convergence and completeness problems (Butzmann, Gähler, Kent, Koutnik)

V) Convergence and order (Erne, Kent)

VI) Convergence and. algebraic structures (Fric, Ivanov, Koutnfk, Porst)

VII) Applications of convergence structures in Analysis (Börger, Frölicher, Pumplün)

It turned out again that for several kinds of problems convergence structures are more
suitable than topological spaces.
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Besides other ones the following results are very remarkable:

1) a) It is known, that the intersection of two reflective subcategories of a given cate
gory may fai! to be reflective. Within the realm of Cauchy space a natural (i.e.
a non artificial) example of this fact can be fouod, nam~ly the category of com
pact Hausdorff Cauchy spaces is the intersection of the category of totally bounded
Hausdorff Cauchy spaces with the category of complete Hausdorff Cauchy spaces
(Bentley/Herrlich).

b) Closely related to this observation is the problem whether there exists a compactifi
cation ,X for every topological space X such that every continuous mapping from •
X to a compact space Y can be extended continuously to IX. SU,ch a compactifica-
tion does not exist, if X contains a sequence of closed noncompact subsets X n with
Xn n X m compact for n i:- m [e.g. if X is a.n infinite discrete space, or if ßX\X is
infinite] (Husek).

2) There are exp(exp(w)) strict .c~-ring completions of rationals (Fric).

3) a) The hereditary (product-stable, pullback-stable) quotient maps of any. non-trivial,
well-fibred monotopological construct A can be characterized by being quotients
in the extensional topological hull (cartesian closed topological hull, topological
universe hull) of A provided these huBs exist (Weck-Schwarz/Schwarz) .

. b) The cartesian closed topological hull of the category of completely regular filter
merotopic spaces can be described by means of suitable axioms (Bentley/Lowen
Colebunders).

c) It is an open problem, whether the topological universe hull of the category of
Cauchy spaces can be described by means of suitable axioms (Preuß).

4) a) Mackey convergence plays a crucial role in the theory of convenient vector spaces
which are used for getting a calculus with good closedness properties with respect
to function spaces [in particular: cartesian closedness in the case of smooth maps]
(Frölicher) . •

b) If one calls a finitely additive continuous map J.L : B -+ E from a sequential Boo
lean algebra to a sequentially convex space E a measure, then universal measures
exist, which give rise to the definition of an integral generalizing the usual Lebesgue
integral (Börger).

c) "Abstract" (super) convex structures arise quite naturally as the algebraic cotnpo- .
nent of the theory of base-normed vector spaces (resp. base-normed real Banach
spaces) (Pumplün).
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The (female) chairman of the last session, E. Lowen-Colebunders, closed the meeting and
expressed the gratitude of the participants for living together in such a nice and creative
atmosphere. Finally, G. Preuß, who spoke in the name of the organizers, thanked the
participants for coming and making this conference a success. He expressed the hope of
all participants that such a meeting should take place again in O.berwolfach in 1995.

•
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ABSTRACTS

A. Behling:

Topological universes of semiuniform limit spaces
The category of uniform spaces fails to have two nice convenience properties - exten
sionability and cartesian closedness. A topological category having both properties is cal
led a topological universe. So one is looking for topological universe extensions of Unif. A
natural setting is the common generalization of the category SUnif of semiuniform spaces
in the sense of Cech which is extensionable but not cartesian closed and of the category •
ULim of uniform limit spaces in the sense of Wyler which is cartesian closed hut not ex
tensionable. Tbe resulting category SULim [for def. s. Wyler (74)] of semiuniforrn limit
spaces turns out to be a topological universe. Building the final huH of Unif in SULim one
yields the category UGLim of uniformly generated semiuniform limit spaces, which is also
a topological universe, because Unif is a bireßective subcategory of SULim.. Consider the
initial huH in UGSULim of an objects of the form [X, Y#]UGSULim with X, Y E Ob Unif,
which is the topological universe huH of Unif. The objects of this huH are the saturated
UGSULim-spaces (this definition is based on a similar one in a corrected version of a
paper about this huH by Adamek/Reiterman [87]). Main parts of their pro~f of the con
structionin a different category can be carried over. Only their assumption that SUnif is

. the extensionable buH of Unif - which is not true - has to be replaced by correct arguments.

H.L. Bentley/ E. Lowen-Colebunders:

The cartesian closed topological huH of the category of completely regular filtersp~ces

Complete regularity is one of the most interesting notions in topology, since it is closely
related to the re~l number system. In order to develop a theory about completely regular
extensions oftopological spaces, Bentley, Herrlich and Ori introduced a notion of complete
regularity for merotopic spaces. In the setting of merotopic spaces they proved that a
space is a subspace of some completely regular topological space if and only if it is a
completely regular filterspace.
We show that completely regular filterspaces fit into the following diagram •

4



We show that A is the smallest finally dense cartesian closed extension of CRegFil , i.e.
it is the cartesian closed topological hull. ---•

.....
,~

Fil

I
Chy
-I
A.

I
CRegFil
-1-
uChy

Here Fil is the cat. of filterspaces

ehy is the cat. of Cauchy spaces

A.. are exactly the subspaces of the spaces of Bourdaud (w-closed
domained, w-regular, pseudotopological)

CRegFil is the cat. of completely regular filterspaces

uChy is the cat. of uniformizable Cauchy spaces

H.L. Bentley/ H. Herrlich:

Compactness = Completeness n Total Boundedness
- A Natural Example of a Non-reflective Intersection of Epireflective Subcategories
It is known that the intersection of two reflective subcategories of a given category may
fail to be reflective, hut examples which have heen given in which this pathology occurs
are rather artificial. We give an example in the nice setting of the topological category
of Cauchy spaces and Cauchy continuous maps: The full subcategory of complete Haus
dorff Cauchy spaces is an epireflective subcategory of the Hausdorff Cauchy spaces and
the full subcategory of totally bounded Hausdorff Cauchy spaces is bireflective, hut their
intersection, the subcategory of compact Hausdorff Cauchy spaces, is not reflective (is not
even almost reßective).

R. Börger:

Measures on Sequential Boolean Aigebras
For a Boolean u-algebra B, u-additivity of a map B ---+ lR ean be expressed as "finite ad
ditivity plus a continuity condition". More generally, for a sequential Boolean algebra B
and a sequentially convex space E (i.e. a. sequential R-vector spaee with some conditions)
we call a finitely additive continuous p. : B ---+ E a measure. Then universal measures
exist, and they give rise to a defintion of an integral, whieh generalizes the usual Lebesgue
integral. The universal measure is also a universal multiplieative measure, and this yields
a Fubini-type theorem. Moreover, the target space of the universal measure ean be de
serihed as the spaee Loo with some coarser topology, which has a niee concrete deseription.
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H.-P. Butzmann:

Categorieal aspeets of eompletions
Whereas there is a eanonieal way to eonstruet the eompletion of a topologieal algebra,
e.g. a topologieal group or a topologieal veetor· spaee, no such proeedure is known for
eonvergenee algebras. Therefore, in the last 20 years, many different theories have been
developed in order to prove the existence of completions" e.g. the (regular) eompletion
of a eonvergenee vector spaee or a (commutative) convergence group. Although they all
followed more or less the same patterns, Da eommon way was known.
The eoneept of a topologieal category makes it possible to put therp. all into a commqn •
framework. The required completion functor is then represented as the composition of
two functors. The existence of one of them follows from the general th~ory, whereas that
of the other one requires the existence of tbe "fixed point" of a special functor which ean
be proved under rather general assumptions, in particular in each of the above-named
cases.

M. Erne:

Scott Convergenee, Core Spaces and Distance Functions
A eore space (alias C-space or locally supercompact space) is one in which every point

. has a neighborhood basis of (not necessarily open) eores, where the eore of a point is
the intersection of its neighborhoods. Alternatively, eore spaces may be characterized by
complete distributivity of their topologies. They arise in many algebraic, analytic, and
ordertheoretieal contexts. For example, the sober C-spaees are precisely the continuous
posets endowed with their Scott topology, or equivalently, those up-complete posets whose
Scott eonvergence is (pre-) topological [ME, Hoffmann,Lawson 79].
Examples of C-spaces are the Alexandrov-discrete spaces (A-spaees), the spaces with a
minimal basis (B-spaees), all spaees with a linearly ordered basis,and every cube [0, IV
with the upper (=Scott) topology, hut also Rn with this "one-sided" topology. .
A further important class of C-spaces is obtained from so-called value monoids: the~e

are pairs (A, P) consisting of a p.o. monoid with a "residuation" - such that a - b ~

c <==> a ~ b+ c, and a "set of positives" P , that is, a dual ideal with infimum 0 and
P ~T (P + P); the sets a ~ = {b E A : a ~ b - p for same PEP} (a E A) form the
basis of a C-topology Tp~ Every embedding f of a C-spaee (X, T) in (A, Tp) gives rise to
a distance function d(x, y) = f(x) - f(y) inducing the given topology T (in the same way
as classically metrics induce topologies). One such embedding is given by the following in
gredients: take A = P X , P = :FcoX (the co-finite subsets), f{x) = {y EX: x E (T y)O} .
This shows that every C-space is induced in a natural way by a (non-symmetrie) genera
lized distance function.

The category of C-spaces has finite products. More precisely, an arbitrary product of spa
ces is a C-space if and only if almost each fac~or is a supercompact space and aB factors

6
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are C-spaces (= locally supercompact). (The elose analogy to the case of locally comp·act
resp. connected spaces is not casual). Of course, arbitrary sums (=disjoint unions) of
C-spaces are again C-spaces. Since every completely distributive lattice is isomorphie to
some C-space topology, this provides an easy proof of the lattice-theoretical fact (due to
Jakubfk) that every completely distributive lattice has a unique product.decomposition
ioto irreducible factors (correspondiog to the partition ioto components.)
Problem: 18 the eategory of C-spaces cartesian closed?

R. Fric:

L,-Rings: There are exp (exp w) strict .cö-ring eompletions of rationais
An Lo-ring coovergenee on R (the real numbers) is a eonvergenee L C R;&. x R of sequences
which has unique limits and satisfies the Urysoho axiom. Denote by 1M the usual metric
eonvergence on Rand by IMQ its restrietion to Q (the rational numbers). The pair (R, IL)
is said to be astriet .co·ring precompletion of (Q, MQ) if JL is not coarser than lJ\tJ , and
eaeh Cauchy sequence in Q IL-converges. The main result is stated in the title.
The proof is based on properties of the algebraie independence in the field extension R
of Q . Let B c [0,1] be an algebraic basis (maximal algebraically independent set - the
degree of transcendence is exp w). Every infinite subset of B gives rise to a precompletion
and if the symmetrie differenee of two subsets of B is infinite, then the corresponding pre
completioos are different. I do not know whether any of the precompletions is L:-complete.
If not, then every ineomplete precompletion can be completed and the eompletion will
yield a (ring) hyperreal number system.

A. Frölicher:

The Mackey Convergence in Analysis
In order to get a ealculus with good closedness properties with respeet to function spa
ces (in particular: cartesian elosedness in the case of smooth maps) one replaces Banach
spaces by the more general so-called convenient veetor spaces [A.F. & A. Kriegl: Linear
Spaees and Differentiation Theory, J. Wiley 1988]. Mackey convergence plays a role.
1) One cau start general differentiation theory by using eonvergence vector spaees. The
reason: eonvenient vector spaces can be characterized by means of Maekey convergence
as certain eonvergence vector spaees. .
2) H among the eonverge~eevector spaees one looks for the appropriate ones one should
end up with convenient vector spaces. The reason: if a calculus of smooth maps upholds
two basic properties of Banach space 'calculus one gets a category which is equivalent to
a full subcategory of that formed by the convenient vector spaees.
3) Nevertheless the many approaehes to caleulus based on eonvergence vector spaces did
not lead to convenient vector spaces. The reason: one required differentiable maps to' be
continuous and this eliminates Mackey convergence. In fact, C.-A. Faure gave an exam-
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pIe of a smooth map E --+ F between convenient vector spaces (E even Banach ~nd F
Frechet) which is at no point continuous with respect to Mackey convergence.

W. Gähler:

Completion Theory
The notions of Cauchy space, limit space and limit group is extended to the level of func
tor structures. Some interesting examples are presented, in particular one, based on fuzzy
filters. On this level completions are constructed - always using Cauchy objects.
In order to include more types oI completions - e.g. completions of partial algebras to _
total ones - and even compactifications, a more general, new·, weaker concept is conside- •
red, that of extension structure.
If cp : SET --+ SET is a covariant set functor, then a <.p - extension structure on a set X
is .a tripie (t, s, f'OW) consisting of a subset t of <.pX x X, a subset s of <.pX and an equivlence
relation"J on s such that for all (M,x) E t and N' Es we have M "J N ~ (N,x) E t.
(t, s, f'OW) is called complele if for each M E s there is an x E X with (M, x) E t. (t, s, rv)
is separated if t is a partial mapping.
By a canonical restriction to admissible morphisms, non~universal completions change
into universal ones and can be handled in this way by categorical technics. Examples
are the one-point-compactification and the Richardson compactification, w hieh can be
defined on the level of functor structures.

E. Giuli:

Closure operators and co-wellpoweredness
In 1975 H. Herrlich produced the first example of an epireflective subcategory A of Top

. such that there is X in A and a proper class {Xa.} OIEOrd oI pairwise non homeomorphic
spaces of A with the property that there is an :d-epimorphism Ja : X -+ XOI for each
Q E Ord. In categorical terminology : A is non co-wellpowered.
Since then an appropriate theory of closure operators was developed that gave rise to
a general procedure, explained below, to produce new and more natural examples of
nqn co-wellpowered subcategories of Top. (Recall that a closure operator of Top assigns •
to each subset M of any space X ~bset CxM of X such that 1) M CCxM; 2)
M C N ~ CxM C CxM and J(CxM) C Cy(f(M)) for each f : X -+ Y).
Step 'I. Look for an additive and non bounded closure operator C having an additional
"technical" property.
Step 2. Describe the epireflective subcategory ß(C) = {X E Top Ißx = Cxxxßx}.
Step 3. Try to construct by transfinite induction a class {X",} aeOrd of pairwise non homeo
morphic spaces belonging to ß(C) such that there is an 6 (C)-epimorphism Ja : X o -+ Xa
for each Q.

Following the previous procedure it was shown that the subcategories listed below are
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non co-wellpowered.
1. Spaces in which every compact subset is Hausdorff.
2. Spaces in which every subspace which is a continuous image of a Hausdorff compact
space is Hausdorff. .
3. (For every fixed n ~ 2) Spaces X such that, for each x, y E X there is a chain of
open neighborhoods of x , U1 C U2 C .. 0 C Un such that Ui C Ui+1 , i = 1,2, ... ,n and
y rt Uno

M. Husek:

Convergence structures in topology and analysis
PROBLEM: Does there exist a compactification ,X for every topological space X such
that every continuous mapping from X to a compact space Y can be extended conti
nuously to ,X?
If Y is required to be compact Hausdorff or compact regular, then Cech-Stone
compactification ßX and Wallman compactification wX solve the problem. (There are
also other compactifications of such kind, e.g. generated by a four-point space, which was
shown by S. Watson and A. Dow.)
We show, that for general compact spaces Y , such a compactification,X need not exist.
It does not exist if X contains a sequence of closed noncompact subsets X n with X n n X m

c.ompact for n '# m (e.g. if X is an infinite discrete space, or if ßX - X is infinite.)
There are situations, when the requested compactification ,X exists, namely for those
topological spaces X with the finite Wallman remainder wX - X.
The above negative result remain true if we require all the spaces under consideration to
be T1-spaces.

A.A. Ivanov:

Problems of the theory of bitopological spaces
The talk was on problems of the theory and on its progress. This lecture was a con
tinuation of the lecture given· at the preceding meeting on Convergence Structure and
its applications to Topology and Algebra. There were considered some problems partly
connected with Kelly's theory but mostly with the general theory. Two questions are
especially important namely applications of the theory to the theory of manifolds and
the theory of groups. The theory of piece-linear manifolds for example can be considered
a.s apart of the theory of bitopological manifolds. On the other hand there are different
definitions of bitopological groups and the future will show what is the best.
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D.C. Kent:

Cpntinuity Multispaces
A continuity space X = (X, d, V, P) (defined by Kopperman in 1988)' consists of a set X,
a value quantale V, a set of positves P in -V, and a "generalized'metric" d : X x X ~ V
which satisfies: (1) d(x,x) = 0; (2) d(x,y) ~ d(x,z) + d(z,y). A continuity multispaee
e= (X, d, V, P) is a generalization of a eontinuity space in which the set P of positives is
replaced by a family P of sets of positives in V
Every convergenee spaee is "metrizable" relative to some eontinuity multispace, and every
preeauehy spaee is "metrizable" relative to some symmetrie eontinuity multispace. For a
large class of symmetrie continuity spaces, we obtain a completion with a nice u:niversal •
property. In addition, we show that all Caueby spaees have a "generalized metric COffi

pletion" obtained by completing an associated symmetrie eontinuity multispace.

v. Koutnik:

Completion of Abelian Lo-groups
The strueture (L,.c, +) is said to be an .co-group if (L, +) is an algebraie group and .c is
a single-valued maximal eonvergenee such that the algebraie operation + is sequentially
eontinuous. J. Novak has shown tbat every Abelian .c~-group has a eompletion by in
trodueing a suitahle convergence into the underlying algehrai~ quotient group. However,
the Novak completion is the minimal completion and, e.g., for the Lo-group of rational
numbers it gives the real line with a much finer convergenee than the usu~l metrie one.
We try another approach by introducing a convergenee into the group' C of all Cauchy
sequences. Tbe group Co of all sequences converging to ,zero is then a closed subgroup of
C. Henee we ean take the quotient convergence in C/eo. "Thus we obtain for every Frechet
.co-group an extension which yields for the rationals (and, in fact, for every normed group)
the standard metric completion.

H.-E. Porst:

Semi-uniform products and {ree topological groups
Based on the observation that a topological group is nothing hut a group equipped with
a uniformity , such that the multiplica~ionis uniformly continuous as a map G * G ~ G,
where - * - indicates the semi-uniforrn product of uniform spaces in the sense of Isbell
[Isbell, Uniform spaces 1967], an alternative description of the free topological group F X
over a completely regular spaee X is given.
It is shown that the right uniformity of FX can be obtained as the quotient uniformity
on FX of the canonical map M*(X +X) ~ FX, where M*r, for some uniform space
x:., denotes the free senii-uniform monoid (i.e., monoid w.r.t.- * -) for y. Existence of
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the latter is proved; its uniformity is compared with various other uniformities cancini·
cally arising in this context. The uniform topology of M*r is shown to pe ll(Tr)n, Tr
denoting the underlying topological space of r . n

Finally, the question is asked, how to describe explicitely the uniformity of M*r.

G. Preuß:

Improvement of Cauchy spaces
Over many years Cauchy spaces have been studied as a useful tool for constructing com
pletions. Though the category Chy of Cauchy spaces has nice cat~gorical properties.
namely it is a cartesian closed topological category, in Chy quotient ~aps are neither
countably productive nor hereditary as has been pointed out by Bentley, Herrlich and
Lowen-Colebunders (1981). Thus, the question a.rises whether it is possible to find a.
better behaved supercategory in which Chy is nicely embedded. A very good candidate is
the category of filtermerotopic spaces introduced by Katetov (1968). Fil is a topological
universe, i.e. a topological category being aquasitopos in the sense of Penon. Thus, in Fil
quotient maps are hereditary. Furthermore, in Fil quotient maps are productive. These
properties of Fil have been proved by Bentley, Herrlich and Robertson (1976). If Prox
denotes the category of proximity spaces (in the sense of Efremovic) and T2w - Lim the
category of weakly Hausdorff limit spaces, then one obtains the following diagram

T2w - Lim

where r (resp. c) stands for embedding as a bireflective (resp. bicoreflective) subca
tegory. It can be proved that every filtermerotopic space is a quotient object (formed
in Fil) of some Cauchy space. Thus, Chy is finally dense in Fil. Using results of
Adamek, Reitermann and Schwarz (198~d 1989), there is aleast finally dense to
pological universe extension of Chy, the so-called topological universe huH TUH (ehy) of
ehy. In particular, ITUH(Chy)1 = {X E IFil1 : there exists an initial source (fi~ ~

XdiEI with Xi E K, for each i EI}, where K, consists of exactly aH power-objects
(1<i)K1 with Kt, K 2 E IChyl and * stands for forming the one-point extension (one-point
extensions and power-objects exist in every topological universe). Thus, the following
questions arise:
Question 1: TUH(Chy) = Fil ?

11
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Question 2: Does there exist a nice description of TUH(Chy) by means of suitable axioms
provided that the answer to question 1 is no. --

D. Pumplün:

Convex sets
A convex combination (in a linear space) is represented by a sequence (at, 0'2," ., an),
0i ~ 0 for 1 ~ i ~ n, n E N and Ei:l 0i = 1. The set of all convex combinations is
Oe:= {a.la. = (al,···,an ), n E N, a convex combination}. The set of superconvex

combinations is O"e := {o. I0'. E Rr, L:~1 a := I}. Asuperconvex setX in a linear space A
E (with some convergence structure) is a subset X c E, such that for any x· E XlN and ..
any er. E O"e the limit E~l O'ixi exists ancl lies in X . Supereonvex sets have been very
successfully used by G. Jameson (Ordered linear spaces, LNM 141, 1970) under the name
of CS-compact sets.

A (super) convex space is a set C together with a mapping Oe X C N -----+ C(Osc X ClN -----+

Cl, which is w'ritten as (0'., c·) 1-+ E!!l aici(E~l O'ici), s.th. the following equations hold:

(Cl) Ei=1 c5ikC
i = cl' (E~1 c5ikC

i = cl')

'for any c· E cn, n E N(c· E CN).

E:::l (ti Er=1 ßlc
k Er=1 (E:::l (tißl) cl'

(E~1 (ti Ek:l ßlcl' Ek:l (E~1 (tiß1)Ck
)

for any 0'., ß~ E !lc(O"c), i E :IN and any c· E C m(C N ), mEIN.

(Super) convex s'paces are a canonical generalization of (super) convex subsets of linear
spaees. They are used in physics (eolour vision, quantum mechanies), chemistry (theory of
mixtures) and mathematical economy (utility spaces). It has been shown by the speaker
and H. Röhrl that mathematically (super) convex spaces constitute the algebraic compo
nent of the theory 0/ base-normed real vector spaces (Banach spaces).

G. Richter:

Axiomatizing algebraically behaved eategories cf Hausclorff spaces
One of the fundamental differenees between topology and algebra is that continuous bi
jections need not be isomorphie. Therefore, and for related reasons, an arbitrary fuB
subcategory X of the category Top of topological spaees fails badly to be equivalent to
a category of algebras of some type, in general. Nevertheless there are reluarkable ex-
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ceptions, some of them given by topological properties like discretness, indiscreteness, or
compactness, respectively. Moreover, the product closure of every strongly rigid, smalI,
full subcatergory 11:. ~ TOP2' the category of Hausdorff ~paces, together with the empty
space is nicely algebraically behaved. Its underlying set functor is even monadic, i.e. the
corresponding Eilenberg-Moore comparison functor is an isomorphism of categories.
If the latter is only a full embedding or fully faithful, i.e. in case of descent type, there
exists a whole realm of examples. In fact, every right adjoint restriction of the underlying
set functor of Top to a. fuH subcategory X with left adjoint F, unit T] , and counit E yields
various fuIl subcategories !l of descent type between the image F(Set) of Fand X, ,
by looking for certain D E K with final counit cD. Note, that every cFT, T a set, is a
retraction, hence final.
The case of pointwise dense units 7] allows a purely categorical description of a11 such
Q ~ TOP2, which specializes to .I!.. ~ ComP2' the category cf compact Hausdorff spaces.
This enables a new axiomatic approach to Stone-duality as weH as Gelfand-dualtity.

F. Schwarz:

Cartesian Closed Categories of Uniform Limit Spaces
It is well-known that the category Unif of uniform spaces is not cartesian closed. A natu
ral extension - introduced by Cook & Fischer (1967) for different reasons - has the same
deficiency. Slightly generalizing Cook & Fischer's conditio-n, Wyler (1974) obtained the
cartesian closed category ULim of uniform limit spaces, which however, turns out to be
"tao big" an extension of Unif: Unif is not finally dense in ULim. We discussed several
other cartesian closed topological extensions of Unif - including the smallest oue - all
of them contained in Wyler's category. In particular, we gave a new characterization of
the cartesian closed topological hull of Unif using only lR in its usual uniformity and the
double construction of Bourdaud.

S. Weck-Schwarz/F. Schwarz:

Pullback-stable quotient maps
The pseudo--open maps of topology have been characterized as those quotient maps in
the category Top of topological spaces which are hereditary, i.e. the property of being
a quotient map is preserved by pullbacks along embeddings (Archangelskii 1963). On
the other hand, they can be described as quotient maps, between topological spaces, in
the category of pretopological spaces (Kent 1969). In a similar way, the biquotient maps
(Hajek 1966, Michael 1968) have a categorical description, as weIl as a description in
terms of convergence: They are the pullback-stable quotients in Top (Day/Kelly 1970))
and are also characterized by being quotients in the category of pseudotopological spaces
(Kent 1969). Another connection to category theory is given by the observation that the
pretopological spaces (resp. pseudotopological spaces) form the extensional topological
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hull (resp. topological universe hull) of the category Top (Herrlich 1988, Wyler 1976).
We show that that these topological phenomena follow a general categorical pattern: The
hereditary (product-stable, pullback-stable) quotient maps of any non-trivial, well-fibred
monotopological construct A can be characterized by being quotients in the extensional
topological hull (cartesian clo~ed topological hull, topological universe hull) of Ll , provi
ded these hulls exist. The result has nice applications to the epireHective subcategories
of the category of pretopological spaces.

Berichterstatter: G. Preuß
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s ·b eIe h t 49/1991

Mengenlehre

3.-9.11.1991

Die kleine Arbeitstagung hatte als Hauptgegenstand in der Mengelehre beweisbare Sätze der

Kardinalzahlarithmeti.k; insbesondere Shelahs Theorie der möglichen Kofinalitäten von Ultra-

produkten regulärer Kardinalzahlen und die sich daraus ergebende Abschätzung 2 N Cl) < N(04

(falls NC1) strenger Limes). Daneben wurden noch aktuelle Ergebnisse der Teilnehmer vorge

stellt und diskutiert.

Diese Tagung wurde parallel zu einer anderen Tagung im Mathematischen Forschungsinstitut

durchgeführt. Es hat sich wiederum gezeigt, daß derartige kleine Tagungen über ein spezielles

Thema außerordentlich nützliche Veranstaltungen sind. Dem Mathematischen Forschungs

institut Oberwolfach und seinen Mitarbeitern danken wir für die - wie immer - vorzügliche Be

treuung; man ist jedesmal überrascht, daß inuner noch Steigerungen möglich sind
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. Vortragsauszüge

More partition relations for ordinals
James B. Baumgartner

This is joint work with (mostly) Hajnal and Todereevic. We presented an ouiline of

Theorem: Let lC be regular, uncounta~le.Then (22K)+ -+ (p,(lC+n)k)2 for all n,k < co ~here

p =~2 + 1. The proof is obtained from Q(lC) : x:<X =lC and every set of ~ functions in

1ClC may be eventually dominated. Forcing Q(lC) is possible with lC-elosed forcing, so

partiton realtions proved with it are absolute. The proof from Q(lC) uses ideals generalizing

Ia ={X ~ CI: 3A e N CI e A, X ~ Al where N H(A), Alarge, INI =lC, [N]<K ~ N,

and N n Je+ =CI. The nonstationary ideal on [H(A)]1C is also used extensively.

Some results about algebras of embeddings j .:" VA. -+ V~

Tim Carlson

We give an exposition of Laver's results conceming algebras of embeddings

j : V).. -+ V>..' A. = Km, under the operations

j • k =j(k) = U j(k n Va>
a<Ä

and composition.

Let lD be the left distributive law

a • (b • c) = (a • b) • (a • c)

and let T be the equational theory consisting of LD along with

a 0 (b 0 c) =(a 0 b) 0 C

(a 0 b) • c = a • (b • c)
a • (b 0 c) =(a • b) 0 (a • c)

a 0 b =(a· b) 0 a.

Laverproved for j : V>.. -+ VA nontrivial:

•

•
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Theorem 1: 1. j freely generates the algebra if generates under • as an LD-algebra.

2. j freely generates the algebra if generates under • and 0 as aT-algebra.

Theorem 2: 3j: VA. -+ VA.

1. Let W be the set of tenns buHt up from the variable x using •. The question

• ID 1= t =s? for t,5 e W is decidable.

2. Let W' be the tenns built up from x using • and o. The question T F t =s1 for

t,s e W' is decidable.

Ultrafilters in L
H.-O. Donder,

•
We discuss the following two problems.

Assume V =L and let 1C > ro be regular.

We consider the following statements:

(1)1C Let 1C be not weakly COmpacL Then there is some m ~ 1J(K), J( e m,
Iml ~ 1C, such that every uniform m-ultrafilter on K is regular.

(2)1C For any ultrafilter U on 1C there is some 9 ~ U, 191 =X:+, such that

1(191< 1C for every infinite I 91 ~ 9 .

We show that (1)1C is true and (2)1C holds, if 1C is not too large. Moreover, we show that a

. slightly weaker version of (2)1C holds everywhere.
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Large Ideals
Markus Huberich

Ifwe assume the existence of large cardinals, then in suitable generic extensions there are ideals

on small cardinals, which have strang saturation properties.

Definition: (1) We call an ideal J ~ F(X) (Y,t)-centered iff ("P(X)/J)+ is the union

of v-many 't-eomplete filters 00 ~ (X)fl (suppose that 't is regular and

'POO/J is 't-eomplete),

(2) J is lC-Iayered iff there is a stationary s~t S~ (Cl< 1(+ I cf(a) =cf(lC)}

and some continuous increasing chain ofBoolean algebras <Ba I Cl< 1(+)

such that "P(X)/J = U Ba and for all (Xe S Ba is a lC-complete
a<x+

neatly embedded subalgebra of 'f' (X)/J and IBal S 1(,

Starting with something like a huge cardinal 1C, we get for any regular t < Je generic

extensions in which lC =t+ and in which there are unifonn ideals of the following types:

a lC-eomplete, lC-Iayered, (Je,t)-centered ideal on 1C or

a lC-complete, JC+-layered, (r,t)-centered ideal on l(f-+ or

a lC-complete, r+-layered, (r+,t)-centered ideal on r4
and so on.

As a corollary we give some informations about the problem, how many a-additive, 0-1

valued measures over a small cardinal are oeeded, such thal every subset of the cardinal is

measurable in at least one of them.

Defmition: J.L(lC):= min {I%I I " is a set of (J-compl~te,unifonn filters on 1C

V A ~ lC 3F e " (A e F or 1C \ A e F)}

Then w.e get the following consistency results (relative to large cardinals):

~(mv S C1>2, J.L(0lJ) S IDJ
J.1(m4) S COJ, J.L(coS) S m4

J.I,(m6> S (04, J.L(CI.'>7) S (1)5

and so on.

•
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On the theory ofpossible cofinalities
(Lectures IV, V, VI, vn - Thomas Jech)

Continuing the exposition of Shelah's theory, started in Magidor's lectmes.

IV-V: Let I be an ideal on an infinite set A. We work under the assumption that 21A1 < Ä,

Ä. regular. FOT ordinal functions on A, define f SI g ü f(a) S g(a) mod I. Using SI' define

increasine transfinite sequences of functions, least Wlper bound, and~ sets of functions in

I1 Ä.a where each Aa is a limit ordinal. SI is Ä-~ if every set of functions of size < A
8E.A

is bounded.

Theorem: If Ä. > 21A1 and if SI is A-directed then A = X u Y such that SI is

Ä+-directed on X, and there is a cofmal increasing A-sequence on Y.

We defme l:mllliI increasing sequences and prove

Theorem· H Ä. > y~ IAI+ and <fa>ad is "trapid', then 3f f = lub <fa>a<Ä,' and cf f(a) ~ 'Y

forall a e A.

When A = 1C is regular uncountable and I is nonnal, we get:

Theorem· Let Nl1 be singular of cofinality 1C> C1l, and let Ä. = NTl+1• (Assume 2K < NTl).

Then I1 K~+11 I has a cofinal Ä-sequence.

~<"

VI-vn Tbe Snucture ofpe{

Assume 21A1 < min A.

BÄ" Ä e pcf(A) are generators iff

(1) FOT every ultrafilter D on BÄ,' cof(D) SÄ

There is an ultraitlter D on BA, such that cof(D) = Ä

(2) FOT every ultrafilter D on A: if cof (0) =A., then BA. e D
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l&mIna;. Compacmess of generators.

Lermna: There are transitive generators, namely J.1 e BA => BJ!!:: BA

Theorem: Ir C ~ pef A, 10 > lAI, then 3B C C IBI SIAl with max pefB ~ sup C.

A consequence of the pef theory:

Assume 2 Nn< NO), for all n, 2Nco = N9+t. Then there is a function F: 13(8) --+ On

~~ .
(1) X ~ Y => F(X) ~ F(Y)

(2) cf" > Cl) =::) 3club C S 11 F(C) ="
(3) o.t. X = OOt => 3"1 F(X ,.....y) ~ sup X

Theorem: If F is a function with properties (1), (2), (3), then 9 < 004 •

COROLLARY If 2~ < Nro for alt n then 2 Neo < N~ .

This is the most spectactilar of Shelah's theorems ~ ~e pef theory 10 date..

Two more results:

Theorem: If NC01 is strang limit and 2N~1 > N CI>2 then for many (almost all). a < 0>2 of

NO
cofmality 00, Ku > Na + OO1 •

Theorem: Under the same assuptions, there is a Kurepa tree on OOt.

e·
o at inaccessibles

Ronald Jensen

Theorem (ZFC): Assume not ()#.• Let l( be Mahlo. Then 0" hotds.
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Complete Quotient Boolean Aigebras
A. Kanamori and (primarily) Saharon Shelah

We investigate the question (Sikorski, -1950): When is 'P(K)/I a complete Boolean

algebra? Here Sikorski. asked for' I ~ countably complete ideal over X; without loss of

generality, we can assume I is a x:-eomplete, nontrivial ideal over 1(.

Theorem 1: If K~ O>J and if 'P(lC)/I is a compiete Boolean algebra for some I, then

• there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal.

Theorem 2: Assurne lC is Woodin, eH, and S is a stationary, co-stationary subset of

(01. Theo there is a forcing extension addiog no new reals in which: 2ml = lC = 0>:3 and

1= NS ml t S is such that 'P(0l1)1I is complete.

Partition Relations ror Ordinals
]ean Larson

Definition: An ordinal a is a partition ordinal if a -. (a,m)2 fer all m < (0.

Definition: The caMioal product decomoosition of an indecomposable ordinal a is

bl b2 bn .

•

a =lel K2 •.• leo where lCl > 1C2 > ...> 1Cn are all cardinals and bl,~,... ,bn are non-zero

ordinals.

Uncountable partition ordinals necessarily have a eenain struetW'e.

Theorem: Suppose a is an uncountable indecomposable ordinal with cardinal product

. . bl b2 bn
decompoSlbon a = lel 1(2 ••• Jeo •

(1) If a is a partition ordinal, then at most two bj's are infInite and each finite one is

either 1 or 2 .

(2) Ifeach bj e {1,2,Cll}, at most two are infinite and al1 lCä's are Ramsey, then a

is a partition ordinal.
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Stationary subsets of [N 00]<0)0

Kecheng Liu

Theorem: Assume GCH and 3 j : V--+ M witll V1CcD ~M.

Let f: 00 -+ {kIJc2} be S.l Vm,n e f-I {kl}' m *n -+ Im - nl ~ 4,

then the following is consistent:

Fix n ~ k.,k2.

Theo the set S =(x t: Noo: lxi S Nn A 'v'm > n cf(x n Nm) = Nf(m)}

is stationary in [N 0)]< K n+1 •

On The Theory of Possible Cofinalities
Aseries of talks by M. Magidor and TJ. Jech

Tbe theory of possible cofmalities introduced by S. Shelah has many imponant

applications, the most spectaeular being to cardinal arithmetic, e.g.

K NO
2 0 < N0) ~ NO)< NW4••

•

In this series of talks the theory was exposed. All of the results presented are due to •

Shelah.

Definition· Let a be a set ofregular cardinals.

pcf(a) := {cf(llaID,<a)1 D is an ultrafIlter on a}

J<Ä.(a) := {b ~ a IFor every ultrafilter D on a: if b e D then cf(lla/D) < A.}.

Theorem 1: IIalJd is < Ä-directed (lai< min a).

. For this we conclude cf(lla/D) < Ä. iff D n J<Ä. ~ 0.

We proved that pcf(a) has a maximal element.
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Theorem 2: (2JaI < min a) J<Ä+ is generated over Jd by a single set bÄ"

Theorem 3· If a = [(21a1)+, sup(a», then pcf(a) is an interval of regular cardinals.

Theorem 4: If a =[(21a1)+, sup(a», then max pcf(a) =Inal .

Definable Singularity
William J. Mitchell

We investigate the existence of definable witnesses to the singularity of a cardinal lC.

Definition: p is an assignment for a set eCK: if ß:C --+ O(K) so that

Vf e K 38 Vve C\8 Vx e f'v (v ex<===> x n 1C e U(ß(v»).

A set C C 1C is a set of indiscernibles if it has an assignmenl

Let ys O(K) be least such that for any set C of indiscernibles tim sup (ßC(V) + 1) S'Y .
. ~C

We have 4 cases (assume -aM M ~ O(K) = lC*).

1. Y is a successor, "( = a + 1. Theo there is a Prikry sequence for U(a), definable up

10 initial segments.

• 2. cfK(y) < Je. Let (J: cfK(y) ~ 'Y and let sC(a~l) =inf(v e C\l) I pc(v);': a}.

Theo there is a 5 such that (sC(a(a),8) I a < y} is cafinal in K, definable up to initial

segments.

3. cfK(y) = 1(. If a and sC are as above, then there is 5 such that if

Co = 5, Cn+l = sup (sC(a(f(v),5) I v< en}, theo the sequence c is cofinal. The defmablity

of this sequence is weaker than "up to initial segments".

4. cfK(y) = 1(+. Then there is a sequence (8.n: n e ro), defmable up to initial segments,

defined by

V(bn: n e (0) Va 3D [bri < Cln => 3 Ve D ~ (~n \ !>n> ßev) > a].
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Effective structure of cardinals
HughWoodin

Theorem: (ZFC) There is a perfect set of pairwise Borel inequivalent Borel equivalence

relations.

Theorem: (ZF +DC + ADIR,) The relation ttEl embeds into ~.,

(Le. there is an injection 1t: BlEI -+ R/q ) for Borel equivalence relations EI, E2

is complete~ i .

Theorem: (ZF + DC + ADml Suppose X C 001 CI) is uncountable.

Tben lXI =ro.CI), lXI =IR x COI' lXI =R E9 00., lXI =(0. or lXI =IR .

Berichterstatter: M. Huberich

•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 50/1991

Singula.ritäten der Kontinuumsmechanik: Numerische und konstruktive Methoden zu

ihrer Behandlung

17. - 23.11.1991

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von W.L. ·Wendla.nd (Stuttgart) und J.R. Whiteman (Ux·
bridge, U.K.) statt. 39 Vorträge gaben den 45 Teilnehmern aus 9 Ländern (unter ihnen
auch etliche aus den "neuen Bundesländern") Gelegenheit zu vielen Diskussionen und
wissenschaftlichem Austausch.
Besonders erfreulich waren die vielfältigen Kontakte zwischen den Teilnehmern mit recht
unterschiedlichen wissenschaftlichen Interessen, den theoretisch arbeitenden Ma.themati·
kem, den Ingenieuren und Mechanikern und den numerischen Mathematikern. .
Gemäß Themenstellung der Tagung wurden vielfältige Singularitätenprobl~me aus der
Kontinuumsmechnik behandelt. Hier sind vor allem neue Beiträge zur Bruchmechanik
zu nennen, die Ausbreitungskriterien für Risse, ihr Verzweigen, ihren Zusammenhang mit
fraktalen Rißgeometrien, die Ausbreitung nichtglatter Risse in anisotropen Materialien,
Thermoelastizität und Rißwachstum in viskoelastischen Materialien einschließlich zeit·
abhängiger Rißprobleme betreffen.
Aus der Strömungsmechnik gab es Beiträge zur Berechnung von Wasserwellen mit sehr
dünner Grenzschicht und Singularität, die Untersuchung von Singularitäten bei zähen
Strömungen und die Berechnung von Strömungen nicht-Newtonscher Fluide mit Singulw.
ritäten. Für die Beschreibung der Ausbreitung sowohl elastischer als auch elektromagne.
tischer Wellen ist die Untersuchung der Singularitäten bei verallgemeinerten Sommerfeld
sehen Streu- und Di1f~aktionsproblemenvon zentraler Bedeutung. Für die dabei eingesetz·
ten Wiener-Hopf-Methoden sind einige erhebliche Neuerungen auch im Zusammenhang
mit Singulärentwicklungen erzielt worden.
Unter den vielen Fragestellungen ließen sich klar einige Schwerpunkte erk.ennen. So wer
den die lokalen Darstellungen der Lösungen und ihrer Asymptotik nahe Kanten und k~

nischen Punkten konstruktiver, und neue von der JordansChen Normalform der Keldysh
Darstellung una.bhängige Formulierungen für die Singulärentwicklungen sind in mehreren
Beiträgen vorgestellt worden. Dadurch sind auch neue Berechnungsverfahren für die Sin·
gulärentwicklungen sowohl bei zwei- als auch bei dreidimensionalen Problemen möglich
geworden, die zusammen mit Abschätzungen und Fehleranalysis untersucht wurden.
Etliche Beiträge waren numerischen Verfahren im Zusammenhang mit Singularitäten ge
widmet, insbesondere finite-Element- und Randelement-Methoden. Hier hat das Zusam·
menspiel von theoretischen Resultaten mit geeigneten Modifikationen der Algorithmen zu
vielen Verbesserungen geführt. Bei den finiten Elementen sind spezielle Transformationen,
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Defekt-Korrekturmethoden, adaptive Mehrgittermethoden, die Verwendung anisotroper
Elemente, geeignete Extrapolationsverfahren, Rückgewinnungsmethoden und die Kombi
nation von Fourier- und finiten Elementen für Probleme mit Singularitäten behandelt
worden. Bei den Randelementmethoden mit Singularitäten standen modifizierte Knoten
wahl, spezielle Transformationen, graduierte Maschenverfeinerungen bei h, bei p .und bei
h - p-Verfeinerungen sowie Iterationsverfahren und ihre Fehlerananlysis im Vordergrund.
Erfreulich war auch die Verwendung dieser Resultate in neuen drei-dimensionalen Festig
keitsberechnungen der Festkörpermechanik.
Neben den vielen Fortschritten in den oben angeführten bekannten Problemstellungen
wurden auch einige ganz neue Fragen gestellt, so die nach Fredholm-Eigenschaften sin
gulärer Integralgleichungen auf Kurvensystemen mit Spitzen, nach Singularitäten bei der
Kopplung verschiedener Modellierungen (Platte-Membran) oder verschiedener Materia
lien und nacj Singularitäten bei zeitabhängigen Gleichungen.
Eine ganze Reihe offener Fra.gen wurde in den Diskussionen a.ngesprochen. So ist für ei
nige stationäre dreidimensionale Risse bis heute das Singulärverhalten ~cht geklärt, und
die Lücke zwischen theoretischen Ansätzen und einer parktikablen konstruktiven Singu
laritätenbeschreibung ist immer noch zu groß. Die mathematische Beschreibung nicht
glatter Risse steht erst ganz am Anfang, das Gleiche gilt für viskoelastische Materialien
und Fluide. Die KonvergenzanaJysis von numerischen Verfahren insbesondere von finite
Element- und Randelementmethoden mit Singularitäten rur höherdimensionale Probleme
ist immer noch lückenhaft. Die wenigen aber z.T. überraschenden Resultate für zeit
abhängige Probleme mit Singularitäten zeigen, daß hierfür in naher Zukunft ebenfalls
interessante neue auch unkonventionelle Resultate erwartet werden dürfen.
Es gab viele anregende Diskussionen. Die angenehme Atmosphäre der Tagung, die nicht
zuletzt der hervorragenden Betreuung durch die Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter des
Instituts zu danken ist, soll besonders hervorgehoben werden. Im Namen aller Tagungs
teilnehmer danken wir allen Angehörigen des Instituts herzlich dafür. Herzlich da.nken wir
auch für die hilfreiche Unterstützung aller und insbesondere der Teilnehmer aus Osteuropa
und den neuen Bundesländern.

gez. W. Wendland, J. Whiteman
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Vortragsauszüge

J. AALTO:

On mapping of finite elements around corner singularities of the Poisson and the
quasi-harmonie equation
A geometrical mapping, ealled here natural mappi~g, is introdueed which can be used in
a subgrid (patch) of finite elements in the vicinity of a corner si~gularity point on ~he

boundary of the domain of the Poisson and the quasi-harmonie equation. The equations
of the mapping are based on the analytical singular solution of the problem. The geometry
of the elements within the patch can be given by two techniques. In the first one, called
here isoparametric element geometry, standarq. iso-parametric elements are used and only
the nodes of the elements of the patch are located using the equation of the mapping. In
the second one, called here exact element geometry, the geometry of all the elements within
the pateh is specified exactly a.ceording to the equations of the mapping. Outside of the
patch, however, standard isoparametrie elements are used. Some analytical and numerical
results to compare are presented the two teehniques and to show their efficiency. Finally,
a special Zienkiewicz-Zhu-type error estimate for the problem is proposed amd justified
by numerieal examples.
[1] Aalto, J.: Singularity elements for seepage analysis. Int. J. Num. and Anal. Meth. Geomech.
9 (1985) 185-196.
[2] Aalto, J.: Singularity elements for the quasi-harmonie equation. Proc. Second World Congress
on ComputationalMechanics, August 1990, Stuttgart FRG, Extended Abstrac~ of Posters, 582
585.

E. BECACHE:
A boundary integral equation method for the scattering of transient elastic waves

The problem of the transient elastic wave scattering by a crack is investigated. This
problem is formulated by means of a boundary integral equation (BIE) 'and a sp~ce-time

variational formulation associated with this BIE. Some mathematical resUlts as existence
and uniqueness of the solution and the continuity of the operator are obtained for the time
domain formulation, which are derived from the frequeney domain formulation.
The kernel of the BIE is hypersingular. In order to get the explicit expression of the
variational formulation, we have developped a regularization method; and finally the time
spaee billnear form is expressed by means of weakly singular kerneis satisfying the eausality
principle.
For the particular case of a. rectangular crack, same numerical results are presented which
show the a.ccuracy and the stability of the method.

3



H. BLUM:

On defect correction schemes for elliptic problems with singularities
Local defect correction is a simple strategy for removing the pollution effect of reentrant
corners in numerical approximation schemes. Its realization requires an accurate solution
of local problems in (mutually disjoint) neighbourhoods of the singular points whereas
globally the non-modified discretization is used. We discuss several possible implementa
tions of this idea and show the optimal pointwise convergence.

M. COSTABEL:

General edge singularities for elliptic boundary value problems
Singularities of elliptic boundary va.1ue problems at edges of the boundary are, roughly
speaking, of the form

L Ckqn(y)r"I:(Y) logq r<t'kqn(Y,W) ,
kqn

where y is a parameter describing the edge, r is the distance to the edge, and w describes the
angular variable normal to the edge. At points Ywhere some of the exponents Vk coincide,
the coefficients Ckqn(Y) and the shape functions <t'kqn(Y,W) may have poles. In this case, one
can replace the functions rVI: log9 r by divided differences of the function A t-+ r~, taken at
some of the vJc(y), The new coefficients so abtained allow regularity estimates in Soboloev
spaces on the edge; also the remainder in the corresponding singularity expansion can he
shown to be smooth.

•

M. DAUGE:

Singularities near curved edges for solutions of the Laplace equation
The vertex singularities of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace operator in a 2-dimensional
sector can he expressed as products of powers of ( and ( with certain exponents, and of
"log ( and log ( where ( is the complex writing of the 2-dimensional coordinates. We ex
tend such a description of singularities to the expression of the asymptotics of the solution
of the Dirichlet problem near a curved edge in a 3-dimensiona.l domain. This description
not only involves powers of ( and ( as ahove hut also divided differences of the functions
A 1-+ ~ calculated at the exponents which appear in 2-dimensional problems (for instance •
(~::::~ with Vt =Vt(Y) =~ and V2 = 2).

A.R. DAVIES:

Reentrant corner singularities in non-Newtonian ßow
Biorthogona.l series expansions are used to study the creeping ßow of a co-rotational
Maxwell fluid in plane reentrant and non-reentrant sectors. The governing equations are
written in terms of stream function and Airy stress function, the radial parts of which are
determined by an infinite system of 4th-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations
which are seen to be singular pertubations of the linear 2nd-order equations for Stokes
ßow. Exact formal solutions in logarithmic series are derived, hut do not rea.dily enable
the asymptotics of the corner singularities to be studied. Instead, an iterative method
comhined with dominant component analysis is used to decouple the system, whence the
singularities are studied in terms of generalized hypergeometrie equations and Meijer G
functions. Certain conditions on roots of associated quartic equations are derived, the

4
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satisfa.ction of which would indicate the existence of IIp vortices in a reeentrant sector and
the integrability of stress in a neighbourhood of the corner.

M. DOBROWOLSKI:

Anisotropie finite element interpolation
For the numerical approximation of anisotropie structures such as edges, boundary and
interior layers it is a natural idea to use finite element meshes with different mesh sizes in
different direetions. We derive a simple algebraie eondition for the finite element which
ensures that the anisotropie mesh is superior to a convential isotropie mesh. These results
are the theoretieal justification of an r-finite element method in which anisotropie meshes
oeeur in a natural way. Some numerieal results are given.

R. DUDUCHAVA, T. LATZABIDZE, A. SAGINASHVILI:

Singular integral equations on curves with eusps
Classical singular integral opera.tors with piecewise-continuous coefficients and comple:x
conjugated unknown functions are studied in the Lebesgue space with weights. The con
tour of integration may have cusps where arcs touch ea.ch other with the or.der v > 1.
The symbol is defined for v = 2 and JI = 1 + 1/n with n = 2,3,.... Criteria for the
Fredholmproperty as weIl aB index formulae are derived. The dependence of the symbol
on the order JI is shown evidently.

R.V. GOLDSTEIN, A.B. MOSOLOV:

Singularities of fracta} cracks
Although fraeture surfaees are often idealized as Hat it is now generally recognized that
most of the crack surfaees have a very irregular structure. This irregularity possesses often
the property of "self-similarity" and can be described in terms of fracta! geometry. In the
paper, the fractal model is derived for cracks whose roughness inHuence has a description
on a megascaIe.
The self-similar structure of singularities in case of a fractal crack and scaling ideas lead to
a cascade process of elastic energy release and transition from scale to scale. The analysis
of this process aIlows us to obtain the renorm-group equation for a fra.ctal fra.cture process
description- in brittle solids. It is determined by power-Iaw asymptotics of the stress and
displacement fields near the crack tip in dependence on the crack fractal dimension. Some
generalized fracture criteria for fractat cracks are suggested, including the Barenblatt
Irvin, Griffith and the Barenblatt-Novogilov criterions. These criterions can be valid for
"sbort" crack growth conditions and the determination and transfer to usua! criterions for
macro-cracks.
Some models of fracta! crack behaviour in compression along the crack average line are
derived.
1t is ·sbown that similar asymptotic consideration can be derived for the fractal punch
interaction problem.

I.G. GRAHAM:

The computation of water waves modelled by Necrasov's equation
Necrasov's nonlinear integral equation, describing water waves of almost extreme form,
is solved numerically. The method consists of applying a simple quadrature rule to a
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rearranged version of the original equation. Strongly gra.ded meshes are used to resolve an
expected boundary layer in the solution. For methods based on the trapezoidal rule, we use
global bifurcation theory to prove, for fixed disretization parameter n, the existence of a
continuous branch of positive numericaJ. solutions. These are parametrized by JJ,a natural
parameter occuring in the original integral equation. For fixed p, collective compa.ctness
arguments then prove subsequential convergence of these solutions as the mesh is refined
(Le. as n ~ (0). Numerical experiments using higher order qua.drature rules are reported.
These reveal that the method is capable of detecting "Gibbs phenomenon" type oscillations e
ofmaximum height abont 0.37° in a boundary layer ofwidth O(70/"p.) for JJ large (typically
JJ E [1018, 1020]).

D. GROß:

Crack tip singularities and fields in power law hardening materials: same recent results
Investigated are singularities and dominant fields for crack and notch tips in power law
hardening materials. For longitudinal shear problems the hodograph transformation can
be applied. It aJIows the determination of the singularities and the field quantities in closed .
form for different types of boundary conditions. Alternatively, a formulation in terms of a
stress function leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. A solution for the whole spectrum
is found by the perturbation methode The a.ccompanied eigenfunctions are determined
numerically by use of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This technique also can be
used to solve the equivalent problem in 'plane strain and plane stress boundary conditions
even if high hardening exponents are considered.

B. HEINRICH:

Edge singularities in axisymmetric domains and their approximation by the
Fourier-finite element method
We consider the Fourier-finite .element method applied to the numerical solution of the
Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation in axisymmetric domains with edges. This
method combines approximate Fourier analysis and synthesis (here, with respect to the
rotational angle) with the finite element method for the approximation of Fourier coef
ficients being the solution of two-dimensional elliptie problems on the meridian plane.
The behaviour of the solution near some edge is ehara.cterized by two different singularity e\
functions of tensor produet and non-tensor product type. Modified finite element approx-
imations with loeal mesh refinement are proposed to obtain the same rate of convergence
as for regular solutions.

K. HERRMANN:

The treatment of singular stress fields in composite mechanics using the method
of caustics
An interesting problem in today's fracture mechanics research represents the crack path
prediction of growing thermal cracks as a function of the geometrical configuration of
a self-stressed body aB well a.s of the applied thermal load distribution. Starting with
experimental results of cooling experiments for two-phase composite structures, different
types of singular stress states arising in these structures are characterized. Besides, the
analytical treatment of special stress singularities in composite mechanies given by S.S.
Wang and F. Erdogan is mentioned.
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Furthermore, b'oundary va.lue problems of plane thermoe1asticity for uncra.cked and cra.cked
two-phase solids are formu,lated, getting their solutions by means of the complex function
theory as well as by using the finite element methode As a special problem, a Hilbert
problem for a curvilinear interface crack is considered where the singular stress state
around the crack tip has been treated by applying the shadow optical method of causties.
Thereby the corresponding caustics have been determined for quasistically extending and
fast moving straight and curvilinear cracks by consideration of nonhomogeneity as well as
of the optical anisotropy of the material.

L. JENTSCH:

On boundary integral equations of thermoelasticity in domains with material
discontinuities in corner points
Aplane boundary value problem of thermoelasticity is ca.lled a bimetal problem, if the
interface between the different materials is a straight line extending to the outer boundary.
Singularities depending on the material parameters and the angles between So and the
boundary S occur at the endpoints PI and P-1 of the interface So. The indirect boundary
integral method is applied for solving the problem. Potentials with the Green contact
tensor instead of the fundamental solution satisfy a-priori the transmission condition on
So. The boundary integral equation yields a system of singular integral equations with
two fixed singularities. The Fredholm property aild the index of the boundary integral
operator as weIl as the asymptotics of the solution are determined by a. Mellin symbol,
which can be expressed by elementary transcendentaJ functions.
In particular, the anti-plane deformation is discussed in detail.

V.A. KONDRATJEV:

The singularities of solutions of nonstationary problems in a neighbourhood of an edge
The nonstationary problems in domains with singularities are considered. First, the wave
equation Utt = au +·f(z, t) in the domain Q = {} x [0,1], n E Rn under Dirichlet or
Neu~ann boundary conditions on an and initial conditions on n is studied. liere, an
contains a conica! point z = O. The smoothness of the solution as well as the asymptotic
behaviour near an edge {(z, t) : z = 0,0 < t :$ T} are considered. It is proved that the
singularities of the solution are concentrated on the edge.
Analogous prQblems are studied for the dynamical system of elasticity. It is proved that
u = c(t,z)lzf" + o(lzf'\+C), where ,,\ is the smallest eigenvalue of some operator pencll
connected with the stationary system of elasticity.

V.A. KOZLOV, V.G. MAZ'YA, C. SCHWAB:

On the spectral properties of operator pencils generated by the Lame and Stokes
systems in a cone
The spectral properties of operator pencils are considered which characterize the singular
ities of solutions of boundary value problems for a three-dimensional cone K =(0,00) x n.
It is shown that the set

1 9{,,\ I(ReA + 2)2 - (ImA)2 < 4+(1- 2v)(5 - 4v)} , , (1)

where v is the Poisson coefficient (for the Stokes system v =!), contains only real eigen
vaJues of the operator pencils. Furthermore, it is proved that real eigenvalues in the set
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(1) do not admit associated generalized eigenfunctions; and therefore logarithmic terms
in the asymptotics of solutions near the vertex of K do not occur for these eigenvalues.
The real eigenvalues in (1) are characterized by a variationaJ. prlnciple. For the Dirichlet
problem, this principle yields tha.t these eigenvalues depend monotonically on O.

u. LANGER, M. JUNG:

Adaptive multigrid methods for elliptie problems with boundary and interface

~~ .
The presence of boundary and interface singularities deteriora.tes the accura.cy of the sta.n~

dard finite element approximation Uh compared with the solution U of the boundary value
problem under considera.tion, e.g. lIu - uhl!t = D(ha ) with some er < 1 instead of O(h) for
linear triangular elements, and effects the convergence of standard multigrid methods as
weIl. It is weIl known that one can obtain the optimal accuracy O(h) in the HI-norm 1I·lh
if the mesh is locally refined near the singularity points in a.ccordance with the strength
of the singularity, provided that the latter is explicitly known. We propose to use three
multigrid solutions Ul-3, Ul-2 and Ul-t obtained within a Full-Multigrid-Strategy on the
last three meshes Tl-3, Tl-2 and Tl-t of a sequence {Tq }q=I,2,...,l-t of uniformly refined
meshes in order to estimate the strength of the singularities and to adapt" the next finer
grid Tl to the behaviour of the solution. For solving the adapted finite element equa.tions
on the finest grid Tl, we use the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by a special
hierarchical preconditioner which involves the multigrid method only on the uniformly
refined meshes. The numerical experiments carried out for academic test problems where
the exact solution is known as well as for real-life problems from industry show that our
method works welle

D. LEGUILLON:

Numerieal analysis of a crack branching in non-isotropie materials
In classicaJ. fracture mechanics, isotropy is invoked twice, for the elastic behaviour a.s
well as for the fracture process. Accounting for a non-isotropie constitutive law modifies
significantly the analysis. The two classieal crack tip modes no langer enjoy symmetry
properties a.nd as a consequence manY features have to be revised.
Accounting in addition for a non-isotropie fra.cture process leads to the definition of a
modified Griffithcriterion to predict propa.gation and kinking.
An asymptotic and numerical analysis of the revisited Williams series is proposed to
examine the stability of a kink, with applications to a carbon fiber reinforced material.

M. LORENZ, SCHMUTZLER, UMNUß:

Elliptic equations in domains with edges
H four symbols (inner, boundary, edge and exit) are invertible, the boundary value problem
is a "Fredholm operator in some weighted Sobolev spaces. The general for~ula for the
asymptotics can be given, which depends smoothly on the edge variable. Hörmanders
reduction to the boundary is realized for some operators in a wedge.
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J. MASON:

Boundary elements for singularities on curves
It is weil known that squar~root singularities in the solution of boundary element and
finite element formulations of continuum mechanics problems may be accurately mod
e1led by pla.cing internat element nodes 30t special positions and adapting isoparametric
elements. This approach is rooted in the "quarter-point" quadratic element, developed
independently for an end-point singularity on a straight line boundary by Barsoum. and
Henshell and Shaw, and in the quadratic "transaction element" by Lynn and Ingraffea for
incorporating an ex:terior singularity on a straight Une boundary.
In the presented paper we extend these ideas to curved boundaries, developing a cubic
element for an end-point singularity and a quartic element for an exterior singularity. The
derivation of the appropiate interna! nodes involves the solution of one or more nonlinear
algebraic equations. In the case of the cubic element, a unique solution exists' for con
tinuous convex curves, an indusion region is found for its determination by a convergent
bisection method, and necessary and sufficient conditions are established for a. one-to-one
mapping. The quartic element involves the solution of two simultaneous functional equa.
tions, and Newton's method has been successfully applied in many cases. A wide variety of
numerical results for both elements is presented. We have also developed quartic elements
for end-point singularities, in which an additional constraint may be imposed, such as the
specification of one interna.! node or prescription of the direction of the boundary of the
singularity (e.g. the crack-tip direction).

E. MEISTER, F.S. TEIXEIRA :

Tw<rmedia scattering problems in a half--space
We consider mixed-boundary transmission problems for the Helmholtz equation in a half
spa.ce, taking different wave numbers in each quadrant. Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed
type boundary conditions are imposed on the half-planes ±XI > 0, %2 = 0, %3 E m. and
transmission conditions are prescribed in the half-plane XI = 0, %2 > 0, X3 E R. These
problems are seen to be well posed in the setting of finite energy norm spates H I ; and
explicit solutions are given for the Dirichlet and Neumannproblems. The singular behavior
of the solutions is discussed for the mixed problem.

• N.F. MOROZOV:

The singular points and the problems of brittle fracture
It is discussed the influence of results of mathematicaJ investigation of for using possibilities
of different criterions of frature.
The properties of fracture near the comerpoints were studied. The modification of the
method Muskhe1ishvily is investigated.
It is proposed the method of count the delay of the crack's propagation.

s. NICAISE, A. MAGHNONJI:

We study interface problems on polygonal domains of the plane, where the order of the
operators is different on ea.ch face. We investigated, wether the associated operator on
appropiate Hilbert-spaces is a Fredholm operator or not. If it is, we give an expansion of
the weak solution into a. regular part and a singular one.
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S. PRÖßDORF, W. Mc LEAN, W.L. WENDLAND:

On discrete eoUocation for the logarithmic kernel integral equation on an open arc
Consider the equation

where t1 is the unknown solution,ds.,. the element of arc-Iength., and r a smooth open
arc in the plane with transfinite diameter different from one. It is well known that in
this case the (unique) solution of (1) may have singularities of the form O(lt - cl-i) 30t
the endpoints c of r. However, changing the variable by the eosine transformation, we
remove the singularities and reduce (1) to a. periodic equation. To the latter, and more
general, to periodicpseudodifferential equations of arbitrary integer order, a eombination
of coUoeation with a Nyström-like qua.dr3oture method is applied, using trigonometrie
polynomials of degree n a.s the space of trial functions. For this method, the pointwise
and Sobolev space rates of convergence are established. In particular, we show that the
error in the maximum norm is O(n-rlog n) provided the solution is in er. This estimate
is sharp since it is of the same order as for the interpolant . The method considered defines
a fully discretized system of linear algebraic equations which is well suited for emdent
solution via fast Fourier transform in eombination with multigrid techniques.

(1) -;Jlog It - Tlv(T)dsT =g(t) for t Er,
- r

•

A. RATHSFELD:

Quadrature methods for the double layer potential equation over a polyhedron
As it is weIl known, the integral operator of the boundary equation corresponding to the
double layer potential over a polyhedron is neither compact nor strongly elliptic. In order
to derive the convergenee of numerica.l methods, one can apply the techniques developed
for the one-dimensional ease of Mellin eonvolution equations. For special triangulations,
the stability of a simple quadrature method can be proved. However., an imp~)ftant a5

sumption for its application is the convergence of the finite section method applied to the
corresponding double layer equations over the tangent cones. Simultaneously with the
stability analysis, one can prove the convergence of the two-grid iteration for the solution
of the linear system of equations. The singular behaviour of the solution function suggests •
to moose a mesh refinement near the corners and edges of the polyhedral boundary.

A.-M. SÄNDIG:

Coefficient forrnula.e and their stability
The structure of asymptotic expansions of solutions of elliptic boundary value problems
near coniea! boundary points is investigated, if the right-hand sides are given in standard
Sobolev spaces. .
The coefficients in the expansions can be unstable if the angles are eritical. Then a"stabil
isation procedure is necessary. Some boundary value problems for the Laplace equation
and the Larne system in a. polygon or in a circular cone are handled as examples. Domains
of different materials are also included.
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E. SANCHEZ-PALENCIA:

Non-isotropie energy criteria in fracture of composites
The classical Griffith criterion for fra.cture stipulates that same specific energy is necessary
to produce a new element of the crack surface. This energy is a characteristic of the
material and corresponds to the energy necessary to break down the molecul links of
the material. In anisotropie media, this energy depends also on the orientation of the
surfa.ce element. For instance, in a fibered anisotropie material, the energy necessMy to
produce an element of a crack along the fibers is very much less than for a crack across
the fiber. Moreover, an asymptotic analysis of the structure of the stress field in the
vicinity of the crack tips allows us to get the direction of propagation of the crack under a
given loading. Then, under appropriate anisotropie dates it appears that the propagation
without change of direction (the smooth crack) is possible only in some specific directions.
In other directions, the propagating cracks exhibit necessarily kinks and are not smooth
curves.

H. SCHMITZ:

Penalty methods for Signorini problems
The Laplace equation with monotone boundary conditions is considered. The boundary
element-Galerkin approximation of the Steklov-Poincare operator leads to a numerical
scheme whose solutions converge with optimal order in the energy space H l (f). A globally
convergent scheme is developed in order to solve the discrete equations. Using residual
corrections in the energy space accelerates the convergence in special cases. These results
are proved by monotone-operator-techniques.
The method is applied to mixed Dirichlet-Signorini problems by uing a penalty approach.
A suitable balance of the meshsize h and the penalty parameter E yields an asymptotic
convergence of order h.

E. SCHNACK:

Numerical computation of 3-D singularities for ela.stic structures
At first the advantage of mixed variational fonnulations for computing stress intensity
factors in fracture mechanies is shown. The method has limits with respect to reentrant
corner problems. For this case, an algorithm has been developed on the existing analysis in
order to compute the unknown eigenvalues. The results show that the dominant eigenvaJue

. is more important to predict crack growth than stress intensity factars, especially if the
crack front pushes the free surfa.ce unter an angle of more than 900

• In order to obtain a
generalized algorithm for reentrant corners of crack fronts we intend to develop a method
on the basis of the Galerkin BEM scheme.

C. SCHWAB, M. SUR!:

Approximation properties of the p-version of the boundary element method on
polyhedra
It is weIl known that the solutions of elliptic boundary va.lue problems exhibit singularities
near edges and vertices of the boundary. These govern in particular the rate of convergence
of the p-version of the boundary element method.
We show sharp rates of convergence of the p-BEM, if the doma.in is a polyhedron in IR3 •

The rate is twice that of the h-version (with uniform mesh).
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F.-O. SPECK, F. PENZEL:

Asymptotie expansion of singular operators on Sobolev spaces
The topie of asymptotie expansion of pseudo-differential equations in the spirit of Eskin's
work is extended to a more general situation. Taylor expansion of the Fourier symbol
matrix funetions is repla.ced by aseries of generaJized invertible operators, which a.ct on
veetor Sobolev spaces. The fractional orders of these spa.ces are obtained flom the jumps
of the lifted symbol matrix function at infinity in a situation which is most interesting for
applications. Asymptotic and regularity results for the solutions of corresponding systems •
of equations are direct eonsequences.

"E.P. STEPHAN:

On some improved boundary element methods for elliptie problems with 2D and
3D singularities
We show convergenee for the h, p and h - p versions of GaJerkin boundary element schemes
applied to wea.ldy singular a.nd hypersingular integral equations of the first kind. Those in
tegral equations result from Dirichlet, Neumann and interface problems for the Laplacian.
The ~uence of mesh refinement towards corners and edges on the asymptotic error is
given; e.g. for the h - p version on geometrie meshes we obtain exponentially fast conver
gence of the Galerkin error. The implementation of these numerical methods is discussed
together with "adaptive h and h - p algorithms, and eorresponding numerical experiments
are presented for tw<r and three-dimensional problems.

F.S. TEIXEIRA:

A Sommerfeld-type diffraction problem with seeond-order boundary eonditions
An operator-theoretic approach is used to study the problem of diffraction of time
harmonie waves by a metal-ba.cked dielectric half-space. The correspondent boundary
value problem for the two-dimensionaJ Helmholtz equation is considered in a Sobolev
space setting and is reduced by equivalent boundary integral equations of Wiener-Bopf
type in Lt(:IR). An explicit analytieal solution is obtained for the partieular case ofhaving·
the same die1ectrie layer on both banks of the half-plane.

R.W. THATCHER:

Estimating the form. of three-dimensional singularities
When using the finite element technique at a point singularity it is usual to adopt same
sort of grid refinement technique to get~a good approximation of the singular behaviour.
Special elements or special functions are often used when the form of the singularity is
known. In this contribution, a technique for estimating the behaviour of the singularity
is deseribed which takes the idea of a grid refinement to an infinite limit. This leads to
an infinite sequence of equations and the local behaviour of the singularity is given by
the solution of a recurrence relationship. This recurrence rela.tionship is homogeneous
when both the boundary conditions and the differential equation a.re homogeneous in
the neighbourhood of the singularity; and the recurrence relationship is independent of
inhomogeneous eonditions remote from the singularity. Thus, the fundamental solution of
the reeurrence relationship approximates the behaviour 30t the singularity for all loa.dings
remote from it. By analyzing the terms in the fundamental solution, estimates of the
terms in the singular behaviour a.re obtained.
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Two examples of the .technique were presented. The first was at a singularity with known
behaviour to test the method. The second example was the point singularity at the end
of a. slit orthogonal to a. stress-free surface, this being an important hut not fully resolved
singularity in fra.cture mechanics.

K. VOLK, H. SCHMITZ, W.L. WENDLAND:

On a boundary element method for the computation of corner singularities of
elastic bodies in m.3
For computing the singular behaviour of an elastic field near a three-dimensional vertex
subject to displacement boundary conditions, we use a boundary integral equation of the
fust kind whose unknown is the boundary stress. Loca.lization at the vertex and Mellin
transformation yield a one-dimensional integral equation on a piecewise circular. curve '1
in IR.3 depending holomorphically on the complex Mellin parameter. The corresponding
spectral points and packets of generaJized eigenfunctions chara.cterize the desired singular
hehaviour of the stress fie1d. We derive a decomposition into the regular part and edge
and vertex singularities.
The edge singularities which are given implicitly by the algebraic eigenfunctions can
be a.chieved analytically by applying the same Mellin technique a.s above to the one-
dimensional parameter dependent integral equation. In order to compute the vertex sin
gula.rities, the spectral problem with the integral equation of the first kind is solved by a.
spline-Galerkin method with graded meshes at the corner points of the curve i. For this
approximation we provide a rigorous asymptotic error analysis.
We present numerical results for various geometries, characterizing the leading singula.r
term of the desired stress fields.

J.R. WALTON:

Stress singularities of a.ccelerating crack tips in viscoelastic materials: methods for
constructing their time dependent stress intensity factors
It is proposed to describe a new method for constructing solutions to accelerating crack
problems in elastic and viscoelastic materials. This method yields for the first' time exact
solutions for dynamically a.ccelerating cracks in viscoelasticity from which the near crack
tip asymptotic stress and displacement fields can be constructed.

M.K. WARBY, J.R. Walton, J.R. Whiteman:

Finite element model of crack growth in a finite body in the context of Mode I linear
viscoelastic fra.cture
A finite element method is described for modelling crack initiation and crack motion in the
context of Mode I linear viscoelastic fracture. The numerical mode is based on modelling
the crack tip region by a Barenblatt type fa.ilure zone. In our model this involves a constant
failure load on an intervalliength aJ from the crack tip on the crack faces with the length
al determined so that the stress is finite at the crack tip. MathematicaI1y this condition is
expressed as an equation which makes use of correspondence principles and properties of
J-integra.1s. With such a model crack initia.tion and crack motion are given in terms of a
critical crack opening displa.cement. Numerical results are presented in order to investigate
the conditions under which crack motion occurs and to show that when crack moves, the
motion can be stahle for a significant period.
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W.L. WENDLAND, J. ZHU:

Viscous flows through an. open pipe with arbitrary cross-section
We analize the velocity field of an incompressible viscous flow exterior to an open bounded
surface in three dimensions, which is modelled by a system of integral equations of the
first kind on the open surface. Existence and uniqueness of the solution of the integral
equations can be shown with the help of the variational formulation of the boundary
integral equations and the coerciveness of the corresponding bilinear form. Following
previous work by Co~tabel and Stephan, Eskin's Wiener-Hopf .technique cau be ~sed

along the edge of the open surface for the analysis of the associated edge singularity,
which is based on the explicit factorization of the matrix-valued principal symbol of the
boundary integral operator.
For the construction of a boundary element approximation with Galerkin schemes for the
integral equation, we introduce a Lagrangian multiplier in order to incorporate constraint
conditions. Thus we use augmented boundary elements which simulate the singular be
haviour near the edge and also admit the geometrical approximation of the surface and
its edge. Here, asymptotic convergence results for the method and, in particular, for the
velocity field are obtained.
[W.L. Wendland &. J. Zhu: The boundary element method for three-dimensional Stokes flOW8

exterior to an open surface. Math.Comp. Modelling 15 (1991) 19-41]

J .R. WHITEMAN

Superconvergence of recovered gradients of finite element approximations to some
problems of solid mechanics
A review is first given of methods of recovery of gradients of finite element approxima
tions of displacements in problems of linear elasticity so that superconvergence effects are
produced. The techniques are desctibed for meshes of triangles and tetrabedra, respec
tively for two- and threedimensional problems, and their application to produce adaptive
methods is also dicussed. Some theoretica.1 error estimates are described for the case of
problems containing boundary singularities, where the solutions possess low regwarity.
The extension oI- recovery techniques to time dependent problems is then presented, ini
tia.lly for simple parabolic problems, using Ga.1erkin in space / finite differences in time.
Again theoretical error estimates of these techniques are given.
All the above enables the numerical solution of problems of quasistatic linea.r viscoelesticity
to be considered. Two algorithms based on Galerkin in space plus discretisation in time
are given, together with error estimates; the recovery techniques cau be applied in the
space dimension. Thus we ha.ve provided machinery for modelling the behaviour of cracks
in viscoelastic materials, a.s discussed by M.K. Warby in an associated lecture.

Berichterstatter: W.L. Wendland
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 51/1991

Numerische Methoden der Approximationstheorie

Nov 24. - 30, 1991

In the week November 24 - 30, 1991, a conference on Numerical MethodJ in Approximation

Theory waS'.conducted at the Mathematical Research Institute in Oberwolfach by Prof. Dr.

Dietric~IBraess,Ruhr-University Bochum and by Prof. Dr. Larry L. Schumaker, Vander
bilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. 49 mathematicians from nine countries participated

and reported in 32 lectures on new results in this area.

Areas of particular interest were (among others):

multivariate spline spaces, basis and dimension problems

multivariate interpolation and approximation by univariate functions

radial functions

subdivision and recursion schemes

wavelets and applications

numerical problems in the solution of differential equatioDs

e numerical modelling of neural networks.

Many of these research activities were motivated by non-mathematical problems. Ap

plications in the fields of medical statistics, meteorology, environmental research, brain
research, holography, tomograpby, computer aided design, image processing and acoustics
were mentioned by tbe speakers.

The atmosphere of the conference was very lively and productive. The time outside the
lectures was extensively used for discussions and joint work. The hospitality and generous

help of the institute's staff was greatly .appreciated by all of the guests, and helped a lot
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to make this meeting a success. We would like to thank the director, all membe~s of the

staff, the lecturers, and the chairpersons for their valuable work.

A pioneer and very active researcher in appli~d mathematics with a particular interest in

numerical approximation the.ory was sadly niissed at the conference: Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c.

muIt. Lothar Collatz, Hamburg, who suffered a sudden lethal heart attack when visiting

a conference last year. The organizers and all of the participants would like to show their

respect to Lothar Collatz by dedieating this conferenee to bis memory.

It is planned to isssue a proceedings volume in Birkhäuser's series International Serieß 01 e
Numerical Mathematics (ISNM).

Lecture Abstracts

P. ALFELD

Generic Dimension of Trivariate Spline Spaces

This is areport on joint work with Larry Schumaker and Walter Wbiteley. We consider the
linear spaee of globally differentiable piecewise polynomial functions defined on a three

dimensional polyhedral domain wbich has been partitioned into tetrahedra. Combining

Bernstein-Bezier methods and comhinatorial and geometrie techniques from rigidity tbeory,

we give an explicit expression for the generic dimension of this space for sufficiently large

polynomial degrees (d ~ 8). This is the first general dimension statement of its kind.

G. BASZENSKI

Blending Interpolation with Sine Functions

For funetions defined on tbe unit square, an interpolation seheme involving sine func

tions is constructed using Blending metbods. Interpolatory properties are derived as wen

as asymptotie error estimates. The computational eomplexity in terms of floating point
operations is also considered.
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H. BERENS and M. FINZEL

Discrete linear Chebyshev Approximation

We examine approximations by subspaces U of lRn
, equipped with the maximum norm,

by using Plüeker-Graßmann coordinates of:U. A classification of the indices by these·

coordinates allows to determine all extremal points of the intersection of the orthogonal

complement Ul. of U with the dual unit ball bf(O). These vertices of the polyhedron

Q = uJ.nbf(O) playa central role: They determine the shadow line, the metric complement

of U in lOO(n); they furthermore determine the distance of arbitrary points to th~ subspace

U as well as the set of characteristic points of a point x E lRn \ U. Moreover, they correspond

to convex cones which partition lRn. On each of these cones the metric projectio"n has

specific properties, for example it is linear for Chebyshev subspaces. It follows in this case

that the metric projection is globally Lipschitz continuous. This property also occurrs with

strict non Chebyshevian approximations: a finer subdivision of lRn \ U inta finitely many

convex cones yields domains of linearity. In particular it holds that strict approximations

are globally Lipschitz continuous as weIl. - These results are mainly taken from the Ph.
D. thesis of M. Finzel.

D. BRAESS

Interpolation by Ridge Functions

We consider the approximation of functions cf n variables by functions of the form J(x) =
E~1 9i(a ix). Here a1

, • •• ,am are m given directions and 91, ... ,9m may be real valued

functions which can be chosen according to the data. The interpolation problem for m = 2

directions has already been solved. We treat the case m = 3. It turns out that 000

interpolation configurations are not characterized in a way which is a si~ple ge~eralization

of the case m = 2. Here, in addition to bricks, some special hexagons enter ioto the theory.

• M. D. BUHMANN and C. A. MICCHELLI

Non-Stationary and Non-Uniform Subdivision

We consider necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of a non-stationary

and non-uniform subdivision scheme induced by a sequence of 2-slanted bi-infinite matrices

Al, A2 , ••• which map ioo(Z) into ioo(Z). The 2-slantedness means that there exist iotegers

i and m such that (Ar )ij :::: 0 unless i ::; i - 2j ::; m for a1l i,j and r. In such a subdivision

scheme, a sequence of control points Ar- 1 E ioo(Z) is mapped to Ar := A r Ar -·1 at the

r-th level, and we say that the scheme is c9nvergent if there exists a continuous function

1),,0 so that SUPjEZ lAi - f),,0(2- rj)1 -+ 0 as r -+ 00. The scheme is said to be stationary

3
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if all Ar are the same, and it is uniform if there exist sequences {(ar)i}~-oo such that

(Ar)ij = (ar)i-2j. Both of these special cases have been studied in the literature, but in
this talk we develop a theory that contains schemes which do not satisfy these requirements.

Examples are given to i~ustrate our theory.

C. K. CBUI

Wavelets

While spline functions are very useful in computational mathematics, wavelets provide a •

powerful tool for analysing errors and hence, the original (unknown) function. We will

be concemed with compactly supported wavelets that are expressed in terms of B-splines.

The numerical analysis and implications of these wavelets will be discussed.

w. DABMEN

Multilevel Preconditioning

A general multilevel framework for the numerical solution of elliptic boundary value prob

lems by means of Galerkin methods is described, and estimates for the condition numbers

arising fro~ the corresponding multilevel preconditions are established. These results are
applied to Galerkin methods based on wavelet expansions as weIl as to conforming finite

elements on adaptively refined triangulations for second and fourth order problems. It is

shown that in all these cases the resulting condition numbers remain uniformly bounded.

N. DYN, M. D. BUHMANN, D. LEVIN

On Quasi-Interpolation by Radial Functions with Scattered Centers

Approximation by radial basis functions with non-uniformly distributed centers is dis

cussed. A construction of new algebraically decaying basis functions is presented, and

the properties of the quasi-interpolation operator with these functions are investigated.

It is shown that, under certain conditions on the distribution of the centers, the quasi

interpolant reproduces polynomials and gives approximation orders identical to those in
the uniform square-grid case.

4
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R. W. FREUND

Quasi-Kernel Polynomials and Applications in Matrix Iterations

In this talk, we introduce the general concept of complex quasi-kernel polynomials. Roughly

speaking, quasi-kernel polynomials are approximations to true kernel polynomials obtained

from a set of arbitrary basis polynomials, rather than orthogonal polynomials. Some gen

eral theory for quasi-kernel polynomials is developed, such as recurrence relations and a

characterization of roots of quasi-kernel polynomials as generalized eigenvalues. If the ba

sis polynomials satisfy short recurrences, then the corresponding quasi-kernel polynomials

can also be generated by means of short recursions. As a result, matrix iterations based
on such quasi-kernel polynomials can be implemented with short recurrences. We point

out that two recently proposed quasi-optimal algorithms for solving non-Hermitian linear

systems are based on particular instances of quasi-kernel polynomials. Finally, we demon

strate that quasi-kernel polynomials can also be used for solving other non-Hermitian
matrix problems, s':lch as approximating eigenvalues or pseudo-eigenvalues of large sparse
non-Hermitian matrices.

M. HEILMANN

Linear Combinations of Operators of Baskakov-Durrmeyer-Type

We consider linear combinations M~ of operators of Baskakov-Durnneyer-type which are

defined by (Mnf)(z) = E~o Pnl:(X) (n - c) J1 Pnk(t) J(t) dt in dependence of a parameter
c E {-I, 0,1, ...}. The corresponding intervals are given by I = [0,1] if c = -1 and

I = [0,(0) otherwise. The weight functions are Pnl:(X) = (~)xk(1 - X)n-k .if c = -1,

Pnl:(X) = (n~)" e-ns if c = 0 and Pnk(X) = ~~ (1 + Cx)-(n+l:c}/c rr~:ol(n + cl) if c is

positive. The linear combinations M~ are constructed in such a way that all polynomials

of degree at most r -1 are reproduced. We. will present global direct, inverse and saturation
theorems and a general Voronovskaja-type result.

R. Q.. JIA

Nonlinear Approximation with Multivariate Wavelets

In this talk we discuss the problem of wavelet decompositions in the L p spaces (0 <
P $ 00) and the related nonlinear approximation problem. Dur results are an extension

of the recent work of DeVore, Jawerth and Popov. Shift invariant spaces of functions
are introduced as a convenient framework for multiresolution analysis. Nonorthogonal

wavelet decompositions can be easily constructed on the basis of ~u1tiresolutionanalysis.
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Concerning nonlinear approximat"ion by wavelets we prove the direct theorem (Jackson

estimates) and the inverse theorem (Bernstein estimates) in such a general setting. Possible
extensions and applications of the results are discussed.

A. LE MEHAUTE

Lm,ß Splines in R d

In order to generalize Duchon's thin plates, we first need to define same spaces of Beppo

Levi type; then we introduce same general interpolation schemes in the distrib~tionalsens.e.
- We investigate some properties of the spaces and of the scheme and define Lm,l Splin

in IRd. Particular eases are Duchon's thin plates for Lagrange interpolation, for Hermite

interpolation in lRd loeal averaging splines, thin plates under tension, can be studied in
the same framework.

B. LENZE

Constructive Multivariate Approximation via Sigmoidal Functions

We show how to use sigmoidal functions in order to generate approximation operators for
multivariate funetions of bounded variation. We start with Lebesgue-Stieltjes type con

volution operators, then - via numerical quadrature - we pass over to point-evaluation

operators and give loeal and global approximation results for them.. In the following we

diseuss an important application of our results to neural networks with one hidden layer
eonsisting of so-ealled sigma-pi units. At the end we apply our operators to a special test
function in order to get some visual idea of their behaviour.

w. A. LIGHT

Quasi-Interpolation by Thin-Plate Splines on [-1,1)2 •

The thin plate spline function is of the form B(x) = IIxll~ In (lIxll~), x E lR? From this

functions it is well-known that a second function \}I of the form '1I(x) = EiEN ai 8(x - Zi)
can be constructed such that 11II(x)1 ""J IIxll-4 as IIxll -+ 00. Here N is a finite set of indices,

ai E lR and Zi E Z2. The function 111 can now be used to construct a quasi-interpolant

(Lhf)(x) = EZEZ2 f(zh) \}f(~ - z), x E IR? Then this operator leads in a natural way

to estimates of the type 111 - Lh11100 = O(h k
) for smooth 1 : Rn -+ :IR. We. show how

to truncate and modify this quasi-interpolant so that ooly function values in [-1, 1]2 are

used and 111 - Lh11100 = O(h).

6
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R. A. LORENTZ

Discretization of Polyharmonie Operators by Polyharmonie Spline Wavelets

Jaffard has shown that the conditions numher of stiffness matrices resulting from dis

eretizing second order unifo~y elliptic partial differential operators in the plane with

wavelet bases are unifonnly bounded independently of the mesh-size h. His wavelet bases

are implicitly defined and have global support. We show that one can use wavelet hases

consisting of polyharmonie (or thin-plate) splines to discretize polyharmonie operators ßk

in any space dimension. The resulting stiffness matriees are (up to any desired tolerance
f) the identity matrix. Thus the computations required to obtain an approximate solution

eonsist only of a wavelet deeomposition and a wavelet reconstruction. Due to the loeal

support of the bases, these computations ean be earried out in O(N) arithmetic operations,

where N is the number of unknowns.

T. LVCHE

Spline Wavelets for Arbitrary Knots

In a joint work with Knut Mfl:Srken I eonsider spaces 5k,.,. C 5k,t of univariate splines of

order k with arbitrary knots T and t. We derive an explicit fonnula for a minimal support

basis for the orthogonal complement of Sk,T in 5k,t. We give simple proofs of existenee,
zero structure, and linear independence.

K. M0RKEN and T. LVCHE

Wavelet Deeompositions from Discrete Inner Products

In multiresolution analysis, aspace VI ~ L 2 is decomposed as VI Vo EB Wo, where

Vo ~ VI, and Wo is the L2-orthogonaI complement of Vo in VI. We propose instead to

measure the size of a function in Vi by the i 2 -norm of its coeffcients (relative to the basis

{<p(2x - i)}iEZ). In this way we obtain an l2_orthogonal decomposition of VI, and a basic

wavelet generating this complement turns out to have a very simple form. For example, in

the spline case, its support is considerably smaller than the L2-wavelet of Chui and Wang.

B. MULANSKY

Chebyshev Approximation by Spline Functions with Free Knots

This talk ia concerned with the Chebyshev approximation of real continuous functions

from the class 5 n ,k of polynomial splines of degree n with k free knots. Using the notion

7



of the tangent cone in an extended version and a sign rule for spline functions a necessary

altemant condition for Iocal best approximations from Sn," is derived. It shows that the
corresponding error functions must have an alternant of a certain length with a prescribed

sign on a subinterval. Aside a characterization of best approximation by fixed knots splines

with coefficient constraints is obtained. Same ideas for the characterization of global best

approximations from SI," are also presented.

M. NEAMTu

Same Remarks on Multivariate Divided Differences and Simplex Splines •

We investigate the connection between two different nations of multivariate divided dif

ferences. The first one has been introduced by Hakopian in 1981, and the second one by

Neamtu in 1989. Some new properties of the Hakopian's divided differences are derived

and some remarks about the relation between divided differences and multivariate simplex

splines are given.

G. NÜRNBERGER

Bivariate Spline Interpolation

Methods are developed for constructing sets of points which admit Lagrange interpolation

by spaces of bivariate splines of arbitrary degree and smoothness. The splines are defined
on rectangular partitions adding one or two diagonals to each rectangle. Special emphasis

is laid on seleeting the grid points of the partition as interpolation points. The method is

to construct a net of lines and to place points on these lines which satisfy the Schoenberg

Whitney-condition for univariate spline spaces such that a priociple of degree reduction
can be applied. The interpolation splines can be computed by solving several small systems

of linear equations instead of one large system. Our approach is completely different from

the known interpolation methods for splioes of degree at most two. Numerical exampl.

are given. The results were obtained jointly with Th. Riessinger. •

J. PETERS

On Stability of m-Variate Cl Interpolation

A simplicial mesh (triangulation) is eonstructed that generalizes the two-dimensional 4

direction mesh to R m • This mesh, with symmetrie, (2-) shift-ilJ.variant values at the
vertices, is shown to admit a bounded Cl interpolant if and ooly if the altemating sum

of the values at the vertices of any (1-) cube is zero. This implies that interpolation at

8
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the vertices of an rn-dimensional , simplicial mesh by a Cl piecewise polynomial of degree

m + 1 with one piece per simplex is not stahle.

M. J. D. POWELL

Tabulation of Thin Plate Splines on a Very Fine Two..Dimensional Grid

A thin plate spline approximation has the form

R

s(x) = p(x) + L: Aj IIx-xjll~ log IIx-xjIl2, x ElR2
,

j=1

where p is a linear polynomial and where {Aj E lR : j =1,2, ... , n} and {Xj E lR? : j =
1,2, ... , n} are parameters. There exist several applications that require s to be tabulated
at a1l the lattice points of a very fine square "grid. For example, 108 grid points and n =500
can occur, and then the direct evaluation of s at every grid point would be impractic~ble.

Fortunately each thin plate spline term is smooth away from its centre x j, so it is possible

to apply a scheme that subtabulates by finite differences provided that special attention
-is given to those teIms whose centres are close to the current x. Thus the total work is
bounded by a small constant multiple of the number of grid points plus a constant multiple
of nf-1 / 6 1log hl, where f is a given tolerance on the calculated values of s(x) and where

h is the mesh size of the fine grid. Further, the exponent -1/6 is due to the order of
the differences that are employed. An algorithm for this calculation will be described anä
discussed and sorne numerical results will be presented.

T. RIESSINGER

• Bases for Bivariate Spline Spaces

In order to eonstruct interpolation sets for bivariate splines on certain regular grids it is
necessary to construct a suitable basis of so-called cone-spline spaces. In fact, we consider

the well-known bivariate truncated power functions being supp~rted on cones, and give

a modification of these functions that allows the construction of interpolation points in

certain cones. The method ia to subdivide a given cone in suitable subcones and to
multiply truncated power functions by polynomial factors depending on the considered
subcone.

9



R. SCHABACK

A Multi-Parameter Algorithm for Nonlinear Discrete L 2 Approximation

To solve Ho(x) = E~l I?(x) -+ Min! over x E lRn for smooth funetions li : lRn -+ IR in

ease of multiple loeal minima we propose to minimize H,,(Xl, ... ' x m ) = E::l 1?(Xi) +
AL:~1 IIXi - ill~, Xi E lRn

, 1 ~ i ~ m, i =~ E~1 Xi by a multistage algorithm:
1) Minimize HO(Xl, ,x m ) on lRnm

2a) Minimize H>,,(XI, , x m ) on R nm for small ). > o.
2b) Minimize H>.. (Xl, , X m ) on :Rnm for eertain strategies that adjust A to ens~re ..\ -+ 00

and Xi -+ x, 1 ~ i ~ m. •
3) Minimize H00(x), starting 80t i from 2b).
This multi-parameter algorithm has a eomputational eomplexity that is only by a fae

tor worse than the eomplexity of classieal algorithms for minimizing H00 on lRn. Several

strategies for 2b) based on work of Nottbohm and Jäger are presented. A number of eXaID

pIes with special emphasis on ra.tional approximation demonstrates the applicability of the

method. Generalizations to veetor- or matrix-valued A's and to additively decomposable

optimiza.tion problems are possible.

W. SCHEMPP

The Hexagonal Resistive Network and the Circular Approximation

The computation of the cireular approximation of the hexagonal resist~ve network can be

reduced to the very efficient algorithm with error control of the arithmetie and geomet

rie mean for computing eomplete elliptic integrals of the first and seeond kind, and the

stepwise evaluation of a three-term reeurrence relation. For computer vision and pattern
recognition, the hexagonal resisitive network has been implemented in silicon by a VLSI

retina. An extension of the hexagonal network to holographie fractals and their relation

to adaptive wavelets are ~so pointed out.

J. W. SCHMIDT

Histogram Smoothing under Constraints

In this talk we consider the problem to approximate a histogram F = {lI, ... ,In} given

on the mesh ß = {xo < Xl< ... < X n} by quadratic splines s unde~ eonstraints like
convexity, monotonicity, or positivity. For smoothing F, it is proposed to minimize the

functional

10
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Here I > 0 is a global parameter, pi > 0, ... ,Pn > 0 are loeal parameters, and h i =
Xi - Xi-I. The feasible functions 8 are assumed to be quadratic CI-splines on 6., or on
coarser meshes. In this way, we are led to quadratic programs of the partially separable

structure

n

minimize EFi(Yi-l,mi-t,Yi,mi) such that (Yi-l,mi-t,Yi,mi)T E Wi, i = 1, ... ,n,
i=1

where the variables are Yi = 8(Xi), mi = s'(xd, i = 0, ... , n. To these programs belong
duals of the same structure which have the advantage to be un~onstrained. Thus~ the
general strategy is to solve the dual programs numerically and then to return to the

constrained original program by means of an explicit formula. Some graphically illustated

examples are given.

H.-P. SEIDEL

The Curry-Schoenberg Theorem for Multivariate B-Splines

The elassieal Curry-Sehoenberg Theorem is generalized to the multivariate setting. It is

shown that every C k -continuous piecewise polynomial F of degree n over an 8.rbitrary

triangulation T = {ß(I) I I E 3} of lR:' cau be written as linear combination of the

normalized multivariate B-splines {NI} IE.1,I.\I=n over aß approp~ate knot sequence K.,
where every vertex of the given triangulation Tappears as knot of multiplicity m = n - k.

The coefficients CI,). in the resulting representation F(u) = EI,). N{(U)CI,). are given

as CI,). = II(tio,o, ... , tio,).o-l, ... , ti.,a, ... , ti.,)..-I), where 11 is the polar form of the

restrietion FI of F to the simplex 6.(1) = [tio" .. ' ti.]~

e J. STÖCKLER

Multivariate Wavelets

The general eoncept of multivariate wavelets is described with emphasis on the construetion

procedure. Certain symbol matrices are useful to identify special properties of a wavelet

basis, for example symmetry and the order of vanishing moments. An expliCit construetion
of eompact1y supported symmetrie wavelets based on the multiresolution analysis' of box
splines in any dimension is given.

11



C. R. TRAAS

Construction of Monotone Extensions to Boundary Functions

Let be given monotonically increasing smooth univariate functions along the edges of the

unit square such, that the functions have the same values in common points, the point
(0,0) takes the global minimum and the point (1,1) the global maximum. The problem is
to construct a Cl extension of these boundary functions to the interior of the square such

that the resulting function F(z, y) is monotone, in the sense that 8F/8x > 0" 8F/8y > 0
for every point in the square. (Of course the boundary functions must be compatible with
such F). It has been shown (Micchelli, Dahmen and deVore) that no linear method exists.
for constructing F. A nonlinear method is presented which defines F in terms of a set of

level lines, each of which is represented as a cubic Bezier curve. Considering a sequence

of these levellines, from the point (0,0) up to the point (1, 1), the controlpoints bo and b3

shift along the edges of the square, and bt and b2 along certain adopted trajectories inside

the square. These internal trajectories contain kinks in order to assure the Cl property of

F. The kinks compensate for the shifting of bo and b3 around the corners (1,0) and (0,1),
respectively.

F. I. UTRERAS

Convergence Rates for Smoothing with Radial Basis Functions

We consider the problem of smoothing of noisy data coming from evaluations of a "smooth"

function f in the d-dimensional spare, using radial basis functions. To do this, we study in
detail the structure of the semi-Hilbert spaces that provide a variational characterization
of the radial basis functions interpolation and smoothing. For the case of basis functions

coming from semi-elliptic pseudo-differential operators, we prove that the spaces involved

are indeed Besov spaces of the appropiate order. Moreover, we obtain that if tbe errors.
are random variables with zero mean i.i.d., tbe error can be given by

2 .e..:.!!E[I! - Sh,n,>..ls,o] = O(n- ,,+d ),

where IJ is the order of the operator, h is the radial function, n is the number of data

points, A* is the optimal smoothing parameter and Sh,n,>. is the smoothing spline defined
with h, attaining thus the same convergence rates as those given by the author in the case

of thin plate splines of fr~tional order.

12
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G. WAHBA

Analysis of Variance in Function Spaces

Let 1-{ be a reprodueing kernel Hilbert space of real-valued functions on T = ®~=l T(o).

Let Vi = I(tPl(i), ... , tPd(i» + Ei, i = 1, ... , n where the Ei are independent zero mean
random variables with common (possibly unknown) varianee. Given an averaging op-

.erator Ea on continuous functions on 7(0'), that is tol = J f(x a ) dJJo, where dJJo: is a

probability measure, and assuming that Ila, Co, f E 11. where Oa, is the product over any

subset {al} of al, ... , ad, is in 'H, then we have the ANOVA decomposition of f E 11.
as 1 = JJ + L:a fo(x o) + L:a<ß faß + ... + fl.2 ...d resulting from the decomposition

I = rr~(Eor + (I - Eo »). Here JJ = n:tof, fo = (I - t"o)Ilp;tort"ßf,
fap = (I - &0)(1 - Ep)n~OtP &..,1, etc. If 1{ is the tensor product 1l = ® 'Her, the

above decomposition is orthogonal. We discuss methods and computer programs for fit

ting smoothing generalized splines given the Yi in subspaces corresponding to the first few
terms of the ANOVA decomposition.

G. WALZ

Recursion schemes and B-Splines

In many branches of numerical analysis there appear linear transformations of the form

T: = E~~: a~•.,Ti, where {Ti} is a given sequence of numbers or vectors, and {at,,} is
a set of prescribed coeffieients. A special ease of such transformations are the so-called
triangular reeur.,ion .,eherne., of the type

m= 1, ... ,k

with Tf := Ti. In our talk we analyse several properties of recursion schemes of this form

and illustrate them by means of the reeursion formula for polynomial B-splines, which is

of the type under consideration. The results on which this talk is based on were worked
out jointly with C. Brezinski (LilIe).
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 52/1991

Statistik stochastischer Prozesse

1.12. bis 7.12.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von H. R. Lerche (Freiburg) und M. Woodroofe

(Ann Arbor) statt. Hauptthemen der Tagung waren

a) Change- Point- Probleme,

b) Sequentialstatistik,

c) asymptotische Inferenz.

Daneben gab ,es eine Vielzahl von Einzelthemen. Bemerkenswert war, daß es weniger

Vorträge zur Survivalanalysis als zu räumlichen Punktprozessen gab, obwohl dies an
ders geplant war. Eine interessante Verbindung zwischen beiden Gebieten stellte R.

Gill in seinem Vortrag her.

An der Tagung nahmen insgesamt 48 Wissenschaftler aus 14 Ländern teil.
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Vortragsauszüge

G. ALSMEYER:

- 2-

Blackwell' s renewal theore~ for a dass of generalized randorn walks

Blackwell's renewal theorem is discussed for a class of generalized randorn walks

whose increments need neither be independent nor stationary. Their intrinsic proper

ty is that the conditional increment distribution functions are bounded from below

and above by integrable distribution functions. We introduce certain drift constants

which then lead to bounds for the renewal measure of the considered random waIk.

Under further regularity' assumptions, n~tably minorization conditions inspired by

similar ones arising in the theory of Harris chains and Markov random walks, Black

wellrg renewal theorem can be extended.

O. E. BARNDORFF- NIELSEN :

Parametrie modelling of turbulence

Some steps are taken towards a pararnetric statist~cal model for the velocity and ve

locity derivative fields in stationary turbulence, building on tbe background of exist

ing theoretical and empirical, knowledge of such fields. While the ultimate goal is a

model for tbe three- 'dimensional velocity components, and hence for the corresponding

velocity derivatives, we concentrate here on the streamwise velocity cornponent. Dis

crete and continuous time stochastic processes of the first- order autoregressive type

and with one- dimensional marginals baving log-linear tails are constructed and com

pared with two large data- sets. It" turns out that 'a fifst- order autoregression that fits

the Ioeal correlation structure weIl is not eapable of describing the correlations over

longer ranges. A good fit locally as weH 3.'3 at longer ranges is aehieved by using a •

process that is the surn of two independent autoregressions. We study this type of

model in some detail. We also consider a model derived from the above-- mentioned

autoregressions and with dependence structure on the borderline to long- range de

pendence. This model is obtained by means of a general method for construction of

processes with long- range dependence.

M. BEIBEL :

Baye; problems in change- point models for Brownian motion

Ritov (1990) introduced randorn change points in a discrete time model which depend
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on the observations before v. Ritov's construction is related with the cusum proce

dures. We presen~ a. continuous time version of this approach. We consider a BrowIr

ian motion process Wand a randomized stopping time v of W. Before v, W

had drift 0, after v, W has drift ~. 11 is Junknown and ~ is known. Using Girs&

nov's formula we obtain a 'probability measure under which Wt - ~t - v)+ is a

standard Brownian motion. We construct a special dass of priors under which the

posterior probability 1rt , that a change has taken place up to time t given tbe ob

servation W up to time t, is an isotonic function of a cusum statistic. We study

the Bayes problems for these priors and the loss structure of Ritov. The main idea, to
* * *. .

prove that a p exists and that T = inf{ tl 'rr t ~ p } is a Bayes solution, is to find

a function g with a unique minimum such that the expected lass is equal Eg(1rT )

for all bounded stopping times T.

H. E. DANIELS :

Nearly exact saddleooint approximations

The saddlepoint approximations to densities or tail probabilities are often remarkably

accurate for quite small sampie size over the whole range of the variable. A few. uex

act 11 cases are known but otherwise there is so far no theoretical explanation for the

phenomenon. In this talk a family of distributions which is essentially a.Q infinite roll

volution of Gamma variables is found to have nearly exact saddlepoint approximation

in the sense that even for a single observation the density f(x) and distribution fune

tion F(x) are reproduced with small errar over the whole range of the variable by

f(x) and F(x). It is stated that for a subclass of such distributions t.he relative er

ror of f(x) is bounded by el/Ci = 1,0844. From numerical examples, renormaliza

tion would probably reduce the relative error by about half, but this has not been

• proved.

H. DINGES:

Thesmall sarople version of the large deviation principle (LDP) applied to first crosg.

ing oi curved boundaries

Let {5t : t > O} be.a proceßS with independent stationary increments, upward cont'in

nous with a Gaussian component. The process is observed until the time TC when it

first hits the boundary of (Le. it first leaves) C = {(t,x) : x $ f(t)} where f(·) ia

smoothly concave. The continuatioD set C is more coDveniently described by t(lI) ,
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the solution of 11 =~. We study the slope y C= f(~C) , at which the process
T

leaves C under all the hypotheses generated by tilting from the original.

ß(",v) = P,,(Vc ~ v) is the probabiÜty that the hypothesis of a small drift is reject

00. We are interested in a good small sampie approximation of this power function.

(Approximation = a· clever asymptotic (€ -+ 0) + hope, that it works for € = 1..)

Our asymptotic is {tc: € -+ O} , Le. enlarging C by homothetic expansion. Small

sampie means ß€('ß,II) ~ 0,025 or. ~ 0,97.5. It is convenient to study the transform-

00 power function A(ß€(iJ,v)) where A(p) = ~[4>-1(p)]2 (the name "probabilistic loga- .:

rithm tl sooms suitable for this import~t elementary function).

THEOR~M There exist functions Mo(!1,v),M1(t1,v),... such that

A(ß€({),II» = ~(II)[K(II) - "11 + ~(t1)] + Mo(d,lI) + €M 1(t1,lI) + Q(€2) uniformly for

11_ < 11 < V+ and K'(II_) < rD< K'(11+). These functions cau (by the method of La
place) be computed explicitly from the given

~(") = t1n[Eexp("St)] , K(II) = sup{{)I1- ~(t1)r

ß~(I1,II) = (>[(±J2~~M(I1,II) + Mo(l1,II) + O(~)]

In the critical region "ß ~ 0,025 or ß = 0,975" the correction Mo(",li) to the

classical large deviation' approximation yields the additional factor exp(MO(t1,II»,
which is independent of €.

R. nÖHLER:

The Blackwell space as a basic assumption for continuous- time soouential analysis

Let ~t = 0' (Xs;s $ t) , t ~ 0 , be the natural filtration of a right- continuous random

process X = (Xt ) which is supposed to be defined on a Blackwell space (0,21). For .•

any stopping time T, the sigma-field iJ
T

= {A ( 0 ; An {T :5 t } E iJt \'t ~ O} is

then equal to a(XTAt ; t ~ 0). After introducing a more general past, this result can

be extended to arbitrary random times.

K. DZHAPARIDZE :

Evaiuating the brackets of a semimartingale via its periodogram

The following theorem holds.

Theorem. Let Xt be a P- semimartingale. Then for a fixed T > 0
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where

IrC.I;X) = IJ:eUtdXt12

is the periodogram of Xt ' and [Xl the usual quadratic variation process.

(Joint work with P. Spreij, VU Amsterdam)

P. GAENSSLER :

On a Mean Glivenko- Cantelli result for certain set- indexed processes

This paper presents a Mean Glivenko- Cantelli result for set- indexed processes

Sn = (SnCC))CEC given by SnCC):= j:S;!Cn)lCCf/j)(nj , C E C, where f/j' j EIN, are

independent and identically distributed random elements in an arbitrary sampIe space

X = (X,X) ,where Ce X is a Vapnik- Chervonenkis class of sets in X, and where

(enj)l~j~j(n),nEIN is a triangular array of rowwise independent hut not necessarily

identically distributed real- valued random variables such that the whole array is inde

pendent of the sequence (1Jj)jEIN. Assuming G to be countable (for simplicity) it is

shown that nnder a certain moment condition on the en/s

(*) I i mE{ s up ISn(C) - EXS (C» I) = 0 .
n-iCl) CEG n

In the LLd. case (that is, when (nj = jCnf \ for some Li.d. sequence «(j)jEIN with

j(n) -+ CD as n -+ Cl» it turns out that (*) holds true whenever EX ei) < 00 ; whether

the lat ter can be weakened to assuming only the existence of first moments, is still an

• open problem.

(Joint work with K. Ziegler)

R. D. GILL:

Estimating the point- event distribution of a stationary point process observed

through a bounded window

There is a clear analogy between estimating the survival function based on randomly

censored lifetimes and estimating the point- event distribution function for a station

ary pOint process based on observing the process through a bounded window. Dis

tances are censored by the distance to the boundary of the window. The analogy is
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explored and a generalized KapIan- Meier estimator shown to have interesting proper

ties.

(Joint work with A. I. Baddeley, Amsterdam)

P. GREENWOOD:

Estimating the minimum Kullback- Leibler distanee funetional

A stochastic process X is observed on a time interval [O,t]. It is presumed that the

law of the process belongs to a family of probability measures {P",i) E S} , but in fact •

the Iaw of X is P, not beionging to this famiIy. We ask how weIl the maximum

likelihood estimator, d,estimates '" E e where the Kullback- Leibier distance from P

to the family {P!1} is rninimized as t -t co. We eonstruct a Ioeal model around P

whieh has the ,Ioeal asymptotic normality property at P and such that the Kullback-

Leibier functional is differentiable at P. The eonvolution theorem gives an efficieney

bound. We compute this bound and compare it with the limiting varianee of the

normalized ~. We find that d is not, in general, effident as an estimator of K..

(Joint work with W. Wefelmeyer)

J. HARDWICK :

Advantages of adaptive allocation

We study exaet solutions to anallocation problem with ethieal cost. Suppose patients

enter a trial sequentially and are. alloeated to one of two treatments - Tl or T2 .

Patient outcomes are modeled so Xi N B (I,P1) if Tl or Yi N B(I,P2) if T2;

i = 1,2,... The problem is to test the hypothesis Ho:P2- PI> 0 vs. H1:P2 - PI< 0 •

with maximal power (MP) while ineurring as few faHures as possible during a trial of

length n. It is knowD that A) optimal power may be achieved using an equal alloca-

tiOD strategy, and B) the rule giving the fewest expected failures (E(F)) is given by

the solution to the Bernoulli two- armed bandit with finite horizon and uniform dis-

count sequence. In principIe, such rules can be computed using dynamic programm-

ing. However, until recently, this has not been feasible. Furthermore, such allocation

rules induce a significant loss in power. The major eontribution here is the develop-

ment of a new type of rule which retains MP but offers the fewest E(F)'s of any other

rule in this class. The eomputational work required to produee this rule is similar to

that needed to solve the bandit problem. Currently we are able to provide all of these

rules, along with their charaeteristics for sampies of size 500 to 1000.
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R. HÖPFNER:

Asyrnptotic inference for Markov step orocesses: observation up to a randorn time

Consider a Markov step process whose generator depends on an unknown one- dimen

sional parameter iJ. Under a "homogenity" "assumption concerning the family of in

formation processes °11 , 11 E e, ·which does not require exact knowledge of the asym

ptotics of Ud under Pd' there is an increasing sequence of stopping times Um such

that, observing X continuously over [0,Um] , the sequence of resulting statistical

models is LAN as m -+ 00 , at every point iJ E f), with loeal scale which does not d~

pend on ".

M. HUSKOVA:

Change point problems - a nonpararnetrie approach

Consider the following regression model:

Xi = Ei(~ + @{i > m}) + ei ' i = 1,... ,D,
wher~ ci = (cil ,... ,eip)' , i = 1,... ,D , are known regression vectors, §>o'~ *° and m

are unknown parameters, el'... ,en are i.i.d. randorn variables, ei is distributed ae

cording to a distribution fulfilling certain regularity conditions and unknown other

wise.

For the testing problem Ho: m = n against H1: 1 ~ m < n· the test procedures

based on M-estimators §k(~) = §k(~,Xl' ... ,Xk) , M- residuals ~(Xk - Ek~n(~)) and

M- recursive residuals ~(Xk - ~k§k-l (~)) , k = p+l, ... ,D , were discussed. The con-

sidered test statistics are, in fact, modifications of the likelihood ratio test statistics,

CUSUM and MOSUM tests developed for the case when errors are distributed
2N(O,a ) .

Itappears that the limit distributions (under Ho) of the proposed test statisties coin

eides with the respective procedures for the normally distributed errors and

~(x) = x , x E fR •

The presented results are published in the author's papers: Asymptotics for robust

MOSUM (CMDC, 31, 1990, 345- 356); Same asymptotic results for robust procedures

for testing constancy of regression modelover time (Kybernetika, 26, 1990, 392- 403).

J. JACOD:

Random sampling in estimation for diffusion processes

We consider a parametric model based on the observation of a diffusion process (of
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dimension d, with non- degenerate diffusion coefficient) on the time interval [0,1],
wbere tbe diffusion coefficient depends on "the parameter. We are allowed to observe

the process at n sampling times, and we are looking for the best sampling proce

dures, asymptotically, as n goes to infini ty.
Sampling at deterministic times give the LAMN property with some variance bound

depending on some function 1(E),x), of the form J1(e,Xt)~(dx) ,where ~ depends
on the sampling procedure, and a lower bouud is thus M(8) = SUPt1(f),xt). We con

sider the random sampling (Le. tbe i- th time T(n,i) depends on the previous observ-

ed values XT(n,l),.",XT(n,i-l))' We still find the same bound M(E» and exhibit a
particular procedure achieving this bound simultaneously for all E>.

A. JANSSEN :

Goodness of fi t tests of Renyi type

In this talk the power of two sampIe goodness of fit tests of Renyi type (in the sense

of Gill) is considered. As motivation let us consider the following example coming

from survival analysis. Suppose that we have a preference for a proportional hazard

rate model. Tben usually the log rank (Savage) test will be applied. However, this

test does not detect crossing hazards. If we are not sure that tbe model is true it

might be convenient to substitute the log rank test by a consistent goodness of fit
test. In this context we propose a Renyi type goodness of fit test which has much the

same good property for proportional bazards as the log rank test. For these tests the

following results are obtained:

(a) Consistency, (b) asymptotic admissibility, (c) the asymptotie power funetion un

der Iocal alternatives, (d) a spectral decomposition of the curvature of the power .funet

tttttion.

In addition we adjust Renyi tests at given principal directions of alternatives.

(Joint work with H. Milbrodt)

P. JEGANATHAN:

Asymptotic expansions in functional limit theorems arising in regression models in

volving integrated proeesses

In many regression models such as autoregressive models with unit roots, the limiting

distribution of various estimators and the statistics involve distributions of function

als of Brownian motions. We present a method of obtaining asymptotic expansions

for the distributions of statistics involved. Tbe method used is different from the me-

•

•
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thod of characteristic funetions, which we do not know how to .employ in the present

context. The leading term of the expansion eaD be taken to be either the distributioD

of the limiting functional, or the distribution obtained by replacing the original sam

pIe by the sampIe generated by normal random variabies.

J. JURECKOVA:

Regression rank scores and their apolieation in estimation and testing
. .

Regression rank scores are dual to regression quantiles of Koenker and Bassett (1978)

in the linear programming sense, but they also extend the duality of order statisties

and ranks from the location to the linear regression model. We show the asymptotic

approximation of the process of regression rank scores by the empirical process as weH

by the process of Hajek- Sidak (1967) scores. This provides, along with the uniform

asymptotic linearity of the regression rank scores process, a basis for various tests and

estimators in the linear regression model.

. R. W. KEENER:

Fixed width interval estimation for the reciprocal drift of Brownian motion

Let b(t) , 0 ~ t < ~ denote Brownian motion with unknown positive drift lJ.. The

problem of setting a fixed width eonfidenee interval for 8= 1/~ is eonsidered. The

intervals studied are of the form [S( - ~ , S( + h] where ( is a stopping time and

S( = (/b((). Stopping times Th are derived so that these intervals have coverage

probabilities converging to a set value ß as h -+ O. This convergence is uniform for

I-L near o. Asymptotic optimality is also addressed.

G. KERSTING :

How much noise is sufficient to disturb a dynamical system?

Consider the diffusion (Xt) in IR d , which satisfies the Ito- equation

dXt = b(Xt)dt + CI (Xt)dWt' as a random disturbance of the dynamical system

dy = b(y)dt. When do both systems show substantially different long- term behav

iour? In tbe talk we will show that this question is closely connected to the problem

of existence of global harmonie coordinates u on (R d, such that

Iu(x) - x I = o( Ix r) ,as rx I -+ 00. By harmonie coordinates we mean a bijection

u: IR d
-+ [Rd such that Lu =0, where L is the infinitesimal generator of the diffu-
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sion. Furthermore we discuss the question of existence of harmonie coordinates.

U. KÜCHLER:

Some one- dimensional diffusions and related exponential families

There are different ways to define exponential families of stoehastic processes. One

can demand a) that tbe last observation is a sufficient statistie, b) that the one- di-

mensional distributions form an exponential family for every fixed t > 0 , c) the log- •

likelihood funct ion is of the form ·1( 't1) TBt - ~t(d). All these properties are equiva-

Ient in the case of processes with independent increments, but they are not for more

general processes, e.g. for Markov processes. It will be shown that in concrete cases

(hefe diffusions on [0,(0) with elastie killing at zero) with eXJX>nential families in the

sense of a) there are connected several other exponential families: life- time distribu-

tions, hitting time distributions, exponential families of inverse Ioeal times, which

form processes with independent increments. Thus, all mentioned properties a)- c)

correspond to one another also in more general cases than the independent inere-

ments.

References: Küchler, U.: On life- time distributions of same one- dimensional diffu

sions and related exponential families, Preprint, 1991.

H. R. LERCHE:

On the influence of thc ovcrshoot on optimality in seauential testing

In the case of testing "d = 0" versus "d * 0" the influence of "the overshoot is

studied. Let 1(") = ;'/2 and ~(d) denote the standard normal density function. It

is shown that for iid. observ.ations which are distributed according to anormal •

N(",1) , the minimal Bayes risk
co

* * J *R(Te) = 1Po(Tc < (0) + (1- 1)C l(d)E"Tc~(")d{)

-00

differs from that of Brownian motion by a term K·e as c -i o. Tbe constant K can

be stated explicitly in terms of the overshoot distribution.

G. LORDEN:

A flexible method for constructing exact multistage hypothesis tests for the drift of a

Wiener proeess

Suppose that one observes {S(t),t > O} , a Wiener process with drift d and variance
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one per unit tinle. Based llIX>n times of observation t1 < t2 < ... in a multi- stage

sampling scheme, i t is desired to test hypotheses about ,,- e.g. ,,= -1 vs. ,,= 1 .

In the latter case, if P:l:l (error) = 0: is specified and a weight function J(.) is given,

we wish to minimize the ,\- mixture of ASNJ's - that is ~A( 11i)E11.tN ' where ,\ is
I I

symmetrical about zero. The method calls for stopping at tn to reject rJ = 1 if, let-

ting 6t = to - tn- 1 and 65 = 5(to) - 8(to_1) ,

~()[6S- t1i6t] J
n
_1( 'l1

i
) ~ B

n
_1~[6S- 6t]

I {il {it

(and a similar condition to reject t1 = -1), where for k = 1,2, ...

Jle(d) = .A(t1)exp(t?S(tk) - ~;tk) (normalized to E'\k(rJ) = 1) and
{)

Bk = '\k(I)/2o:'\(I). Tbe desired error probabilities, 0: , are attained exact1y. Siriul-

lation results and generalizations appear promising.

A. V. MELNIKOV:

On some problems of regression analysis treated by seguential and recursive methods

On the base of the martingale theory a general pararnetric regression model is propos

ed. To estimate the parameter of the model it is involved a sequential modification of

the least squares estimate with such an important property as "fixed accuracy".

Another problem under consideration in the talk is to approximate ihe unique root of

the regression equation. It is shown that oue can consider the well- known -recursive

procedures of Robbins- Monro (for discrete and conti~uous time) as the strong solu

tions of a special dass of stochastic equations with respect to semimartingales.· The

asymptotic behaviour of these procedures is investigated.

U. MÜLLER-FUNK:

On the convergence of collective risks

Motivated by the task to approximate the collective risk associated with a "Iarge"

portfolio, we revisit the CLT for randorn indices (which are independ~nt of the

claims). An elementary approach based on a summation technique shows that for

real variables Tn , random indices N, N w-+ CD, (T) .J. (N ). :m mr nn rn rn

.c(b~ I(Tn- an)) ~ G , .ccbN 1 (aN - O:n)) ~ H
m m
~ .c(bN1 (TN - Cim)) n G *H

m m
As G * H is normal iff G and H are, we conclude that the asymptotic normality of
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E- 1/ 2(N )(N - E(Nm)) entails that of (properly centered and rescaled) risks~m m .

A. A. NOVIKOV :

Seguential testing of many hyootheses

Let {P~,,, E Sc Rl } , be a family of probability measures, generated by an observed

process Xt , t E {1,2,...} or t ER+ = [0,00]. We consider a testing problem for hy-

potheses: Hi'" E <1 ' 1 ~ j ~ m ~ 2 ,where <1 are disjoint sets with ~~ =~I , •

J * *
and I is an "indifference" region. We would like to find a sequential test (T ,d )

such that supP,,(d * i) :5 Qi for given 0i. At the same time it should have the
8.

J
asymptotic optimality property:

*supE,,'T' N inf SUpE"T as max Cl j -+ 0 .

" (T,d) "
We present some generalizations of results by. Pavlov 1., (1990, Th. Prob. & Appl.)

who constructed such a type of tests and proved their optimality properties under dif

ferent conditions.

eH. G. PFLUG:

On epi- convergence and argmin- convergence ofstochastic nrocesses

In stochastic optimization, one replaces a given program

11 F(x):= EtH(x,m + "'8 = min! ,where e is a random variable and "'8 = {~ ~ ~ ~
n

by the "empirical programIt 11 Fn(x):= 1 E H(x,e·) + "s = min! ,where ({.) is an
ni=l 1 1.

LLd. sequence. A natural question arises, whether arg m:inFn(x) converges to

arg minF(x). We use the setup of epi- convergence, looking at the epi- graphs of Fn

as random elosed sets and give conditions for epi- convergence in distribution. In gen

eral, arg minF(x) is a set valued random variable and the limits of arg minF(x) .

This notion is made precise by introducing the concept of asymptotic dominance of

set- valued stochastic processes.
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M. POLLAK:

Nonparametric changepoint detection

Classical sequential procedures for detecting a change in distribution are Shewhart

and Cusum procedures. These schemes are likelihood- ratio based. procedures, ana in

variably require a parametric setup. Nonparametric detection schemes are difficult to

analyze, and most schemes involve Brownian motion approximations and are geared

towards contiguous alternatives (the change is small, and there will be many observa.

tions made befof(~ a detection).

_ We will present a Iikelihood ratio approach based on ranks designed for non- conti

guous alternatives. Preliminary results indicate that the efficiency of procedures

based on this approach may be very Iarge.

H. PRUSCHA ":

Categorical time senes with interna} and externat evolution schemes

We are dealing with a time series Yt,t = 1,2,... , where the ordered categorical varia-

. ble Yt is influenced by (external) covariates Zt and by the (interna!) history

Yt-l'Yt-2"" of the process. We propose a time series model which combines the

logistic regression model (stemming fram the generalized linear model family) and the

linear OM- chain (stemming from random systems witk complete connections). To

prove the familiar asymptotic results on maximum likelihood estimation and related

test statistics NORMAN's ergodicity concept in distance diminishing models is used.

The model proposed hefe is applied to data on forest damages. The results allow to

assess the relevance of the (externat) covariable set and of the (internal) transition

mechanism w.r. to the evolution of the damage process. Further, questions of good
ness- of- fit and of residual- building are discussed.

M. SCHEUTZOW :

The PASTA- property - a martingale approach

Let (Nt)t>O be a Poisson counting process with intensity one on (0 ,~,(at),IP) and

o= To :5 i\ :5 T2 :5 ... be the sequence of jump times. We say that a stochastic

n t
process (Ht)t ~ 0 has the "PASTA- propertyll if I im!. E HT = I i fit! H ds in

n~oon i=l i ttoo 0 s
the sense that the sets where the limits exist coincide a.s. and the limits agree on that

set almost sure. The PASTA- property holds if H is predictable and bounded uni-

formly in (t,w). Using a strong law for loeal L2_ martingales by Lepingle one gets the
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CD H2
P ASTA- property nnder the weaker condition . / __s -2 ds < co a.s. for predictable

o (1+s)
H. We give three examples showing that predictability cannat be replaced by Itright-

continuous adapted 11 even in the bounded case and that the integrability condition is

not far from being optimal." Finally we indicate how the approach can be generalized

to point processes on much more general state spaces by using stochastic integration

w.r.t. compensated integer- valued measures as treated e.g. in the monograph by Ja.

cod- Shiryayev (1987).

TH. SELLKE:

How mAAY geometrie (p) sampIes does it take to see &1 tbe balls in box?

Let K
1

,K
2

,... be iid, P{K
1

= j} = p{1 - p)j-l, j = 1,2,... You have a "box with m

unpainted balls in it. You sampIe K1 A m balls without replacemen~, paint them,

and return them to the box. Let X be the number of times you have to repeat this

until a11 m balls are painted. Of interest is EX.. The approximation

fi1 fi- 1 2 k k2
q+pmEl{+ E p q m-k

EX = 1 k=l + 0[-1-]
m- 1 k k m2

1 + E m:-Tpq
k=1

is derived by comparison with the analogaus procedure in which KiA m balls are

sampled with replacement. The argument uses the Wald identity and a correction for

boundary behaviour. To check the quality of the approximation, the true value at

EX was calculated (using a recursive formula) for p = ~ and variou·s values·of m.

For p = ~ and ·m = 300 , tbe true value of EX is 939,740413, while the approxi-

mation yields 939,740401 . •

D. SIEGMUND :

Using the generalized likelihood ratio statistic for seguential detection of a chang~

point

We study sequential detection of a chang~ point based on the generalized likelihood

ratio statistic. For the special case of det~ctiug a change in anormal mean which ini

tially equals 0, the stopping rule takes the form

. . { ISn- Sk I }
T = tuf n: max 172 > b ,

O~k<n (T (n- k)
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where Sn = xl + ... + xn is the sumo of the first n observations and 0
2 = Var(xi)

is assumed to be known. Dur principal result is an asymptotic approximation for the

average run length under the assumption that na change oeeurs:

2 b, 2
E(T) IV ~exp(b /2)/[bJxlI (x)dx] (b .... co) ,

o
where v(x) is a special function arising in fluctuation theory of randorn walks with

normally distributed increnlents. Several other examples are given.

M. S0 RENSEN :

EXDQoential families of stochastic processes

A review is given of recent results about exponential families of stoehastic processes.

First it is shown that for time- homogeneous exponential families with a non- empty

kernel the canonical process has independent increments. Next exponential families of
k .

the form exp(fr At- K( 11)8t ) , tJ E e (IR ,where A and S are adapted processes and
It(d) 1s a non- random function of 11, are considered. The process S is ODe- dimen

sional and non- decreasing. The first- mentioned result· is used to show that, nnder

weak conditions, the process A is a stochastically time- transformed .Levy process.

This result provides an easy way of establishingthe validity for these curved exponen-.

tial families of results about existence of the maximum likelihood estimator, about

asymptotic likelihood theory and about proper conjugate priors which hold for classi

cal regular exponential families. Also exponential families of processes with a time

continuous likelihood function are considered. It is shown that such a family necessa

rHy has a likelihood function of the form exp(fr At - ~tr<A>td) , d E Sc IR k , where

A is a continuous Ioeal martingale. The properties of tbe processes in the family are
studied and asymptotic results about the maximum likelihood estimator are proved

by means of martingale theory.

W. STADJE:

A stochastic model for a researcher's problem

We consider the prohlenl of a researcher who successively uses some random mecha

niSID to select topics to work on far certain time periods, where a random non- inereas
ing output rate is associated to each topic. The objective is to find astrategy, i.e., a

sequence of stopping times (sojourn times for the topics) so as to maxi~ze the long

run average expected yield per unit time. If the chosen topics form an lID sequence, a

stationary, consisting of independent replications of a certain threshold stopping time,
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is optimal. This strategy however requires a complete knowledge of the underlying

probability distributions. As an alternative, we suggest a non- stationary strategy

which is defined in terms of the observable development of tbe research process. It is

shown that this strategy is also optimal in the sense that it achieves the maximum

long- run average expected yield almost surely.

v. T. STEFANOV :

Noncurved exponential families associated with observations of finite- state Markov

chains

We show that for each ergodic and homogeneous finite- state Markov chain with ei

ther discrete or continuous time- parameter ,there are stopping times which have the

property that they reduce tbe corresponding curved exponential families to noncurved

exponential ones. It turns out that simple and weH known stopping times possess this

property. Examples are:

a) the first time the number of transitions from a fixed state to another (or the same)

fixed state reaches a preassigned level,

b) the first time the sojourn time at a fixed state reaches a preassigned level,

c) the first time the number of runs of a fixed state reaches a preassigned level.

Also, as straigbtforward applications of tbe results in tbis paper one gets classicaJ re

sults for the Markov chains; e.g. tbe well- known regeneration property for tbe corre

sponding sequences of the above mentioned stopping times.

J. STEINEBACH :

PontQgram asymptotics

Consider a generalized renewal counting .process {N(t):t ~ O}, Le.

N(t) = max{n ~ 0: 5
0

,51' ... ,Sn $ t} , t ;::: 0 , where the Sn denote the partial sums

of an i.i.d. sequence {Xi:i ~ I}, SO = 0 ,with EX! = ~ > 0 ,

o< Var(X1) = 0
2 < CD. In order to re- analyze the "Land's end data" set, D.G. and

W.S. Kendall (1980) suggested to use Poisson pontograms {Kn(t). 0 :5 t :5 I} ,

wbere Kn(t) = n- 1/ 2{N(nt) - tN(n)} ,0:5 t :5 1 ,

for testing on an f1early decrease (or change)" of the intensity parameter of tbe prer
cess. Tbe Kendall- Kendall asymptotic test is based upon an extreme value asympto

tic of {Kn(t)} towards an Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process.

Extensions of this work to general renewal processes have been studied by Huse

•

•
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(1988), Eastwood (1990), and Eastwood & Steinebach (1991). Here we suggest to sttr

dy increments of the counting process rather than the process itself in order to detect

"early changes" of the inteusity. Three different limit theorems are presented for the

test statistics

M(I) = sup h- 1/ 2{N(t+h) - N(t) - h (N(n)/n)} ,
n O<t<T n n n

- - n

M(2) = s up h-·1/ 2IN(t+h} - N(t) - h (N(n)/n) I ,
n O<t<T n. n n

- - n
oorresponding to the conditions Tn/hn ~ 0 , Tn/hn ~ c > 0 ,and Tn/hn ~ CX) (as

n ~ co), where {hn} ,{Tn} are certain sequences of positive real numbers.

W. STUTE:

Integrated U- statistic processes: A martingale approach

For i.i.d. data Xl' ... ,Xn and a kernel h, the integrated U- statistic process is de

fined as
1

Un(u,v) = 0(0-1} .E. h{Xi'XJ.}l{X.<u X.<v} .
l:5I*J:5n 1- , J-

Variants of these processes occur, e.g., in the representation of the product-limit esti

mator of a lifetime distribution for censored/truncated data or in trimmed U- stati&

tics. We derive an almost sure representation of Un · under wea.k moment assump

tions on h. Proofs rely on a proper decomposition of the reinainder term into strang

two- parameter martingales.

O.VOROBEV:

Random finite sets and the set- summation theory

An introduction to random finite sets (RFS) and RFS- processes is given. Tbe aver

age measure set of RFSs and random spread processes are introduced. Several formu

las of the set sununation theory are stated. This theory generalizes the classical re

sults about Möbius functions.

H. WALK:

Estimat~ in stochastic aporoxiJnation processes in view of asymptotic optimality

The Robbins- Monro procedure for recursive estimation of a zero- point " of a regres

sion function f with existence of Df( 11) = : A , related algorithrns of Lai- Rabbins,
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Ruppert- Polyak, Frees- Ruppert, and the Widrow algorithm concerning the linear

equation Ax - b = 0 are considered in IR m or ~ ,where speC' A c {Z E (;re Z> O} .

For the latter an adptive algorithm with gains Bn/n, where Bn with Bn -t A- 1

a.s. is recursively defined in an analogous' manner, yields estimates satisfying a fune

tional CLT with convergence order 1/.;0 and - as to the trace - optimal limit eovari

allee A- 1S(A-1), =: K t (8 limit covariance of errors). For the Ruppert- Polyakop
algorithm a sequential estimate of Kopt is given. Further it is shown that, under

regularity conditiollS, weighted means BnXn+ 1 + {1- Bn)Xn (Xn arithmetic mean)

for a Robbins- Monro process (Xn) with gains ~l/n also lead to asymptotica.lly·op

timal covariance if Bn p-t A- 1 ; recursive least squares estimates Bn (-t A- 1 a.s.)

with

Bn+1 := Bn - lo~ n[Bn{Yn - Yn)(Xn - Xn)' - (Xn - Xn)(Xn - Xn)']

(c > 0 ; Yn = f(Xn) + error) are proposed.

W. WEFELMEYER :

•

An optimality property of the maximum likelihood estimator in missoecified models

Suppose we observe a stochastic process, and we have specified a parametrie model for

its predictable characteristics. What can we say about the maximum likelihood esti- .

mator if the model is misspecified? We present three results.

1. We introduce a (random) distance between the true characteristics of the process

and the characteristics in the parametrie model. For this distance, the maximum

likelihood estimator can be interpreted as a minimum distance estimator. For proces

ses with independent increlnents, the distance is the Kullback- Leibter distance.

2. We determine the asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator as •
an estimator of the (randonl) minimum distance functional.

3. We obtain an asymptotic variance bound for regular estimators of the minimum

distance functiollal. The nlaxinlum likelihood estimator turns out to be efficient.

The results are valid for seillinlartingale models. To simplify the presentation, we re

strict attention to counting processes.

(Joint work with P. Greenwood)
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H. v. WEIZSÄCKER :

Consistency versus existence of "perfect" estinlators

IN
Let {p"lt1E[O,l] be the faInily of Bernoulli ~easures on {O,l} . It is shown that a

slight perturbation {P1?} of t-his family exists such that

a) The relative nUlllber Tu of 1 - s in the first n digits still ~s "oonsistent in pro

bability", Le.

Pt1{ ITn - "r > c:} n:;o;-+ °e for all E > 0 , -0 E [0,1) .
b) There is DO Borel map T: {O,l}lN ~ [0,1] such that

pt1{T = t1} = 1

for all ().

(Joint work with R.D. Mauldin: Ann. of Prob. 1991)

J. WELLNER:

Multiplier CLT's and alternative bootstraps

~ = Mn N Multinomialn
When

A general exchangeably weighted "bootstrap ll can be described as folIows: Let

Xl,~···,Xn be iid P on (A,2L) with empirical measure IP n . Let

~ = (Wnl ,... ,Wnn) be"a randorn weight vector satisfying

A.l ~ is exchangeable far each n,

11

A.2 W . > °,E W . = n .
DI- i III

Then for fixed Xl (w), ... ,Xn(w) the general exchangeably weighted bootstrap empiri-

w 1 n
_ cal measure is IP n = ii ~ WniOx. (w) .
• 1 1

(n,(~, ...,~» ,11': is Efron's bootstrap. When ~ = (Yl""'Yn)/Yn with Yl'Y2,...

iid nonegative, IP~ is an "iid weighted" bootstrap, and, in particular, if the Y's are

exponential (1), IP W is Rubin's "Bayesian bootstrap" . Many other bootstrap resam-n
pling schemes are also included in this formulation.

To validate tbe general exchangeably weighted bootstrap aymptotically, suppose that

the weights also satisfy

A.3 lim, linl sup IIW .1[W· 11 21 = 0, and
A~ n-+oo _nl ni~A] ,

AA kE~(Wni - 1)2 "'pc
2

where 11 YIl2,1:= J~v'P(lYI > t)dt < co .
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Then2P(F ) < CD •

The following theorem of Jens Praestgaard generalizes results of Gine and Zinn for

Efron's bootstrap:

Theorem 1 Suppose that 3" (L2(P) satisfies fE M(P) (measurability), W n sati&

fies A.l - A.4.

A. If 3' E eLT(p) and P(F2) < co ,then {ri(IP: - 11':) ~ cGp pco
_a.s.

B. H ~ E CLT(P), then Jii(IP; - IP~) ~ cGp in poo_prob in fO(a-)

The methods used to prove this theorenl yield tbe following result for Efron's boot

strap with bootstrap sampie size m * n . Let 11'~,n:= rkE~Mni6xi(W) where

Mn IV Multinomialn (m,(k,···,~») .

Theorem 2 Suppose that fE M(P) , fE CLT(P) and

Jiii(1P E - IP w) ~ Gp as mAn ~ 00 pOO_ a.s.
m,n n

M. WOODROOFE :

A penalized maximum likelihood estimate of f(O±) when f is non increasing

The problem of estilnating the value at 0+ of a non increasing density f (on (0,00))
is considered. It is shown by example that the problem is interesting, and notOO that

tbe non parametrie maximum likelihood estimator is inconsistent. A penalized maxi

mum likelihood estimator is derived as an alternative, and its properties studied

through simulations and asymptotic analysis. In particular, the penalized maximum

likelihood estimator is shown to be consistent.

Q. YAO:

Tests for change- points with epidemie alternatives

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the tests to detect an epidemie alternative in

the mean value of a sequence of independent normal variables. Various test statistics,

such as the likelihood ratio, the score-like statistic, the Levin & Kline's statistic, the

semi-likelihood ratio, and the recursive residu~l, are studied. The targe deviation ap

proximations to the significance levels and powers are developed by integrating ap

proximations for conditional boundary crossing probabilities. Some results of MOllte

Carlo experiments confirm the accuracy of these approximations. A numerical com

parison of different tests is Inade.

Berichterstat ter: H. R. Lerche
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 53/1991

Stochastic Geometry, Geometrie Statistics, Stereology

8.12. bis 14.12.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R.E. Miles "(Queenbeyan), E.B. Vedel Jensen

(Aarhus) und W. Weil (Karlsruhe) statt. Sie hatte 42 Teilnehmer, die alle einen

Vortrag hielten. Gegenüber früheren Veranstaltungen über das gleiche Thema fiel

diesmal das große Interesse an der Ta~ auf, das dazu führte, daß eine Reihe von

Interessenten nicht eingeladen werden konnte,

Die Vorträge beschäftigten sich fast ausschließlich mit aktuellen Forschungs

ergebnissen' und dokumentierten die ganze Breite der drei Gebiete Stochastische

Geometrie, Geometrische Statistik und Stereologie. Dabei wurden auch benachbarte

Gebiete wie <;lie Integralgeometrie oder die Geometrie der Fraktale gestreift.

Erwähnenswert ist, daß diesmal verstärkt Vorträge aus dem Bereich Stereologie

gehalten·'wurden, die direkt Anwendungen in der Medizin und den Materialwissen

schaften betrafen.

Der internationale Teilnehmerkreis unterstreicht die wachsende Bedeutung,

die der Stochastischen Geometrie und ihren Anwendungsgebieten zukommt.

Vortragsauszüge

R.V. Ambartzumian:

Measure generation in tbe space Qf lines in R3

In the book by the author "Combinatorial Integral Geometry" (Wiley, 1982) several

functionals have been proposed which under certain conditions admit continuation to

measures in tbe spaces of byperplanes in Rn. Some cf these ideas can be also applied

to construction of measures in tbe spaces of flats less than n-l in dimension. The
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paper presents a number of theorems concerning the case of lines in R 3
. As a corol

lary the following result is obtained:

To any linearly additive smooth metric in R3 corresponds a measure in the

space of lines in R3 whose image under the map

line -+ point of its intersection with a plane

on each plane generates a measure on the same plane born by the restrietion of the

original metric to tbe plane in question.

A.J. Baddeley:

Hausdorff metric for capacities

We gener~se tbe Hausdorff metric to spaces of capacities (increasing, outer -regular

set functions mapping tbe empty set to zero) and verify that it generates the

appropriate topologies (sup-vague and sup-weak). Under natural identifications it

coincides with tbe Hausdorff metric .for. compact sets, the Uvy-Proborov metric for

weak convergence of probability measures, and a quantity used in defining

Skohoro<Ps M
2

topology for D[O,l].

Applications to stocbastic geometry are sketched.

I. Bäräny:

Approximation Qy random polytopes

Given a convex compact body K c R d with val K = 1, the random polytope K is de-
n

fined as the convex hull of n points cbosen randomly, independently, and uniformly

from K. For large n, K
n

approximates K with high probability. We measure this ap

proximation by the expectation of the volume of K \ K
n

' which we denote by

E(K,n). When d = 2 and n = 3, Blaschke proved that

E(~2)3) ~ E(K,3) ~ E(IT,3)

where ~2 and If are the triangle and tbe ball (of area 1), resp. The right hand

inequality'was extended by Groemer to any d and ß, hut the conjecture E(Lld,n) ~

E(K,n) is open. We prove that

lim in! E( K,n) >1 + _l_
n ECLl d ,n) - d+1

unless K is a simplex. The proof is based on tbe following asymptotic formula. If P c
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R cl is a convex polytope witb volume one, tben

E(P,n) = TI?} (log n)d-l (1 + 0(1))
(d+1) cl -1 ( d-1)! n

where T(P) stands for tbe number of towers of P, Le., the number of chains Fo C F
1

C

F
2

C ... C Fcl-I where F i is an i-dimensional face of P.

(Joint work with C. Buchta)

v. Benes:

Anisotropy in systems Qf particles

The lecture presents some ideas eoncerning the use of marked point processes in the

modelling of anisotropie partiele structures. It ineludes processes of ellipsoidal marks

[M~ller, 1988; Benes, 1989a], simultaneous distribution of anisotropy of particle

orientation and of spatial dispersion [Benes, 1989b]. Anisotropie segment processes

are recently investigated from the point of view of weighted mark eorrelation analysis

and nearest neighbour orientation analysis [Stoyan, 1990; Stoyan and Benes, 1991].

Benes V. [1989a] Acta Stereo!., 8/2,701.

Benes V. [1989b] Geobild '89, ed. Hübler A. et al., Akademie-Ver!. Berlin, 135.

Mtlller J. [1988] J. Appl. Probab., 25, 332.

Stoyan D. [1990] Statistics, 3, 449.

Stoyan D., Benes V. [1991] J. Mieroseopy, to appear.

A. Cabo:

Convex hulls II
See P. "Groeneboom.

R. Coleman:

Vertieal seetions

The deeomposition of the invariant random (IR) measure for lines in R
3

into an IR
measure for lines in a horizontal plane and a sina-weighted IR measure in tbe

vertical plane is demonstrated. (a is tbe latitude of the line witb respeet to, the

horizontal.) This gives a procedure for tbe stereological sampling by IR lines

(Baddeley, Oberwolfacb 1983).
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If a speeimen is within a sphere, then an IR line section of the sphere which

intersects the specimen is IR within the speeimen. We can therefore restrict our

considerations to spheres. The projection of an IR line section of a sphere gives a line

in the horizontal plane which is from a length -weighted density. This apparently

contradiets the decomposition result.

R. Cowan:

Topological aspects 2f cell divisions _

We postulate an imaginary organism which grows in a monolayer on a planar medi- ..

um. It starts from one cell which has a eonvex polygonal shape with k sides. The cell

divides by connecting two sides by a division line. In the 'wild-typel, each of the <:)
choices is equally likely. After tbe first division, tbe two polygonal daughter cells

divide synchronously according to the same meebanism. Cell divisions proceed in this

manner with synchronous but independent divisions.

Let X
n

be tbe number of sides of a randomly chosen polygon from generation n
(the first cell is generation 0). It is easily shown that E X

n
~ 4 as n --+ 00, but most

interestingly: X - 3 dinnb. I Poisson with mean 1 . Methods of proof involve tbe
n

recognition of a multitype branehing process of eell types.

The talk also examined many variations of dividing rule, with equilibrium

distributions given in each case. These 'mutant' versions included x-philic mutants

(where a x-daughter is always created where possible), x-phobie mutants (where

x-daughters are avoided) and x-selfish mutants (where x-type eells refuse to divide

to ensure there own survival). Subtle competition between 'cliques' of cell types were

explored.

R. Cowan & V.B. Morris (1988) J. Theor. Biol. 131 33-42

R. Cowan (1989) Adv. Appl. Prob. 21 233-234 e
L.M. Cruz-Orive:

The star -volume distribution: @ application tQ duplex stainless steel

The motivation of this study was how to characterize tbe mierostructure of a two

phase material (duplex stainless steel). The non-metallic inelusions of the material

are rather anisotropie, and they can be modelled by a stationary process ~ = {1'1 of

bounded particles in R3
. (It is however suggested that only Istar-boundedness' is
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necessary.) A useful, well-known descriptive measure for ~ is its ·star volume· t\r
The ·star-volume distribution I VUu), (u E unit hemisphere) is defined by not aver

aging the relevant integrand over directions.

It is shown how to estimate VU u) from vertical sections. From the empirical

VU u), a final descriptive measure is estimated, namely the ellipsoid of inertia, with

its principal axes along the natural axes of anisotropy of ~. Steels processed in three

different ways are thereby compared, with a final interpretation diffieult to guesse before seeing the data.

An open problem is how to prediet error varianees from systematic observa

tions of a bounded funetion defined on the unit sphere - even ·on the unit circle!

(Joint work with L.M. Karlsson, S. Larsen, and F. Wainschtein)

R. Dwyer:

On the convex hulls of random balls

While the convex hcli of nd-dimensional balls in Ra is not a polytope, it does have

an underlying combinatorial structure similar to a ~lytope's. In the worst case, its

combinatorial complexity ean be of order n(nld/2 ). The thrust of this work is to

show that its complexity is typieally much smaller, and that it can therefore be

constructed more quicklyon average than in the worst case. Ta this end, three

models of random d-balls are developed, and the expected combinatorial complexity

of the convex hull of n independent random d-balls is investigated. For one model,

this expectation is 0(1) as n grows without bound. For another, it is O(n(d-l)/(3d).

The third model is analyzed only for d = 2; the expected combinatorial complexity is

0(1).
(Joint work with F. Affentranger )

W.F. Eddy:

A convex~ algorithm

Problem: Given n points in the interior of a circle, find the largest (in area) empty

convex subset. The solution set consists of ares of the circle and straight lines. Each

straight line is determined by one or t wo points. A simple variational argument

shows that for edges determined by a single point, the point must He at the midpoint
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of the edge.. An explicit construction of the solution"is given for n = 1,2,3 and for n =

2 a map is given describing the structure of the solutions. For n =4 it is shown that

the solution is a quadrilateral only for very special configurations of the points.

E. Enns:

Some nearest neighbor families

Randomly generated points in R d are connected to their nearest neighbors. These

points (called individuals) form conneeted clusters (called societies) .. If one has ne
points generated in such a way that nearest neighbors are uniquely ~efined, tben let:

Mn = tbe number ofsocieties formed, 1 ~ Mn ~ [n/2] ,
m

and if Mn = m, K. = the number of individuals in the jth society, ~ K. = n .
J ~j~ 1

Form an enclosure process, such as a convex hull or smallest enveloping sphere about

each society. What is tbe distribution of tbe volume of an enclosure, or inhabited

region? If n --+ 00 so one has a constant density p of points in R d
, then what fraction

of space is inhabited? If M' is the number of societies per unit volume, tben M' =

p lim M In. For an enclosure process there is a passibility that a society of size K. = k
n 1

embeds another. What is this probability?

Within a society of size K. = k, let V. = the number of individuals that con-
1 I

sider the i th individual as their nearest neighbor. We classify an individual by· his

number Vi' so that:

Individual set of such number of

classified as individuals individuals in set

if V.=O Lonely 2 L
le L V.=O •1 $'

V.=l Normal f N
K L".yVi = N,1

V.>2 Friendly :Y Fle L,:?Vi ~ 2F,,-
Ie

Then L Vi = k = Lle + Nie + Fle ~ NJc + 2FIe or LJc ~ FIc •

i=l

Also Vi ~ f(d) where /(1) = 2, f(2) = 5, /(3) =.11 etc.

The presentation gave more specific results for d = 1 when points are genera-
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m=l

[ n /2] SZ

Zn ~ Sm P(M = m) =--------
~ n ~ coth(~) + 1

CD

L
n=2

ted on a line from either a uniform distribution or a Poisson process. (These are

equivalent, see Pyke 1965 JRSS, B.) Results include the distributions of Mn and F lc '

for example

P. Goodey:

Determination 2f convex sets trom randorn sections

We consider random k-dimensional sections of a convex body K in d-dimensional

Euclidean space. The classical erofton formula expresses the size of K aS an average

of the size of Sections of K. We shall investigate the possibility of retrieving the shape

of K from the "average shapen of its sections. We show that, in case k = 2, the shape

of Kis determined by that of its sections, whereas, for k = 1, this is not true.

(Joint work with W. Weil)

P. Groeneboom:

Convex huBs I
A. Cabo:

Convex hulls 11

We study the-limiting behavior of functionals of convex hulls of sampies in R d
. An

example of such a functional is the number of vertices of the convex hull. It is shown

that in the plane one can obtain limit results for these functionals by studying a

Markov process, generating the extreme points of a Poisson point process, which is

t~e Iocallimit of apart of the original sampie process.

Furthermore, it is shown that in R3 similar techniques can be used. For exam

pIe, the study of the locallimiting behavior of the convex hull of a random sampIe of

points in the interior of a ball leads in a natural way to the study of extreme points of

a Poisson point process inside a paraboloid. In this case one can as~ate with each

realization of the Poisson point process a random tessellation of the plane, where the

insides of the polygons of the tessellation correspond to directions of planes of support

hitting only one point of the Poisson process. A sketch is given of a method for

recovering properties of the convex hull,. walking along a test line through the
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tessellation.

Finally we apply the method mentioned above to a uniform sampIe from the

interior of a convex polygon in the plane. It is sbown tbat it allows us to obt~n

limiting results for tbe remaining area and length of tbe boundary. For tbe remain

ing area we prove a centrallimit theorem. However, the length of the boundary bas a

different bebavior. A characterization of tbe limiting behavior is given in terms 'of a

functional of a Poisson process and tbe first two moments of the limiting distribution

are explicitly determined.

-',

H.J.G. Gundersen:

Estimation Qf connectivity

The stereological estimation of the Euler - Poincare cbaracteristic or tbe Euler

number, X, seems traditionally to have been made through the relationship to the

integral of Gaussian curvature, C: C = 411"X • However, all estimators of curvature

naturally require isotropy, which seems an unnecessary complicati<:>n for tbe estima

tion ofthe integer-valued, total Euler number. Moreover, tbe traditional approach

est X = est XV • V
with aseparate estimator of tbe density Xv and of the total specimen volwne, V, is

met with several problems in finite and inhomogeneous specimens.

A more direct approach- is the traditional estimator

est X= LXi· IIr 1

j
wbere tbe specimen is split or partiti'oned in a completely arbitrary but known way,

one then sampIes in j steps. a uniform fraction f
Tc

of t4eu~ieces. In each of the small

pieces in the final sampIe, one evaluates the Euler number..The contribution from

the artificial surfaces, edges, and corners is always known for a known partition. If.
the partition is the simple one produced by three roughly orthogonal set of planes,

with no intersection within a set, the real Euler number of a little slab, s, is

X2 Xl Xo
X. = X3 -'-4"-'

wbere X
2

through Xo are the Euler numbers of the artificial surfaces, edges and

corners, respectively. An alternative correction under translation is given by Prassad

et al., Acta Stereologica 8, 101-106 (1989). With the aci'ditivity of the Euler number

and preserving strictly t,be contribution from each piece to tbe total Euler number,

the fractionator estimate is unconditionally unbiased. Biological examples of capillary
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and bone trabieular networks are presented.

J. Hüsler:

Convex hulls Qf random points

Consider the convex hull Cn of a sampie of n randomly placed points in a unit drele.

To construct efficiently the convex hull, not al1 points are needed. We show that

asymptotieally only the J?Oints belonging to the ring K
1

\ Kr are used to compute the

convex hull, where Kr denotes a clrele with radius r and where r = r(n) ~ 1 as

n --+ 00. We prove the relation between the rate of r(n) --+ 1 and the error probability

of not eorreet eonstruetion of the convex hull C by tbc random subset of points,
n

tending to O. A simpler method is also discussed whieh ean be easily used for more

general cases, where the points are not unifo!mly distributed in K
l

.

K. Kieu:

A. stereological formula involving non -uniform sampling

The strueture of interest is supposed to be a surface f(J (with integer dimension d) in

the Euelidean spaee Rn. The observed sampie is the interseetion f{J n VJ, ,p being a

random p-dimensional surface. The random surface 'r/J is supposed to be such that

there exists a funetion f wi~h

E AP('r/Jn A) = J I(x) An(dz) for all A eRn,
A

Ai, i ~ n, being the i-dimensional Hausdorff measure.

The following formula is discussed

E f h(z,tP) Ad-n+P(dz) = f E z [h(x,1/J)G(cp,1jJ,z)]j(z) A4(dz) ,
cpn,p cp

where lE
z

denotes the mean operator under the Palm distribution of VJ at x and

G(f{J,1jJ,z) is the (n-p)-dimensional volume of the projection onto the orthogonal of

the tangent of 1/J at x of a unit eube in the tangent of cp at z.

The case where I (x) :: 1 has been eonsidered in Zähle (1982). The proof for a

non stationary 1/J is discussed in the ease where 1/J is parametrized by a point of a

surface.

Also, the use of tbe formula is discussed in the case where cp is the product of a

surface q, with itself and· VJ is the product of a random surface " with itself. In
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general, 1/J cannot be assumed to be stationary. Then tbe formula provides results of

interest for second -order stereology. In particular, the stereological formulas for

second -order properties of planar curves, presented in Ambartzumian (1981) and

Stoyan (1981), appear to be particular cases of this use of the general formula.

D. MaIinion:

Products Qf 2.2 randem matrices and seguences Qf random triangle shapes

A sequence of random triangle. shapes is obtained by iterating: choose three points at •

random in the interior of a triangle to form tbe next generation triangle. This process

may be represented by a product of i.i.d. 2.2 random matrices. It is also possible to

represent a 2.2 matrix by a triangle, and thus to define the Ishape l of a matrix. Tbus

products of i.i.d. 2.2 random matrices may be represented by a sequence of random

triangle shapes. This gives a new way of exploring tbe asymptotic beha~our of

products of random matrices. In particular, a more tractable formula is derived for

the upper Ljapounov exponent. This shape approach also holds in higher dimensions.

S. Mase:

On asvrnptotic eguivalence Qf grand canonical MLE and canonical MLE for Gibbsian

wint process models

Consider a random point pattern XA on a bounded region A and we want to fit the

Gibbsian point process model to this pattern. For each fixed potential function ~(r),

we parametrize the local energy of XA as

z·IXA + Q L{~(Iz-yl); z,y E XA' zl- y},

where z is tbe chemical potential and Q is the inverse temperature (in the pbysical

context). Basically H is natural to consider that the point number IXA is random •

and varying and we need to estimate both z and Q (tbe grand canonica1 Gibbsian

model). But if our main interest is in tbe parameter Q, we can take the conditionaI

point of view by fixing the point number and get the canonical Gibbsian model which

includes only the parameter Q.

Let (x,a) be the grand canonical MLE of (z,a) and let er be the canonical MLE

of Q. We can show that the asymptotic variances of er and ä are the same (at least if

z and/ or' Q are small enough).
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T. Mattfeldt:

Number and spatial arrangement 2!' particles within biological membranes

Freeze fracture is a preparative laboratory method by which membranes of biological

structures (cells, mitochondria, mitoplasts) -can be split parallel to tbeir surface. In

tbe electron microscope, sucb preparations sbow particles on a flat smootb back

ground. Tbese intra-membraneous particles (IMPs) presumably consist of proteins

and constitute important functional elements of tbe membrane, wbereas tbe back

ground represents largely lipids. It is diffieult to judge for tbe· human mind whether

the IMPs are arranged purely at random, in clusters, or in a pattern witb mutual

repulsion.

It was tbe aim of this study to develop metbods for tbe quantitative analysis

of IMPs under experimental conditions. An algorithm for the automatie detection of

IMPs using an image analyzer is described. This algorithm provided the coordinates

of tbe IMPs. From tbe empirical data, we determined tbe number" of IMPs per unit

area of membrane. In addition, the pair-correlation function g(r) and tbe reduced

second-order moment measure function K(r) of the IMPs were determined, where r

represents the Euclidean distance between different IMPs. The empirical estimates

of g( r) and K( r) were cbecked versus the null hypothesis of a stationary Poisson point

process in the plane, wbere g( r) = 1 and K( r) = 'lfr2• As estimates were available witb

replication (different cells and individuals), confidence intervals were caJculated

directly from the empirical data, which obviated the need for Mante" Carlo simula

tions of point patterns.

(Joint work with H. Frey, I. Pavenstädt-Grupp, and O. Haferkamp)

J. Mecke:

Extremal properties Qf ßat processes

Stationary Poisson k-flat processes in the d-dimen~ional Euclidean space are COn

sidered (d/2 5 k 5 d-l). The mean k-content of the process per unit volume is said to

be tbe intensity A, and the mean (2k-d)-content per unit volume of the 2-intersec

tion manifold is called intersection density u. Tbe problem is to maximize u for given

A bya suitable choice of the directional distribution of the process. The ~aximal q is

known for al1 pairs (d,k) where d-k is a factor of d, in same cases also the ~orre

sponding directional distribution can be described.
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R.E. Miles:

Homogeneous reetangular tessellations

Homogeneous random tessellations (HRT's), in whieh every eell is a rectangle, are

coDsidered. Vertiees are of T- or X-type. An anthropological study by H. MeEldow

ney (Hawaii) shows that the former may throw light on the chronology of the forma

tion of rectangle boundaries. Beyond homogeneity it is natural to also suppose

isotropy, Le. stoehastic invariance under both z t--+ yand z +---+ -z. Homogeneity =~

U (rectangle sides) = a U ß where ß = U (!ines) and a = U (bounded seg-

ments). The unions of collinear connected reetangle sides -in Q are called I -segments.•

Deletion of ßyields a HRT, with U(rectangle sides) = U(I-segments). A first

order theory shows that all 1st order moments of interest are expressible in terms of
- -

just 3 quantities: Cl = I-segment intensity, 1= mean I-segment length and Hz =
mean number ofT-vertices on a random I-segment.

Specific models for HRT'S are presented. Gilbertls needle model is speeiallzed

to this case, but seems intractable due to the 'blocking effeet '. However, it has been

simulated by M. Mackisack (QUT, Brisbane); bunches of elose parallel I-segments

therein may be avoided by starting with '--rather than -e--type 'seeds'. The

corresponding elosely approximating Gi!bert penetration model admits a full analysis

of rays and offsets.

A final model for HRT is that of Igrowing squaresi, the reetangles of whieh

contain either 1 or 0 of the initial square centre -points. This too has been simulated

by M. Mackisack.

I.S. Molchanov:

Statistics Qf randorn sets: ernpirical capacities approach •

The approach to statisties of random sets based on empirical capacity functionals is

proposed. Its mathematical ground is formed by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and

the funetionallimit theorem for empirical capacities. It is shown that this approach

allows to unify many previously obtained esti~atorsand to derive new estimators for

the Boolean model parameters. In partieular, new estimators for the shape of a

non -random grain and the size distribution for the randomly scaled typieal grain are

diseussed. The empirical capacities approach is effective in handling with noisy or

spatial censored observations (in case the observed image is modified by another
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random closed set). Tbe nation of quantiles of random sets is introduced and their

estimators are considered. General properties of set -valued estimators (bias,

consistency, variance) and the maximum likelihood method for random sets are also

discussed.

J. M~ller:

Johnson - Mehl tessellations: exact and numerical results and simulations

A unified exposition of random Johnson -Mehl tessellations in tl-dimensional

Euclidean space is presented. In particular, Johnson-Mehl tessellations generated by

time -inhomogeneous Poisson processes and nucleation -exclusion models are studied.

The 'practica1' cases d = 2 and d = 3 are discuSsed in detail.

The talk consists of two points based on [1] and [2], respectively.

Part I. Analytic results: Several new results are established including first and

second order moments of various characteristics for both Johnson-Mehl tessellations

and sectional Johnson - Mehl tessellations.

Part 11. Simulations: An efficient simulation procedure which generates

'typical' crystals is discussed and some empirical results which illuminate the effect

of nucleation-exclusion conditions is presented.

[1] ~ller, J. (1992): Random Johnson-Mehl tessellations. Adv. A1mL. Prob. To

appear.

. [2] M~ller, J. (1992): Generation of Johnson-Mehl crystals and comparative analysis

of models for random nucleation. In preparation.

F. Montes:

Random sets and coverage measures

It is well known that a random set determines its coverage measure. The talk gives a

necessary and sufficient condition for the reverse implication. We introduce the

concept of random closed support for any random measure and, using it, an equiva

lent formulation of the above condition. This alternative formulation constitutes a

first step in the search for a way to recognize a random measure as being the random

coverage measure of a random set.

The talk is completed with a proposition allowing to construct, for any random

set, smootbed version verifying tbe condition and final considerations about tbe
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extension of the results and a "natural" generalization of the definition of coverage

measure.

(Joint work with G. Ayala and J. Ferrandiz)

w. Nagel:

Covariograms Qf~ polygons

For compact subsets X of the euclidean space Rn, Matheronls covariogram C(X,.) is

defined by

C(X,h) = V(xn (X+h», hER'" •
where V denotes the volume. The covariogram is (np to the factor V 2(X)y the densi

ty of x-y, where x and y are random points which are independent and uniformly

distributed on X. If X is convex, then C(X,) is related to the family of orientation

dependent chord length distributions (or the joint distribution of direction and

length of random chords resp.).

Theorem: Let X
l
,X

2
c R? be compact convex sets, Xl a polygon. If C(Xl ,· ) ::

C(X
2
,· ), then there is avE ]R2 such that Xl = X

2
+ v or Xl = -X

2
+ v (Le. C deter

mines convex polygons up to translation and retlection).

Two ways of generalizing tbe covariogram were discussed.

T. Norberg:

Ordered couplings Q{ random sets

Let <p and T/J be two given random sets. By a coupling of '{J and T/J we understand a

pair (~,~) of random sets based on tbe same probability 'space and such that ~ ~ <p

and ~ g !/J. Couplings always exist. Take, e.g., q, and ~ independent. A coupling is.

ordered, if ~ ~ "a.s., and we indicate the existence of an ordered coupling of <p and 1/J

by writing <p ~n 1/J.

In tbe talk we describe a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of

an ordered coupling of two given random closed sets. Tbe basic topological space in

which the random closed sets live is assumed to be locally compact and second

countable.
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There are similar results in the cases when the random sets are compa.ct

saturated or compact cr compact convex.

V.K. Oganian:

On configurations generated hY random chords 2I ! planar convex domain

Let D be a bounded convex domain in R 2 and lJD be its boundary. Denote by a the

space of lines in R 2
, [D] = {g e a : 9 n D I- 0} and C", = {(gl, ... ,g",).: there exists a

pair of lines g. , g. for which g. n g. n lJD I- 0}. The set [D] n \ C is the union of a
, 1 '1 n

finite number of connected subsets from an, Le. [D] n \ Cn = Uj Bnie ' where

B .n B . = 0, i I- j. There are only finitely many such sets B L , some being
m ~ ~

equivalent up to permutation of the lines. Let AnJ: be the union of all equivalent BnJc .

The AnA: will be called components. Denote by "'n = .JjX •• • xJj. J where Jj is the meas-

n t imes

ure on a which is invariant with respect to the group of Euclidean motions of R 2
• As

LA: ~,,(AnA:) = IöDI ", we can say about the probabilities of AnA: : p... = ~,,(AnA:)'

18DI-1I. The main result is to obtain expressions for Pnj (n = 3,4). These expressions

have a form of linear combinations of some integral parameters which depend on D.

An example of the integral parameters is I = r Xn(g) dp,(g) (n-th moment of
n J [D]

tbe chord X(g) = 9 n D, introduced by W. Blaschke). The question arises: What infor

mation carry tbe probabilities PnJc about tbe convex domain m This problem had

been solved after some so-called additional relations between the integral parame

ters.

Y.Ogata:

Space-time evolution 2I magnitude frequency distribution inferred from earthquake

catalogs

Lists of earthquakes are publisbed regularly by the seismological services of most

countries where earthquakes occur at all frequently. These lists give epicenter of

each shock, foca! depth, origin time and instrumental magnitude. Empirical law for

magnitude frequency suggests the exponential distribution for shocks above a thresh-
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old magnitude where almost shocks are detected. The parameter of the exponential

distribution is knoWn to vary dependent on time and space. On the other hand, de

tection rate of shocks varies depending on tbe magnitude, time and space. In the

talk, a model ~s given which simultaneously analyzes these dependencies by tbe like

lihood -based inferences. Applications of tbe model and method to tbe eartbquake

data in and around Japan are also presented.

J.Ohser:

Variances Qf different estimators for the speeifie line length •

The usual method to estimate tbe specific line length LA of stationary and isotropie

fi bre processes is to measure its total line length U( W) in a sampling window Wand

to divide U( W) by tbe area of the sampling window. This simple method can be mod

ified in several ways. Such modified estimators are used e.g. in image analysis.

On tbe base of the second order theory of stationary and isotropie random

measures the estimation variance is computed for general classes of estimators of LA'

Analytica1 results can be obtained in tbe case of isotropie Poisson line processes.

From these results improved estimators of LA are derived.

D. Pfeifer:

Time dependent pattern processes

A statistical analysis of random spatial patterns in marine or terrestrial ecosystems

often requires the simultaneous consideration of time, space and migration. For

instance, the spatial distribution of birds or geese in a eertain observation area is

varying over time due to flights (incoming/outgoing) and individual movement on

the ground; similarly, the spatial distribution of sand worms in the wadden sea

depends on death, birth and migration of larvae. Here we discuss the most simp1ett

case of modelling such phenomena as a time -dependent (Markovian) spatial birth

death-Poisson process for which limiting distributions over time are readily

available.

J.P. Rasson:

Clustering and discriminant analysis based Q!! Poisson point processes

The clustering rule based on maximum likelihood estimations under Poisson process
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bypothesis is this one: find tbe partition into k clusters sueh that tbe sum of tbe

Lebuesgue measures of tbeir convex hulls is minimal. A diserimination rule based on

the eonvex bulls is also proposed. Tbe similarity between an individual and a

population is measured by tbe difference between tbe Lebesgue measures of tbe

convex bulls of tbe training set with and without the individual. This procedure

satisfies most of Fisher and Van Ness admissibility conditions. Interesting results are

obtained for the error rate estimation by Itresubstitutionlt and Itleaving one out"

methods. Tbe deeision surfaee is shown to be pieeewise linear. Several real examples

in remote sensing are analyzed.

K. Sandau:

An estimation procedure for tbe joint distribution Qf spatial direction and thiclrness

Qf Dat bodies

in practice cracks of soH, membranes or walls of cells are tbe objeets of consideration

which are summarized in the following under tbe term tlat bodies. To each point of

the body's surface tbere is assigned anormal direction and a thiekness. Considering

tbe selection of a point on the surface as a random event a joint probability

distribution of direetion and thiekness is implied. However, in practiee tbe data

cannot be observed directly, only the profiles in plane sections can be examined. A

further eonstraint is that these sections must be vertieal for practical reasons. Tbe

visible thickness and tbe visible direetion shall be surveyed along test lines situated

in the vertical sections at tbe points wbere the test lines hit tbe fiat bodies. H test

lines are available in all possible spatial directions tbe joint probability distribution

can be estimated. Otherwise further assumptions are necessary. In an application a

special rotation-symmetrie case is eonsidered wbere only vertical and horizontal test

lines are used. In this case a parametric approach is proposed and a parameter

estimation is added.

R. Schneider:

HAudorn projections Qf regular simplices

If ~ is the regular n-simplex in Rn and if n
d

denotes the orthogonal projeetion from

Rn onto an isotropie rando~ d-subspace of Rn, then IIdT' is a random polytope. Let

fi(Hd~) denote tbe number of its k-dimensional faces (0 ~ k < d ~ n-l). For the
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expectation of this random variable, it is shown that
tl-I

m& 2tl d ..J= -.4-1 -2-
E f.(Htll ) N - (e+l) ß(1 r

-, 1~ ) (1r log n)
Jd

as n tends to infinity. Here ß( tc, ~-1) denotes the internal angle of the simplex T' at .

one of its k-faces. The result contributes to a questi~n posed by Goodman and

Pollack.

(Joint work with F. Mfentranger)

M. Stoka:

Hitting probabilities for random ellipses and ellipsoids

Let 5t denote a rectangular lattice in the Euclidean plane E
2

generated by

(4- b) -rectangles.. In this paper we consider the probability that a random ellipse

having main axes of length 2a and 2ß, with 2ß ~ 20 -< min (a,b) intersects ~. We

asswne namely that the lattice se is the union of two orthogonal sets S24 and .92h of

equidistant lines and evaluate the probability that the ellipse intersects 9l
41

or 9lh •

Moreover, we consider the dependence of the events· that the ellipse intersects 9l
a

and that the ellipse intersects 9lb • We study further the case when the main axes of

the ellipse are parallel to the lines of the lattice and satisfy 2ß = min (a,b) < 20 =
max (a,b). In this case, the probability of intersection is one, and there exist almost

surely two perpendicular segments in se, within the ellipse. We evaluate the distri

bution function, density, mean and variance of the length of these segments. We

conclude by a generalization of this problem in dimension three.

•

F. Streit:

Statistica1 tests for comparing different stochastic models in stochastic geometry •

After a summary of the relevant methodology of statistical inference for marked

point processes the following particular problems are investigated:

1. How can one decide by means of a statistical test and based on a spatially

restricted observation of a germ -grain model whether interpenetration of the grains

is possible?

2. Selection among different Stienen -models by means of a statistical test.
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H.S. Sukiasian:

On metrics generated hY !@g functions

One of the versions of the Hilbert 's 4-tb problem in R 3 can be as follows: in R 3 we

have a continuous and linearly additive metric F(PI;P2). Is it true that this F can be

represented as

(1) F(PI ;P2 ) =p.(PI / P2) ,
where p. is some measure in the space of planes, PlIP

2
is the set of planes which

separate the points PI and P2 ?

We consider metries, for which exist so-caIled flag densities. We have solve.d

the following problem: what condition guarantees that a flag funetion generates a

measure (or a signed measure) by means of (I).

M. Tanemura:

Random packing. tessellations and statisties on the sphere

The surface of the sphere is anon - Euelidean space and shows interesting aspeets

different from the usual Euelidean spaces. We eonsider a random sequential packing

of spherical eaps and Voronoi tessellation cf objects on the unit sphere with some

applications. The diseussion will refer to the method of obtaining eonfigurations with

certain optimal properties.

Eaeh point on the unit sphere is also regarded as a vector whfeh represents

the 3-D direetion of non-isotropie objects. We present a likelihood procedure of

estimating parameters of directional interaetion for tbe special case of eonfigurations,

Le., time series of unit veetors, on tbe sphere.

E.B. Vedel Jensen:

Stereological estimation based on isotropie slices through fixed points

In the present talk, stereological estimators of number, length, surface area and

volume in R 3
, based on measurements in an isotropie slice through tbe origin 0, are

presented. Measurements of 3-D angles are not needed. The estimators depend only

on distance measurements. Tbe estimation principle is generalized, using isotropie

r-sliees through tbe origin 0 in R 11 and an isotropie grid of q-subspaces.

(Joint work with K. Kieu)
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R.A. Vitale:

L metries and Gaussian processes-p-----
Tbe Hausdorff m~tric between a pair of convex bodies in R d can be regarded as tbe

L
m

metric between tbeir support functions. Accompanying distances of Lp type, 1 ~ P

< 00, can be defined in a natural way. In earlier work, these were shown to satisfy

upper and lower inequalities with respect to the Hausdorff metric. Recently it has

become apparent that the system of lower bounds can be generalized and re -cast as

a class of companion inequalities for Gaussian processes. A key tool is the isonormal

map, which identifies such processes with subsets of Hilbert space. In this newe
setting, a natural passage to intinit~ dimensions can be done. .

w. Weil:

fuum2tl densities Qf randorn sets

Tbe anisotropy of stationary rand~m sets X and particle point processes Y in Rd has

to be expressed by directional characteristics. Since the centred support function

h(K,.) of a convex body K eRd is an additive and translation invariant functional, it

has an additive extension to the convex ring. ~or random sets X in the extended

convex ring (Le. locally finite unions of convex bodies), a support density hx can be

introduced (in analogy to the classical querrnass densities) as

hx = lim [Vd(rB)] -1 E h(Xn rB,.)
"""(1)

(where V
d

is volume and B the unit ball). hx is a continuous function on tbe unit

sphere and fulfills

hX =E [h(Xn W,·) - h(Xn a+w,.)]

(where W is the unit cube and a+w the lupper right l boundary). In the plane, the_

following formula holds for a sampling window Kin the convex ring -

E h(Xn K,·) = A(K) hx + AA h(K,.)
(A(K) is the area of K and AA the area density of X), higher dimensional analogs

involve densities cf mixed functionals (cf X and K). As a consequence, for a (planar)

Boolean model X (with underlying Poisson particle process Y cf intensity 1), it is

shown that
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where K is a convex body representing the I mean sbapel of Y (and A is the mean

area of tbe particles in Y). Consequently, the mean shape of Yean be estimated from

measurements of the union set X.

M. Zähle:

Random fractal sets and measures

In order to give a rigorous mathematieal definition of statistieal self-similarity as

used in pbysies, Palm distributions 9f random fractal measures have to be intro

duced. They also appear in form of tandem fractional tangent measures of strict1y

self-similar sets in the sense of Meran and Hutehinson. Tbe corresponding invari

anee relations and ergodie theorems lead to the coneept of fractional densities of such

measures which may explieitly be eomputed for Cantor type sets.

H. Ziezold:

Statistical decisions based on mean~ and mean shapes

Figures and shapes are equivalence classes of k-ads x E cf. Means are defined in the

sense of Freehet with respect to suitable metries. For m independent. realizations of a

figure distribution P and n independent realizations of a figure distribution Q a

decision rule for testing Ho : P = Q is proposed.

Berichterstatter: W. Weil
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The conference was directed by W.v.Waldenfels (Heidelberg) and L.Accardi (Roma).

Main fields of interest were quantum groups, quantum white noise, quantum Markov

.chaines, free noise, quantum flows and connections to classical probability.

Abstracts

A.Barchielli

Semigroups of positive-definite maps on .-bialgebras Uoint work with

G.Lupieri)

Reeently P.Glockner and lv1.Schürmann introduced a new class of quantum stochastic

differential equations giving rise to infiniteley divisible representations of *-bialgebras.

By combining their representations with unitary evolutions (unitary Ivlarkovian cocy

eIes) one can introduce and study the new notion of semigroups of positive-definite

maps on *-bialgebras. This notion extends to a generic .-bialgebra our previous work
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on the Fourier transform of convolution semigroups of certain operator-valued measures

(instruments) on groups.

S.Attal

Representations of boullded operators on Fock space commutillg with con- e
ditional expectations

We investigate operators T on the boson Fock space over L 2 (R+) which commute with

projections onto r (L2 ([0, t])). We give two classification theorems \vhich classify the

operators T by A-integrable processes on the one hand and by Maasen-Meyer kerneis

on the other. An example is giv~n.

A.Verbeure

Phonon limits - phonon dynamics

Non-commutative versions of the centrallimit theorem lead to representations of the

canonical (anti) commutation relations. These are applied to prove the existence of

phonons in solid state physics and field theory as bona fide particles. It is also proved

that these centrallimits are stable under our dynamies. This induces adynamies of the

phonons. Multiple properties of the phonon spectra can be derived rigorously.

S.Majid

Braided groups and quantum Fourier transform (same is joint work with

Lyubashenko)

Every quantum group (a non-commutative object) can be converted by "transmuta

tion" inta a braided group (a commutative Hapf algebra in a braided category). ·Such

objects are like supergroups with ±1 superstatistics replaced by a braiding w. Con

verseley every Hopf algebra or bialgebra with braid statistics of a certain type can be

"bosonized" to an ordinary bialgebra. Thus quantum non- commutativity and sta

tistical non-commutativity can be interchanged. (For example, bosonization of the

braided-line is the Weyl algebra. Essentially, this example was found independently
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by M.Schürmann in another context. See his talk at this. conference.) Also, when the

quantum group SLq(2) (of function-algebra type) and the quantum group UqSL2 (of

enveloping algebra type) are transmuted into braided groups B S L 2 and BUqSL 2 respee

tively, they are found to be isomorphie. This means that quantum groups of this type

, after transmutation are eommutative, co-commutative and self-dual (in the braided

category), i.e. like abelian groups Rn. In an applieation (Lyubashenko) we accordingly

_ntroduce a "Fourier transform" operator on any such quantwn group.

W.Freudenberg

On the construction of locally normal states

We show that to each locally normal state of a boson system one can associate a poi.nt

process that ean be interpreted as the position distribution of the state. Further one ean

relate to each normal state its family of conditional states describing the behaviour in a

bounded region having given a configuration outside. Tbe position distribution an? the

conditional states together determine the state completely. Conversely, starting with
. .

an arbitrary point process satisfying some condition of absolute continuity we sketch in

an explicit way a posibility to construct a locally normal state having this point proeess

as its position distribution.

C.Cecchini

eNon-commutative Markov chains

After reealling various non-commutative generalizations of Markovianity for states on

tripies of von Neumann algebras, and discussing their relations, the case of finite von

Neumann algebras was considered. In this situation a structure theorem for Markovian

states on infinite ehaines of mutually commuting von Neumann algebras Vlas given.

S.Rudnicki,. R.Alicki

Low density and weak coupling limits in terms of squeezed states

We show that the time evolution of the quantum system coupled to tbe Bose or
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Fermi heat bath tends too the unitary qUf,i.ntum stochastic process governd by a non

commutative stochastic differential equation. The convergence is in the sense of matrix

elements given hy reference vectors being collective squeezed vectors. In the case of low

density limit the quantum Poisson process is obtained while for the \veak coupling limit

the" quantum Brownian motion appears.

P.E.T.Jorgenson

Quantum moment problems

We explain the non-commutative moment problem owhich is motivated by thc theory of

representations of the canonical commutation relations; and we also make the connection

to the familiar classical moment problems. The algebra A will be generated by the usual

quantum mechanical momentum and position variables p, x (possibly several degrees of

!reedom) and we consider positive functio~als on A.There is an extended algebra A
which includes the inverses (x + i)-l, i = H. We show that the positive spectrum

elements in A are precisely those whiCh can be written in the form EI: AiA1: (finite sum),

A°J: E Ä. We also show t.hat the normal states on A are precisely those which admit a

canonical extension to A. It f6110ws that the familiar non-normal states do not have

the extension property. The work is joint with R.T.Powers, and is also based on earlier

work by K.Schmüdgen and R.F.Werner.

H.Hasegawa

Dynamics and stochastic processes of random matrices

The purpose of this talk is to communicate the present development of the studies of level

statistics in the physical community by the name of "quantum chaos": the old results

formed by Wigner, Porter, Mehta and Dyson around 1960 have been reformulated in

the language of a hamiltonian dynamics and the associative stochastic processes. It is

hoped to stimulate matheniaticians interests so that a mere advanced understanding of

the subject can be achieved.

,.

•
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M.Skeide

On the structure of l-cocycles and conditionally positive functionals on

Woronowicz SUq(2)

Given an arbitrary *-representation p of SUq(2) acting on a Hilbert space H we develop

a family (depending on the algebra elements) of bounded operators in H such that every

l-cocycle w.r. to 'Ir can be obtained by applying this family to a fixed corresponding

vector in H. .This correspondence is one to one. As a corollary we find that to every

l-cocycle belongs a conditionally positive functional (expressible as matrix element of

another operator'family) which is just the "inversion" of a theorem due to M.Schürmann.

K.Dykema

Applications of freeness to II,-factors

Abrief introduction to II,-factors is given, followed by a description of same applications

of Voiculescu's theory of freeness to the II,-factors of free groups.This will include a

description of the use of random matrices as the essential tool to obtain these results.

D.Applebaum

Quantum stochastic flows on manifolds

• A simple example of a quantum stochastic flow on a manifold is constructedout of two

commuting vector fields and a single (elassical) Brownian motion.

J .-L.Sauvageot

Riemannian foliations and quantum processes

The transverse heat semigroup on the C·-algebra of Riemannian foliation is dilated into

4>2 quantum flow.
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P.D.F.lon

q in quantum stochastics?

The naive algebraic approach to a non-commutative probability formalism can, in it~

simplest form, be tried on the free non- commutative algebra. There is a natural co

product leading to a convolution on the algebra of functionals, the non-commutative

po\ver series, which is the classicaJ. s~ume product. The wish to \York with fermions, •

and than to interpolate bebveen them and the ordinary case, leads to the introduction

of a changed shuffle product. parametrized with a q. This can be described in a mere

high-brow way in terms of a co-action. The one-dimension~ special case shows a

formalism naturally fuH of 'basic' numbers, binomials etc. This suggests a natural

relati~nshipwith the 'scaling' q-difference operator, with classical q-~alysis and even

with quantum groups.

V.P.Belavkin

Quantum Ito algebras and Hida d~tributions

A quantum Ito algebra indexed by a #-algebra A is introduced. It admits a Fock

space representation in r(E) as a surn of a number, a creation and an anihilaton pro

cess evaluat~d at a #-representation i and a cocycle k w.r. to to this repre~entation.

Introducing an Ito algebra of pairs (a, ß) with a E A and ß E C ,this algebra can be

represented as b-algebra of triangular 3 x3-block-matrices· in the cornplex Minkowski

space C EB E ffi C, given in terms of the maps i and k. •

M.Fannes

Ground states for quantum spin chains

It is in general a very difficult problem to obtain information on equilibrium on ground

states of quantum spin systems. This is .even the case for models on achain. Using

the 'valence band solid' construction however a nearest-neighbour rotation and trans

lation invariant antiferromagnetic spin 1 interaction has been constructed with unique

ground state. All correlation functions of this state can be computed, they decay expo

nentially in space and the Hamiltonian has a 'ground state gap'. In a joint work with
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G.Nachtergale and R.F.Werner we considered generalized valence band states. This

class of states turns out to be a w*-dense con'vex subset of the translation invariant

states on the chain. We explicitely obtain the decomposition into extremal periodic

states and the necessary and sufficient conditions for purity. There is an abundance of

pure states in the class and each of these pure states is shown to be the unique ground

state of a suitable finite gauge interaction \vith a spectral gap. The natural statting

• point for obtaining these results is an expression for the correlation functions of such

states in terms of a transfer-matrix like formular similar to that expressing the joint

probabilities of a Markov process.

M.Epple

A class of non-commutative stationary processes over the 2x2- m:atrice~

In the talk a class of non-commutative stationary processes over the non-eommutative

probability space (M2 , tr) was specified. It is well-known that the Markovian processes

in this class are couplings to white noise. It was shown that the essentially commu

tative processes in this class (not necessarily Markovian) are couplings t"o the sum of

a random variable and a coloured conunutative noise. This result. was derived from a

representation theorem on unitary cocycles of measure-theoretical dynamical systems.

A.S.Holevo

On the Levy-Khinchine formula in quantum probability

Classical probability is based on the theory of measures with values in R. In quantum

probability an important role is played by measures with vaIues in a non-commutative

algebra of transformations. Such measures, called instruments, describe transforma

tions of quantum systems, depending on the results of measurements. A convolution

semi group of instruments is an object which is related to continuous measurement pro

cess in a way forma11y similar to the relatio~: between usual convolution semi group of

probability measures and processes with independent increments. An important and

difficult problem is to describe generator of convolution semi group of instruments in

terms of a non-commutative Levy-Khinchine formula. A survey of recent results in this

direction is presented, including construction of semi groups with unbounded generators
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of non-Lindblad type.

D.Voiculescu

Entropy a~d perturbations of operators

We have studied the perturbation of operators via the existence problem of quasi central e .
approximate 'units relative to a normal ideal. H T is an n-tuple of operators and J a

normed ideal there is an invariant kj ( T) measuring the obstruction to the existence of

quasi central approximate units for T relative to J. H J = C;} the Macaev ideal given

by the norm I T I~= E Ajj-1, where >"1 ~ >"2 2:: ... are the s-numbers of T, we show

that the invariant kj can be used to define an invariant of dynamical system related' to

entropy (probably proportional).

M.Bozejko

Geometry of Weyl group and q-deformed probability

We considered the classical finite Weyl (Coxeter) group as the method of perturbation

of the full Fock space. We have shown that for every Coxeter group (W,5) the function

<Pg{x) = q~l(%) ... q~.(%) is positive definite on W. We defined a new class of cre~tion and

annihilation operators and theIl: q-deformed classes of probability q-independence. We

get a central limit theorem such that the corresponding orthogonal polynomials are q

Hermite polynomials. We find application of q-probability to Nelson's hypercontractiv-e

ity inequality when q tends to 1 starting from free probability (q=O).

T.Hida

White noise analysis

Let J.L be the standard Gaussian measure on the space of generalized functions over Rl.

Tbe white noise analysis is carried on the Hilbert space L2{p). Since the measure J.L

is invariant under the infinite dimensional rotation group, we can discuss an infinite

dimensional harmonie analysis, where the Volterra as well as the Levy Laplacian play
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important roles. Also, it is shown that these Laplacians can be characterized in terms

of the infinitesimal generators of the rotations.

K.R.Parthasarathy

eClassical Markov processes and quantum stochastic differential equations

A certain type of stochastic differential equations, in which the differentials and the their

coefficients are handled as matrix entries, is introduced. The quantum Ito's formula is

given. The necessary and sufficient condtions for the coefficients that the. solution of

the differential equation is contractive isometrie and coisometric respectively are given.

Fr~m the unitary processes being solutions of such equations and a fixed operator in

the initial algebra there is constructed another class of processes and the differential _

equation for which they are salutions and theire connections are given. The introduction

ofmatrix notation allowed to write down all this properties very elegant. Examples in

which certain (especially classical) Markov processes can be recovered are ~ven.

R.L.Hudson

Th.e Feynman-Kac formula and quantum stochastic calculus

Let U satisfy the quantum stochastic differential equation· dU = U(LdA+ - LdA 

1/2L+Ldt), Uo = 1 when L is an operator in the initial space. For the Feynman-Kace fonnula exp(-t(1/2L+L + V» = E[M.U.J, we consider wether the cocycle M, is the

soulution of the ordinary di~erential equation dM = MUVU-1dt, Mo = 1, can be ex

pressed as exponential. In other words, when is the process UVU-l commutative? ,Nec

essary conditions for this are found to be that [V, [V, Ln = 0, 1/2[L+L, V2] = [L+VL, V].

These are satisfied if V = v(xp + yq), x, y fixed and L is linear in p and q, correspond

ing to Feynman-I{ac formula for Brownian motion, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and the

anti-Ornstein-Uhlenbeek process respectively.
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M.Schürmann

Quantum white noise on *-bialgebras

We consider triplets (L, B, Cl!) consisting of a *-group L, an L- graded *-algebra B

and a *-representation 0 of L as automorphisms on B. Let A be another *-algebra

together with astate. An n- tuple of *-algebra homomorphisms from B to A is ca:lled

independent if they fullfill certain commutation ruies and if the state factorizes. A

twisted *-bialgebra is such a triplet together with a compatible coalgebra structure.

Now we introduce a notion of white noise. It can be shown that each 'such white noise

can be realized as' solution of a quantum stochastic differential equation.

H.Maasen

Scattering in quantum optics

A criterion is given for the well-definedness and completeness of the scattering operator

for a quantum Markov process. For the sake of concreteness, the criterion is applied to

the process of light scattering on a single atom. Ha dynamical system (A, q,,~) has the

Markov dilation (A ® N, <p ® 1/J, It 1-+ U;(l ® er.)(It)u,), obtained by coupling to the noise

(N, tP, er,) via the cocycle u" which in our example satisfies a quantum stochastic diffe"r-.

ential equation, then two "M01ler morphisms" exist, provided an additional."condition

on the coefficient of the differential equation is satisfied.

R.Werner

Tagged particles in a mean-field enviroment

The thermodynamicallimit of dynamical semi groups, ,vhose generators at finite system

size are obtained from a lattice interaction by averaging over permutations, leads to

evolutions of the following form: the evolution of the bulk of particles is described by a

flowon the one-particle state space, wheteas the motion of a tagged particle (or dually,

of a locally perturbed state) is described by a cocycle of completely positive maps with

respect to the flow. If the finite-size generators are Hamiltonian, both the cocycle and

the flow are Hamiltonians, and any Hamiltonian on the one-particle state space arises

in this way. If the finite-size generators are expressible in Lindblad fonn in terms of

•

•
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intensive variables, the cocycle is still Hamiltonian, hut the flow may be -contracting or

chaotic. In the general case the evolution is given. by an 'essentiallyarbitrary function

associating a Lindblad on the one-particle algebra with each stateon this algebra.

_.paszkievicz

Kolmogorovian description of measurements on quantum system

A family of 'stochastic processes indexed by t, which attaches stochastic prozesses to

functions with values in M, can be described as a single stochastic process indexed by

such functions, if a consistency condition holds.

Y.G.-Lu, L.Accardi

The quantum stochastic calculus -on -Hilbert module

Starting from a 'quantum Hamiltonian system, by ·considering the Markovian limits

of this system, 'we find that a new type of quantum stochastic' calculus is suggested

natura1ly. This new type of quantum stochastic calculus is. not based 'on a Hilbert

space but Hilbert module and moreover the initial module (denoted by Ho) is not

longer independent of the noise module (denoted by r(Ht ) and H l a Hilbert module).

Basedon the tensor Hilbert module r(Ht ) (8) Ho, the quantum stochastic calculus theory

~sestablished in same special hut interesting case, e.g. H 1 is a C-Hilbert module

Wand C is a commutativeC·-algebra. As an application of this new type quantum

stochastic calculus, the Markovian limit of the wave operator (or evolution) of the

quantum Hamiltonian system which we are considering is described by the unitary

solution of a certain quantum stochastic differential equation in the new sense.

L.Accardi, P.Gibilisco

Induced representatiolls of path groups and parallel transports

We show that induced representations raise naturally for a certain class of locally groups

introduced by the physicist !v1.B.Mensky. We generalize and prove same statements

made at a formal level by Mensky.
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A.Chebotarev

Conservation recipes for quantum dynamics and for quantum stochastic

flows.

In the talk we introduce the minimal solutions for quantum dynamical problems and

for quantum stochastic equations. Then we demonstrate technics for reconstructing the

minimal solutions in order to obtain the conservative ones.

D.Ko~oliuk

Quantum Markov chains

One can introduce stopping and hitting times for quantum Markov chains. Using the

stopping procedure, we have obtained a new criteria of recurrency applicable for Heisen

berg spin model's Markov potenti.al.

Denes Petz

Discrimination between states by measurements

•

Let A be the observable algebra of a quantum system. Information on the system is

obtained by measurements which are thought of as positive unital mappings a: : C n
.-.+ A.

H <p and w are possible states of the system, we would like to decide which of them is

the "true" state. We consider only the following type of decision procedure. First •

maximal amount of informaton is obtained by meaSurements on (</>,w) and the decision

is made using classical statistics of the previously received data. Measurement is called

sufficient if it provides al1 the information on the relation of the two states </> and w.

Thm: If </> and w do not commute then sufficient measurement does not exist. When the

given quantum system may be observed in arbitrary many copies, we are in a position

to consider the asymptotics of the information supplied by the measureIilents. Thm:

Asymptotically sufficient ineasurement does exist for any </> and w. The formal theory of

sufficient measurements leads to new kind of entropy inequalities which are interesting

independently as weIl. The lecture is based on a joint work with F.Hiai.
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F ..Hiai

Same remarks on trace of operator logarithm and relative entropy

The Golden-Thompson inequality Tre(A+B) ~ TreAeB is one of the most famous and

important trace inequalities. We first mention that it can be strengthened due to

Araki 's recent generalization of Lieb and Thirring's inequality. We prove a class of trace

einequalities which complements Golden-Thompson inequality. This inequalities give rise

to upper and lower bounds of the relative entropy. In particular we have S(X, Y) ~

Sss(X, Y) where S(X, Y) is Umegaki's relative entropy and Sss(X, Y) is Belavkin and

Staszewski's one. This inequa.lity can be extended to the setup of hypernnite semifinite

von Neumann algebras. We finaily present an additivity formula for the trace of operator

logarithm in semifinite von Neumann algebras, which enables us to extend Fuglede and

Kadison's determinant theory to the semifinite case.

M ..Ohya

Information ~ynamics; thermodynamical systems and their applications

Various physical and. nonphysical systems can be described bystates, such that the

dynamics of a. system is described by the state change. One of essential characters of a

state is expressed by its complexity. Complexity such as entropy is a key concept in in

formation theory. We call the study of the state change together with suc~ complexities

"information dynamics", which is a kind of synthesis ·of dynaIl~ics of state change and

_information theory. Here we explain what information dynamies is and indicate how it

can be used in several physical and nonphysical fields.

M.Ohya, N.Watanabe

A new formulation of communication theory with Gaussian channels

Gaussian communication processes have been treated by Baker et al. Their discussion

has two defects: namely (1) Shannon's type entropy is always infinite for any Gaussian

measure;" (2) if we take the differential entropy a.s information of any input state, then

this entropy becomes less than the mutual entropy. These points are not well-matched to

Shannon's communication theory. In order to avoid these defects and discuss Gaussian
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. communication processes on Hilbert spaee, we introduce the entropy functional of an

input system and the mutually entropy functional based on the quantum von Neumann

entropy and the mutual entr~py (information) introdueed by Ohya 1983.

F.Fagnola

Characteriz.a~ionof isotitetric weakly. differentiable cocycles in Fock space

The nation of weakly differentiable cocycles in Fock space is "introduced. A correspon

dence between these eocyeles and a certain class of operators in a slightly enlarged

Hilbert spaee is given, in the way that they fullfill quantum~stochastic differential"equa

tions in which the corresponding operator enters. A necessary and s~cient condition

for such cocyeles to be isometrie is given.

K.B.Sinha

The solution of an abstract H-P equation and application to classical diffu

sion

A unique solution is constructed for the abstract H-P equation: dV = V(iLdB.(t) +
(-1/2L2 + iH)dt) where L and H are self adjoint ~perators satisfying sOllJ.e further

eonditions. In the ease where L and H are associated with smooth and bounded vector

fields in R', this leads to the construction of a dass of elassical Ito diffusion in one

dimension. e
R.Speicher

Random sums of operators

An "interpretation" of free convolution is given by shapening a theorem of Voiculescu:

lr A = (An)neN, B = (Bn)neN are sequenc~sof selfadjoint n x n-matrices with J1.A" --+ PA

and /-LB. --+ PB and if PA and PB have compact support, then J.LA,,+U.B.U: converges to

the free convolution of PA and PB for almost all random sequences of unitary operators

U = (Un)neN E ®neN U(n).
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J.M.Lindsay

Feynman-Kac representation of some non-comlnutative Markov semigroups

Markov semigroups have recently been constructed on semifinite algebras with trace. As

an example *-derivations {) \vhich fullfill certain conditions are investigated. Applied to

a standard Brownian motion this leads to a Feynman-I(ac realization of the semigroup

e- t6
•

6
• It is not clear ai( the moment how to extend this to ~Iarkov generators given by

_wo or more derivations.

T.Hudetz

Quantum topological entropy for C·-dynamical systems

We introduce a notion of topological entropy for automorphisms of arbitrary (non

commutative but unital) nuclear C·-algebras A, generalizing the "classical" topological

entropy for a homeomorphism T : X --t X of an arbitrary (possibly connected) compact

Hausdorff space X , where the generalization is of course understood in the sence that the

latter topological dynamical system (with Z-action) is equivalently viewed as the C·

dynamical system given by the T-induced automorphism of the Abelian C*- algebra

A = C(X). As a simple b':J-tbasic example, we calculate our quantum topological

entropy for shift automorphisms on AF algebras associated with topological Markov

chains; and also areal physical interpre"tation of our simple "quantum probabilistic"

entropy functions can be discussed.

ea.Kümmerer

Stationary quantum Markov processes

The problem if a stationary non-commutative Markov process over lvln, the algebra of

n x n-matrices, is a coupling to a generalized Bernoulli shift, is reduced to the problem

if there are two embedings of Mn into a certain W·-algebra, fullfilling some conditions.

The answer is yes, if this algebra is not of type 111. Otherwise a counterexample is given.

Berichterstatter: M.Skeide
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